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FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of

Commission—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Design 2000 Homes Pty Ltd
(Appellant)

and
Ross Hall

(Respondent).
No. 815 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

26 August 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE PRESIDENT: (Given extemporaneously at the hearing
and determination of this matter on 1 August 1996 and edited
by the Full Bench).

These are the unanimous reasons for decision of the Full
Bench.

This is an application to extend the time within which the ap-
pellant might institute an appeal against the decision of the Com-
mission at first instance. There is also an application to extend
time in which the application to extend time might be made.

It is a requirement of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (see s.49(3)) that an appeal be instituted within 21
days of the date of the decision against which the appeal is
brought. The institution of an appeal commences with the fil-
ing of a notice of appeal. The appellant herein purported to
file a notice of appeal on 5 June 1996, the same date on which
these applications were lodged.

The decision sought to be appealed against was made on 20
March 1996. These applications were made about three months
after the decision was delivered and about two months after
the expiration of time within which the appeal was required to
be instituted.

In addition, there was no appearance by or on behalf of the
appellant, the appellant being the party required to establish
the grounds of its application. No grounds of the application
were therefore established.

The respondent moved for the dismissal of the applications,
and no case having been established to grant the applications,
and the appellant not appearing, the Full Bench dismissed such
applications. Further, the notice of appeal, as a result, was
incompetent, and, insofar as it was necessary to do so, we
dismissed the appeal.

Appearances: No appearance by or on behalf of the appellant.
Mr R Hall on his own behalf as respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Design 2000 Homes Pty Ltd
(Appellant)

and
Ross Hall

(Respondent).
No. 815 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

1 August 1996.
Order.

THIS matter having come on for hearing of applications to
extend time to lodge appeal No 815 of 1996 before the Full
Bench on the 1st day of August 1996, and there being no
appearance by or on behalf of the appellant, and having heard
Mr R Hall on his own behalf as respondent, and the respond-
ent having moved that the applications herein to extend time
to lodge appeal No 815 of 1996 be dismissed, it is this day,
the 1st day of August 1996, ordered and declared as follows�

(1) THAT the applications herein to extend time to file
appeal No 815 of 1996 out of time be and are hereby
dismissed.

(2) THAT appeal No 815 of 1996, filed herein on the
5th day of June 1996 against the decision of the Com-
mission in application No 1424 of 1995 made on
the 20th day of March 1996, be and is hereby de-
clared incompetent and be and is hereby dismissed.

By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,

[L.S] President.
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S.80L of the Act reads as follows�
�(1) Subject to this Division the provisions of sections

26 (1) and (3), 27, 28, 31 (1), (2), (3), (5) and (6), 34
(3) and (4) and 36 that apply to and in relation to the
exercise of the jurisdiction under this Act of the
Commission constituted by a Commissioner shall
apply, with such modifications as are prescribed and
such other modifications as may be necessary, to the
exercise by a Board of its jurisdiction under this Act.

 (2) For the purposes of subsection (1) section 31 (1)
shall apply as if paragraph (c) were deleted and the
following paragraph were substituted�
�(c) by a legal practitioner.�.�

It is noteworthy that the Board, for certain purposes, shall
consist of the President of this Commission who shall be the
Chairman, as well as an employer�s representative appointed
by the employer of the appellant, and an employee�s repre-
sentative appointed by the relevant organisation.

However, in the case of an appeal referred to in s.80I(1)(d)
or (e) of the Act the Board is constituted differently. The Chair-
man of the Board is a Public Service Arbitrator and the other
members of the Board are an employer�s representative ap-
pointed by the employer of the appellant, and an employee�s
representative appointed by the relevant organisation. It is
noteworthy, too, that for the purposes of s.80H(4) of the Act
�Public Service Arbitrator� means a Commissioner who is,
for the time being, a Public Service Arbitrator appointed un-
der s.80D of the Act.

It is not quite certain which provision of s.80I(1) the appeal
was brought under. One presumes that it was s.80I(1)(e), but
that was not in issue before the Full Bench.

What was before us was an appeal against the decision of
the Board made on 31 May 1996 wherein it decided that the
Board had jurisdiction to hear and determine the claim by the
appellant in its amended form.

When the matter came on for hearing before the Full Bench
we heard a preliminary submission made on behalf of the re-
spondent that the Full Bench had no jurisdiction to hear and
determine the appeal. This submission was based on the propo-
sition that s.49(1) of the Act, which enables appeals to be
made to the Full Bench from the decision of the Commission
under the Act, defines the Commission to mean �the Com-
mission constituted by a Commissioner, but does not include
the Commission exercising jurisdiction under s.80ZE�.

The submission was that the Board, for the purposes of this
appeal, was constituted under s.80H of the Act by a Public
Service Arbitrator, who is a Commissioner for the time being,
and by an employer�s representative and an employee�s repre-
sentative. The submission therefore was that the Board was
not the Commission for the purposes of s.49 of the Act be-
cause it was not constituted by a Commissioner.

The Board cannot and should not and cannot be read as
being the same as the Public Service Arbitrator. It is a differ-
ent entity constituted by three persons, one of whom may be
the President and one of whom is a Public Service Arbitrator.

Further, it was submitted that s.80L of the Act did not pre-
scribe that s.49 of the Act should apply to and in relation to
the exercise by a Board of its jurisdiction under the Act.

The submissions made on behalf of the appellant was that
s.49(1) of the Act, interpreted literally, was that it allows a
right of appeal to the Full Bench from decisions by a Com-
missioner, even though there may be other persons sitting with
the Commissioner who are not Commissioners themselves.
Such a construction, it was submitted, was also consistent with
the use of the word �Commission� in other parts of the Act. In
this connection, we were referred to the definition in s.7 of
the Act. This submission was sought to be strengthened by
reference to the difference between �a single Commissioner�
and �a Commissioner sitting or acting alone�, the latter phrase
being used in s.14(2) of the Act.

It was also submitted that a broad interpretation of the words
used in s.49(1) of the Act would have the effect of formally
bringing the Board into line with the general structure of the
Commission. Otherwise, appeals from the decision of the
Board may only go to the Supreme Court.

Finally, it was submitted that the intention of Parliament to
have the Full Bench supervise the workings of the Board is

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

State Government Insurance Commission
(Appellant)

and
Terence Hurley Johnson

(Respondent).
No. 890 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING.

2 October 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal against the whole of the
decision of the Public Service Appeal Board (hereinafter re-
ferred to as �the Board�) given on 31 May 1996 in matter No
PSAB 16 of 1994 upon an appeal brought under s.80I of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter re-
ferred to as �the Act�).

The appellant complains that the Board had no jurisdiction
to hear and determine the matter before it, and, in particular,
no jurisdiction to make a declaration that the respondent had
been unfairly dismissed and to award compensation.

At first instance, an appeal was brought pursuant to s.80I of
the Act against the decision of the appellant to dismiss the
respondent from his employment by it, effective from the close
of business on Thursday, 18 August 1994 on the grounds of
misconduct.

The facts are canvassed in detail in the reasons for decision
of the Board made on 31 May 1996 which appear in the ap-
peal book at pages 3-13 inclusive.

Public Service Appeal Boards are constituted pursuant to
s.80H of the Act which reads as follows�

�(1) For the purpose of an appeal under section 80I there
shall be established, within and as part of the Com-
mission, a board to be known as a Public Service
Appeal Board.

 (2) A Board shall consist of 3 members.
 (3) In the case of an appeal referred to in section 80I (1)

(a), (b) or (c), the members of a Board shall be�
(a) the President, who shall be the Chairman;
(b) an employer�s representative appointed by the

employer of the appellant; and
(c) an employee�s representative appointed by the

relevant organization.
 (4) In the case of an appeal referred to in section 80I (1)

(d) or (e), the members of a Board shall be�
(a) a Public Service Arbitrator, who shall be the

Chairman;
(b) an employer�s representative appointed by the

employer of the appellant; and
(c) an employee�s representative appointed by the

relevant organization.
 (5) In subsections (3) and (4) �relevant organization�

means the Association unless the appellant is a mem-
ber of another organization in which case it means
that organization.

 (6) In this section and section 80J �organization� means
an organization of employees registered under Divi-
sion 4 of Part II, Trade Unions Act 1902, an associa-
tion of employees registered as an organization
pursuant to the provisions of the Commonwealth Act
or, in the case of an appeal by a medical practitioner
employed in a public hospital, the Western Austral-
ian Branch of the Australian Medical Association
Incorporated.

 (7) In subsection (4) �Public Service Arbitrator�
means a Commissioner who is, for the time being, a
Public Service Arbitrator appointed under section
80D.�
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ultimately confirmed by s.80H and s.27(1)(u) of the Act which
confers on the Board the power to take a case to the Full Bench
on a question of law. That the President�s permission must be
obtained further confirms that the avenue is only to be used
when the parties have not exercised the right of appeal under
s.49.

I propose to interpret the provisions which are required to
be interpreted in the context of the Act as a whole. Further, I
propose to interpret the provisions giving the words their natu-
ral meaning, unless to do so would be to bring about ambigu-
ity or absurdity. It is not necessary to supplement this
interpretation by applying the purposive method of interpre-
tation.

S.49(2) of the Act prescribes plainly and in unequivocal
words that appeals to the Full Bench from the Commission be
only from the Commission constituted by a single Commis-
sioner. The word �Commissioner� is defined in s.7 of the Act
to mean �a Commissioner appointed under this Act and in-
cludes the Chief Commissioner, the Senior Commissioner and
an Acting Commissioner�.

The Board when not chaired by the President is chaired by
a Public Service Arbitrator who must be a Commissioner.
However, the Board in every case is constituted by three per-
sons each with a different qualifications for appointment.

Plainly, the Board constituted under s.80H(4) of the Act is
constituted by a Public Service Arbitrator (not a Commissioner
as such), an employer�s representative and an employee�s rep-
resentative. If that were not sufficient, s.80K(3) of the Act
provides that the jurisdiction of a Board shall be exercised by
all the members sitting together. Indeed, the prescription is
also that when the members are divided in opinion on a ques-
tion, the question shall be decided according to the decision
of the majority of the members. That provision confirms that
jurisdiction is exercised by the Board consisting of all three
members (see per Higgins J in Australian Boot Trade Em-
ployees� Federation v Whybrow and Co and Others [1910] 11
CLR 311 at 341-342 (HC)).

S.80G of the Act does not apply because that section relates
to the exercise by a Public Service Arbitrator of his/her juris-
diction under the Act, not to the exercise by the Board of its
jurisdiction.

In my opinion, s.80H and s.80L of the Act prescribe the
exercise of the jurisdiction of the Board. In any event, I do not
regard s.80L as capable of assisting in this appeal because
that section refers to the manner of exercise of jurisdiction
and does not prohibit a substantive right of appeal under s.49
of the Act.

I agree that s.27(1)(u) of the Act is applied by virtue of s.80L
of the Act to the Board however constituted. I agree that that
provides a role for the Full Bench in matters before the Board.
I agree that there is no prohibition upon appeals under s.49 of
the Act as there is in s.80G(2) of the Act which relates to
another constituent authority, the Public Service Arbitrator.

However, to infer that such an appeal lies in the face of the
plain unambiguous words of s.49(1) of the Act would be quite
wrong. The interpretation of the relevant provisions which I
have favoured is supported by the dicta of Malcolm CJ in Ex
parte Minister for Corrective Services (1993) 9 WAR 534 at
540-541 (SC of WA) where he dealt with the question of
whether an appeal lay to the Full Bench and said this�

�There is a general right of appeal from any decision of
the Commission to the Full Bench provided by s 49(2) of
the Act. In that section �the Commission� means the
Commission constituted by a Commissioner, but does not
include the Commission exercising jurisdiction under s
80ZE. That provision empowers a Minister to refer to
the Commission for inquiry and report any matter, that,
in the opinion of the Minister, affects or may affect in-
dustrial relations. As already noted, s 80Z(1) establishes
the Board �within and as part of the Commission�. By s
80X(1) �Board� is defined as �means the Commission
constituted as a Promotions Appeal Board established
under this Division�. It follows that the right of appeal
conferred by s 49(2) has no application to the Commis-
sion constituted as a Promotions Appeal Board. The ap-
plicable provisions referred to in s 80ZD do not include
any appeal provisions. There is no right of appeal to the
Industrial Appeal Court under s 90(1) of the Act.�

For all of those reasons, no appeal lies to the Full Bench
from the decision of the Board appealed against. The Full
Bench has no jurisdiction to hear the appeal. I therefore agreed
that the appeal herein be dismissed.

I note that no warrant was filed for Mr Rae, who appeared
for the respondent, to act as its agent upon this appeal. Pro-
vided there is no objection, that situation should be remedied
by the filing of the same within 48 hours of the date hereof.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: I have had
the advantage of reading the Hon. President�s draft Reasons
for Decision. I respectfully agree and have nothing to add.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING: I have had
the advantage of reading in draft form the Reasons for Deci-
sion prepared by the President. I respectfully agree with the
conclusion he has reached. In the circumstances, I can state
briefly my reasons for doing so.

The Industrial Relations Act 1979 provides a right of ap-
peal from certain decisions of the Commission to the Full
Bench of the Commission (section 44). There can be no ques-
tion but that the Public Service Appeal Board is a constituent
part of the Commission (section 80H(1)). However, the right
of appeal to the Full Bench, which right must necessarily be a
statutory right, is confined to decisions of the Commission
�constituted by a Commissioner� (section 49(1)). Although,
depending on the status of the appellant or on the nature of
the matter in issue, a Commissioner, who is also a Public Serv-
ice Arbitrator, must be, and in the case in question was, a
member of the Board and its chairperson, the Commissioner
is not the Board (see: Milantis v. Minister for Education (1989)
69 WAIG 2930). The Board, as the Act expressly stipulates,
consists of three members (section 80H(2)). The jurisdiction
of the Board is only exercisable �by all the members sitting
together� (section 80J(3)). In the circumstances, it is stretch-
ing the English language beyond its limits to say that a deci-
sion of the Board is a decision of the Commission constituted
by a Commissioner. It is a decision of the Commission consti-
tuted by the Board, which in turn is constituted by all three
members, not just one of the members.

Furthermore, the Full Bench of the Supreme Court, in Ex
parte Minister for Corrective Services (1993) 9 WAR 534,
has expressed the view that there is no right of appeal from a
Board to the Full Bench of the Commission. If it be, as Mr
Momber suggested, that that decision is not technically bind-
ing on the Full Bench, in my view, there would, nonetheless,
need to be strong reasons why it should not be followed. For
the reasons outlined above, no such reasons exist.

I therefore agree that the appeal should be dismissed for
want of jurisdiction.

THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the appeal is dis-
missed.

Appearances: Mr P R Momber (of Counsel), by leave, on
behalf of the appellant.

Mr E Rea on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

State Government Insurance Commission
(Appellant)

and
Terence Hurley Johnson

(Respondent).
No. 890 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G L FIELDING.

23 September 1996.
Order.

THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 23rd day of September 1996, and having heard Mr P R
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Momber (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant
and Mr E Rea on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench
having determined that its reasons for decision will issue at a
future date, it is this day, the 23rd day of September 1996,
ordered that appeal No 890 of 1996 be and is hereby dismissed.

By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,

[L.S] President.

FULL BENCH—
Appeals against decision of

Industrial Magistrate—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Arthur Alfred Dixon
(Appellant)

and
Ministry of Justice

(Respondent).
No. 630 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER R N GEORGE.

5 September 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE PRESIDENT: These are the unanimous reasons for de-
cision of the Full Bench.

This is an appeal against the decision of the Industrial Mag-
istrate�s Court at Perth made on 28 February 1996 in com-
plaint No 167 of 1995.

The appeal is brought under s.84 of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as �the Act�),
of which s.84(1) reads as follows�

�(1) In this section ̀ `decision�� includes a penalty, order,
order of dismissal, and any other determination of
an industrial magistrate�s court, but does not include
a decision made by such a court in the exercise of
the jurisdiction conferred on it by�

(a) section 96J;
(b) Division 1 of Part 5 of the Workplace Agree-

ments Act 1993; or
(c) section 100 of that Act.�

By the complaint, the complainant employee, a Community
Corrections Officer employed in the Ministry of Justice, al-
leged that, on various fortnightly pay periods, between 24
November 1991 and continuing, the �Ministry of Justice�,
being a party bound by the Public Service Award 1992, Award
No A 4 of 1989 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as �the
award�)�

�failed to pay overtime allowance for work performed in
excess of the normal hours for days on which the com-
plainant was rostered and worked as required by Clause
19 & 21 of the said award.
The complainant claims penalties, costs and interest and
an Order for payment of the amount underpaid as may be
determined with liberty to apply as to that amount.�

BACKGROUND
The background to the matter was this. The appellant had

for some time been employed by the respondent. In 1991, the
respondent set up the Intensive Surveillance Unit (hereinafter
referred to as �the ISU�) where officers monitored the move-
ment of persons subject to home detention orders.

The appellant was apparently, at all material times, one of
three officers who staffed the ISU on any given day, working
one of three eight hour shifts per day every day of the week.

By complaints Nos 1093, 1094, 1095 of 1994, and brought
in the Industrial Magistrate�s Court, the appellant claimed that
the respondent had failed to pay him overtime payments due
and payable to him under the Public Service Award 1992 from
4 October 1991 to 28 November 1991.

The appellant also wished to claim overtime payments which
he said were due and payable under the award in respect of
his employment after 28 November 1991.

However, the appellant and the respondent came to an agree-
ment that the decision(s) in complaints Nos 1093, 1094 and
1095 of 1994 would be used by them as a �test case� to re-
solve the claims for the other periods after 28 November 1991,
in respect of which the appellant claimed overtime.

On 22 December 1994 His Worship, Mr G Calder IM, found
complaints Nos 1093, 1094 and 1095 of 1994 (the test case)
proven and made an order that the respondent pay to the ap-
pellant the amounts of overtime to which His Worship found
that he was entitled from 4 October 1991 to 28 November
1991. The amount to be paid was to be agreed between the
parties and no penalty was sought. The order was complied
with.

The respondent appealed against His Worship�s decision to
the Full Bench but that appeal was dismissed (see Public Serv-
ice Commissioner v Dixon 75 WAIG 1822 (FB) delivered 17
May 1995).

Pursuant to the agreement with the appellant, and as a result
of the decision of His Worship, the respondent paid to the
appellant overtime payments for the period ending 5 January
1995, in December 1995. The respondent refused to pay the
appellant overtime for the period after 5 January 1995 despite
the appellant�s claim that he was entitled to such payment.

By complaint No 198 of 1995 the appellant�s claim for over-
time for the period from 1 December 1992 to 13 July 1995
came on for hearing before His Worship, Mr R J Gething IM,
in the Industrial Magistrate�s Court at Perth on 28 February
1996. That complaint was dismissed on 11 April 1996 ac-
cording to the notation on the complaint.

Complaint No 167 of 1995, the decision upon which is the
subject of this appeal, was brought on 30 August 1995. By
that complaint, as it was amended, overtime was claimed from
29 November 1991, together with penalties, costs and interest
in the words which we have quoted above. That complaint
was heard by His Worship on 28 February 1996 also.

The agent appearing for the complainant (now the appel-
lant) made it clear that complaint No 167 of 1995 related only
to the period up until 5 January 1995.

By the time the complaint came on for hearing on 28 Febru-
ary 1996 the respondent had paid to the appellant all of his
overtime payments for the period 29 November 1991 to 5 Janu-
ary 1995.

Mr Clohessy, the agent for the appellant, said that the
amounts claimed for overtime payments to 5 January 1995,
being an amount which it would seem was in excess of
$10,000.00, had been paid to the complainant so that only the
remaining claims, and these were for interest, penalties and
costs, would be pursued. Indeed, Mr Clohessy observed that
had agreement been reached in respect of interest, penalties
and costs up to 5 January 1995, his principal would have sought
to withdraw.

At the hearing, Mr Clohessy claimed an order that interest
be awarded pursuant to s.32 of the Supreme Court Act 1935
(as amended) (hereinafter referred to as �the Supreme Court
Act�).

Mr Clohessy submitted that proceedings here were civil upon
the authority of Re Packington; Ex parte Executive Director,
Building Management Authority and Another (1996) 64 IR
270 (Supreme Court of WA) (Full Court). Mr Clohessy also
referred to Hocking v Port Hedland Regional Hospital 76
WAIG 1168 per Mr A R Robins IM and FPF&AIIU v Jason
Industries Ltd t/a Jason Furniture 75 WAIG 1947.

The respondent, through Counsel, opposed any order for
interest (see page 25 of the appeal book (hereinafter referred
to as �AB�)).
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His Worship observed at page 27 (AB)�
�You might find yourself stuck with an argument: There
has been no actual claim for those amounts to be granted
so therefore you can�t ask for interest because there is no
claim.�

At page 31 (AB) His Worship indicated that he would want
evidence of what the payments were, observing that he was
given a piece of paper in the form of a submission which was
not produced formally, nor was it subject to cross-examina-
tion.

Ms Sheridan, on behalf of the defendant, submitted that no
costs should be awarded on the complaint because, on the
first complaint in 1994, the test case, the costs to be awarded
were left up to the parties. His Worship then suggested that
she leave costs and deal with the substantial question of over-
time.

His Worship observed that Mr Clohessy had submitted that
by paying these amounts voluntarily the respondent had ad-
mitted that it was at fault in not paying the amounts claimed,
and therefore the Ministry by making these payments admit-
ted liability for the amount and should pay a penalty �for the
failure to pay from 1991 until the date these were paid in�.

Ms Sheridan relied on the agreement which was made to
treat some cases as the test case, and also submitted that there
should be no order for interest because the initial complaint in
1994 which was going to be used as a test case should apply.
Therefore, it would be unfair to now claim interest on what
was already agreed beforehand to be paid. Further, the inter-
est in the initial complaint was not pleaded.

It was said that it is discretionary whether or not to order
interest to be paid (see FPF&AIIU v Jason Industries Ltd t/a
Jason Furniture (op cit) per Mr I G Brown IM, and see also
s.32 of the Supreme Court Act).

His Worship also observed that he could not award interest
for the amount because there was no claim for that amount.

In his reasons for decision His Worship in dismissing the
claim and making no orders as to costs made the following
observations and findings�

(1) He had heard no evidence of the facts which the com-
plainant alleged against the defendant as far as pen-
alty was concerned.

(2) Since there was no evidence to support the claim he
was unable to decide whether the defendant�s con-
duct warranted a penalty.

(3) Interest may not be awarded in a matter if it is not
expressly claimed in the complaint. The complaint
did not seek the payment of interest.

(4) The defendant had made payments for the additional
overtime work performed as agreed and this part of
the present complaint he had not pursued.

(5) (a) Because the defendant was very slow in mak-
ing payments the complainant was justified in
making his complaint in August 1995, but that
would not justify application for new claims
not contained in the previous complaint, that
is for penalties or interest.

(b) The defendant agreed to be bound by the or-
ders made on the first complaint and they did
not include orders for penalties or interest.

(6) Since interest was not claimed in the original com-
plaint, it could not be cured on this complaint.

His Worship therefore dismissed the complaint and made
no order as to costs.

GROUNDS OF APPEAL
The appellant�s grounds of appeal were as follows�

�(1) That the Learned Magistrate failed to find the Com-
plaint proved noting the admission that an amount
of $10902.40 had been underpaid to the Complain-
ant, which amount by admission was paid to the
Complainant on 20/12/1995 without qualification.

 (2) That the Learned Magistrate erred in finding that
the claim for interest had not been made on com-
plaint.

 (3) That the Learned Magistrate erred in finding that
the Complainant was bound by decisions in the ear-
lier complaints, particularly when in those matters
including an appeal and in his decision in Complaint
198/1995, he found he was not so bound.

 (4) That the Learned Magistrate erred in not hearing sub-
missions as to the Complainant�s costs and penal-
ties.

 (5) Such other grounds that may be adduced.�

CONCLUSIONS
The Industrial Magistrate dismissed the application. Ground

(1) of the grounds of appeal raises squarely the question
whether the Industrial Magistrate erred in dismissing the ap-
plication noting when there was an admission that an amount
acknowledged to be owing to the appellant for overtime was
paid to him in December 1995.

It was part of the submissions of the advocate for the re-
spondent at first instance that because the amount was paid
(as part of an undertaking that any amounts not paid would be
paid following the �test case� referred to above), then no pen-
alty should be imposed. There was, without doubt, an admis-
sion on behalf of the respondent that an amount due to the
appellant for overtime not paid to him was paid and it is clear
that the failure to pay was a breach of the award.

The test case was to determine whether the failure to pay
overtime was a breach of the award. That case meant that other
and subsequent failures to pay overtime were contraventions
of the award and admitted to be such. That is why the pay-
ments to the appellant were made in December 1995.

The complaint was brought because these payments had not
been made soon after the Full Bench had heard and deter-
mined the appeal in the test case, but were delayed.

The question is whether, within the meaning of s.83(2) of
the Act, the contravention of or failure to comply with the
award was proved. If it were proved then the Commission
was bound to so find. If or until it did so, matters of penalty,
interest or costs were not matters which the Industrial Magis-
trate could at all consider.

By s.81CA of the Act the �general jurisdiction� of the In-
dustrial Magistrate�s Court is defined to mean, inter alia, the
jurisdiction of an Industrial Magistrate�s Court under s.83 of
the Act. That is the jurisdiction which was here being exer-
cised. S.81CA(2) of the Act provides as follows�

�(2) Except as otherwise prescribed by or under this Act
or another law�

(a) the powers of an industrial magistrate�s court;
and

(b) the practice and procedure to be observed by
an industrial magistrate�s court,

when exercising general jurisdiction are those pro-
vided for by the Local Courts Act 1904 as if the pro-
ceedings were an action within the meaning of that
Act.�

That provision was introduced by s.21 of the Act, No 79 of
1995, which came into operation on 16 January 1996, before
these proceedings were heard on 28 February 1996.

The proceedings are, of course, civil (see Re Packington;
Ex parte Executive Director, Building Management Author-
ity and Another (op cit) (Supreme Court of WA) (Full Court)).

Regulation 3(1) of the Industrial Relations (Industrial Mag-
istrates� Courts) Regulations 1980 prescribes as follows�

�(1) Subject to the Act and to these regulations, proceed-
ings before an industrial magistrate�s court and in
particular the making of a complaint, the issue of a
summons, the summoning of witnesses, the fees to
be paid relating to any matter, the taking of evidence,
the hearing and determination of a complaint and
the costs and allowances to parties and witnesses
shall be, with such modifications as circumstances
require, those prescribed by the Justices Act, 1902-
1979, in respect of proceedings before justices for a
simple offence.�

It is expressed to be �Subject to the Act and to these regula-
tions�. The regulations are another law for the purposes of the
section (see the definition of �written law� in s.5 of the Inter-
pretation Act 1984), and they prescribe otherwise the practice
and procedure of the Industrial Magistrate�s Court in s.83
matters. They therefore apply to s.83 proceedings.

Admissions made by agreement between the parties or made
by Counsel to the court are binding in civil proceedings. They
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may be retracted if the court gives leave to do so (see �Cross
on Evidence�, Australian Edition, paragraph 3160).

In criminal proceedings an accused person either person-
ally or by his Counsel or Solicitor may admit on his trial any
fact alleged or sought to be proved against him, and such ad-
mission shall be proof of that fact without other evidence (see
�Cross on Evidence� (op cit), paragraph 3170, and s.34 of the
Evidence Act 1929).

Accordingly, whether these proceedings were civil or crimi-
nal, the Industrial Magistrate could have found that any al-
leged contravention or failure to comply proven on the
admission of Counsel or an advocate. Notwithstanding the
somewhat tortuous route which these proceedings took be-
fore the Industrial Magistrate, it is quite clear, given the sub-
missions which were made in the first place as to questions of
interest, cost and penalty, and by the advocate for the respond-
ent, that it was accepted that the breach as alleged was admit-
ted by the respondent through its advocate to have occurred
(see pages 32-34 and 36-37 (AB)). In particular, at page 37
(AB) Ms Sheridan, who appeared for the respondent at first
instance, said�

�As a result of that and as you are aware, the ministry
was found to have breached the award, and as a conse-
quence of that the ministry has complied in paying it.
The ministry has in no way at any time tried to avert its
obligations in paying what people are entitled to. That is
also on the transcript in those earlier complaints.�

(See also page 38 (AB)).
At page 48 (AB) Ms Sheridan said�

�Well he was paid from that particular decision. With
respect to the rest of the payments, yes, he wasn�t paid
until December 1995.�

His Worship put the case properly at page 36 (AB) when he
said�

�1994 - - determined that the payments should have been
made from 1991 through to 1994. Right? And because
the ministry did not make those payments, then the min-
istry should suffer a penalty for its failure to pay that over-
time for that period.�

Ms Sheridan said at page 36 (AB)�
�The ministry has at no time sought to frustrate the pro-
ceedings in any way.�

(See also Ms Sheridan�s admission at page 29 (AB)).
His Worship, notwithstanding remarks he made at page 31

(AB), seems to have accepted at page 36 (AB) that an admis-
sion of contravention or non-compliance had been made.

By reference to the whole of the transcript, but particularly
those excerpts to which we have referred, there was a formal
admission of the failure to pay overtime as alleged in the com-
plaint, contrary to the provisions of the award, and an admis-
sion of contravention or failure to comply as alleged. That
admission was sufficient to constitute proof for the purposes
of s.83(4) of the Act of the contravention of the award al-
leged. The Industrial Magistrate erred in failing to so find.

The Industrial Magistrate erred in dismissing the complaint
which he should have found proven. He should have then gone
on to deal with questions of penalty, interest and costs, but
had no power to do so until he found the complaint proven,
which he did not.

Ground (1) is made out. Grounds (2), (3) and (4) are, for
those reasons, not made out.

INTEREST
We do not have to decide this point. However, we make a

number of observations which, we hope, might be helpful, as
to the question of interest. The appellant claimed interest re-
lying on s.32 of the Supreme Court Act. S.32 reads as fol-
lows�

�(1) In any proceedings for the recovery of any money
(including any debt or damages or the value of any
goods), the Court may order that there shall be in-
cluded, in the sum for which judgment is given, in-
terest at such rate as it thinks fit on the whole or any
part of the money for the whole or any part of the
period between the date when the cause of action
arose and the date when the judgment takes effect.

 (2) This section does not�
(a) authorize the giving of interest upon interest;

(aa) apply in relation to any general damages in
respect of pain and suffering or the loss of the
enjoyment of or the amenities of life awarded
in relation to personal injury or the death of a
person;

(b) apply in relation to any debt upon which in-
terest is payable as of right whether by virtue
of any agreement or otherwise; or

(c) affect the damages recoverable for the dishon-
our of a bill of exchange.

 (2a) In subsection (2)(aa) �personal injury� includes any
disease and any impairment of a person�s physical
or mental condition.

 (3) This section applies to proceedings in a Local Court;
except where the sum for which judgment is given
does not exceed $750.�

We interpret the meaning of s.32 in the context of the whole
of the Act, giving the words their ordinary and natural mean-
ing. By doing so, no ambiguity or absurdity is created. Firstly,
the section prescribes that in any proceedings for the recovery
of money the court (which in s.4 of the Supreme Court Act is
defined as the Supreme Court of Western Australia) may or-
der that there shall be included in the sum for which interest is
given, interest at such rate as it thinks fit. S.32(1) otherwise
prescribes.

S.34 of the Supreme Court Act contains a rule of law be-
cause it is part of Division 3 of Part III �Miscellaneous Rules
of Law�.

S.32(2) of the Supreme Court Act does not preclude the
order being made. S.32(3) provides that the section applies to
proceedings in a Local Court where the sum for which judg-
ment is given does not exceed $750.00.

S.34 of the Supreme Court Act prescribes that the several
rules of law enacted and declared by this Act shall be in force
and take effect in all courts whatsoever in Western Australia
so far as the matters to which such rules relate shall be respec-
tively cognisable by such courts.

The Industrial Magistrate�s Court is a court and s.32 of the
Supreme Court Act applies to proceedings in it, provided that
s.83 proceedings can be said to be proceedings for the recov-
ery of money.

S.83(1) of the Act enables certain prescribed persons to ap-
ply in the prescribed manner to an Industrial Magistrate�s Court
for the enforcement of an award, industrial agreement or or-
der �where a person contravenes or fails to comply with any
provision of an award, industrial agreement or order� (with
some exceptions). On the hearing of such an application, the
Industrial Magistrate�s Court is empowered to issue a caution
or impose a penalty �if the contravention or failure to comply
is proved�. Otherwise the court dismisses the application. The
Industrial Magistrate�s Court is empowered to do those things
with or without costs (see s.83(2) of the Act).

S.83(4) of the Act provides�
�(4) Where in any proceedings brought under subsection

(1) against an employer it appears to the industrial
magistrate�s court that an employee of that employer
has not been paid by that employer the amount which
he was entitled to be paid under an award or order
the industrial magistrate�s court shall, subject to sub-
section (5), order that employer to pay to that em-
ployee the amount by which he has been underpaid.�

Since the proceedings are enforcement proceedings directed
to proving a contravention of or failure to comply with any
provision of an award, and an order to pay an amount which
an employee was not paid, when he was entitled to be paid
such amount, can only be made if it appears to the court that
the employee has not been paid the amount. In any proceed-
ings brought under s.83(1) of the Act to enforce the award, it
might be said that these were not proceedings for the recovery
of money. We obviously do not decide that.

However, if this is an action for the recovery of money, which
is doubtful because the agent for the applicant before the In-
dustrial Magistrate acknowledged that the amount of over-
time alleged not to have been paid was paid before the
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application came on for hearing, no order which might be said
to be a judgment for the recovery of money was sought.

Interest may only be ordered to be paid as part of any judg-
ment. If an order under s.83(4) of the Act can be said to be a
judgment then none was sought and there was no �judgment�
in which an order for interest might be included. Interest can-
not, under s.32 of the Supreme Court Act, be ordered to be
paid in isolation. We would have difficulty, on the arguments
before us upon this appeal, seeing how an order could be made
for the payment of interest.

We make these observations in the hope that they may be of
some assistance.

FINALLY
We would vary the decision of the Industrial Magistrate�s

Court by substituting a finding of proven for the dismissal of
the complaint. We would remit the questions of interest, costs
and penalty to the Industrial Magistrate to be dealt with ac-
cording to law and these reasons.

Order accordingly.
Appearances: Mr R Clohessy, as agent, for the appellant.
Mr D Matthews (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the

respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Arthur Alfred Dixon
(Appellant)

and
Ministry of Justice

(Respondent).
No. 630 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER R N GEORGE.

5 September 1996.
Order.

THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 25th day of July 1996, and having heard Mr R Clohessy,
as agent, for the appellant and Mr D Matthews (of Counsel),
by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench hav-
ing reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for deci-
sion being delivered on the 5th day of September 1996 wherein
it was found that the appeal should be upheld, it is this day,
the 5th day of September 1996, ordered and directed as fol-
lows�

(1) THAT appeal No 630 of 1996 be and is hereby up-
held.

(2) THAT the decision of the Industrial Magistrate to
dismiss complaint No 167 of 1995 be and is hereby
varied by substituting for the word �dismissed� the
word �proven�.

(3) THAT complaint No 167 of 1995 be and is hereby
remitted to the Industrial Magistrate�s Court to de-
termine the questions of interest, costs and penalty
according to law and the reasons of the Full Bench
herein.

By the Full Bench.
(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,

[L.S] President.

FULL BENCH—
Unions—Declarations made

under Section 71—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees� Union of
Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of

Workers
(Applicant).

No. 1018 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY.

16 September 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE PRESIDENT: These are the joint reasons for decision of
Coleman CC and myself.

This is an application by The Plumbers and Gasfitters Em-
ployees� Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers (hereinafter referred to as �the PGEU�). The
abovenamed applicant is an organisation as that is defined in s.7
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter
referred to as �the Act�). It is therefore a �State organisation�,
too, as that is defined in s.71(1) of the Act. There is no objection
to the application. By the application, the applicant seeks that a
certificate issue under s.71 of the Act.

The main ground of the application is that the rules of the
PGEU have been amended to mirror, insofar as is practicable,
the rules of the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, En-
ergy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Un-
ion of Australia, Plumbing Division, Western Australian
Branch (hereinafter referred to as �the CEPU�) which is said
to be the �Counterpart Federal Body�.

The CEPU is an organisation of employees registered under
the Industrial Relations Act 1988 (as amended) (Cth), for the
purposes of s.71(1) of the Act. The CEPU plainly took shape
as an organisation from amalgamations between various �un-
ions� as the rules demonstrate.

A certified copy of the rules of that organisation dated 27
August 1996 has been filed herein.

By rule 19 of the Plumbing Division of the CEPU, it is plain
that there are constituted a number of Branches, including the
Western Australian Branch.

Rule 4�Definitions of the CEPU rules contains some rel-
evant definitions�

�4.1 Appropriate Division
Appropriate division shall be the division to which
a member has been attached.

...
 4.3 Division

Division shall mean a division of the Union estab-
lished under the rules of the Union. There shall be
an Electrical Division, a Plumbing Division and a
Communications Division.

...
 4.7 Divisional Branch

Divisional Branch shall mean a Branch of a division
of the Union established in accordance with the rules
of the Union.

...
4.11 Rules of the Union

4.11.1 The Rules of the Union means all the Rules of
the amalgamated union read and construed in
totality and includes the Divisional Rules and
Divisional Branch rules.

4.11.2 Divisional Rules are the rules of a division
established in accordance with the Rules of
the Union.
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4.11.3 Divisional Branch Rules, where they exist, are
the rules of the Divisional Branch, being a
branch of a division, established in accord-
ance with the rules of the Union.

4.12 Union
Union shall mean the amalgamated Union and shall
include all its divisions and divisional branches and/
or any other sub section or part of the divisions.�

It is to be noted also, that a member is required to be at-
tached to the division of the union covering the industry or
employment of that member (see rule 5.1.2).

A member must only be in one division and one divisional
branch but remains at all times a member of the union (see
rules 5.1.3 and 5.1.4).

Each division has the autonomy to decide matters which do
not directly affect the members of another division.

The rules of the divisions are set out in sections of the rules.
The rules of the Plumbing Division appear in section C. Each
Branch of the EPU ((ie) the Electrical, Electronic, Plumbing
and Allied Workers Union of Australia and of the Communi-
cations Workers Union of Australia, namely �the CWU� be-
comes a Divisional Branch of the union as specified in columns
1 and 2 of Schedule F (see rule 30.12)). Accordingly, the
Western Australian Branch of the Plumbing Division of the
EPU becomes the Western Australian Branch of the Plumb-
ing Division of the CEPU. Section C of the CEPU rules con-
tain the rules of the Plumbing Division of the CEPU and is
known as the Plumbing Division or �the PGEU�.

In rule 2 of section C of the CEPU rules there is a number of
relevant provisions. Rule 2.1 provides as follows�

�2.1. �Branch�, or �Divisional Branch� shall mean a
Branch of the Plumbing Division of the CEPU es-
tablished in accordance with these Rules.�

Rule 3 of section C of the CEPU rules provides as follows�
�3�CONSTITUTION

The Division shall consist of those persons as defined in
Rule 2.4 of Section A of the Rules.�

Rule 2.4 of section A of the CEPU rules provides as fol-
lows�

�2.4 Without limiting or in any way being limited by sub
rules 2.1 to 2.3 inclusive and sub rules 2.5 to 2.21
inclusive, the Union shall also consist of an unlim-
ited number of persons who have been admitted as
members in accordance with the Rules of the Union
and:
2.4.1 who are bona fide workers employed or usu-

ally employed in executing any plumbing,
gasfitting pipe-fitting, or domestic engineer-
ing work, whether prefabricated or not, or who
execute any work in or in connection with:

2.4.1.1 Sheet lead, galvanised iron, or other
classes of sheet metal, or any other
materials which supercede the materi-
als fixed by plumbers;

2.4.1.2 lead, wrought, cast or sheet iron, cop-
per, brass or other classes of pipe work;

2.4.1.3 Water (hot or cold), steam, gas, air,
vacuum, heating or ventilating appli-
ances, fittings, services or installations;

2.4.1.4 house, ship, sanitary, chemical or gen-
eral plumbing and drainage; or

2.4.2 who are independent contractors who, if they
were employees performing work of the kind
which they usually perform as independent
contractors, would be employees eligible for
membership of the Union under Rule 2.4.1,
provided that they:

2.4.2.1 are natural persons; and
2.4.2.2 provide services for another person or

body where the main object of the ar-
rangement is to obtain their labour; and

2.4.2.3 are not employers or usually employ-
ers.

2.4.3 together with such other persons, whether
employed in the industry or not, as have been
appointed officers of the Union and admitted
as members thereof.

2.4.5 Without limited the generality of the forego-
ing or being limited by the foregoing, the
Union shall also consist of an unlimited
number of persons who are employed or usu-
ally employed by CCA Beverages (Brisbane)
Limited trading as Coca-Cola Bottlers, Bris-
bane in its operations at Richlands in the State
of Queensland (including sales, marketing and
services therefrom).�

Rule 4(1) of the rules of the PGEU reads follows�
�4.  CONSTITUTION

1. The Union shall consist of an unlimited number of
persons who have been admitted as members in ac-
cordance with the Rules of the Union, and who are
bona fide workers employed or usually employed as
plumbers on house, ship, sanitary, chemical or gen-
eral plumbing work on water (hot or cold), steam,
gas air, vacuum, heating or ventilation, appliances,
fittings, services or installations and who executes
any gas fitting, pipe fitting, domestic engineering
work or drainage work in connection therewith; to-
gether with such other person whether employed in
the industry or not, as have been appointed officers
of the Union or its branches, and admitted as mem-
bers thereof.�

Rule 48.2 of section C of the Plumbing Division of the CEPU
rules vests the business of each Branch in the Committee of
Management consisting of a Branch President, a Branch Vice-
President, Branch Secretary, Branch Assistant Secretary, two
Branch Trustees, Branch Organisers and not more than nine
other Committee members.

The applicant seeks a declaration pursuant to s.71(2) of the
Act that the Full Bench declare that it is of opinion that the
rules relating to qualifications of persons for membership of
the Branch are the same as those of the applicant, and vice-
versa.

Under s.71(1) of the Act a �Counterpart Federal Body�, in
relation to a State organisation, means a Branch the rules of
which�

(a) relating to the qualifications of persons for member-
ship; and

(b) prescribing the offices which shall exist within the
Branch,

are, or, in accordance with this section, are deemed to be, the
same as the rules of the State organisation relating to the cor-
responding subject matter (see s.71(1) of the Act).

Further, by s.71(2) of the Act, the rules of the State organi-
sation and its Counterpart Federal Body relating to the quali-
fications of persons for membership are deemed to be the same
if, in the opinion of the Full Bench, they are substantially the
same (see s.71(2) of the Act).

The Full Bench may form the opinion that the rules referred
to in subsection (2) are substantially the same notwithstand-
ing that a person who is�

(a) eligible to be a member of the State organisation is,
by reason of his being a member of a particular class
of persons, ineligible to be a member of that State
organisation�s Counterpart Federal Body; or

(b) eligible to be a member of the Counterpart Federal
Body is, for the reason referred to in paragraph (a),
ineligible to be a member of the State organisation
(see s.71(3) of the Act).

The rules of a Counterpart Federal Body prescribing the
offices which shall exist in the Branch are deemed to be the
same as the rules of the State organisation prescribing the of-
fices which shall exist in the State organisation if, for every
office in the State organisation there is a corresponding office
in the Branch (see s.71(4) of the Act).

There were affidavits sworn in this matter by Wilfred Deakin
sworn on 24 July 1996 and also sworn in application No 154
of 1995 on 20 March 1995. As a result of perusing those affi-
davits, which were admitted into evidence, we are satisfied
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that all of the statements required to be filed under regulation
101 of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985
(as amended) have been filed, and that on 24 February 1993 a
duly convened Special General Meeting of the applicant or-
ganisation authorised the making of this application.

We are also satisfied that the application herein was author-
ised in accordance with the applicant�s rules.

We are also satisfied, having perused the rules of the appli-
cant organisation and the rules of the �Counterpart Federal
Body�, which were exhibited herein, that the rules of the
Branch (see rule 48.2 of the Plumbing Division rules of the
Counterpart Federal Body and see rule 9 of the rules of the
applicant organisation) prescribing the offices which exist in
the Branch should be deemed to be the same as the rules of
the State organisation prescribing the offices which exist in
the State organisation, because for every office in the State
organisation there is in the rules of the Branch, a correspond-
ing office in the Branch.

A perusal of the rules in some detail of both the applicant
organisation and the Counterpart Federal Body makes it quite
clear that the eligibility in each case is substantially the same,
although different expressions of eligibility are used in some
parts of the rules of each organisation (See rule 2.4 of the
Counterpart Federal Body and rule 4 of the applicant organi-
sation).

As to what �substantial� means it is fair to say that it means
�real or of substance as distinct from ephemeral or nominal�
or �considerable or main or essentially� (see Re an applica-
tion by the CSA 73 WAIG 2931 at 2932 (FB) and the cases
cited therein, and also Re an application by the ALHMWU 76
WAIG 1699 (FB)). Applying that meaning, we find that the
rules of the State organisation and its Counterpart Federal Body
are substantially the same. The Counterpart Federal Body
would also seem to be properly identified according to the
Federal rules in the application.

We are therefore satisfied that the Branch (the Counterpart
Federal Body) is a Branch, the rules of which�

(a) relating to the qualifications of persons for member-
ship; and

(b) prescribing the offices which shall exist within the
Branch,

are, or, in accordance with s.71(1) of the Act, are deemed to
be, the same as the rules of the State organisation relating to
the corresponding subject matter. We would declare accord-
ingly.

COMMISSIONER CAWLEY: This is an application by the
Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees� Union of Australia, West
Australian Branch Industrial Union of Workers for the issue
of a certificate under section 71 of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979.

For the application to succeed the union had to satisfy the
Full Bench that the requirements set by the legislation had
been met. Save for establishment by way of certification that
the copy of the rules of the counterpart federal body before
the Full Bench represented the current situation, the applicant
clearly satisfied that the requirements had been met. That cer-
tification has been satisfactorily established.

There is no reason for the application not to succeed. The
declaration sought should issue.

THE PRESIDENT: For those reasons, the application is
granted.

Declare accordingly.

Appearances: Mr C Young, as agent, on behalf of the appli-
cant.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees� Union of
Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of

Workers
(Applicant).

No. 1018 of 1996.

BEFORE THE FULL BENCH

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN.

COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY.

16 September 1996.

Declaration.

THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench
on the 27th day of August 1996, and having heard Mr C Young,
as agent, on behalf of the applicant, and there being no other
party desiring to be heard in respect of this application, and
the Full Bench being of the opinion upon evidence that the
rules of the State organisation, the applicant herein, and the
Counterpart Federal Body relating to qualifications of per-
sons for membership of each such body are substantially the
same, and the Full Bench also being of opinion that the rules
of the Counterpart Federal Body prescribing the offices which
exist in the Branch are the same in this respect as the rules
which exist in the State organisation, the applicant herein, and
reasons for decision being delivered on the 16th day of Sep-
tember 1996, it is this day, the 16th day of September 1996,
ordered and declared as follows�

(1) THAT the rules of The Plumbers and Gasfitters Em-
ployees� Union of Australia, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers and its Counterpart
Federal Body, the Western Australian Branch of the
Plumbing Division of the Communications, Electri-
cal, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumb-
ing and Allied Services Union of Australia, relating
to the qualifications of persons for membership be
and are deemed to be the same, in accordance with
s.71(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (�the Act�).

(2) THAT the rules of the Counterpart Federal Body pre-
scribing the offices which shall exist in the Branch
be and are hereby deemed to be the same as the rules
of the applicant herein, prescribing the offices which
exist in the applicant, in accordance with s.71(4) of
the Act.

By the Full Bench.

(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S] President.
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COMMISSION IN COURT
SESSION—

Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Worsley Alumina Pty Limited

and

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Australian

Branch

and

The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers

and

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western Australian

Branch

and

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.

No. 151 of 1996.

Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd Long Service Leave Conditions
Award, 1984 (No. 27/1985).

COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.

 6 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The application (as amended)
seeks to vary the Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd Long Service Leave
Conditions Award, 1984 (66 WAIG 509) (�the Award�) to pro-
vide that:

 �On the application of an employee, the employee and
the employer may agree that the employee can forgo all
or part of their long service leave entitlement under this
Award provided:

(a) In lieu of the entitlement, the employee re-
ceives the same before tax amount had the
leave actually been taken; and

(b) The agreement is in writing.

The employee will be subject to tax on any amount paid
under this clause pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment
Act, 1936 and the employer will make the appropriate
deduction from the payment.�

The following Union are Respondents to the Award:

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Austral-
ian Branch

The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Saw-
mills and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western
Australian Branch

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Infor-
mation, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA
Branch

The Award applies to all employees of the Company in
Western Australia �who are eligible for membership of

Unions respondent to the Worsley Alumina Award� (See
Clause 4.�Application of Award). These are:

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union
The Australian Workers� Union
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
of Australia
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Infor-
mation, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of
Australia (Print K5502)

Leave was granted to the federally registered Unions to be
heard in these proceedings.

The Company advises that initially requests for more flex-
ible Long Service Leave arrangements came from shift work-
ers whose rates of pay during long service leave does �not
include shift premiums, overtime, penalty rates, special rates,
disability allowances, fares and travelling allowances or the
like�. They sought to maintain their level of income during a
period of leave by taking only 10 weeks leave after 10 years
of service (with 13 weeks pay) in lieu of the 13 weeks leave
proscribed under their Award entitlement. We are informed
that this matter was pursued during enterprise bargaining ne-
gotiations but that it could not be accommodated at that time.
Subsequently, pressure for more flexible arrangements gener-
ally received additional impetus when �limited contracting out
provisions� which enable an employee and employer to agree
in writing to an �adequate benefit� in lieu of the entitlement
under the Act was legislated (See s.5 of the Long Service Leave
Act 1958 as amended by s.47 of the Industrial Relations Leg-
islation Amendment and Repeal Act, 1995).

Although the �limited contracting out� provision is not avail-
able in circumstances where an entitlement equivalent to that
under the Long Service Leave Act is regulated by an Award or
industrial agreement, this provision is claimed to apply to a
section of the Company�s workforce who do not have an enti-
tlement under the Worsley Alumina Pty Limited Long Serv-
ice Leave Conditions Award, 1984. It is said that these
employees do not come within application of the Award, i.e.
they are ineligible for membership of Unions respondent to
the Worsley Alumina Award, but have had the terms of the
Award applied to them as a matter of policy. On the basis of
the availability of the �limited contracting out� provision un-
der the Long Service Leave Act 1958 (as amended) to these
employees, it is claimed that circumstances arise which dis-
criminate against those employees whose entitlement is regu-
lated by the Award as a matter of law and not merely as a
matter of policy.

In summary the argument in support of the claim is founded
on:

� the industrial implications of the availability of flex-
ible long service leave arrangements to one section
of the workforce and not to another; and

� the recognition that can be given for more flexible
long service leave arrangements with changing work
practices which provided for extended breaks from
work under revised rostering arrangements.

The first of these submissions is predicated on the applica-
bility of the Long Service Leave Act 1958 (and not the Worsley
Alumina Long Service Leave Conditions Award 1984 nor the
Long Service Leave General Order [58 WAIG 116 and 66
WAIG 509]) to a group of employees. This assumes that the
arrangement whereby the terms of the Award which is applied
administratively to a section of the workforce is not an �other
agreement� for the purpose of Section 4(3)(b) of the Long
Service Leave Act as amended. If the Award was not applied
merely a matter of policy but was a term of the contract of
employment of employees not eligible to be members of the
Unions respondent to the federal Worsley Alumina Award then
the �limited contracting out provisions� of the of Long Serv-
ice Leave Act 1958 would not apply. In those circumstances
there would be no industrial implications arising from amend-
ments to the Long Service Leave Act 1958 assented to on 16
January 1996. However, the position is said to be otherwise.

The second limb of the argument goes to matters of merit
which the Company considers should be recognised. Shift
arrangements have changed significantly since 1986 when the
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Award issued. With the introduction of a 12-hour roster, em-
ployees have longer breaks. From evidence presented by Mr
Mackie, the Company�s Human Resource Superintendent, the
Commission is informed that under the ten week�five panel
shift roster apart from the regular 5-day breaks employees can
organise to have two blocks of 25 days off each year when
annual leave and days off shift are combined. From what has
been put to him by those members of the workforce working
shift, extended periods of long service leave are not as impor-
tant as they were when an 8-hour shift roster was operating.
Options that have been promoted by employees include the
possibility of taking 6½ weeks long service leave (with 13
weeks pay) together with annual leave. It is submitted that
flexible long service leave arrangements enable employees to
have additional spending money when, for example, an over-
seas trip is taken while on leave. Employees not working the
shift roster have sought to �cash in� their long service leave
and use the money for a deposit on a home. Indeed approxi-
mately twelve �award free� employees have availed themselves
of the �limited contracting out� provisions since amendments
to the Long Service Leave Act became operative in January,
1996.

The flexibility which arises with the �limited contracting
out� provision proposed would result in an employee �trad-
ing off leave for cash�. The Company sees a benefit to it in
these circumstances with a reduction in the need to provide
leave relief and higher productivity with employees at work
for a longer period.

In the Company�s view, the proposed clause includes safe-
guards for the protection of employees. The initiative to de-
part from the standard entitlement under the Award must come
from the employee. The Company cannot insist on long serv-
ice leave (or as part of it) being �cashed out� and it is not
possible for the Company to offer a benefit other than the
actual payment the employee would have received had the
leave been taken.

The proposal is not in the Company�s view a departure or
reduction in the general standard of long service leave. The
provision of 13 weeks paid leave after 10 years of continuous
service and subsequent entitlements after the same period is
in excess of the �State Standard� set out in the Long Service
Leave General Order (58 WAIG 116). It is the Company�s
submission that the Award provision for long service leave is
generous in comparison. This it is believed is part of the ra-
tionale of employees seeking to �cash in� some of the entitle-
ment. However, the proposal would not operate to prejudice
or affect the right of any employee to access the existing enti-
tlement.

In considering this application the Company recognises that
the Wage Fixing Principles must be addressed (76 WAIG 911).
Only the Special Case Principle appears to be relevant. It is,
in the Company�s view, a �fairly innocuous application� which
attempts to respond to requests from employees and to re-
move discrimination arising from the legislative amendments
to the Long Service Leave Act. There is no productivity issue
involved; the public interest is not excited and there are no
cost implications. The claim is limited to the workforce at
Worsley Alumina Pty Limited and to the extent that it is nec-
essary, it is submitted that the case can be distinguished on the
basis that it reflects particular arrangements associated with
an operation which includes a 12-hour shift roster.

The application is opposed by the Automotive, Food, Met-
als, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers�Western Australian Branch and The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union (�the Metal Trades Unions�). They see the proposal to
�trade off leave for cash� as undermining the principle upon
which long service leave is based, namely, that it is granted
solely for recuperative purposes. The Metal Trades Unions�
point to the history of the entitlement and the specific prohi-
bition set out in 1958 that a worker �engaging in any employ-
ment for hire or reward in substitution for the employment
from which he is on leave, and if a worker breaches this pro-
vision he shall thereupon forfeit his right to leave hereunder
in respect of the unexpired period of leave upon which he has
entered, and the employer shall be entitled to withhold any
further payment in respect of the period and to reclaim any
payments already made on account of such period of leave.�

(Court of Arbitration of Western Australia. Long Service Leave
Clause, paragraph (e) Taking Leave (1)(f) [(1958) 38 WAIG
261 at 266]).

The same principle is repeated in the Worsley Alumina Pty
Limited Long Service Leave Conditions Award 1984 at Clause
8(f).

The Metal Trades Unions consider that the award provi-
sions reflects a provision which is part of the �safety net of
award entitlements�. It should not be touched. With the limi-
tation imposed by the Principles of Wage Fixation not to arbi-
trate in favour of claims to vary award conditions, the
Commission should encourage the possibility of consensus
being reached through enterprise bargaining. But these Un-
ions warn that any outcome which may be registered under
Section 41 of the Act would not include them; such is their
opposition to any departure from the principle that long serv-
ice leave is for recuperative purposes. This cannot be com-
prised.

The State Council of the Communications, Electrical, Elec-
tronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Divi-
sion, WA Branch advises that the position on the claim is to
oppose �wherever practicable, our members selling-off hard
fought for and won leave conditions that we say is not their
right to trade off�. This opposition to the claim to vary the
award is supported by the Construction, Mining, Energy, Tim-
beryards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia�
Western Australian Branch. These Unions argue that as
amendments to the Long Service Leave Act have no applica-
tion to employees covered by the Award the arrangement for
�contracting out� is irrelevant for the purpose of a claim to
amend it. The Award provision is accessible for an extended
period of leave following years of continuous service. The
standard entitlement should not be compromised. A move in
that direction will undermine the rationale of long service leave
altogether. Notwithstanding this, if there is to be any flexibil-
ity, the circumstances of shift workers may be accommodated
but then only to the extent that the period of leave may be
reduced to allow these employees to maintain the level of in-
come (including shift penalties) to be paid while on leave. On
this basis 10 years of service would attract 10 weeks of leave
during which 13 weeks wages would be paid.

The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers� (�the AWU�) position is sum-
marised in the letter forwarded to the Commission and ten-
dered in these proceedings. It is that:

�.. workers (whether member of unions or not) should
not be entitled to trade away entitlements they have had
no part in obtaining. In essence, the entitlement belongs
to workers generally, it is no-one�s right to sell.
However, the amendment to the Long Service Leave Act,
1958 effective 16 January, 1996, causes us to recognise
the difficulty in maintaining the above position, notwith-
standing that the Act referred to does not apply to per-
sons covered by the above award.
The AWU believes it is important to retain the capacity
for workers to have an extended break from the job after
a comparatively long period of service. We support the
proposition whereby it would be possible for the parties
to agree to variations of the standard formulae, such as
26 weeks leave on ½ pay and 6½ weeks leave on double
pay. We also support propositions within those param-
eters, for example the mooted one to take 10 weeks leave
with 13 weeks pay, thereby maintaining average salary
whilst shift premium was not payable.
....�

(Refer to Exhibit L1)
 To give effect to this position the AWU submitted an alter-

native to the claim. The proposal (as amended) provides:
�On the application of an employee, Worsley Alumina
and an employee may agree that the employee forgo all
or part of his entitlement to long service leave under the
award if:
(1) (a) in lieu of the entitlement, and in addition to

payment for work performed, the employee
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receives the same before-tax amount he would
have received had he taken long service leave;
and

(b) the agreement is in writing, and
(2) the employee has had the unfettered choice of the

following additional options taken otherwise in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this award:

(a) 13 weeks� pay for 10 weeks� leave,
(b) 13 weeks pay for 6½ weeks� leave, and
(c) 13 weeks� pay for 26 weeks� leave.

The employee will be subject to tax on any amount paid
under this clause in accordance with the Income Tax As-
sessment Act 1936, and Worsley Alumina will make the
appropriate tax deduction from the payment.�

Although the application has be considered under the State-
ment of Principles (76 WAIG 911 at 923) the issue is whether
individuals should be given the option of �contracting out� of
an award entitlement when several of the Unions party to the
award are opposed to it.

The fact that the Parliament has seen fit to amend the Long
Service Leave Act to provide that employees may enter into
agreements for an �adequate benefit� in lieu of the entitle-
ment to paid leave infers that the public interest is served in
extending this option to the community. An option available
under the statute is, on the evidence presented to us, seen to
be discriminatory by individuals covered by the Award. This
is claimed to be more acute when the option is available to
some and not others in the same workforce. However, the ex-
tent to which the flexibility under the Long Service Leave Act
is available to the �award-free� employees is questioned given
the scope of the Worsley Alumina Pty Limited Long Service
Leave Conditions Award and the eligibility rules of the AWU.
Of course the basis of discrimination will not disappear if ei-
ther the Company�s claim or the AWU�s counter-proposal is
adopted. Neither provides for agreements to be entered into
which enable �adequate benefits� in lieu of a entitlement to
be negotiated between employee and employer. Those in the
workforce covered by the Long Service Leave Act now have
this opportunity, subject of course to the Company�s willing-
ness to participate in such an arrangement.

In amending the Long Service Leave Act to provide for �con-
tracting out� arrangements, the Parliament has effectively
empowered the individual who has qualified for the entitle-
ment, to determine the extent to which he or she considers it
necessary or desirable for all or portion of the leave to be
taken for recuperative purposes. The approach provides flex-
ibility and is consistent with the development of �facilitative
provisions� under the Statement of Principles:

�A �facilitative provision� is that part of an award clause
which enables agreement at enterprise level to determine
the manner in which that clause is applied at the enter-
prise. A facilitative provision normally provides that the
standard approach in an award provision may be departed
from by agreement between an individual employer and
an employee or the majority of employees in the enter-
prise or part of the enterprise concerned. Where an award
clause contains a facilitative provision it establishes both
the standard award condition and the framework within
which agreement can be reached as to how the particular
clause should be applied in practice.�

(75 WAIG 23 at 30)
Within this context the amendment to the Long Service Leave

Act for �contracting out� introduces to the application of the
entitlement under statute the same sort of flexibility that the
Statement of Principles addresses with respect to awards un-
der �Structural Efficiency�. Whether or not it follows that an
award should necessarily reflect the statutory option is a mute
point. However, neither the Company nor the AWU, in mov-
ing towards flexibility in the Award have fully embraced the
notion of an �adequate benefit� in lieu of the period of paid
leave.

The evidence presented to us confirms that there has been a
significant change in the pattern of shift arrangements for that
section of the workforce. With this, consecutive days of lei-
sure time have been extended. The evidence also attests to the
change in priority that some members of the workforce attach

to extended periods of paid leave. Some seek to covert that
entitlement to cash to assist with purchasing a home or paying
for a overseas trip. These are manifestations of a more per-
sonalised approach to the application of award entitlements.

In considering the application under the Statement of Prin-
ciples it is clear from what has already been stated that the
requirements of public interest and structural efficiency pur-
suant to the Special Case requirements can be met with terms
that provide flexibility in the application of the Long Service
Leave entitlement. The issue of �flow-on� cannot be settled
by reference to the incidence of 12-hour shift arrangements
which are particular to Worsley Alumina Pty Limited. The
proposed variation would apply to all employees not just those
rostered on shift. However, there is no cost implication under
the terms of the proposed variation. The �contracting out� ar-
rangement is limited to a cash equivalent determined by refer-
ence to taxable income for the period of leave. Indeed it has
been submitted that the arrangement could contribute to effi-
ciency and productivity through the commitment of a
workforce whose needs have been addressed and a reduction
in the incidence of leave relief. On the basis of this assess-
ment the application is not outside the scope of the Principles
and in particular the Special Case.

In summary there are two factors which weigh in favour of
providing the flexibility sought in the application of the enti-
tlement. First, such a provision is consistent with the thrust of
Structural Efficiency and in this respect the establishment of a
�facilitative clause�. Second, the proposal does not prejudice
the operation of the standard entitlement under the Award. In
this respect the Company�s proposal is preferred to that sub-
mitted by the AWU. There is more flexibility in the Compa-
ny�s clause. It does not circumscribe alternative arrangements
other than to maintain the principle that the employee is to
receive the same before tax amount in lieu of the entitlement.

Just as the parties that agreed to there being flexibility in the
application of the Long Service Leave entitlement have rec-
ognised, the Commission will not countenance flexibility ex-
tending to an undefined �adequate benefit� in lieu of the
entitlement being introduced.

A schedule of the award variation to give effect to this De-
cision reflects the proposal sought by the Company�s applica-
tion and the Minutes of the Proposed Order will now issue.

Appearances: Mr G. Bull appeared on behalf of the Appli-
cant Company.

Mr M. Lourey appeared on behalf of the Australian Work-
ers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Work-
ers and also the Australian Workers� Union.

Mr D. Forster appeared on behalf of the Communications,
Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing
and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Elec-
trical Division, WA Branch and also the Communications,
Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing
and Allied Services Union of Australia and also The Con-
struction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Wood-
workers Union of Australia�Western Australian Branch and
also The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of
Australia.

Mr J. Sturman appeared on behalf of the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers�Western Australian Branch and also The Auto-
motive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred In-
dustries Union.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Worsley Alumina Pty Limited
and

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Australian

Branch
and

The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers

and
The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western Australian

Branch
and

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.

No. 151 of 1996.

Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd Long Service Leave Conditions
Award, 1984 (No. 27/1985).

COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.

COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.

13 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr G. Bull appeared on behalf of the Appli-
cant Company and Mr M. Lourey appeared on behalf of the
Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch, Indus-
trial Union of Workers and also the Australian Workers� Un-
ion and Mr D. Forster appeared on behalf of the
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, En-
gineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch and also the
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of Australia and
also The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Saw-
mills and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western Aus-
tralian Branch and also The Construction, Forestry, Mining
and Energy Union of Australia and Mr J. Sturman appeared
on behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Print-
ing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Aus-
tralian Branch and also The Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union, the Com-
mission in Court Session, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd Long Service Leave
Conditions Award, 1984 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the the date of this Order.

BY THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,

[L.S] Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 8.�Taking Leave: insert a new paragraph as fol-

lows immediately after subclause (2):
(3) On the application of an employee, the employee

and the employer may agree that the employee can
forgo all or part of their long service leave entitle-
ment under this Award provided that:

(a) In lieu of the entitlement, the employee re-
ceives the same before tax amount had the
leave actually been taken; and

(b) The agreement is in writing.

The employee will be subject to tax on any amount
paid under this clause pursuant to the Income Tax
Assessment Act, 1936 and the employer will make
the appropriate deduction from the payment.

PRESIDENT—
Matters dealt with—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Grovenor Pty Ltd
(Applicant)

and
M Buckley

(Respondent).
No. 1154 of 1996.

BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.

19 September 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE PRESIDENT: This is an application brought under
s.49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)
(hereinafter referred to as �the Act�) for the stay of operation
of the decision of a single Commissioner made on 30 July
1996 in application No 164 of 1996.

By that application, the applicant at first instance claimed
an amount of which he said was due to him by way of contrac-
tual benefits not paid under his contract of employment with
the respondent company.

Having heard and determined the matter, the Commission
ordered that the sum of $3336.00 be paid to the applicant at
first instance, Mr Miguel Rodolfo Buckley.

The applicant company filed a notice of appeal against the
whole of the decision at first instance which bears the stamp
of the Commission dated 21 August 1996.

The grounds which were in a schedule attached to the no-
tice of appeal are as follows�

�1) The Commission erred in failing to adjourn the hear-
ing in the matter No 164 of 1996 given advice to the
Commission in that the appellant was unable to at-
tend.

 2) In the light of the answer filed the commission should
have determined that there was a valid defence to
the application and that the appellant should be heard
in the matter.

 3) The commission denied the appellant natural justice
in that Application No 164 of 1996 was heard and
determined in their absence and an order was made
against them as set out in the Order of Commissioner
A R Beech dated 30th July 1996.�

The notice of appeal was served, according to the declara-
tion of service thereof, upon Mr Buckley on 25 August 1996.

This matter came on for hearing and determination before
me on 4 September 1996 at 2.15 pm, the application having
been filed on 27 August 1996, and having been served, ac-
cording to the declaration of service, on 30 August 1996.

I was therefore satisfied that an appeal had been instituted
within the meaning of s.49 of the Act. I was also satisfied that
as a party at first instance there was sufficient interest in the
applicant company to support this application.

The applicant was represented upon the hearing by Mr J
Dawkins, a Director of the applicant company.

Upon the hearing and determination of this matter by me, I
was advised by Mr Dawkins and by Mr Young, who appeared
for the respondent, that the amount of the order had been paid
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into a trust account by the applicant herein in the Commission
on 3 September 1996, before the hearing of this application,
upon the order of an Industrial Magistrate in the Industrial
Magistrates Court at Perth. This order was made on the appli-
cation of the respondent herein.

The Industrial Magistrate had heard an application to en-
force the order of the Commission at first instance. He had
been advised by Mr Dawkins, as Mr Dawkins advised me,
and which was not disputed, that the application for a stay of
the operation of the order of the Commission at first instance
had been made. The Industrial Magistrate went on to hear that
application, however, and made the order to which I have re-
ferred.

I heard evidence from Mr Leonard Mark Haythornthwaite,
the Clerk to the Industrial Magistrate, as to the terms of the
order of the Industrial Magistrates Court at Perth, since the
terms of the order were not endorsed upon the complaint, nor
otherwise recorded in writing, and the transcript which might
have contained a record of the order made was not yet avail-
able. According to his evidence, which I accept, the order was
that the sum of $3336.00 was to be paid into a trust account at
the Commission within seven days of 28 August 1996.

It would appear that the order was otherwise unconditional.
In any event, it had been complied with.

It was part of the respondent�s case that any order I made
would be nugatory and therefore should not be made because
the order at first instance had already been complied with.

After advising the representatives of the parties that I pro-
posed to do so, I examined the file at first instance. There did
not seem to be much dispute about what had occurred which
was I now describe.

After the application was made, the matter was listed before
a Deputy Registrar for what is termed a meeting to settle the
issues.

Subsequently, the matter was listed before the Commission,
constituted by a single Commissioner, for a conference which
was held on 22 May 1996 at 9.00 am. There was, it would
seem, no appearance by or on behalf of the respondent. (the
applicant herein).

Notice of hearing was then given that the matter would be
heard by the Commission on Friday, 14 June 1996 at 10.00
o�clock, and it would seem that the notice of hearing was for-
warded to the parties.

On 11 June 1996 a Director of the applicant, Mr J Dawkins,
communicated by telephone a message to the Commission
which was said to be from overseas which advised that Mr
Dawkins would be unable to fly as his wife had influenza. Mr
Dawkins said that he would be in Australia on Monday or
Tuesday of the following week, according to the message re-
ceived.

I was advised that Ms Fleur Dawkins, the daughter of Mr
Dawkins, was a Director of the company at the material time.
She certainly was its Manager as at 15 May 1996, according
to a message forwarded to the Commission on that date.

The Commission treated the message as in effect a request
for an adjournment of the proceedings. The Commission com-
municated with the respondent in these proceedings, Mr
Buckley, who objected to an adjournment. The Commission
then advised the parties by letter dated 12 June 1996 that on
the information currently available to it it did not propose to
adjourn the proceedings in response to the telephone message
because�

(1) The date of 14 June 1996 was set down after advice
from the respondent that Mr Dawkins would be re-
turning to Australia in the week commencing 3 June
1996 and would be available after 11 June 1996.

(2) The respondent had known of the date since 24 May
1996.

(3) Mr Buckley had made specific arrangements to be
available on 14 June 1996, was not available on the
week following, and would be inconvenienced be-
cause of the short notice given by Mr Dawkins.

The Commission then heard the matter on 14 June 1996 in
the absence of any representative from the respondent.

By letter dated 17 June 1996 the Associate to the Commis-
sioner wrote to the applicant company offering it the opportu-
nity to make a written response to the submissions and evidence
made to the Commission which the Commission said it was
prepared to take into account. The Commission, however, said
that this should be done within seven days of the transcript of
the case being available on 20 June 1996.

Eventually written submissions were received from Mr J
Dawkins, on behalf of the respondent, on 27 June 1996.

The Commission then communicated with both parties fur-
ther in relation to certain financial information to which it
required access, and of which it took account.

The Commission then issued reasons for decision dated 26
July 1996 and made an order, as I have said above, dated 30
July 1996.

It was submitted by Mr Dawkins that the Commission had
failed to afford it a reasonable opportunity to be heard, and
therefore denied the applicant company natural justice.

Mr Dawkins also took exception to the order made by the
Industrial Magistrate, but, as I advised him, if he is aggrieved
by that order and has grounds for pursuing it, then the remedy
lies elsewhere.

The principles to apply in applications for a stay are well
settled. The applicant must establish that there is a serious
issue to be tried. Secondly, the applicant must establish that
the balance of convenience lies with it (see Gawooleng Dawang
Inc v Lupton and Others 72 WAIG 1310 (FB)).

There is also an underlying principle that the successful �liti-
gant� is entitled to the fruits of his/her �judgment�.

Further, the Commission is bound by the provisions of
s.26(1)(a), s.26(1)(c), and, on occasions, s.26(1)(d) of the Act.

In WALEDF&CU v Hathaway 75 WAIG 1785 (IAC) Murray
J applied the �special circumstances test� to applications in
the Industrial Appeal Court for the stay of operation of an
order or award. However, that court is not bound by s.26 of
the Act as the President of this Commission is.

I am not persuaded that the grounds of appeal as to the mer-
its are at all matters which can be raised upon appeal when the
main ground of appeal is that the appellant was not given a
reasonable opportunity to be heard. Alternatively, it would
seem that the argument is that the exercise of discretion exer-
cised not to grant an adjournment miscarried, and, further,
that the Commission�s discretion exercisable under s.27(1)(d)
of the Act also miscarried.

Having regard to the fact that no adjournment was granted
because a great deal of notice had been given of the hearing
date, and that, in any event, an opportunity was given to the
respondent to be heard and the respondent was heard, then I
am not satisfied that there was a serious issue to be tried on
what was submitted to me.

As to the question of balance of convenience, the amount
ordered to be paid and said to be owing has been owing for
some time, and the detriment to the respondent in not being
paid the fruits of his judgment were not demonstrated to me to
be outweighed by the detriment to the applicant by it being
required to pay such sum. In any event, any order that I might
make will have little effect because the order sought to be
stayed had already been complied with by the amount in the
Commission�s order having been paid by Mr Dawkins and
any order I make would be of no effect.

For those reasons, the equity, good conscience and the sub-
stantial merits of the case were not established to lie with the
applicant, nor, taking into account s.26(1) of the Act, did the
applicant establish that I should make the order sought. Fur-
ther, if the �special circumstances test� were applicable, then
there were no special circumstances to justify the order sought.

I should say that any conclusions which I have reached in
this matter relate only to the application and could not possi-
bly bind me as a member of the Full Bench upon appeal, nor
could they constitute conclusions that I could properly make
which would at all have any effect on what I should decide
upon an appeal.

Appearances: Mr J D Dawkins on behalf of the applicant.
Mr C Young, as agent, on behalf of the respondent.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Grovenor Pty Ltd
(Applicant)

and

M Buckley
(Respondent).

No. 1154 of 1996.

BEFORE HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT
P J SHARKEY.

5 September 1996.

Order.
THIS matter having come on for hearing before me on the 4th
day of September 1996, and having heard Mr J D Dawkins on
behalf of the applicant and Mr C Young, as agent, on behalf
of the respondent, and having reserved my decision on the
matter, and having determined that my reasons for decision
will issue at a future date, it is this day, the 5th day of Septem-
ber 1996, ordered that application No 1154 of 1996 be and is
hereby dismissed.

(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S] President.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for—

THE ARGYLE DIAMONDS ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 244 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Limited

and

The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union Of Workers and Others.

No. AG 244 of 1996.

The Argyle Diamonds Enterprise Agreement 1996.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.

8 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms J. Siddins (of counsel), Mr R. Allen (of
counsel) with Ms A. Colgate (of counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr M. Lourey on behalf of the Australian Work-
ers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union Of
Workers, Mr J. Murie and Mr W. Game on behalf of the Com-
munications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, Western Australian
Branch and Mr D. Hicks on behalf of the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers�Western Australian Branch, and being informed
that:

THIS Agreement represents the outcome of extensive
enterprise negotiations and represent the continuation of
enterprise bargaining at Argyle Diamond Mines which
commenced with the 1992 Enterprise Bargaining Agree-
ment and continued with the 1994 Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement.

THIS Agreement replaces the 1994 Enterprise Bargain-
ing Agreement.

THE Agreement applies only to a single enterprise.

NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders:

THAT The Argyle Diamonds Enterprise Agreement
1996 attached hereto be registered as an industrial agree-
ment to operate on and from the 18th day of September,
1996.

(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S] Chief Commissioner.

1.�TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the Argyle Diamonds

Enterprise Agreement 1996 (�the Agreement�).

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Incidence and Parties Bound
4. Date and period of Operation
5. Relationship to Parent Award
6. Single Bargaining Unit
7. Background to Enterprise Bargaining at Argyle
8. Aim of the Agreement
9. Communication and Consultation

10. Rates of Pay
11. Redundancy
12. Commitments
13. Renewal of Agreement

3.�INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement:

(1) applies to persons employed by Argyle Diamond
Mines Pty who are covered by the terms and condi-
tions of the Argyle Diamonds Production Award
1996 (�the Award�).

(2) is binding upon Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Lim-
ited (�Argyle� or �the Employer�) and The Austral-
ian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers, the Metal and Engi-
neering Workers� Union Western Australian Branch
and the Australian Electrical Electronics Foundry and
Engineering Union (Western Australian Branch)
(�the Unions�) throughout the term of this Agree-
ment

The parties estimate that this Award will apply to 68 perma-
nent employees, supported by additional casual employees
from time to time as required.

4.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from 1 May 1996 and shall

remain in force until 30 April 1997 and shall, subject to Clause
13�Renewal of Agreement, of this Agreement, cease there-
after.

5.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in

conjunction with the Award, provided that where there is any
inconsistency, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail.

(2) Except as provided in subclause (1) above, the parties
undertake for the term of this Agreement to maintain and ad-
here to the entitlements and conditions contained within the
Award.

6.�SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) The organisations of employees covered by this Agree-

ment have formed a Single Bargaining Unit in accordance
with the requirements of the December 1994 State Wage Case
Decision of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Com-
mission (75 WAIG 23).

(2) The Single Bargaining Unit has held negotiations and
reached full agreement on the terms of this consent Agree-
ment.
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7.�BACKGROUND TO ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AT ARGYLE

Formation of ADRT
On 31 January 1992 the Western Australian Industrial

Commission in the January 1992 State Wage Decision
introduced new Stage Wage Principles which incorpo-
rated a principle permitting the ratification of enterprise
bargaining agreements.

A regular (three weekly) meeting of representatives of
the Employer and the employees during April 1992 de-
cided to commission a work group referred to as the
Argyle Development Resource Team (�ADRT�) to inves-
tigate enterprise bargaining with a view towards maxim-
ising returns for both the employees and the Employer.

The ADRT consisted of six members representing the
Employer and the Unions, and was involved in this task
from May until September 1992.

Purpose
The purpose of the ADRT was:

To investigate the meaning of, and the intention be-
hind, the enterprise bargaining principle of the State
Wage Principles. The ADRT was to focus on under-
standing how Argyle�s business works and to ascer-
tain the key leverage points for improvement in
performance and profit.
To recommend a process that will enable the Em-
ployer and the work force to reach joint agreement
which will result in performance improvements, in-
creased profit for the Employer and pay increases
for the workforce. These changes may be cultural,
organisation and/or operational.

Values and Beliefs
The values and beliefs determines by the ADRT are:

Argyle�s Core Mission philosophy statement best il-
lustrates how the workforce could/should be treated.
An attitudinal change by management employees and
award employees will be required to achieve mean-
ingful organisational change.
Argyle has the people, the environment, the organi-
sational structure, the framework and the organisa-
tional autonomy to achieve major advances in
organisational excellence and employee enjoyment
of the work.
Change at Argyle should be driven at Department
level and facilitated by central resources.
All employees, whether award or otherwise, will have
to work together for this Agreement to be success-
ful.
The workforce at Argyle would prefer to work un-
der principles and philosophies, including a system
of genuine participation and consultation, rather that
hard and fast rules.

The assumptions underlying those values and beliefs are:
Employees will seek to improve the way they do
things.
Employees want to be recognised and rewarded for
their efforts.
Employees want to be involved in the decision mak-
ing process when the decision affects them in the
carrying out of their day to day tasks.
Employees want meaningful work.
Employees want to enjoy themselves.

Key Principles
The key principles determined by the ADRT and based

on Argyle�s Core Mission Philosophy are the following:
� Safe and Healthy Environment
� Teamwork and Partnership
� Quality and Continuous Improvement
� Individual Growth and Development
� Pursuit of Profit
� Diversity and International Focus
� Candid and Open Communications

� External and Community Involvement
� Innovation
� Leadership
� Enjoyment of Work
� Ethics/Integrity

Proposal of ADRT
After detailed study, consideration and consultation with

Argyle, the employees, the Unions and other sources the
ADRT proposed that a process be adopted in order to
meet the purpose of the ADRT.

The conclusions and determinations of the ADRT, and
the process it recommended, were presented to a series
of meetings of the Employer and employees in order to
secure their commitment and agreement.

The Argyle Diamond Mines Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1992 (�the 1992 Agreement�) recorded the
process that was accepted by the parties and the reward
that was agreed for the commitment, co-operation and
achievement of all elements of that Agreement.

Outcome of the 1992 and 1994 Agreements
The 1992 Agreement provided for the review of that

Agreement during the last three months of its term. On
19 January 1994 discussions occurred between the un-
ions and employee representatives concerning the effec-
tiveness of that Agreement, and a sub-committee was
formed to consider the progress of the 1992 Agreement.

The sub-committee determined that there had been an
apparent shift in the attitude of employees generally across
the site and an improvement in the level of trust between
Argyle and its employees. The sub-committee recom-
mended that the process contained in the 1992 Agree-
ment be continued and that a new agreement be negotiated
without major changes to key elements of the 1992 Agree-
ment.

Negotiations between the parties to renew the 1992
Agreement were successful and the 1994 Agreement re-
flects the changes agreed between the parties.

The 1994 Agreement also provided for a review of that
Agreement three months before its expiry. All parties con-
sidered their position and decided to enter negotiations
for a new enterprise bargaining agreement. On 19 July
1995 Argyle put forward a proposal for the updating of
the Argyle Diamond Mines Production Award Nos A28
and A32 of 1984 together with a draft of a new enterprise
bargaining agreement.

The parties have met and negotiated a new agreement.
This Agreement contains the concepts developed in the
earlier agreements, in particular the emphasis on consul-
tation to effect change.

The Process�Outline
Functional work groups may be established at the

workplace. The size and structure of the work groups will
be determined by the tasks to be performed and may in-
volve departments, panels or stream or area based sec-
tions.

The work groups may include any Argyle employee.
The work groups may choose the areas for change and

improvement by identifying the key performance vari-
ables by the use of business analysis systems.

The work groups may devise and implement strategies
based on values agreed within the work group and aimed
at the improved performance identified.

Whilst work groups should expect to be kept informed
of progress in other work groups, and should investigate
possible implementation for their group, any change im-
plemented by one work group will not be used as a prec-
edent to force any other work group to do the same.

Changes should be achieved through proper consulta-
tion and discussion with the participants of the work
groups. The aim is for employees affected by the change
to agree to the change, however it is accepted by the par-
ties that this may not occur on all occasions. Where
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consultation and discussion in relation to change affect-
ing an Award employee is not successful, either party may
refer the issue for resolution under clause 26�Resolu-
tion of Issues of the Award.

The Process�Implementation
Appropriate training, which should include briefing or

induction, will be organised to give members of the work
groups relevant and appropriate skills and information in
areas such as leadership, facilitation skills, the �Big Pic-
ture�, Driver Tree Methodology, Argyle Core Mission,
information systems, project management systems, out-
put measure, audit systems and change indicators.

Each work group will establish their values, beliefs and
goals, their key performance drivers, action plans for im-
proving team and individual performance and their meth-
ods of communication.

(i) In varying degrees, team members will work
together to improve their operations, handle
day to day problems, and plan and control their
work. In other words they are responsible not
only for getting the work done but also for
managing themselves.

(ii) Rather than specialising in one narrow job or
task, team members may be expected, when
the need arises, to perform any of the tasks of
the team. The only constraints on this would
be safety, statutory regulations, training or
competence to perform the tasks. In the allo-
cation of work, due regard will be given to
the classification of the employee under the
Award. The aim is to achieve agreement on
the performance of tasks, although it is ac-
cepted that this may not occur on all occa-
sions. Any issues that arise will be dealt with
under clause 27�Resolution of Issues of the
Award.

By agreement between the employer and the work group
and on such terms as are agreed, the work group may be
given the responsibility to determine issues normally de-
termined by the Employer. Examples of these issues in-
clude recruitment, training, purchase of equipment, the
taking of annual leave, sick leave, bereavement and com-
passionate leave.

The process is aimed at allowing individuals and teams
to adjust to the changes at their own pace, notwithstand-
ing that change will need to occur during the life of the
Agreement as a basis for future agreements.

Outcomes
The process is aimed at achieving outcomes which will

be of real value to Argyle and its employees in the fol-
lowing areas:
(a) Cultural

(1) more integrated workforce (harmony)
(2) shared visions and beliefs
(3) happier workforce
(4) safer working environment.

(b) Organisational
(1) better utilisation of skills
(2) increased company profits
(3) improved customer focus
(4) better employee relations
(5) understanding of how business works
(6) workforce willing to share ideas and informa-

tion
(7) potential for increasing future viability of de-

posit.
(c) Operational

(1) innovations in work procedures and processes
(2) increased productivity
(3) better equipment utilisation
(4) decrease in costs, lost time injuries and ab-

senteeism.

(d) Personal
(1) bigger pay packet
(2) greater job satisfaction
(3) greater involvement in decisions that affect the

employee
(4) ownership of job
(5) increased work autonomy
(6) more enjoyment of work
(7) increase in job security.

(e) The work groups are committed to the following prin-
ciples in order to achieve the objectives in this
subclause:

(1) Honesty, mutual respect and a business like
attitude to prevail at all times;

(2) A safe working environment and the provi-
sion of appropriate safety equipment to be the
right of every employee;

(3) The opportunity for proper and effective con-
sultation through work groups to all matters
which affect employees prior to the imple-
mentation of any change;

(4) The introduction of measures to improve pro-
ductivity and efficiency are not designed to
result in loss of status, income or conditions.

Output Measures and Indicators
Each work group will determine their key change indi-

cators, performance measures and targets, and will audit
and monitor their progress and performance. Where de-
sirable they will liaise with other work groups to discuss
common issues, goals and teamwork.
(a) Examples of Performance Measures are:

(1) Tonnes processed
(2) Carats exported
(3) Costs per tonne mined
(4) Costs per carat exported
(5) Equipment utilisation
(6) Completed Work Orders.

(b) Examples of Change Indicators are:
(1) Safety statistics
(2) Absenteeism
(3) Survey focussing on cultural issues
(4) Vehicle/equipment damage
(5) Use of specific consumable
(6) Ideas generated/implemented
(7) Days lost through Industrial disputes
(8) Issues raised at consultative meetings
(9) Number of negative counselling

(10) Attendance at training courses
(11) Housekeeping standards.

8.�AIM OF THE AGREEMENT
The parties to this Agreement are committed to working

together positively to maintain and enhance an effective
workforce to produce diamonds in the most economical and
efficient manner within a safe working environment.

In striving to create our future by making Argyle the best
mining operation in the world, we must seek to continually
improve the way that we work. Changes may be cultural, or-
ganisational and/or operational.

The aim is to meet the need for efficient performance and at
the same time provide employees with interesting, worthwhile
and challenging jobs.

To achieve this all Argyle employees need to work together
effectively, to be encouraged to utilise and develop their skills
and expertise, and to be fairly rewarded for their contribution
and effectiveness.

9.�COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
(1) The commute system presents unique communication

requirements, especially when employees are being drawn from
different communities, and working different work schedules.
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Opportunities for social interaction between sections of the
workforce are limited and this can emphasise communication
problems.

(2) Good communications and social strategies must be de-
veloped to overcome these problems. This includes building
work teams of staff and award employees that have a co-op-
erative style. To achieve this Argyle will strive to ensure that
employees are aware of all matters which affect them. The
aim will be open and thorough communication.

(3) The accountability for addressing communication re-
quirements and concerns lies with the Superintendent for is-
sues that affect a shift, with the Managers for issues that affect
a department and with the General Manager for issues that
affect the Argyle site as a whole.

(4) Each employee has a responsibility to openly and hon-
estly communicate about work matters and concerns with other
employees in their team and with their Superintendent and
Manager. Measures to improve productivity and efficiency and
changes that affect employees will be discussed and the op-
portunity provided for proper and effective consultation within
the teams.

(5) Where concerns arise these questions, difficulties and
disputes will be resolved in accordance with Clause 26 -Reso-
lution of Issues of the Award.

(6) The parties to this Agreement have a role in discussing
Award specific issues and how they impact on the achieve-
ment of the organisations outputs.

(7) To assist in cross panel discussions, communication meet-
ings between union delegates will be held each three (3) weeks,
at times organised to rotate across panels, to address these
matters. Additional communication meetings may be called
by agreement between the parties to deal with urgent issues.

(8) When requested, Argyle Management will attend the
communication meetings, but only where they have received
an agenda of topics to be discussed one week in advance of
the meeting.

(9) In order to be effective and manageable, the communi-
cation meetings:

(a) will focus on minimising the number of attendees to
maximise their effectiveness

(b) will work from an agenda fixed one week in advance
and circulated to all members of the meeting;

(c) will also deal with issues on the agenda that have
come through clause 26�Resolution of Issues of
the Award, only where that procedure has been fol-
lowed;

(d) will deal with urgent issues where there is agree-
ment by all parties to deal with that issue or issues;

(e) will set its own ground rules and objectives

10.�RATES OF PAY
(1) The wage and allowance increases provided in this clause

are payable on the basis that the employees covered by this
Agreement fully participate and fully support the principles
and procedures set out in this Agreement.

(2) The allowances that will increase are:
Shift allowance;
Disability allowance (which is part of Living Away From
Home Allowance); and
Lack of Home Amenities allowance (which is part of
LAFHA).

Note: 1. The Location allowance that is part of LAFHA
will not increase as that is a figure determined
by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (WAIRC)

2. Installing Allowance for electricians now
forms part of the hourly rate, so that will rise
with the hourly rate.

(3) In return for the commitment, co-operation and imple-
mentation of this Agreement throughout its term by employ-
ees and the Unions, the rate of pay for employees in
classifications set out in Clause 23�Rates of Pay, of the Award

will be increased over the term of the Agreement to the fol-
lowing amounts:

(a) Operator
Level 1 12.25
Level 2 13.00
Level 3 13.78
Level 4 14.20
Level 5 14.50
Level 6 15.13
Level 7 15.77
Level 8 16.39
Level 9 17.00
Level 10 17.64

(b) Mechanical And Electrical Trades
Level 1 14.03
Level 2 14.88
Level 3 15.59
Level 4 16.07
Level 5 16.42
Level 6 17.05
Level 7 17.61
Level 8 18.14

(4) (a) Allowances as set out in Clause 20�Allowances of
the Award will be increased to the following amounts:

Day Employees
LAFHA 15.15
Shift Employees
LAFHA 16.23

(b) Shift allowances as set out in paragraph (5)(f) of Clause
10�Hours of Work, of the Award will be increased to the
following amounts:

Shift Employees
Shift Allowance 0.45

(5) Other than the increases provided in this clause there
shall be no further increases in wage rates at Argyle during
the term of this Agreement. In addition, the employees and
the Union parties to this Agreement undertake for the term of
this Agreement not to pursue any extra claims.

11.�REDUNDANCY
(1) The provisions of this clause apply in the event of the

employer making any employee redundant.
(2) For the purposes of this clause an employee shall be

deemed to have been made redundant if the employee�s em-
ployment is to be terminated because the employee has be-
come surplus to requirements as a result of technological
change, merger, take-over or re-organisation of work or pro-
duction methods or procedures or market conditions. Provided
that an employee shall not be deemed redundant if the em-
ployee is to be terminated for misconduct or unsatisfactory
service or if the employee is offered but fails to accept appro-
priate alternative employment.

(3) (a) Before an employee is retrenched for redundancy the
employer will give written notice of that intention to the State
Secretary of the union concerned.

(b) Any notification pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof shall
state the reason for the intended action, the numbers and clas-
sifications of employees likely to be involved, and the pro-
posed order of termination where appropriate.

(4) (a) Individual employees who are likely to be made re-
dundant will be given notice in writing by the employer.

(b) Following notice pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof the
employee concerned will continue in his/her current position
or, as may be deemed appropriate, will be allocated other du-
ties without reduction in pay. This shall continue until alter-
native employment is found, including a position external to
the employer, or until the notice of termination has expired.

(c) The maximum amount of notice possible shall be given
to employees who are to be dismissed, with a minimum of
three cycles notice. Provided that pay in lieu of notice shall
not apply where the employee resigns prior to the expiration
of the period of notice.
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(d) The employer in selecting employees to be retrenched
shall consider, all things being equal�

(1) Qualification and other experience.
(2) Suitability for other employment.
(3) Volunteers.
(4) Domestic or other compassionate factors.
(5) Length of service with the Company.
(6) Attendance record.
(7) General work performance.
(8) Proximity to retirement age.

(e) The employer and the unions shall discuss in detail, with
the intention of reaching an agreement, the application of the
matters provided in paragraph (d) hereof.

(5) Retrenched employees shall be entitled to the following
benefits�

(a) Payment for three commute cycles; and
(b) Payment equivalent to one half (1/2) of one com-

mute cycle�s earnings, for each year of service, paid
on a pro rata basis; and

(c) Pro rata payments for any accrued annual leave; and
(d) Payment for any sick leave accrued and not used at

the time of retrenchment; and
(e) Pro rata long service leave, provided that the em-

ployee has completed twelve (12) months continu-
ous service.

(6) Subject to subclause (2) and paragraph (c) of subclause
(4) hereof, any employee who has been advised of an impend-
ing dismissal pursuant to this clause and who subsequently
resigns prior to the expiration of the notice given, shall be
entitled to the full benefits detailed in subclause (5) hereof.

(7) All other things being equal, preference for re-employ-
ment will be given to employees made redundant pursuant to
this clause who on termination indicated their willingness to
be re-employed in the same classification, and subject to the
provisions of paragraphs (b)(i) or (ii) of subclause 23(3) of
the Award.

12.�COMMITMENTS
(1) The parties undertake that the terms of this Agreement

will not be used to progress or obtain similar arrangements or
benefits in any other enterprise.

(2) This Agreement shall not operate to cause any employee
to suffer a reduction in normal rostered earnings, or to depart
from relevant standards of the WAIRC in regard to hours of
work, annual leave with pay or long service leave with pay.

13.�RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
(1) (a) The parties will review the contents of this Agree-

ment 3 months prior to the end of the Agreement.
(b) It is expected that the success of this Agreement will

have a large influence on future agreements and rewards.
(2) Such a review is expected to result in the renegotiation,

renewal or replacement of this Agreement.
The MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT for the

ARGYLE DIAMOND ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996
is executed by:

SIGNED for ARGYLE DIAMOND MINES PTY LIMITED
by its representative in the presence of:

Signed
Representative
Signed
Witness
THE COMMON SEAL of THE COMMUNICATIONS,

ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION,
POSTAL, PLUMBING AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION
OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING AND ELECTRICAL
DIVISION, (WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH) was af-
fixed to this document in the presence of:

Signed (Seal Affixed)
Authorised Union Official

THE COMMON SEAL of THE AUSTRALIAN WORK-
ERS� UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUS-
TRIAL UNION OF WORKERS was affixed to this document
in the presence of:

Signed (Seal Affixed)
Authorised Union Official
THE COMMON SEAL of THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD,

METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTERS AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
BRANCH was affixed to this document in the presence of:

Signed (Seal Affixed)
Authorised Union Official

ARGYLE DIAMONDS PRODUCTION AWARD 1996
No. A 7 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Limited

and
The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,

Industrial Union Of Workers and Others.
No. A7 of 1996.

Argyle Diamonds Production Award 1996.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.

8 October 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms J. Siddins (of counsel), Mr R. Allen (of
counsel) with Ms A. Colgate (of counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr M. Lourey on behalf of the Australian
Workers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union
Of Workers, Mr J. Murie and Mr W. Game on behalf of the
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, Western Australian
Branch and Mr D. Hicks on behalf of the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers�Western Australian Branch, and being informed
that:

THIS AWARD is to issue by consent between the par-
ties and that it has been negotiated in conjunction with a
new enterprise agreement as part of the continuation of
the structural efficiency process at the Argyle Diamond
Mines Pty Ltd Mine;

THE AWARD replaces the previous award (Argyle
Diamond Mines Production Award 1985 No. A28 & A32
of 1984) applying to employees of Argyle Diamond Mines
Pty Ltd;

THE PARTIES submit and the Commission accepts that
the new award represents a modern, up to date award and
incorporates the efficiencies achieved under enterprise
bargaining in the previous 4 years, as reflected in the 1992
and 1994 Enterprise Bargaining Agreements as well as a
number of changes to meet the current circumstances at
the Argyle Mine. Importantly it maintains the relevance
of the Award as the Safety Net; and

THE PARTIES also submit and the Commission ac-
cepts that the new award is consistent with the Principles
of the Commission (76 WAIG 911) and particularly the
Structural Efficiency Principle.

NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders:

THAT an award to be known as the �Argyle Diamonds
Production Award 1996� in the terms of the following
schedule shall now issue and shall have effect on and
from the 18th day of September 1996

(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S] Chief Commissioner.
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Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Award shall be known as the Argyle Diamonds

Production Award 1996.

1A.�STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES�AUGUST 1996
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that any

variation to its terms on or from the 7th day of August, 1996
including the $8.00 per week Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustments, shall not be made except in compliance with the
Statement of Principles set down by the Commission in the
Reasons for Decision in matters No. 1164 of 1995 and No.
915 of 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title

1A. Statement of Principles December 1994
2. Arrangement
3. Term
4. Area and Scope
5. Security
6. Union Officials
7. Definitions
8. Contract of Employment
9. Hours of Work

10. Overtime
11. Public Holidays
12. Time and Wages
13. Payment of Wages
14. Point of Assembly and Transportation
15. Annual Leave
16. Sick Leave
17. Bereavement and Compassionate Leave
18. Parental Leave
19. Long Service Leave
20. Allowances
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3.�TERM
Award shall operate from the date hereof until 30 April, 1997

4.�AREA AND SCOPE
This Award:
(1) Applies to employees of Argyle Diamond Mines Pty.

Limited. engaged in the production of diamonds and employed
in any of the classifications set out in this Award.

(2) Is restricted to the activities of the employers conducted
North of the 19th parallel of latitude.

(3) Shall be binding upon Argyle Diamond Mines Pty.
Limited and the Australian Worker�s Union, West Australian
Branch, Industrial Union of Workers, the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printers and Kindred Industries Union
(Western Australian Branch) and the Communications,
Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing
and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and
Electrical Division, (Western Australian Branch).

(4) From its date of coming into operation as an Award
replaces any other prior Award or determination or other
industrial relations processes which might otherwise have
applied to the employees now covered by this Award.

5.�SECURITY
(1) The Security provisions of the Diamond (Argyle

Diamond Mines Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1981�1983
and regulations made pursuant to those provisions are hereby
incorporated in and form part of this Award, and the parties to
this Award agree that an employee covered by this Award may

be subject to personal and/or baggage searches, in accordance
with the security provisions.

(2) An employee covered by this Award shall display or
produce on request any form of personal identification issued
for that purpose by the employer.

(3) Any employee who contravenes security regulations shall
be deemed to be guilty of misconduct.

6.�UNION OFFICIALS
Subject to the security provisions of the Diamond (Argyle

Diamond Mines Joint Venture) Agreement Act 1981�1983
and regulations made pursuant to those provisions, a duly
accredited full time official of a union party to the award may
enter the employer�s property and premises at any time
provided that:

(1) The visiting official shall not without the agreement
of the Human Resources Manager, (or where that
officer is not available, another appropriate repre-
sentative of the employer), interview employees dur-
ing the rostered hours of duty.

(2) Where the union official gives prior notice of inten-
tion to enter the employer�s property and premises,
the employer undertakes to arrange for the provi-
sion of accommodation in the area.

7.�DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall apply for the purpose of this

Award.
�Argyle� means the Argyle Diamond Mine Project.
�Award� means of the Argyle Diamond Mines Produc-
tion Award 1995.
�Commute Cycle� means the cycle which commences the
first day the employee leaves Perth or Kununurra to com-
mute to Argyle and which finishes the day before the
employee leaves Perth or Kununurra to fly to Argyle to
start the next cycle.
�Day shift� means any regularly rostered shift commenc-
ing after 4.00 a.m. and prior to midday.
�Day worker� means an employee other than a shift
worker, whose rostered hours of duty are between 4.00
a.m. and 7.00 p.m. each day.
�Employer� means Argyle Diamond Mines Pty. Ltd.
�Night shift� means any regularly rostered shift finishing
after midnight and prior to 8.00 a.m.
�Ordinary hours of work� means 7.6 hours of work per
day, Monday to Friday.
�Relevant Union� means the relevant union covering the
classification in accordance with the following:

Operator The Australian Workers� Un-
ion, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers.

Mechanical Trades The Automotive, Food, Met-
als, Engineering, Printers and
Kindred Industries Union
(Western Australian Branch)

Electrical Trades The Communications, Electri-
cal, Electronic, Energy, Infor-
mation, Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union of Aus-
tralia, Engineering and Elec-
trical Division, (Western
Australian Branch).

�Roster� shall mean the Argyle roster which provides�
(a) The arrival time at the designated points of assem-

bly and departure; and
(b) The rostered hours of duty in the commute cycle for

day workers or shift workers.
�Security Provisions� means the provisions of the Dia-
mond (Argyle Diamond Mines Joint Venture) Agreement
Act 1981�1983 and regulations made under that Act
and includes any amendments to the Act and or regula-
tions that may be made from time to time.
�Shift worker� means an employee whose rostered hours
of duty may be varied by a shift roster between day and
night shifts.
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�Single time� means the appropriate hourly rate provided
in Clause 23.�Rates of Pay.
�Week� means thirty eight (38) hours consisting of the
ordinary hours of work Monday to Friday.

8.�CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, employment shall be by

the week.
(2) (a) Except in the case of a casual employee, employment

may be terminated by the employer giving notice at any time
in accordance with the following table, or by the payment of
the number of hours pay at single time in accordance with the
following table in lieu of the period of notice.
Period of Service Period of Notice No. of Hours Pay in

Lieu of Notice
Less than 1 year 7 calendar days 38 hours
1 year and less than 3 years 14 calendar days 76 hours
3 year and less than 5 years 21 calendar days 114 hours
5 years or more 28 calendar days 152 hours
Note: If 45 years of age or 7 additional calendar 38 additional hours
more with 2 or more years  days
continuous service with
Argyle

(b) Except in the case of a casual employee, employment
may be terminated by seven calendar days notice from the
employee, given at any time, or by the forfeiture of thirty eight
(38) hours pay at single time in lieu of the period of notice.

(3) The employer may suspend an employee without pay
for a maximum period of three days for refusal or neglect of
duty or misconduct by the employee, provided that this
subclause will not affect the right of the employer to dismiss
an employee in accordance with the provisions of subclause
(4) of this clause, and the right of the employee to give notice
in accordance with the provisions of subclause (4).

(4) The provisions of this clause shall not affect the right of
the employer to dismiss an employee without notice for refusal
or neglect of duty or misconduct and in such cases the wages
shall be paid up to the time of dismissal only.

(5) The provisions of this clause shall not affect the right of
the employer to deduct payment for any day or part thereof
upon which the employee cannot usefully be employed, or
any day or part thereof upon which the employee cannot attend
for duty, because of any strike or through any breakdown of
machinery or any stoppage of work by any cause which the
employer cannot reasonably prevent.

(6) Subject to the provisions of Clause 16.�Sick Leave and
subclause (3) hereof any employee who having given or been
given notice as aforesaid is absent from work during the period
of notice shall not be entitled to payment for that period of
absence.

(7) An employee not attending for duty shall, except as
provided in Clauses 15.�Annual Leave, 16.�Sick Leave,
17.� Bereavement and Compassionate Leave and 18.�
Parental Leave lose pay for the actual time of such non-
attendance. An employee who is absent from work for seven
consecutive days of duty without the prior or subsequent
approval of the employer shall be deemed to have abandoned
employment and the contract of employment shall be deemed
to have been terminated for neglect of duty from the date of
commencement of the absence from work.

(8) It is a term and condition of employment and of the rights
accruing under this award, that an employee�

(a) Performs such work according to the roster (includ-
ing shift work) as the employer may from time to
time require.

(b) Provided a minimum of forty eight (48) hours no-
tice is given, transfers between day work rosters, and
shift work rosters if, and when, required by the em-
ployer to do so. Subject to Clause 10.�Overtime
where such a transfer requires the employees to spend
additional time at Argyle or additional time at Perth,
no penalty is payable to the employee. Where less
than 48 hours notice of transfer is given, the over-
time rates set out in Clause 10 hereof shall apply for
duty within the forty eight (48) hour period.

(c) May be required to work overtime in addition to the
rostered hours of duty in emergency or unforeseen
circumstances.

(d) In the event of the non arrival of the aircraft bring-
ing in the relieving crews, continues working the
regular rostered shift arrangements until the reliev-
ing crews have arrived at the workplace.

(e) Uses as directed by the employer, such protective
clothing and equipment provided by the employer
for specific circumstances.

(f) Complies with safety regulations determined by the
employer or as prescribed by Government regula-
tion.

(g) Observes regulations promulgated from time to time
by the employer to provide an orderly and safe
workplace, including keeping the workplace and
equipment in a clean and safe condition.

(h) In circumstances where a shift worker is not relieved
as scheduled at the end of the shift, the shift worker
shall continue to work until relieved or otherwise
authorised by the employer to finish work, provided
that the employee shall not be required to work more
than two (2) hours beyond the completion of the
rostered hours of duty.

(i) Shall at all times endeavour to comply with the pro-
visions of Clause 26.�Resolution of Issues.

(j) For training, development and relief purposes may
be required to perform administrative, supervisory,
planning or technical duties without additional re-
muneration.

(9) (a) A casual employee is one engaged and paid as such
and whose employment may be terminated upon one hour�s
notice provided that a casual employee shall not be engaged
for more than twenty eight (28) consecutive calendar days
without agreement between the relevant union and the em-
ployer.

(b) At the time of engagement an employee shall be notified
in writing that the engagement is on a casual basis.

9.�HOURS OF WORK

(1) (a) Employees other than casual employees shall be
employed on an agreed commute cycle arrangement. The
current agreed commute cycle consists of twenty eight (28)
continuous days, including fourteen rostered shift or periods
of duty. These rostered shifts or periods of duty shall be
continuous, but will include a twenty four hour rest period for
shift workers, to provide for change of shifts.

(b) For the purpose of this clause, all the rostered hours of
duty for a shift shall be deemed to have been worked on the
day the shift commences.

(2) Day Workers

(a) A day worker shall perform duty in accordance with
the roster. The rostered hours of duty for each day
shall be eleven or twelve consecutive hours to be
worked between 4.00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m. For the
purpose of this subclause the ordinary hours of work
are deemed to be worked within the hours of 7.00
a.m. and 5.30 p.m.

(b) The time of commencing and finishing day work may
be varied by agreement between the employer and
the relevant union/s or in the absence of agreement
the matter will be resolved in accordance with Clause
26.�Resolution of Issues.

(c) Day workers may be rostered to work as an eleven
(11) hour day worker or twelve (12) hour day worker
for alternating periods as required by the employer.

(d) Duty performed in excess of the rostered hours of
duty shall be overtime and shall be paid in accord-
ance with Clause 10.�Overtime.

(e) During the rostered hours of duty day employees
shall be entitled to one thirty (30) minute meal break
which shall count as time worked, and shall be taken
at a mutually agreed time and as close as practicable
to the middle of the rostered hours of duty and at a
time which does not interfere with production de-
mands.
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(3) Eleven Hour Day Workers
The rostered hours of duty for each day and the paid hours

for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following�

Monday to Friday Hours of Duty Paid Hours
Ordinary hours of work 7.6 7.6
Hours paid at double time 3.4 6.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 11.0 14.4
Saturday
Hours paid at time and a half 7.6 11.4
Hours paid at double time 3.4 6.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 11.0 18.2
Sunday or Public Holiday
Hours paid at double time 11.0 22.0
Rostered hours of duty
each day 11.0 22.0

(4) Twelve Hour Day Workers
The rostered hours of duty for each day and the paid hours
for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following:

Hours of Duty Paid Hours
Ordinary hours of work 7.6 7.6
Hours paid at double time 4.4 8.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 12.0 16.4
Saturday
Hours paid at time and a half 7.6 11.4
Hours paid at double time 4.4 8.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 12.0 20.2
Sunday or Public Holiday
Hours paid at double time 12.0 24.0
Rostered hours of duty
each day 12.0 24.0

(5) Shift Workers
(a) An eleven hour shift worker is a shift worker who is

required to perform duty in accordance with the ros-
ter for eleven consecutive hours each day.

(b) A twelve hour shift worker is a shift worker who is
required to perform duty in accordance with the ros-
ter for twelve consecutive hours each day.

(c) Shift workers may be rostered to work as eleven (11)
hour shift workers or twelve (12) hour shift workers
for alternating periods as required by the employer.

(d) Duty performed in excess of the rostered hours of
duty shall be overtime and shall be paid in accord-
ance with Clause 10.�Overtime.

(e) During the rostered hours of duty shift employees
shall be entitled to one thirty (30) minute meal break
which shall count as time worked, and shall be taken
at a mutually agreed time and as close as practicable
to the middle of the shift and at a time which does
not interfere with production demands.

(f) A shift employee shall be paid a flat allowance of 41
cents for each hour worked. This allowance shall
compensate the employee for all disabilities associ-
ated with working shift work, particularly night shift.

(g) The employer may work any employee on shift work
and may, subject to the agreement of the relevant
union/s change any shift system in operation from
time to time.

(6) Eleven Hour Shift Workers
The rostered hours of duty for each shift and the paid hours

for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following�

For a shift commencing�
Monday to Friday Hours of Duty Paid Hours
Ordinary hours of work 7.6 7.6
Hours paid at double time 3.4 6.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 11.0 14.4

Saturday Hours of Duty Paid Hours
Hours paid at time and a half 7.6 11.4
Hours paid at double time 3.4 6.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 11.0 18.2

Sunday or Public Holiday
Hours paid at double time - 11.0 22.0
Rostered hours of duty
each day 11.0 22.0

(7) Twelve Hour Shift Workers

The rostered hours of duty for each shift and the paid hours
for performing such duty shall be in accordance with the
following�

For a shift commencing�

Hours of Duty Paid Hours
Ordinary hours of work 7.6 7.6
Hours paid at double time 4.4 8.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 12.0 16.4

Saturday
Hours paid at time and a half 7.6 11.4
Hours paid at double time 4.4 8.8
Rostered hours of duty
each day 12.0 20.2

Sunday or Public Holiday
Hours paid at double time - 12.0 24.0
Rostered hours of duty
each day 12.0 24.0

(8) Tea Breaks

It is recognised that there is a need for tea breaks, and
employees are entitled to take a break, not necessarily limited
in frequency, but dependent on the individual needs and work
demands. It is expected that people will act responsibly so as
to ensure that work will not be interrupted unnecessarily. The
employer will ensure that wherever practical, work demands
will not prevent an employee taking a tea break when needed.
The employer will supply provisions on this understanding.

10.�OVERTIME

(1) All time worked in excess of the rostered hours of duty
set out in Clause 9.�Hours of Work of this award shall be
paid for at the rate of double the appropriate hourly rate
provided in Clause 23.�Rates of Pay.

(2) Where an employee works so much overtime continuous
with the completion of the employee�s rostered hours of duty,
that the employee does not have at least ten (10) consecutive
hours off duty before the employee recommences duty, the
employee shall be paid at the appropriate overtime rates until
the employee has had ten (10) consecutive hours off duty.
Provided that the employee shall be paid for all rostered hours
of duty occurring during such ten (10) hours off duty.

(3) An employee recalled to work overtime shall be paid for
a minimum of four (4) hours work at the appropriate overtime
rates. Such work shall not be regarded as overtime for the
purpose of subclause (2) of this clause, unless the period of
work is two (2) hours or more or the employee is called out on
more than one occasion between the completion of one shift
or period of duty and the commencement of the next shift or
period of duty.

Should the work for which the employee was recalled be
completed prior to the expiry of the four hours, the employee
may be required to carry out other work in an operational
emergency involving danger to personnel plant or equipment.

(4) An employee required to work overtime for more than
one hour shall be entitled to one thirty (30) minute meal break
which shall count as time worked.

(5) Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this
award time worked in excess of or outside rostered hours of
duty shall not attract additional payment if it is due to private
arrangements between the employees themselves.
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11.�PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) The following public holidays shall apply for the purpose

of this Award�
New Years Day Anzac Day
Australia Day Foundation Day
Labour Day Sovereign�s Birthday
Good Friday Christmas Day
Easter Monday Boxing Day

(2) Where an employee performs duty on a public holiday
the employee shall be paid for all hours worked at the rate of
double the appropriate hourly rate provided in Clause 23.�
Rates of Pay .

(3) Where an employee is rostered off duty on a public
holiday, the employee shall be paid 7.6 hours at single time.

12.�TIME AND WAGES
(1) An employer shall keep a record showing the name and

address of each employee and his classification, the hours
worked each day, and the wages and allowances paid each
pay period.

(2) Working time shall start and finish at the employee�s
designated work station. The time occupied by an employee
by filling in any time record or cards or in the making of records
shall be treated as time on duty. For the purposes of this
paragraph, entry and exit through the security gate does not
constitute the making of records.

(3) The time and earnings record shall be open for inspection
to a duly accredited union official during the usual office hours
at the employer�s office or other convenient place.

(4) The union official making such inspection shall be
entitled to take a copy of entries in the time and earnings record.

13.�PAYMENT OF WAGES
(1) Wages shall be paid once each commute cycle into a

bank account nominated by the employee.
(2) On or prior to pay day, the employer shall state to each

employee in writing the amount of wages to which the
employee is entitled, the amount of deductions made therefrom
and the net amount paid to the employee.

(3) Payment for overtime worked during the second half of
the fourteen (14) day period of duty shall not be made until
the next pay period.

14.�POINT OF ASSEMBLY AND TRANSPORTATION
(1) Each employee shall be allotted a designated point of

assembly and departure, and the employee shall arrive at the
designated point at the time set out in the roster.

(2) Where an employee fails to arrive at the designated point
of assembly or departure at the time set out in the roster, and
as a consequence the employee is unable to board the aircraft,
the employee shall be responsible for the expense and
arrangement of transportation for the journey. Where as a result
of such failure, the employee is unable to perform the rostered
hours of duty, the employee shall lose pay in accordance with
subclause (7) of Clause 8�Contract of Employment.

(3) The designated points of assembly shall be deemed to
be the Perth or Kununurra airport terminal, and subject to
subclause (2) hereof, the employer shall provide the employee
with free transportation between the designated assembly
points and Argyle and return.

(4) An employee shall be paid four (4) hours at single time
for each rostered journey between Perth and Argyle and for
each rostered journey between Argyle and Perth.

(5) An employee shall be paid one (1) hour at single time
for each rostered journey between Kununurra and Argyle and
for each rostered journey between Argyle and Kununurra.

(6) Where a Commute aircraft arrives late at Argyle,
employees shall not normally be required to commence duty
until eight (8) hours after the actual arrival of the aircraft at
Argyle. If an employee is specifically required for duty and
does not have at least eight (8) consecutive hours off duty, the
employee shall be paid at the overtime rates until he or she
has had eight (8) consecutive hours off duty, provided that the
employee shall be paid for all rostered hours of duty occurring
during such eight (8) hours of duty.

(7) Where there is a delay in the departure of an aircraft, and
the actual time for a rostered journey is extended beyond the

times set out in subclauses (4) and (5) hereof, the payment of
travelling time shall be extended to a maximum of 7.6 hours.

(8) Where the employment of an employee is terminated,
the employee shall be provided with free transport to the
employees� designated assembly point by the most convenient
route. The employer shall determine the most convenient route
and relocation date.

15.�ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) The period of annual leave shall consist of a commute

cycle of working and non working days and shall be allowed
annually to an employee after twelve (12) months qualifying
service.

(2) Before going on annual leave, the employee shall be
paid for such leave an amount equal to the wages the employee
would have received in respect of the rostered hours the
employee would have worked had the employee not been on
leave during the relevant period.

(3) Where an employee has worked a rostered shift or
rostered period of duty on a public holiday during the period
since the employee last received annual leave, the employee
shall in addition to the amount provided in subclause (2) hereof
be paid for 7.6 hours at single time for each such rostered
shift or period of duty.

(4) Annual leave shall be given and taken in a continuous
period not later than twelve (12) months after it accrues and at
a mutually convenient time provided that employees cannot
accumulate more than two periods of annual leave as provided
in subclause (1) hereof.

(5) Employees shall not take annual leave in portions of a
commute cycle unless suitable arrangements can be made in
respect of air travel.

(6) In the event of an employee being employed by the
employer for only a part of a year, the employee on termination
shall be entitled to such leave on full pay as is proportionate
to the length of service during that period with the employer.

(7) Where the employer has granted annual leave in advance
of qualifying service, and the employment of the employee is
terminated, the employer may deduct from moneys owing to
such employee the amount by which the payments for annual
leave exceeds the employee�s entitlement to annual leave at
the date of termination of employment.

16.�SICK LEAVE
(1) An employee (other than a casual employee) who is

absent from work on account of personal illness or injury shall
be entitled to payment of sick leave in accordance with this
clause.

(2) (a) An employee shall accrue sick leave entitlements at
the rate of ninety (90) hours for each continuous year of serv-
ice. This entitlement shall accrue to the employee on a pro-
rata basis for each completed month of service. Such sick leave
entitlements will be at single time.

(b) Payment for sick leave shall be made at a rate equivalent
to the paid hours the employee would otherwise have received,
provided that the payment shall not exceed the level of the
employee�s current entitlement in accordance with this clause.

(c) Whilst employment with the employer remains continu-
ous sick leave shall accumulate from year to year so that any
leave entitlements not taken in one year may be taken in any
subsequent year.

(d) Where the employer has granted sick leave to an em-
ployee before the right to such entitlement has accrued pursu-
ant to paragraph (a) hereof, and the employee�s employment
is terminated, the employer may deduct from moneys owing
to such employee the amount by which the payments for sick
leave exceeds the employee�s entitlement to sick leave at the
date of termination of employment.

(3) (a) An employee shall not be entitled to be paid sick
leave for any period in respect of which he is entitled to Work-
ers� Compensation.

(b) An employee shall as soon as possible on the day before
the employee is due to arrive at the designated point of assem-
bly inform the employer of the employee�s inability to travel
to site and as far as practicable state the nature of the illness or
injury and the estimated duration of the absence.
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(c) An employee whilst on site shall as soon as possible and
if practicable before the start of shift inform the employer of
the employee�s inability to attend for duty and as far as prac-
ticable state the nature of the illness or injury and the esti-
mated duration of the absence.

(d) An employee shall prove to the satisfaction of the em-
ployer that the employee was unable, on account of illness or
injury, to attend for duty on the day or days for which sick
leave is claimed.

17.�BEREAVEMENT AND COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
(1) An employee (other than a casual employee) shall be

entitled to a maximum of five (5) days leave in any one year,
including travelling time, paid at normal rostered earnings for
each day�

(a) Where the employee is absent from work because of
the death of the employee�s wife, husband, father,
mother, brother, sister, child, mother-in-law, father-
in-law or grandparents for the purpose of attending
the funeral; or

(b) In the event of serious illness of the employee�s wife,
husband, child or established dependant under the
sole care of the employee, provided that the employee
produces to the employer an appropriate medical
certificate.

(2) For the purpose of this clause �wife� and �husband�
include defacto wife or husband.

18.�PARENTAL LEAVE
The parental leave provisions set out in Appendix A shall

apply.

19.�LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) Right to Leave
An employee shall as herein provided be entitled to leave

with pay for long service.
(2) Long Service
The long service which shall entitle an employee to such

leave shall be continuous service with the employer in
accordance with the definition of long service provided in
paragraph 2 of the Long Service Leave Provisions published
in Volume 64 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette at
pages 1 to 3 inclusive.

(3) Period of Leave
(a) The leave to which an employee is entitled or deemed

to be entitled is�
(i) six (6) weeks after completing five (5) years�

continuous service; or
(ii) eight (8) weeks after completing seven (7)

years� continuous service; or
(iii) ten (10) weeks after completing eight (8)

years� continuous service; or
(iv) twelve (12) weeks after completing nine (9)

years� continuous service; or
(v) thirteen (13) weeks after completing ten (10)

years� continuous service.
(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this

subclause, leave taken pursuant to paragraph (a)
hereof breaks the continuity of service for long serv-
ice leave purposes, and service for the purpose of
any additional long service leave shall accrue from
the date of commencement of the last period of long
service leave taken pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof.

(c) Where an employee completes more than ten (10)
years� continuous service before taking the leave to
which the employee is entitled under paragraph (a)
and resumes employment with the same employer
immediately following that leave, the employee�s
service prior to the commencement of that leave, to
the extent that it exceeds ten (10) years, shall be added
to the employee�s subsequent service for the pur-
pose of assessing the entitlement to further leave
under that paragraph.

(d) Where an employee is entitled to leave under para-
graph (a), whether by virtue of that paragraph or

paragraph (c), and the employment of the employee
is terminated:

(i) by the employee�s death; or
(ii) by the employer for any reason other than gross

misconduct; or
(iii) by the employee

the employee shall be entitled to be paid in accord-
ance with subclause (4) hereof an amount equiva-
lent to 1.3 weeks for each completed year of service
in respect of which long service leave has not been
taken.

(e) The period of leave referred to in this clause is a
total period which includes working and non-work-
ing days in the commute cycles.

(4) Payment for Period of Leave
(a) Subject to paragraph (b) hereof, an employee shall

be entitled to be paid for each week of leave to which
the employee has become entitled or is deemed to
have become entitled, an amount equal to one quar-
ter (1/4) of the average commute cycle earnings of
the employee for the rostered hours of duty for the
last six (6) complete commute cycles worked by the
employee.

(b) Where by agreement between the employer and the
employee the commencement of the leave to which
the employee is entitled or any portion thereof is
postponed to meet the convenience of the employee,
the rate of payment for such leave shall be at the rate
calculated at the date of accrual, or if so agreed at
the rate calculated at the date the employee com-
mences such leave.

(5) Taking Leave and Leave in Advance:
Leave shall be taken in accordance with the options il-
lustrated in Appendix D.

(6) Record to be kept
(a) Each employer shall during the employment and for

a period of twelve (12) months thereafter or in the
case of termination by death of an employee a pe-
riod of three (3) years thereafter, keep a record from
which can be readily ascertained the name of each
employee and the occupation, the date of the com-
mencement of employment and entitlement to long
service leave and any leave which may have been
granted to the employee or in respect of which pay-
ment may have been made hereunder.

(b) Such record shall be open for inspection in the man-
ner and circumstances prescribed by this award with
respect to the time and wages record.

20.�ALLOWANCES
(1) (a) Day Employees:

Employees shall be paid a living away from home allow-
ance of $14.17 for each rostered period of duty at Argyle.

(b) Shift Employees:
Employees shall be paid a living away from home allow-
ance of $15.18 for each rostered shift at Argyle. The ad-
ditional amount is in recognition of the requirement for
shift employees to spend one additional night at Argyle.

(2) The allowances provided by this clause are flat amounts
for the rostered shift or period of duty and do not apply for the
purpose of calculation of penalty payments.

21.�PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING
(1) Safety glasses, safety footwear, ear protection, helmets,

masks, gloves and goggles and such other safety and protec-
tive gear as may be required by the employer, shall be pro-
vided by the employer, and the employee shall wear or use
such equipment so provided.

(2) Failure to wear safety equipment as required shall be
deemed to be misconduct.

(3) The employer shall on commencement and every twelve
months thereafter supply each employee with three (3) sets of
shirts and trousers or their equivalent. In addition two (2) pairs
of safety footwear shall be supplied on commencement.
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Replacement of these items will be on the basis of fair wear
and tear.

(4) The employer shall supply each employee with a jacket
for winter. These shall be replaced every two (2) years.

(5) Clothing (other than jackets) supplied by the employer
will be laundered by the employer without expense to the
employee.

22.�CLASSIFICATIONS
The general principle with respect to the classifications is

as follows�
(1) All Employees

At Argyle the aim is to achieve a safe working envi-
ronment, maximum job satisfaction, and flexibility
and efficiency in relation to the work performed by
employees.
Subject to statutory requirements, all employees will
carry out duties that are within the limits of the em-
ployees� skill, competence and training. In the allo-
cation of work due regard will be given to the
classification of the employee under the Award.
Any issue regarding the performance of the work
allocated will be dealt with in accordance with Clause
26�Resolution of Issues.

(2) Mechanical and Electrical Trades:
Trades employees will have completed a recognised
apprenticeship course or possess a Commonwealth
Tradesmen�s Rights Certificate.
The scope of the Skills Extension Programme de-
scribed in Clause 25.�Training, subclause (1) will
be agreed between the employer and the relevant
State Union and will extend the skills possessed by
trades employees. These skills may be further en-
hanced by employees participating in external train-
ing.

(3) Operators:
Operators are employees who have potential to per-
form a wide variety of operating tasks competently.
In accordance with the Skills Extension Programme
and external training the employer will train opera-
tors by courses including courses that will enable
Operators to�

(a) carry out servicing duties and assist trades
employees as required;

(b) subject to subclause (1) of this clause carry
out repair tasks requiring the use of tools, for
the performance of mechanical functions.

(c) operate cranes and perform lifting and carry-
ing functions using prepared slings and stand-
ard lifting points;

(d) to recognise and report malfunctions.
These functions may be performed by operators as
part of a team .

(4) Where an employee is concerned that the work allo-
cated to an employee is not consistent with the em-
ployee�s training and competence the matter shall
be discussed with that employee or the relevant Su-
perintendent with a view to resolving the matter.
If the matter cannot be resolved it shall be dealt with
in accordance with clause 26�Resolution of Issues.

23.�RATES OF PAY
(1) An employee, other than a casual or an apprentice, in

the classification specified in the table hereunder shall be paid,
on commencement, as follows:

Per Hour
$

(a) Operator:
Level 1 $11.22
Level 2 $11.90
Level 3 $12.62
Level 4 $13.00
Level 5 $13.28
Level 6 $13.86
Level 7 $14.44

Per Hour
$

Level 8 $15.01
Level 9 $15.57
Level 10 $16.15

(b) Mechanical Trades:
Level 1 $12.42
Level 2 $13.18
Level 3 $13.82
Level 4 $14.24
Level 5 $14.57
Level 6 $15.15
Level 7 $15.65
Level 8 $16.15

(c) Electrical Trades:
Level 1 $12.85
Level 2 $13.63
Level 3 $14.28
Level 4 $14.71
Level 5 $15.04
Level 6 $15.61
Level 7 $16.12
Level 8 $16.61

(2) A casual employee shall be paid at the hourly rate ap-
propriate to Level 1 of the classification plus a loading of
twenty percent (20%) in lieu of the leave provided under Clause
15.�Annual Leave, 16.�Sick Leave, 17.�Bereavement and
Compassionate Leave and 18.�Parental Leave of this Award.

(3) (a) Employees shall progress between levels in the clas-
sification after earning points by participating in the Skills
Extension Programme provided in Clause 25.�Training of
this Award or gaining the TAFE qualifications as specified for
the higher levels.

(b) Employees in all classifications shall on commencement
of employment with the employer enter Level 1. Where the
employee has previously been employed by the employer or
has participated in training programmes similar to those set
out in Clause 25.�Training of this Award the employee may
be reclassified to higher levels in accordance with the follow-
ing:

(i) Previously employed by the employer and absent for
a period up to Six Commute Cycles.
All points shall be reinstated for modules the em-
ployee successfully completed previously, that are
in the matrix applying on re-engagement. Provided
that the employer may require that the employee be
reassessed with respect to any module, and if the
criteria are not met the points will not be reinstated.

(ii) Periods of Absence of more than Six Commute Cy-
cles or Never Previously Employed by the Employer.
The employee shall commence at Level 1 and shall
work for three commute cycles and during those
cycles shall be assessed for all modules that the em-
ployee seeks recognition for that are in the matrix
applying upon engagement. The employee shall be
awarded points for all modules where the criteria
are met and the points shall be deemed to have been
awarded upon engagement.

(iii) Where on engagement the points awarded exceed
the points required for a level, discussions between
the employer and employee will take place in rela-
tion to the number of commute cycles required be-
fore progression to the next level. In the absence of
agreement as to the number of commute cycles, this
issue will be referred to the Training Review Com-
mittee established under Paragraph (c) of subclause
(4) of Clause 25.�Training.

(c) Operator:
(i) Subject to paragraph (ii) hereof, progression from

Level 1 shall be in accordance with the following
scale:

Level 1 to Level 2 After earning a total of 175
points.

Level 2 to Level 3 After earning a total of 425
points.
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Level 3 to Level 4 After earning a total of 700
points.

Level 4 to Level 5 After earning a total of 1000
points and therefore com-
pleting the Argyle Dia-
monds Skills Extension
Programme Certificate.

Level 5 to Level 6 After completion of the
TAFE Mining Skills Course.

Level 6 to Level 7 After completion of 50% of
the TAFE Certificate in Min-
ing Operations.

Level 7 to Level 8 After completion of the
TAFE Certificate in Mining
Operations.

Level 8 to Level 9 After completion of 50% of
the TAFE Advanced Certifi-
cate in Mining Operations.

Level 9 to Level 10 After completion of the
TAFE Advanced Certificate
in Mining Operations.

(ii) Until an operator attains Level 5 the employee must
complete at least ten commute cycles of duty in each
level before progression to the next level, except
where an alternative number of cycles is determined
pursuant to paragraph (iii) of subclause (b) of this
clause.

(d) Mechanical or Electrical Trades:
(i) Subject to paragraph (ii) hereof, progression from

Level 1 shall be in accordance with the following
scale:

Level 1 to Level 2 After earning a total of 175
points.

Level 2 to Level 3 After earning a total of 425
points.

Level 3 to Level 4 After earning a total of 700
points or possessing an ap-
propriate TAFE Post Trades
Certificate.

Level 4 to Level 5 After earning a total of 1000
points and therefore com-
pleting the Argyle Dia-
monds Skills Extension
Programme Certificate.

Level 5 to Level 6 After completion of the ap-
propriate TAFE Post Trades
Certificate.

Level 6 to Level 7 After completion of 50% of
the additional requirements
for the TAFE Advanced
Trades Certificate.

Level 7 to Level 8 After completion of the ap-
propriate TAFE Advanced
Trades Certificate.

(ii) Until a mechanical or electrical trades employee at-
tains Level 5 the employee must complete at least
ten commute cycles of duty in each level before pro-
gressing to the next level, except where an alterna-
tive number of cycles is determined pursuant to
paragraph (iii) of subclause (b) of this clause.

24.�APPRENTICES
(1) The provisions of the Industrial Training Act 1975 and

Regulations made under that Act, as varied from time to time
are hereby incorporated in and form part of this award.

(2) An apprentice shall be paid a percentage of the rate ap-
propriate to a Level 1 Mechanical Trades for a Single Trade
apprentice, or Level 2 Electrical Trades for a Dual Trade ap-
prentice in accordance with the following scale.

Four Year Term %
1st Year 50
2nd Year 65
3rd Year 85
4th Year 95

25.�TRAINING
(1) Skills Extension Programme�General:

The employer is committed to the development and im-
plementation of training programmes to extend the skills
of employees. Employees in each classification will be
given the opportunity to participate in the programme
and through such participation earn points and advance
through the levels and gain additional remuneration. The
programme will be monitored by the employer to ensure
that it is effective and acceptable to the employees. Pro-
gression through the programme shall be planned to give
employees the maximum opportunity. However, such
progression may be constrained by production require-
ments, training resources, the availability of equipment
and safety factors.

(2) Skills Extension Programme�Definitions:
�Matrix� Refers to the training matrix of the Skills Ex-

tension Programme. The matrix sets out the
courses in Skills Extension Programmes, the
modules in each course and the number of
points that may be earned by the successful
completion of modules in each course.

�Course� Refers to a course of training related to a par-
ticular piece of plant or equipment, a skill, a
process or a system. Each course shall consist
of one or more modules.

�Module� Refers to a component of a course. Each mod-
ule will address the training needs of an as-
pect of the course and may require classroom
and/or on the job training and experience.
Points are awarded for the successful comple-
tion of each module, in accordance with the
points set out in the matrix.

(3) Skills Extension Programme�Evaluation and the Award-
ing of Points:

(a) The employer shall keep a register for each employee,
containing details of the points awarded to the em-
ployee in accordance with the Skills Extension Pro-
gramme.

(b) After the completion of the training in a module the
employee shall be objectively assessed for profi-
ciency, according to established criteria.
If the criteria are met by the employee, the employee
shall be deemed to have successfully completed the
module.
Any dispute in relation to assessment shall be re-
ferred to the Training Review Committee set up un-
der of subclause (7) of this clause.

(c) An employee shall be awarded points in accordance
with the matrix, after the successful completion of a
module.

(4) Skills Extension Programme�Changes to Matrix:
(a) From time to time it will be necessary to change the

number of points awarded to a module, or to add or
delete modules, or to add or delete courses.

(b) The employer shall not delete a module or change
the number of points awarded for a module, while
any employee is engaged on the module.

(c) The parties to this Award may seek to change the
number of points awarded for a module, or add or
delete a module or course.
If the proposed change is not accepted by the other
party concerned, the matter shall be discussed with
the Departmental Training Officer (where appropri-
ate) and the relevant Superintendent with a view to
resolving the matter.
If the matter cannot be resolved, it will be referred
to the relevant Training Review Committee.

(5) Skills Extension Programme�Mandatory Training:
While the Skills Extension Programme is primarily a vol-
untary programme, there are some courses of modules
which are mandatory.
The general introduction course is mandatory.
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In addition some courses or modules may be required to
be successfully completed before an employee can
progress to a higher level, or may be prerequisites for an
employee before the employee can undertake another
course or module.

(6) External Training:
(a) General:

The employer recognises the desirability of encour-
aging employees to undertake external training which
will develop their vocational skills in a manner rel-
evant both to the employer and the career aspira-
tions of the employee.
On the successful completion of the specified exter-
nal training certificates or portions thereof employ-
ees shall advance through the levels and gain
additional remuneration.
Subjects in the specified external training certificates
will be recommended by the Training Review Com-
mittees to the employer for training assistance. Where
the employer designates these as consistent with the
work requirements of the enterprise, training assist-
ance will be provided in accordance with the fol-
lowing provisions, or the Training Review
Committee agrees.
Any dispute in relation to the subjects designated as
relevant will be referred to the relevant Training
Review Committee.

(b) Specified External Training Certificates:
The following external training certificates are speci-
fied for the purpose of this Clause.
Operators

Mining Skills Course (TAFE)
Certificate in Mine Operations (TAFE)
Advanced Certificate in Mine Operations
(TAFE)

Metal and Electrical Trades
Post Trade Certificate (TAFE) relevant to the
work carried out at Argyle.
Advanced Trade Certificate (TAFE) relevant
to the work carried out at Argyle.

(c) Training Assistance:
(i) This subclause shall only apply to subjects

which are portions of specified external train-
ing certificates and which are designated by
the employer as relevant for the work require-
ments of the enterprise.

(ii) After the successful completion of a subject
the employer shall, reimburse the employee
for the standard fees and any essential text-
books not available from the employer or the
training provider. The employee shall produce
evidence of such expenditure.

(iii) Where the training for these subjects is un-
dertaken at Argyle during the employee�s
rostered hours of duty the employee concerned
shall not lose pay.

(iv) Where the training for these subjects is in Perth
on days in the commute cycle when the em-
ployee is off duty the employee will be paid
for the actual time the employee attends classes
and for travelling time to a maximum of 12
hours at single time each day.
The time attending such training shall not be
treated as a rostered shift or rostered period of
duty for the purposes of this Award.
The employer may require proof of attendance
at classes before payment is made.

(v) In accordance with usual practise the employer
will compensate the employee for travel and
accommodation costs for attendance at classes
provided the employee makes prior arrange-
ments with the employer.

(7) Training Review Committee:
A Training Review Committee shall consist of the De-
partmental Manager, the Departmental Training Officer
(where appropriate), the Employee Development Special-
ist, the Relevant Union Delegate and two representatives
of Award employees in the Department concerned. Where
the department does not have a Departmental Training
Officer the Departmental Manager will nominate another
appropriate officer.
The Training Review Committees will use their best en-
deavours to resolve the matter, for the principle behind
the Skills Extension Programme is for there to be co-
operation between the employer and employees to en-
sure that the Programme is effective and acceptable.
Only if the Training Review Committee is unable to re-
solve the matter shall the matter be dealt with as a dis-
pute under Clause 26. -Resolution of Issues.

(8) Update Training
Employees who have acquired skills under the Argyle Dia-

monds Skills Extension Program may be required to attend
training courses to ensure these skills remain effective and up
to date.

26.�RESOLUTIONS OF ISSUES
(1) Guiding Principles
Employees should be able to raise issues that arise in the

workplace and have them addressed in a manner that is prompt,
simple, accessible, and effective in resolving those issues.

Where the issue involves a fellow employee or employees,
the employee should initially raise the issue with the employee
or employees concerned in order to seek to resolve the issue.

All employees can expect to be treated in a fair, open and
honest manner by their fellow employees, Superintendents and
all levels of management.

Notwithstanding the procedure set out in subclause (2) any
employee may choose to resolve issues personally with their
Superintendent, their Manager, or when absent the Acting
Manager and when the issue is unresolved then with the Gen-
eral Manager Operations.

(2) The Procedure
The following steps apply to unresolved issues, and shall be

followed in the order shown:
(a) The employee involved shall refer the issue to their

Superintendent for resolution. The Superintendent
will provide an answer as soon as it is reasonable
possible, but in any case will advise the employee of
the time by which an answer will be provided.

(b) If the issue is not resolved it may then be referred to
the relevant union delegate for discussion with the
Manager, or when absent Acting Manager and they
will agree to a time period to attempt to resolve the
issue.

(c) If the issue is not settled, it may then be referred to
the relevant union official who will then confer with
the appropriate employer representatives and they
will agree to a time period to attempt to resolve the
issue.

(d) If there is still no resolution, the management group
will enter into discussions with the relevant union
official in an effort to produce a solution. This may
involve discussions within the usual consultative
meeting between representatives of the union and
the employer.

(e) In the unlikely event that the issue is still not re-
solved, it shall be submitted to the Western Austral-
ian Industrial Relations Commission as a dispute for
resolution.

(f) At any time the employee may seek the assistance
of, or be accompanied by the relevant union delegate
or any other employee of Argyle.

(3) Continuity of Work
(a) Until the matter is determined, the parties shall en-

deavour to ensure that the employees continue nor-
mal work. Continuity of normal work shall mean that
no bans or limitation will be placed on established
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and agreed skills extension work practices. All per-
sonnel involved shall endeavour to ensure that the
status quo remains in respect to established proce-
dures and practices. Provided that such continua-
tion of normal work shall not prejudice the outcome
of the dispute.

(b) Leave is reserved to the parties to reopen this
subclause at any time.

(4) Code of Behaviour:
The code of behaviour which shall be used as a guiding
principle in all behaviour matters is that: �While employ-
ees are at work, or resident in the accommodation vil-
lage, they shall behave in a fair, safe and honest manner,
and the employer will respond in a like manner�.

27.�REDUNDANCY
(1) The provisions of this clause apply in the event of the

employer making any employee redundant.
(2) For the purposes of this clause an employee shall be

deemed to have been made redundant if the employee�s em-
ployment is to be terminated because the employee has be-
come surplus to requirements as a result of technological
change, merger, take-over or re-organisation of work or pro-
duction methods or procedures or market conditions. Provided
that an employee shall not be deemed redundant if the em-
ployee is to be terminated for misconduct or unsatisfactory
service or if the employee is offered but fails to accept appro-
priate alternative employment.

(3) (a) Before an employee is retrenched for redundancy the
employer will give written notice of that intention to the State
Secretary of the union concerned.

(b) Any notification pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof shall
state the reason for the intended action, the numbers and clas-
sifications of employees likely to be involved, and the pro-
posed order of termination where appropriate.

(4) (a) Individual employees who are likely to be made re-
dundant will be given notice in writing by the employer.

(b) Following notice pursuant to paragraph (a) hereof the
employee concerned will continue in his/her current position
or, as may be deemed appropriate, will be allocated other du-
ties without reduction in pay. This shall continue until alter-
native employment is found, including a position external to
the employer, or until the notice of termination has expired.

(c) The maximum amount of notice possible shall be given
to employees who are to be dismissed, with a minimum of
three cycles notice. Provided that pay in lieu of notice shall
not apply where the employee resigns prior to the expiration
of the period of notice.

(d) The employer in selecting employees to be retrenched
shall consider, all things being equal�

(i) Qualification and other experience.
(ii) Suitability for other employment.

(iii) Volunteers.
(iv) Domestic or other compassionate factors.
(v) Length of service with the Company.

(vi) Attendance record.
(vii) General work performance.

(viii) Proximity to retirement age.
(e) The employer and the unions shall discuss in detail, with

the intention of reaching an agreement, the application of the
matters provided in paragraph (d) hereof.

(5) Retrenched employees shall be entitled to the following
benefits�

(a) Payment for one commute cycle; and
(b) Payment equivalent to one half (1/2) of one com-

mute cycle�s earnings, for each year of service, paid
on a pro rata basis; and

(c) Pro rata payments for any accrued annual leave; and
(d) Payment for any sick leave accrued and not used at

the time of retrenchment; and
(e) Pro rata long service leave, provided that the em-

ployee has completed twelve (12) months continu-
ous service.

(6) Subject to subclause (2) and paragraph (c) of subclause
(4) hereof, any employee who has been advised of an impend-
ing dismissal pursuant to this clause and who subsequently
resigns prior to the expiration of the notice given, shall be
entitled to the full benefits detailed in subclause (5) hereof.

(7) All other things being equal, preference for re-employ-
ment will be given to employees made redundant pursuant to
this clause who on termination indicated their willingness to
be re-employed in the same classification, and subject to the
provisions of paragraphs (b)(i) or (ii) of subclause (3) of Clause
23.�Rates of Pay of this Award.

28.�JOB SHARING
(1) In this clause the following definitions apply�

�Employee� shall mean an employee of the employer cov-
ered by the normal provisions in the award and not Clause
28.�Job Sharing.
�Job Sharer� shall mean an employee who works alter-
nate commute cycles under the Job Sharing Scheme.

(2) Job Sharing Scheme�Description
The Job Sharing Scheme is the arrangement by which two

employees known as job sharers work alternate commute cy-
cles in tandem to perform the work normally done by one
employee under the award.

This results in a job sharer working two weeks on duty, six
weeks off duty. A maximum of twenty employees at any given
time may be able to participate in the job sharing scheme shar-
ing up to 10 jobs.

(3) Award Entitlements
(a) Entitlements to long service leave, annual leave, sick

leave and bereavement and compassionate leave under the
award will accrue to a job sharer on a pro rata basis of com-
mute cycles worked under the Job Sharing Scheme to com-
mute cycles worked by a non job sharer employee under the
award.

(b) With respect to annual leave that has accrued that may
be taken as either one half of a commute cycle for every 12
months� qualifying service or as one commute cycle after two
years� qualifying service.

(4) Wages
(a) A job sharer will be paid once each commute cycle

worked by the job sharer for time worked during rostered hours
of duty and in excess of the rostered hours of duty in accord-
ance with Clause 9.�Wages and Clause 10.�Overtime at
the appropriate rate specified in Clause 23.�Rates of Pay.

(b) In addition to working alternative cycles a job sharer
may work additional days or cycles to meet relief or opera-
tional requirements. In these circumstances the additional work
shall be treated as rostered work and the job sharer shall be
paid for timed worked at the same rates that apply in para-
graph (a) hereof

(5) Public Holidays
When a public holiday (as defined in Clause 11.�Public

Holidays) falls in the off duty part of a commute cycle the job
sharer who performed the immediately preceding rostered on
part of that commute cycle shall be paid for the public holiday
in accordance with the award.

(6) Movement Between Job Sharing and Full-Time Employ-
ment

(a) If a job sharer wishes to return to full-time employment
then the job sharer must elect to either�

(i) wait for a vacancy to occur in the job sharers panel;
(ii) transfer to another panel; or

(b) when a job sharer resigns the remaining job sharer for
the job must either:

(i) change to full time employment; or
(ii) advertise and obtain another job sharer and until one

is found will revert to full-time employment.

29.�NAMED PARTIES
Company

Argyle Diamond Mines Pty. Limited
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Unions
The Australian Worker�s Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printers and
Kindred Industries Union (Western Australian Branch)
The Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, In-
formation, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union
of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, (West-
ern Australian Branch).

APPENDIX A

PARENTAL LEAVE CLAUSE
(1) Interpretation
(a) �Adoption�, in relation to a child is a reference to a child

who:
(i) is not the natural child or the step-child of the em-

ployee or the employee�s spouse;
(ii) is less than 5 years of age; and

(iii) has not lived continuously with the employee for 6
months or longer.

(b) �Continuous Service� means service under an unbroken
contract of employment and includes:

(i) any period of parental leave; and
(ii) any period of leave or absence authorised by the em-

ployer or provided for in this award or the contract
of employment.

(c) �Expected date of birth� means the day certified by a
medical practitioner to be the day on which the medical prac-
titioner expects the employee or the employee�s spouse, as
the case may be, to give birth to a child;

(d) �Parental leave� means leave provided for by sub clause
2 hereof.

(e) �Spouse� includes a de-facto spouse.
(2) Entitlement to Parental Leave
(a) Subject to sub-clause 4 and paragraphs 5(a) and 6(a)

hereof, an employee, other than a casual employee, is entitled
to take up to 52 consecutive weeks of unpaid leave in respect
of:

(i) the birth of a child to the employee or the employ-
ee�s spouse; or

(ii) the placement of a child with the employee with a
view to the adoption of the child by the employee.

(b) An employee is not entitled to take parental leave unless
the employee:

(i) has, before the expected date of birth or placement,
completed at least 12 months continuous service with
the employer; and

(ii) has given the employer at least 10 weeks� written
notice of intention to take the leave.

(c) An employee is not entitled to take parental leave at the
same time as the employee�s spouse but this sub-section does
not apply to one week�s parental leave.

(i) taken by the male parent immediately after the birth
of the child; or

(ii) taken by the employee and the employee�s spouse
immediately after a child has been placed with them
with a view to their adoption of the child.

(d) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any pe-
riod of parental leave taken by the employee�s spouse in rela-
tion to the same child, except the period of one week�s leave
referred to in subsection (c) hereof.

(3) Maternity Leave to Start 6 Weeks Before Birth
A female employee who has given notice of her intention to

take parental leave, other than for an adoption, is to start the
leave 6 weeks before the expected date of birth unless in re-
spect of any period close to the expected date of birth a medi-
cal practitioner has certified that the employee is fit to work.

(4) Medical Certificate
An employee who has given notice of intention to take pa-

rental leave, other than for adoption, is to provide to the em-
ployer a certificate from a medical practitioner stating that the

employee or the employee�s spouse, as the case may be, is
pregnant and the expected date of birth.

(5) Notice of Spouse�s Parental Leave
(a) An employee who has given notice of intention to take

parental leave or who is actually taking parental leave is to
notify the employer of particulars of any period of parental
leave taken or to be taken by the employee�s spouse in rela-
tion to the same child

(b) Any notice given under subsection (a) hereof is to be
supported by a statutory declaration by the employee as to the
truth of the particulars notified.

(6) Notice of Parental Leave Details
(a) An employee who has given notice of intention to take

parental leave is to notify the employer of the dates on which
the employee wishes to start and finish the leave.

(b) An employee who is taking parental leave is to notify
the employer of any change to the date on which the employee
wishes to finish the leave.

(c) The starting and finishing dates of a period of parental
leave are to be agreed between the employee and employer.

(7) Return to Work After Parental Leave
(a) On finishing parental leave, an employee is entitled to

the position held immediately before starting parental leave.
(b) If the position referred to in subsection (a) hereof is not

available, the employee is entitled to an available position:
(i) for which the employee is qualified; and

(ii) that the employee is capable of performing;
most comparable in status and pay to that of their former po-
sition.

(c) Where, immediately before starting parental leave, an
employee was acting in, or performing on a temporary basis
the duties of, the position referred to in subsection (a) hereof,
that subsection applies only in respect of the position held by
the employee immediately before taking the acting or tempo-
rary position.

(8) Effect of Parental Leave on Employment
Absence of parental leave:

(a) does not break the continuity of service of an em-
ployee; and

(b) is not to be taken into account when calculating the
period of service for the purpose of this award.

APPENDIX B

CONTRACTORS

AGREED PRINCIPLES
(1) (a) There are work needs that require specialist skills

that are provided most efficiently by using contractors.
(b) Contractors will generally be engaged on major con-

struction, modifications or project work to cope with peak
work load demands and on work which has no predictable or
long term future.

(c) Utilisation of contractors will provide work opportuni-
ties for local businesses.

(2) (a) No employee of the employer will suffer any detri-
mental effect in respect of his normal earnings or job security.

(b) There will be no retrenchment of employees because of
the employment of contractors.

(c) The provisions of this appendix shall not act in a manner
prejudicial to the employer�s operations in the event of any
emergency circumstances arising, eg. substantial mechanical
failure to plant or equipment beyond the normal and immedi-
ate manning resources of the employer, nor shall it refer to
major construction projects.

(3) A Union Delegate employed by the employer shall not
be absent from duty for the purpose of attending to day to day
matters on behalf of a contractor�s employee.

(4) Prior to contractors being engaged at Argyle the em-
ployer will give notice to the union delegates employed by the
employer and the appropriate union offices.
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APPENDIX C
SAFETY CODE

(1) (a) The parties recognise that problems related to safety
and other hazardous situations may arise from time to time
which require immediate attention and decision.

(b) Where an employee encounters what the employee be-
lieves to be a safety hazard or is allocated work to perform in
what the employee considers constitutes an unsafe situation,
the employee may invoke the safety code by advising the
employee�s Superintendent that the employee is doing so; the
work process in question shall not be carried out until such
time as the matter has been finally determined or an interim
arrangement has been directed by the Registered Mine Man-
ager or the Registered Mine Manager�s representative (see
paragraph 3).

(2) To this end, the parties agree on the following proce-
dures:

(a) in the event of such a situation becoming apparent
to an employee, the employee shall discuss that situ-
ation with the employee�s Superintendent.

(b) if the matter is not resolved, the parties shall jointly
obtain the relevant technical and safety advice in an
attempt to resolve the matter to the satisfaction of all
concerned. At this stage there will be the involve-
ment of a Union representative.

(c) if agreement is not reached, the matter shall be de-
termined by the Registered Mine Manager or the
Registered Mine Manager�s representative in con-
sultation with the parties and the union representa-
tives of the employee concerned.

(3) When it is necessary in the opinion of the Registered
Mine Manager or the Registered Mine Manager�s representa-
tive for work to be done to rectify a dangerous situation in-
cluding interim arrangements, the company and the Unions
will co-operate to ensure maximum safety to all employees
concerned with such work.

(4) This Safety Code shall apply to employees of contrac-
tors when working on Argyle sites.

APPENDIX D

LONG SERVICE LEAVE

6 WEEKS AFTER 5 SITE YEARS CONTINUOUS SERVICE

Week starting denotes the week in which the employee chooses to commence Long Service Leave.
1.=Start LSL on 1st week rostered off.
2.=Start LSL on 2nd week rostered off.
3.=Start LSL on 1st week rostered on.
4.=Start LSL on 2nd week rostered off.
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BURSWOOD RESORT CASINO EMPLOYEES�
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1993 AMENDMENT

AGREEMENT 1995
No. AG 132 of 1995.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Burswood Resort (Management) Limited
and

Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees Union of
Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers.

No. AG 132 of 1995.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
8 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr L. Joyce on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr E. Fry on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Burswood Resort Casino Employees� Indus-
trial Agreement 1993 Amendment Agreement 1995, as
specified by the following schedule, which was executed
by the parties on 7 August 1995, and which varies and
renews the Burswood Resort Casino Employees� Indus-
trial Agreement 1993 (No. AG 85 of 1993), be registered
as an Industrial Agreement and have operation from 4
September 1995.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE/DATE OF COMMENCEMENT
(1) This agreement shall be known as the Burswood Resort

Casino Employees� Industrial Agreement 1993 Amendment
Agreement 1995 and shall vary the Burswood Resort Casino
Employees� Industrial Agreement 1993 (�the Principal Agree-
ment�).

(2) This agreement shall have operation from 4 September
1995.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title/Date of Commencement
2. Arrangement
3. Scope and Parties Bound
4. Title of Principal Agreement/Term
5. Wages
6. Minimum Wage�Adult Males and Females
7. Hours
8. Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours
9. Meal and Rest Breaks

10. Signatories

3.�SCOPE AND PARTIES BOUND
This agreement shall be binding upon all employees em-

ployed by Burswood Resort (Management) Limited and any
successor, assignee or transmittee of Burswood Resort (Man-
agement) Limited in its capacity as Manager of the Burswood
Property Trust in the callings described in Clause 5.�Wages
of this agreement.

It is anticipated that 2261 employees will be bound by this
Agreement upon registration.

4.�TITLE OF PRINCIPAL AGREEMENT/TERM
(1) Clause 1 of the Principal Agreement shall be deleted

and the following shall be substituted:
�This Agreement shall be known as the Burswood Re-
sort Casino Employees� Industrial Agreement 1995 and
shall replace and supersede the Burswood Island Resort
Employees� Award No. A23 of 1985 and No. A25 of 1985
as varied insofar as the area of land occupied by the
Burswood Island Resort in the State of Western Australia.�

(2) Clause 4 of the Principal Agreement shall be deleted
and the following shall be substituted:

�The term of this Agreement shall be from the date of
registration to 1 December 1996�

5.�WAGES
Subclause (1) of Clause 5 of the Principal Agreement shall

be deleted and the following shall be substituted:
�(1) The following tables as listed hereunder shall specify

the minimum fortnightly rate of wage payable to em-
ployees covered by the terms and conditions of this
agreement. The rates prescribed in Column A shall
take effect from 4 September 1995. The rates pre-
scribed in Column B shall replace and supersede
those prescribed in Column A with effect from 27
May 1996.

$ Per Fortnight

Column A Column B
A. FOOD AND BEVERAGE
1. Bar Attendant (Grade 1) 744.00 766.30
2. Bar Attendant (Grade 2) 757.30 780.00
3. Head Bar Attendant 803.30 827.40
4. Cellarperson 761.10 783.90
5. Waiter/Waitress 728.90 750.80
6. Steward/Stewardess 728.90 750.80
7. Head Waiter/Waitress 787.20 810.80
8. Head Steward/Stewardess 787.20 810.80
9. Snack-Bar Attendant 728.90 750.80

10. Bar Useful 722.60 744.30
11. Host/Hostess 787.20 810.80
B. HOUSE
1. Housekeeper 803.30 827.40
2. Porter 722.60 744.30
3. Room Attendant 722.60 744.30
4. Timekeeper 744.00 766.30
C. KITCHEN
1. Chef 841.50 866.70
2. Qualified Cook 787.20 810.80
3. Cook Employed Alone 745.20 767.60
4. Breakfast and/or Other Cook 738.10 760.20
5. Kitchenhand 722.60 744.30
6. Qualified Butcher 787.20 810.80
7. Other Butcher 762.30 785.20
D. MISCELLANEOUS
1. Cafeteria Attendant (Grade 1) 728.90 750.80
2. Cafeteria Attendant (Grade 2) 738.10 760.20
3. Commissionaire 722.60 744.30
4. Valet/Carparking Attendant 722.60 744.30
5. Storeperson 738.10 760.20
6. Laundry Attendant (Grade 1) 722.60 744.30
7. Laundry Attendant (Grade 2) 739.50 761.70
8. Cleaner 722.60 744.30
9. Gardener 722.60 744.30

10. Qualified Gardener 866.40 892.40
11. Groundsperson 722.60 744.30
12. General Hand 722.60 744.30
13. Seamstress 791.70 815.50
14. Wardrobe Attendant 722.60 744.30
15. Guest Services Attendant 787.20 810.80
16. Cashier 744.00 766.30
(a) In-Charge Rates

An employee who is appointed and placed in charge of
other employees shall be paid the following rates in addi-
tion to his/her ordinary time rate of pay:

$ Per Fortnight
Column A Column B

(i) if placed in charge of less
than 6 employees 17.90 18.40

(ii) if placed in charge of 6-10
employees 24.10 24.80

(iii) if placed in charge of 11-20
employees 27.90 28.70

(iv) if placed in charge of more
than 20 employees 46.50 47.90

Provided that these additional rates shall not be payable to
any employee employed in the classifications of Chef,
Housekeeper, Head Waiter, Head Waitress, Head Steward,
Head Stewardess, Head Bar Attendant and Casino Opera-
tions Employees.
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(b) Service Payments
In addition to the wage rates prescribed in Sections A, B,
C and D of this subclause, all employees (other than Ap-
prentices) employed on a full-time basis, shall be paid Serv-
ice Payments at the following rates:

$ Per Fortnight
Column A Column B

After 1 year of service 13.90 14.30
After 2 years of service 21.30 21.90
After 3 years and subsequent
 years of service 28.50 29.40

E. CASINO OPERATIONS
$ Per Fortnight

Column A Column B
1. Croupier/Dealer

On commencement 726.20 748.00
On completion 3 months
 service 942.80 971.10
On completion 12 months
 service 962.40 991.30
On completion 18 months
 service 982.30 1011.80
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 1002.10 1032.20

2. Inspector
First 12 months of service 1007.60 1037.80
On completion 12 months
 service 1027.20 1058.00
On completion 18 months
 service 1047.30 1078.70
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 1067.40 1099.40

3. Keno Runner 726.20 748.00

4. Keno Operator
On commencement 726.20 748.00
On completion 3 months
 service 804.70 828.80
On completion 12 months
 service 841.00 866.20
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 875.00 901.30

5. Video Attendant
On commencement 726.20 748.00
On completion 3 months
 service 804.70 828.80
On completion 12 months
 service 841.00 866.20
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 875.00 901.30

6. Count Team
On commencement 726.20 748.00
On completion 3 months
 service 804.70 828.80
On completion 12 months
 service 841.00 866.20
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 875.00 901.30

7. Change Booth Cashier
First 3 months of service 726.20 748.00
On completion 3 months
 service 804.70 828.80
On completion 12 months
 service 841.00 866.20
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 875.00 901.30

8. Main Cage Cashier
First 12 months of service 988.60 1018.30
On completion 12 months
 service 1007.60 1037.80
On completion 18 months
 service 1027.20 1058.00
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 1067.40 1099.40

9. Camera Surveillance Operator
First 12 months of service 988.60 1018.30
On completion 12 months
 service 1007.60 1037.80
On completion 18 months
 service 1027.20 1058.00
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 1067.40 1099.40

$ Per Fortnight
Column A Column B

10. Security Officer
First 3 months of service 806.60 830.80
On completion 3 months
 service 848.20 873.60
On completion 12 months
 service 892.10 918.90
On completion 24 months
 service and thereafter 962.40 991.30

Provided that an employee appointed as a Senior Security
Officer shall, in addition to the appropriate Security Officers�
rate receive an additional payment of $46.50 (Column A) and
$47.90 (Column B) per fortnight which shall be paid for all
purposes of the agreement.

Notwithstanding the provisions contained in Section E of
this subclause, employees engaged on a casual contract of
service in accordance with the provisions of Clause 14.�
Casual Employees of this agreement in the classifications of
Croupier/Dealer, Keno Operator/Runner, Video Attendant,
Count Team, Change Booth Cashier and Security Officer shall
perform at least 494 hours of work prior to moving from his/
her commencement of employment wage rate to his/her next
wage increment. Provided that where 494 hours has not been
worked at the completion of six months service, the employee
shall be entitled at that time to his/her next wage increment.
Provided further that where 494 hours has been worked prior
to the completion of three months service, the employee shall
not be entitled to their next wage increment until the comple-
tion of three months service.�

6.�MINIMUM WAGE�ADULT MALES AND
FEMALES

The reference in clause 6 of the Principal Agreement to
$551.00 shall be deleted and replaced with �$602.20�.

7.�HOURS
Clause 11 of the Principal Agreement shall be amended by

deleting the following from subclause (1)(b):
�Provided that the ordinary hours of work during twelve
rostered fortnights occurring in each year of continuous
service shall be so rostered that an employee shall not be
required to commence work on more than nine shifts in
each of the twelve fortnights so prescribed.�

8.�ADDITIONAL RATES FOR ORDINARY HOURS
Clause 12 of the Principal Agreement shall be amended by;

(1) in subclause (1):
(a) delete the following:

�..., with a minimum payment of $2.00 per
shift�,

(b) by substituting �$1.05� for �$1.00� where it
appears;

(2) the inserting in subclause (2)(d) the words �or Inter-
national Room� after the word �Casino� on line 2.

9.�MEAL AND REST BREAKS
Clause 16 of the Principal Agreement is amended as fol-

lows:
(1) subclause (1)(b):

(a) by substituting the words �2 hours� for the
words �1 hour� after the word �least�;

(b) by renumbering subclause (1)(b) clause (2);
(2) by renumbering clause (2) clause (3);
(3) by renumbering clause (3) clause (4);
(4) by renumbering clause (4) clause (5);
(5) by inserting the following new subclauses (1)(b),

(1)(c) and (1)(d):
�(b) The provisions of subclause (a), as they relate

to the period in which a meal break shall be
taken, may be altered by written agreement
between the Company and the Union which
written agreement shall then be a bar to any
action taken by any person to enforce the pro-
visions of subclause (a) as they relate to the
period in which a meal break shall be taken.
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(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause
(a), a casual employee may nominate not to
take the meal break, as provided, and in such
circumstances the meal break shall be treated
as time worked and paid for as such.

(d) The nomination referred to in subclause (c),
shall be in writing and a copy forwarded to
the Union and will take effect from the date
specified. Such nomination will continue un-
til revoked by the employee in writing. Such
written agreement, until revoked, shall then
be a bar to any action taken by any person to
enforce a meal break for the employee in ques-
tion.�

10.�SIGNATORIES
Executed as an agreement.
Dated this 7th day of August 1995
The seal of the )
FEDERATED LIQUOR AND ALLIED )
INDUSTRIES EMPLOYEES UNION OF ) ...................................
AUSTRALIA, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ) President
BRANCH, UNION OF WORKERS was )
affixed in the presence of )
LYNNETTE ANN SHAW (President) )
and EUGENE LESLIE FRY (Secretary) ) ...................................

Secretary
Signed for and on behalf of )
BURSWOOD RESORT (MANAGEMENT) )
LIMITED by PAUL ANTHONY KENNEDY ) ...................................
(Industrial and Labour Relations Manager) ) Paul Anthony Kennedy
in the presence of: )

..............................................
Witness
Name: Jessica K. Felstead
Occupation: Industrial Relations Officer
Address: 37 Leon Road, Dalkeith  6009

CAMPBELL MUSHROOMS PTY LTD WESTERN
AUSTRALIAN MUSHROOM PRODUCTION

AGREEMENT 1996.
No. AG 197 of 1996

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Campbell Mushrooms Pty Ltd

and
The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,

Industrial Union of Workers.
No. AG 197 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.
7 October 1996.

Order.

REGISTRATION OF AN
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT

No. AG 197 OF 1996
Having heard Mr S. Kenner (of Counsel) on behalf of the
Applicant and Mr M. Lourey on behalf of the Respondent,
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders�

THAT the Campbell Mushrooms Pty Ltd Western Aus-
tralian Mushroom Production Agreement 1996, No. AG
197 of 1996, as specified by the following schedule, which
was executed by the parties on 26 July 1996, be regis-
tered as an Industrial Agreement.

(Sgd.) R. H. GIFFORD,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Campbell Mushrooms

Pty Ltd Western Australian Mushroom Production Agreement
1996, No. AG 197 of 1996.

2.�AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to Campbell Mushrooms Pty

Ltd (�the Employer�) and the Australian Workers� Union, West
Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (�the Union�)
and those employees, estimated to number 60, who are
employed in the classifications contained in Clause 9.�Wages,
of this Agreement engaged in mushroom production at No. 1
Orton Road, Casuarina in the State of Western Australia.

This Agreement supersedes and replaces any other
agreements or arrangements between the parties to this
Agreement.

3.�AIMS OF AGREEMENT
(1) The aims of this Agreement are to:

(a) Maximise the efficiency and prosperity of the busi-
ness.

(b) Create an environment that fosters a commitment to
and common identity with the business and its per-
formance;

(c) Develop and maintain the most harmonious and co-
operative working relationships possible.

(2) To enhance these aims, it is agreed that:
(a) Subject to their skill and competence, there will be

full flexibility between all employees who perform
the work specified in this Agreement.

(b) There will be a regular free exchange of information
as to the performance and prosperity of the busi-
ness.

(c) A consultative committee will be established in or-
der to consult employees on matters relevant to their
employment.

Employee Relations Matters
(3) Principles
The following principles will govern the relationship

between the parties in pursuing the aims of this Agreement:
(a) The parties acknowledge and accept the structures,

accountabilities and responsibilities of each other.
(b) Honesty, mutual respect and a business like attitude

will prevail at all times.
(c) It is the duty of all parties to promote and develop

trust, understanding and motivation within the
workplace.

Resolution of Workplace Issues
(4) The parties are committed to the satisfactory and timely

resolution of issues, questions, disputes or difficulties by those
most directly involved, having regard to the aims and principles
of this Agreement.

(5) In the first instance, the matter will be raised by the
employee(s) with the most appropriate company representative.
If required, assistance will be afforded by the relevant Union
or Employer structure as appropriate.

(6) Should the matter remain unresolved within sensible time
frames, it will be referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.

Employee Representatives
(7) Accredited Union employee representatives who are

employed by the Employer to perform work specified by this
Agreement, will with the agreement by the Employer, not have
payment deducted whilst representing other employees in
matters relating to this Agreement.

4.�TERM
This Agreement shall operate on and from its date of

registration for a period of two years.

5.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Area And Scope
3. Aims of Agreement
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4. Term
5. Arrangement
6. Terms of Employment
7. Termination of Employment
8. Standing Down of Employees
9. Wages

10. Hours Of Work
11. Banking of Hours
12. Implementation of 38 Hour Week
13. Shift Work
14. Public Holidays
15. Sick Leave
16. Overtime
17. Meal Breaks
18. Annual Leave
19. Bereavement Leave
20. Parental Leave
21. Introduction of Change
22. Redundancy
23. Right of Entry
24. First Aid
25. Payment of Wages
26. Time And Wages Record
27. Occupational Health And Safety
28. Commitment To Agreement
29. Signatories

6.�TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT
Employees may be employed by the week, part-time, or

casual, as set out below. Employees to become entitled to the
wage prescribed by the Agreement must be available, ready
and willing to perform such work as is specified in this
Agreement as may be required.

(1) Probationary Period
The first three months of employment is on a probationary

basis. Employment during this time may be terminated on
either side by one day�s notice or payment in lieu thereof or
forfeiture as the case may be.

(2) Weekly Employment
An employee not specifically engaged as a casual or part-

time employee will be deemed to be employed by the week.
(3) Part-time Employment
(a) An employee may be engaged by the week to work on a

part-time basis for a constant number of hours which having
regard to the various ways of arranging ordinary hours will
average less than 38 hours per week.

(b) An employee so engaged will be paid per hour one thirty-
eighth of the weekly rate prescribed for the classification in
which the employee is engaged.

(c) An employee engaged on a part-time basis is entitled to
payments in respect of annual leave, public holidays and sick
leave on a proportionate basis for those days for which the
employee normally works their ordinary hours.

(4) Casual Employment
A casual employee is one engaged and paid as such and

whose employment may be terminated by either party on one
hours notice. Subject to Clause 10.�Hours of Work, a casual
employee for working ordinary time will be paid per hour one
thirty-eighth of the weekly Agreement wage prescribed herein
for the work which he or she performs, plus 20 per cent.

7.�TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
(1) Notice of Termination by Employer
(a) In order to terminate the employment of an employee

the Employer must give the employee the following notice:
Period of Continuous Service Period of Notice
1 year or less 1 week
1 year and up to the completion of 3 years 2 weeks
3 years and up to the completion of 5 years 3 weeks
5 years and over 4 weeks
(b) In addition to the notice in paragraph (a) hereof,

employees over 45 years of age at the time of the giving of the
notice with not less than two years continuous service, shall
be entitled to an additional weeks notice.

(c) Payment in lieu of the notice prescribed in subclause
(1)(a) and/or (b) hereof must be made if the appropriate notice

period is not given. Provided that employment may be
terminated by part of the period of notice specified and part
payment in lieu thereof.

(d) In calculating any payment in lieu of notice the wages
an employee would have received in respect of the ordinary
time he or she would have worked during the period of notice
had his or her employment not been terminated must be used.

(e) The period of notice in this clause shall not apply in the
case of dismissal or conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including lingering, inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct
or in the case of casual employees, probationary employees,
apprentices or employees engaged for a specific period of time
or for a specific task or tasks.

(2) Notice of Termination by Employee
The notice of termination required to be given by an

employee must be the same as that required of the Employer,
save and except that there will be no additional notice based
on the age of the employee concerned.

If an employee fails to give notice the Employer has the
right to withhold moneys due to the employee with a maximum
amount equal to the ordinary time rate of pay for the period of
notice.

(3) Time Off During the Notice Period
Where the Employer has given notice of termination to an

employee, an employee is entitled to up to one day�s time off
without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other
employment. The time off is to be taken at times that are
convenient to the employee after consultation with the
Employer.

(4) Statement of Employment
The Employer must, upon receipt of a request from the

employee whose employment has been terminated, provide to
the employee a written statement specifying the period of his
or her employment and the classification of or the type of work
performed by the employee.

(5) Summary Dismissal
Notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (1) paragraph

(a) hereof the Employer has the right to dismiss any employee
without notice for conduct that justifies instant dismissal.

(6) Harsh Oppressive or Unfair Dismissal
The Employer must not harshly, oppressively or unfairly

dismiss an employee.

8.�STANDING DOWN OF EMPLOYEES
At the sole discretion of the company, payment may be

deducted for any time that employees bound by this Agreement
cannot be usefully employed because of any strike, ban or
other industrial situation which has an effect on the operations
of the business.

9.�WAGES
(1) Classification

Group (a) New employee (less than 3 months experience)
Group (b) (i) Harvesting employees, including, but not lim-

ited to, picking, packing, folding boxes, sort-
ing and grading mushrooms, moving boxes
in and out of the harvesting area, housekeep-
ing and hygiene in the harvesting area, and all
tasks incidental to and peripheral to the har-
vesting of mushrooms, including forklift driv-
ing, where that driving forms part of the
activities of a mushroom picking team, cool
room employees and dispatch.

(ii) As in (i) but who are the top 12 pickers each
month by production level.

Group (c) Production employees, including but not lim-
ited to watering, compost production,
storepersons, forklift driving and operation of
various items of machinery including compost
turner, loaders, fill/spawning line, casing line,
emptying line, tunnel filler, head filler, casing
mixer, tray making and repair and general la-
bouring duties.

Group (d) Leading Hands.
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(2) Wage Rates Per Hour
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Payable from Payment from Payable at the
15 February 1 September time of

1996 1996 introduction
of the picking
parlour system

Group (a) 90% of 90% of 90% of
appropriate  appropriate appropriate
classification  classification  classification

Group (b)  (i) $10.15  (i) $10.65  (i) $11.00
(ii) $10.45  (ii) $10.85  (ii) $11.00

Group (c) $10.15 $10.65 $11.00
Group (d) $12.00 $12.65 $13.00

(3) The hourly rates of pay for Group (b) employees include
the casual loading of 20%.

10.�HOURS OF WORK
(1) The ordinary hours of work are not to exceed an average

of 38 hours in any consecutive seven day period, to be worked
over five days in the week, Sunday to Saturday.

(2) The ordinary hours of work prescribed herein are to be
worked continuously, except for meal breaks between 6.00
am and 6.00 pm.

(3) The ordinary hours of work prescribed herein are not to
exceed ten on any day. In any arrangement of ordinary working
hours, where the ordinary working hours are to exceed eight
on any day, the arrangement of hours will be subject to the
agreement of the Employer and the employee.

(4) For all ordinary hours of work performed on a Saturday
or a Sunday, an additional penalty to the employees ordinary
rate of pay is payable at the rate of time and a half for all
ordinary time worked on Saturday and double time for all
ordinary time worked on Sunday.

(5) Where ordinary hours are performed on a Saturday or
Sunday by a casual employee the casual loading of 20% will
not be paid and the employee will receive the ordinary hourly
rate plus the additional penalty as prescribed in subclause (4)
above.

11.�BANKING OF HOURS
Casual harvesting employees as defined in paragraph (b) of

subclause (1) of Clause 9.�Wages, are entitled to have the
option, with the Employer�s agreement, to bank hours, in order
to achieve a consistent pay rate over a cycle.

Any hours worked over 20/25 can be banked, and employees
paid those hours in weeks in which they work lesser hours, or
are not able to work because of sickness or holidays.

Thus for example if an employee works as follows:
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

Works 20 hrs 25 hrs 15 hrs
Paid 20 hrs 20 hrs 20 hrs
Banked � 5 hrs �

12.�IMPLEMENTATION OF 38 HOUR WEEK
(1) The method of implementation of the 38 hour week will

be mutually agreed between the Employer and employees.
(2) If an RDO system is introduced, by agreement between

the Employer and employees, rostered days off may be banked
or a substitute day taken, or if production needs require it
RDO�s can be banked up to a maximum of three days.

13.�SHIFT WORK
(1) Definitions
For the purposes of this clause�

�Afternoon shift� means any shift finishing after 6.00 pm
and at or before midnight.
�Night shift� means any shift finishing subsequent to
midnight and at or before 8.00 am.
�Early morning shift� means any shift commencing be-
tween 4.00 am and 6.00 am.

(2) Hours
The ordinary hours of work are an average of 38 hours per

week.
(3) Rosters
Shift rosters must specify the commencing and finishing

times of ordinary working hours of the respective shifts.

(4) Variation by Agreement
The method of working shifts may be varied by agreement,

between the Employer and an employee or majority of
employees concerned. The time of commencing and finishing
shifts once having been determined may be varied by
agreement between the Employer and an employee or majority
of employees concerned to suit the circumstances of the
establishment and where practicable, the needs of the
individual employees or in the absence of agreement by seven
days notice of alteration given by the employer to the employee
or employees.

(5) Early Morning, Afternoon and Night Shift Allowances�
(a) A shift worker whilst on early morning shift is to be

paid in addition to his/her ordinary rate a 10% shift
loading for work on such shift.

(b) A shift worker whilst on afternoon shift is to be paid
in addition to his/her ordinary rate a 15% shift load-
ing for work on such shift.

(c) A shift worker whilst on night shift is to be paid in
addition to his/her ordinary rate a 30% shift loading
for work on such shift.

14.�PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) Weekly employees, if not required to work, are to be

entitled to the following holidays without deduction of pay:
New Years Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Fri-
day, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, Queens
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.

(2) Provided that, by mutual agreement, between the
Employer and the employee, any other day may be substituted
as a holiday for any of the holidays mentioned above. If any
employee is required to work on a public holiday they are
entitled to be paid double time and one half.

(3) A weekly employee who fails to attend for work on the
working day before or the working after a public holiday,
without the consent of the Employer, is not entitled to payment
for the holiday.

(4) For casual employees who work on a public holiday the
penalty payment in subclause (2) of this clause is payable on
the hourly rate inclusive of the 20% casual loading.

15.�SICK LEAVE
(1) Entitlements to Sick Leave
An employee on weekly hiring who is absent from his/her

work on account of personal illness, or on account of injury
by accident, is entitled to leave of absence without deduction
of pay, subject to the following conditions and limitations.

(a) An employee on weekly hiring who is absent from
his/her work on account of personal illness, or on
account of injury by accident, is entitled to leave of
absence without deduction of pay, subject to the fol-
lowing conditions and limitations.

(b) An employee must, wherever practicable prior to,
but within those terms of commencement of the first
day or shift of absence, notify the Employer of such
absence, and, as far as practicable state the nature of
the injury or illness, and the estimated duration of
such absence.

(c) The employee must prove to the satisfaction of the
Employer that he/she was unable to attend for duty
on the day or days for which sick leave is claimed.

(2) Amount of Sick Leave
(a) An employee, other than a casual employee, who is

unable to work as a result of the employee�s illness
or injury, is entitled to be paid for periods of ab-
sence from work resulting from the illness or injury:

(i) in the case of a full-time employee up to 10
working days each year;

(ii) in the case of a part-time employee:
(aa) who is paid a proportion of a full-time

employee�s pay�
(bb) who is paid according to the number

of hours worked, the proportion of the
number of hours worked each week
that the average number of hours
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worked each week bears to 40 up to 80
hours each year.

(3) Cumulative Sick Leave
Unused sick leave accumulates from year to year.

16.�OVERTIME
(1) Payment for Working Overtime

(a) For all work done outside ordinary hours on each or
any day the rate of pay is time and a half for the first
two hours and double time thereafter, such double
time to continue until the completion of the over-
time work.

(b) For all work done in excess of five continuous days
the rate of pay is time and a half for the first two
hours, and double time thereafter for the first day,
and double time all day for the second.

(2) Requirement to Work Reasonable Overtime
The Employer may require any employee to work reasonable

overtime at overtime rates and such employee must work
overtime in accordance with such requirements.

The Employer has the right to require employees to work
overtime on key operations where the need arises, because of
unforseen circumstances, and employees will work as required.

The purpose of this provision is to ensure that key operations
on all sites are guaranteed to be completed on any given day.

Key operations are presently defined as follows:
Casting Line
Filing Line
Spawning Line
Emptying

(3) Meal Allowance
An employee required to work overtime for more than two

hours without being notified on the previous day that he/she
will be so required to work is entitled to either be supplied
with a meal or paid $6.60.

(4) Rest Break
An employee required to work more than two hours overtime

at the completion of the days work or shift, is entitled to a rest
break of ten minutes, if the employee is to continue work after
the rest break, and thereafter every four hours until the
completion of overtime.

17.�MEAL BREAKS
(1) An employee must not be required to work for more

than five hours without a break for a meal. Provided that:
(a) In cases where canteen or other facilities are limited

to the extent that meal breaks must be staggered and
as a result it is not practicable for all employees to
take a break within five hours an employee must not
be required to work for more than six hours without
a break for a meal.

(b) By agreement between the Employer and the major-
ity of employees in the plant, work section or sec-
tions concerned, an employee or employees, may be
required to work in excess of five hours but not more
than six hours at ordinary rates of pay without a meal
break.

(2) The time of taking a scheduled meal break or rest break
by one or more employees may be altered by the Employer if
it is necessary to do so in order to meet a requirement for
continuity of operations.

(3) The Employer may stagger the time of taking a meal and
rest break to meet operational requirements.

(4) Provided that where employees are due for a meal break,
but will work no more than one hour after the break, the
Employer and the employees, may mutually agree that work
should continue through the break.

18.�ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) An employee is entitled to a period of four consecutive

weeks annual leave with payment of ordinary wages as
prescribed in Clause 9.�Wages of this Agreement after a
period of 12 months continuous service with the Employer.

(2) During a period of annual leave an employee is entitled
to be paid a loading of 17.5% of the rate of wage prescribed in
Clause 9.�Wages of this Agreement.

The loading prescribed by this subclause does not apply to
proportionate leave on termination of employment.

(3) If any Agreement holiday falls within an employee�s
annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case of
that employee would have been an ordinary working day, the
employee is entitled to an additional days annual leave.

(4) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from
work, except time for which the employee is entitled to claim
sick leave, or time spent on holidays, annual leave or long
service as prescribed by this Agreement, does not count for
the purpose of determining the employees right to annual leave.

(5) (a) If after one month continuous service in any qualifying
12 monthly period an employee leaves the employment or the
employment is terminated by the Employer through no fault
of the employee, the employee is entitled to 2.923 hours pay
at the employees ordinary rate of pay in respect of each
completed week of service.

(b) In addition to any payment to which the employee may
be entitled under subclause (1) of this clause, an employee
whose employment terminates after completing a 12 monthly
qualifying period and who has not been allowed the leave
prescribed under this Agreement in respect of that qualifying
period is entitled to be given payment in lieu of that leave
unless:

(i) the employee has been justifiably dismissed for mis-
conduct;

(ii) the misconduct for which the employee has been
dismissed occurred prior to the completion of that
qualifying period.

(6) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual
employees.

19.�BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee other than a casual employee is entitled to

a maximum of two days without loss of pay on each occasion
and on production of satisfactory evidence of the death in
Australia of the employee�s husband, wife, father, mother,
brother, sister, child, stepchild or parents-in-law. For the
purposes of this subclause the words �wife� and �husband�
includes defacto wife or husband and the words �father� and
�mother� includes foster father or mother and step father or
mother.

(2) Provided further, an employee other than a casual
employee is entitled to a maximum of two days� leave without
loss of pay on each occasion and on the production of
satisfactory evidence of the death outside of Australia of an
employee�s husband, wife, father or mother and where such
employee travels outside of Australia to attend the funeral.

20.�PARENTAL LEAVE
Subject to the terms of this clause, employees are entitled to

maternity, paternity and adoption leave and to work part-time
in connection with the birth or adoption of a child.

(A) MATERNITY LEAVE
(1) Nature of Leave

Maternity leave is unpaid leave.
(2) Definitions

For the purposes of this Part:
(a) �Employee� includes a part-time employee but

does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.

(b) �Paternity Leave� means leave of the type pro-
vided for in Part (B) whether prescribed in an
Agreement or otherwise.

(c) �Child� means a child of the employee under
the age of one year.

(d) �Spouse� includes a defacto spouse.
(e) �Continuous service� means service under an

unbroken contract of employment and in-
cludes:

(i) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this subclause;
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(ii) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by the Employer or by the Agree-
ment.

(3) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant upon produc-
tion to her Employer of the certificate required by
subclause (4) hereof, shall be entitled to a period of
up to 52 weeks maternity leave, provided that such
leave shall not extend beyond the child�s first birth-
day. This entitlement shall be reduced by any period
of paternity leave taken by the employee�s spouse
and, apart from paternity leave of up to one week at
the time of confinement, shall not be taken concur-
rently with paternity leave.
Subject to subclauses (6) and (9) hereof the period
of maternity leave shall be unbroken and shall, im-
mediately following confinement, include a period
of six weeks compulsory leave.
The employee must have had at least twelve months
continuous service with that Employer immediately
preceding the date upon which she proceeds upon
such leave.

(4) Certification
When applying for maternity leave, the employee
must produce to her Employer a certificate from a
registered medical practitioner stating that she is
pregnant and the expected date of confinement.
The employee must also produce to her Employer a
statutory declaration stating particulars of any pe-
riod of paternity leave sought or taken by her spouse
and that for the period of maternity leave she will
not engage in any conduct inconsistent with her con-
tract of employment.

(5) Notice Requirements
(a) An employee shall, not less than ten weeks

prior to the presumed date of confinement,
give notice in writing to her Employer stating
the presumed date of confinement.

(b) An employee shall give not less than four
weeks notice in writing to her Employer of
the date upon which she proposes to com-
mence maternity leave, stating the period of
leave to be taken.

(c) An Employer, by not less than fourteen days
notice in writing to the employee, may require
her to commence maternity leave at any time
within the six weeks immediately prior to her
presumed date of confinement.

(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this
clause as a consequence of failure to give the
stipulated period of notice in accordance with
paragraph (b) hereof if such failure is occa-
sioned by the confinement occurring earlier
than the presumed date.

(6) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where, in the opinion of a registered medical practi-
tioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy
or hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue at her present work, the employee shall, if
the Employer deems it practicable, be transferred to
a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching
to that job until the commencement of maternity
leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the
employee may, or the Employer may require the
employee, to take leave for such period as is certi-
fied necessary by a registered medical practitioner.
Such leave shall be treated as maternity leave for the
purposes of subclauses (10), (11), (12) and (13)
hereof.

(7) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(a) Provided the maximum period of maternity

leave does not exceed the period to which the

employee is entitled under subclause (3)
hereof:

(i) the period of maternity leave may be
lengthened once only by the employee
giving not less than fourteen days no-
tice in writing stating the period by
which the leave is to be lengthened;

(ii) the period may be further lengthened
by agreement between the Employer
and the employee.

(b) The period of maternity leave may, with the
consent of the Employer, be shortened by the
employee giving not less than fourteen days
notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be shortened.

(8) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not com-

menced, shall be cancelled when the preg-
nancy of an employee terminates other than
by the birth of a living child.

(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the
birth of a living child, it shall be the right of
the employee to resume work at a time, nomi-
nated by the employee, which shall not ex-
ceed four weeks from the date of notice in
writing by the employee to the Employer that
she desires to resume work.

(9) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then

on maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks
other than by the birth of a living child then:

(i) she shall be entitled to such period of
unpaid leave (to be known as special
maternity leave) as a registered medi-
cal practitioner certifies as necessary
before her return to work;

(ii) for illness other than the normal con-
sequences of confinement she shall be
entitled, either in lieu of or in addition
to special maternity leave, to such paid
sick leave to which she is then entitled
and which a registered medical practi-
tioner certifies as necessary before her
return to work.

(b) Where an employee, not then on maternity
leave, suffers illness related to her pregnancy,
she may take such paid sick leave as to which
she is then entitled and such further unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a registered practitioner certifies as neces-
sary before her return to work, provided that
the aggregate of paid sick leave, special ma-
ternity leave and maternity leave shall not ex-
ceed the period to which the employee is
entitled under subclause (3) hereof.

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (10), (11) and
(12) hereof, maternity leave shall include spe-
cial maternity leave.

(d) An employee returning to work after the com-
pletion of a period of leave taken pursuant to
this paragraph shall be entitled to the position
which she held immediately before proceed-
ing on such leave, or, in the case of an em-
ployee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to subclause (6) hereof, to the posi-
tion she held immediately before such trans-
fer.

Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the em-
ployee is qualified for and is capable of per-
forming she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and pay to that of
her former position.
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(10) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements

(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave, includ-
ing leave taken under this Part, does not ex-
ceed the period to which the employee is
entitled under subclause (3) hereof, an em-
ployee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long
service leave or any part thereof to which she
is entitled.

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised Agree-
ment absences (excluding annual leave or long
service leave) shall not be available to an em-
ployee during her absence on maternity leave.

(11) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment

Subject to this subclause, notwithstanding any Agree-
ment or other provision to the contrary, absence on
maternity leave shall not break the continuity of serv-
ice of an employee but shall not be taken into ac-
count in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of any relevant Agreement.

(12) Termination of Employment

(a) An employee on maternity leave may termi-
nate her employment at any time during the
period of leave by notice given in accordance
with this Agreement.

(b) An Employer shall not terminate the employ-
ment of an employee on the ground of her
pregnancy or of her absence on maternity
leave, but otherwise the rights of an Employee
in relation to termination of employment are
not hereby affected.

(13) Return to Work After Maternity Leave

(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of return-
ing to work by notice in writing to the Employer
given not less than four weeks prior to the expira-
tion of her period of maternity leave.

(b) An employee, upon returning to work after mater-
nity leave or the expiration of the notice required by
paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled to the posi-
tion which she held immediately before proceeding
on maternity leave or, in the case of an employee
who was transferred to a safe job pursuant to
subclause (6) hereof, to the position which she held
immediately before such transfer or in relation to an
employee who has worked part-time during the preg-
nancy the position she held immediately before com-
mencing such part-time work.

Where such position no longer exists, but there are
other positions available which the employee is quali-
fied for and is capable of performing, she shall be
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status
and pay to that of her former position.

(14) Replacement Employees

(a) A replacement employee is an employee spe-
cifically engaged as a result of an employee
proceeding on maternity leave.

(b) Before an Employer engages a replacement
employee the Employer shall inform that per-
son of the temporary nature of the employ-
ment and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.

(c) Before an Employer engages a person to re-
place an employee temporarily promoted or
transferred in order to replace an employee
exercising her rights under this Part, the Em-
ployer shall inform that person of the tempo-
rary nature of the promotion or transfer and
of the rights of the employee who is being re-
placed.

(d) Nothing in this subclause shall be construed
as requiring an Employer to engage a replace-
ment employee.

(B) PATERNITY LEAVE
(1) Nature of Leave

Paternity leave is unpaid leave.
(2) Definitions

For the purposes of this Part:
(a) �Employee� includes a part-time employee but

does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work

(b) �Maternity leave� means leave of the type pro-
vided for in Part (A) (and includes special
maternity leave) whether prescribed in an
Agreement or otherwise.

(c) �Child� means a child of the employee�s
spouse under the age of one year.

(d) �Spouse� includes a defacto spouse.
(e) �Primary care-giver� means a person who as-

sumes the principal role of providing care and
attention to a child.

(f) �Continuous service� means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and in-
cludes:

(i) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this subclause;

(ii) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by the Employer or by the Agree-
ment.

(3) Eligibility for Paternity Leave
A male employee, upon production to his Employer
of the certificate required by subclause (4) hereof,
shall be entitled to one or two periods of paternity
leave, the total of which shall not exceed 52 weeks,
in the following circumstances:

(a) An unbroken period of up to one week at the
time of confinement of his spouse.

(b) A further unbroken period of up to 51 weeks
in order to be the primary care-giver of a child,
provided that such leave shall not extend be-
yond the child�s first birthday. This entitlement
shall be reduced by any period of maternity
leave taken by the employee�s spouse and shall
not be taken concurrently with that maternity
leave.
The employee must have had at least twelve
months continuous service with that Employee
immediately preceding the date upon which
he proceeds upon either period of leave.

(4) Certification
(a) When applying for paternity leave the em-

ployee must produce to his Employer a cer-
tificate from a registered medical practitioner
which names his spouse, states that she is preg-
nant and the expected date of confinement or
states the date on which the birth took place.

(b) In relation to any period to be taken under
paragraph (3)(b) hereof, the employee must
also produce a statutory declaration stating:

(i) he is seeking that period of paternity
leave to become the primary care-giver
of a child;

(ii) particulars of any period of maternity
leave sought or taken by his spouse;

(iii) for the period of paternity leave he will
not engage in any conduct inconsist-
ent with his contract of employment.

(5) Notice Requirements
(a) The employee shall, not less than ten weeks

prior to each proposed period of leave, give
the Employer notice in writing stating the dates
on which he proposes to start and finish the
period or periods of leave and produce the
certification required in subclause (4) hereof.

(b) The employee shall not be in breach of this
subclause as a consequence of failure to give
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the notice required in paragraph (a) hereof if
such failure is due to:

(i) the birth occurring earlier than the ex-
pected date;

(ii) the death of the mother of the child;
(iii) other compelling circumstances.

(c) The employee shall immediately notify his
Employer of any change in the information
provided pursuant to subclause (4) hereof.

(6) Variation of Period of Paternity Leave
(a) Provided the maximum period of paternity

leave does not exceed the period to which the
employee is entitled under subclause (3)
hereof.

(i) the period of paternity leave provided
by paragraph (3)(b) may be lengthened
once only by the employee giving not
less than fourteen days notice in writ-
ing stating the period by which the
leave is to be lengthened;

(ii) the period may be further lengthened
by agreement between the Employer
and the employee.

(b) The period of paternity leave taken under para-
graph (3)(b) hereof may, with the consent of
the Employer, be shortened by the employee
giving not less than fourteen days notice in
writing stating the period by which the leave
is to be shortened.

(7) Cancellation of Paternity Leave
Paternity leave, applied for under paragraph (3)(b) hereof but

not commenced, shall be cancelled when the preg-
nancy of the employee�s spouse terminates other than
by the birth of a living child.

(8) Paternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave, includ-

ing leave taken under this Part, does not ex-
ceed the period to which the employee is
entitled under subclause (3) hereof, an em-
ployee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
paternity Leave, take any annual leave or long
service leave or any part thereof to which he
is entitled.

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised Agree-
ment absences (excluding annual leave or long
service leave) shall not be available to an em-
ployee during his absence on paternity leave.

(9) Effect of Paternity Leave on Employment
Subject to this subclause, notwithstanding any Agree-
ment or other provision to the contrary, absence on
paternity leave shall not break the continuity of serv-
ice of an employee but shall not be taken into ac-
count in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of any relevant Agreement.

(10) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on paternity leave may termi-

nate his employment at any time during the
period of leave by notice given in accordance
with this Agreement.

(b) An Employer shall not terminate the employ-
ment of an employee on the ground of his ab-
sence on paternity leave, but otherwise the
rights of an Employer in relation to termina-
tion of employment are not hereby affected.

(11) Return to Work After Paternity Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm his intention of

returning to work by notice in writing to the
Employer given not less than four weeks prior
to the expiration of the period of paternity
leave provided by paragraph (3)(b) hereof.

(b) An employee, upon returning to work after
paternity leave or the expiration of the notice

required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be en-
titled to the position which he held immedi-
ately before proceeding on paternity leave, or
in relation to an employee who has worked
part-time under this clause to the position he
held immediately before commencing such
part-time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the em-
ployee is qualified for and is capable of per-
forming, he shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and pay to that of
his former position.

(12) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee spe-

cifically engaged as a result of an employee
proceeding on paternity leave.

(b) Before an Employer engages a replacement
employee the Employer shall inform that per-
son of the temporary nature of the employ-
ment and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.

(c) Before an Employer engages a person to re-
place an employee temporarily promoted or
transferred in order to replace an employee
exercising his rights under this Part, the Em-
ployer shall inform that person of the tempo-
rary nature of the promotion or transfer and
of the rights of the employee who is being re-
placed.

(d) Nothing in this subclause shall be construed
as requiring an Employer to engage a replace-
ment employee.

(C) ADOPTION LEAVE
(1) Nature of Leave

Adoption leave is unpaid leave.
(2) Definitions

For the purposes of this Part:
(a) �Employee� includes a part-time employee but

not an employee engaged upon casual or sea-
sonal work.

(b) �Child� means a person under the age of five
years who has not previously lived continu-
ously with the employee concerned for a pe-
riod of six moths, or who is not a child or step
child of the employee or of the spouse of the
employee, and is placed with the employee
for the purposes of adoption.

(c) �Relative adoption� occurs where a child, as
defined, is adopted by a parent, a spouse of a
parent or other relative being a grandparent,
brother, sister, aunt or uncle (whether of the
whole blood or half blood or by marriage).

(d) �Primary care-giver� means a person who as-
sumes the principal role of providing care and
attention to a child.

(e) �Spouse� includes a de facto spouse.
(f) �Continuous service� means service under an

unbroken contract of employment and in-
cludes:

(i) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this Part;

(ii) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by the Employer or by the Agree-
ment.

(3) Eligibility
An employee, upon production to the Employer of
the documentation required by subclause (4) hereof,
shall be entitled to one or two periods of adoption
leave, the total of which shall not exceed 52 weeks,
in the following circumstances:

(a) An unbroken period of up to three weeks at
the time of the placement of the child.
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(b) An unbroken period of up to 52 weeks from
the time of its placement in order to be the
primary care-giver of the child. This entitle-
ment shall be reduced by:

(i) any period of leave taken pursuant to
paragraph (a) hereof;

(ii) the aggregate of any periods of adop-
tion leave taken or to be taken by the
employee�s spouse.

Such leave shall not extend beyond one year
after the placement of the child and shall not
be taken concurrently with adoption leave
taken by the employee�s spouse.

The employee must have had at least twelve months
continuous service with that Employer immediately
preceding the date upon which he or she proceeds
upon such leave in either case.

(4) Certification
Before taking adoption leave the employee must pro-
duce to the Employer:

(a) (i) a statement from an adoption agency or other
appropriate body of the presumed date of
placement of the child with the employee for
adoption purposes;

(ii) a statement from the appropriate government
authority confirming that the employee is to
have custody of the child pending application
for an adoption order.

(b) In relation to any period to be taken under paragraph
(3)(b) hereof, a statutory declaration stating:

(i) the employee is seeking adoption leave to be-
come the primary care-giver of the child;

(ii) particulars of any period of adoption leave
sought or taken by the employee�s spouse;

(iii) for the period of adoption leave, the employee
will not engage in any conduct inconsistent
with his or her contract of employment.

(5) Notice Requirements
(a) Upon receiving notice of approval for adop-

tion purposes, an employee shall notify the
Employer of such approval and within two
months of such approval shall further notify
the Employer of the period or periods of adop-
tion leave the employee proposes to take. In
the case of a relative adoption, the employee
shall notify as aforesaid upon deciding to take
a child into custody pending an application
for an adoption order.

(b) An employee who commences employment
with an Employer after the date of approval
for adoption purposes shall notify the Em-
ployer thereof upon commencing employment
and of the period or periods of adoption leave
which the employee proposes to take. Provided
that such employee shall not be entitled to
adoption leave unless the employee has not
less than twelve months continuous service
with that employer immediately preceding the
date upon which he or she proceeds upon such
leave.

(c) An employee shall, as soon as the employee
is aware of the presumed date of placement of
a child for adoption purposes but no later than
fourteen days before such placement, give
notice in writing to the Employer of such date,
and of the date of the commencement of any
period of leave to be taken under paragraph
(3)(a) hereof.

(d) An employee shall, ten weeks before the pro-
posed date of commencing any leave to be
taken under paragraph (3)(b) hereof, give no-
tice in writing to the Employer of the date of
commencing leave and the period of leave to
be taken.

(e) An employee shall not be in breach of this
subclause, as a consequence of failure to give
the stipulated period of notice in accordance
with paragraphs (c) and (d) hereof if such fail-
ure is occasioned by the requirement of an
adoption agency to accept earlier or later place-
ment of a child, the death of the spouse or
other compelling circumstances.

(6) Variation of Period of Adoption Leave
(a) Provided the maximum period of adoption

leave does not exceed the period to which the
employee is entitled under subclause (3)
hereof:

(i) the period of leave taken under para-
graph (3)(b) hereof may be lengthened
once only by the employee giving not
less than fourteen days notice in writ-
ing stating the period by which the
leave is lengthened;

(ii) the period may be further lengthened
by agreement between the Employer
and employee.

(b) The period of adoption leave taken under para-
graph (3)(b) hereof may, with the consent of
the Employer, be shortened by the employee
giving not less than fourteen days notice in
writing stating the period by which the leave
is to be shortened.

(7) Cancellation of Adoption Leave
(a) Adoption leave, applied for but not com-

menced, shall be cancelled should the place-
ment of the child not proceed.

(b) Where the placement of a child for adoption
purposes with an employee then on adoption
leave does not proceed or continue, the em-
ployee shall notify the Employer forthwith and
the Employer shall nominate a time, not ex-
ceeding four weeks from receipt of notifica-
tion, for the employee�s resumption of work.

(8) Special Leave
The Employer shall grant to any employee who is
seeking to adopt a child such unpaid leave, not ex-
ceeding two days, as is required by the employee to
attend any compulsory interviews or examinations
as are necessary as part of the adoption procedure.
Where paid leave is available to the employee, the
Employer may require the employee to take such
leave in lieu of special leave.

(9) Adoption Leave and Other Entitlements
(a) Provided the aggregate of any leave, includ-

ing adoption leave taken under this Part, does
not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under subclause (3) hereof, an em-
ployee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
adoption leave, take any annual leave or long
service leave or any part thereof to which he
or she is entitled.

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised Agree-
ment absences (excluding annual leave or long
service leave), shall not be available to an
employee during the employee�s absence on
adoption leave.

(10) Effect of Adoption Leave on Employment
Subject to this subclause, notwithstanding any Agree-
ment or other provision to the contrary, absence on
adoption leave shall not break the continuity of serv-
ice of an employee but shall not be taken into ac-
count in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of any relevant Agreement or Agreement.

(11) Termination of Employment
(a) An employee on adoption leave may termi-

nate the employment at any time during the
period of leave by notice given in accordance
with this Agreement.
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(b) An Employer shall not terminate the employ-
ment of an employee on the ground of the
employee�s application to adopt a child or
absence on adoption leave, but otherwise the
rights of an Employer in relation to termina-
tion of employment are not hereby affected.

(12) Return to Work After Adoption Leave
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention of

returning to work by notice in writing to the
Employer given not less than four weeks prior
to the expiration of the period of adoption
leave provided by paragraph (3)(b) hereof.

(b) An employee, upon returning to work after
adoption leave, shall be entitled to the posi-
tion held immediately before proceeding on
such leave, or, in relation to an employee who
has worked part-time under this clause, the
position held immediately before commenc-
ing such part-time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the em-
ployee is qualified for and is capable of per-
forming, the employee shall be entitled to a
position as nearly comparable in status and
pay to that of the employee�s former position.

(13) Replacement Employees
(a) A replacement employee is an employee spe-

cifically engaged as a result of an employee
proceeding on adoption leave.

(b) Before an Employer engages a replacement
employee the Employer shall inform that per-
son of the temporary nature of the employ-
ment and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.

(c) Before an Employer engages a person to re-
place an employee temporarily promoted or
transferred in order to replace an employee
exercising rights under this Part, the Employer
shall inform that person of the temporary na-
ture of the promotion or transfer and of the
rights of the employee who is being replaced.

(d) Nothing in this subclause shall be construed
as requiring an Employer to engage a replace-
ment employee.

(D) PART-TIME WORK
(1) Definitions

For the purposes of this Part:
(a) �Male employee� means an employed male

who is caring for a child born of his spouse or
a child placed with the employee for adoption
purposes.

(b) �Female employee� means an employed fe-
male who is pregnant or is caring for a child
she has borne or a child who has been placed
with her for adoption purposes.

(c) �Spouse� includes a de facto spouse.
(d) �Former position� means the position held by

a female or male employee immediately be-
fore proceeding on leave or part-time employ-
ment under this subclause, whichever first
occurs or, if such position no longer exists but
there are other positions available for which
the employee is qualified and the duties of
which he or she is capable of performing, a
position as nearly comparable in status and
pay to that of the position first mentioned in
this definition.

(e) �Continuous service� means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and in-
cludes:

(i) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this Part;

(ii) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by the Employer or by the Agree-
ment.

(2) Entitlement
With the agreement of the Employer:

(a) A male employee may work part-time in one
or more periods at any time from the date of
birth of the child until its second birthday or,
in relation to adoption, from the date of place-
ment of the child until the second anniversary
of the placement.

(b) A female employee may work part-time in one
or more periods while she is pregnant where
part-time employment is, because of the preg-
nancy, necessary or desirable.

(c) A female employee may work part-time in one
or more periods at any time from the seventh
week after the date of birth of the child until
its second birthday.

(d) A female employee may work part-time in one
or more periods at any time from the date of
the placement of the child until the second
anniversary of that date.

(3) Return to Former Position
(a) An employee who has had at least twelve

months continuous service with an Employer
immediately before commencing part-time
employment after the birth or placement of a
child has, at the expiration of the period of
such part-time employment or the first period,
if there is more than one, the right to return to
his or her former position.

(b) Nothing in paragraph (a) hereof shall prevent
the Employer from permitting the employee
to return to his or her former position after a
second or subsequent period of part-time em-
ployment.

(4) Pro-rata Entitlements
Subject to the provisions of this Part and the matters
agreed to in accordance with subclause (5) hereof,
part-time employment shall be in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement which shall apply
pro rata.

(5) Part-time Work Agreement
(a) Before commencing a period of part-time

employment under this Part the employee and
the Employer shall agree:

(i) that the employee may work part-time;
(ii) upon the hours to be worked by the

employee, the days upon which they
will be worked and commencing times
for the work;

(iii) upon the classification applying to the
work to be performed;

(iv) upon the period of part-time employ-
ment.

(b) The terms of this agreement may be varied by
consent.

(c) The terms of this agreement, or any variation
to it, shall be reduced to writing and retained
by the Employer. A copy of the agreement and
any variation to it shall be provided to the
employee by the Employer.

(d) The terms of this agreement shall apply to the
part-time employment.

(6) Termination of Employment
The employment of a part-time employee under this
Part may be terminated in accordance with the pro-
visions of this Agreement but may not be terminated
by the Employer because the employee has exercised
or proposes to exercise any rights arising under this
clause or has enjoyed or proposes to enjoy any ben-
efits arising under this Part.

(7) Overtime
An Employer may request, but not require, an em-
ployee working part-time under this Part to work
overtime.
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(8) Nature of Part-time Work
The work to be performed part-time need not be the
work performed by the employee in his or her former
position but shall be work otherwise performed un-
der this Agreement.

(9) Inconsistent Agreement Provisions
An employee may work part-time under this Part not-
withstanding any other provision of this Agreement
which limits or restricts the circumstances in which
part-time employment may be worked or the terms
upon which it may be worked including provisions:

(a) Limiting the number of employees who may
work part-time.

(b) Establishing quotas as to the ratio of part-time
to full-time employees.

(c) Prescribing a minimum or maximum number
of hours a part-time employee may work.

(d) Requiring consultation with, consent of, or
monitoring by a union, and such provisions
do not apply to part-time work under this Part.

21.�INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
(1) Employer�s Duty to Notify

(a) Where the Employer has made a definite decision to
introduce major changes in production, program,
organisation, structure or technology that are likely
to have significant effects on employees, the Em-
ployer shall notify the employees who may be af-
fected by the proposed changes and their union.

(b) �Significant effects� include termination of employ-
ment, major changes in the composition, operation
or size of the Employer�s work-force or in the skills
required; the elimination or diminution of job op-
portunities, promotion opportunities or job tenure,
the alteration of hours of work; the need for retrain-
ing or transfer of employees to other work or loca-
tions and the restructuring of jobs. Provided that
where the Agreement makes provision for alteration
of any of the matters referred to herein an alteration
shall be deemed not to have significant effect.

(2) Employer�s Duty to Discuss Change
(a) The Employer shall discuss with the employees af-

fected and their union, interalia, the introduction of
the changes referred to in subclause (1) hereof, the
effects the changes are likely to have on the employ-
ees, measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects
of such changes on employees and shall give prompt
consideration to matters raised by the employees and/
or their union in relation to the changes.

(b) The discussions shall commence as early as practi-
cable after a definite decision has been made by the
Employer to make the changes referred to in
subclause (1) hereof.

(c) For the purposes of such discussion, the Employer
shall provide in writing to the employees concerned
and their union, all relevant information about the
changes including the nature of the changes pro-
posed; the expected effects of the changes on em-
ployees and any other matters likely to affect
employees provided that the employer shall not be
required to disclose confidential information the dis-
closure of which would be inimical to the Employ-
er�s interests.

22.�REDUNDANCY
(1) Discussions Before Termination

(a) Where the Employer has made a definite decision
that the Employee no longer wishes the job the em-
ployee has been doing done by anyone and this is
not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of
labour and that decision may lead to termination of
employment, the Employer shall hold discussions
with the employees directly affected and with their
union.

(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practi-
cable after the Employer has made a definite

decision which will invoke the provision of para-
graph (a) above and shall cover, interalia, any rea-
sons for the proposed terminations, measures to avoid
or minimise the terminations and measures to miti-
gate any adverse effects of any terminations on the
employees concerned.

(c) For the purposes of the discussion the Employer
shall, as soon as practicable, provide in writing to
the employees concerned and their union, all relevant
information about the proposed terminations includ-
ing the reasons for the proposed terminations, the
number and categories of employees likely to be af-
fected, and the number of workers normally em-
ployed and the period over which the terminations
are likely to be carried out. Provided that the Em-
ployer shall not be required to disclose confidential
information the disclosure of which would be inimi-
cal to the Employer�s interests.

(2) Transfer to Lower Paid Duties
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for

reasons set out in subclause (1)(a) hereof the employee shall
be entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as he/she
would have been entitled to if his/her employment had been
terminated, and the Employer may at the Employer�s option,
make payment in lieu thereof of an amount equal to the
difference between the former ordinary time rate of pay and
the new lower ordinary time rates for the number of weeks of
notice still owing.

(3) Severance Pay
In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary

termination in subclause 7(1)(a) hereof, an employee whose
employment is terminated for reasons set out in subclause
(1)(a) hereof shall be entitled to the following amount of
severance pay in respect of a continuous period of service

Period of Continuous Service Severance Pay
Less than one year nil
1 year but less than two years 4 weeks� pay
2 years but less than three years 6 weeks� pay
3 years but less than four years 7 weeks� pay
4 years and over 8 weeks� pay

�Week�s pay� means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned.

Provided that the severance payments shall not exceed the
amount which the employee would have earned if employment
with the Employee had proceeded to the employee�s normal
retirement date.

(4) Employees Leaving During Notice Period
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons

set out in subclause (1)(a) hereof may terminate his/her
employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be
entitled to the same benefits and payments under this clause
had he/she remained with the Employer until the expiry of
such notice. Provided that in such circumstances the employee
shall not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice.

(5) Alternative Employment
An Employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make

application to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission to have the general severance pay prescription
varied if the Employer obtains acceptable alternative
employment for an employee.

(6) Time Off During Notice Period
(a) During the period of notice of termination given by

the Employer an employee shall be allowed up to
one day�s time off without loss of pay during each
week of notice or the purpose of seeking other em-
ployment.

(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more
than one day during the notice period for the pur-
pose of seeking other employment, the employee
shall, at the request of the Employer, be required to
produce proof of attendance at an interview or he/
she shall not receive payment for the time absent.
For this purpose a statutory declaration will be suf-
ficient.
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(7) Notice to Commonwealth Employment Service
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in

the circumstances outlined in subclause (1)(a) hereof, the
Employer shall notify the Commonwealth Employment
Service thereof as soon as possible giving relevant information
including the number and categories of the employees likely
to be affected and the period over which the terminations are
intended to be carried out.

(8) Superannuation Benefits
Subject to any further Agreement, where an employee who

is terminated receives a benefit from a superannuation scheme,
he/she shall only receive under subclause (3) hereof the
difference between the severance pay specified in that
subclause and the amount of the superannuation benefit he/
she receives which is attributable to Employer contributions
only.

If this superannuation benefit is greater than the amount due
under subclause (3) then he/she shall receive no payment under
that subclause.

(9) Transmission of Business
(a) Where a business is before, on or after the date of

this Agreement, transmitted from the Employer (in
this subclause called �the transmittor�) to another
Employer (in this subclause called (�the transmittee�)
and an employee who at the time of such transmis-
sion was an employee of the transmittor in that busi-
ness becomes an employee of the transmittee�

(i) the continuity of the employment of the em-
ployee shall be deemed not to have been bro-
ken by reasons of such transmission;

(ii) the period of employment which the employee
has had with the transmittor or any prior
transmittor shall be deemed to be service of
the employee with the transmittee.

(b) In this subclause �business� includes trade, process,
business or occupation and includes part of any such
business and �transmission� includes transfer, con-
veyance, assignment or succession whether by agree-
ment or by operation of law and �transmitted� has a
corresponding meaning.

(10) Employees with Less Than One Year�s Service
This clause shall not apply to employees with less than one

year�s continuous service.
(11) Employees Exempted
This clause shall not apply where employment is terminated

as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant dismissal,
including malingering, inefficiency, neglect of duty or
misconduct or in the case of casual employees, apprentices,
or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a
specific task or tasks.

(12) Employers Exempted
Subject to an Order of the Commission, in a particular

redundancy case, this clause shall not apply to Employers who
employ less than 15 employees in total.

(13) Incapacity to Pay
The Employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make

application to the Commission to have the general severance
pay prescription varied on the basis of the Employer�s
incapacity to pay.

23.�RIGHT OF ENTRY
A duly accredited representative of the Union has the right

to enter the Employer�s premises during the recognised meal
break, subject to the following conditions:

(1) The authority must be produced by the Union offi-
cial to the Employer of his/her representative and
must be produced before interviewing any employee.

(2) If a Union official has unduly interfered with the
work being carried out, or is offensive in his meth-
ods, the Employer may refuse right of entry, but the
official has the right to bring the refusal before the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

24.�FIRST AID
An employee who has been appointed by the Employer to

carry out first aid is entitled to be paid an allowance of $6.35
per week.

25.�PAYMENT OF WAGES
Wages will be paid weekly by electronic funds, no later than

Thursday of each week.

26.�TIME AND WAGES RECORD
(1) The Employer must keep a time and wages book showing

the nature of each employee, the nature of the employee�s work,
the hours worked each day, and the wages and allowances
paid each week. Any system of automatic recording by the
means of machines is deemed to comply with this provision
to the extent of the information recorded.

(2) The time and wages record must be open for inspection
by a duly accredited official of the Union during the usual
office hours, at the employer�s office or other convenient place.

27.�OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
(1) The parties are committed to providing a safe work

environment and employees have a responsibility to work in a
safe manner.

(2) Health and safety representatives will be appointed and
health and safety committee structures will be established and
maintained. Health and safety representatives and committee
members will be given adequate time off in order that they
may fulfil their responsibilities according to the Occupational
Health and Safety Act 1984.

28.�COMMITMENT TO AGREEMENT
The Union agrees not to pursue any claims in relation to

wages, allowances or other conditions of employment for the
period to 15 February 1998.

29.�SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of
The Australian Workers� Union,
West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers
Signature: ........Signed and Common Seal..........
Date: 26 July 1996
Signed for and on behalf of
Campbell Mushrooms Pty Ltd
Signature: .............Signed...............
Date: 26 July 1996

CBI CONSTRUCTORS PTY LTD�KWINANA
(ENTERPRISE) INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1996

No. AG 232 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

CBI Constructors Pty Ltd (ACN: 000 612 411)
and

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Australian

Branch.
No. AG 232 of 1996.

CBI Constructors Pty Ltd�Kwinana (Enterprise) Industrial
Agreement 1996.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
4 October 1996.

Order.
THERE being no appearance on behalf of the Applicant but
having heard Mr G.C. Sturman on behalf of the Respondent,
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers con-
ferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders:

THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the
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Commission on the 2nd day of September, 1996 entitled
the CBI Constructors Pty Ltd�Kwinana (Enterprise) In-
dustrial Agreement 1996 be registered as an industrial
agreement to replace the CBI Constructors Pty Ltd�
Kwinana (Enterprise) Industrial Agreement 1994 AG 52
of 1994.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.

CBI CONSTRUCTORS PTY LTD�KWINANA
(ENTERPRISE) INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 1996

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be referred to as the CBI Construc-

tors Pty Ltd�Kwinana (Enterprise) Industrial Agreement 1996
and shall replace the CBI Constructors Pty Ltd�Kwinana
(Enterprise) Industrial Agreement No AG 52 of 1994.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
Clause Title Clause No.
Aims and Objectives 7
Application of Award 3
Arrangement 2
Avoidance of Industrial Disputes 10
Date and Period of Operation 5
Enterprise Bargaining Principles 14
Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity,
Efficiency and Flexibility 8
Parties Bound 4
Performance Improvement Indicators 9
Precedents 12
Relationship to Parent Award 6
Renewal of Agreement 13
Title 1
Wage Increases 11

3.�APPLICATION OF AWARD
This Industrial Agreement shall apply to, and be binding

upon CBI Constructors Pty Ltd in its operation at Old Thomas
Road Kwinana, WA, in respect of approximately 18 employ-
ees who are members or are eligible for membership of the
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred
Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch
(AFMEPKIU).

4.�PARTIES BOUND
(a) CBI Constructors Pty Ltd
(b) The organisation of employees listed below�

� Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing &
Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Aus-
tralian Branch (AFMEPKIU)

5.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the first

pay period to commence on or after the date of registration
with the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
and shall remain in force until 28 July 1998.

6.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in con-

junction with Part 1 of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966
and the Metal Trades (CBI Constructors Kwinana) Order No.
1686 of 1993. To the extent that there are any inconsistencies,
this Agreement shall prevail.

7.�AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
This Agreement aims to continue to maintain the shared

commitment of employees and management to:
(a) Improved productive performance enabling increases

in remuneration while maintaining and/or improv-
ing the competitive position of the company.

(b) Continue improvement of the productive perform-
ance of the company.

(c) Focus on achieving competitive advantage through
development of skills, quality, responsiveness to cus-
tomers� needs, effective utilisation of technology and
reduce waste and lead time.

(d) Accept responsibility for involvement in complete
production processes rather than for traditional tasks
of limited scope.

(e) Enhance job security by maximising the skills of the
existing workforce.

(f) Continue investment in new technology, research,
development and training.

(g) Facilitate communication by consultation between
the company and its employees and foster on-going
productivity enhancements with minimum disputa-
tion.

8.�MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY AND FLEXIBILITY

It is not intended to promote de-skilling or to make employ-
ees redundant.

Through a Consultative and Participative process the par-
ties agree to continue to implement enterprise flexibility ar-
rangements to meet specific needs of customers scheduled
requirements. These arrangements will include�

(1) Work Arrangements

(a) Banking of up to 5 RDO�s to accommodate
production work load requirements. The ac-
crued RDO�s to be taken at a period of lesser
workload. These requirements can be by a
section of the plant, by the entire Enterprise
to meet production requirements or on an in-
dividual basis. The taking of accrued RDO�s
will be determined following consultation with
the Foreman.

(b) Stagger ordinary starting and finishing times
between 6.00am and 6.00pm to meet produc-
tion requirements (e.g. bring forward ordinary
start, finish times where preheating or cutting
is necessary prior to job commencement).

(c) Stagger meal breaks and where appropriate
work into the normal lunch break, provided
the meal break is taken within 6 hours of com-
mencing work meal break is taken without
overtime penalty (e.g. complete welding, flame
cutting and such processes).

(d) Equipment operators who possess the neces-
sary skills and technical capability to adjust
and maintain machinery, without waiting for
maintenance support. The foreman will deter-
mine who has the capability, however should
an individual believe they are technically in-
capable of making the adjustment, the matter
is to be referred to the Workshop Manager for
resolution.

(e) It is not intended to promote an overall change
to the existing ordinary hours of work, how-
ever should there be a requirement to work
individuals or crews in a more efficient man-
ner it is agreed to stagger ordinary working
hours between 6.00am and 6.00pm.

(f) It is agreed that employees will commence
packing up tools and proceeding to wash up
no sooner than 5 minutes prior to knock off
time.

(g) The Company reserves the right to determine
the selection of employees when there is a re-
quirement to reduce the workforce. The pri-
mary consideration for retention will be skill
and competence. However should the skill and
competence of individuals within the various
classification be of equal standing, length of
service will be used to determine the priority
for termination.
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(h) Wet Weather
In the event of wet weather, work in the open
will continue until the particular work in hand
can no longer be done safely and efficiently.
Whilst it is raining, employees will be required
to�

(i) Continue to work under cover and/or
relocate to alternative work under
cover.

(ii) Obtain materials and services for em-
ployees working under cover (where
there is exposure to inclement
weather).

(iii) Off-load and load materials and equip-
ment, provided it is safe to do so.

(iv) Perform emergency, safety and break-
down work.

The above mentioned procedures will not ef-
fect the rights and responsibilities of Occupa-
tional Health and Safety employee
representatives as determined by the Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Act.
It is not intended that the employees be ex-
pected to work for prolonged periods in heavy
rain.
The employer shall provide wet weather cloth-
ing as necessary. Such clothing will remain
the property of the company and it is the em-
ployee�s responsibility to take reasonable care
of the gear and return it or pay the cost of re-
placement if lost or damaged, due to his/her
negligence.

(2) Absenteeism
It is agreed collectively by the employees at the
Kwinana Workshop that they will aim to reduce ab-
senteeism/sick leave by 50%. Should this target be
achieved, sick leave accrual entitlements will be in
excess of the Award provision. These additional en-
titlements will be allowed subject to the employee
providing a certificate from a medical practitioner
approved by the company. Any additional sick leave
accrued subject to this clause will at the end of the
period of this Agreement remain as an entitlement
of that employee.
It is further agreed to consider jointly between em-
ployer and employees ways to reduce industrial dis-
putation and labour turnover.
In the interest of assisting employee�s to achieve these
goals, all permanent employees should be aware that
absenteeism is covered by Clause 24 of the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966.

(3) To enhance enterprise productivity all employees,
including supervisors, agree to work to the full utili-
sation of their existing skills, competence and train-
ing.
Some examples include�

(i) All employees will operate overhead cranes
provided they are trained and have the neces-
sary skill and competency thereby reducing
idle time.

(ii) Trades persons will assist production workers
to maintain housekeeping standards within
their work area. This clause shall not be oper-
ated so as to promote de-skilling.

(4) Management and workforce will continue to under-
take jointly to examine work organisation and job
design to enhance employee involvement, job satis-
faction and the Productivity of the Enterprise.

(5) The parties to this Agreement are committed to on-
going safety awareness programs and will fully co-
operate with Management to ensure the appropriate
company issued protective safety equipment is worn.

(6) Counselling and Warning Procedures
The following procedure will exist to provide an ac-
ceptable formal system of counselling and will be
subject to the avoidance of industrial disputes pro-
cedure in Clause 10 of this Agreement. The Com-
pany reserves the right to dismiss an employee for
misconduct.

(a) Verbal Warning by Foreman
(b) 1st Written Warning by Foreman
(c) 2nd Written Warning by Shop Management
(d) Termination of Employment by Management

At any stage employees retain the right to request
the presence of his/her Shop Steward as a witness.

(7) Supply of Coffee/Tea/Sugar
It is agreed to maintain issue of coffee/tea/sugar pro-
vided the issue is not abused. The Company reserves
the right to discontinue this issue should it be shown
to be abused.

(8) Industrial Clothing
Clothing and Boots
Permanent employees will be issued with 2 pairs of
trousers and shirts or overalls and 1 pair of boots on
commencement.
Employees will be responsible for laundering and
repairs of company�s clothing issues.
Re-issue of industrial clothing will be made on an
exchange basis providing the Shop Foreman agrees
the clothing being exchanged is unserviceable as a
result of normal wear and tear.
It is a condition of employment that employees shall
wear the Industrial Clothing as supplied.
The issue of Industrial Clothing shall cover an em-
ployees full entitlement regardless of which loca-
tion he/she is required to work at.
Bluey Jackets
CBI Constructors agree to supply bluey jackets to
all employees at the Kwinana facility, subject to the
following conditions;

(i) Only permanent employees who have worked
at the CBI facility in Kwinana for three (3)
months will be eligible for a Bluey Jacket is-
sued by CBI.

(ii) No Bluey Jacket will be supplied by CBI prior
to 1 May or after 31 August in any calendar
year.

(iii) Bluey Jacket�s will be eligible for replacement
two (2) years after being supplied.

(iv) For the purpose of replacing Bluey Jackets,
an employee who has been supplied with a
Bluey by CBI on any of it�s construction sites,
will be regarded as having had their existing
Bluey Jacket supplied at the Kwinana facility.

(9) Casuals
(i) The Period of Notice on termination in the

case of an employee shall be (1) one hour.
(ii) An employee shall be deemed to be a casual if

the expected duration of the employment is
less than 3 months.

(iii) Casual employees will supply their own (serv-
iceable) work clothing and safety boots. How-
ever should the employee be required to work
in a particular dirty environment (e.g. inside
boiler) the Company will supply clothing for
that job.

(10) Company Tools and Equipment
All employees who have use of company tools and
equipment shall be responsible for using them in the
manner for which they were designed and intended.
Should any employee be found to have deliberately
damaged or abused the company�s tools or equip-
ment, that employee shall be subject to the counsel-
ling and warning procedure established under Clause
8 (6)�Counselling and Warning Procedure.
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(11) Termination Notice
The requirements of the Federal Industrial Relations
Reform Act 1993 shall apply with respect to notice
on termination. This clause will be read in conjunc-
tion with Clause 8, sub clause (6)�Counselling and
Warning procedure for terminations due to miscon-
duct and like matters.

(12) Drug & Alcohol Policy
The parties to this Agreement agree to participate in
the development and implementation of a Drug &
Alcohol policy for CBI Constructors Kwinana facil-
ity.

9.�PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT INDICATORS
The parties recognise that in order to achieve the objectives

of this Agreement there is a requirement to have indicators in
place to identify and measure progress on an ongoing basis.

The performance indicators may include but are not limited
to:

(i) Indicators of decreases in time lost due to accidents
by means of the enterprise accident Frequency and
Severity Index.

(ii) Indicators of decreases in other time lost by means
of the percentage of available work hours lost due to
sickness, absenteeism and industrial disputation.

(iii) Further indicators to be developed for the improve-
ment in productivity by comparison of man hours
spent on identical activities.

10.�AVOIDANCE OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
Where a question, dispute or difficulty arises, the parties to

this Agreement undertake to follow the procedure established
in clause 34 of the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966.

Further, the parties to this agreement undertake to eliminate
industrial disputation by strict adherence to the procedure es-
tablished in clause 34 of the Metal Trades (General) Award
1966.

11.�WAGE INCREASES
(i) It is agreed that increases shown hereunder will be paid

based on the content and commitments contained within the
agreement.

(ii) The wage increases specified in subclause (vi) of this
clause shall be payable in addition to the current rates of pay
specified in CBI Constructors Pty Ltd�Kwinana (Enterprise)
Industrial Agreement 1994 for the relevant classifications and
shall constitute part of the all purpose rate of pay in respect of
employees covered by this Industrial Enterprise Agreement.

(iii) The wage increases referred to in subclause (vi) of this
Clause shall not be absorbed into any over award payment.

(iv) (i) Employees who attend work on each of the ordinary
working days in any week and complete their ordinary work-
ing hours in that week shall be paid an Attendance Bonus of
$40.00 per week.

(iii) Attendance Bonus will not be affected for non attend-
ance due to Sick Leave with a Certificate, provided, that an
individual is not away on more than three (3) occasions in any
one year.

(v) The wage increase specified in column 1 shall be pay-
able from the first pay period commencing on or after the 29
July 1996.

The wage increase specified in column 2 shall be payable
from the first pay period commencing on or after the 31 March
1997.

The wage increase specified in column 3 shall be payable
from the first pay period commencing on or after 12 months
from the date of registration by the Western Australian Indus-
trial Relations Commission.

(vi) Percentage Wage Increase
Percentage Wage Increase 7% 4% 4%

Grd Classification Current Col 1 Col 2 Col 3
Base Rate

$
C8 Engineering Tradesperson Special

Class Level I 559.88 599.07 621.47 643.86
C9 Engineering Tradesperson Special

Class level II 533.27 570.60 591.93 613.26

Percentage Wage Increase 7% 4% 4%
Grd Classification Current Col 1 Col 2 Col 3

Base Rate
$

C10 Engineering Tradesperson Level I 523.83 560.50 581.45 602.40
C11 Engineering Production Employee

Level IV 492.45 526.92 546.62 566.32
C12 Engineering Production Employee

level III 478.82 512.34 531.49 550.64
C13 Engineering Production Employee

Level II 451.30 482.89 500.94 519.00
C14 Engineering Production Employee

Level I 377.27 403.68 418.77 433.86

12.�PRECEDENCE
This Agreement shall not be used in any manner whatso-

ever to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other
plant or enterprise.

13.�RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT
Consistent with the terms of the Agreement it is agreed that

initiatives to renew this Agreement will commence between
the parties to determine an appropriate course of action in
respect of this agreement at least 6 months prior to the expira-
tion of this Agreement.

14.�ENTERPRISE BARGAINING PRINCIPLES
(i) There shall not be any further wage increases for the

duration of this Agreement including any decision arising out
of a State Wage Case.

(ii) The parties to this Agreement shall be bound by its terms
for the duration of the agreement including any decision aris-
ing and of a State Wage Case.

(iii) The rates of pay in Clause 11 of this Agreement only
apply to the Kwinana Workshop. Should any employee be
transferred to or re-employed on a construction site, the site
rates will apply while employed on that site.

15.�JOURNEY COVER INSURANCE
As a termof this agreement, employees employed pursuant

to this agreement at CBI�s Kwinana Workshop shall be pro-
vided with Journey Cover Insurance at no cost to themselves.

AUTHORITY TO APPROVE AGREEMENT

SIGNATURE OF THE PARTIES
Signed for and on behalf of CBI Constructors Pty Ltd (ACN: 000 612 411)
W.J.A. Jacobs (signed)          BILL JACOBS                  2/9/96        
Signature Name of person authorised Date

to sign (print)
Signed by Representative for and on behalf of employees:
M.W. Woolhead (signed)        MARK WOOLHEAD         30/8/96      
Signature Name of person authorised Date

to sign (print)

THE COMMON SEAL of )
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, )
Printing & Kindred Industries Union of )
Workers�Western Australian Branch )
was hereunto affixed in the presence of: )
J. Sharp-Collett (signed) JOHN SHARP-COLLETT        2/9/96
                                         STATE SECRETARY                              
Signature Title (print) Date

Common Seal
   (indeciperable)                     ORGANISER                  2/9/96       
Signature Title (print) Date
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INGHAMS POULTRY PROCESSING
AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 230 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Food Preservers� Union of Western Australia, Union of
Workers

and

Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited.

No. AG 230 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.

7 October 1996.

Order.

REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 230 OF 1996.

HAVING heard Ms K. Cameron on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr D. Brinkworth on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the Inghams Poultry Processing Agreement
1996, No. AG 230 of 1996, as specified by the following
schedule, be registered as an Industrial Agreement.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the �Inghams Poultry

Processing Agreement 1996�, No. AG 230 of 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Scope
4. Incidence and Parties Bound
5. Term of Agreement
6. Relationship to Award
7. Overtime
8. Terms of Wage Increase
9. Grievance Procedure

10. Wages
11. Signatories

3.�AREA AND SCOPE
The Area and Scope of this Agreement shall be that pre-

scribed in the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Process-
ing) Award No. A20 of 1990, (�the Award�) as amended from
time to time, insofar as it applies to employees of Inghams
Enterprises Pty Ltd, employed at the production centre at
Osborne Park, Western Australia.

It is estimated that approximately 240 employees will be
bound by this Agreement upon registration.

4.�INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Inghams

Enterprises Pty Limited (�the Company�), The Food Preserv-
ers� Union of Western Australia, Union of Workers (�FPU�)
and all employees employed at the Company�s operation in
Osborne Park, who are members or are eligible to be mem-
bers of the union cited and who are covered by the Award or
any successor thereto.

5.�TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from 18 March 1996 and

shall expire on 18 March 1998.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall begin negotiations

for a new Agreement at least 3 months prior to the expiration
of this Agreement.

(3) Following its expiry, the Agreement shall continue to
operate until varied by the parties or replaced by another Agree-
ment.

6.�RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in

conjunction with the Award identified in Clause 3.�Area and
Scope of this Agreement, as varied from time to time.

(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agree-
ment and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the ex-
tent of that inconsistency. Where this Agreement is silent,
Award provision shall apply.

7.�OVERTIME
Employees understand that the nature of the business is such

that they may be required to work overtime when the need
arises. This may include overtime on the early finishing day
(Friday). Additional overtime may be necessary during a nor-
mal working week. As such, employees give a commitment to
make themselves available to do such overtime as far as it is
reasonable and practicable.

Employees may be required to work on Public Holidays on
the following basis:

(1) Employees will not be required to work on Good
Friday or Christmas Day.

(2) Award penalty rates will apply to work performed
on Public Holidays.

(3) Employees will be given 14 days notice of any re-
quirement to work on a Public Holiday.

8.�TERMS OF WAGE INCREASE
(1) In return for the commitment by the employees as per

Clause 7.�Overtime hereof, the Company agrees to a wage
increase of 5% effective from 18 March 1996 and a further
5% effective from the first pay period on or after 18 March
1997.

(2) The parties agree that during the life of this Agreement
there may be a further increase of up to 3% based on produc-
tivity outcomes agreed upon by both parties. Any dispute re-
garding this matter shall be dealt with in accordance with
Clause 9.�Grievance Procedure hereof.

(3) Except as provided in subclause (2) hereof the Union
and employees of the company undertake that no further claims
will be made upon the Company in respect of any industrial
matter that will increase employment costs, for the term of
this Agreement.

(4) In the event that the Award is varied to include any fu-
ture �Safety Net Adjustments� awarded by the Western Aus-
tralian Industrial Relations Commission then such increases
shall be off-set against the increases in this Agreement.

9.�GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) Any question, dispute or difficulty arising from this

Agreement shall be dealt with in accordance with the follow-
ing procedure.

(a) The matter shall first be discussed between the em-
ployee affected and the appropriate supervisor. The
employee may choose to be represented by the un-
ion delegate.

(b) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
the employee, an accredited representative of the
union and the appropriate representative of the Com-
pany.

(c) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
an official of the union and an appropriate repre-
sentative of the Company.

(2) A reasonable time frame shall apply to each step of the
procedure as prescribed in subclause (1) hereof.

(3) While the matter in dispute is being discussed in accord-
ance with the procedure, as prescribed in subclause (1) hereof,
work shall continue and the status quo as applying before the
dispute shall be maintained. No party shall be prejudiced in
relation to the final settlement by the continuance of work in
accordance with this clause.

(4) It will be open to either party at any time to seek the
assistance of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Com-
mission in resolving any disputes.
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10.�WAGES
(1) Full time Employees
A Supplementary Industry Allowance based on days or hours

worked will be paid in addition to and separate from the base
rate upon the completion of a 3 month probationary period.
This supplementary Industry Allowance will be included for
the purpose of annual leave, sick leave, public holidays, work-
ers compensation, etc.

The following wage rates are for 38 ordinary hours per week
and shall come into effect on the first full pay period on or
after the dates listed below:

(a) As at 18 March 1996:
Level 2
Hanging Base Rate $423.31 Supp. Ind. Allow $18.38 Total $441.69
Evisceration Base Rate $401.78 Supp. Ind. Allow $13.65 Total $415.43
Packing Base Rate $401.78 Supp. Ind. Allow $8.93 Total $410.71
Level 3
Filleting/Saws Base Rate $425.99 $425.99

(b) As at 18 March 1997:
Level 2
Hanging Base Rate $444.48 Supp. Ind. Allow $19.30 Total $463.78
Evisceration Base Rate $421.87 Supp. Ind. Allow $14.33 Total $436.20
Packing Base Rate $421.87 Supp. Ind. Allow $9.38 Total $431.25
Level 3

Filleting/Saws Base Rate $447.29 $447.29

(c) An additional productivity based increase as pro-
vided by subclause (2) of Clause 8.�Terms of Wage
Increase of this Agreement may be paid from a date
agreed between the parties and, in the event that the
date is prior to 18 March 1997, the amounts speci-
fied in paragraph (b) hereof shall be increased by
the amount of the agreed productivity based increase.

(2) Part Time Employees
Part time employees shall receive payment for ordinary hours

of work at an hourly rate of one thirty eighth of the appropri-
ate base rate prescribed by subclause (1) hereof. The supple-
mentary Industry Allowance for the appropriate level will be
paid separately.

(3) Casual Employees
A casual employee employed by Inghams Enterprises Pty

Limited under the terms and conditions of the Food Industry
(Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award No. A20 of 1990,
shall be paid one thirty eighth of the appropriate base rate
prescribed in subclause (1) hereof and in addition a loading of
20% on said base rate for all ordinary hours of work. If appli-
cable, the separate Supplementary Industry Allowance will
be made payable (without 20% loading).

11.�SIGNATORIES
For and on behalf of the
Food Preservers� Union of Western Australia
Union of Workers:
................Signature and Common Seal..................
JOSEPH BULLOCK
Name of Signatory Date: 9 August 1996
UNION SECRETARY
Position of Signatory

For and on behalf of the
Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited:
..............................Signature..............................
P. J. MANNING
Name of Signatory Date: 7 August 1996
GENERAL MANAGER
Position of Signatory

JOBSKILLS TRAINEE LITTLE WHALERS CHILD
CARE CENTRE AGREEMENT 1996

No. AG 135 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers� Union, Miscellaneous Workers� Division, Western

Australian Branch
and

Little Whalers Child Care Centre.
No. AG 135 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.
11 September 1996.

Order.

REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 135 of 1996.

HAVING heard Ms S. Ellery on behalf of the Applicant and
there being no appearance (by prior arrangement) on behalf
of the Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursu-
ant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Rela-
tions Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the JobSkills Trainee Little Whalers Child Care
Centre Agreement 1996, No. AG 135 of 1996, as speci-
fied by the following schedule, be registered as an Indus-
trial Agreement.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be referred to as to the JobSkills

Trainee Little Whalers Child Care Centre Agreement 1996,
No. AG 135 of 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Definition
4. Application
5. Parties Bound
6. JobSkills Trainee
7. Dispute Settling Procedure
8. Precedent
9. Term

10. Reservation
11. Signatories

3.�DEFINITION
A JobSkills Trainee is an employee who is employed under

the conditions applying in the Commonwealth Government
JobSkills program.

4.�APPLICATION
This Agreement applies to an estimated 1 employee of Whal-

ers Child Care Centre engaged under the JobSkills program
as a Job Trainee and in so far as the terms of this Agreement
vary from the terms of the relevant award, namely The Chil-
dren�s Services (Private) Award No. A10 of 1990 otherwise
applying to the JobSkills Trainee(s), the terms of this Agree-
ment shall prevail. In all other respects, the terms of the Chil-
dren�s Services (Private) Award No. A10 of 1990 and any
other relevant award shall continue to operate.

For each JobSkills Position a procedure must be followed
that is in accordance with the Commonwealth JobSkills Pro-
gram Guidelines. Where the procedure has not been followed
to the satisfaction of the Department of Employment, Educa-
tion and Training, and/or the Broker and/or the respondent
Union then the employee cannot employ a JobSkills Trainee.
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5.�PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on the Little Whalers Child

Care Centre in respect of JobSkills Trainees and on the Aus-
tralian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers� Un-
ion, Miscellaneous Workers� Division, Western Australian
Branch and its members.

6.�JOBSKILLS TRAINEES
(1) �JobSkills Trainee� means an employee who is employed

under the conditions applying in the Commonwealth Govern-
ment JobSkills Program.

(2) �Relevant Award� shall mean those award(s) and/or
Agreements that are relevant to the respondent, including this
award, applying to persons pursuant to this award.

(3) This clause applies to the engagement of JobSkills Train-
ees under the JobSkills program and in so far as the terms of
this clause vary from terms within other clauses of this award
or other relevant awards, then the terms and conditions of this
clause shall prevail only in so far as application to the JobSkills
Trainee(s). In all other respects, the terms of this and any other
relevant award shall apply to JobSkills Trainee(s).

(4) This clause is binding only on those respondent employ-
ers in respect of those JobSkills Trainees who, but for this
Clause, would be employed pursuant to the standard provi-
sions of the relevant award.

(5) For each JobSkills Position a procedure must be fol-
lowed that is in accordance with the Commonwealth Govern-
ment JobSkills Program Guidelines. Where the procedure has
not been followed to the satisfaction of the Department of
Employment, Education and Training and/or the Broker and/
or the respondent Union then the employer cannot employ a
JobSkills Trainee.

(6) Training Conditions
(a) A JobSkills Trainee employed pursuant to this Clause

shall attend approved on and off-the-job training pre-
scribed in the relevant training agreement, or as no-
tified to the JobSkills Trainee by the employer or
JobSkills Broker.

(b) JobSkills Trainees will receive over a period of 26
weeks a mix of supervised work experience, struc-
tured training on-the-job and off-the-job and the
opportunity to develop and practice new skills in a
work environment.

(c) JobSkills Trainees shall only be engaged by employ-
ers respondent to this award to undertake activities
under the JobSkills Program Guidelines. The em-
ployer shall ensure that the Jobskills Trainee is per-
mitted to attend the prescribed off-the-job training
and is provided with appropriate on-the-job train-
ing.

(d) The employer shall provide an appropriate level of
supervision in accordance with the approved train-
ing plan.

(7) Employment Conditions
(a) Any JobSkills Trainees employed pursuant to this

award shall be engaged in addition to existing staff
levels.

(b) �Existing Staff Levels� in respect of this clause shall
mean those staff/employee(s) levels, inclusive of em-
ployees on absences of workers compensation, pa-
ternity or long service leave, applying prior to the
operation of this clause, and shall include:

� existing casual and temporary employees
� existing full-time and part-time employees
� existing permanent employees.

(c) In addition, no existing staff who fall within the defi-
nition of existing staff levels shall have hours re-
duced by the employment of a JobSkills Trainee.

(d) The provision, as referred to herein, shall apply un-
til such time as the period of the JobSkills place-
ment has ended and no further JobSkills Trainee(s)
have been appointed.

(e) JobSkills Trainees shall be engaged for a period of
26 weeks as full-time employees.

(f) JobSkills Trainees are permitted to be absent from
work without loss of continuity of employment to
attend off-the-job training in accordance with the
training plan. However, except for absences provided
for under the relevant award, failure to attend for
work or training without an acceptable cause will
result in loss of pay for the period of absence.

(g) Overtime and shift work shall not be worked by the
JobSkills Trainees, except to enable the requirements
of the training plan to be effected. When overtime
and shift work are worked the penalties and allow-
ances prescribed in the relevant award referred to in
Clause 4.�Application, of this agreement, based on
the Trainee wage will apply. No JobSkills Trainee
shall work overtime or shift work on their own.

(h) The respondent Union to this and other relevant
awards shall be afforded reasonable access to
JobSkills Trainees for the purposes of explaining the
role and functions of the Union and enrolment of
the Trainee as a member.

(i) Where the employment of the Trainee is continued
after completion of the Traineeship period such
Traineeship period shall be counted as service for
the purpose of the relevant award referred to in
Clause 4.�Application, of this Agreement.

(7) Wages
(a) The weekly wages payable to JobSkills Trainees shall

be $300.00 or in accordance with the Commonwealth
Government JobSkills Program Guidelines as var-
ied from time to time.

(b) The rate in paragraph (a) herein shall apply, only in
so far as a JobSkills Trainee(s), for all purposes of
the award and shall take account of the range and
extent of training provided.

7.�DISPUTE SETTLING PROCEDURE
(1) Where a question, dispute or difficulty arises as to the

application of this Agreement the parties will consult together
to reach a settlement.

(2) The principle of conciliation and direct negotiation shall
be adopted for the purpose of prevention and settlement of
any question, dispute or difficulty that may arise.

(3) The parties shall take an early and active part in discus-
sion and negotiation aimed at preventing or settling disputes
in accordance with the agreed procedure set out hereunder.

(4) Procedure of Settlement of Disputes

(a) The employee and the employee�s supervisor should
confer, clearly identify the facts and where possible,
resolve the issue.

(b) If not resolved, the employee, the Union representa-
tive, the supervisor and employer representative shall
confer and, where possible, resolve the issue.

(c) If not resolved, the parties may confer with the sig-
natories to this agreement on this matter, and where
possible, resolve the issue.

(d) If the matter is still not settled, either party may sub-
mit the matter for conciliation/arbitration by the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

(5) Until the matter is resolved in accordance with the above
procedure, the status quo shall remain. While the above pro-
cedure is being followed, no party shall be prejudiced as to
the final settlement by the continuation of work in accordance
with this procedure.

(6) It is acknowledged that if the dispute relates to an al-
leged ambiguity or uncertainty in this agreement any party
may at any time apply for variation of the agreement to elimi-
nate the alleged uncertainty or ambiguity.

(7) The provisions of this clause shall not preclude an em-
ployee from discussing any grievance with a union representa-
tive as he or she deems fit. Neither shall the provisions of this
clause pre-empt, limit or delay the right of the union to enter
into direct negotiations with the employer to resolve matters
in dispute or to address matters of mutual concern.
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8.�PRECEDENT
The insertion of this clause into the Agreement represents a

compromise on the part of all parties and will not be used as a
precedent in proceedings before industrial tribunals.

9.�TERM
This Agreement shall come into force from the beginning

of the first pay period to commence on or after Monday, 15
April 1996 and shall continue in force for a period of 12 months
or until the JobSkills Program may be wound up.

10.�RESERVATION
The parties to this Agreement reserve the right to seek its

variation or revocation if circumstances develop in the opera-
tion of the JobSkills Program which adversely affect their in-
terests or the interests of their members to the extent that the
variation or revocation is warranted.

11.�SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf of the Australian Liquor, Hospi-

tality and Miscellaneous Workers� Union, Miscellaneous
Workers� Division, Western Australian Branch.

.....................Signed...................... 15 April 1996
Helen Creed�Secretary
Signed for and on behalf of Little Whalers Child Care Cen-

tre, Lot 19 Bolton Close, Denmark WA 6333.
.....................Signed...................... 4 April 1996
Margaret Genge�Licensee

KINGS PARK AND BOTANIC GARDEN
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT

No. PSA AG 133 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Kings Park Board.

No. PSA AG 133 of 1996.

Kings Park and Botanic Garden Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
P E SCOTT.

4 October 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms M In de Braekt on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr R Tidmarsh on behalf of the Respondent and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Kings Park and Botanic Garden Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement be registered on the 27th day of
August, 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.
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1.�SCOPE
This agreement shall apply to Kings Park and Botanic Gar-

den & its employees who are members of or eligible to be
members of the Civil Service Association of Western Aus-
tralia Incorporated. The Agreement shall apply up to 33 em-
ployees.

1A.�TITLE
This agreement shall be known as the Kings Park and Bo-

tanic Garden Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.

2.�PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this agreement are Kings Park Board and the

Civil Service Association of Western Australia.
Each party to this agreement expressly accepts that its terms

and conditions bind them for the duration of the agreement.

3.�DURATION
This Agreement shall commence upon registration and re-

main in force until expiry on 30 June 1997.
Negotiations between the employer and employees for re-

newal of the Agreement, or for the formulation of a new Agree-
ment, shall commence no later than six months prior to the
expiry date of this Agreement.

The employer and employees agree the salaries, wages, al-
lowances and conditions resulting from this Agreement shall
continue to apply until a further Agreement is registered.

4.�NO FURTHER CLAIMS
The employer and employees undertake that for the dura-

tion of this Agreement there shall be no further salary increases,
or other improvements and conditions, sought or granted, ex-
cept as provided for in this Agreement.

5.�RELATIONSHIP TO AWARDS
The employer and employees recognise the relevant parent

awards covering Kings Park Board employees as being
� Government Officers Salaries Allowances and Con-

ditions Award 1989 No PSA A3 of 1989.
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the exist-

ing award that applies to the parties bound to this Agreement.
The existing award will apply where this Agreement is silent.

In the case of any inconsistencies between the provisions of
the Award and the provisions of this Agreement, this Agree-
ment shall prevail to the extent of the inconsistencies.

6.�SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
This Agreement has been negotiated between the employer

and a Single Bargaining Unit comprising employees of the
Kings Park Board who have not signed a Workplace Agree-
ment.

Each Association / Union has participated or has chosen to
secure representation in the negotiations leading to this Agree-
ment.

7.�CORPORATE DIRECTION
Mission of Kings Park and Botanic Gardens and Bold Re-

gional Park
Our purpose is to conserve and enhance Kings Park, Bold

Regional Park and the State�s Botanic Gardens for the com-
munity.
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In doing so, the agency aims within ten years to create and
provide world class facilities and services.

In order to achieve the mission our goals are focused on
recreation and Tourism, and Horticulture and Conservation.
They specifically aim:

� To conserve, enhance and promote recreational and
tourist resources and cultural heritage for visitor en-
joyment, and

� To enhance and promote horticulture, conservation
and an understanding of Western Australian and other
flora for the community.

8.�VALUES OF THE AGENCY
A Statement of Values, divided into external values and in-

ternal ground rules, has been prepared and endorsed by staff
and management.

Kings Park and Botanic Garden aims:
� To have a strong visitor focus
� To be responsive to client and stakeholder require-

ments
� To commit to forging strategic alliances
� To provide a continuous improvement approach to

service delivery
� To ensure an environmentally responsible approach

to management.
In day to day operations the workforce seeks to achieve the

following standards:
� To strive for excellence
� To respect the knowledge and experiences each per-

son brings to the task
� To listen to other people�s point of view
� To act with honesty, fairness and integrity
� To trust, support and co-operate with each other
� To communicate feelings openly and directly
� To question the way things are done
� To give recognition where it is due

Staff are encouraged to challenge colleagues when these
values are overlooked in work interactions.

9.�PRINCIPLES OF THIS AGREEMENT
To achieve the aims of the Agreement the following princi-

ples will govern the relationship between the parties:
� negotiations will consider a broad agenda of initia-

tives designed to increase efficiency, productivity and
flexibility within Kings Park and Botanic Garden

� the parties are committed to creating a safer
workplace and a more viable, customer focused and
competitive agency

� it is the duty of all parties to promote the develop-
ment of trust and motivation within the agency.

10.�SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
The specific outcomes of the Agreement are to:

� detail specific measures to improve the productiv-
ity, efficiency, cost effectiveness and flexibility of
Kings Park and Botanic Garden;

� eliminate work practices which inhibit efficiency and
flexibility;

� broaden the training and career progression oppor-
tunities for all employees;

� encourage and facilitate teamwork and team perform-
ance with the ultimate objective of achieving self
managed work teams with effective leadership at all
levels

� gain employer and employee endorsement and com-
mitment for the implementation of the productivity
measures contained in the Agreement;

� improve the quality of working life for Kings Park
and Botanic Garden employees.

11.�SALARIES AND WAGES
11.1.1 It is proposed that there will be three pay increases

during the term of this Agreement, these being:
� An initial $21.16 per week increase from date of reg-

istration;
� A second pay increase of 3% on 1 July 1996; and
� A third pay increase of 3% on 1 January 1997.

11.1.2 The first pay increases is in recognition of:
� past productivity improvements; and
� immediate implementation of changes to conditions

of employment as agreed in this Agreement.
11.1.3 The second and third pay increases will be made hav-

ing regard for:
� the continued commitment of the parties to the ob-

jectives of the Agreement and the implementation
of the initiatives and reforms included within it;

� whether the reforms agreed have been implemented
or whether they are in the process of being imple-
mented; and

� whether budget targets included in the Agreement
as a measure of increased productivity, efficiency or
effectiveness have been met.

Approval from the Cabinet Subcommittee on Labour Rela-
tions is required prior to payment of the second and third pay
increase. The Cabinet Subcommittee on Labour Relations will
make their decision based upon the extent to which the future
productivity initiatives detailed in Appendix C were achieved.

11.1.4 The proposed pay rates applicable from the appro-
priate effective date as per the above conditions are detailed at
Appendix A of this Agreement.

12.�CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
12.1 Sick Leave
12.1.1 In the event of personal illness or injury, an employee

may utilise sick leave benefits. No sick leave shall be granted
with pay if the illness or injury has been caused in any case of
absence from duty without sufficient cause.

12.1.2 Employees must notify their Team Leader/immedi-
ate supervisor, as soon as practicable, of their inability to at-
tend work for any reason and the estimated duration of the
absence.

12.1.3 Upon return to work after a period of sick leave an
employee is required to complete an Application for Leave
form.

12.1.4 The basis for determining the entitlement to leave of
absence on the grounds of illness which an officer may be
granted shall be ascertained by crediting the officer concerned
with the following sick leave credits, which shall be cumula-
tive:

i) Employees will be credited with 12 full days as at 1
January each year.

ii) Employees commencing employment after 1 Janu-
ary of any year will receive an initial credit on a pro
rata basis calculated to the nearest hour as follows:

Number of completed months
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
sick leave credits
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
12.1.5 For the purposes of this clause �service� shall not

include:
i) any period exceeding 14 calendar days during which

an officer is absent on leave without pay. In the case
of leave without pay which exceeds 14 calendar days,
the entire period of such leave without pay is ex-
cised in full;

ii) any period which exceeds six months in one con-
tinuous period during which an officer is absent on
workers� compensation. Provided that only that por-
tion of such continuous absence which exceeds six
months shall not count as �service�;

12.1.6 Any period which exceeds three months in one con-
tinuous period during which an officer is absent on sick leave
without pay.
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12.1.7 Provided that only that portion of such continuous
absence which exceeds three months shall not count as �serv-
ice�. In the case of personal illness or injury of an officer the
employer shall grant the officer leave of absence in accord-
ance with the provisions contained in this clause.

12.1.8 Any application for sick leave of more than two con-
secutive working days must be supported by the certificate of
a registered medical practitioner or, when the nature of the
illness consists of a dental condition by the certificate of a
registered dentist.

12.1.9 An employee may not take more than a total of 5
days of sick leave which is not supported by a medical certifi-
cate in any one calendar year.

12.1.10 Where the employer has occasion to doubt the cause
of illness or the reason for the absence on sick leave the em-
ployer may arrange for a registered medical practitioner to
visit and examine the officer or may direct the officer to at-
tend the registered medical practitioner for examination.

12.1.11 If the employer has reason to believe that an officer
is in such a state of health as to render him a danger to fellow
officers or the public, the employer may require the officer to
obtain and furnish a report as to the officer�s condition from a
registered medical practitioner or may require the officer to
submit him/herself for examination by a medical practitioner
nominated by the employer. The fee for any such examination
shall be paid by the employer. Upon receipt of the medical
report, the employer may direct the officer to be absent from
duty for a specified period or, if already on leave of absence,
direct the officer to continue on leave for a specified period.
Such leave shall be regarded as sick leave.

12.1.12 Where an officer is ill during the period of annual
leave for a period of at least seven consecutive calendar days;
or long service leave for a period of at least 14 consecutive
calendar days and produces at the time or as soon as possible
thereafter medical evidence satisfactory to the employer that
the officer is or was as a result of the illness confined to the
officer�s place of residence or a hospital, the employee will be
granted sick leave for the period during which the officer was
so confined and have the annual or long service leave equiva-
lent to the period of confinement reinstated.

12.1.13 An officer who is absent on leave without pay is not
eligible for sick leave during the currency of that leave with-
out pay.

12.1.14 Where an officer suffers a disability within the mean-
ing of Section 5 of the Workers� Compensation and Assist-
ance Act 1981 which necessitates that the officer be absent
from duty, sick leave with pay shall be granted to the extent of
sick leave credits held by the officer. In accordance with sec-
tion 80(2) of the Workers� Compensation and Assistance Act
1981 where the claim for Workers� Compensation is decided
in favour of the officer sick leave credits are to be reinstated.

12.1.15 Where an officer was, immediately prior to being
employed in the public authority, employed in the service of
the public service of Western Australia or any other State body
of Western Australia and the period between the date when
the officer ceased previous employment and the date of com-
mencing employment in the public authority does not exceed
one week or such other period as approved by the employer,
the employer may credit that officer additional sick leave credits
up to those held at the date the officer ceased previous em-
ployment.

12.2 Carer�s Leave

12.2.1  The employer shall grant an employee carer�s leave
in the case of:

� illness or injury of a partner or dependent child of
an employee; or

� illness or injury of a parent or aged family member
of an employee.

12.2.2 In each calendar year, carer�s leave may be used by
an employee to care for a sick family member as provided for
in this clause. Carer�s leave is not cumulative for the purpose
of caring for a sick family member. The maximum leave which
can be used each year for this purpose is:

� 2½ days from the current year entitlement.

� 5 days accrued from previous years of service with
the employer which are not employee entitlements
from the current year.

12.2.3 An application for carer�s leave exceeding two con-
secutive working days shall be supported by the certificate of
a registered medical practitioner, registered dental practitioner,
or other health practitioner as approved by the employer.

12.2.4 Where a medical certificate is required in accord-
ance with this clause, the certificate must:

� be on the normal letterhead stationery of the regis-
tered medical practitioner, registered dental practi-
tioner or other health practitioner as approved by
the employer, and be signed by that practitioner or
authorised representative.

� include the name of the employee to whom it is is-
sued.

� indicate the period during which the employee or
family member, is or was unfit to perform the em-
ployee�s normal duties.

12.2.5  Employee�s are required to notify their Team Leader/
immediate supervisor, as soon as practicable, of their inability
to attend work due to a sick family member.

12.3 Bereavement Leave
12.3.1 Employees will be entitled to two paid days bereave-

ment leave to be taken when a family member dies. Family
members include a spouse, defacto spouse, child or step child,
parent or step parent or someone who immediately before that
persons death lived with the employee as a member of that
persons family or any other family member as approved by
the Director (Chief Executive Officer).

12.3.2 Nothing prevents the granting of accrued annual or
long service leave to an employee should additional leave be
requested. If such leave is not available, the Director (Chief
Executive Officer) or delegated officer may approve the use
of sick leave entitlements.

12.3.3 (Note The provision of Short Leave for salaried staff
will not be available during the life of this agreement).

12.4 Annual Leave
12.4.1 Each officer is entitled to four weeks� leave on full

pay for each year of service. Annual leave shall be calculated
on a calendar year basis commencing on January 1 in each
year.

12.4.2 An officer may take annual leave during the calendar
year in which it accrues, but the time during which the leave
may be taken is subject to the approval of the employer.

12.4.3 An officer who is first appointed after January 1 is
entitled to pro-rata annual leave for that year in accordance
with the formula outlined below.

12.4.4 Pro-rata annual leave shall be calculated according
to the following formula� Completed calendar months of
service:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Pro rata annual leave (working days):
2 3 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 17 18
12.4.5 Provided that in the first and last months of an offic-

er�s service the officer is entitled to pro rata annual leave of
one working day for each two completed weeks of service.

12.4.6 An officer who commences on the first working day
of a month and works for the remainder of the month and an
officer who has worked throughout a month and terminates
on the last working day of a month shall be regarded as hav-
ing completed that calendar month of service.

12.4.7 Annual leave shall be taken in one period unless oth-
erwise approved by the employer.

12.4.8 On written application, an officer shall be paid sal-
ary in advance when proceeding on annual leave.

12.4.9 An employee should normally take annual leave dur-
ing the calendar year in which it accrues, but the time during
which the leave may be taken is subject to the approval of the
employer.

12.4.10 An officer who, during an accrual period was sub-
ject to variations in ordinary working hours or whose ordi-
nary working hours during the accrual period are less than the
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officer�s ordinary working hours at the time of commence-
ment of annual leave, may elect to take a lesser period of an-
nual leave calculated by converting the average ordinary
working hours during the accrual period to the equivalent or-
dinary hours at the time of commencement of annual leave.

12.4.11 An employee who ceases duty will be paid any un-
used accrued or pro rata annual leave. The provisions of this
paragraph shall also apply to an officer who is dismissed un-
less the misconduct for which the officer has been dismissed
occurred prior to the completion of the qualifying period; and

i) An officer who has been permitted to proceed on
annual recreation leave and who ceases duty before
completing the required continuous service to ac-
crue the leave must refund the value of the unearned
pro rata portion calculated at the rate of salary as at
the date the leave was taken, but no refund is re-
quired in the event of the death of an officer.

ii) When computing the annual leave due under this
clause, no deduction shall be made from such leave
in respect of the period an officer is on annual leave,
observing a public holiday prescribed by this award,
absence through sickness with or without pay.

12.4.12 For the purposes of this clause �service� shall not
include:

i) any period exceeding 14 calendar days during which
an officer is absent on leave without pay. In the case
of leave without pay which exceeds 14 calendar days,
the entire period of such leave without pay is ex-
cised in full;

ii) any period which exceeds six months in one con-
tinuous period during which an officer is absent on
workers� compensation. Provided that only that por-
tion of such continuous absence which exceeds six
months shall not count as �service�; and

iii) any period which exceeds three months in one con-
tinuous period during which an officer is absent on
sick leave without pay. Provided that only that por-
tion of such continuous absence which exceeds three
months shall not count as �service�.

12.4.13 Notwithstanding the foregoing, the employer may
direct an officer to take annual leave and determine the date
which such leave shall commence provided that at least four
weeks notice is given.

12.5 Annual Leave Loading
12.5.1 A loading equivalent to 17 1/2 % of normal salary is

payable to officers who proceed on annual leave, including
accumulated annual leave, ie existing entitlements prevail.

12.6 Long Service Leave
12.6.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an

employee who immediately prior to the registration of the
Agreement, was entitled to long service leave applicable to
government wages employees and employees covered under
the provisions of the GOSAC Award 1992 will continue to
accrue entitlements to long service leave in accordance with
the conditions applying to such an employee prior to the reg-
istration of this Agreement (ie existing entitlement date will
not change).

12.6.2 Subject to subclause 11.5.3 employee�s who com-
mence with Kings Park and Botanic Garden after the com-
mencement of this agreement will be entitled to 13 weeks long
service leave:

� after 10 years continuous service, and
� after each further period of 7 years continuous serv-

ice.
12.6.3 For the purposes of this clause �continuous service�

shall not include:
i) any period exceeding 14 calendar days during which

an officer is absent on leave without pay. In the case
of leave without pay which exceeds 14 calendar days,
the entire period of such leave without pay is ex-
cised in full;

ii) any period which exceeds six months in one con-
tinuous period during which an officer is absent on
workers� compensation. Provided that only that

portion of such continuous absence which exceeds
six months shall not count as �service�;

iii) any period which exceeds three months in one con-
tinuous period during which an officer is absent on
sick leave without pay. Provided that only that por-
tion of such continuous absence which exceeds three
months shall not count as �service�; or

iv) any period where an employee is taking long service
leave nor any period that was taken into account in
calculating a payment in lieu of long service leave.

12.6.4 Any public holiday prescribed in Clause 12.14 of
this agreement which occurs during the period an officer is on
long service leave shall be treated as part of the long service
leave and extra days in lieu thereof shall not be granted.

12.6.5 Long service leave shall be taken within three years
of it becoming due, at a mutually agreed time, provided that
the employer may approve the deferment of long service leave.

12.6.6 Approval to defer the taking of long service leave
may be withdrawn or varied at any time by the employer giv-
ing the officer notice in writing of the withdrawal or varia-
tion.

12.6.7 Long Service Leave may be taken in multiples of
weekly periods subject to the following:

� clearance of long service leave shall not be less than
one weeks� entitlement.

� portions of long service leave of more than one week
shall be taken by the Employee in multiples of weekly
entitlements.

� a minimum balance of long service leave of one week
on full pay shall remain available.

12.6.8 An Employee can apply to the Director (Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer) to take double time at half pay subject to the
following:

� the full entitlement of 13 weeks must be taken (ie
converts to 26 weeks half pay). However, applica-
tions to convert lesser amounts of leave will be con-
sidered where special circumstances exist; and

� financial capacity of the agency to fund the payment.
12.6.9 Prior to accruing the first Long Service Leave enti-

tlement an employee may take pro rata long service leave at
the following intervals:

� after the completion of 7 years� continuous service,
employees shall be entitled to take a further 9 weeks
leave

� after the completion of 10 years� continuous serv-
ice, employees shall be entitled to take a further 4
weeks leave

12.6.10 Where an officer resigns payment for pro rata long
service leave will be made based on clause 12.6.9. Payment
will be based on completed years of continuous service. An
officer who is dismissed will be paid any accrued long service
leave.

12.7 Payout of Leave
12.7.1 If the Employee applies to receive payments rather

than taking periods of accrued annual or long service leave
rather than taking periods of accrued annual leave or long
service leave such application may be approved by the Direc-
tor (Chief Executive Officer) subject to the following:

� 10 days annual or long service leave (depending upon
which type of leave the application for payment ap-
plies) must be taken in a calendar year for any appli-
cation to be approved.

� payment in lieu of leave will not exceed the equiva-
lent of 4 weeks annual leave and 13 weeks long serv-
ice leave in any one calendar year. However,
applications to have greater amounts of leave paid
out will be considered where special circumstances
exist.

� financial capacity of the agency to fund the payment;
and

12.7.2 The payment will be at the salary rate which would
have been paid if the leave had been taken at the date of ap-
proval.
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12.8 Contract of Service
Probation Period
12.8.1 Every new employee appointed to Kings Park and

Botanic Garden, unless transferred from another WA public
sector agency, shall be on probation for a period of three
months, unless otherwise determined by the Director (Chief
Executive Officer).

12.8.2 As part of the Induction process the employer will
provide the employee in writing a clear statement of agreed
outcomes to be achieved during the probationary period. This
process will involve the new employee and their immediate
supervisor undertaking the first stage of the agency�s perform-
ance management (PEAT) cycle during which both parties will
actively contribute to setting the agreed outcomes which are
to be achieved by the end of the probation period. Any train-
ing and development requirements which may be required to
assist the employee achieve the agreed outcomes will be pro-
vided by the employer.

12.8.3 At any time during the period of probation the Direc-
tor (Chief Executive Officer) may annul the appointment and
terminate the services of the employee by giving one weeks
notice or payment in lieu thereof.

12.8.4 Prior to the expiry of the probation period, the Di-
rector (Chief Executive Officer) shall have a report completed
in respect to the employee�s level of performance, efficiency,
conduct and:

� confirm the permanent appointment, or
� extend the probation by up to three months, to a

maximum period of probation of six months, or.
� annul the appointment.

12.9 Fixed Term Contracts
12.9.1 The Director (Chief Executive Officer) may engage

employees on a fixed term contract of up to five years� dura-
tion. Such appointments can be made to cover for employees
who may be on extended leave without pay eg maternity leave;
or where specialist skills are required for short term works,
etc. The use of fixed term appointments will not be used to
replace permanent positions.

12.10 Termination of Employment
12.10.1 The Director (Chief Executive Officer) may sum-

marily dismiss an officer deemed guilty of gross misconduct
or neglect of duty and the officer shall not be entitled to any
notice or payment in lieu of notice.

12.10.2 The periods of notice that Kings Park and Botanic
Garden will be required to give to an employee whose serv-
ices are no longer required, and for an employee to give the
employer notice of their intention to resign are as follows:

Employee�s period of continuous Period of Notice
service with Kings Park and
Botanic Garden
Not more than one year At least 1 week
More than 1 year but not more
than 3 years At least 2 weeks
More than 3 years but not more
than 5 years At least 3 weeks
More than 5 years At least 4 weeks

Except that an employee over 45 and more than 5 years
service will be entitled to an extra week�s notice

12.10.3 Where payment in lieu of notice is given the em-
ployee shall be paid the amount the employee would have
received had the employment continued until the end of the
required termination notice period.

12.10.4 The period of notice required to be given by the
employer may be waived if agreed by the parties.

12.10.5 Prior to an employee�s termination of service the
employee can request a Certificate of Service from Kings Park
and Botanic Garden containing information as to the period
of service and the nature of duties performed by the employee.
No certificate will be issued to an employee summarily dis-
missed.

12.10.6 When an employee resigns the following payments
will be made:

� normal salary/wage to date of termination;

� accrued annual leave, plus a loading of 17.5% of
normal salary/wage rate (if not already paid), but not
to exceed the maximum loading figure;

� pro rata annual leave, no loading is payable; and
� accrued long service leave (including pro rata pay-

ment as per clause 12.6.9.
12.10.7 When an employee is dismissed for gross miscon-

duct or negligence and has served less than 12 months con-
tinuous service, no pro rata annual leave is payable.

12.11 Retirement
12.11.1 An employee who attains the age of 55 years shall

be entitled to retire from Kings Park and Botanic Garden.
12.11.2 When an employee retires the following payments

will be made:
� normal salary/wage to date of retirement;
� accrued annual leave, plus a loading of 17.5% of

normal salary/wage rate (if not already paid), but not
to exceed the maximum loading figure;

� pro rata annual leave, plus loading (if not already
paid);

� accrued long service leave; and
� pro rata long service leave.

12.11.3 In the case of a deceased employee, the above pro-
visions shall apply, with payment made to the estate of the
deceased employee.

12.12 Casual Employment
12.12.1 An employee may be appointed by the hour and

paid a loading of 20% in addition to the normal hourly rate
for their classification in lieu of annual leave, leave loading,
sick leave and payment for public holidays.

12.12.2 The employment of a casual employee may be ter-
minated at any time, and for any reason, by the employee or
employer giving one hour�s notice.

12.13 Public Holidays
12.13.1 The following days shall be paid public holidays:

New Year�s Day; Australia Day; Good Friday; Easter
Monday; Christmas Day; Boxing Day; Anzac Day; Sov-
ereign�s Birthday; Foundation Day; Labour Day.

12.13.2 Those employees currently entitled to the Public
Service holidays at New Year and Easter, and any days substi-
tuted for them, will continue to be allowed. However, the days
shall be taken at a time convenient to both parties during the
calendar year they fall due and shall not be cumulative.

12.13.3 When any of the days mentioned in this clause falls
on a Saturday or Sunday, the holiday will be observed on the
next succeeding Monday.

12.13.4 When Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or Monday,
the holiday will be observed on the next Tuesday.

12.13.5 In each case the substituted day will be a holiday
without deduction of pay and the day for which it is substi-
tuted shall not be a holiday.

12.13.6 By Agreement between the parties an employee may
substitute any of the above days in order to celebrate signifi-
cant events according to their cultural and/or religious beliefs.
In each case the substituted day will be a holiday without de-
duction of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not
be a holiday.

12.14 Hours of Duty
12.14.1 Appendix A �Flexible Working Hours� forms part

of the Agreement and should be read in conjunction with this
clause.

In recognising the needs of employees and operational re-
quirements this agreement provides two options to maximise
flexibility in working hours.

The standard hours framework establishes a flexible ap-
proach in determining hours to be worked so as to take into
account the needs of the agency, employees and visitors. These
arrangements provides for an average working week to be 38
hours calculated over a period of 4 weeks. This means that
hours may change from one week to the next depending upon
operational requirements. Any hours over 152 hours up to a
limit of 10 hours, count as credit hours. This does not include
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overtime which will be paid if an employee is required to work
more than 11 hours in any one day.

The annualised hours framework provides for an average
working week to be 38 hours calculated over a 52 week pe-
riod. This means that hours may change from one week to the
next depending upon operational requirements and allows for
seasonal fluctuations. It allows for credit hours to be built up
during peak periods so that they can be utilised during the low
season.

The parties to the agreement will actively participate in a
comprehensive review of working hours to ensure that full
recognition of the requirements of the agency to be respon-
sive to visitor needs over seven days each week and to further
improve productivity. This review will also include examina-
tion of the staffing requirements and functions performed of
the current weekend fire roster system. This review will be
completed by 1 November 1996.

12.14.2 The ordinary hours of duty to be observed by em-
ployees may be up to 11 hours per day, Monday to Friday
between the hours of 6.00am and 6.00pm.

12.14.3 Hours worked will be reached by agreement be-
tween the employee and their supervisor/manager, based on
the work program of the team. Work team rosters are to en-
sure that sufficient employees to meet visitor needs are avail-
able between 8.30am and 5.00pm Monday to Friday. The start
and finishing times for employees will be flexible and respon-
sive to visitor needs and the operational requirements of the
agency.

12.14.4 All officers will be required to record the hours
worked on a time sheet.

12.15 Overtime
12.15.1 Work required to be performed by Kings Park and

Botanic Garden outside the ordinary hours as outlined above
will be treated as overtime.

12.15.2 An employee will work reasonable overtime when
required and authorised by Kings Park and Botanic Garden.

12.15.3 Payment of overtime, at rates set out within the
award, by mutual agreement will be in either of the following
ways:

� the employee�s accrued hours of overtime can be
credited as Time in Lieu; or

� overtime may be paid at the specified penalty rate;
or

� any combination of the above.
12.15.4 The payment of overtime or the granting of deduc-

tion of prescribed hours will not apply to an employee whose
maximum rate of pay exceeds the maximum rate for Level 5
as set out in the Schedule A. Where it appears just and reason-
able, the Director (Chief Executive Officer) may approve the
payment of overtime or grant time in lieu to any employee
referred to in this paragraph.

12.16 Travelling Allowance
12.16.1 An employee who undertakes approved travel on

official business shall be reimbursed on the following basis:
When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from head-

quarters and accommodation only is provided at no charge to
the employee, or when an employee travels to a place outside
a radius of 50 kilometres measured from the Park, and the trip
does not involve an overnight stay away from the Park, reim-
bursement for meals shall be on the following basis, subject
to the employee�s certification that each meal claimed was
actually purchased:

WA�South of 26º South Latitude:
Breakfast $9.40
Lunch $9.40
Dinner $21.75

WA�North of 26º South Latitude
Breakfast $10.20
Lunch $15.20
Dinner $24.95

Interstate
Breakfast $10.20
Lunch $15.20
Dinner $24.95

� Where a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from
the Park and the employee is fully responsible for
his/her own accommodation, meals and incidental
expenses the Director (Chief Executive Officer) or
delegated officer shall approve reimbursement of the
employee, reasonable expenses for the whole trip,
subject to production of receipts by the employee.

12.16.2 Incidental expenses shall include but not be limited
to train, bus and taxi fares, official telephone calls and laun-
dry and dry cleaning expenses.

12.16.3 The Director (Chief Executive Officer) may approve
payment of an advance to an employee about to undertake
overnight travel, to cover up to 90% of estimated reasonable
expenses. A detailed travel claim form is required to be com-
pleted by the employee upon their return to work to identify
any further payment required or refund of a portion of any
advance made.

12.16.4 Reimbursement of expenses shall not be suspended
should an employee become ill whilst travelling, provided sick
leave is approved in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement and the employee continues to incur accommoda-
tion, meal and incidental expenses.

13.�PAST PRODUCTIVITY
The following past productivity initiatives have been in-

cluded in determining the value of the Agreement:
� reduction in average staffing level of the agency over

the last four years
� organisational restructure�improved communica-

tions and accountability
� improvement in the management of living collec-

tions
� increase in customer focus through provision of uni-

forms
� improved work practices

14.�PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS AND
MEASUREMENT

All parties to the Agreement agree that the achievement of
the target outcomes during the duration of the Agreement is
integral to the ongoing workplace improvement process. The
achievements of the target outcomes are beneficial to both the
employer, through improved productivity and to the employ-
ees through an increase in pay.

Where possible these productivity measures have been based
on goals set out in the agency�s strategic plan.

Assessment of the improvements in productivity will be
carried out by a workplace committee through regular moni-
toring and evaluating of performance measures.

A summary of performance will be provided to the Corpo-
rate Executive every four months.

One of the key objectives of the agreement is to develop
career opportunities for all staff and having an appropriate
classification structure is crucial to achieving this objective.
Accordingly, during the term of this agreement, the existing
classification systems will be evaluated in consultation with
appropriate government agencies and unions party to the agree-
ment with a view to develop a more flexible and appropriate
classification structure for Kings Park and Botanic Garden. It
is expected that a complete evaluation for a new classification
structure be completed by 30 June 1997.

The Productivity Improvements to be achieved during the
term of the agreement are contained in Appendix C.

15.�DRESS AND UNIFORMS
Except where otherwise directed by the employer for opera-

tional or public relations reasons, an employee may choose
their own style of dress for the time spent at work, provided
that reasonable standards are maintained.

An employee engaged in work which requires dealing with
members of the public shall be provided with a uniform free
of charge in quantities and under conditions set by the em-
ployer, agreed between the employee and employer, provided
that the employer instructs those employees to wear a uni-
form as part of their duties.
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16.�BUILDING WORK TEAMS
The parties to the agreement are committed to building self

managed work teams which focus on the participative man-
agement of work and the more flexible use of resources.

The development and enhancement of self managed work
teams will give all employees the opportunity to participate in
improving the performance of their work area and to develop
new skills. This will be achieved by the introduction of a struc-
tured team planning process throughout the agency. It will
lead to the implementation of more flexible working arrange-
ments which focus on improved visitor focus and productiv-
ity issues and also provide employees a greater sense of
involvement and achievement.

With the development of self managed work teams, mem-
bers will work towards taking more and more day to day re-
sponsibility for the work done, with less direct supervision.
Managers will focus more on strategic operational issues to
ensure outcomes are achieved by workteams efficiently and
effectively.

Systems will be established and implemented to ensure that
all team building activities are coordinated and integrated
across the agency. The parties to the agreement have agreed to
some changes to award provisions that enable teams to intro-
duce more flexible arrangements in their workplace to one
that best meets the needs of their customers, the work and
individual preferences.

By 30 June 1996, each work area will have developed an
operational plan for the forthcoming year. Essential compo-
nents of this plan will be

� identification of their customers and key outcomes
for the period

� productivity improvement plans to meet the opera-
tional requirements of the team

� resource allocations and employee responsibilities
� performance indicators that account for the achieve-

ment of productivity improvements; and
� a 12 month schedule for planned leave which en-

sures adequate coverage of all existing work within
current resource allocation.

Many team members will need broader skills before being
able to fully adapt to working in a self managed team so exist-
ing jobs may need to be redesigned to include a broader range
of skills, knowledge and responsibility. The sort of skills that
will be important include planning, work scheduling, quality
control, customer service, financial management and training
skills. Appropriate training needs identified during the PEAT
process either at team or individual level will be provided.

16.1 Acting and Higher Duties Arrangements
Each work team will, wherever possible, provide for the

development of skills within their group and will support skill
development across teams to ensure there is a satisfactory pool
of skills available for the ongoing provision of services and to
enhance internal career paths.

Wherever possible work teams will organise the coverage
of essential duties in their area when a team member is absent
on short periods of leave. Allocation of other duties during
these periods forms part of the team�s on the job skill devel-
opment program. This will contribute to the development of a
team approach in each work area, as well as providing in-
creased flexibility in how work is organised and the ability to
manage within existing resource allocation. In this situation
the work team shall best determine the allocation of tasks and
the extent to which any higher duties will be paid.

When a position is to be vacant for a period of time longer
than four weeks and it is not possible for the work team to
maintain essential duties, an acting opportunity can be offered.
Expressions of Interest can be called from employees through-
out the agency as part of the plan to provide career develop-
ment opportunities for all staff.

The selection procedures for acting arrangements is to be
fair and equitable and applicants are to be objectively assessed
against the stated selection criteria. Decision making is to take
into account the needs of the work team and the skill develop-
ment needs of employees.

If an employee does not undertake the full duties or respon-
sibilities of the position, or shares the acting with one or more
employees, a percentage of the full higher duties allowance
can be calculated and paid. In all such circumstances the em-
ployee shall be advised prior to commencing the acting what
percentage of duties and responsibilities will be performed.

In situations where an employee is selected on merit to act
in a position which may be classified under a different award
to that which the employee is substantively engaged, then the
employee will be paid in accordance with the salary rates ap-
plicable to that of the position being acted in. At the conclu-
sion of the acting period the employee will revert to his/her
substantive classification level.

Many team members will need broader skills before being
able to fully adapt to working in a self managed team so exist-
ing jobs may need to be redesigned to include a broader range
of skills, knowledge and responsibility. The sort of skills that
will be important include planning, work scheduling, quality
control, customer service, financial management and training
skills. Appropriate training needs identified during the PEAT
process either at team or individual level will be provided.

17.�SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE
Having a safe workplace and safe work means that proc-

esses are safe, healthy lifestyles are promoted and everyone is
encouraged to be responsible for their own safety and wellbe-
ing.

A commitment to safety benefits both employees and the
productivity of the agency. This shared commitment has al-
ready led to significant improvements over the last few years
and is now the basis for future improvements in our safety
performance.

To achieve continued improvements the parties agree:
� to continuously improve the safety of work systems,

workplaces and machinery and equipment;
� to continue to provide rehabilitation of injured em-

ployees;
� to continue to provide free and confidential personal

counselling to employees and their families through
the Employee Assistance Program;

� continuously improve employee skill development
� continuously improve the safety committee and con-

sultative processes; and
� to investigate the introduction of a proactive wellness

program which includes activities to enhance well-
being of employees.

Consistent with the objective of having a safe workplace
and safe work, smoking will not be permitted during work
hours.

18.�A MULTI SKILLED CAPABLE WORKFORCE
Critical to the success of the Business Plan 1995-2005 is a

capable workforce with the skills that closely match the kind
of work needed to best meet the requirements of visitors and
government policy.

During the life of the agreement the parties will actively
work together to further develop a generic strategic skills
framework applicable for all Kings Park and Botanic Garden
employees.

Employees will need to have some level of skill in each of
the areas defined in the skills framework depending on the
type of area they work in and the needs of their particular
customers. Job Description forms which clearly identify the
skills required to perform the job will be developed for all
jobs.

With the development of self managed work teams the jobs
themselves will be more meaningful and productive as they
will be designed to:

� improve visitor services;
� improve operational effectiveness;
� offer a variety and focus on the whole job;
� give teams more autonomy; and
� improve employability.
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19.�SIGNATURE OF THE PARTIES
Signed for and on behalf of the Common Seal
CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA by D. Robinson (signed)

...................................
Date:.. 19.6.96 .............

Signed for and on behalf of the
KINGS PARK BOARD by Steve Hopper

...................................
Date:...20/6/96.............

20.�APPENDIX A�FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS
1. Policy Objective
To enhance the agency�s scope in

� the consideration of customer/visitor needs:
� employee preference (greater flexibility to meet per-

sonal needs); and
� meeting the business needs of the agency in an effi-

cient and effective manner.
The policy is designed to provide both parties with greater

flexibility and to recognise that Kings Park and Botanic Gar-
den operates on a seven day week basis.

In doing so the agency recognises that it is appropriate to
offer employees with the option of selecting an annualised
hours framework or the standard hours framework.

2. Definition
Flexible working hours means that employees have the free-

dom to choose their hours of work within an increased span
of hours during Monday to Friday. This is subject to fulfilling
agreed minimum hours over an agreed settlement period,
meeting agreed work commitments and contributing towards
the achievement of the agencies objectives. Variations to meet
personal preference can be tailored whilst meeting business
needs.

3. Annualised Hours Framework
Hours of duty
Employees shall be required to account for 1,976 hours

within one settlement period. This consists of 1,824 working
hours (including public holidays) and 152 annual leave hours,
based on 48 working weeks and 4 weeks annual leave.

The settlement period shall be a 52 week period. Each set-
tlement period shall commence with nil hours worked, plus or
minus hours from the previous settlement period.

Ordinary hours may be worked between 6.00am and 6.00pm
Monday to Friday as determined by Kings Park and Botanic
Garden according to the needs of the agency.

Starting and finishing times will be flexible and responsive
to operational requirements as determined by Kings Park and
Botanic Garden.

Resource needs and hours required to be worked will be
determined within the work environment and agreed by the
respective Assistant Director (Divisional Head) to decide the
most suitable working arrangements.

An employee may be required to work a minimum of 4 hours
up to a maximum of 11 ordinary hours, exclusive of meal
breaks, on any given day as determined by the work team.

Commencement of Work
Wherever possible each employee will commence work each

day at their specific work location.
For those employees who are not based in the depot, trans-

port to and from the depot before and after lunch or at close of
work will not be necessary and will cease, avoiding consider-
able losses in time and productivity.

Recording Attendance
All officers eligible under the provisions of this policy shall

be required to maintain a timesheet with a continuous total for
hours worked over the settlement period.

Timesheets are to be audited by the Assistant Director (Di-
visional Head) /Team Leader at random intervals and verified
regularly.

Officers shall be responsible for recording times accurately.
Falsification of timesheets may lead to disciplinary action.

Meal Breaks
The ordinary hours of service will be consecutive except for

an unpaid meal break of not less than 30 minutes.
The time and length of a meal break may be altered by the

employer to meet operational requirements. However, an em-
ployee will not be required to work for more than 5 hours
without a meal break, provided this period may be extended
in an emergency situation, in which case the employee will
take a meal break as soon as is possible following such an
emergency situation.

Workteam Roster
Ordinary hours of service will be worked according to a

roster which will be developed by Kings Park and Botanic
Garden following consultation with employees to take into
consideration personal & seasonal nature of the Park�s activi-
ties. These rosters will be developed so that the ordinary hours
of service will be an average of 38 hours per week calculated
over a 52 week period. Unless otherwise agreed, employees
will not be required to work more than five consecutive days.

The roster may be subject to change by the employees or
Kings Park and Botanic Garden based on personal or opera-
tional requirements.

In cases involving ordinary hours exceeding 1,976 in a 52
week cycle, Kings Park and Botanic Garden will pay the em-
ployee an amount equal to such ordinary hours calculated at
the overtime rate of pay or will approve the equivalent time
off in lieu or combination of both.

Credit hours accumulated in the peak season will be utilised
for the purposes of shorter working weeks and/or time off in
the low season according to the roster developed for each work
team.

Credit for Leave Purposes
Paid leave will be credited as follows:

for sick, annual leave, long service leave and public holi-
days, 7.6 hours will be credited for each day of such leave.
for the purposes of all other paid leave, a day will be
credited for the time an employee was rostered to work
had the employee been at work on the day(s) that paid
leave was taken.

Reconciliation of Hours on Termination
In cases involving termination of an employee�s services

there will be a reconciliation of ordinary hours worked to de-
termine the amount of debit or credit hours having regard to
the nominal average number of hours worked to the date of
termination.

In cases involving a credit of hours, Kings Park and Bo-
tanic Garden will pay to the employee, on termination, an
amount equivalent to such credit hours calculated at the ordi-
nary rate of pay.

In cases involving a debit of hours the employee will have
deducted from their termination payment an amount equiva-
lent to such debit hours calculated at the ordinary rate of pay.

4. Hours of Service�Standard framework
The parties agree that the span of ordinary working hours

will be between 6.00am and 6.00pm from Monday to Friday.
The ordinary hours of service will be 152 hours in any four

week cycle, ie an average of 38 hours per week. Unless other-
wise agreed, employees will not be required to work more
than five consecutive days.

An employee may be required to work a minimum of six
hours up to a maximum of 11 ordinary hours, exclusive of
meal breaks, on any given day as determined by the agency.

The actual times and hours worked by individuals will be
determined as part of the team planning process. Starting and
finishing times will be flexible and responsive to visitor needs
and other operational requirements of the agency. Any changes
to working hours, proposed by either management or the in-
dividual, needs to be mutually agreed. Once agreed at the work
team level, the changed hours of work can be introduced fol-
lowing endorsement of the work area�s team plan.

Mutual agreement means that agreement is reached
after employees have been informed of the issues under
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consideration and when managers and employees enter into
new arrangements freely, after full and open discussion and
without coercion.

As part of their team planning, each work team will ensure
adequate staffing between 8.30am and 5.00pm to ensure visi-
tor needs are met.

The ordinary hours of service will be consecutive except for
an unpaid meal break of not less than 30 minutes.

The time and length of a meal break may be altered by the
employer to meet operational requirements. However, an em-
ployee will not be required to work for more than 5 hours
without a meal break, provided this period may be extended
in an emergency situation, in which case the employee will
take a meal break as soon as is possible following such an
emergency situation.

For the purposes of recording and monitoring time worked,
there will be four week cycle period, with all officers required
to maintain a timesheet with a continuous total for hours
worked over the settlement period.

Timesheets are to be audited by the Assistant Director (Di-
visional Head) /Team Leader at random intervals and verified
regularly.

Officers shall be responsible for recording times accurately.
Falsification of timesheets may lead to disciplinary action.

Hours in excess of the required 152 hours, up to a maxi-
mum of 10 hours, will receive credit time at single rates, which
may be utilised for time off as agreed between and employee
and their Manager/Team Leader or, alternatively carried for-
ward to the next four week cycle.

Debit hours below the required 152 hours will be carried
forward to the next four week cycle.

Paid leave will be credited as 7.6 hours for each day of such
leave.

21.�APPENDIX B�DISPUTE RESOLUTION
PROCEDURE

The purpose of the dispute settlement procedure is to allow
the employer and employees access to a system to discuss and
resolve any matters of dispute, difficulties or questions in re-
lation to the agreement, including any provisions implied in
the agreement by the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act 1993.

The employer and employees agree to take all necessary steps
to ensure all issues receive prompt attention and are resolved
by conciliation, preferably by internal settlement of issues.

The employer commits to expeditiously deal with any dif-
ferences that may arise between the employer and any em-
ployee or group of employees. The employees commit
themselves to speedily resolve any differences with the em-
ployer by consultation and direct negotiation.

The parties shall take an early and active part in discussions
and negotiations aimed at preventing or settling disputes and
where in any case a dispute cannot be resolved by direct con-
sultation between the parties involved the following proce-
dure is to apply:

Stage One
Any employee or group of employees with a dispute shall

discuss it at a local level with their line manager (Team Leader)
in the first instance.

A dispute of the employer shall be discussed with an em-
ployee or group of employees in the first instance.

Stage two
If not satisfactorily resolved at a local level, a dispute shall

be discussed between the employee(s), the line manager (Team
Leader) and the Assistant Director.

Stage Three
If not satisfactorily resolved at Stage Two the dispute shall

be discussed between the Employee(s), Assistant Director and
the Chief Executive Officer.

Stage Four
Where agreement cannot be reached by Stage Three, the

matter may be referred by the Employer to the Industrial Re-
lations Commission for a conference, at which the employer
and employee(s) may put proposals for dispute settlement to
apply on a �without a prejudice basis�.

Where either party does not accept the decision of the In-
dustrial Relations Commission the appropriate appeal proce-
dures may be followed.

At any time in the dispute settlement procedure the employer
or employee(s) may consult with an Association / Union on
�without prejudice basis�.

(Note: When a matter being dealt with at a particular stage
is not resolved then it is to be dealt with at the next stage.)

The first meeting to be convened pursuant to Stages One
and Two shall be convened within one working day of a re-
quest by any party.

Meetings pursuant to Stage Three shall be convened within
four working days of a request by any party or as mutually
agreed between the employee(s) and the Assistant Director.

Until a dispute is settled, work should continue as it did
before the dispute. No party shall be prejudiced as to the final
dispute settlement by the continuance of work.

22.�APPENDIX C�FUTURE PRODUCTIVITY
The following key objectives and productivity improvements

will be implemented by 30 June 1996:
Planned Outcomes Performance Measures
Implementation of new New Positions advertised.
organisational structure
Employee awareness and Awareness raising to be
commitment to agency, undertaken as part of the
vision, mission, values, PEAT process. Commitment
strategies and objectives to Mission as identified by

examination of documentation.
Development of Operational Plans developed
operational plans for each and key outcomes achieved.
Division and work team
showing key result areas
and performance measures.
2% reduction in number of Reduction achieved.
days lost through
absenteeism

The following key objectives and productivity improvements
will be implemented by 1 November 1996:
Planned Outcomes Productivity Measure
� Evaluate and implement a Review completed on time and
comprehensive review of recommendations implemented.
out of hours working
arrangements including
more flexible working hours,
overtime rates and week end
work.

The following key objectives and productivity improvements
will be implemented by 30 June 1997:
Objective 1
To Increase opportunities for visitor enjoyment and hence increase
both visitor numbers and financial return.
Planned Outcomes Productivity Measures
Increase public information Visitor Services Questionnaire
about Kings Park and indicates increased public
Botanic Garden knowledge and increase in staff

knowledge of the Park.
Monitor visitor trends Visitor Surveys to be undertaken.
including establishment of
daily visitor numbers to
monitor park usage
Development of
maintenance schedules for Maintenance schedules
all existing assets developed and implementation

commenced.
Implement and evaluate Fewer complaints, more praise
visitor services policy as identified by visitor survey.
(customer focus)
Conduct 3 pilot events and Successful events held�well
evaluate public demand attended with positive visitor

feedback.
Implement improvements Changes identified and
according to visitor implemented.
expectations and strategic
plan
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Planned Outcomes Productivity Measures

Development of Schedule developed.
management program for
disposal of assets

Ensure high standards of Visitor surveys, indicate public/
cleanliness, public safety, staff rate safety standards as
access for all, provision of high.
facilities

Objective 2

To promote, celebrate and maintain Aboriginal, colonial and con-
temporary cultural heritage.

Planned Outcomes Productivity Measures

Develop and progressive Plan developed and
implementation of a culture implementation commenced.
and heritage plan.

Foster community Range of successful events held
involvement in and as signalled by attendance�
celebration of WA cultural
heritage activities

Collaborative arrangements Both function effectively
with Friends of Kings Park/
Kings Park Guides.

Develop an accurate Collection documented.
reference collection of
historic data on Kings Park
and Botanic Garden.

Objective 3

To increase opportunities for interstate and international tourists
and hence increase revenue.

Planned Outcomes Productivity Measures

Tourist products proposed Products adopted�visitor
for evaluation support.

Regular consultation with Alliances developed and
the tourist industry and WA maintained.
Tourism Commission

Objective 4

To develop, arrange and display collections of Western Austral-
ian and other flora for visitors and the community.

Planned Outcomes Productivity Measures

Ensure relevant living Number of collections reviewed
collections policy is and key outcomes achieved.
implemented

Deliver and progressively Development of Implementation
implement Botanic Garden Schedule and commence
Master Plan implementation.

Develop and enhance Plant Reliable, accurate and up to date
Database information available.

Significantly improve Visitor survey indicate
displays of WA flora to improvements in displays.
encourage public awareness
of Western Australian and
other flora

Increased signage More relevant signs.
interpreting the living
collections

Improve germplasm Implementation of relevant
storage facilities storage techniques.

Objective 5

To demonstrate leadership in urban bushland management espe-
cially for the Perth and regional communities.

Planned Outcomes

Increase professional and Control of weeds within the
volunteer bushland bushland.
management

Improved signage in the More relevant signs.
bushland

Improved bushland Key outcomes of the Bushland
management Management Plan achieved.

Objective 6
To undertake and promote leading edge science pertinent to inte-
grated conservation of flora for present and future generations.
Planned Outcomes
Improved bushland Key outcomes of the Bushland
restoration procedures Management Plan achieved.
Advanced propagation and Advanced propagation and
storage methods for storage techniques in place and
germplasm of rare and operational.
endangered flora
Publication of research Results published and
results and effective application of findings.
communication of research
findings

Organisational Development
Planned Outcomes Productivity Measures
Clarity of roles, New Act drafted and tabled with
responsibilities and Minister.
accountability of Kings
Park Board under the
proposed new Act.
Efficient and effective Key outcomes achieved.
functioning of corporate
executive
Increased job satisfaction Employee Survey indicates

increased job satisfaction.
Evaluation of appropriate Classification structures
classification structure(s) reviewed by all parties.
for all Kings Park and
Botanic Garden employees
Better utilisation of Outcomes achieved on time and
resources and a clear within budget allocation.
achievement of outcomes
Increased empowerment and Increase skills mix and provision
teamwork of employee�s of appropriate training and

development opportunities and
reduction in management time
spent on hands on decision
making process

Development of Master Program developed and trialed.
Gardeners program
Enhancement of Student Enhancements in place.
Horticulturists program
Sound financial management Unqualified Financial

Statements and Performance
Indicators; budgets managed
effectively in accordance with
the Business Plan; projects
delivered on time and on budget.

Provision of quality human High quality consistent advice
resource management. provided to staff as identified by

Employee Survey.

Future Issues
Within the life of this Agreement all parties have identified issues
that may have a bearing upon future enterprise bargaining agree-
ment�s within Kings Park and Botanic Garden. These issues in-
clude further developments that build upon the negotiations and
direction contained within this Agreement.

� Further discussions by the negotiation committee will
consider, but not be limited to investigating:

� Further minimisation of differences between the dif-
ferent awards

� More flexible working arrangements
� Competency based standards (Management, training

and classification)
� Implementation of new technology and innovations
� Ongoing implementation of specific work process im-

provements
� Reduction in OH&S Frequency and Average Lost Time

rates

� Salary packaging
Progressive discussions on these issues and alternative issues iden-
tified by all parties prior to the expiry of this Agreement will
facilitate the development of future agreements.
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23.�APPENDIX D�PAY RATES
The salary and wage rates applicable during the term of the

Agreement are:
Salaried Level Salary per Salary per Salary per Salary per

Annum Annum Annum Annum
prior to from 1/7/96 1/1/97

commencement  commencement
$ $ $ $

Level 1 4% ($42.32 per f/n) 3% 3%
Under 17 Years        10,873 11,977 12,336 12,706
17 years        12,707 13,811 14,225 14,652
18 years        14,822 15,926 16,404 16,896
19 years        17,157 18,261 18,809 19,373
20 years       19,267 20,371 20,982 21,611
21 years or 1st year of
adult service       21,165 22,269 22,937 23,625

22 years or 2nd year of
 adult service       21,817 22,921 23,608 24,317

23 years or 3rd year of
 adult service       22,468 23,572 24,279 25,007

24 years or 4th year of
adult service       23,115 24,219 24,945 25,694

25 years or 5th year of of
adult service       23,766 24,870 25,616 26,384

26 years or 6th year of
adult service       24,417 25,521 26,286 27,075

27 years or 7th year of
adult service       25,166 26,270 27,058 27,870

28 years or 8th year of
adult service       25,684 26,788 27,591 28,419

29 years or 9th year of
adult service       26,450 27,554 28,380 29,232

Level 2
1st year 27,367 28,471 29,325 30,205
2nd year 28,070 29,174 30,049 30,951
3rd year 28,809 29,913 30,810 31,735
4th year 29,590 30,694 31,615 32,563
5th year 30,407 31,511 32,456 33,430
Level 3
1st year 31,530 32,634 33,613 34,621
2nd year 32,405 33,509 34,514 35,550
3rd year 33,307 34,411 35,443 36,506
4th year 34,233 35,337 36,397 37,489
Level 4
1st year 35,503 36,607 37,705 38,836
2nd year 36,498 37,602 38,730 39,892
3rd year 37,522 38,626 39,785 40,978
Level 5
1st year 39,494 40,598 41,816 43,070
2nd year 40,827 41,931 43,189 44,484
3rd year 42,212 43,316 44,615 45,954
4th year 43,649 44,753 46,095 47,478
Level 6
1st year 45,960 47,064 48,476 49,930
2nd year 47,531 48,635 50,094 51,597
3rd year 49,157 50,261 51,769 53,322
4th year 50,893 51,997 53,557 55,163
Level 7
1st year 53,555 54,659 56,299 57,988
2nd year 55,397 56,501 58,196 59,942
3rd year 57,401 58,505 60,260 62,068
Level 8
1st year 60,658 61,762 63,615 65,523
2nd year 62,991 64,095 66,018 67,998
3rd year 65,884 66,988 68,997 71,067
Level 9
1st year 69,497 70,601 72,719 74,900
2nd year 71,938 73,042 75,233 77,490
3rd year 74,722 75,826 78,101 80,444

MINISTRY OF THE PREMIER AND CABINET,
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY OFFICE ENTERPRISE

BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996
No. PSA AG 141 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia

(Incorporated)
and

Ministry of Premier and Cabinet, Government Property
Office.

No. PSA AG 141 of 1996.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.

11 September 1996.
Order.

REGISTRATION OF AN
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT

No. PSA AG 141 OF 1996
HAVING heard Mr R. Carlton on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr G. Moore on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, Gov-
ernment Property Office Enterprise Bargaining Agree-
ment 1996, No. PSA AG 141 of 1996, as specified by the
following schedule, be registered as an Industrial Agree-
ment.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the �Ministry of the Pre-

mier and Cabinet, Government Property Office Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement 1996�, No. PSA AG 141 of 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope
4. Parties Bound
5. Number of Employees Bound by the Agreement
6. Definitions
7. Date and Operation of this Agreement
8. No Further Claims
9. Relationship to the Parent Award

10. Single Bargaining Unit
11. Audit of 4% Second Tier and 1989 Structural Effi-

ciency Principle
12. Purpose of Agreement
13. Quality Management and Continuous Improvement
14. Past and Current Measures to Increase Productivity,

Efficiency, Flexibility and Quality
15. Hours
16. Public Holidays
17. Annual Leave and Annual Leave Loading
18. Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
19. Carer�s Leave
20. Parental Leave
21. Bereavement Leave
22. Union Facilities�Access
23. Workforce Development and Career Mobility
24. Part-Time Employment
25. Skills Development Leave
26. Dispute Settlement Procedure
27. Re-Open Negotiations
28. Salaries
29. Signatories
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3.�SCOPE
The Agreement shall apply to all officers employed pursu-

ant to the Public Sector Management Act 1994 at the Minis-
try of the Premier and Cabinet, Government Property Office.

4.�PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding according to its terms upon:

(1) The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
(Incorporated);
and

(2) Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, Government
Property Office.

5.�NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BOUND BY THE
AGREEMENT

It is estimated that 3 employees will be bound by this agree-
ment upon registration.

6.�DEFINITIONS
In this agreement, the following expressions shall have the

following meaning:
�The Ministry� means the Ministry of the Premier and

Cabinet
�The Employer� means the Chief Executive, Govern-

ment Property Office
�The Office� means the Government Property Office
�The Employee� includes full time, part time, perma-

nent and fixed term contract employees employed by The
Ministry

�Agreement� means this Enterprise Bargaining Agree-
ment

�The Parties� means the Employer and Union when
referred to jointly in this Agreement

�Parental Leave� is a period of unpaid leave available
to an employee

�Replacement Employee� is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental
leave

�Permanent Part-time Employment� is defined as regu-
lar and continuing employment up to a maximum of 30
hours per week (based on 37.5 hours per week full time
employment) or 32 hours per week (based on 40 hours
per week full time employment).

7.�DATE AND OPERATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
(1) The Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the

first pay period commencing on or after the date of the Agree-
ment�s registration with the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission, under terms of Section 41 of the In-
dustrial Relations Act, 1979.

(2) The Agreement shall remain in operation for a fixed pe-
riod of 12 months from the date of operation provided discus-
sions between the parties shall commence not later than three
(3) months before the expiry date of the Agreement.

(3) This Agreement shall not be cancelled or varied during
its term, unless otherwise provided for.

8.�NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) The parties to this agreement undertake that for the du-

ration of the agreement there shall be no further salary or wage
increases sought or granted except for those provided under
the terms of this agreement.

(2) This agreement shall not operate so as to cause an em-
ployee a reduction in ordinary time earnings.

9.�RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in

conjunction with the Public Service Award 1992, the parent
Award.

(2) Where there is an inconsistency between this Agreement
and the parent Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the ex-
tent of any inconsistency.

10.�SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) This agreement has been negotiated through a Single

Bargaining Unit (SBU).

(2) The SBU comprises representatives from the Employer
and the Union.

11.�AUDIT OF 4% SECOND TIER AND 1989
STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY PRINCIPLE

The parties agree that matters arising from previous indus-
trial agreements or award changes emanating from the �Re-
structuring and Efficiency Principle� of 1987 and the Structural
Efficiency Principle of the 1988 and 1989 National and State
Wage Cases shall not be counted when considering the pro-
ductivity benefits and salary improvements arising from this
Agreement.

12.�PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the Gov-

ernment Property Office can achieve its Mission:
�to assist government in the efficient and effective use of
the State�s real property assets, including the provision
of office accommodation�

(2) This agreement supports the implementation and man-
agement of the Key Issues identified in the Government Prop-
erty Office�s Strategic Plan. These issues include:

� Government real property�land, buildings and work
environments�is a powerful resource that accounts
for approximately one half of the value of all gov-
ernment assets in Western Australia. The strategic
value of these assets to the State is only just emerg-
ing.

� Strategic management of property assets involves
maximising operational flexibility by critically re-
viewing the management and performance of prop-
erty holdings, identifying those which are
under-utilised, those which have potential for fur-
ther development and those which are surplus to re-
quirements.

� Greater recognition that decisions on how property
assets are managed have a significant impact on gov-
ernment finances.

� Better management of government property has be-
come essential in an environment of improved pub-
lic sector administration, including microeconomic
reform and structural reforms such as privatisation,
contracting out and competitive tendering.

� In a time of fiscal constraint there are significant
opportunities for increased efficiency in the use and
management of property assets.

� The Government Property Office has a role in en-
suring that information is available to Government
in terms of the property assets it owns, how much
they are worth and whether or not they are still re-
quired.

13.�QUALITY MANAGEMENT AND CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

(1) Employees are expected to contribute to a continuous
improvement program in the Office through the continuation
of the Work Process Improvement Groups and to achieve pro-
ductivity in the following areas:

(a) continue to seek policy, procedures and performance
measurements which will maximise the Govern-
ment�s return on property assets;

(b) continue to seek improvements and enhancements
to internal process; and

(c) make regular and continuous suggestions to improve
performance and productivity of the Office as a whole
and to improve services to clients.

14.�PAST AND CURRENT MEASURES TO IMPROVE
PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY, FLEXIBILITY AND

QUALITY
(1) Past Productivity Improvements

(a) The Parties agree that between the period January
1992 and December 1995 there have been a range
of measures introduced within the Office to improve
productivity, efficiency, flexibility and quality.

(b) The Parties agree that such productivity improve-
ments are substantial and in recognition of these im-
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provements there should be a specific salary increase
of 2% from the date of operation of this Agreement.

(c) The following initiatives to achieve productivity will
continue to be supported and enhanced:

� participation on and support for Planning and
Advisory Committees;

� continuous improvement in the application of
Technology;

� policy review and formulation;
� incorporation of new whole of Government

initiatives.
(2) Ongoing Productivity Initiatives
Achievement of genuine productivity gains realised by meet-

ing specified targets will result in pay rises over the lifetime
of this Agreement.

All staff will participate in and contribute towards continu-
ous improvement in workplace efficiency and effectiveness.
Productivity resulting from this may be related to either GPO
processes or have a focus on Government-wide property man-
agement practices. Additional initiatives arising from the con-
tinuous improvement process will be subject to future claims
for productivity payments.

(3) Productivity Improvement Plan
(a) Our Aim

The aim of the Government Property Office is to be
a dynamic and customer focussed organisation, add-
ing value to Government through the efficient and
effective use of real property and office accommo-
dation.
As a means of continuing the drive to achieve greater
effectiveness and efficiency in delivering its pro-
grams, the Government Property Office has em-
barked on a program of continuous improvement.
The Productivity Improvement Plan outlines the ini-
tiatives GPO plans to implement over the life of this
Agreement.

(b) Productivity Measures
As a central government agency, the Government
Property Office aims to improve effectiveness and
efficiency throughout Government. For this reason
the majority of productivity improvement initiatives
will deliver benefits to Government by improving
the performance of all agencies that own or utilise
property including their office accommodation.
For this reason initiatives are described under two
headings. Firstly, the improvements identified to im-
prove the performance of GPO which directly cre-
ate savings to the organisation. Secondly,
improvements in Government wide property man-
agement.
Section 1�GPO Internal Efficiency Initiatives
The ongoing continuous improvement program is
intended to identify further internal efficiency meas-
ures which will enable GPO to maintain and improve
its service delivery outcomes while also saving re-
sources. An example of this is the review of FTE
numbers.
The first intention is to streamline administrative
processes in the administration and control of Gov-
ernment owned offices. If successful, the target is to
reduce FTEs employed in this area by 1 by 1 July
1996.
Secondly, it is intended to review the Office Accom-
modation sub-program to derive efficiency savings
in the work processes of this area. A reduction tar-
get of 1 FTE is envisaged for achievement by 1 No-
vember 1996.
It is important to recognise that these initiatives also
deliver benefits to Government. For example, con-
tinuous improvement identifies better work practices
and processes. This translates into better customer
focus and an overall improvement in organisational
performance, which in turn leads to whole of Gov-
ernment benefits in property management.

Section 2�GPO Government Wide Efficiency Ini-
tiatives
Some of the resources made available from past pro-
ductivity improvements, repackaging of conditions
and the ongoing efficiency improvements, as identi-
fied in Section 1, will be utilised to resource the ini-
tiatives described in Section 2.

(4) Salary Increase
Subject to successful implementation of the Productivity

Improvement Plan, a salary increase of 5% will be applied in
two tranches:

� 2.5% effective 1 July 1996 subject to the achieve-
ment of targets specified prior to that date; and

� 2.5% effective 1 December 1996 subject to the
achievement of targets specified prior to that date.

In the event that the productivity targets are partially
achieved, a proportional salary increase will be paid.

15.�HOURS
This clause is to be read in conjunction with Clause 16�

Hours, Public Service Award 1992.
Employees at the Government Property Office may choose

to work a 37.5 hour week or a 40 hour week.
Flexible Working Hours

(1) It is agreed that the provision of flexible working
hours will take account of customer needs, business
flexibility and the preferences of employees.

(2) Flexible working hours are available only to employ-
ees of classification level 5 or below.

(3) Full time employees will work an average of 40 hours
per week over a 12 week cycle (6 pay periods) of
480 hours; or 37.5 hours per week over a 12 week
cycle (6 pay periods) of 450 hours.

(4) The span of working hours shall extend from 7.00am
to 6.00pm.

(5) Unless in the employer�s opinion exceptional cir-
cumstances prevail, employees utilising flexitime
provisions will not accrue more than 16 hours of
flexitime debits or credits in any 4 weekly (2 pay
period) cycle. In the case of a 37 hour week em-
ployee, no more than 15 hours may be accrued. Cred-
its and debits may be carried over to the next pay
period.

(6) Unless in the manager�s opinion exceptional circum-
stances prevail, eligible employees will not take more
than 16 hours of flexi leave where they are employed
for 40 hours per week or 15 hours of flexi leave where
they are employed for 37.5 hours per week in any 4
weekly (2 pay period) cycle. The granting of such
leave is subject to the Office�s operational require-
ments and counts towards the required average of
40 or 37.5 hours per week.

16.�PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) The following days will be observed as fully paid holi-

days unless an officer is required to work on any of these days:
New Year�s Day; Australia Day; Labour Day; Good Fri-
day; Easter Monday; Anzac Day; Foundation Day;
Queen�s Birthday; Christmas Day and Boxing Day.

(2) When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1) of this
clause falls on a Saturday or Sunday, the holiday will be ob-
served on the next succeeding Monday.

When Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or Monday, the holi-
day will be observed on the next Tuesday.

In each case the substituted day will be a holiday without
deduction of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall
not be a holiday.

17.�ANNUAL LEAVE AND ANNUAL LEAVE
LOADING

(1) An employee shall be entitled to four weeks annual leave
for each twelve months of continuous service. Entitlement to
such leave shall accrue on a weekly basis with an entitlement
to pro rata upon resignation of service.
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(2) Annual leave in accordance with this clause may be taken
at a time agreed between the employer and the employee.

(3) When the employee has been permitted to proceed on
annual leave in advance of accruing the leave and resigns or is
dismissed then he/she must refund the value of leave taken
but not accrued.

(4) The amount of annual leave loading normally payable
for 4 weeks annual leave will be incorporated into annual sal-
ary and paid on a fortnightly basis.

18.�CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
(1) An employee covered by this Agreement is entitled to

time off without loss of pay for tribal/ceremonial/cultural pur-
poses.

(2) Such leave shall include leave to meet the employee�s
customs, traditional law and to participate in ceremonial/cul-
tural activities.

(3) Each day or part thereof, taken in accordance with
subclause (1) shall be deducted from agreed leave provisions.

(4) Time off without pay may be granted by agreement be-
tween the employer and the employee for tribal/ceremonial/
cultural purposes.

(5) Ceremonial/Cultural leave shall be available, but not lim-
ited to Aboriginals and Torres Strait Islanders.

19.�CARER�S LEAVE
(1) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either

members of their family or members of the household who
need their care and support, shall be entitled to use, in accord-
ance with this clause, up to 5 days per annum without loss of
pay to provide care and support for such persons when they
are ill.

(2) Any entitlements to carers leave shall be deducted from:
(a) accrued sick leave entitlements, in accordance with

Clause 22 of the parent Award, to a maximum of 5
days per annum; or

(b) annual leave entitlements.
(3) Carer�s leave will be available on an hourly basis.
(4) The entitlement to carer�s leave in accordance with this

clause is subject to:
(a) the employee being responsible for the care of the

person concerned; and
(b) the person concerned being a person who is related

to the employee by blood, marriage, affinity or adop-
tion and includes a person who is wholly or mainly
dependant on, or is a member of the household of,
the employee.

(5) The employee shall, if required by the employer, estab-
lish by production of a medical certificate or statutory decla-
ration, the illness of the person concerned and that the illness
is such as to require care by another.

(6) In normal circumstances an employee shall not take
carer�s leave under this clause where another person has taken
leave to care for the same person.

(7) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the em-
ployer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take leave,
the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to
the employee (where applicable), the reasons for taking such
leave and the estimated length of absence. If it is not practica-
ble for the employee to give prior notice of absence, the em-
ployee shall notify the employer by telephone of such absence
at the first opportunity on the day of absence.

(8) An employee may elect, with the consent of the em-
ployer, to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care
to a family or household member who is ill.

20.�PARENTAL LEAVE
(1) Eligibility for Parental Leave

(a) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks
parental leave in respect of the birth of a child to the
employee or the employee�s spouse/partner.

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (c) of this clause, where
the employee applying for the leave is the partner of
a pregnant spouse one week leave may be taken at

the birth of the child concurrently with parental leave
taken by the pregnant employee.

(c) Where both partners are employed by The Ministry
the leave shall not be taken concurrently except un-
der special circumstances.

(d) An employee adopting a child under the age of five
years shall be entitled to three weeks parental leave
at the placement of the child and a further period of
parental leave up to a maximum of 52 weeks. Where
both partners are employed by the agency, the three
week leave period may be taken concurrently.

(e) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be enti-
tled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examination required for the
adoption procedure. Employees working or resid-
ing outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled
to an additional days leave. The employee may take
any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.

(2) Other Leave Entitlements

(a) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued long
service leave for the whole or part of the period of
parental leave or extend the period of parental leave
with such leave.

(b) An employee may extend the maximum period of
parental leave with a period of leave without pay
subject to the employer�s approval.

(c) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave and other paid award absences except
where otherwise provided for in this clause.

(d) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child then the employee
shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or
unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary by a
registered medical practitioner.

(e) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the employee�s pregnancy
or is required to undergo a pregnancy related medi-
cal procedure the employee may take any paid sick
leave to which the employee is entitled or such fur-
ther unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary
by a registered medical practitioner.

(3) Notice and Variation

(a) The employee shall give not less than four week�s
notice in writing to the Employer of the date the em-
ployee proposes to commence parental leave stating
the period of leave to be taken.

(b) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in
breach of subclause 4(a) as a consequence of failure
to give the stipulated period of notice, if such failure
is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to
accept earlier or later placement of a child, or other
compelling circumstances.

(c) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at
any time during that period of leave with approval
of the employer elect to reduce or extend the period
stated in the original application provided four weeks
written notice is provided.

(4) Transfer to Safe Job

(a) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or
hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue in her present duties, the duties shall be
modified or the employee may be transferred to a
safe position of the same classification until the com-
mencement of parental leave

(b) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable,
the employee may take leave for such period as is
certified necessary be a registered medical practi-
tioner.
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(5) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the employer shall

inform the person of the temporary nature of the employment
and the entitlements relating to return to work of the employee
on parental leave.

(6) Return to Work
(a) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to

work by notice in writing to the employer not less
than four weeks prior to the expiration of the period
of parental leave.

(b) An employee on return from parental leave shall be
entitled to the position which the employee occu-
pied immediately prior to proceeding on parental
leave. Where an employee was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to sub-clause 5 hereof the employee is
entitled to return to the position occupied immedi-
ately prior to the transfer.

(c) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to a po-
sition of the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.

(d) An employee may return on a part-time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classi-
fication level on a part-time basis in accordance with
the Part-Time provisions of the relevant award.

(e) An employee who has returned on a part-time basis
may revert to full time employment at the same clas-
sification level within one year of the recommence-
ment of work.

(7) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(a) Fixed Term Contract

An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, how-
ever the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of that contract.

(b) Continuous Service
Absence on parental leave shall not break the conti-
nuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose under the relevant award or this agree-
ment.

(c) Termination of Employment
An employee on parental leave may terminate em-
ployment at any time during the period of level by
written notice in accordance with the relevant award.
An employer shall not terminate the employment of
an employee on the grounds of the employee�s ap-
plication for parental leave, or absence on parental
leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in
relation to termination of employment are not af-
fected.

21.�BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
(1) An employee shall be entitled to two days paid leave on

the death of a spouse, child, stepchild, father, mother, brother,
sister, grandparent, parent in law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law
if such leave is necessary to arrange for and/or attend the fu-
neral of the deceased.

(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1), an employee may seek
the employer�s approval for bereavement leave on the death
of any person.

(3) This clause replaces an employee�s entitlement to Short
Leave as provided for in Clause 26 of the Public Service Award
1992.

22.�UNION FACILITIES � ACCESS
(1) The Ministry recognises and supports the rights of un-

ions to organise and represent employees. Constructive and
consultative labour relations are important for economic de-
velopment and increased organisational productivity and rely
on co-operation between the industrial partners based on mu-
tual recognition and respect.

(2) Role and Responsibilities of Workplace Delegates

As representatives of the union, workplace delegates have a
legitimate role and function in assisting the union in the tasks
of recruiting members, communicating with those members
and providing them with relevant union information and serv-
ices.

Furthermore, there may be issues within the agency that re-
late to employee grievances. Such issues may also relate di-
rectly to the employee/employer relationship and the
appropriate involvement of a workplace delegate will gener-
ally assist in resolving the grievance and thereby contributing
to harmonious labour relations with the agency.

A workplace delegate also needs to be aware that the pri-
mary role of an employee is to fulfil the contract of employ-
ment and that union activities undertaken will not unreasonably
interfere with work duties.

(3) Workplace Delegates�Role in respect to other Author-
ised Employee Representatives

Where there are agreed procedures designed to deal with
specific issues such as Equal Employment Opportunity and
Occupational Health Safety and Welfare for which legitimate
authorised and trained representatives have been appointed a
workplace delegate will refer any such issues arising to the
appropriate representative.

(4) The Agencies role and responsibilities

The Ministry recognises appointed/elected workplace del-
egates and will provide co-operation and support, so that they
are able to carry out their role and functions effectively. These
functions should relate to the rights and interests of the em-
ployees in the workplace.

(5) The parties agree to adopt the definition of a workplace
as defined in the Occupational Health, Safety & Welfare Act
1984 as �a place, whether or not in an aircraft, ship, vehicle,
building or other structure, where employees work or are likely
to be in the course of their work�.

(6) Following the election or appointment of a workplace
delegate the union will advise the Ministry in writing, of such
election or appointment. The workplace delegate will be is-
sued with written credentials by the union authorising them to
act as a workplace delegate in accordance with the provisions
of this clause.

(7) The Ministry shall also recognise the authorisation of
each person so elected/appointed to act in accordance with
the duties of a workplace delegate. In recognising workplace
delegates, the Ministry acknowledges that they have a signifi-
cant role to play in the workplace. Such a role includes both
rights and responsibilities.

(8) The Ministry and workplace delegates are committed to
effective consultation in the workplace, which can improve
the working lives of employees and productivity of the Minis-
try.

(9) Workplace delegates shall be protected from any vic-
timisation which may arise out of their need to carry out their
duties as a delegate. The Ministry recognises that workplace
delegates will not be threatened or disadvantaged in any way
as a result of their role as workplace delegates.

(10) Workplace delegates shall be granted reasonable ac-
cess to facilities required for the purpose of carrying out their
duties. Facilities may include but not be limited to access to
relevant documents, the reasonable use of photocopiers, fil-
ing cabinets, meeting room, telephones and typing facilities.
Such access to facilities shall be negotiated within the branch
and shall not unreasonably be withheld or affect the operation
of the Ministry.

(11) Workplace delegates shall have the right to display un-
ion material at the workplace on a notice board provided by
the Ministry.

(12) On request, delegates shall be provided with the names
and locations of new employees. It is recognised that such
information is necessary to permit execution of the duties of
workplace delegate.
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(13) Any dispute concerning the interpretation of this clause
should be resolved within the Ministry where possible, how-
ever this does not preclude either party from seeking advice
in order to resolve the dispute at any stage in the process.

(14) The duly authorised official of the union shall on noti-
fication to the Ministry have the right to enter the agency�s
premises during working hours, including meal breaks, for
the purpose of discussing with employees covered by this
agreement, the legitimate business of the union or for the pur-
pose of investigating complaints concerning the application
of this agreement, but shall in no way interfere with the work
of employees.

23.�WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND CAREER
MOBILITY

(1) Training, Appointments and Career Development

In line with the desired outcomes (specifically Clause 13)
of this Agreement the parties agree that recruitment, develop-
ment and retention of a highly skilled and stable workforce is
essential to on-going development of an efficient, productive
and flexible organisation which is responsive to change. Key
to this aim is the provision of training, an equitable appoint-
ment system, and career development opportunities for all
employees.

(2) Training

(a) The employer shall develop accredited training pro-
grams consistent with:

(i) the size, structure and nature of the operations
of the organisation, and

(ii) the current and future skills, needs of the or-
ganisation and the employees.

(b) The employer commits to the promotion of equita-
ble access to training. All employees will be pro-
vided with relevant and appropriate training and
development opportunities. In every instance, attend-
ance at training programmes and courses is depend-
ent upon approval by the employer.

(c) The employer may meet the costs associated with all
approved training courses.

(d) It is anticipated that training, which may be
undertaken either on or off the job, will nor-
mally be conducted during working hours in
which case the employee concerned shall not
suffer any loss of ordinary pay as a result of
attendance at approved training courses.

(e) All training will be documented and recorded
in the employees record of service.

(3) Appointments / Secondments

(a) All positions expected to be vacant for a period of
up to 3 months shall be advertised internally. To all
positions expected to be vacant for beyond twelve
(12) months a substantive appointment will be made
through the usual mechanisms.

(b) For the purposes of career development it shall be
the right of each employee to apply for any vacant
position within the organisation.

(c) Any employee who is successful in obtaining ap-
pointment to a position other than their substantive
position for a period of up to twelve (12) months
shall have the right to accept or decline that appoint-
ment.

(4) Career Development

(a) The parties recognise that provision of a skilled and
stable workforce requires retention of the valuable
skills, experience and expertise of employees and
that this is dependent upon the provision of career
opportunities for employees. To this end the em-
ployer commits to the concept of career develop-
ment.

(b) It is recognised that career development will require
employees to move between positions. The employer
undertakes to take whatever measures are necessary

and desirable to ensure career development is facili-
tated within the organisation.

(c) The parties undertake to commence negotiations on
development of a comprehensive staff development
and career development policy within three (3)
months of the date of certification of this Agreement.

(d) The employer may require an employee to transfer
to another position at the same level of classifica-
tion, within the Office for operational purposes.

24.�PART�TIME EMPLOYMENT

(1) Part-Time Agreement

(a) Each permanent part-time arrangement shall be con-
firmed in writing and shall include the agreed pe-
riod of the arrangement, and the agreed hours of duty
in accordance with subclause (2) of this clause.

(b) The conversion of a full-time employee to part-time
employment can only be implemented with the writ-
ten consent or by written request of that employee.
No employee may be converted to part-time employ-
ment without his/her prior agreement.

(2) Hours of Duty

(a) The parameters for the working of permanent part-
time employment shall be the �ordinary hours� of
the Office.

(b) The employer shall specify in writing before a part-
time employee commences duty, the prescribed
weekly and daily hours of duty for the employee in-
cluding starting and finishing times each day (�ordi-
nary hours�).

(c) The employer shall give an employee one (1) month�s
notice of any proposed variation to that employee�s
starting and finishing times and/or particular days
worked, provided that the employer shall not vary
the employee�s total weekly hours of duty without
the employee�s prior written consent.

(d) There maybe exceptional reasons for temporary vari-
ations to an employee�s working hours. Since the
usual reasons for seeking part-time employment are
because of other commitments, any variations must
be agreed to in writing by the part-time employee.

(e) If agreement is reached to vary an employee�s ordi-
nary working hours pursuant to this subclause:

(i) Time worked to 7.5 or 8 hours (which ever is
applicable) on any day is not to be regarded
as overtime but an extension of the contract
hours for that day and should be paid at the
normal rate of pay.

(ii) Overtime shall not be payable unless the total
time worked on any day exceeds 8 hours.

(f) Additional days worked, up to a total of five days
per week, are also regarded as an extension of the
contract and should be paid at the normal rate.

(3) Salary and Annual Increments

(a) An employee who is employed on a part-time basis
shall be paid a proportion of the appropriate full-
time salary dependent upon time worked. The salary
shall be calculated in the following manner:

(b) A part-time employee shall be entitled to annual in-
crements in accordance with the Public Service
Award (Clause 9�Annual Increments) and subject
to meeting the usual performance criteria.

(4) Leave

(a) A part-time employee shall be entitled to the same
leave and conditions prescribed in this agreement
for full time employees on a proportional basis.

(b) Payment to an employee proceeding on accrued an-
nual leave and long service leave shall be calculated
on a pro rata basis having regard for any variations
to the employee�s ordinary working hours during the
accrual period.
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(c) Sick leave and any other paid leave shall be paid at
the current salary, but only for those hours or days
that would normally have been worked had the of-
ficer not been on such leave.

(5) Holidays
A part-time employee shall be allowed the prescribed Pub-

lic Holidays without deduction of pay in respect of each holi-
day which is observed on a day ordinarily worked by the
part-time employee.

(6) Right of Reversion of Employees
(a) Where a full-time employee is permitted, at his or

her initiative, to work part-time for a period no greater
than 12 months in the position he or she occupied
on a full-time basis before becoming part-time, that
employee has a right (upon written application) to
revert to full-time hours in that position or a posi-
tion of equal classification as soon as is deemed prac-
ticable by the employer, but no later than the expiry
of the agreed period.

(b) A full-time employee who is permitted at his or her
initiative to work part-time for a period greater than
12 months in the position he or she occupied on a
full-time basis before becoming part-time, may ap-
ply to revert to full-time hours in that position but
only as soon as is deemed practicable by the em-
ployer.
This should not prevent the transfer of said employee
to another full-time position at a salary commensu-
rable on that of his or her previous full-time posi-
tion.

(c) A part-time employee who was previously a full-
time employee within the organisation, who occu-
pies a part-time office which was the initiative of
management and who desires to revert to full-time
employment will be required to seek promotion or
transfer to full-time position by:

(i) application for advertised vacancies; and/or
(ii) by notification in writing to the employer of

his or her desire to revert to full-time employ-
ment.

(d) Nothing in subclause 7(c) of this clause shall pre-
vent the employer, with the written consent of the
employee transferring that officer to a full-time po-
sition at a level less than the employee�s substantive
level.
Prior to effecting the transfer of an employee under
subclause 7(c) of this clause the employer shall:

(i) notify the employee of the specific position to
which the employer proposes to transfer the
employee, and

(ii) obtain the written consent of the employee to
his or transfer to that position.

25.�SKILLS DEVELOPMENT LEAVE
(1) The employer may grant the employee paid skills devel-

opment leave for accredited and non accredited courses of
study and TEE study.

(2) In the case of accredited courses of study at Public Insti-
tutions the employer may agree to pay the required fees. How-
ever, if the employee does not attain satisfactory results for
the study the employer is entitled to seek reimbursement of
these fees from the employee.

(3) Paid development leave will normally be granted where
the activity being undertaken:

(a) is directly relevant to the duties being undertaken by
the employee; or

(b) is directly relevant to the business needs of the Of-
fice; and

(c) enhances the career development opportunities of
the employee; and

(d) does not unduly affect or inconvenience the opera-
tions of the Office.

(4) To obtain skills development leave for accredited courses
and TEE study, the employee must demonstrate his/her

personal commitment to learning and studying by undertak-
ing an acceptable formal study load in his/her own time.

(5) The employer may grant the employee leave without
pay to undertake full-time study for a period of up to 12 months
and subject to the conditions specified in subclause (3).

26.�DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
(1) In the event of any disagreement, question, dispute or

difficulty between the parties as to the interpretation and im-
plementation of this Agreement the following procedures shall
apply:

(a) The CSA representative and/or the employee/s con-
cerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate
supervisor in the first instance. An employee may
be accompanied by a CSA Representative.

(b) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with para-
graph (a) hereof the matter shall be referred by the
CSA Representative to the employer or his/her nomi-
nee for resolution.

(c) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the CSA Representative�s notification of the dis-
pute to the employer it may be referred by either
party to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.

27.�RE-OPEN NEGOTIATIONS
The parties undertake to re-open negotiations at least three

(3) months prior to the expiry of the period of this Agreement
with a view to negotiating and settling any replacement Agree-
ment.

28.�SALARIES
(1) The following increases will be payable during the life

of this Agreement:
(a) An 8.35% increase for employees who select a 40

hour week and a 3.35% increase for employees who
select a 37.5 hour week is payable on and from the
date of registration of the agreement by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

(b) A further 2.5% increase payable from 1 July 1996
subject to the achievement of targets specified in
Clause 14�Past and Current Measures to Improve
Productivity, Efficiency, Flexibility and Quality.

(c) A further 2.5% increase payable from 1 December
1996 subject to the achievement of targets specified
in Clause 14�Past and Current Measures to Improve
Productivity, Efficiency, Flexibility and Quality.

Salary Schedule � 40 hours/week
PSA 20 Days 8.35% + 2.5% + 2.5%

Salary Leave Produc- Produc-
Loading tivity tivity

1-Jul-96 1-Dec-96

Level 1 $ $ $ $ $

U/17 10873 146 11,939 12,238 12,544
17yrs 12707 171 13,953 14,302 14,660
18yrs 14822 199 16,275 16,682 17,099
19yrs 17157 230 18,839 19,310 19,793
20yrs 19267 259 21,156 21,685 22,227
21 yrs or 1st yr 21165 284 23,240 23,821 24,417
22 yrs or 2nd yr 21817 293 23,956 24,555 25,169
23 yrs or 3rd yr 22468 301 24,670 25,287 25,919
24 yrs or 4th yr 23115 310 25,381 26,016 26,666
25 yrs or 5th yr 23766 319 26,096 26,748 27,417
26 yrs or 6th yr 24417 328 26,811 27,481 28,169
27 yrs or 7th yr 25166 338 27,634 28,324 29,033
28 yrs or 8th yr 25684 345 28,202 28,907 29,630
29 yrs or 9th yr 26450 355 29,043 29,769 30,514

Level 2
1 st year 27367 367 30,050 30,801 31,571
2nd year 28070 377 30,822 31,593 32,383
3rd year 28809 387 31,634 32,425 33,235
4th year 29590 397 32,491 33,303 34,136
5th year 30407 408 33,388 34,223 35,078
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PSA 20 Days 8.35% + 2.5% + 2.5%
Salary Leave Produc- Produc-

Loading tivity tivity
1-Jul-96 1-Dec-96

$ $ $ $ $

Level 3

1st year 31530 423 34,621 35,487 36,374
2nd year 32405 435 35,582 36,472 37,383
3rd year 33307 447 36,572 37,487 38,424
4th year 34233 459 37,589 38,529 39,492

Level 4
1st year 35503 476 38,983 39,958 40,957
2nd year 36498 490 40,076 41,078 42,105
3rd year 37522 503 41,200 42,230 43,286

Level 5
1st year 39494 530 43,366 44,450 45,561
2nd year 40827 548 44,830 45,951 47,099
3rd year 42212 566 46,350 47,509 48,696
4th year 43649 586 47,929 49,127 50,355

Level 6
1st year 45960 617 50,466 51,728 53,021
2nd year 47531 638 52,191 53,496 54,833
3rd year 49157 660 53,977 55,326 56,709
4th year 50893 677 55,876 57,273 58,705

Level 7
1st year 53555 677 58,760 60,229 61,735
2nd year 55397 677 60,756 62,275 63,832
3rd year 57401 677 62,928 64,501 66,113

Level 8
1st year 60658 677 66,456 68,118 69,821
2nd year 62991 677 68,984 70,709 72,477
3rd year 65884 677 72,119 73,922 75,770

Level 9
1st year 69497 677 76,034 77,934 79,883
2nd year 71938 677 78,678 80,645 82,661
3rd year 74722 677 81,695 83,737 85,831
Class 1 78932 677 86,256 88,413 90,623
Class 2 83142 677 90,818 93,088 95,416
Class 3 87350 677 95,377 97,762 100,206
Class 4 91560 677 99,939 102,437 104,998

Salary Schedule � 37.5 hours/week
PSA 20 Days 3.35% + 2.5% + 2.5%

Salary Leave Produc- Produc-
Loading tivity tivity

1-Jul-96 1-Dec-96

Level 1 $ $ $ $ $

U/17 10,873 146 11,388 11,673 11,965
17yrs 12,707 171 13,309 13,642 13,983
18yrs 14,822 199 15,524 15,912 16,310
19yrs 17,157 230 17,969 18,419 18,879
20yrs 19,267 259 20,180 20,685 21,202
21 yrs or 1st yr 21,165 284 22,168 22,722 23,290
22 yrs or 2nd yr 21,817 293 22,851 23,422 24,008
23 yrs or 3rd yr 22,468 301 23,532 24,120 24,723
24 yrs or 4th yr 23,115 310 24,210 24,815 25,435
25 yrs or 5th yr 23,766 319 24,892 25,514 26,152
26 yrs or 6th yr 24,417 328 25,574 26,213 26,869
27 yrs or 7th yr 25,166 338 26,358 27,017 27,693
28 yrs or 8th yr 25,684 345 26,901 27,573 28,263
29 yrs or 9th yr 26,450 355 27,703 28,396 29,105

Level 2
1 st year 27,367 367 28,663 29,380 30,114
2nd year 28,070 377 29,400 30,135 30,888
3rd year 28,809 387 30,174 30,928 31,702
4th year 29,590 397 30,992 31,766 32,561
5th year 30,407 408 31,847 32,643 33,460

Level 3
1st year 31,530 423 33,023 33,849 34,695
2nd year 32,405 435 33,940 34,789 35,658
3rd year 33,307 447 34,885 35,757 36,651
4th year 34,233 459 35,854 36,751 37,669

PSA 20 Days 3.35% + 2.5% + 2.5%
Salary Leave Produc- Produc-

Loading tivity tivity
1-Jul-96 1-Dec-96

$ $ $ $ $

Level 4
1st year 35,503 476 37,184 38,114 39,067
2nd year 36,498 490 38,227 39,183 40,162
3rd year 37,522 503 39,299 40,281 41,288

Level 5
1st year 39,494 530 41,365 42,399 43,459
2nd year 40,827 548 42,761 43,830 44,926
3rd year 42,212 566 44,211 45,316 46,449
4th year 43,649 586 45,717 46,860 48,031

Level 6
1st year 45,960 617 48,137 49,341 50,574
2nd year 47,531 638 49,783 51,027 52,303
3rd year 49,157 660 51,486 52,773 54,092
4th year 50,893 677 53,298 54,630 55,996
Level 7
1st year 53,555 677 56,049 57,450 58,886
2nd year 55,397 677 57,952 59,401 60,886
3rd year 57,401 677 60,024 61,524 63,062
Level 8
1st year 60,658 677 63,390 64,974 66,599
2nd year 62,991 677 65,801 67,446 69,132
3rd year 65,884 677 68,791 70,511 72,273
Level 9
1st year 69,497 677 72,525 74,338 76,196
2nd year 71,938 677 75,048 76,924 78,847
3rd year 74,722 677 77,925 79,873 81,870
Class 1 78,932 677 82,276 84,333 86,441
Class 2 83,142 677 86,627 88,793 91,012
Class 3 87,350 677 90,976 93,250 95,582
Class 4 91,560 677 95,327 97,710 100,153

29.�SIGNATORIES
Dated: 28 June 1996
Signed on behalf of
CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF

(signed and common seal)
(Secretary)

WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED)
Signed on behalf of
MINISTRY OF THE PREMIER AND CABINET,
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY OFFICE

(signed)
(Chief Executive)
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NALLY CANNING VALE AGREEMENT 1996.
No. AG 221 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Nally (WA) Pty Limited

and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous

Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch.

No. AG 221 of 1996.
Nally Canning Vale Agreement 1996.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
3 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms J.L. Dowling on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms S..M. Ellery on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the Com-
mission on the 21st day of August, 1996 entitled the Nally
Canning Vale Agreement 1996 be registered as an indus-
trial agreement to replace AG 90 of 1995, Nally Canning
Vale Agreement 1995.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

���

Schedule.

NALLY (WA) PTY LIMITED
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the �Nally Canning Vale

Agreement 1996�.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
Subject Matter Clause No.
Title  1
Arrangement  2
Purpose of Agreement  3
Commitments  4
Application of Award  5
Parties Bound  6
Date and Period of Operation  7
Relationship to Parent Award  8
Wages  9
Wage Increases 10
Productivity Targets 11
No Extra Claims 12
Disputes Settlement Procedure 13
Acceptance 14
Appendices

3.�PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
The purpose of the agreement is to build upon the gains

made in the 1994 Enterprise Bargaining Agreement and to
continue to develop the working practices and relationships
that have generated benefits for employees and the company
since the 1986 productivity negotiations and will continue to
do so in the future.

4.�COMMITMENTS
4.1 The employees, unions and management agree to co-

operate to ensure that the productivity improvements will be
achieved as stated in the company�s business plans.

4.2 Continuous productivity improvement through the
elimination of waste will be the normal way we work.

All employees will be encouraged to suggest additional
individual improvements wherever possible for
implementation on an ongoing basis.

4.3 Consultative committee will keep employees up to date
with how productivity improvements are progressing. All
employees will be advised through the consultative committee
of the workplace changes in achieving productivity and
Occupational Health and Safety improvements.

4.4 Each employee will take responsibility for the whole
production process and not just the individual�s traditional
job or department, provided it is within his/her level of skill
and competence. This will be achieved by broad based training
to allow employees to reach full potential.

4.5 A shared commitment to increase skills and training,
including broad skills to adapt to change, solve problems,
reduce hierarchy and promote teamwork and flexibility, within
the whole process.

4.6 The company is committed to continued investment in
new technology, research and development, and training.

4.7 The continued maintenance of ISO 9002 through
compliance with the Company�s Quality System which
includes an understanding and acceptance of the Quality Policy
and Objectives and use of the Quality Procedures as part of
every employees daily duties and responsibilities.

4.8 It is the responsibility of each employee to strive to
improve the health and safety performance of the site.

4.9 Each employee has a duty of care with regard to their
own well being and for the well being of others around them.

4.10 Each employee will embrace the company Occupational
Safety and Health policy and make every endeavour to achieve
the objectives of the policy.

4.11 The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any
application by other parties to be joined to this Enterprise
Agreement.

5.�APPLICATION
This Agreement shall apply at Nally (WA) Pty Limited, 173

Bannister Road Canning Vale, Western Australia in respect of
all employees who are engaged in any of the occupations
specified in the Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977.

Upon registration, the terms of this Agreement shall be
binding upon an estimated number of 39 employees.

6.�PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on:

(i) The Australian Liquor Hospitality and Miscellane-
ous Workers Union

(ii) Nally (WA) Pty Limited

7.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
7.1 This Agreement shall operate from the commencement

of the first pay period beginning on or after the date of signing
and shall remain in force for a period of 18 months. Clauses
2-14 shall cease to operate 18 months after the date of
commencement of the Agreement.

7.2 The parties will review this Agreement one month prior
to its cessation.

7.3 The parties will assess achievements in productivity and
efficiency and Occupational Safety and Health performance
during the term of this Agreement.

7.4 Following the process of reviewing this Agreement it
will be renewed or replaced by another agreement or cancelled
as appropriate.

7.5 The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the Agreement for its duration.

8.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
8.1 This Agreement shall operate in conjunction with the

Plastics Manufacturing Award 1977, provided that where there
is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award,
the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
the inconsistency.

8.2 All relevant information (subject to confidential
information being withheld) to enable effective monitoring of
the implementation of the Agreement shall be provided to the
Consultative Committee.
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9.�WAGES

The minimum adult weekly rate of pay payable to employees
covered by this Agreement shall be as follows:

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
Current Column 1 Column 1 Column 1
Wage +2.5% +5% +7.5%

(Award Upon 9 months 9 months
Plus Signing from from
EBA (1st July date of date of

Productivity 1996) signing last
Increases) increase

$ $ $ $
Production Trainee
  (Grade 1) 360.53 369.54 378.55 387.57
Production Assistant
  (Grade 2) 369.73 378.97 388.22 397.46
Machine Attendant
  (Grade 3) 379.02 388.50 397.97 407.45
Machine Operator/Setter
  (Grade 4) 403.96 414.06 424.16 434.26
Leading Hand Setter
  (Grade 5) 427.11 437.79 458.97 459.14
Production Systems Controller
  (Grade 6) 462.21 473.77 485.32 496.88

Based on the paragraphs relating to �Purpose of Agreement
and Commitments�, there will be wage increases as set out
below. The increase shall apply to the Award rates of pay as
shown in Column 1 above. There will be no other wage
increases for the period of the Agreement, except where
contained within, and consistent with this Agreement.

10.�WAGE INCREASES

Wage increases will be paid on the wages currently being
paid as follows:

2.5% on signing the Agreement backdated to 1st July
1996.

2.5% 9 months from the date of signing of the Agreement.

2.5% 9 months from the payment of the last increase.

11.�PRODUCTIVITY TARGETS

Production Rejects

Blow Moulding

To reduce the reject rate from 3.63% to 2.90% by 1st
April 1997
2.90% to 2.32% by 1st
January 1998

Large Injection
To reduce the reject rate from 4.55% to 3.64% by 1st

April 1997
3.64% to 2.91% by 1st
January 1998

Small Injection
To reduce the reject rate from 6.35% to 5.08% by 1st

April 1997
5.08% to 4.06% by 1st
January 1998

Occupational Safety and Health Objectives

To achieve a progressive improvement in the number of Lost
Time Injuries towards achieving the Pacific BBA target of
zero.

The objective is to achieve a Lost Time Injury frequency
better than 40 by 1st April 1997, improving by a further 20%
to better than 32 by 1st January 1998.

As part of the strategy to achieve this improvement, the
Safety Committee will monitor the following company
Occupational Safety and Health manual requirements.
Manual Requirement Section/Page Frequency Completed By
1. Hazards Inspection 6.1/23 Monthly OS & H Task Team
2. Housekeeping checklists 7.1/9 Monthly OS & H Task Team
3. Manual Handling checklist 10.1/9 Monthly OS & H Task Team
4. Plant Hazards checklist 11.1/26 Monthly OS & H Task Team
5. Machine Safety checklist Work Procedure Startup Shift Co-Ordinator

Samples of these are included as appendices to this
document.

12.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS

12.1 There shall be no further claims for wage increases for
the life of this agreement.

12.2 In the event of a state wage case variation through the
life of the agreement, the company will award that portion of
the increase which is over and above increases provided for in
this agreement.

13.�DISPUTES PROCEDURES

In order to facilitate the early resolution of issues which
may arise in connection with questions, disputes or difficulties
arising under this Agreement, the parties to this Agreement
must be committed to achieving the objectives of this area
and adhering strictly to the procedure.

Objectives:

To minimise industrial confrontation and eliminate work
stoppages.

Procedure:

In the event of a problem the following steps should be
taken:

13.1 The employee concerned should first discuss the is-
sue with his/her supervisor.

13.2 If the discussion with the supervisor does not re-
solve the issue, the union delegate should then be
consulted and if deemed necessary, he may contact
the Union office.

13.3 If the union delegate considers the matter sufficiently
important it should be raised with the Production
Manager.

13.4 The Production Manager will discuss the issue with
the relevant supervisors/managers and, when neces-
sary, arrange a meeting of the required people.

13.5 Should the matter fail to be resolved, it will be ad-
dressed to the Consultative Committee with the view
to making recommendations to the management.

13.6 It may be necessary to seek further guidance from
the State Industrial Relations Commission as the fi-
nal step in resolving the dispute.

Whilst parties are in dispute, the status quo will be main-
tained.

All relevant facts shall be clearly identified and recorded
and reasonable time limits should be allowed for com-
pletion of discussion.

There shall be no stoppages or work bans while proce-
dures are being followed.

14.�ACCEPTANCE

In signing below the parties to this Agreement expressly
accept that they are bound by the term of this Agreement
throughout its duration.

Helen M. Creed 13/8/96
Australian Liquor, Hospitality & Date
Miscellaneous Workers Union
Miscellaneous Workers Division WA Branch

(indecipherable) 12/8/96
NALLY (WA) PTY LIMITED Date
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NALLY NORTH PERTH AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 222 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Nally (WA) Pty Limited

and
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous

Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch.

No. AG 222 of 1996.
Nally North Perth Agreement 1996.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
3 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms J.L. Dowling on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms S.M. Ellery on behalf of the Respondent, and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the Com-
mission on the 21st day of August, 1996 entitled the Nally
North Perth Agreement 1996 be registered as an indus-
trial agreement to replace AG 91 of 1995, Nally North
Perth Agreement 1995.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.

NALLY (WA) PTY LIMITED
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the �Nally North Perth

Agreement 1996�.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
Clause

No. Subject Matter
1 Title
2 Arrangement
3 Purpose of Agreement
4 Commitments
5 Application of Award
6 Parties Bound
7 Date and Period of Operation
8 Relationship to Parent Award
9 Wages

10 Wage Increases
11 Productivity Targets
12 No Extra Claims
13 Disputes Settlement Procedure
14 Acceptance

Appendices

3.�PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
The purpose of the agreement is to build upon the gains

made in the 1994 Enterprise Bargaining Agreement and to
continue to develop the working practices and relationships
that have generated benefits for employees and the company
since the 1986 productivity negotiations and will continue to
do so in the future.

4.�COMMITMENTS
4.1 The employees, unions and management agree to co-

operate to ensure that the productivity improvements will be
achieved as stated in the company�s business plans.

4.2 Continuous productivity improvement through the elimi-
nation of waste will be the normal way we work.

All employees will be encouraged to suggest additional in-
dividual improvements wherever possible for implementation
on an ongoing basis.

4.3 Consultative committee will keep employees up to date
with how productivity improvements are progressing. All
employees will be advised through the consultative commit-
tee of the workplace changes in achieving productivity and
occupational health and safety improvements.

4.4 Each employee will take responsibility for the whole
production process and not just the individual�s traditional
job or department, provided it is within his/her level of skill
and competence. This will be achieved by broad based train-
ing to allow employees to reach full potential.

4.5 A shared commitment to increase skills and training,
including broad skills to adapt to change, solve problems, re-
duce hierarchy and promote teamwork and flexibility, within
the whole process.

4.6 The company is committed to continued investment in
new technology, research and development, and training.

4.7 The continued maintenance of ISO 9002 through com-
pliance with the Company�s Quality System which includes
an understanding and acceptance of the Quality Policy and
Objectives and use of the Quality Procedures as part of every
employees daily duties and responsibilities.

4.8 It is the responsibility of each employee to strive to im-
prove the health and safety performance of the site.

4.9 Each employee has a duty of care with regard to their
own well being and for the well being of others around them.

4.10 Each employee will embrace the company Occupational
Safety and Health policy and make every endeavour to achieve
the objectives of the policy.

4.11 The parties to the Agreement shall oppose any applica-
tion by other parties to be joined to this Enterprise Agree-
ment.

5.�APPLICATION
This Agreement shall apply at Nally (WA) Pty Limited,

Kadina Street North Perth, Western Australia in respect of all
employees who are engaged in any of the occupations speci-
fied in the Plastic Manufacturing Award 1977.

Upon registration, the terms of this Agreement shall be bind-
ing upon an estimated number of six employees.

6.�PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall be binding on:

(i) The Australian Liquor Hospitality and Miscellane-
ous Workers Union

(ii) Nally (WA) Pty Limited

7.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
7.1 This Agreement shall operate from the commencement

of the first pay period beginning on or after the date of signing
and shall remain in force for a period of 18 months. Clauses
2-14 shall cease to operate 18 months after the date of com-
mencement of the Agreement.

7.2 The parties will review this Agreement one month prior
to its cessation.

7.3 The parties will assess achievements in productivity and
efficiency and Occupational Safety and Health performance
during the term of this Agreement.

7.4 Following the process of reviewing this Agreement it
will be renewed or replaced by another agreement or cancelled
as appropriate.

7.5 The parties to the Agreement shall be bound by the terms
of the Agreement for its duration.

8.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
8.1 This Agreement shall operate in conjunction with the

Plastics Manufacturing Award 1977, provided that where there
is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award,
the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
the inconsistency.

8.2 All relevant information (subject to confidential infor-
mation being withheld) to enable effective monitoring of the
implementation of the Agreement shall be provided to the
Consultative Committee.
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9.�WAGES

The minimum adult weekly rate of pay payable to employ-
ees covered by this Agreement shall be as follows:

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
Current Wage Column 1 + 2.5% Column 1 + 5% Column 1 + 7.5%
(Award Plus Upon Signing 9 months from 9 months from

EBA Productivity (1st July 1996) date of signing date of last
Increases) increase

$ $ $ $

Packer
(No experience) 378.23 387.69 397.14 406.60
Packer
(Experienced) 406.01 416.16 426.31 436.46
B/Mould Machine
Operator
(No experience) 440.95 451.97 463.00 474.02
B/Mould Machine
Operator
(Experienced) 466.20 477.86 489.51 501.17

All work at Nally (WA) Pty Limited, North Perth shall be
performed in accordance with a shift work roster.

The ordinary hours of shift workers shall be worked in
8 hour shifts between 10.00pm on Sunday and 10.00 pm on
Friday.

Night Shift  10.00pm�6.00am Sunday�Friday
Day Shift  6.00am�2.00pm Monday�Friday
Afternoon Shift 2.00pm�10.00pmMonday�Friday

Provided that the ordinary hours may be altered to meet
operational requirements after negotiations with the Feder-
ated Miscellaneous Workers� Union of Australia, W.A. Branch
on the new starting and finishing times for each shift.

In addition to the ordinary rates of pay a shift allowance
shall be payable for; night shift 17.5 percent; and

afternoon shift 15.0 percent.

Shift workers shall work a rotating shift roster with a weekly
changeover as follows:

Day Shift, Night Shift, Afternoon Shift

All hours worked outside the ordinary hours of shift work-
ers, as defined above, shall be paid as overtime in accordance
with Clause 6.�Overtime of the Plastic Manufacturing Award
1977 No 5 of 1977.

Based on the paragraphs relating to �Purpose of Agreement
and Commitments�, there will be wage increases as set out
below. The increase shall apply to the Award rates of pay as
shown in Column 1 above. There will be no other wage in-
creases for the period of the Agreement, except where con-
tained within, and consistent with this Agreement.

10.�WAGE INCREASES

Wage increases will be paid on the wages currently being
paid as follows:

2.5%  on signing the Agreement backdated to 1st July 1996.

2.5%  9 months from the date of signing of the Agreement.

2.5%  9 months from the payment of the last increase.

11.�PRODUCTIVITY TARGETS

Reject Levels

Continue to maintain reject levels below 0.3%.

Material Usage

To reduce average bottle weights from 40.0g to 39.5g for
the whole period to 1st January 1998.

Occupational Safety and Health Objectives

To achieve a progressive improvement in the number of Lost
Time Injuries towards achieving the Pacific BBA target of
zero.

The objective is to achieve a Lost Time Injury frequency
better than 40 by 1st April 1997, improving by a further 20%
to better than 32 by 1st January 1998.

As part of the strategy to achieve this improvement, the
Safety Committee will monitor the following company Occu-
pational Safety and Health manual requirements.
Manual Requirement Section/Page Frequency Completed By

1. Hazards Inspection 6.1/23 Monthly OS & H Task Team

2. Housekeeping checklists 7.1/9 Monthly OS & H Task Team

3. Manual Handling checklist 10.1/9 Monthly OS & H Task Team

4. Plant Hazards checklist 11.1/26 Monthly OS & H Task Team

5. Machine Safety checklist Work Procedure Startup Shift Co-Ordinator

Samples of these are included as appendices to this docu-
ment.

12.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS

12.1 There shall be no further claims for wage increases for
the life of this agreement.

12.2 In the event of a state wage case variation through the
life of the agreement, the company will award that portion of
the increase which is over and above increases provided for in
this agreement.

13.�DISPUTES PROCEDURES

In order to facilitate the early resolution of issues which
may arise in connection with questions, disputes or difficul-
ties arising under this Agreement, the parties to this Agree-
ment must be committed to achieving the objectives of this
area and adhering strictly to the procedure.

Objectives:

To minimise industrial confrontation and eliminate work
stoppages.

Procedure:

In the event of a problem the following steps should be taken:

13.1 The employee concerned should first discuss the is-
sue with his/her supervisor.

13.2 If the discussion with the supervisor does not re-
solve the issue, the union delegate should then be
consulted and if deemed necessary, he/she may con-
tact the Union office.

13.3 If the union delegate considers the matter sufficiently
important it should be raised with the Production
Manager.

13.4 The Production Manager will discuss the issue with
the relevant supervisors/managers and, when neces-
sary, arrange a meeting of the required people.

13.5 Should the matter fail to be resolved, it will be ad-
dressed to the Consultative Committee with the view
to making recommendations to the management.

13.6 It may be necessary to seek further guidance from
the State Industrial Relations Commission as the fi-
nal step in resolving the dispute.

Whilst parties are in dispute, the status quo will be main-
tained.

All relevant facts shall be clearly identified and recorded
and reasonable time limits should be allowed for completion
of discussion.

There shall be no stoppages or work bans while procedures
are being followed.

14.�ACCEPTANCE

In signing below the parties to this Agreement expressly
accept that they are bound by the term of this Agreement
throughout its duration.

Helen M. Creed 13/8/96
.................................. ....................................

Australian Liquor Hospitality & Date
Miscellaneous Workers Union
Miscellaneous Workers Division WA Branch

(indecipherable) 12/8/96
.................................................. ..................................................

NALLY (WA) PTY LIMITED Date
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OTIS BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES�WESTERN
AUSTRALIA ELEVATOR DIVISION CERTIFIED

AGREEMENT 1996
No. AG 202 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Otis Building Technologies Pty
and

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of

Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western
Australian Branch and Other.

No. AG 202 of 1996.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
16 August 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr D. Sproule on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr B. Game on behalf of the Communications, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Divi-
sion, Western Australian Branch and Mr G. Sturman on be-
half of The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Austral-
ian Branch, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders:

THAT the following schedule titled the �Otis Building
Technologies�Western Australia Elevator Division Cer-
tified Agreement 1996� signed for me for identification,
be registered as an Enterprise Bargaining Industrial Agree-
ment to take effect on the first pay period commencing
on or after the 12th day of August 1996.

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be referred to as the Otis Building

Technologies�Western Australia Elevator Division Certified
Agreement 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
Clause Title Clause No.
Application 3
Arrangement 2
Avoidance of Industrial Disputes 11
Date & Period of Operation 5
Equalisation of Pay & Conditions 15
Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity 8
National Standards 10
No Extra Claims 14
Precedents 13
Parties Bound 4
Portability of Agreement 16
Previous Agreements 9
Relationship to Parent Award 6
Single Bargaining Unit 7
Title 1
Wage Increases 12
Appendix 1 (Pay Schedule)
Appendix 2 (Special Conditions)

3.�APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply in respect of all Otis Building

Technologies Elevator Division employees employed in the
State of Western Australia, who are engaged in any of the
occupations, industries or callings specified in the Lift Indus-
try (Electrical & Metal Trades) Award 1973.

4.�PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this Agreement are:

(a) Otis Building Technologies Pty. (O.B.T.)
(b) Otis Elevator Company Pty. Ltd.
(c) All nineteen employees employed in the State of

Western Australia, whether members of an organi-
sation of employees listed in subclause (d) hereof or
not, engaged in any of the occupations, industries or
callings specified in the Lift Industry (Electrical &
Metal Trades) Award 1973.

(d) The organisations of employees listed below and the
members thereof respectively:

� Communications, Electrical, Electronic, En-
ergy, Information, Postal, Plumbing & Allied
Workers Union�Engineering & Electrical
Division, Western Australia (C.E.P.U.).

� The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers�Western Australian Branch
(A.F.M.E.P.K.I.U.).

5.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall operate from the date of Certification

and will expire on 2 June 1997.

6.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in con-

junction with the Lift Industry (Electrical & Metal Trades)
Award 1973 and the federally registered Agreement listed in
Clause 9, provided, that where there is any inconsistency be-
tween this Agreement and the abovementioned Award and
Agreement, this Agreement shall take precedence to the ex-
tent of the inconsistency.

7.�SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
For the purpose of negotiating an Enterprise Agreement, a

Single Bargaining Unit has been established, comprising of
two (2) employee representatives from the Union and two (2)
Management Representatives.

8.�MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN CUSTOMER
SERVICE, PRODUCTIVITY, QUALITY, EFFICIENCY

AND FLEXIBILITY
The measures set out in Attachment 1 have been designed

to achieve real and demonstrable gains in customer service,
quality, productivity, efficiency and flexibility, and the parties
are committed to their full implementation during the life of
this Agreement.

9.�PREVIOUS AGREEMENT
It is understood and agreed that all items already agreed to

in the Otis Australia�Construction and Service Employees
Certified Agreement 1994 will be adopted, and that the new
items listed in this Agreement are in addition to those previ-
ously ratified.

10.�NATIONAL STANDARDS
This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an employee

to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings or in national
standards such as standard hours of work, annual leave or
long service leave.

11.�AVOIDANCE OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
(a) (i) As soon as is practicable where a question, dispute or

difficulty has arisen the employee concerned will take the
matter up with his or her immediate supervisor affording him
or her the opportunity to remedy the cause of the dispute or
claim.

(ii) Where any such attempt at settlement has failed, or where
the question, dispute, difficulty or claim is of such a nature
that further discussions with the supervisor is deemed inap-
propriate, the employee shall notify his/her duly accredited
delegate, and the supervisor should brief his/her Manager.

(iii) Discussions should then take place with the Manager
and if required by either party, a senior member of the Human
Resources Department, to bring about a resolution to the prob-
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lem. Failing a resolution the Delegate should then notify his
union office who would then take up the complaint on behalf
of their member/s with senior management.

(vi) If the question, dispute or difficulty cannot be settled
and Steps 1-3 have been exhausted, the subject of disagree-
ment will be referred at the earliest opportunity to an impar-
tial third party, (mediator), to be appointed by the parties (eg.
former Judge/Commissioner or other prominent person capa-
ble of providing a practical solution).

(v) If the parties are unable to agree on a mutually accept-
able mediator, either party will submit the matter to the West-
ern Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution.

(vi) On referral, the mediator (or the Commission) shall
endeavour to resolve the issue between the parties by concili-
ation. Should this process fail to resolve the issue between the
parties, the mediator (or Commission), may arbitrate the mat-
ter with agreement by the parties.

(b) Through the above steps, common sense and respect for
the other parties point of view should be maintained, and with-
out prejudice to either party, the parties shall be committed to
avoid stoppages of work, lockouts or any other bans or limita-
tions on the performance of work while the procedures of ne-
gotiations and conciliation are being followed.

12.�WAGES INCREASES

(a) In accordance with this Agreement, the following in-
creases will be payable during the life of the Agreement, in
four (4) increments as follows:

1) The first payment will be in accordance with the
applicable classification from Appendix 1 and will
be payable after the execution of this document by
both the Company and the Unions with the com-
mencement date for increases being effective from
24 October 1995. (3% Framework/Economic Ad-
justment�Remainder Productivity).

2) Subject to Clause 23) a. 3% payable from 1 June
1996�(Productivity Adjustment).

3) Subject to Clause 23) b. 3% payable from 1 Decem-
ber 1996�(Productivity Adjustment).

4) 3% payable from 1 June 1997�(Framework/Eco-
nomic Adjustment).

(b) The wage increases specified in subclause (a) of this
clause shall be payable in addition to the current agreed enter-
prise rates of pay for the relevant classification and shall con-
stitute part of the all-purpose rate of pay in respect of employees
covered by this Agreement.

(c) The wage increases referred to in subclause (a) of this
Clause shall not be absorbed into any LMAA overaward pay-
ment.

13.�NOT TO BE USED AS A PRECEDENT

This Agreement shall not be used in any manner whatso-
ever to obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other
location or enterprise.

14.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS

It is a term of this Agreement that the Unions, will not pur-
sue any extra claims, Award or over Award, including Arbi-
trated Safety Net Adjustments, for the life of this Agreement.

15.�EQUALISATION OF PAY & CONDITIONS

In Order to meet customer needs and to ensure equalisation
of wages and conditions across O.B.T. and Otis, the parties
agree that all wages and conditions (rates of pay, allowances,
hours of work, work procedures, etc.) will be strictly in ac-
cordance with those that exist in the Western Australian Op-
eration of Otis Elevator Company Pty. Ltd.

To this end, the parties agree to enter a process that will
quickly identify any O.B.T. wages and conditions that con-
flict with those that exist in Otis. Once these conflicting wages
and conditions are identified, the parties will work together to
decide upon the best option (or options) to equalise the wages
and conditions.

16.�PORTABILITY OF AGREEMENT

This Agreement will remain in force until 2 June 1997 and
be portable for all employees when moving from Otis Build-
ing Technologies to Otis Elevator Company Pty. Ltd. (W.A.
Operation).

BY THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER

ATTACHMENT

OTIS BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES�WESTERN
AUSTRALIA ELEVATOR DIVISION CERTIFIED

AGREEMENT 1996

PREAMBLE

Nothing in this Agreement precludes the right of the Com-
pany to negotiate further increases with its employees and rel-
evant Unions at the individual company level based on agreed
productivity gains.

FRAMEWORK

PART A

1) ACCOUNTABILITY

The wage increases payable under this enterprise agreement
rely upon the parties (company, unions and employees) at each
enterprise being committed and accountable for ensuring that
the productivity improvements specifically identified in this
agreement and implied in the spirit of the agreement will be
delivered.

To ensure that the productivity improvements negotiated
under this framework and at the enterprise level are achieved
and maintained, a consultative committee, including manage-
ment and employees, will be established at each enterprise to
monitor the implementation of the provisions of the agree-
ment.

The parties at the enterprise level will negotiate the size and
constitution of the committee where there is no existing ar-
rangement.

The committee will conduct a review on a bi-monthly basis
(or as otherwise agreed).

The details of the review procedures and dates and any cor-
rective action necessary to attain the productivity improve-
ments will be agreed at the enterprise level.

In the event that productivity improvements are not achieved
and the problem cannot be resolved at the enterprise level, the
parties will seek to resolve the matter in accordance with the
disputes procedure.

The company agrees that wages paid for changes under this
Agreement will not be withdrawn unless the employees/ un-
ion refuse to implement or withdrawn the agreed changes.

2) FAMILY LEAVE

Where an employee takes �approved� Sick Leave for �Fam-
ily Leave� purposes (as defined below) and no award entitle-
ment remains for payment, by agreement between the company
and the employee, other paid leave such as Annual Leave or
Long Service Leave may be taken.

In extenuating circumstances, where no such entitlements
exist, the company agrees to review the situation and may
extend ex gratia payments or leave in advance. This is to be
granted at the company�s discretion.

Definition

The extension of family leave will be subject to the follow-
ing conditions�

� the production of satisfactory evidence of illness;

� the employee must have responsibility for the care
of the family member concerned;
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� the family member being either�

* a member of the employee�s household; or

* a member of the employee�s immediate fam-
ily (as defined in the Sex Discrimination Act
1984)

3) APPRENTICES

The company agrees that they will, subject to operational
and business requirements, continue/employ junior appren-
tices provided that the employment of any additional junior
apprentices to satisfy the above does not jeopardise the em-
ployment of current personnel. Consideration will be given to
the usage of Electrical Mechanic apprentices for short term
durations from group schemes on a workload requirement
basis.

4) OVERTIME

The company agrees that overtime should be held within
reasonable limits. However, in exceptional circumstances
where overtime in a two month period exceeds 25% of nor-
mal working time, it is agreed to review the employment situ-
ation with the shop stewards (and may include union
representation). The foregoing calculations will not include
any site where a six day week is a normal part of the working
hours of that site and/or overtime accumulated on normal af-
ter hours �callback� work for Service Calls by a night call
mechanic.

5) FIVE DAY ROSTER MONDAY TO SUNDAY

The Five Day Roster Monday to Sunday shall be restricted
to employees carrying out Repair work and Escalator clean-
ing.

Provided an employee is given seven days notice, the ordi-
nary hours of work prescribed by the award may be worked
on any five consecutive days Monday to Sunday inclusive.
Where such work is performed on a Saturday, Sunday or a
public holiday, the prescribed award penalty rates will apply
(Monday being paid at single time).

R.D.O. Accrual

Where an employee is required to work in excess of five
days in any week, the first eight hours worked on each of
Monday to Friday will be treated as ordinary hours and will
be used for the purpose of RDO accrual. Hours worked on
Saturday, Sunday or public holidays will attract penalty rates
as prescribed in the Lift Industry (Electrical & Metal Trades)
Award 1973 and would accrue time for R.D.O.

6) CAREER PATH/TRAINING ASSOCIATED WITH
AWARD STRUCTURE

The company agrees in principle to provide a career path
and associated training for its employees. Courses must be
company related, approved in advance and relevant to current
position or career path.

Courses should be accredited and reflect national standards
whenever practicable.

7) MERT

The company agrees to participate in the MERT scheme,
provided that the company, by agreement with its employees
and the relevant union/s, may agree to an alternative arrange-
ment.

8) PAYMENT OF WAGES BY E.F.T.

The acceptance of this agreement prevents employees and
union(s) from making any claims for reimbursement of any
taxes or charges associated with wage payments through the
banking system.

9) PAYMENT OF WAGES

Implementation of payment of wages fortnightly at the com-
pany�s discretion.

Provided that wages will be available one week in arrears
and one week�s normal pay (including travelling allowance)
in advance. Any overtime or other allowances earned during
the week paid in advance will be paid in the following pay.

FRAMEWORK
PART B
10) HOURS OF WORK FLEXIBILITY

In order to meet the changing needs of customers in the
market place and their methods of working:

1. It is intended that the company will, following rea-
sonable consultation with its employees, introduce
shift work pursuant to Clause 13 of the Lift Industry
(Electrical & Metal Trades) Award 1973.
The parties agree that the structure of shift work will
be revised and adjusted if necessary according to
prevailing business commitments.

2. The flexible use of ordinary hours of work within
the Award defined spread of hours will be imple-
mented and guidelines will be established at each
enterprise in full consultation with the unions and
the employees concerned, prior to implementation.
Agreement shall not be unreasonably withheld.

The Company, employees and unions are committed to a
more flexible, productive workplace and lift industry.

11) TIME OFF IN LIEU OF OVERTIME
The parties agree to develop a procedure to facilitate the

implementation of this clause.
The fundamental principles of this agreement are:

1. Any time off must be by mutual agreement between
the employee and employer.

2. Time off will be at the appropriate penalty rate/time.
3. Time off will be initiated by the employee and sub-

ject to mutual agreement.
4. No pressure or coercion will be applied by the em-

ployer to achieve time off to be taken.
5. Time off accrued should be taken within the pay

period of accrual, but in any event, no later than 30
days from accrual.

12) WALKTIME
The practice of finishing work early to enable access to a

bank for collection of wages is eliminated.

13) ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE CALLS
To facilitate the Otis goal to provide the highest level of

customer satisfaction all service personnel shall, within rea-
son, make themselves available to accept breakdown calls up
to the scheduled completion of their particular shift. Should
the acceptance of the breakdown call lead to the person(s)
being required to work overtime on any day, this time will be
paid in accordance with the relevant award rates of pay. Where
a person is not able to work overtime on any particular day
due to prearranged personal commitments, that person shall
advise their supervisor prior to lunch break of that shift.

The award requirement for all employees to work reason-
able overtime applies.

14) TEMPORARY LABOUR
The following is the agreed procedure for using temporary

labour on site to carry out core work (i.e. work usually per-
formed by company employees).

1. All avenues of internal labour are to be exhausted
prior to the use of temporary labour, e.g. casual or
contract labour.

2. Time frame to be established after consultation with
shop stewards and employees subject to work load
requirements. Further through discussion with Shop
Stewards, the use of temporary labour must be dem-
onstrated to cover peak work loads only. Temporary
labour shall not be used on any site to the exclusion
of permanent employees. This clause will not be used
to introduce a permanent contract workforce.

3. Personnel will not be allowed to commence on site
without the appropriate personal safety equipment.

4. Tradespersons must have relevant trade qualifica-
tions.
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5. Temporary labour employees to be paid job specific
allowances the same as company employees in the
relevant section, e.g. travel/site allowances and be
paid at the classification level as would normally be
paid were the work to be performed by a permanent
employee of the company.

6. The continued employment and conditions of per-
manent employees will not be affected by the use of
the casual or contract labour.

7. The parties are committed to a review of the opera-
tion of this clause at 3 monthly intervals.

15) PREVIOUS AGREEMENT

It is understood and agreed that all items already agreed to
in the Otis Australia�Construction and Service Employees
Certified Agreement 1994 will be adopted and that the new
items listed in this Agreement are in addition to those previ-
ously ratified.

16) SITE FLEXIBILITY

Existing custom regarding early starts etc., will continue as
agreed.

17) INCLEMENT WEATHER

The parties are committed to the principle that employees
not affected by inclement weather can continue to be usefully
utilised. As such, should a portion of a project be affected by
inclement weather, all other employees not so affected shall
continue working in accordance with this Enterprise Agree-
ment, regardless that some employees may be entitled to cease
work due to inclement weather. Should a portion of the project
be affected by inclement weather, employees can be trans-
ferred to another work location under cover on the site or to
another site. These steps must be taken in full consultation
with the shop stewards and Occupational Health and Safety
Representatives.

18) ANNUALISED SALARIES

During the course of this agreement the parties shall work
towards the development and where agreed implementation
of an annualised salaries system for part or all of the field
employees.

19) TRAINING

The Company, employees and unions are committed, in ac-
cordance with the Competency Standards developed by the
Joint National Lift Industry Training Committee, to provid-
ing the necessary training to enable employees to improve
productivity and to enhance skills and career paths of em-
ployees. Accordingly, they are committed to:

� Developing a highly skilled and flexible workforce.

� Providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills within classification and

� Removing the barriers to the utilisation of skills
within classification.

The role of every employee in training others is recognised
and employees will be given the opportunity to receive train-
ing (as appropriate) in how to train others.

Otis Building Technologies and its employees will make
effective use of both off-the-job and on-the-job training op-
portunities.

All training within the spread of hours required by the com-
pany will be paid at ordinary time. Hours of work and training
will be no more than eight hours or nine and a half hours in a
four day week cycle, whichever is applicable (excluding lunch
break) otherwise overtime rates will apply.

20) PERFORMANCE MEASURES

During the first 12 months of this agreement, the parties are
committed to the development and implementation of mean-
ingful performance measures in order to develop performance

benchmarks for the business. Then benchmarks will be used
to facilitate the continuous improvement of business perform-
ance.

21) FOUR DAY WORK CYCLE

The parties to this agreement agree to develop a procedure
to facilitate the implementation of this clause. The fundamen-
tal principles of this agreement are:

1. It shall be initiated only after agreement is reached
between the relevant employees, the Company and
the Unions concerned.

2. Hours will be 4 x 9½ hours per day.

3. RDO�s cease to apply under the terms of this Clause.

4. Fares and travelling allowance will be paid per the
four days worked in accordance with this Clause.

22) BREAKDOWN ATTENDANCE

Maintenance teams to leave telephones turned on during
lunch periods and attend to emergency service calls except in
the case where private business prevents attendance. In such
cases on any particular day due to prearranged personal com-
mitments, the employee shall advise his Supervisor prior to
10.00 a.m. on that day.

Time worked to attend such calls to be taken at the comple-
tion of such calls or at an agreed time to the satisfaction of
both the employee and his Supervisor.

The 9.00 a.m.�6.00 p.m. shift will become 9.30 a.m.�
6.00 p.m. shift with a half hour lunch break.

23) CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS (C.S.F.)

a. Callback Reduction: Reduce the �O� unit Callback
Rate to 3.4 calls per unit per annum and sustain for
a minimum period of three months through overall
route callback reduction. The method of measure-
ment will be by using the Otis calls/unit/annum cal-
culation applied to the O.B.T. registered calls report.

Attainment of this C.S.F. by 1 June 1996 will result
in an increase to the all purpose rate of pay by 3%
on and from 1 June 1996.

b. The second C.S.F. to be identified by the Company
and set through the Consultative Committee prior to
1 June 1996.

The achievement of this second C.S.F. by 1 Decem-
ber 1996 will result in an increase to the all purpose
rate of pay by 3% on and from 1 December 1996.

24) WAGE INCREASE

1) The first payment will be in accordance with the
applicable classification from Appendix 1 and will
be payable after the execution of this document by
both the Company and the Unions with the com-
mencement date for increases being effective from
24 October 1995.

2) Subject to Clause 23)a. 3% payable from 1 June
1996�(Productivity Adjustment).

3) Subject to Clause 23)b. 3% payable from 1 Decem-
ber 1996�(Productivity Adjustment).

4) 3% payable from 1 June 1997�(Framework/Eco-
nomic Adjustment).

ONGOING ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS

Negotiations for a new Enterprise Agreement will commence
six (6) months before the expiry date of this Enterprise Agree-
ment.

This Agreement expires on 2 June 1997.
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APPENDIX 2
SPECIAL CONDITIONS

A) Lunch breaks will continue in line with custom and prac-
tice as existing until the amalgamation of Otis Building Tech-
nology elevator employees with Otis Elevator Company Pty.
Ltd. employees at which time the conditions of the latter will
be adopted and apply.

B) A roster will be developed as soon as practical to com-
mence the utilisation of the spread of hours, particularly the
coverage of the service business until 6.00 p.m. Monday to
Friday.

C) Any other conditions to be aligned strictly in accordance
with Clause 15, Equalisation of Pay & Conditions.

SIGNED BY:
Communications, Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing
& Allied Workers Union�Engineering &
Electrical Division, Western Australia
Branch (C.E.P.U.) W. Game
DATED THIS 2nd   DAY OF  APRIL 1996

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers�Western Australian Branch J. Sharp-Collett
DATED THIS 3rd   DAY OF APRIL 1996

Otis Elevator Company Pty Ltd T. Riordan
DATED THIS 27th  DAY OF MARCH 1996.

Otis Building Technologies Pty Ltd B. Turner�Manager for WA

DATED THIS FIRST DAY OF APRIL  1996.

PROFESSIONAL CEILING SERVICES WALL AND
CEILING INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT

No. AG 73 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Western Australian Builders� Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers

and
Roscic Holdings Pty Ltd trading as Professional Ceiling

Services.
No. AG 73 of 1996.

Professional Ceiling Services Wall and Ceiling Industrial
Agreement.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
3 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr C Roscic on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 and by consent, hereby orders�

THAT the Professional Ceiling Services Wall and Ceil-
ing Industrial Agreement in the terms of the following
schedule be registered on the 23rd day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Professional Ceiling

Services Wall and Ceiling Industrial Agreement.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Parties Bound

4. Application
5. Duration
6. Objectives
7. Dispute Settlement Procedure
8. Single Enterprise
9. Relationship With Awards

10. Enterprise Agreement
11. Trades/Labour Rations
12. Wage Increase
13. Industry Standards
14. Clothing and Footwear
15. Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of

Prior Learning
16. Seniority
17. Overtime
18 Company Based Incentive Scheme

19. Sick Leave
20. All-In Payments
21. Pyramid Sub-Contracting
22. Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Pro-

gram
23. No Extra Claim
24. Consultation

Appendix A�Wage Rates
Appendix B�Drug and Alcohol, Safety and Reha-
bilitation Program

3.�AREA AND PARTIES BOUND

This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Build-
ers� Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers (here-
inafter referred to as the �Union�) and Roscic Holdings Pty
Ltd trading as Professional Ceiling Services (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the �Company�) in the State of Western Australia.

4.�APPLICATION

This Agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the
Union, its officers and members, and any person eligible to be
a member of the Union employed by the Company on work
covered by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction)
Award 1987, No. 14 of 1978 (the �Award�). There are ap-
proximately 6 employees covered by this Agreement.

The Agreement has been negotiated in consultation with
the Association of Wall and Ceiling Contractors of WA Inc.
(the �Association�).

5.�DURATION

This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period
on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 July 1997.

The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement. Any party may terminate
the Agreement provided three months notice has first been
given in writing. In the event of a fundamental breach the
period of notice shall be one month.

6.�OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this Agreement are to:

(a) Increase the efficiency of the Associations member
companies by the effective utilisation of the skills
and commitment of the employees in the industry.

(b) Improve the living standards, job satisfaction and
continuity of employment of the company�s employ-
ees.

(c) Develop best practice standards that are internation-
ally recognised based upon a culture of opportunity,
continuous learning and improvement through train-
ing.

(d) Ensure that increases in efficiency on the job are im-
plemented in such a way as to ensure that health and
safety in the industry are maintained.

(e) Provide a mechanism by which disputes can be re-
solved quickly and in a manner which shall avoid
lost time.
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7.�DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
This clause applies to any questions, disputes or difficulties

arising out of the operation of this Agreement.
(1) Company Specific Industrial Disputes

(a) In the first instance an employee should sub-
mit a request concerning a work related issue
to his immediate Team Co-ordinator or Su-
pervisor;

(b) If the matter cannot be resolved at this stage
the employee shall raise the matter with the
Union delegate, who shall submit the issue to
the employees supervisor;

(c) If not settled at this stage, the delegate and the
relevant union organiser may submit the mat-
ter to the Senior Company Supervisor for con-
sideration;

(d) If not settled at this stage, the matter will be
placed in the hands of the Company�s Senior
Management and State Secretary for the rel-
evant union or his nominee;

(e) If the issue still exists after the abovementioned
processes have been carried out, then the mat-
ter shall be referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation. The Western Australian Industrial Re-
lations Commission�s decision will be
accepted by all parties to legal rights of ap-
peal.

(f) Whilst the above procedures are being fol-
lowed work shall continue as it was prior to
the issue occurring. No party shall be preju-
diced by the final settlement, as a consequence
of continuance of work in accordance with this
clause.

(2) Safety Dispute Resolution
It is agreed that management and their employees
have responsibility to ensure that workplaces are safe
and that employees are not exposed to hazards.
In the event of any disagreements on the necessity
to carry out any safety measures or modify, reinforce
or reinstate any safety device whatsoever, the proce-
dures set out below shall be adopted

(a) No person shall dismiss a safety complaint.
Any complaint would be referred to the Com-
pany�s Safety Officer or Workers Safety Rep-
resentative to be dealt with in accordance with
the following procedures.

(i) Where any employee becomes aware
of an unsafe situation, that employee
shall immediately notify the Compa-
ny�s Safety Officer or the Workers
Safety Representative.

(ii) The Company�s Safety Officer and the
Workers Safety Representative shall
take immediate action to have the un-
safe situation rectified.

(b) Should the Company�s Safety Officer consider
that no safety precautions are necessary, he
shall notify the Workers Safety Representa-
tive accordingly as soon as possible.

(c) Where there is disagreement on the ruling of
the Company�s Safety Officer, the Company�s
Safety Officer will arrange for the immediate
transfer of any employee away from the dis-
puted area.

(d) Should the Company�s Safety Officer be of
the opinion that no action is necessary and the
Workers Safety Representative disagree with
that decision, an appropriate Inspector from
the Department of Occupational Health, Safety
and Welfare (DOHSWA) shall be requested
to undertake an inspection of the disputed area
for the purpose of resolving any such matter.

(e) If disagreement still exists the Chief Inspec-
tor Construction Branch of DOHSWA, or his

nominee, shall be called in to assist in the reso-
lution of the dispute.

(f) Whilst the above procedure is being followed,
there shall be no stoppage of work in respect
of the matter being considered, except in the
area alleged to be unsafe.

(g) It is accepted that safety considerations do
override normal work practices and depend-
ing on the degree of potential risk to persons
on the job, or the general public, can over-
ride normal demarcation practices.

8.�SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single

enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 as amended (the �Act�).

9.�RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with

the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agree-
ment and the Award the higher rate shall apply.

10.�ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Union and the Company

agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agree-
ment, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.

11.�TRADES/LABOUR RATIOS
(1) (a) It is recognised that there is an important role for

labourers in this industry and it is agreed that they will be
utilised in the industry.

(b) No fixed ratios are established by this Agreement as the
number of labourers will be determined on an as needs basis
on the site. Where there is any disputation in relation to this
sub-clause in the matter shall be processed in accordance with
the general principles and procedures specified in Clause 7.

(c) Tradespeople may handle materials and gear within a
responsible vicinity of their work area.

12.�WAGE INCREASE
(1) The parties to this Agreement are committed to ensuring

that the measures contained in this Agreement lead to real
gains in efficiency.

As a prerequisite to the payment of the following increases
to all employees covered by the Agreement, the efficiency
measures in Clauses 1-12 of this Agreement shall be satisfied.

(2) This Agreement provides for increases of the Award
hourly rate resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix A�
Wage Rates, payable from 1 September 1995.

(3) In addition to the rates prescribed by 12(2) above, an
allowance of $1.00 per hour all purpose shall apply to all
projects. This allowance will be in lieu of the Structural Frame
Allowance.

(4) (a) A further allowance of $1.50 per hour for hours
worked, shall be paid to employees required to handle or in-
stall tiles containing mineral fibres. It shall be a requirement
of this Agreement that the employees in receipt of this allow-
ance wear the appropriate personal protective equipment and
have been trained in the proper fitting, use and maintenance
of that equipment.

(b) All of the Provisions of 4(a) above, will be reviewed
prior to the expiry of this Agreement and such review shall
include complete re-appraisal of the need to wear personal
protective equipment. No allowance is payable if personal
equipment is not required.

13.�INDUSTRY STANDARDS
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will con-

tinue to meet its current level of payment into the Western
Australian Construction Industry Redundancy Fund and will
immediately increase its level of payment into the Construc-
tion + Building Unions Superannuation Scheme to $50 per
week per employee.
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14.�CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
(1) The following items will be supplied to each employee

by the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair

wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair

wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during

the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year).

(2) The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to
fit over safety helmets.

15.�TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING

(1) The parties recognise the need to adopt a �total trade�
concept for training and skills acquisition to meet the current
and future requirements of the industry and where appropri-
ate to provide a career path for employees in the wall and
ceiling industry.

To this end the parties reaffirm their commitment to training
and agree that training and retraining of both the workforce
and supervision will occur on an ongoing basis.

Mature adult employees may be trained, initially as labour-
ers and then in the skills of a tradesman through a structured
improved system which will be recognised by the industry.

(2) A training allowance of $11.00 per week per employee
shall be paid by the employer to the Union Education and
Training Fund. These payments will have a commencement
date of 1 February 1996.

Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee shall,
upon application in writing to and with approval of the em-
ployer, be granted leave with pay each calender year pro-rata
to attend courses conducted or approved by the NBCITC. The
employers approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.

The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least two weeks in advance of the date of commencement of
the course.

The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer�s operations. The onus
shall rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.

An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee�s attendance at a course other
than:

course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.

For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.

Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this Agreement.

(4) The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learn-
ing), and will allow leave as per (2) above for such purposes
including but not limiting to securing Tradesmen�s Rights
Certificates.

(5) It is agreed that safety training will be an important com-
ponent in the structured training program.

(6) The parties to the Agreement acknowledge that they may
participate with others in a Training Advisory Committee that
shall consist of 3 representatives from the Association and 3
representatives from the Construction Skills Training Centre.
The role of the Committee will be to advise the parties to this
Agreement (and other parties) as to training priorities for the
industry and the appropriateness of particular courses for the
industry.

16.�SENIORITY
(1) The parties agree the continuity of employment is desir-

able wherever possible, and that where it is not possible, em-
ployees will be retrenched in order of seniority.

(2) When applying the �first on last off� principle it is agreed
subject to the caveat of �all things being equal�, it is intended
to apply on a state basis rather than a site by site basis.

(3) It is recognised that from time to time instances may
arise where the employee�s individual skills may be subject to
this caveat. Where there is any disagreement as to the applica-
tion of this the matter will be processed in accordance with
Clause 7.�Dispute Settlement Procedure of this Agreement.

(4) An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall have absolute preference and priority for re-employment/
re-engagement by the Company. Where an employee is re-
engaged within a period of six months the employee shall main-
tain continuity of service and all accrued entitlements with
the Company.

17.�OVERTIME
The allocation of overtime shall be at the employers pre-

rogative provided that the employer shall not be adversely or
unreasonably discriminate against any employees. The prac-
tice of one in all in shall be eliminated. An overtime roster
may be introduced by the employer in conjunction with the
employees.

18.�COMPANY BASED INCENTIVE SCHEME
The Company may negotiate with its employees further spe-

cific incentive schemes which will be read in conjunction with
this Agreement. Such incentive schemes must ensure that the
Award provides the base safety net and that all employees on
site have the opportunity to share in the scheme.

Once negotiated bonus based incentive schemes will be sub-
mitted to the Union prior to its implementation for confirma-
tion that the relevant requirements have been satisfied.

19.�SICK LEAVE
For sick leave accrued after the date of ratification of this

Agreement the following will apply:
(a) The Company�s employees shall have the option of

converting 100% of accrued sick leave entitlement
to a cash payment on termination.

(b) If an employee who has been terminated by the Com-
pany without exercising the above option is re-en-
gaged within a period of six months, the unpaid
balance of sick leave shall continue from the date of
re-engagement.

20.�ALL-IN PAYMENTS
(1) All-In methods of payments shall be prohibited.
(2) �All-In Payments� means any system of payment that is

hourly, weekly, or daily which is either in lieu of payment for
overtime, or in lieu of one or more of the various award con-
ditions such as annual leave, public holiday payments, inclem-
ent weather, etc.

Provided that All-In payments do not include casual engage-
ment on terms prescribed by the appropriate Award or Agree-
ment.

(3) If an employer has been paying an employee an all in-
rate he/she shall be required to pay to the employee the differ-
ence (if any) between the employee�s actual earnings and what
the employee would have earned had he/she been paid award
rates and conditions during his/her period of employment.

In addition to making the appropriated taxation deductions
from the employee�s wages, the employer shall also be re-
quired to make the appropriate contributions to the C+BUSS
and Portable Long Service Leave Schemes.

(4) If any party is of the view that this principle has been
breached or is aware of a contracting arrangement on a site
that is let to circumvent the payments prescribed under the
award or this clause, the matter may, if not resolved by the
head contractor, be negotiated between the parties or referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

(5) Any industrial action that may arise, shall be confined to
the employer in breach of this clause.

21.�PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
(1) �Pyramid Sub-Contracting� is defined as the practice of

a sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-con-
tractor.
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(2) Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the con-
tract and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to per-
form that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist
sub-contractor.

(3) Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for la-
bour and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by
the sub-contractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for
further labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.

(4) A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.

(5) Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term �Pyramid Sub-Contracting� the par-
ties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are under-
taken no industrial action shall occur.

22.�DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAM

The parties are committed to the Drug and Alcohol, Safety
and Rehabilitation program as outlined in Appendix B�Drug
and Alcohol, Safety and Rehabilitation Program.

23.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS
Except as provided for above there will be no extra claims

made above those contained in this Agreement for the dura-
tion of this Agreement.

24.�CONSULTATION
Although the parties acknowledge that general industry

matters are beyond the scope of this Agreement, the Union
recognises the role of the Association and shall consult with it
on matters of industry wide significance.

       Common Seal
________(signed)__________  ______(signed)________________
ON BEHALF OF THE UNION ON BEHALF OF THE COMPANY

_____Craig ROSCIC_____
(PRINT NAME)

Dated this 13th day of March 1996.

APPENDIX A�WAGE RATES
1 September 1 February 1 August 1 February

1995 1996 1996 1997
Hourly Hourly Hourly Hourly
Rate Rate Rate Rate

Labourer Group 1 13.75 14.21 14.66 15.11
Labourer Group 2 13.27 13.71 14.15 14.59
Labourer Group 3 12.92 13.35 13.77 14.20
Plasterer, Fixer 14.29 14.76 15.23 15.70
Painter, Glazier 13.97 14.43 14.89 15.35
Signwriter 14.26 14.73 15.20 15.68

APPENDIX B�DRUG AND ALCOHOL, SAFETY AND
REHABILITATION PROGRAMME

(1) PRINCIPLE
People dangerously affected by alcohol, and/or drugs are a

safety hazard to themselves and all other persons in the
workplace.

(2) FOCUS
� Site safety and the involvement of the site safety com-

mittee
� Peer intervention and support
� Rehabilitation

(3) WORKPLACE POLICY
(a) A person who is dangerously affected by drugs or

alcohol will not be allowed to work until that person
can work in a safe manner.

(b) The decision on a persons ability to work in a safe
manner will be made by the safety committee, or on
projects with no safety committee, by a body of at
least equal numbers of employee/employer repre-
sentatives.

(c) There will be no payment of lost time to a person
unable to work in a safe manner.

(d) If this happens 3 times the employee shall be given
a written warning and made aware of the availabil-
ity of treatment/counselling. If the employee refuses
help he/she may be transferred/dismissed the next
time he/she is dangerously affected.

(e) For the purposes of disciplinary action a warning
shall be effective for a period of 12 months from the
date of issue.

(f) An employee having problems with alcohol and/or
other drugs:

� Will not be sacked if he/she is willing to get
help.

� Must undertake and continue with the recom-
mended treatment to maintain the protection
of this program.

� Will be entitled to sick leave or leave without
pay while attending treatment.

(4) IMPLEMENTATION
To assist with the adoption and implementation with this

policy the company will:
(a) Clearly state its endorsement of the BTG Drug and

Alcohol program and comply with it.
(b) Provide access at an agreed time and venue for a

representative of the BTG Drug and Alcohol Pro-
gram to address a meeting of employees to discuss
and endorse the program.

(c) Authorise the attendance of appropriate company
personnel eg. Safety delegate/officer, safety commit-
tee members, union delegate, consultative commit-
tee member(s) at the two hour BTG Drug and Safety
in the Workplace training course.

R. A. C. ASSISTANCE CENTRE (ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING) AGREEMENT 1996

No. AG 215 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative

Branch
and

Royal Automobile Club of WA (Inc).
No. AG 215 of 1996.

R. A. C. Assistance Centre (Enterprise Bargaining)
Agreement 1996.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
8 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Dhue on behalf of the Australian Mu-
nicipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union of Em-
ployees, WA Clerical and Administrative Branch and Mr P
Le Miere and with him Mr C Keys on behalf of the Respond-
ent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders:

THAT the R. A. C. Assistance Centre (Enterprise Bar-
gaining) Agreement 1996 as varied by the parties shall
be registered on the 11th day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.
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Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the �R.A.C. Assistance

Centre (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1996�.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope
4. Incidence and Parties Bound
5. Operation of Agreement
6. Relationship to Parent Award
7. Commitments
8. Annual Leave
9. Long Service Leave

10. Bereavement/Compassionate Leave
11. Journey Cover Insurance
12. Wage Increases
13. Dispute Settlements Procedures
14. Number of Employees covered by this Agreement
15. Signatories

3.�AREA AND SCOPE
The area and scope of this Agreement shall be that prescribed

in the Clerk�s (R.A.C. Control Room Officers�) Award No.
A42 of 1987.

4.�INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
(1) This Agreement shall be binding on the parties to the

Agreement individually and collectively and shall apply to
employees of the Royal Automobile Club of W.A. (Inc) who
are members, or eligible to be members of the organisation of
employees party to this Agreement and who are covered by
the Award detailed in subclause (3) of this clause.

(2) The parties to this Agreement are:
� Australian Municipal Administrative, Clerical and

Services Union of Employees, West Australian Cleri-
cal and Administrative Branch.

� Royal Automobile Club of W.A. (Inc.)

5.�OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall operate from the commencement of

the first pay period on or after 1 August, 1996 and shall re-
main in operation until 1 August, 1998.

6.�RELATIONS TO PARENT AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in

conjunction with the relevant award as identified in Clause
3.�Area and Scope, of this Agreement.

(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agree-
ment and the award, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent
of any inconsistency.

7.�COMMITMENTS
(1) The concept of continuous improvement in all aspects

of R.A.C. operations is seen as fundamental to it�s survival
and prosperity in an increasingly competitive market. The
parties and all employees are committed to this concept as a
cornerstone of this and subsequent agreements and in particu-
lar, the parties recognise�

� That the success of the Assistance Centre depends
upon the highest possible standards of telephone pro-
cedures and techniques and training will be provided
to assist this;

� There will be positive co-operation between employ-
ees and management with regard to the relocation of
the Assistance Centre to Maddington;

� There will be positive co-operation between employ-
ees and management with the establishment of new
services, such as Security Services;

(2) A new flexible range of duties will be undertaken by
employees, including those specified below�

NEW TASKS FOR GRADES I AND 2
2.1 Grade 1

� Handle towing inquiries/requests and dispatch to
Contractors when required

� Dispatch country jobs to contractors (if no contrac-
tor to be passed onto Senior Telephonist).

� Quote battery prices and dispatch battery jobs
� Assist with any clerical work when calls are low
� Handle expired/lapsed membership calls
� Take payments by credit card over the telephone

2.2 Grade 2
� Handle Plus calls (which include NAP schemes)
� Dispatch all country jobs/tows�especially those that

have to be given to non contractors
(3) WORK PRACTICES

3.1 Given the improved facilities at the Maddington
premises arrangements for after hours meals will
change from the practice of bringing in meals due to
the provision of self catering facilities on site.

3.2 Staff are to be ready to work at the work station with
necessary equipment set up from the commencement
of each shift. This state of readiness shall continue
until the end of the shift.

(4) The parties are committed to the establishment of a joint
consultative committee comprising representatives from man-
agement and all employees.

The joint consultative committee will meet as required as a
forum to discuss any work related issue.

8.�ANNUAL LEAVE
1. (a) Employees may by agreement elect to have accrued

annual leave in excess of 30 days paid out.
(b) Payment for leave in excess of 30 days shall occur once

in the life of the agreement. Employees who request such pay-
ments must indicate their intentions in writing to the Payroll
Office by 30 October, 1996.

(c) The associated leave loading will also be paid, and the
appropriate marginal rate of taxation will be applied to the
payment.

9.�LONG SERVICE LEAVE
In lieu of the Long Service Leave General Order entitle-

ment and at the employee�s request and by agreement, long
service leave may be taken as follows:

� eight weeks after the completion of 10 years service
� an additional five weeks after the completion of 15

years service
The rate of pay in each case will be the rate of pay being

earned when the leave is taken.
In the event of termination an employee will be paid pro-

rata leave based on 13 weeks less any leave taken/paid pursu-
ant to this clause.

10.�BEREAVEMENT/COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
(1) (a) An employee shall be entitled to 4 days paid be-

reavement leave in the event of the death of a family member.
(b) An employee shall be entitled to 4 days paid compas-

sionate leave per annum in the event of the serious illness of a
family member.

(c) The scope of the leave provided for in (a) and (b) shall
be extended to include grandparents.

(d) The employee may be required to produce documentary
evidence relating to the death and/or serious illness of the fam-
ily member.

(e) This leave is not cumulative.

11.�JOURNEY COVER INSURANCE
The RAC shall ensure that all employees are provided with

Journey Cover Insurance and that the cost of providing such
insurance shall be met solely by the R.A.C.

12.�WAGE INCREASES
(1) The following increases shall apply to the employees

covered by this Agreement.
(a) 6% increase payable from the first pay period com-

mencing on or after 1 August, 1996.
(b) 3% increase payable from the first pay period com-

mencing on or after 1 August, 1997.
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(c) 3% increase payable from the first pay period com-
mencing on or after 1 February, 1998.

(2) The increases detailed in sub-clause (1) shall be based
on each employees prescribed Award rate of pay as of I Au-
gust, 1996.

(3) Wages Schedule
Award          Base Rate 6% 3% 3%
Grade 1
Level 1 408.20 432.69 444.94 457.18
Level 2 411.00 435.66 447.99 460.32
Grade 2
Level 1 418.70 443.82 456.38 468.94
Level 2 422.90 448.27 460.96 473.65
Grade 3
Level 1 428.70 454.42 467.28 480.14
Level 2 441.20 467.67 480.91 494.14
Grade 4
Level 1 451.00 478.06 491.59 505.12
Level 2 466.20 494.17 508.16 522.14

13.�DISPUTES SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
(1) Subject to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act,

1979 any dispute, question or difficulty arising under this
clause shall be dealt with as follows�

(a) As soon as is practicable after the dispute, question
or difficulty has arisen, the employee concerned will
take the matter up with his or her immediate super-
visor offering him or her the opportunity to remedy
the cause of the dispute, question or difficulty.

(b) Where any such attempt at settlement has failed, or
where the dispute, question or difficulty is of such a
nature that a direct discussion between the employee
and his or her immediate supervisor would be inap-
propriate, the employee concerned will as soon as
practicable take the matter up with his or her depart-
ment head and/or Human Resources affording the
department head or Human Resources Manager the
opportunity to remedy the cause of the dispute, ques-
tion or difficulty.

(c) Where any such attempt at settlement has failed, or
where the dispute, question or difficulty is of such a
nature that a direct discussion between the employee
and his or her department head and Human Re-
sources Manager would be inappropriate, the em-
ployee may notify a duly authorised representative
of his or her Union who, if he or she considers that
there is some substance in the dispute, question or
difficulty, shall forthwith take the matter up with the
employer or its representative.

(d) If the matter is not settled it shall be submitted to the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
for a determination and, subject to the rights of ap-
peal, all parties shall abide by, by the determination.

(e) Without prejudice to either party, work shall con-
tinue in accordance with this award while the mat-
ters in dispute are being dealt with in accordance
with this paragraph.

14.�NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THIS
AGREEMENT

This Agreement shall apply to approximately 40 employ-
ees.

15.�SIGNATORIES
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF
ROYAL AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF WA (INC)
.........(signed)........... DATE: ....7th August 1996.......
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF AUSTRALIAN
MUNICIPAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, CLERICAL AND
SERVICES UNION OF EMPLOYEES, WEST AUS-
TRALIAN CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
BRANCH
.........(signed)............ DATE: ....5th August 1996........
     Common Seal

RAND NATIONAL TRANSPORT ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996

No. AG 229 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association
of Western Australia

and
Rand National Transport (1986) Pty Ltd.

No. AG 229 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.
26 September 1996.

Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT

No. AG 229 of 1996.
HAVING heard Mr M. Pritchard on behalf of the Applicant
and there being no appearance (by prior arrangement) on be-
half of the Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pur-
suant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the Rand National Transport Enterprise Bargain-
ing Agreement 1996, No. AG 229 of 1996, as specified
by the following schedule, be registered as an Industrial
Agreement.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Rand National Trans-

port Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996, No. AG 229 of
1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Scope
4. Parties Bound
5. Term of Agreement
6. Relationship to Award
7. Wages
8. Ordinary Hours
9. Grievance Procedure

10. Signatories

3.�AREA AND SCOPE
The Area and Scope of this Agreement shall be that pre-

scribed in the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) State Award 1977, No. R32 of 1976 (�the
Award�), as amended from time to time.

4.�PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement shall apply to and be binding on Rand Na-

tional Transport (1986) Pty Ltd (�the Company�), and the
Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association of
Western Australia (�the Union�) and shall apply to all em-
ployees employed at the Company�s operation at 16 Miles
Road Kewdale WA 6105 who are employed in the callings
listed in the Award as identified in Clause 3.�Area and Scope,
of this Agreement.

It is estimated that 10 employees� will be bound by this
Agreement upon registration.

5.�TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate from the date of registra-

tion and shall expire on 1 August 1997.
(2) The parties to this Agreement shall begin negotiations

for a new Agreement at least 3 months prior to the expiration
of this Agreement.
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(3) Following its expiration, the Agreement shall continue
to operate until varied by the parties or replaced by another
Agreement.

6.�RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in

conjunction with the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and
Retail Establishments) State Award 1977, No. R32 of 1976
(�the Award�), as amended from time to time.

(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agree-
ment and the Award, this Agreement shall prevail to the ex-
tent of that inconsistency. Where this Agreement is silent,
Award provisions shall apply.

7.�WAGES
(1) Full Time Employees
The following wage rates shall come into effect on the first

full pay period on or after 1 August 1996.
GRADE Ordinary Hours Ordinary Hours Ordinary Hours

Monday to Friday Between Monday and Between Monday and
Saturday to 1.00 pm Saturday to 6.00 pm

STOREPERSON $449.90 $463.43 $477.73
STOREPERSON
GRADE 1 $462.22 $475.75 $490.05
STOREPERSON
GRADE 2 $467.50 $481.03 $495.33

(2) Part Time Employees
Part time employees shall receive payment for ordinary hours

of work at an hourly rate of one thirty eighth of the appropri-
ate rate prescribed by subclause (1) hereof.

(3) Casual Employees
A casual employee shall be paid one thirty eighth of the

appropriate rate prescribed in subclause (1) hereof, and in
addition a loading in accordance with the following scale:

(a) Where the casual engagement on any day is for a
full day�s work, a loading of 20%.

(b) Where the casual engagement on any day is for less
than a full day�s work, a loading of 25%.

(4) An employee who is required by the employer to be in
charge of a store or warehouse or other employees shall be
paid an in charge allowance for all purposes of the Agreement
calculated as follows:

(a) If placed in charge of a store or warehouse with no
other employees or if placed in charge of less than
three other employees�

3.4% of the rate specified in subclause (1)
above, as appropriate.

(b) If placed in charge of three or more other employees
but less than ten other employees�

6.2% of the rate specified in subclause (1)
above, as appropriate.

(c) If placed in charge of ten or more other employees�
11.2% of the rate specified in subclause (1)
above, as appropriate.

(5) The minimum rates of wages payable to all junior work-
ers covered by this agreement shall be as follows:

Junior Workers:
(percent of the appropriate wage prescribed in Part 1
hereof) per week:

Under 16 years of age 40%
16 years of age to 17 years of age 50%
17 years of age to 18 years of age 60%
18 years of age to 19 years of age 70%
19 years of age to 20 years of age 80%
20 years of age to 21 years of age 90%

(6) (a) An employee shall receive an additional payment for
every hour of which he spends 20 minutes or more in a cold
chamber in accordance with the following:

In a cold chamber in which the temperature is�
(i) Below 0° Celsius to -20° Celsius�50 cents per hour

(ii) Below -20° Celsius to -25° Celsius�58 cents per
hour

(iii) Below -25° Celsius�67 cents per hour

(b) Employees required to work in temperatures less than -
18.9° Celsius shall be medically examined at the company�s
expense.

(7) The rates as set down in subclause (1) hereof are to re-
place Clause 28 Part 1 subclause (1) of the Award for all pur-
poses of the Award.

8.�ORDINARY HOURS
(1) Subject to Part 1 of Clause 9.�Hours of the Award, the

ordinary hours worked each day will be subject to the follow-
ing:

(a) The ordinary hours on Monday of each week will be
worked between the hours of 5.00 am and 6.00 pm.
The hour between 5.00 am and 6.00 am will attract a
50% loading. This loading will only be paid for ac-
tual hours worked.

(b) The ordinary hours from Tuesday to Saturday inclu-
sive will be worked between the hours of 6.00 am
and 6.00 pm.

9.�GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) Any question, dispute or difficulty arising from this

Agreement shall be dealt with in accordance with the follow-
ing procedure:

(a) The matter shall first be discussed between the em-
ployee affected and the appropriate supervisor.

(b) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
the employee, an accredited representative of the
union and the warehouse manager or other appro-
priate representative of the Company.

(c) If not settled, the matter shall be discussed between
a senior official of the union and an appropriate rep-
resentative of the Company.

(2) A time limit of two working days will apply to each step
of the procedure set out in subclause (1) hereof.

(3) While the matter in dispute is being discussed in accord-
ance with the grievance procedure work shall continue and
the status quo as applying before the dispute shall be main-
tained. No party shall be prejudiced in relation to the final
settlement by the continuance of work in accordance with this
clause.

(4) It will be open to either party at any time to seek the
assistance of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Com-
mission in resolving any dispute.

10.�SIGNATORIES
For and on behalf of the
Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees�
Association of Western Australia
..........................Signed and Common Seal............................
MARTIN PRITCHARD
Name of Signatory
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
Position of Signatory

For and on behalf of
Rand Transport T/A Rand Cold Storage and Distribution
..................................Signed.......................................
SHAUN PETER CONIGLIO
Name of Signatory
MANAGER�COLD STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
Position of Signatory
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RCR ENGINEERING LTD (PERTH ENGINEERING)
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996

No. AG 231 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

RCR Engineering Ltd
and

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Australia

Branch.
No. AG 231 of 1996.

RCR Engineering Ltd (Perth Engineering) Enterprise
Agreement 1996.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
19 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr S. Foy on behalf of the Applicant and Mr
J. Sharp-Collett on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the RCR Engineering Ltd (Perth Engineering)
Enterprise Agreement 1996 attached hereto be and is
hereby registered as an industrial agreement and shall
operate on and from the 12th day of September, 1996.

(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S] Chief Commissioner.

CONTENTS
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PART A�FORMALITIES AND DEFINITIONS
1.�TITLE

This Agreement shall be known as the RCR Engineering
Ltd (Perth Engineering) Enterprise Agreement 1996.

2.�OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
The objectives of this Agreement are to assist RCR and its

employees in their commitment to:
2.1 Introducing flexible work arrangements that are

suited to both the needs of the business and the em-
ployee�s personal needs;

2.2 Fostering a culture that encourages a spirit of coop-
eration and trust;

2.3 Developing a reputation for providing excellent cus-
tomer service;

2.4 Fully utilising our plant to ensure maximum return
on our investment in capital and therefore our con-
tinued viability;

2.5 Simplifying administration of rostering and payroll
procedures to ensure greater efficiency and enable
us to be more responsive to customer needs;

2.6 Reducing the amount of rejected work which will
reduce costs and ensure prompt delivery to custom-
ers;

2.7 Participating in training and development to improve
employees� skills and experience which will assist
in the achievement of these objectives, reaching per-
formance and productivity targets and enhancing
employees� work and responsibilities.

Achieving the above objectives will enable RCR to prosper
and grow and therefore provide greater job security and re-
wards to its employees.

3.�STYLE OF AGREEMENT
3.1 How This Agreement Was Made
This Agreement was made through consultation with the

Works and Safety Committee, RCR managers, and the union.
Before applying for this Agreement to be registered, the ma-
jority of employees in RCR�s Perth engineering operations
voted in favour of this Agreement and RCR managers agreed
to apply for its registration.

3.2 Plain English
RCR believes that it is important for its employees to fully

understand this Agreement. For that reason, where ever pos-
sible this Agreement has been written in plain English, the
�employee� has been referred to as �you�/�your� etc and the
employer is referred to as �RCR�.

4.�PARTIES BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be binding upon:

4.1 RCR Engineering Ltd; and
4.2 The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Print-

ing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers West-
ern Australian Branch.

5.�APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
5.1 This Agreement shall apply to all employees at RCR

who work in RCR�s engineering operations in Perth and who
would, but for this Agreement be bound by the terms of the
Award.

5.2 The parties to this Agreement and the employees re-
ferred to in 5.1 above agree that they shall apply and abide by
the terms of this Agreement.

5.3 The number of employees that this agreement shall ap-
ply to upon registration of this agreement is approximately
30.

6.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement shall take effect from the beginning of the

first pay period commencing on or after the date of registra-
tion of this Agreement by the Commission and shall remain in
force for a period of 18 months.

7.�RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
Except where this Agreement specifically overrides the Metal

Trades (General) Award 1965 No 13 of 1966, it shall be read
and applied in conjunction with the Award. Where there is
any inconsistency with the Award, this Agreement shall pre-
vail to the extent of the inconsistency.
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8.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS
The parties to this Agreement and employees covered by

this Agreement agree that there shall be no extra claims out-
side this Agreement before the expiry of this Agreement .

9.�COPY OF AGREEMENT
A Copy of this Agreement shall be provided to each em-

ployee before it is registered by the Commission. A copy of
the final Agreement shall also be provided to each employee
after it is registered. The registered Agreement shall also be
available for inspection at the work place.

10.�FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS
RCR, engineering operations employees and the Union agree

to commence negotiations approximately 3 months before this
Agreement ends, with a view to agreeing on a replacement
Agreement.

11.�DEFINITIONS
11.1 �Agreement� shall mean the RCR Engineering Ltd

(Perth Engineering) Enterprise Agreement 1996.
11.2 �Award� shall mean the Metal Trades (General) Award

1965 no 13 of 1966.
11.3 �Commission� shall mean the Western Australian In-

dustrial Relations Commission.
11.4 �Ordinary Hours� shall mean the hours of work speci-

fied in clause 14. HOURS OF WORK of this Agreement.
11.5 �Ordinary rate of pay� shall mean the rate of pay pro-

vided in this Agreement for ordinary hours worked.
11.6 �RCR� shall mean RCR Engineering Ltd.
11.7 �Union� shall mean the Automotive, Food, Metals,

Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Work-
ers Western Australian Branch.

11.8 �You� or �your� or the like, shall at all times refer to
the employee.

PART B�FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS

12.�RELATIONSHIP OF PART B OF THIS
AGREEMENT TO THE AWARD

The clauses in Part B of this Agreement shall completely
replace the following clauses in the Award:

� Clause 13.�HOURS;
� Clause 14.�OVERTIME; and
� Clause 15.�SHIFT WORK.

13.�CLASSIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
13.1 This Agreement covers all of the classifications of work

that are covered by the Award.
13.2 In addition to the specific duties under your classifica-

tion, you shall be required to carry out any duties that are
incidental or peripheral to your main tasks or functions and
are within the limits of your skills, competence and training.

14.�HOURS OF WORK
14.1 Ordinary Hours of Work�General Flexibility Provi-

sions
The ordinary hours of work shall be worked in accordance

with the following:
14.1.1 38 hours per week which may be worked as 38 hours

per week or may be averaged over a cycle longer or
shorter than one week;

14.1.2 Ordinary hours shall be worked on any days of the
week from Monday to Friday inclusive, except when
working shift work in which case, ordinary hours
may be worked on a Saturday or Sunday for the pur-
pose of starting or finishing shifts;

14.1.3 Ordinary hours for all employees, except when work-
ing shift work, shall be worked between the spread
of 6.00am to 6.00pm or some other spread of hours
as agreed between you and RCR;

14.1.4 Ordinary hours shall not exceed 10 hours on any
day;

14.1.5 Ordinary hours shall be consecutive except for a meal
break;

14.1.6 Your rostered hours of work shall be arranged and
changed from time to time by RCR in accordance
with 14.3 Arrangement Of Ordinary Hours Of Work.

14.2 Ordinary Hours of Work During the Life of This Agree-
ment

14.2.1 To help achieve the objectives of this Agreement,
during the life of this Agreement different ways of working
ordinary hours of work may be examined and introduced by
RCR and the Works and Safety Committee. Such ways may
include but are not limited to:

(A) 19 day month with a flexiday arrangement; or
(B) 9 day fortnight with a flexiday arrangement; or
(C) Some other arrangement developed during the life

of this Agreement.
14.2.2 Any new arrangement/s of ordinary hours that are

introduced during the life of this Agreement:
(A) Must be developed with consideration given to the

issues specified in subclause 14.3 below;
(B) Must still operate within the terms of subclause 14.1

above; and
(C) Must be agreed between RCR and the majority of

employees in the engineering operations.
14.3 Arrangement of Ordinary Hours of Work
When arranging your starting and finishing times, the number

of hours, and the days on which you will be required to work,
RCR shall discuss any changes with you and the Works and
Safety Committee, where agreement shall be reached after tak-
ing the following issues into consideration:

14.3.1 forecasted and actual customer demand;
14.3.2 the most productive and efficient way to operate;
14.3.3 maximum utilisation of the plant at the workplace;
14.3.4 your personal and family needs;
14.3.5 applying the flexible work arrangements fairly to all

employees in your section;
14.3.6 giving you reasonable notice of a change in your

hours.
14.4 Meal and Rest Breaks
14.4.1 You shall not be required to work for more than 5

hours without an unpaid meal break of 30 minutes, except
where an alternative arrangement is agreed between you and
RCR. Where the majority of employees in the engineering
operations agree, you may work 6 hours instead of 5 hours
before a break.

14.4.2 Each morning you shall be entitled to a paid rest break
of 15 minutes, including wash up time, to be taken at a time
and in a manner determined by your Supervisor or Manager
to ensure minimal disruption to the work in your area.

15.�SHIFT WORK
15.1 Introducing Shifts
15.1.1 Work in any section of the Perth engineering opera-

tions may be carried out on afternoon and/or night shifts.
15.1.2 Any change to shift work shall where practicable be

introduced in accordance with 14.3 Arrangement Of Ordinary
Hours Of Work.

15.1.3 Regardless of 15.1.2 above, where the work load has
increased significantly or there is an urgent need to meet cus-
tomer demand, you shall be required to be available to carry
out shift work at short notice, in which case you shall be paid
in accordance with 15.2 below.

15.1.4 Shift work may be worked between any spread of
ordinary hours which may commence and finish outside the
spread of hours in 14.1.3.

15.2 Payment For Shift Work
15.2.1 Shift work on Monday to Friday shall be paid at 15%

more than your ordinary rate of pay.
15.2.2 Where a shift starts at or after 11.00 pm on any day,

the whole of that shift shall be deemed to have been worked
on the following day.

15.2.3 Where the first afternoon or night shift in any week
starts on Monday night, the night shift starting on Friday and
ending no later that 8.00 am on Saturday shall be deemed to
be ordinary hours and shall be paid at the shift work rate.
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15.2.4 By agreement between the Works and Safety Com-
mittee and RCR, the first afternoon or night shift in any week
may start on Sunday to enable you to have Friday night off
work. In such case, any time worked on Sunday shall be
deemed to be ordinary hours and shall be paid at the shift
work rate (ie. 15%).

15.3 Shifts Must Be Consecutive
15.3.1 Shifts shall be for five consecutive afternoons or five

consecutive nights, Monday to Friday, unless the ordinary
hours in your section are worked over less than five days in
one week, in which case the number of consecutive shifts shall
equal the number of ordinary days worked in your section.

15.3.2 Where you are required to work on less than the
number of consecutive shifts in accordance with 15.3.1 above,
hours worked on such shifts shall be part of your ordinary
hours of work but such hours shall be paid at overtime rates.

15.3.3 Shifts shall be deemed to be continuous where they
are broken due to work not being carried out on a Saturday,
Sunday, public holiday, day of paid leave, or a flexiday.

16.�OVERTIME
16.1 You may be required to work reasonable overtime and

shall not unreasonably refuse.
16.2 Overtime shall mean all work performed outside your

ordinary hours of work in accordance with Clause 14. HOURS
OF WORK.

16.3 Overtime Payments
16.3.1 Overtime worked on Monday to Friday inclusive shall

be paid as follows:
First 2 hours per day � time and one half based on your

ordinary rate plus shift work
penalty (if you are working
shifts);

After 2 hours per day � double time based on your or-
dinary rate.

16.3.2 Work done up to 12.00 noon on Saturday shall be
paid as follows:

First 2 hours per day � time and one half based on your
ordinary rate;

After 2 hours per day � double time based on your or-
dinary rate.

16.3.3 Work done after 12.00 noon on Saturday or on Sun-
day shall be paid as follows:

All hours � double time based on your or-
dinary rate.

16.3.4 Work done on a public holiday:
All hours � double time and one half based

on your ordinary rate.
16.3.5 In calculating overtime, each day shall stand alone

but when you work overtime that continues beyond midnight
on any day, the time worked after midnight shall be deemed to
be part of the previous day�s work for the purpose of this clause.

16.3.6 Overtime performed on shift work shall be based on
the rate payable for shift work. However, no provision of this
subclause (16.3) shall operate so as to require payment of more
than double time rates, or double time and a half for a public
holiday prescribed under this Agreement, for any work ex-
cept and to the extent that the provisions of Clause 18.�Spe-
cial Rates and Provisions of the Award apply to that work.

16.3.7 Any overtime hours outstanding at the time of termi-
nation of your contract of employment shall be paid out to
you at the rates specified in this subclause (16.3).

16.4 10 Consecutive Hours Off Duty
16.4.1 When you are required to work overtime, where ever

it is reasonably practicable, RCR shall arrange for you to have
at least 10 consecutive hours off duty between finishing work
on one day and the start of work on the next day.

16.4.2 Where you work so much overtime that there would
be less than 10 consecutive hours off duty, you shall not be
required to start work until you have had 10 consecutive hours
off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occur-
ring during such absence.

16.4.3 If RCR instructs you to start work or continue work
without having had 10 consecutive hours off duty, you shall

be paid at double your ordinary rate of pay until you are re-
leased from duty and shall then be entitled to 10 consecutive
hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time
occurring during such absence.

16.4.4 Where you are called into work overtime on a Sun-
day or Public Holiday preceding an ordinary working day,
you shall wherever reasonably practicable, be given 10 con-
secutive hours off duty before your usual starting time on the
next day. If this is not reasonably practicable, then the provi-
sions of 16.4.1 and 16.4.2 above shall apply. This paragraph
(16.4.4) does not apply if you are a casual employee.

16.4.5 Overtime worked as a result of a recall shall not be
regarded as overtime for the purpose of this subclause (16.4)
when the actual time worked is less than 3 hours on such re-
call or on each of such recalls.

16.5 Recall To Work
When you are recalled to work after leaving the job you

shall be paid for at least 3 hours at overtime rates and the time
reasonably spent in getting to and from work shall be counted
as time worked.

16.6 On call
When you are instructed by RCR to remain available at your

home in readiness for a call to work after ordinary hours, you
shall be paid at ordinary rates for the time you are required to
remain in readiness at your home.

17. �PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
17.1 You are entitled to the following public holidays or the

days observed in lieu, without loss of pay (subject to 16.3.4 of
this Agreement):

New Year�s Day; Good Friday; Easter Monday; Christ-
mas Day; Boxing Day; Australia Day; Anzac Day; La-
bour Day; Foundation Day; and Sovereign�s Birthday.

Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by
Agreement between you and RCR in lieu of any of the above
days. In such case the substituted day shall be a holiday with-
out loss of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not
be a holiday.

17.2 When any of the days in 17.1 above falls on a Saturday
or Sunday the holiday shall be observed on the next succeed-
ing Monday and Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday
the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday.
In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without
loss of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not be
a holiday.

18.�ANNUAL LEAVE�FLEXIBILITY PROVISIONS
18.1 Taking Annual Leave
18.1.1 This subclause shall completely replace subclause

(9) of Clause 23.�HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL LEAVE in
the Award.

18.1.2 You must give RCR as much notice as possible and
at least one month�s notice of your request to take annual leave,
unless a lesser period of notice is agreed between you and
RCR.

18.1.3 RCR shall endeavour to grant your requests for an-
nual leave at the time of your choice, however, depending on
the needs of the business, sometimes you may be required to
take annual leave as specified by RCR in which case you shall
receive at least 1 month�s notice, unless a lesser period of
notice is agreed between you and RCR.

18.1.4 In the interests of your rest and recreation, in most
circumstances RCR will require you to take your accrued an-
nual leave in periods of one week or more. However, pro-
vided you have reached Agreement with RCR, you may take
up to 5 single days of paid annual leave each year.

18.1.5 The purpose of annual leave is to take time off work
at regular intervals for rest and recreation. However, some
employees have not been taking annual leave regularly and
have accrued large amounts of annual leave. To correct this
situation, after the commencement of this Agreement:

(A) No employee shall be allowed to accrue more than 6
weeks annual leave. Once you have accrued 5 weeks,
RCR shall advise you so that you can plan your next
period of annual leave to ensure your accrual does
not exceed 6 weeks. However, in exceptional
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circumstances, such as a long overseas holiday, you
may request to accrue more than 6 weeks annual
leave. If granted, RCR shall provide you with writ-
ten approval.

(B) If you already have a large annual leave accrual upon
commencement of this Agreement, you must make
genuine attempts in consultation with RCR to re-
duce your accrual to 6 weeks or less.

18.2 Payment for Annual Leave
18.2.1 This subclause shall completely replace paragraph

(3)(b) of Clause 23.�HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL LEAVE
in the Award.

18.2.2 Before going on annual leave you shall be paid the
wages you would have received for the ordinary hours you
would have worked had you not gone on annual leave. This
amount shall include any applicable leading hand allowance
but shall not include any payment for overtime nor any other
allowances.

18.2.3 You shall continue to receive any applicable shift
penalty when you take a period of annual leave provided that:

(A) You have been working rostered night or afternoon
shifts for at least 6 weeks immediately before taking
that period of annual leave; and

(B) You have worked such shifts for 50% or more of the
past 12 months.

18.3 Annual Leave Loading
18.3.1 This subclause shall completely replace paragraph

(3)(c) of Clause 23.�HOLIDAYS AND ANNUAL LEAVE
in the Award.

18.3.2 From the beginning of the first pay period commenc-
ing on or after the registration of this Agreement, annual leave
loading will cease to accrue and be paid when you go on an-
nual leave. An amount in lieu of annual leave loading has
been added to your weekly wage.

18.3.3 Existing Leave Loading Accrual Shall Be Frozen
Your existing leave loading accrual shall be frozen and re-

corded as your leave loading entitlement which shall include:
(A) the amount of leave loading that you have accrued;

and
(B) the rate of pay applicable to that loading immedi-

ately before the registration of this agreement.
18.3.4 Leave Loading Accruals Paid Out Gradually
Each time you take a period of annual leave, part of your

entitlement in 18.3.3 above, applicable to the amount of an-
nual leave you are taking, shall be paid to you until your ac-
crued leave loading has been paid in full.

PART C�PRODUCTIVITY AND PAY
19. �MINIMUM RATES OF PAY

19.1 Minimum Adult Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum adult rates of

pay applicable under this Agreement.
Classification Minimum Agreement rate per week

C14 $349.60
C13 $368.60
C12 $389.50
C11 $410.10
C10 $492.10
C9 $513.00
C8 $535.50
C7 $551.00
C6 $596.60
C5 $615.60

19.2 Minimum Apprentice Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum apprentice rates

of pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in this Agree-
ment shall cause your rate of pay to fall below the Award.
Apprentices shall not be required by RCR to provide any tools
and therefore shall not receive a tool allowance.

4 Year Term 3½ Year Term 3 Year Term Minimum Agreement
Rate Per Week

1st year first 6 months $185.30
2nd year next year 1st year $242.66
3rd year next year 2nd year $330.90
4th year final year 3rd year $388.26

19.3 Minimum Junior Rates
The following rates of pay are the minimum junior rates of

pay applicable under this Agreement. Nothing in this Agree-
ment shall cause your rate of pay to fall below the Award.

Age Minimum Agreement rate per week
Under 16 years of age $128.13

16 years of age $164.74
17 years of age $201.35
18 years of age $237.96
19 years of age $287.39
20 years of age $340.47

19.4 Above Award Rates
Where you receive a higher weekly rate of pay for ordinary

hours of work, at the time this Agreement commenced, noth-
ing in this Agreement shall cause your rate of pay to fall be-
low that rate.

19.5 Enterprise Agreement Payment
In recognition the inclusion of annual leave loading into

your wage rate and doing your own laundry, you shall receive
the following pay increases upon commencement of this Agree-
ment:

19.5.1 Adult employees: $11.50 per week in addi-
tion to the rates in 19.1
above.

19.5.2 Juniors and Apprentices: $5.70 per week in addi-
tion to the rates in 19.2
and 19.3 above.

20.�PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE
PAYMENTS

20.1 Productivity and Performance Targets
Pay increases shall be available under this Agreement in

recognition of reaching productivity and performance targets.
Key performance indicators and targets shall be set for the
engineering operations for the improvement of:

� Reduced rework;
� Reduced sick leave;
� Reduction in lost time due to workers� compensa-

tion claims;
� Reduced wastage;
� The participation by all engineering operations em-

ployees in achieving and maintaining QA certifica-
tion to AS/NZS ISO 9002.

Within 1 month after the registration of this agreement, these
targets shall be set by RCR management but with direct con-
sultation with the Works and Safety Committee.

Once set, all employees under this Agreement shall be ad-
vised of the targets and given regular feedback on progress
towards the targets.

20.2 Productivity pay increases
20.2.1 The 2½% increase at Increase number 1 in the table

below is an amount determined in recognition of:
(A) Your commitment to the objectives of this Agree-

ment;
(B) Receiving pay fortnightly.

20.2.2 Increases 2. 3 and 4 shall be paid as follows:
(A) The first part of each increase (column A) is guaran-

teed and has been determined in recognition of your
continued commitment to the objectives of this
Agreement.

(B) The second part of each increase (column B) is pay-
able in addition to the first part of each increase,
provided the engineering operations reaches the tar-
gets set in accordance with 20.1 above.

Increase Date application A B
Enterprise Agreement Productivity

Increase Increase
1 First pay period commencing on or

after:
the date of registration of this 2½% not applicable
Agreement On your wage rate

2 First pay period commencing on or
after: 1½% 1½%
6 months after the registration of On your wage rate On your wage rate
this Agreement after increase 1 after increase 1

3 First pay period commencing on or
after: 1½% 1½%
12 months after the registration of On your wage rate On your wage rate
this Agreement after increase 2 after increase 2
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20.2.3 �Wage rate� referred to in the table above shall mean
your:

(A) Minimum applicable rate of pay in subclause 19.1,
19.2 or 19.3 above; plus

(B) Any applicable Above Award rate in subclause 19.4
above; plus

(C) Applicable Enterprise Agreement payment in 19.5
above.

Allowances, penalties, overtime payments and any other
similar payments are not included in your �wage rate� for the
purpose of determining your increases under this Agreement.

21.�OTHER ALLOWANCES
21.1 Leading Hand
Depending on the number of employees a Leading Hand is

responsible for, Leading Hands shall receive the following
weekly amounts in addition to their wage rate.

Number of employees Rate per week
3-10 $17.10
11-20 $26.60

21 and above $34.20
21.2 First Aid
A first aid allowance of $6.35 per week is payable to em-

ployees who hold a current Senior First Aid Certificate and
have been nominated as a first aid representative. This is a
separate allowance which is not added to the employee�s wage
rate for all purposes of this Agreement or the Award.

21.3 Tool Allowance
A tool allowance of $9.20 per week shall be payable to all

trades persons who are required to provide their own tools.
The tool allowance shall be included in the ordinary wage for
all purposes of this agreement.

22. �PAYMENT OF WAGES
Wages shall be paid fortnightly in arrears by electronic funds

transfer.

PART D�OTHER PROVISIONS
23. �CLOTHING AND BOOTS

23.1 RCR shall provide you with 3 sets of work clothing
per year which shall be either overalls or shirts and pants at
your option. RCR shall replace work clothing on a fair wear
and tear basis. You shall be responsible cleaning and main-
taining your work clothing.

23.2 RCR shall provide you with 1 pair of work boots which
shall be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis, up to 2 pairs of
boots per year.

23.3 Your issue of clothing and boots in 23.1 and 23.2 above
shall be carried out in accordance with RCR company policy
and, once issued, clothes and boots must be worn at work.

24.�CONSULTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
24.1 This Clause shall completely replace �subclause (9)

Structural Efficiency� of Clause 31 of the Award.
24.2 The Works and Safety Committee shall continue to

meet regularly and shall be responsible for discussing the fol-
lowing issues with the aim of identifying and implementing
continuous improvements that benefit the company and em-
ployees:

24.2.1 matters affecting efficiency or productivity; or
24.2.2 changes to the Organisation or performance of work;

or
24.2.3 reviewing the operation of this Agreement; or
24.2.4 Issues related to the objectives of this Agreement.
24.3 The size, structure and operation of the Works and

Safety Committee shall be appropriate to the number of em-
ployees and operational arrangements in the engineering op-
erations, and the matters requiring discussion.

25. �PROBLEM SOLVING AND AVOIDING DISPUTES
25.1 This Clause shall completely replace �Clause 34.�

Avoidance of Industrial Dispute� in the Award.
25.2 The aim of the procedure in this clause is to resolve

problems quickly and avoid disputes through consultation and
co-operation.

25.3 Procedure to be Followed
In the event of a question, dispute or difficulty arising out of

this Agreement that affects one or more employees, or from
your work or contract of employment at RCR, the following
procedures shall be used:

25.3.1 In the first instance the matter shall be discussed
without delay between you and your Supervisor;

25.3.2 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed between
you, your nominated representative (if you wish to
have a representative) and your Manager;

25.3.3 If not resolved, the matter shall be discussed between
you, your nominated representative (if you wish to
have a representative) and the General Manager;

25.3.4 If the matter is still not settled, it may be referred to
a mediator to assist in resolving the matter. The me-
diator shall be chosen by Agreement between you
and RCR. If the matter concerns all employees in
the engineering operations, the mediator shall be
chosen by Agreement between the Works and Safety
Committee and RCR.

25.4 Team Approach and Representation
If there is a matter that your co-workers are also concerned

about, nothing in this clause prevents you from:
25.4.1 Dealing with that matter at the same time as your

co-workers in a team approach; and
25.4.2 Choosing someone to represent you who may be

representing other employees as well, such as a un-
ion official or co-worker.

25.5 Code of Conduct While Solving Problems or Resolv-
ing Disputes

So that matters can be resolved quickly and peacefully, you,
RCR and the Union (if they are involved in the matter) agree
to:

25.5.1 Genuinely carry out all of the processes in this clause
quickly, taking no longer than three days unless there
are exceptional circumstances where it is not possi-
ble to resolve the matter in three days;

25.5.2 Only by-pass earlier stages where you and your Su-
pervisor or Manager agree that it is appropriate to
refer the matter straight to the General Manager;

25.5.3 Continue working without involvement in any form
of action such as bans, limitations, stoppages or lock-
outs.

25.6 Nothing in this clause will override the rights of the
parties regarding access to conciliation and arbitration in ac-
cordance with the Industrial Relations Act 1979.

SIGNATORIES OF THE PARTIES
This Agreement has been agreed to by the parties whose

signatures appear below:

RCR�s signature:
Signed for and on behalf of RCR Engineering Ltd. (ACN

008 898 486):
Signed Charles Burmingham 27/08/96
Signature Full Name (Print) Date

Union�s signature:
Signed for and on behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metals,

Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Work-
ers Western Australian Branch:

Signed Keith James Peckham 27/08/96
Secretary�s Signature  Full Name (Print) Date
Signed David Hicks (Seal Affixed) 27/08/96
Organiser�s Signature Full Name (Print) Date
The Common Seal of the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engi-

neering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers
Western Australian Branch:
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RIVERTON ENGINEERING ENTERPRISE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT 1996.

No. AG 242 of 1996

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Australian

Branch
and

Industrial Galvanisers Pty Ltd,
trading as Riverton Engineering.

No. AG 242 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.
7 October 1996.

Order.

REGISTRATION OF AN
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT

No. AG 242 OF 1996
Having heard Mr G. Sturman on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr T. Tieman on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the Riverton Engineering Enterprise Bargain-
ing Agreement 1996, No. AG 242 of 1996, as specified
by the following schedule, be registered as an Industrial
Agreement.

(Sgd.) R. H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Riverton Engineering

Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996, No. AG 242 of 1996.

2.� ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Introduction
4. Area and Scope
5. Incidence and Parties Bound
6. Period of Operation and Review
7. Relationship to Parent Award
8. Aims and Objectives
9. Strategies for Achieving Aims

10. Work Practices and Employment Conditions
11. Dispute Resolution Procedure
12. No Extra Claims
13. Travel Insurance
14. Protective Clothing
15. Wage Increases
16. Signatories to Agreement

3.�INTRODUCTION
This Agreement is a reflection of the commitment and

consensus approach to workplace relations exhibited by the
parties in recent years. Riverton Engineering and its employees
are aware of the competitive pressures facing industry today,
hence the need to enhance productivity, flexibility and
efficiency at the workplace in order to ensure the future viability
of operations. Recognition of the need to increase
competitiveness is an underlying aspect of this Agreement and
Riverton Engineering acknowledges the necessity to reward
employees for genuine effective increases in productivity.

4.�AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to approximately 40 employees

employed at the operations of Riverton Engineering engaged
in the classifications specified in Clause 15.�Wage Increases
hereof.

5.�INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND

(1) This Agreement shall apply to, and be binding upon,
Riverton Engineering at its Kenwick operations and all
employees of the Company employed therein under the
classifications set out in Clause 15.�Wage Increases hereof
who are, or eligible to be, members of the Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers�Western Australian Branch.

(2) For the purposes of this Agreement the operations of
Riverton Engineering shall be deemed to be �the enterprise�.

(3) Parties to this Agreement are�

(a) Industrial Galvanisers Pty Ltd, trading as Riverton
Engineering.

(b) The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Print-
ing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers�
Western Australian Branch.

6.�PERIOD OF OPERATION AND REVIEW

(1) This Agreement shall operate from the commencement
of the first pay period beginning on or after l September 1996
until 31 August 1998.

(2) The Consultative Committee referred to in Clause 9.�
Strategies for Achieving Aims hereof will begin the process
of reviewing this Agreement three months prior to its expiry.

(3) In conducting a review of this Agreement the
Consultative Committee shall assess achievements and gains
in productivity and efficiency during its term of operation.

(4) The parties may apply to cancel this Agreement with
effect from 31 August 1998 and, subject to the outcome of the
review process required under this Clause, make application
for a replacement document.

7.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD

(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in
conjunction with the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966, No.
13 of 1965.

(2) Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement
and the award referred to in subclause (1) hereof, the terms
and provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of
such inconsistency.

8.�AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

(1) Riverton Engineering aims to ensure the continued and
long-term viability of its operations, thus providing job security
for its employees. It also intends to provide a quality and
committed service to the metal fabrication industry and to be
the preferred supplier of lamp posts and associated poles to
clients in the industry. The parties to this Agreement recognise
that this goal requires mutual commitment to develop and enact
a process of productivity and efficiency enhancement within
the enterprise.

(2) To facilitate achievement of their aims, the parties agree
to pursue the following objectives�

(a) To have a well-trained, dedicated, motivated and
highly competent workforce and management team.

(b) To continually improve safety in the workplace and
personal awareness of safety and correct procedures
to reduce time lost through injuries and medical treat-
ment.

(c) To equal or improve quality standards required by
clients, with substantial reductions in re-working and
repairing each project.

(d) To encourage an attitude of consensus and agree-
ment based on consultation and negotiation in the
workplace.

(e) To foster improvements in productivity and efficiency
at the workplace to the benefit of the enterprise, its
employees and clients.

(f) To promote flexible and adaptive work practices by
removing demarcation barriers and artificial man-
ning levels, as well as encouraging self-supervision
and initiative of employees.
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9.�STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING AIMS
(1) To achieve the objectives of this Agreement the parties

agree to establish and maintain a Consultative Committee
consisting of equal numbers of employer and employee
representatives.

(2) The parties agree that the Committee will have the
following responsibilities and aims�

(a) To monitor the progress of productivity and effi-
ciency initiatives resulting from the application of
this Agreement and to evaluate proposals offering
potential productivity and/or flexibility enhance-
ments.

(b) To conduct on-going discussions on a six weekly
basis in regard to productivity, work practices, man-
agement/employee relations and other matters aimed
generally at improving operations of the enterprise.

(c) To effectively utilise intellectual resources, skills and
experience of members of the workforce.

(d) To represent and consider the interests of both em-
ployees and management in rational discussions.

10.�WORK PRACTICES AND EMPLOYMENT
CONDITIONS

The following strategies have been established in regard to
the proposed aims and objectives of the parties to form the
basis of entitlement to the wage increases specified in Clause
15.�Wage Increases of this Agreement.

(1) Sick Leave/Absenteeism:

(a) The parties to this Agreement recognise that the con-
tinued viability of Riverton Engineering is depend-
ent on commitment by workforce and management
to the enterprise. Wherever possible, all employees
will therefore reduce days taken through absence and
sickness.

(b) It is agreed by the parties that the entitlement to sick
leave does not apply to an employee who fails to
produce a certificate from a medical practitioner,
dated at the time of the absence, or who fails to sup-
ply such other proof of illness or injury as manage-
ment may reasonably require, provided that an
employee shall only be required to produce a certifi-
cate from a medical practitioner with respect to ab-
sences of two days or less, if after two such absences
in any year of service the employer requests in writ-
ing that the next and subsequent absences in that
year, if any, shall be accompanied by such certifi-
cate.

(c) In order to simplify the application of the require-
ment for a doctor�s certificate, the parties agree that
the counting of sick leave taken be administered from
l July to 30 June in the following year.

(d) The parties will develop, at the enterprise level, a
system which will encourage a reduction in absen-
teeism during the life of this Agreement.

(2) Hours of Work:
(a) The daily work schedule of ordinary hours shall be�

Monday�Thursday :
7.00 a.m : Commencement of work�to

be preceded by a siren at 6.55
a.m. signalling a move to the
workplace.

10.00 a.m.�10.10 a.m. : Smoko break.
12.00 p.m.�12.30 p.m. : Lunch break, unpaid. By

agreement, five minutes have
been moved from the Award
specified lunch period of 30
minutes to allow an additional
smoko break.

2.30 p.m.�2.40 p.m. : Smoko break.
3.30 p.m. : Completion of ordinary hours.
Friday:
7.00 a.m. : Commencement of work.
10.00 a.m.�10.10 a.m. : Smoko break.
1.00 p.m. : Completion of ordinary hours.

(b) Prior to finishing a work-day, employees shall be
allowed a maximum of five minutes for the purpose
of securing tools and cleaning up the workplace.

(c) Any hours worked in excess of those scheduled for
Monday to Friday shall be paid at overtime rates.

(3) Workforce Flexibility:

(a) In the interests of developing a more highly-skilled
and flexible workforce and to remove restrictive
demarcation barriers, employees shall carry out du-
ties and directions within the scope of their skill and
capabilities, ensuring at all times that safety and qual-
ity requirements of the job are maintained.

(b) Staff Assistance to Wages Employees:

Where practicable, engineering, commissioning and
supervisory staff may use tools when carrying out
inspections, testing equipment, instructing or train-
ing employees, provided that such action does not
attempt to replace jobs of employees covered by this
Agreement.

(c) Overtime:

(i) Subject to Clause 14.�Overtime of the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966, No. 13 of 1965,
at the direction of management employees are
required, when necessary, to work reasonable
overtime. A minimum of 4 hours overtime will
be offered each week when it is available.

(ii) Any dispute arising over the application or
allocation of overtime shall be referred to the
Consultative Committee.

(d) Self-supervision:

(i) In keeping with the over-all objectives of the
parties, as a reflection of the Riverton Engi-
neering�s faith in the ability and dedication of
its employees, it is a fundamental aim of this
Agreement to promote the concept of self-su-
pervision within its workforce.

(ii) Employees will be encouraged to use initia-
tive and self-discipline to ensure their work is
completed with minimum supervision. They
shall also be encouraged to contribute ideas
for productivity and efficiency enhancements
and to participate in decision-making proc-
esses via the Consultative Committee, as well
as through suggestion boxes and direct com-
munication.

(iii) At all times employees should share with man-
agement a sense of responsibility for safety
and quality of work in the workplace. A cul-
ture of dual commitment and responsibility is
essential for the long-term viability of the op-
erations of Riverton Engineering and for op-
timal job satisfaction and personal
development.

(e) Casual Employees:

(i) From time to time casual employees will be
used to alleviate shortfalls in the permanent
workforce of the enterprise. An employee en-
gaged as a casual will be notified in writing of
his/her casual status at the time of engagement.

(ii) For the purposes of this Agreement, an em-
ployee shall be deemed to be casual if the
expected term of employment is less than three
months.

(iii) The period of notice for a casual employee
shall be one hour.

(iv) In all other respects the terms of casual em-
ployment shall be in accordance with those
prescribed by the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966, No. 13 of 1965.

(v) After three months of continuous employment
at the enterprise, an employee shall become
permanent.
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(f) Workload Fluctuations:
(i) In an effort to enhance flexibility and efficiency

of operations at the enterprise, a number of
avenues have been identified by which fluc-
tuations in workload can be improved in or-
der to minimise any necessary reductions in
the workforce. These are�

- Reduction of overtime.
- The taking of annual leave.

(ii) In order that annual leave may be used as a
mechanism to provide flexibility, as well as a
break for employees, management and indi-
vidual employees shall endeavour to sched-
ule annual leave at a time mutually suitable to
both parties. Where more than four weeks of
annual leave have been accumulated, the em-
ployer can request that part, or all, of such
excess be taken, provided it is a minimum of
one week and as long as prior agreement had
not been reached to accumulate leave for spe-
cial reasons.

(iii) Where prior agreement has been reached it will
be confirmed in writing, with a copy kept by
the employee and on his/her personal file.

(g) Training:
Riverton Engineering is committed to helping its
employees attain higher levels of skill and compe-
tency in areas of benefit to the enterprise. The fol-
lowing have been identified as potential areas of
focus�

- Technical.
- Interpersonal communications.
- Safety.
- English.
- Job instructions.
- Quality of work.

(h) Lost Time:
In keeping with the stated aim of increasing produc-
tivity and efficiency of the enterprise, the parties
agree to monitor and evaluate lost time, which re-
fers to the difference between Total Hours Worked
and Productive Hours at the operations. The parties
have agreed to assess methods by which lost time
can be reduced.

(4) Best Practice:
The parties have agreed to assess and implement meth-
ods by which �best-practice� techniques involving opti-
mal flexibility and efficiency may be introduced. Areas
of focus include�
(a) Workplace Injuries:

(i) The parties agree to develop ways to reduce
the occurrence of injuries within the
workplace.

(ii) A benchmark and incentive scheme, based on
accumulated hours without injury, shall be
developed and implemented through a con-
tinuous improvement programme in safety, by
applying real improvements in workplace pro-
tection, safety training and awareness.

(b) Electricity Wastage:
A policy is to be developed which will involve em-
ployees turning machines on or off at start of work,
during meal breaks and at the end of the working
day. The cost of lighting and alternative lighting
sources will also be investigated.

(c) Use of Consumables:
(i) Employees will reduce the levels of

consumables used. These include, but are not
limited to�

- safety glasses;
- gloves;
- tools;
- welding equipment;

- ear plugs;
- safety boots;
- grinding discs;
- steel markers� electrodes;
- gas.

(ii) Employees will be encouraged to take respon-
sibility for monitoring and improving levels
in consumables used.

(iii) Benchmark targets will be developed, in con-
junction with the Consultative Committee,
with a view to reducing wastage and over-use
of consumables without compromising the
safety of employees.

(d) Comfort Support:
The provision of tea, coffee and sugar will be main-
tained, providing that sensible utilisation continues.

(e) Raw Materials:
(i) It has been agreed by the parties that methods

of reducing wastage of raw materials will be
developed.

(ii) Storage of off-cuts and fabrication aids that
can be re-used will be targeted.

(f) Workshop Set-up:
(i) The parties agree to develop techniques to

improve the Organisation and efficiency of the
enterprise. Areas to be focused upon include,
but are not limited to�

- Cleaning up during the manufacturing
process.

- Maintain and clean work environment.
- Maintain care and due appreciation of

tools and equipment.
- Report equipment failures as they oc-

cur.
(ii) The parties will develop a minimum tool list

of all hand tools to be carried by tradespeople
in receipt of a tool allowance.

(5) Communications:
The parties agree to take steps to improve and enhance
communication between management and employees
through�

- Tool box talks.
- Management report-back meetings with all employ-

ees.
- Monitoring of Committee meetings.
- Suggestion systems.
- Notice boards.
- Newsletters/bulletins.

11.�DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
(1) Where a question, dispute or difficulty arises the matter

shall be initially discussed and resolved between the immediate
supervisor, the employee and, if so desired, his/her Union
delegate.

(2) If the matter remains unresolved after the process
described in subclause (1) hereof has been followed, the Union
delegate shall discuss and attempt to resolve the dispute with
the operations manager.

(3) If still unresolved, the matter shall be referred to a Senior
Management representative and the full-time Union official.
The parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the grievance as
soon as possible.

(4) While the steps outlined in subclauses (1), (2) and (3)
hereof are being followed, industrial action shall not be taken.
A minimum of seven days is allowed to undertake discussions
as outlined in (1) to (3) above to solve the dispute.

(5) If, after step (3), the matter is not resolved, either party
may refer the matter to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission.
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(6) The parties will give each other earliest possible notice
of any issue or problem which has the potential of giving rise
to a question, dispute or difficulty. All relevant facts will be
recorded and clearly identified throughout these procedures.

(7) Bans or limitations will not be placed on the performance
of work while procedures outlined in this clause are being
followed and all actions shall be in accordance with Safe
Working Practice and consistent with established custom and
practices of the enterprise.

12.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS

(1) It has been agreed by the parties that there shall not be
any extra claims made for the duration of this Agreement.

(2) Any application by others to be joined to this Agreement
shall be opposed by the parties.

(3) The terms of this Agreement will not be used to progress
or obtain similar arrangements or benefits in any other
enterprise, whether involving Riverton Engineering or not.

(4) The terms of this Agreement have resulted from extensive
negotiations relating to productivity enhancements specifically
in regard to the enterprise and cannot be used as a precedent
elsewhere.

13.�TRAVEL INSURANCE

From l September 1996, Riverton Engineering shall pay
journey cover insurance for all employees bound by this
Agreement. The provisions will not be less than those available
through the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing
and Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Australian
Branch / Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia,
insurance arrangements.

14.�PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

(1) On engagement and every 12 months thereafter,
employees shall be entitled to receive the following�

(a) 1 x pair of boots.

(b) 3 x shirts and 3 x pairs of trousers; or

(c) 3 x pairs of overalls.

(2) Protective clothing so issued shall be worn at all times
during employment with Riverton Engineering and shall not
be wilfully damaged or abused.

(3) Upon request the Company shall supply and have fitted
prescription lenses to safety glasses for those employees whose
eyesight requires them.

15.�WAGE INCREASES

(1) In specific acknowledgment of productivity and
efficiency enhancements targeted by this Agreement, wage
rates of employees shall be increased by 10%. Such increases
will be granted in four instalments on the dates agreed by the
parties set out in subclause (2) hereof.

(2) Wage Structure:
Classification Current 3% 2% 3% 2%

Rate 1.9.96 30.6.97 9.12.97 30.6.98
Level� $ $ $ $ $

C14 ........ 10.64 10.95 11.16 11.50 11.73
C13 ........ 11.00 11.33 11.55 11.90 12.14
C12 ........ 11.49 11.83 12.07 12.43 12.68
C11 ........ 12.30 12.66 12.92 13.31 13.57
C10 ........ 13.32 13.71 13.99 14.41 14.70
C9 ........ 13.98 14.39 14.68 15.12 15.43
C8 ........ 14.65 15.08 15.39 15.85 16.17

(3) The parties will develop a production and quality-based
bonus system before December 1996. This will encourage
employees to lift efficiency and output through a system of
remuneration with a floor of no less than 1% of ordinary time
earnings, based on an agreed target formula to be developed
by the Consultative Committee.

16.�SIGNATORIES TO AGREEMENT

Signed for and on behalf of
Industrial Galvanisers Pty Ltd
trading as Riverton Engineering ............Signed..........

2.9.1996

Signed for and on behalf of the
Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union of Workers�Western
Australian Branch .......Signed and Common Seal........

3.9.1996

SANWELL INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
No. AG 218 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders� Labourers, Painters and

Plasterers Union of Workers
and

Sanwell Pty Ltd.
No. AG 218 of 1996.

Sanwell Industrial Agreement.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

25 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the Applicant and
there being no appearance on behalf of the Respondent and
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Sanwell Industrial Agreement in the terms
of the following schedule be registered on the 9th day of
September 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Sanwell Industrial

Agreement.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Parties Bound
4. Application
5. Duration
6. Dispute Settlement Procedure
7. Single Enterprise
8. Relationship with Awards
9. Enterprise Agreement

10. Wage Increase
11. Redundancy and Superannuation
12. Clothing and Footwear
13. Training Allowance, Training Leave, Recognition of

Prior Learning
14. Seniority
15. Pyramid Sub-Contracting
16. All-In Rates
17. Inclement Weather

Appendix A�Wage Rates

3.�AREA AND PARTIES BOUND
This is an Agreement between The Western Australian Build-

ers� Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers (here-
inafter referred to as the �Union�) and Sanwell Pty Ltd
(hereinafter referred to as the �Company�) in the State of
Western Australia.

4.�APPLICATION
This agreement shall be binding upon the Company, the

Union, its officers and members, and any person eligible to be
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a member of the Union employed by the Company on com-
mercial and industrial building construction projects covered
by the terms of the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987,
No. 14 of 1978 (the �Award�). There are approximately seven
(7) employees covered by this agreement.

Commercial and Industrial building construction Projects
shall be defined as a development of more than four home/
dwelling units or commercial and industrial buildings or with
a construction value in excess of $284,000.00

5.�DURATION
This Agreement shall commence from the first pay period

on or after the date of signing and shall continue in effect until
31 July 1997.

The parties agree to commence discussion on the terms and
conditions of any future agreement three calendar months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement.

6.�DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In relation to any questions, disputes or difficulties arising

out of the operation of this Agreement the dispute settlement
procedure that shall apply shall be in the same terms as that
outlined in Clause 46 Settlement of Disputes of the Award.

7.�SINGLE ENTERPRISE
It is agreed that this Agreement applies in respect of a single

enterprise as defined in Clause 41A(2) of the WA Industrial
Relations Act 1979, as amended (the �Act�).

8.�RELATIONSHIP WITH AWARDS
This Agreement shall be read wholly in conjunction with

the Award. Where this Agreement is silent on rates of pay and
other matters pertaining to the employment relationship, the
Award shall apply. Where there is conflict between the rates
of pay, conditions, allowances and other matters in this Agree-
ment and the Award the higher rate shall apply.

9.�ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
It is agreed that in the event of the Union and the Company

agreeing on the terms of a comprehensive enterprise agree-
ment, this Agreement may be terminated in accordance with
the requirements of the Act.

10.�WAGE INCREASE
This Agreement provides for increases in the hourly rate

resulting in the wage rates in the Appendix A�Wage Rates.

11.�INDUSTRY STANDARDS
It is a term of this Agreement that the Company will con-

tinue to meet its current level of payment into the Western
Australian Construction Industry Redundancy Fund and will
upon registration of this Agreement increase its level of pay-
ment into the Construction & Building Unions Superannua-
tion Scheme to $50.00 per week per employee.

12.�CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
1. The following items will be supplied to each employee

by the Company, upon the completion of five working days.
(a) 1 pair safety boots, and will be replaced on a fair

wear and tear basis.
(b) 2 T-shirts with collars, and will be replaced on a fair

wear and tear basis.
(c) 1 bluey jacket for each employee employed during

the period 1 April to 31 October. (One issued per
year).

2. The Company will also make available to each employee,
when requested by them, sun screen lotion and sun brims to
fit over safety helmets.

13.�TRAINING ALLOWANCE, TRAINING LEAVE,
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING

1. A training allowance of $11.00 per week per worker shall
be paid by the employer to the Union Education and Training
Fund.

2. Subject to all qualifications in this clause, an employee
shall, upon application in writing to and with approval of the
employer, be granted leave with pay to attend courses con-
ducted or approved by the NBCITC. The employers approval
shall not be unreasonably withheld.

The application for leave shall be given to the employer at
least four (4) weeks in advance of the date of commencement
of the course.

The time of taking leave shall be arranged so as to minimise
any adverse effect on the employer�s operations. The onus
shall rest with the employer to demonstrate an inability to grant
leave where an employee is otherwise entitled.

An employer shall not be liable for any additional expenses
associated with an employee�s attendance at a course other
than:

course fees
course books and materials
payment of ordinary time earnings for such absence.

For the purpose of this clause ordinary time earnings shall
be defined as the agreement classification rate.

Leave of absence granted pursuant to this clause shall count
as service for all purposes of this agreement.

3. The employer will actively encourage employees to seek
formal recognition of their skills (recognition of prior learn-
ing) including Tradesmen�s Rights Certificates in their own
time and at their own cost.

14.�SENIORITY
1. The parties agree the continuity of employment is desir-

able wherever possible subject to Sub Clause 2 and 3 below.
2. The Company reserves the right to decide the order of

retrenchments should they become necessary. The Company
will apply the �first on last off� principle subject to the caveat
of �all things being equal�, and it is intended to apply on a
state basis rather than a site by site basis.

3. It is recognised that from time to time instances may arise
where the employee�s individual skills may be subject to this
caveat.

4. An employee who has been retrenched by the Company
shall be given preference and priority for re-employment/re-
engagement by the Company.

15.�ALL-IN PAYMENTS
1. The Company shall not engage employees under this

agreement, by the �all-in� method of payment.
2. �All-In Payments� means any system of payment that is

hourly, weekly, or daily which is either in lieu of payment for
overtime, or in lieu of one or more of the various award con-
ditions such as annual leave, public holiday payments, inclem-
ent weather, etc.

3. If an employer has been paying an employee an all in-rate
he/she shall be required to pay to the employee the difference
(if any) between the employee�s actual earnings and what the
employee would have earned had he/she been paid award rates
and conditions during the period of employment.

In addition to making the appropriate taxation deductions
from the employee�s wages, the employer shall also be re-
quired to make the appropriate contributions to the C+BUSS
and Portable Long Service Leave Schemes.

4. If any party is of the view that this principle has been
breached or is aware of a contracting arrangement on a site
that is let to circumvent the payments prescribed under the
award or this clause, the matter may, if not resolved by the
head contractor, be negotiated between the parties or referred
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

5. Any industrial action that may arise, shall be confined to
the employer in breach of this clause.

16.�PYRAMID SUB-CONTRACTING
1. �Pyramid Sub-Contracting� is defined as the practice of a

sub-contractor, to whom a sub-contract is originally awarded,
sub-letting that contract or part thereof to another sub-con-
tractor.

2. Provided that where a sub-contractor does not have the
technical capacity to handle a specialist section of the con-
tract and intends to engage a specialist sub-contractor to per-
form that work, that section may be re-let to a specialist
sub-contractor.
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3. Further provided that when a sub-contract is let for la-
bour and material, a labour-only sub-contract may be let by
the sub-contractor, but it is unacceptable as a principle for
further labour-only sub-contracts to be re-let.

4. A bona fide sub-contractor is generally an employer of
labour, save for a machine owner-operator.

5. Where a disagreement arises in relation to the definition
or application of the term �Pyramid Sub-Contracting� the par-
ties shall discuss and determine the issue in accordance with
the agreement dispute resolution procedure. In any event of a
disagreement, the matter shall be negotiated further between
the parties or referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission. Whilst these procedures are under-
taken no industrial action shall occur.

17.�INCLEMENT WEATHER

The Award provisions shall apply, provided that:

(a) Where there is useful work within the employee�s
classification, and there is dry access or sheltered
walkways, employees can be transferred to a shel-
tered area and continue work. A sheltered work area
includes work in a full enclosed air conditioned cab
in earthmoving machines.

(b) Employees may be relocated to another company site
where work that is in the employee�s classification
is available provided that the site is not affected by
inclement weather and the employer provides, where
necessary, transport.

Common Seal

    (signed)       (signed)     F W McMURRAY
ON BEHALF ON BEHALF (PRINT NAME)
OF THE UNION OF THE COMPANY

Dated this 15th day of August 1996.

APPENDIX A�WAGE RATES
1 February 1 August 1 February

1996 1996 1997
Hourly Rate Hourly Rate Hourly Rate

$ $ $
Labourer Group 1 14.21 14.66 15.11
Labourer Group 2 13.71 14.15 14.59
Labourer Group 3 13.35 13.77 14.20
Plasterer, Fixer 14.76 15.23 15.70
Painter, Glazier 14.43 14.89 15.35
Signwriter 14.73 15.20 15.68

SIMON-CARVES ELECTRICAL SERVICES
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996

No. AG 252 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Simon Engineering (Australia) Pty Ltd (Simon-Carves
Electrical Services Division)

and

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.

No. AG 252 of 1996.

Simon-Carves Electrical Services Enterprise Agreement
1996.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.

4 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Sanderson on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr L. McLaughlan on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the Com-
mission on the 18th day of September, 1996 entitled
Simon-Carves Electrical Services Enterprise Agreement
1996 be registered as an industrial agreement.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.

SIMON-CARVES ELECTRICAL SERVICES
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT

1.�TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Simon-Carves Elec-

trical Services Enterprise Agreement 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1 Title
2 Arrangement
3 Area and Scope
4 Parties Bound
5 Date and Period of Operation
6 Application of Agreement
7 No Extra Claims
8 Objectives of Agreement
9 Dispute Procedure

10 Consultative Processes
11 Training
12 Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Effi-

ciency and Flexibility
13 Monitoring of Agreement
14 Wages
15 Date and Signatures

3.�AREA AND SCOPE
Subject to clause 6 below, this Agreement will apply to

Simon-Carves Electrical Services, a division of Simon Engi-
neering (Australia) Pty Ltd ACN 000 117 000 (Simon-Carves),
its employees who are members or eligible to be members of
the Communications, Electrical, Electronics, Energy, Infor-
mation, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers� Union of Aus-
tralia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
(Union), employed in the classifications set out in Clause 14�
Wages, and the Union and will operate within the State of
Western Australia.

It is estimated that the number of employees who will be
bound by this Agreement upon registration is 15-20.
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4.�PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement is made between Simon-Carves and the

Union.

5.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement will operate from 1 July 1996 and will re-

main in force until 31st December 1997 or its earlier cessa-
tion in accordance with clause 6.

6.�APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) Specific Sites and Projects

(a) Where the parties to this Agreement are also parties
to a written agreement which applies to a specific
project or site, such specific project or site agree-
ment, registered or unregistered will apply in lieu of
this Agreement.

(b) This Agreement will not apply to certain contracts
entered into by Simon-Carves as determined from
time to time and agreed to by the parties to this Agree-
ment.

(c) Where a specific project or site agreement is appli-
cable to work undertaken by Simon-Carves and the
Union are a party to that specific project or site agree-
ment, the specific project or site agreement will take
precedence over this Agreement.

(d) Where a specific project or site agreement is appli-
cable to work Simon-Carves are contracted to carry
out, and Simon-Carves and the Union are not a party
to that specific project or site agreement, it is agreed
that the parties will discuss the application of this
Agreement to that work.

(e) Where the parties are unable to agree upon the ap-
plicability or otherwise of this Agreement to the
work, both parties acknowledge the other party�s
legal rights to protect their respective interests.

(f) Both parties have the option of suspending this
Agreement effective immediately, provided that the
suspension will only extend to the application of this
Agreement to the work on the specific project or site.

(2) If it is agreed that meaningful productivity increases can
be achieved, but this Agreement cannot be implemented in
full, then wage increases available from this Agreement may
be introduced on a �pro rata� basis. The increases available
from this Agreement will be a maximum of those contained in
Clause 14�Wages.

(3) The parties agree that if, following a review of this Agree-
ment by the parties and the Consultative Committee, agree-
ment is reached that this Agreement places and continues to
place Simon-Carves and its employees at a competitive disad-
vantage, and productivity and flexibility have not improved
then Simon-Carves have the option of reverting to work un-
der the Electrical Contracting Industry Award R22 of 1978
(Award).

(4) No part of this Agreement is to be used by the Union,
Simon-Carves, or its employees as evidence or example be-
fore any industrial tribunal or proceedings not directly con-
cerned with work covered under this Agreement.

(5) No part of this Agreement is to be otherwise used by the
Union, Simon-Carves, or its employees as evidence or exam-
ple before any industrial tribunal or any other contractor.

(6) Pursuant to this Agreement and its measures to achieve
gains in productivity, efficiency and flexibility, Simon-Carves
will provide the rates of pay prescribed in Clause 14�Wages
which will be paid in lieu of the minimum weekly rate pro-
vided for in the Award.

(7) This Agreement will operate in conjunction with the
Award. Where any inconsistency exists between this Agree-
ment and the Award, this Agreement will take precedence to
the extent of the inconsistency.

(8) The parties agree that registration of this agreement in
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission will
not prejudice either the Union or Simon-Carves�s right to
claim, pursue and achieve an award or enterprise bargaining
agreement in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

7.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS
(1) The employees and the Union will not pursue any extra

claims in relation to the Award, with the exception of future
State Wage Decisions, for the life of this Agreement.

(2) Consistent with the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment
Principle any future safety net adjustment will be absorbable
to the extent of any equivalent amount in rates of pay paid
pursuant to this Agreement. Future safety net adjustments will
not increase the wage rates contained at Clause 14�Wages.

8.�OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
(1) The parties acknowledge their commitment to the prin-

ciples of enterprise bargaining.
(2) The parties agree that as a result of this Agreement,

Simon-Carves need to achieve productivity improvements to
continue to hold a competitive edge within the market place
by:

(a) heightening awareness and acceptance of account-
ability levels of all in the contracting process within
Simon-Carves�s operations;

(b) encouraging Simon-Carves�s employees to accept
responsibility in helping manage the total project per-
formance including that of subcontractors;

(c) developing concepts of best practice, continuous
improvement and quality control to enhance produc-
tivity and efficiency;

(d) developing a co-operative and harmonious working
environment in the enterprise;

(e) developing better employee management practices
that promote shared concepts of skill formation,
learning, teamwork, participation, flexibility and
communication;

(f) introducing best practice procedures in workplace
safety and health and personnel management;

(g) developing and following procedures to eliminate
lost time and make better use of available working
time, eg, start and finish at the designated workplace
at normal start and finish times;

(h) establishing measures to ensure ordered relations
exist between Simon-Carves and the Union on
Simon-Carves�s work sites.

(i) enhancing job satisfaction;
(j) improving Simon-Carves�s competitiveness to help

improve job security.
(3) It is agreed that the measures in this Agreement, prop-

erly implemented and carried out, will assist in the achieve-
ment of those objectives.

9.�DISPUTE PROCEDURE
(1) The Union undertakes to comply with the procedures

contained in Clause 27�Grievance Procedure and Special
Allowance of the Award without exception when any ques-
tion, dispute or difficulty arises between the Union and Simon-
Carves in relation to the Award or this Agreement.

10.�CONSULTATIVE PROCESSES
(1) Effective participation and acceptance of accountability

levels in the construction process, and achievement of the
common goal and objectives of this Agreement, are enhanced
by genuine consultation between Simon-Carves and its em-
ployees.

(2) A Consultative Committee (the Committee) may be es-
tablished within Simon-Carves. The composition and size of
Committee will be determined by the parties.

(3) The Committee will initially be chaired by Simon-
Carves�s State Manager or nominee. A representative of the
Union may attend meetings. A representative of the Electrical
Contractors� Association of WA (ECA) and/or CCI may at-
tend the meetings.

(4) The role of the Committee is to act as a forum for con-
sultation, guidance and advice between Simon-Carves and its
employees on matters such as monitoring and reviewing:

(a) implementation of this Agreement and its objectives;
(b) determination of benchmarks, best practice and con-

tinuous productivity improvement;
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(c) the skills formation programme and ancillary train-
ing;

(d) the productivity improvement programme;
(e) communication between Simon-Carves and its em-

ployees;
(f)  fostering a consultative and co-operative environ-

ment and setting and accepting appropriate levels of
accountability and responsibility.

(5) The Consultative Committee is a consultative and advi-
sory group and it is recognised by all parties that final and
overall accountability for company performance rests with
Simon-Carves.

11.�TRAINING
(1) Simon-Carves acknowledge the changing pace of tech-

nology in the electrical contracting industry and the need for
employees to understand those changes and have the neces-
sary skill requirements to keep Simon-Carves at the forefront
of the industry.

(2) The parties to this Agreement recognise that in order to
increase the efficiency, productivity and competitiveness of
Simon-Carves, a commitment to training and skill develop-
ment is required. Accordingly, the parties commit themselves
to:

(a) developing a more highly skilled and flexible
workforce; and

(b) providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire the additional
skills as required by Simon-Carves.

(3) It is agreed that a training programme be developed con-
sistent with:

(a) the current and future skill needs of Simon-Carves;
(b) the size, structure and nature of Simon-Carves;
(c) the need to develop vocational skills relevant to

Simon-Carves and the electrical contracting indus-
try.

12.�MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY AND FLEXIBILITY
(1) Award Matters
It is agreed between the parties that all work performed for

Simon-Carves will be performed in accordance with this
Agreement and with the Award as varied by this Agreement
and, if applicable, in conjunction with other industry agree-
ments.

(2) Flexibility of Hours, Breaks and RDO�s
(a) It is agreed that employees will be flexible in the

following areas:
(i) where it is agreed between Simon-Carves and

the majority of affected employee(s) Simon-
Carves may reschedule ordinary working
hours;

(ii) the spread of hours may be altered by agree-
ment between Simon-Carves and the major-
ity of employees in the plant or section(s)
concerned;

(iii) agreement to reschedule ordinary working
hours and to alter the spread of hours will not
unreasonably be withheld;

(iv) flexibility of rest periods and meal intervals
which may be staggered or otherwise arranged
at a time and in a manner to suit the conven-
ience of Simon-Carves in conjunction with the
provisions in paragraph (1)(e) and (f) of Clause
11�Hours, of the Award;

(v) flexibility of rostering employees� days off.
(b) It is agreed that when Simon-Carves wish to resched-

ule an RDO, Simon-Carves will endeavour to pro-
vide reasonable notice to the employee(s). RDO�s
may be substituted by agreement in accordance with
the Award, which agreement will not unreasonably
be withheld.

(3) Maintenance of Workplace
All employees are committed to ensure their workplace is

maintained in a clean and safe condition.
(4) Overtime

(a) Overtime will be worked in accordance with Clause
12�Overtime of the Award. In particular the em-
ployees agree to strictly adhere to sub-paragraphs
(2)(f)(i) and (ii) of Clause 12�Overtime:

�(2)(f)(i) An employer may require any em-
ployee to work reasonable overtime at
overtime rates and such employee shall
work overtime in accordance with such
requirement.

(2)(f)(ii) The union party to this award, or em-
ployee or employees covered by this
award, shall not in any way, whether
directly or indirectly, be a party to or
concerned in any ban, limitation or re-
striction upon the working of overtime
in accordance with the requirements of
this subclause.�

(b) Overtime may be worked on an RDO weekend as
required by Simon-Carves. Simon-Carves will en-
deavour to give employees who are required to work
on an RDO weekend such prior notice as is reason-
able in all the circumstances.

(c) Simon-Carves will introduce a roster system to en-
deavour to allocate overtime hours in a fair and eq-
uitable manner at Simon-Carves�s discretion,
provided that this will not disadvantage Simon-
Carves in any way.

(d) In conjunction with the roster system Simon-Carves
will select the employees required to work overtime
according to the needs of Simon-Carves and the par-
ticular project.

(e) When overtime has been scheduled and an employee
has committed himself or herself to work overtime,
such commitment must be honoured. Where an em-
ployee has a valid reason to be absent, in accord-
ance with Award provisions, the employee is
obligated to advise Simon-Carves, as soon as possi-
ble prior to overtime commencement of that fact and
the reasons therefore, so that alternative arrangements
may be made.

(5) Place of Start and Finish Work
It is agreed that all employees will be dressed and ready to

start work at their normal start time at the designated workplace
and work will finish at their normal finish time and place. On
construction work the workplace will be deemed to be the
nearest Simon-Carves compound or smoko shed.

(6) Footwear
It is agreed that employees who have been issued with safety

footwear will have such safety footwear replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis. There will be no automatic reissue of
footwear where an employee is placed on a new site. No safety
footwear allowance under the Award is payable.

(7) Uniforms and Clothing
(a) It is agreed that employees issued with Simon-Carves

uniforms and clothing, in accordance with company
policy as amended from time to time, will wear such
items during all work hours and each employee will
maintain his or her uniform and clothing in a re-
spectable condition as approved by Simon-Carves.

(b) It is agreed that employees who have been issued
with clothing will have such clothing replaced on a
fair wear and tear basis. There will be no automatic
reissue of clothing where an employee is placed on
a new site.

(8) Care of Simon-Carves Property
(a) It is agreed that employees will treat all property,

plant and equipment owned or hired by Simon-
Carves with due care and respect to ensure replace-
ment is kept to a minimum. All property, plant and
equipment will be returned to the designated stor-
age area each day.
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(b) A tradesperson or apprentice will replace or pay for
any tools supplied by the company if lost through
his or her negligence.

(c) It is agreed that all employees are committed to re-
ducing the cost of maintenance and minimising theft
and time spent looking for equipment not returned
to its designated storage area.

(9) Company Vehicles
Where an employee is provided the use of a company vehi-

cle to conduct company business that employee will ensure
that:

(a) the vehicle is kept clean, free of rubbish and washed;
(b) the vehicle�s oil and fuel requirements are regularly

checked to maintain the vehicle in a ready-for-use
condition;

(c) any defects that come to the employee�s attention
are reported to Simon-Carves immediately;

(d) he/she possesses a current WA drivers� licence.
The company reserves the right to allocate company vehi-

cles on a project/service needs basis and may transfer vehi-
cles between employees as required.

(10) Care of Consumables
It is agreed that all employees are committed to ensure maxi-

mum usage of Simon-Carves�s materials and consumables is
achieved and will exercise due care and precaution to prevent
wastage. All employees are committed to identifying further
ways in which wastage can be reduced.

(11) Quality Management
It is agreed that employees will co-operate fully with the

development and implementation of Simon-Carves�s quality
management systems and procedures, and will continually
strive to improve the quality of the products and services sup-
plied by Simon-Carves. Employees are committed to reduce
rework and complete tasks the first time, and eliminate the
need to return to finish incomplete work.

(12) Daily Labour Reports
It is agreed that employees will take an active role in the

production reporting and production strategy meetings by
punctually and correctly filling in Simon-Carves�s daily la-
bour reports.

(13) Co-operation Between Employees and Supervisors
(a) It is agreed that employees will assist in the man-

agement of efficiency and production of sites by
advising the supervisory staff at the earliest avail-
able opportunity if:

(i) it is anticipated that a material shortfall may
occur, and if a shortfall does occur;

(ii) faulty hand tools are on site;
(iii) production is likely to be delayed or is delayed

by other trades;
(iv) work is not being installed in accordance with

the specifications or with SAA Wiring Rules.
(b) Employees will take an active role to ensure that

sufficient quantities and correct types of materials
are available at the job site to maximise time at the
workface.

(c) Employees will take an active role in tool box meet-
ings to eliminate safety hazards.

(14) Use of Expertise and Duties
(a) It is agreed that employees who have undertaken the

appropriate training or obtained the appropriate li-
cense to operate plant and equipment, such as cherry
pickers, boom lifts and hiab trucks, will exercise these
skills or use such licenses when required to by
Simon-Carves.

(b) Employees� duties will include any work for which
the employee has requisite qualifications required
in connection with the electrical contracting indus-
try.

(c) The parties agree to use their best endeavours to avoid
demarcation disputes.

(15) Qualified Personnel
Simon-Carve�s supervisory personnel and foremen may work

on the tools for the purposes of demonstration, testing, in-
specting and tuition on the job and during the commissioning
of an installation or breakdown work affecting safety on a
site.

(16) Rest Period
(a) A rest period of 10 minutes will be allowed in ac-

cordance with the following:
(i) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, a

rest period of 10 minutes from the time of ceas-
ing to the time of resumption of work will be
allowed each morning.

(ii) The rest period will be counted as time off
duty without deduction of pay and will be ar-
ranged at a time and in a manner to suit the
convenience of the employer.

(iii) Refreshments may be taken by an employee
during the rest period but the period of 10 min-
utes will not be exceeded under any circum-
stances.

(iv) An employer who satisfies the Commission
that any employee has breached any condi-
tion expressed or implied in this paragraph
may be exempted from liability to allow the
rest period.

(b) This arrangement may be altered to suit the conven-
ience of Simon-Carves.

(c) Smoking is not permitted in Simon-Carve�s offices,
including site offices, toilet facilities, lunchrooms,
motor vehicles and other Simon-Carve�s facilities.

(17) Unauthorised Absences
(a) Simon-Carves will:

(i) arrange an employee�s ordinary hours of work
which will average 38 hours per week; and

(ii) select the method of implementation of the 38
hour week.

(b) An employee agrees to present himself or herself for
duty and remain on duty during the ordinary hours
of work.

(c) Simon-Carves will be under no obligation to pay for
any hours not worked during those ordinary hours
unless it is an authorised absence in accordance with:

(i) Award provisions; or
(ii) an instruction from Simon-Carves that the

employee may leave site without loss of pay.
(18) Safety Disputes

(a) Where a Simon-Carves employee is affected by a
safety dispute an employee will comply with Simon-
Carves�s instructions to either:

(i) continue work when the area in which the
employee is working is not affected by the
condition giving rise to the dispute; or

(ii) accept a transfer to work in an area of the site
not affected by the condition giving rise to the
dispute; or

(iii) accept a transfer from one site to another site;
or

(iv) leave the site without loss of pay.
(b) An employee who does not comply with Simon-

Carves instructions agrees to forfeit wages for time
not worked.

(19) Inclement Weather (Wet or Hot)
(a) Where a Simon-Carves employee is affected by in-

clement weather an employee agrees to comply with
Simon-Carves�s instructions to either:

(i) continue work when the area in which the
employee is working is not affected by inclem-
ent weather; or

(ii) accept a transfer to work in an area of the site
not affected by the inclement weather; or
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(iii) accept a transfer from one site to another site
not affected by inclement weather; or

(iv) leave the site without loss of pay.
(b) Where Simon-Carves requires an employee to

traverse open ground Simon-Carves will provide the
employee with protective clothing. Such clothing will
remain the property of Simon-Carves and will be
returned to Simon-Carves. Employees will take rea-
sonable care of the clothing and pay the cost of its
replacement if lost or damaged due to an employ-
ee�s negligence.

(c) An employee will not be affected by inclement
weather unless by virtue of the weather conditions it
is not reasonable and it is not safe for work to con-
tinue.

(d) An employee who does not comply with Simon-
Carves�s instructions agrees to forfeit wages for time
not worked.

(20) All Other Disputes
(a) Where a Simon-Carves employee is affected by any

other dispute an employee agrees to comply with
Simon-Carves�s instructions to either:

(i) continue work when the area in which the
employee is working is not affected by the con-
dition, situation or grievance giving rise to the
dispute; or

(ii) accept a transfer to work in an area of the site
not affected by the condition, situation or
grievance giving rise to the dispute; or

(iii) accept a transfer from one site to another site;
or

(iv) leave the site without loss of pay.
(b) An employee who does not comply with Simon-

Carves�s instructions agrees to forfeit wages for time
not worked.

(21) Movement of Material
It is agreed that employees will, where reasonably safe to do

so, and in compliance with WorkSafe Western Australia�s re-
quirements, load and unload materials, plant and equipment
from delivery vehicles and move such materials, plant and
equipment as required without impediment.

(22) New Technology
It is agreed that employees will fully utilise all new techno-

logical advances implemented by Simon-Carves including, but
not limited to, technological advances in relation to materials,
methods, plant and equipment.

(23) Work on Ladders
It is agreed that employees will work on ladders where they

are required to do so and such work complies with the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Act and Regulations.

(24) Client Satisfaction
(a) The employees will take an active role in ensuring

client satisfaction and acknowledge that client rela-
tionships are important to the growth of Simon-
Carves and its ability to offer continuing employment
to its employees. All employees agree to treat cus-
tomers with courtesy and respect and to consider the
customers� interests in their actions.

(b) Simon-Carves and its employees recognise that a
commitment to complete the project work on time
and on budget is essential to the ongoing viability of
the company and the prospects of long term employ-
ment of employees.

(25) Provision of a Tool Kit for Apprentices
(a) On completion of an apprentice�s probationary pe-

riod with Simon-Carves, Simon-Carves may elect
to provide a tool kit to that apprentice.

(b) The tool kit will consist of those tools Simon-Carves
requires the apprentice to own.

(c) The apprentice will refund Simon-Carves the total
cost of the tool kit, which cost will be deducted from
the apprentice�s wages in a manner to suit Simon-
Carves provided that the manner is not unreason-
able, having regard to the apprentice�s wage.

(d) The total cost of the tool kit will be refunded within
a twelve month period. In the event that the contract
of service is terminated, the total cost of the tool kit
will immediately become due and payable by the
apprentice, and will be deducted by Simon-Carves
from any monies owing by Simon-Carves to that
apprentice and any balance may be pursued by
Simon-Carves.

(26) Commissioning Allowance
A tradesperson will not receive a commissioning allowance

for miscellaneous pre-commissioning. A tradesperson will not
receive a commissioning allowance unless that tradesperson
is appointed by Simon-Carves to the position of a commis-
sioning tradesperson for a defined period.

(27) Provision of Safety Personnel
In the commercial sector of Simon-Carves�s operations,

Simon-Carves will endeavour to provide appropriately trained
safety personnel to attend on site where, as a result of a dis-
pute, Simon-Carves�s employees are unable to continue work
due to the absence of appropriately trained safety personnel.

(28) Payment of Wages
Employees will be paid by electronic funds transfer or, where

Simon-Carves and the employee agree, the employee may be
paid by cash or cheque.

(29) Injured Workers Rehabilitation
Simon-Carves is actively involved in ensuring any injured

employee is rehabilitated back to the workforce at the first
reasonable opportunity. To ensure this policy is maintained,
employees who suffer an injury may be required to consult a
medical practitioner nominated by Simon-Carves. This pro-
vision will not prevent an employee from consulting and be-
ing treated by his or her own personal medical practitioner in
the first instance.

13.�MONITORING OF AGREEMENT
The parties to this Agreement will continually monitor the

development of the Agreement and will review the effect of
this Agreement three months prior to its expiration.

If it is felt by the employees that the interpretation of this
Agreement places them at a disadvantage then the parties will
reconvene to resolve the issue.

14.�WAGES
(1) The following base Award weekly wage rates will apply

from the first full pay period to commence on or after 1 July
1996, subject to registration of this Agreement in the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission and the success-
ful implementation of the principles contained within this
document.

Beginning of Beginning of Beginning of
1st full pay 1st full pay 1st full pay
period to period to period to

commence on commence on commence on
or after or after or after

..1.../..7.../96 ..1.../..1.../97 ..1.../..7.../97
Electrical Installer $562.77 $583.87 $605.77
Electrical Fitter $562.77 $583.87 $605.77
Electronics Tradesperson $660.59 $685.36 $711.06
Electrician Special Class $591.44 $613.62 $636.63
Instrument Fitter/Electrician
Grade 2 $600.55 $623.07 $646.43
Instrument Fitter/Electrical
Grade 1 $583.60 $605.49 $628.20
Linesperson Grade 1 $562.77 $583.87 $605.77
Cable Jointer $562.77 $583.87 $605.77
Linesperson Grade 2 $541.45 $561.76 $582.82
Electrical Assistant $476.83 $494.71 $513.26
Apprentices
1st Year $219.48 $227.71 $236.25
2nd Year $287.01 $297.78 $308.94
3rd Year $377.06 $391.19 $405.87
4th Year $444.59 $461.26 $478.56

(2) Apprentices will be paid wages at the appropriate per-
centage shown in the Award, ie. 39%, 51%, 67%, 79%, of the
Electrical Installer�s rate referred to in subclause 14(1) above.

(3) The above weekly wage rates are paid in lieu of the rate
of wages and safety net adjustment payment pursuant to
subclause 2 of the First Schedule�Wages, of the Award, and
are exclusive of allowances and other special payments pay-
able pursuant to the Award.
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15.�DATE AND SIGNATURES
FOR AND ON BEHALF OF SIMON-CARVES ELECTRI-

CAL SERVICES, A DIVISION OF SIMON ENGINEERING
(AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD.

Greg Paholski (indecipherable)
......................................... .....................................

SIGNED   WITNESSED

       GREG PAHOLSKI
......................................................

THE STATE MANAGER

7/8/96
......................................................

DATE
THE COMMON SEAL OF THE COMMUNICATIONS,

ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONICS, ENERGY, INFORMA-
TION, POSTAL, PLUMBING AND ALLIED WORKERS�
UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING AND ELECTRI-
CAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH was hereto affixed in the
presence of:

Les Mc Laughlan  P. Carter
......................................... .....................................

SIGNED   WITNESSED

       ORGANISER
......................................... Affix Seal

TITLE
Common Seal

26/8/96
.....................................................

DATE

STORK ELECTRICAL PTY LTD ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT 1996.
No. AG 251 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Stork Electrical Pty Ltd
and

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch.

No. AG 251 of 1996.

Stork Electrical Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 1996.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
4 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Sanderson on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr L. McLaughlan on behalf of the Respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the agreement made between the parties in the
terms of the following schedule and lodged in the Com-
mission on the 18th day of September, 1996 entitled Stork
Electrical Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 1996 be regis-
tered as an industrial agreement to replace AG 138 of
1995, Stork Electrical Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 1995.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

���

Schedule.

STORK ELECTRICAL PTY LTD
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT

1.�TITLE
This Agreement will be known as the Stork Electrical Pty

Ltd Enterprise Agreement 1996 and will replace registered
industrial agreement AG138 1995.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1 Title
2 Arrangement
3 Area and Scope
4 Parties Bound
5 Date and Period of Operation
6 Application of Agreement
7 No Extra Claims
8 Objectives of Agreement
9 Dispute Procedure

10 Consultative Processes
11 Training
12 Measures to Achieve Gains in Productivity, Effi-

ciency and Flexibility
13 Monitoring of Agreement
14 Wages
15 Date and Signatures

3.�AREA AND SCOPE
Subject to clause 6 below, this Agreement will apply to Stork

Electrical Pty Ltd T/A Stork Electrical (WA) (Stork), its
employees who are members or eligible to be members of the
Communications, Electrical, Electronics, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers� Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch (Union),
employed in the classifications set out in Clause 14�Wages,
and the Union and will operate within the State of Western
Australia.

It is estimated that the number of employees who will be
bound by this Agreement upon registration is 15.

4.�PARTIES BOUND
This Agreement is made between Stork and the Union.

5.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION
This Agreement will operate from 1 January 1996 and will

remain in force until 31st December 1997 or its earlier cessation
in accordance with clause 6.

6.�APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT
(1) Specific Sites and Projects

(a) Where the parties to this Agreement are also parties
to a written agreement which applies to a specific
project the parties agree to discuss whether the pro-
visions of this Agreement will apply to that project
in lieu of the specific project agreement.

(b) If it is agreed that the specific project agreement
applies then the conditions of this Agreement will
not apply.

(c) This Agreement will not apply to certain contracts
entered into by Stork as determined from time to
time and agreed to by the parties to this Agreement.

(d) Where a specific project or site agreement is appli-
cable to work undertaken by Stork and the Union
are a party to that specific project or site agreement,
the specific project or site agreement will take prec-
edence over this Agreement.

(e) Where a specific project or site agreement is appli-
cable to work Stork are contracted to carry out, and
Stork and the Union are not a party to that specific
project or site agreement, it is agreed that the parties
will discuss the application of this Agreement to that
work.

(f) Where the parties are unable to agree upon the ap-
plicability or otherwise of this Agreement to the
work, both parties acknowledge the other party�s
legal rights to protect their respective interests.
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(g) Both parties have the option of suspending this
Agreement effective immediately, provided that the
suspension will only extend to the application of this
Agreement to the work on the specific project or site.

(2) If it is agreed that meaningful productivity increases can
be achieved, but this Agreement cannot be implemented in
full, then wage increases available from this Agreement may
be introduced on a �pro rata� basis. The increases available
from this Agreement will be a maximum of those contained in
Clause 14�Wages.

(3) The parties agree that if, following a review of this
Agreement by the parties and the Consultative Committee,
agreement is reached that this Agreement places and continues
to place Stork and its employees at a competitive disadvantage,
and productivity and flexibility have not improved then Stork
have the option of reverting to work under the Electrical
Contracting Industry Award R22 of 1978 (Award).

(4) No part of this Agreement is to be used by the Union,
Stork, or its employees as evidence or example before any
industrial tribunal or proceedings not directly concerned with
work covered under this Agreement.

(5) No part of this Agreement is to be otherwise used by the
Union, Stork, or its employees as evidence or example before
any industrial tribunal or any other contractor.

(6) Pursuant to this Agreement and its measures to achieve
gains in productivity, efficiency and flexibility, Stork will
provide the rates of pay prescribed in Clause 14�Wages which
will be paid in lieu of the minimum weekly rate provided for
in the Award.

(7) This Agreement will operate in conjunction with the
Award. Where any inconsistency exists between this
Agreement and the Award, this Agreement will take precedence
to the extent of the inconsistency.

(8) The parties agree that registration of this agreement in
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission will
not prejudice either the Union or Stork�s right to claim, pursue
and achieve an award or enterprise bargaining agreement in
the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

7.�NO EXTRA CLAIMS
(1) The employees and the Union will not pursue any extra

claims in relation to the Award, with the exception of future
State Wage Decisions, for the life of this Agreement.

(2) Consistent with the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment
Principle any future safety net adjustment will be absorbable
to the extent of any equivalent amount in rates of pay paid
pursuant to this Agreement. Future safety net adjustments will
not increase the wage rates contained at Clause 14�Wages.

8.�OBJECTIVES OF AGREEMENT
(1) The parties acknowledge their commitment to the

principles of enterprise bargaining.
(2) The parties agree that as a result of this Agreement, Stork

need to achieve productivity improvements to continue to hold
a competitive edge within the market place by:

(a) heightening awareness and acceptance of account-
ability levels of all in the contracting process within
Stork�s operations;

(b) encouraging Stork�s employees to accept responsi-
bility in helping manage the total project perform-
ance including that of subcontractors;

(c) developing concepts of best practice, continuous
improvement and quality control to enhance produc-
tivity and efficiency;

(d) developing a co-operative and harmonious working
environment in the enterprise;

(e) developing better employee management practices
that promote shared concepts of skill formation,
learning, teamwork, participation, flexibility and
communication;

(f) introducing best practice procedures in workplace
safety and health and personnel management;

(g) developing and following procedures to eliminate
lost time and make better use of available working
time, eg, start and finish at the designated workplace
at normal start and finish times;

(h) establishing measures to ensure ordered relations
exist between Stork and the Union on Stork�s work
sites.

(i) enhancing job satisfaction;
(j) improving Stork�s competitiveness to help improve

job security.
(3) It is agreed that the measures in this Agreement, properly

implemented and carried out, will assist in the achievement of
those objectives.

9.�DISPUTE PROCEDURE
(1) The Union undertakes to comply with the procedures

contained in Clause 27�Grievance Procedure and Special
Allowance of the Award without exception when any question,
dispute or difficulty arises between the Union and Stork in
relation to the Award or this Agreement.

10.�CONSULTATIVE PROCESSES
(1) Effective participation and acceptance of accountability

levels in the construction process, and achievement of the
common goal and objectives of this Agreement, are enhanced
by genuine consultation between Stork and its employees.

(2) A Consultative Committee (the Committee) may be
established within Stork. The composition and size of
Committee will be determined by the parties.

(3) The Committee will initially be chaired by Stork�s State
Manager or nominee. A representative of the Union may attend
meetings. A representative of the Electrical Contractors�
Association of WA (ECA) and/or CCI may attend the meetings.

(4) The role of the Committee is to act as a forum for
consultation, guidance and advice between Stork and its
employees on matters such as monitoring and reviewing:

(a) implementation of this Agreement and its objectives;
(b) determination of benchmarks, best practice and con-

tinuous productivity improvement;
(c) the skills formation programme and ancillary train-

ing;
(d) the productivity improvement programme;
(e) communication between Stork and its employees;
(f) fostering a consultative and co-operative environ-

ment and setting and accepting appropriate levels of
accountability and responsibility.

(5) The Consultative Committee is a consultative and
advisory group and it is recognised by all parties that final
and overall accountability for company performance rests with
Stork.

11.�TRAINING
(1) Stork acknowledge the changing pace of technology in

the electrical contracting industry and the need for employees
to understand those changes and have the necessary skill
requirements to keep Stork at the forefront of the industry.

(2) The parties to this Agreement recognise that in order to
increase the efficiency, productivity and competitiveness of
Stork, a commitment to training and skill development is
required. Accordingly, the parties commit themselves to:

(a) developing a more highly skilled and flexible
workforce; and

(b) providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire the additional
skills as required by Stork.

(3) It is agreed that a training programme be developed
consistent with:

(a) the current and future skill needs of Stork;
(b) the size, structure and nature of Stork;
(c) the need to develop vocational skills relevant to Stork

and the electrical contracting industry.

12.�MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GAINS IN
PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY AND FLEXIBILITY
(1) Award Matters
It is agreed between the parties that all work performed for

Stork will be performed in accordance with this Agreement
and with the Award as varied by this Agreement and, if
applicable, in conjunction with other industry agreements.
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(2) Flexibility of Hours, Breaks and RDO�s
(a) It is agreed that employees will be flexible in the

following areas:
(i) where it is agreed between Stork and the ma-

jority of affected employee(s) Stork may re-
schedule ordinary working hours;

(ii) the spread of hours may be altered by agree-
ment between Stork and the majority of em-
ployees in the plant or section(s) concerned;

(iii) agreement to reschedule ordinary working
hours and to alter the spread of hours will not
unreasonably be withheld;

(iv) flexibility of rest periods and meal intervals
which may be staggered or otherwise arranged
at a time and in a manner to suit the conven-
ience of Stork in conjunction with the provi-
sions in paragraph (1)(e) and (f) of Clause
11�Hours, of the Award;

(v) flexibility of rostering employees� days off.
(b) It is agreed that when Stork wish to reschedule an

RDO, Stork will endeavour to provide reasonable
notice to the employee(s). RDO�s may be substituted
by agreement in accordance with the Award, which
agreement will not unreasonably be withheld.

(3) Maintenance of Workplace
All employees are committed to ensure their workplace is

maintained in a clean and safe condition.
(4) Overtime

(a) Overtime will be worked in accordance with Clause
12�Overtime of the Award. In particular the em-
ployees agree to strictly adhere to sub-paragraphs
(2)(f)(i) and (ii) of Clause 12�Overtime:

�(2)(f)(i) An employer may require any employee
to work reasonable overtime at over-
time rates and such employee shall
work overtime in accordance with such
requirement.

(2)(f)(ii) The union party to this award, or em-
ployee or employees covered by this
award, shall not in any way, whether
directly or indirectly, be a party to or
concerned in any ban, limitation or
restriction upon the working of over-
time in accordance with the require-
ments of this subclause.�

(b) Overtime may be worked on an RDO weekend as
required by Stork. Stork will endeavour to give em-
ployees who are required to work on an RDO week-
end such prior notice as is reasonable in all the
circumstances.

(c) Stork will introduce a roster system to endeavour to
allocate overtime hours in a fair and equitable man-
ner at Stork�s discretion, provided that this will not
disadvantage Stork in any way.

(d) In conjunction with the roster system Stork will se-
lect the employees required to work overtime ac-
cording to the needs of Stork and the particular
project.

(e) When overtime has been scheduled and an employee
has committed himself or herself to work overtime,
such commitment must be honoured. Where an em-
ployee has a valid reason to be absent, in accord-
ance with Award provisions, the employee is
obligated to advise Stork, as soon as possible prior
to overtime commencement of that fact and the rea-
sons therefore, so that alternative arrangements may
be made.

(5) Place of Start and Finish Work
It is agreed that all employees will be dressed and ready to

start work at their normal start time at the designated workplace
and work will finish at their normal finish time and place. On
construction work the workplace will be deemed to be the
nearest Stork compound or smoko shed.

(6) Footwear
It is agreed that employees who have been issued with safety

footwear will have such safety footwear replaced on a fair
wear and tear basis. There will be no automatic reissue of
footwear where an employee is placed on a new site.

(7) Uniforms and Clothing
(a) It is agreed that employees issued with Stork uni-

forms and clothing, in accordance with company
policy as amended from time to time, will wear such
items during all work hours and each employee will
maintain his or her uniform and clothing in a re-
spectable condition as approved by Stork.

(b) It is agreed that employees who have been issued
with clothing will have such clothing replaced on a
fair wear and tear basis. There will be no automatic
reissue of clothing where an employee is placed on
a new site.

(8) Care of Stork Property
(a) It is agreed that employees will treat all property,

plant and equipment owned or hired by Stork with
due care and respect to ensure replacement is kept
to a minimum. All property, plant and equipment
will be returned to the designated storage area each
day.

(b) A tradesperson or apprentice will replace or pay for
any tools supplied by the company if lost through
his or her negligence.

(c) It is agreed that all employees are committed to re-
ducing the cost of maintenance and minimising theft
and time spent looking for equipment not returned
to its designated storage area.

(9) Company Vehicles
Where an employee is provided the use of a company vehicle

to conduct company business that employee will ensure that:
(a) the vehicle is kept clean, free of rubbish and washed;
(b) the vehicle�s oil and fuel requirements are regularly

checked to maintain the vehicle in a ready-for-use
condition; and

(c) any defects that come to the employee�s attention
are reported to Stork immediately.

(10) Care of Consumables
It is agreed that all employees are committed to ensure

maximum usage of Stork�s materials and consumables is
achieved and will exercise due care and precaution to prevent
wastage. All employees are committed to identifying further
ways in which wastage can be reduced.

(11) Quality Management
It is agreed that employees will co-operate fully with the

development and implementation of Stork�s quality
management systems and procedures, and will continually
strive to improve the quality of the products and services
supplied by Stork. Employees are committed to reduce rework
and complete tasks the first time, and eliminate the need to
return to finish incomplete work.

(12) Daily Labour Reports
It is agreed that employees will take an active role in the

production reporting and production strategy meetings by
punctually and correctly filling in Stork�s daily labour reports.

(13) Co-operation Between Employees and Supervisors
(a) It is agreed that employees will assist in the man-

agement of efficiency and production of sites by
advising the supervisory staff at the earliest avail-
able opportunity if:

(i) it is anticipated that a material shortfall may
occur, and if a shortfall does occur;

(ii) faulty hand tools are on site;
(iii) production is likely to be delayed or is delayed

by other trades;
(iv) work is not being installed in accordance with

the specifications or with SAA Wiring Rules.
(b) Employees will take an active role to ensure that

sufficient quantities and correct types of materials
are available at the job site to maximise time at the
workface.
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(c) Employees will take an active role in tool box meet-
ings to eliminate safety hazards.

(14) Use of Expertise and Duties
(a) It is agreed that employees who have undertaken the

appropriate training or obtained the appropriate li-
cense to operate plant and equipment, such as cherry
pickers, boom lifts and hiab trucks, will exercise these
skills or use such licenses when required to by Stork.

(b) Employees� duties will include any work for which
the employee has requisite qualifications required
in connection with the electrical contracting indus-
try.

(c) The parties agree to use their best endeavours to avoid
demarcation disputes.

(15) Rest Period
(a) A rest period of 10 minutes will be allowed in ac-

cordance with the following:
(i) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, a

rest period of 10 minutes from the time of ceas-
ing to the time of resumption of work will be
allowed each morning.

(ii) The rest period will be counted as time off
duty without deduction of pay and will be ar-
ranged at a time and in a manner to suit the
convenience of the employer.

(iii) Refreshments may be taken by an employee
during the rest period but the period of 10
minutes will not be exceeded under any cir-
cumstances.

(iv) An employer who satisfies the Commission
that any employee has breached any condi-
tion expressed or implied in this paragraph
may be exempted from liability to allow the
rest period.

(b) This arrangement may be altered to suit the conven-
ience of Stork.

(16) Unauthorised Absences
(a) Stork will:

(i) arrange an employee�s ordinary hours of work
which will average 38 hours per week; and

(ii) select the method of implementation of the 38
hour week.

(b) An employee agrees to present himself or herself for
duty and remain on duty during the ordinary hours
of work.

(c) Stork will be under no obligation to pay for any hours
not worked during those ordinary hours unless it is
an authorised absence in accordance with:

(i) Award provisions; or
(ii) an instruction from Stork that the employee

may leave site without loss of pay.
(17) Safety Disputes

(a) Where a Stork employee is affected by a safety dis-
pute an employee will comply with Stork�s instruc-
tions to either:

(i) continue work when the area in which the
employee is working is not affected by the
condition giving rise to the dispute; or

(ii) accept a transfer to work in an area of the site
not affected by the condition giving rise to the
dispute; or

(iii) accept a transfer from one site to another site;
or

(iv) leave the site without loss of pay.
(b) An employee who does not comply with Stork in-

structions agrees to forfeit wages for time not worked.
(18) Inclement Weather (Wet or Hot)

(a) Where a Stork employee is affected by inclement
weather an employee agrees to comply with Stork�s
instructions to either:

(i) continue work when the area in which the
employee is working is not affected by inclem-
ent weather; or

(ii) accept a transfer to work in an area of the site
not affected by the inclement weather; or

(iii) accept a transfer from one site to another site
not affected by inclement weather; or

(iv) leave the site without loss of pay.
(b) Where Stork requires an employee to traverse open

ground Stork will provide the employee with pro-
tective clothing. Such clothing will remain the prop-
erty of Stork and will be returned to Stork. Employees
will take reasonable care of the clothing and pay the
cost of its replacement if lost or damaged due to an
employee�s negligence.

(c) An employee will not be affected by inclement
weather unless by virtue of the weather conditions it
is not reasonable and it is not safe for work to con-
tinue.

(d) An employee who does not comply with Stork�s in-
structions agrees to forfeit wages for time not worked.

(19) All Other Disputes
(a) Where a Stork employee is affected by any other

dispute an employee agrees to comply with Stork�s
instructions to either:

(i) continue work when the area in which the
employee is working is not affected by the
condition, situation or grievance giving rise
to the dispute; or

(ii) accept a transfer to work in an area of the site
not affected by the condition, situation or
grievance giving rise to the dispute; or

(iii) accept a transfer from one site to another site;
or

(iv) leave the site without loss of pay.
(b) An employee who does not comply with Stork�s in-

structions agrees to forfeit wages for time not worked.
(20) Movement of Material
It is agreed that employees will, where reasonably safe to do

so, and in compliance with WorkSafe Western Australia�s
requirements, load and unload materials, plant and equipment
from delivery vehicles and move such materials, plant and
equipment as required without impediment.

(21) New Technology
It is agreed that employees will fully utilise all new

technological advances implemented by Stork including, but
not limited to, technological advances in relation to materials,
methods, plant and equipment.

(22) Work on Ladders
It is agreed that employees will work on ladders where they

are required to do so and such work complies with the
Occupational Safety and Health Act and Regulations.

(23) Client Satisfaction
(a) The employees will take an active role in ensuring

client satisfaction and acknowledge that client rela-
tionships are important to the growth of Stork and
its ability to offer continuing employment to its em-
ployees. All employees agree to treat customers with
courtesy and respect and to consider the customers�
interests in their actions.

(b) Stork and its employees recognise that a commit-
ment to complete the project work on time and on
budget is essential to the ongoing viability of the
company and the prospects of long term employ-
ment of employees.

(24) Injured Workers Rehabilitation
Stork is actively involved in ensuring any injured employee

is rehabilitated back to the workforce at the first reasonable
opportunity. To ensure this policy is maintained, employees
who suffer an injury may be required to consult a medical
practitioner nominated by Stork. This provision will not
prevent an employee from consulting and being treated by his
or her own personal medical practitioner in the first instance.

(25) Payment of Wages
Employees will be paid by electronic funds transfer or, where

Stork and the employee agree, the employee may be paid by
cash or cheque.
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13.�MONITORING OF AGREEMENT
The parties to this Agreement will continually monitor the

development of the Agreement and will review the effect of
this Agreement three months prior to its expiration.

If it is felt by the employees that the interpretation of this
Agreement places them at a disadvantage then the parties will
reconvene to resolve the issue.

14.�WAGES
(1) The following wage rates will apply from the first full

pay period to commence on or after 1 January 1996, subject
to registration of this Agreement in the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission and the successful
implementation of the principles contained within this
document.

Beginning Beginning Beginning Beginning
of 1st of 1st of 1st of 1st

full pay full pay full pay full pay
period to period to period to period to

commence commence commence commence
on or after on or after on or after on of after

1/1/96 1/7/96 1/1/97 1/7/97

Electrical Installer $542.43 $562.77 $583.87 $605.77
Electrical Fitter $542.43 $562.77 $583.77 $605.77
Electronics Tradesperson $636.71 $660.59 $685.36 $711.06
Electrician Special Class $570.06 $591.44 $613.62 $636.63
Instrument Fitter/Electrician Grade 2 $578.84 $600.55 $623.07 $646.43
Instrument Fitter/Electrical Grade 1 $562.51 $583.60 $605.49 $628.20
Linesperson Grade 1 $542.43 $562.77 $583.87 $605.77
Cable Jointer $542.43 $562.77 $583.87 $605.77
Linesperson Grade 2 $521.88 $541.45 $561.76 $582.82
Electrical Assistant $459.59 $476.83 $494.71 $513.26
Apprentices
1st Year $211.55 $219.48 $227.71 $236.25
2nd Year $276.64 $287.01 $297.78 $308.94
3rd Year $363.43 $377.06 $391.19 $405.87
4th Year $428.52 $444.59 $461.26 $478.56

(2) Apprentices will be paid wages at the appropriate
percentage shown in the Award, ie. 39%, 51%, 67%, 79%, of
the Electrical Installer�s rate referred to in subclause 14(1)
above.

15.�DATE AND SIGNATURES
FOR AND ON BEHALF OF STORK
ELECTRICAL PTY LTD.
G. Itzstein
Signed

J.B. O�Malley
Witnessed

BRANCH MANAGER
Title

14/8/96
Date

THE COMMON SEAL OF THE COMMUNICATIONS,
ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONICS, ENERGY,
INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING AND ALLIED
WORKERS� UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING
AND ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH was hereto
affixed in the presence of:

Les Mc Laughlan
Signed

P. Carter
Witnessed

ORGANISER Affix Seal
Title Common Seal

26/8/96
Date

WESFARMERS WOOL STORE OPERATION
EMPLOYEES ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996

No. AG 245 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association
of Western Australia

and
Wesfarmers Dalgety Limited.

No. AG 245 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.
7 October 1996.

Order.
REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT

No. AG 245 of 1996.
HAVING heard Mr J. Bullock on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr M. Connell on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the Wesfarmers Wool Store Operation Employ-
ees Enterprise Agreement 1996, No. AG 245 of 1996, as
specified by the following schedule, be registered as an
Industrial Agreement.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Wesfarmers Wool

Store Operation Employees Enterprise Agreement 1996, No.
AG 245 of 1996, and replaces the Wesfarmers Wool Store
Operation Employees Enterprise Amendment Agreement
1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Area, Scope and Objectives
4. No Increases Outside Agreement
5. Term
6. Relationship to Parent Award
7. Definitions
8. Consultative Process
9. Contract of Service

10. Hours of Work
11. Overtime
12. Meal Breaks and Rest Pauses
13. Rosters
14. Public Holidays
15. Work on Public Holidays
16. Classification Structure
17. Wages
18. Training
19. Counselling Procedure
20. Annual Leave
21. Sick Leave
22. Bereavement Leave
23. Payment of Wages
24. Settlement of Disputes and Claims
25. Clothing
26. Productivity Bonus System

Appendix A�Signatories

3.�AREA, SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
(1) The parties to this Agreement are Wesfarmers Dalgety

Ltd (�the Company�) and the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees� Association of Western Australia (�the Union�)
in the state of Western Australia. This Agreement shall apply
to the employees of Wesfarmers Wool Store operation
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Fremantle employed in accordance with Clause 16.�Classi-
fication Structure of this Agreement.

(2) It is estimated that between 25 and 35 employees will be
covered by this Agreement upon registration.

(3) The primary objectives of this agreement are�
(a) To improve productivity in the Wool Store opera-

tion by providing for greater organisational efficiency
through increased flexibility and utilisation of em-
ployee skills and significantly more flexible arrange-
ments with respect to employees� working time.

(b) To provide more satisfying secure and better paid
employment and a classification structure relevant
to current operations.

(c) To provide a sound basis for expanded capital in-
vestment and employment opportunities within the
Wool Store operation.

4.�NO INCREASES OUTSIDE AGREEMENT
(1) Except as provided by this Agreement there shall be no

wage increases applicable to any employees bound by this
Agreement during its term. Increases which may become avail-
able through National and State Wage Cases shall not be paid
during the term of this Agreement.

(2) The parties will negotiate, during the term of this Agree-
ment, a further Agreement linking wages to, among other
things, the achievement of productivity relative to agreed in-
dicators and measures.

5.�TERM
(1) This Agreement shall operate for a period of two years

with effect from the first pay period commencing on or after 1
July 1996 and shall cease as of 30 June 1998.

(2) Notwithstanding the above, this Agreement shall be sub-
ject to a trial period ceasing on 30 June 1997, at which time
either party to this Agreement may elect to withdraw from
this Agreement and the Agreement shall be cancelled. In the
event that this Agreement is cancelled at the end of the trial
period, the conditions of employment for persons previously
covered by the Agreement will revert to those provided by the
Wool, Hide and Skin Store Employees� Award No. 8 of 1966.

6.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in con-

junction with the Wool, Hide and Skin Store Employees�
Award No. 8 of 1966 as varied from time to time. To the ex-
tent of any inconsistency between this Agreement and the par-
ent award, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail.

7.�DEFINITIONS
(1) �Employer� shall mean Wesfarmers Dalgety Ltd.
(2) �Employee� shall mean a person engaged in accordance

with Clause 9.�Contract of Service.
(3) �Union� shall mean the Shop, Distributive and Allied

Employees� Association of Western Australia.
(4) �Annual Base Salary� means the salary applicable for

1976 ordinary hours of work (38 hours x 52 weeks).
(5) �Competency� means the level of skill and knowledge

of all procedures necessary to complete work safely, efficiently
and effectively.

8.�CONSULTATIVE PROCESS
(1) The parties agree to monitor the application of this Agree-

ment during its term. To this end a consultative committee
will be established consisting of employer, union and employee
representatives to develop work measurement studies and sys-
tems of recording performance and to communicate the out-
comes of this process to employees.

(2) The consultative committee will also assist in the reso-
lution of any disputes which may arise through the applica-
tion of this Agreement with a view to minimising recourse to
Industrial Tribunals or industrial disruption.

9.�CONTRACT OF SERVICE
(1) (a) Except in the case of casual employees, one week�s

notice shall be necessary to terminate the contract of employ-
ment or, in the event of such notice not being given, by the

payment of one week�s pay by the employer or the forfeiture
of one week�s pay from the employee�s entitlements as
appropriate.

(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the employer may, at any
time dismiss an employee for refusing or neglecting to obey a
reasonable instruction or for misconduct or if, after receiving
one week�s notice, the employee does not carry out his or her
duties in the same manner as he or she did prior to such no-
tice.

(2) (a) Casual employees shall be engaged for a maximum
of thirty eight hours per week in accordance with Clause 10.�
Hours of Work provided that the minimum engagement on
any day shall be four hours.

(b) A casual employee shall be paid for each ordinary hour
of work at the rate of the annual base salary for the appropri-
ate classification divided by 1976 plus 20%.

(3) (a) On termination, a permanent employee who has
worked more hours than those for which he/she has been paid
pursuant to this Agreement shall be paid for all such hours at
the ordinary time rate of pay and such payment shall be in-
cluded with the employee�s termination pay.

(b) A permanent employee who has worked fewer hours
than those for which he/she has been paid pursuant to this
Agreement shall have an amount equal to the ordinary time
rate of pay for such hours deducted from the employee�s ter-
mination pay.

10.�HOURS OF WORK
(1) All employees, except casual employees, shall be paid

in accordance with Clause 17.�Wages on the basis of 1976
ordinary hours per year.

All ordinary hours worked by an employee shall be deducted
from the total of 1976 hours. Annual leave, paid sick leave,
public holidays, long service leave and bereavement leave shall
be deducted from the total of 1976 hours.

(2) Ordinary hours of work shall be:
(a) 6.00 am�6.00 pm Monday to Thursday except that

from the period 1 August to the end of the 2nd week
in December the ordinary hours of work shall be 6.00
am to 8.00 pm Monday to Thursday.

(b) Friday�s 6.00 am to 4.00 pm except that the employer
may roster an employee to work the hours from 4.00
pm to 6.00 pm on five occasions during the year.

(c) Saturday 6.00 am to 6.00 pm, provided that a maxi-
mum of 8 ordinary hours are worked on Saturday in
any year and provided further that such ordinary
hours worked on Saturday shall be deducted from
the total of 1976 hours at the rate of one and one
half hours for each hour worked.

(3) Employees rostered to work ordinary hours shall be
rostered such that:

(a) The maximum number of rostered ordinary hours of
work on any day shall be 10.

(b) The minimum number of rostered ordinary hours of
work on any day shall be 8 except in the case of
Saturday as outlined in subclause (2)(c) hereof when
the minimum number of rostered ordinary hours of
work shall be four.

11.�OVERTIME
(1) The following work shall be regarded as overtime and

paid at the overtime rate of pay:
(a) Work performed outside of ordinary hours as stated

in subclause (2) of Clause 10.�Hours of Work.
(b) Work in excess of 50 hours in any week.
(c) Work in excess of 10 hours in any day.
(d) Work on any day in excess of 5 days in any week.
(e) Work in excess of 1976 hours per year. However if

offered an employee may be paid for a block of 76
hours in which case the overtime rate for these hours
shall be time and one half.

(f) Work performed on any day when the commencing
time for work on that day is within 10 hours of the
ceasing time of work on the preceding day.
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(g) Work performed on Sunday.
(h) Work performed by employees who have been re-

called to work outside their rostered hours provided
that the minimum payment for such work shall be as
for 2 at the overtime rate of pay.

(2) Overtime shall be paid except as outlined in subclause
(1)(e) hereof at the rate of double time except for Saturdays
where overtime performed shall be paid at the rate of time and
one half for the first two hours and double time thereafter.

(3) Employees shall be required to work a reasonable amount
of overtime.

(4) Overtime shall be paid with the employees ordinary time
earnings in the week following that in which the overtime is
worked.

12 .�MEAL BREAKS AND REST PAUSES

(1) Employees shall receive a meal break of 45 minutes on
each day on which the employee is required to work more
than five hours. Such meal break shall be unpaid. However if
by mutual agreement between the employer and the employee
the meal break may be reduced to 30 minutes unpaid.

(2) An employee shall not be required to work for more
than 5 hours without a break for a meal.

(3) (a) Employees who are required to work more than ten
consecutive hours, exclusive of the unpaid meal break, shall
receive a second meal break and a meal provided by the em-
ployer.

(b) The second meal break shall be taken and paid at single
time and shall be of 30 minutes duration.

(c) Additional paid meal breaks and meals will be provided
by the employer consistent with the provision that an employee
shall not work for more than 5 hours without a break for a
meal.

(4) In the event that the employer is unable to provide a
meal as required by subclause (3) hereof, the employee shall
be paid the sum of $6.70 for the purchase of any meal re-
quired. Provided that, from 1 July 1997, the employee shall
be paid the sum of $6.90 for the purchase of any meal re-
quired.

(5) In addition to meal breaks, employees shall be entitled
to two ten minute paid rest pauses per day to be taken sepa-
rately in the first and second half of the day.

13.�ROSTERS

(1) Employees shall have input into the construction of ros-
ters through employee nominated representatives to ensure
an even spread of hours across the workforce but the supervi-
sor shall be responsible for determining duties to be performed.

(2) Rosters showing each employee�s commencing and ceas-
ing time for ordinary hours on each day of the week shall be
posted in a place accessible to all employees. The roster may
be varied by the employer providing 7 days� notice of change
or by mutual agreement between the Employer and the em-
ployee.

14.�PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

(1) The following days or their nominated substitutes as
provided by the Award are to be observed as Public Holidays
under this Agreement: New Year�s Day, Australia Day, La-
bour Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Founda-
tion Day, Sovereign�s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing
Day.

(2) Employees, other than casual employees, shall receive a
credit towards the employee�s 1976 annual ordinary working
hours of 7.6 hours for each public holiday not worked.

15.�WORK ON PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

An employee who agrees to work on a Public Holiday shall
receive a credit towards the employee�s 1976 annual ordinary
working hours of one and one half hours for each hour worked
in addition to the credit prescribed in subclause (2) of Clause
14.�Public Holidays of this Agreement provided that the
minimum additional credit for work performed on a Public
Holiday shall be six hours.

16.�CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE
Employees will be graded in accordance with the following

classification structure:
(1) Store Worker Grade E Level 1

(a) Pre-requisites:
(i) Basic inter-personal and communica-

tion skills
(ii) Literacy and numerical skills

(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Familiar with Company policies and

procedures
(ii) Responsible for quality of his/her own

work under supervision
(iii) Able to work in a team environment

under supervision
(iv) Able to undertake duties in a safe and

responsible manner
(c) Tasks:

(i) Correct use of wool hook
(ii) Correct use of wool barrow

(iii) Placing of sample bags
(iv) Patching of bales
(v) Branding

(vi) Removal of wool from show boxes
(vii) Sewing

(viii) Wheeling baskets
(ix) Sweeping

(2) Store Worker Grade E Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:

Store Worker Grade E level 1
(b) Skills/Duties:

(i) Obtain knowledge and apply manual
handling skills

(ii) Able to exercise discretion within the
limits of skills/or training

(c) Tasks:
(i) Inserting lot plates and dividers

(ii) Overweight adjustment
(iii) Re-packing
(iv) Non-Mechanical core sampling
(v) Opening and closing

(vi) Pushing into and taking from elevators
(vii) Run wool onto show floor

(viii) Pushing back
(ix) Hand trucking
(x) Use of non-licensed material handling

equipment
(3) Store Worker Grade D Level 1

(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade E Level 2

(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Understands and is responsible for

quality
(ii) Control standards

(c) Tasks:
(i) Grab Operator

(ii) Able to marshal wool
(iii) Wool presser
(iv) Breaking down of stacks manually
(v) Marking up of bales for coring

(4) Store Worker Grade D Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:

Store Worker Grade D Level 1
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(b) Skills/Duties:
Ability to work with minimal supervision

(c) Tasks:
(i) Core operator semi automatic machine

(ii) Basic forklift driver (feed wool onto
rollers�place wool in bulk class,
interlot, show floor areas)

(5) Store Worker Grade C Level 1
(a) Pre-requisite:

Store Worker Grade D Level 2
(b) Skills/Duties:

Advanced inter-personal and communication
skills

(c) Tasks:
Intermediate forklift driver (stacking wool,
pulling down stacks, picking up from grid)

(6) Store Worker Grade C Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:

Store Worker Grade C Level 1
(b) Skills/Duties:

(i) Ability to work without supervision
(ii) Basic clerical skills

(iii) Basic keyboard and computer skills
(c) Tasks:

Advanced forklift driver (loading and unload-
ing of trucks, stacking wool from core line,
pulling wool for delivery, stacking from
receivals)

(7) Store Worker Grade B Level 1
(a) Pre-requisites:

(i) Store Worker Grade C Level 2
(ii) Wool classer appropriate certifications

(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) Ability to input data

(ii) Able to sort wool into graded lines
(iii) Able to calculate in weights and per-

centages
(iv) Responsible for quality control stand-

ards
(c) Tasks:

(i) Class or sort wool with or without
mechanical aids under limited super-
vision

(ii) Record appropriate information
(iii) Record information into a computer

(8) Store Worker Grade B Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:

Store Worker Grade B level 1
(b) Skills/Duties:

(i) Wool Classer
(ii) Store Clerk

(c) Tasks:
(i) All delivery clerical skills

(ii) In charge of an out store
(iii) Ability to supervise
(iv) Competent to train wool classers
(v) Proficient in accurate allocation of

wool types
(vi) Weight and percentages

(vii) Ability to run a re-handling operation
(9) Store Worker Grade A Level 1

(a) Pre-requisite:
Store Worker Grade B Level 2

(b) Skills/Duties:
(i) High standards of supervisory ability

(ii) High standard of clerical skills

(c) Tasks:
(i) Ability to record and process informa-

tion for either receival or delivery of
wool

(ii) Operator of a fully automatic core line
(iii) Able to fully understand and operate

computerised wool handling equip-
ment

(10) Store Worker Grade A Level 2
(a) Pre-requisite:

Store Worker Grade A Level 1
(b) Skills/Duties:

Advanced knowledge of all work practices
including clerical and computer skills

(c) Tasks:
Ability to supervise in a foreman�s role

17.�WAGES
(1) The minimum wages payable to employees under this

Agreement shall be as follows:
(a) From the first pay period on or after 1 July 1996:

ANNUAL BASE WEEKLY BASE
SALARY SALARY

$ $
Storeworker Grade E
Level 1 22,524.32 433.16
Level 2 22,899.76 440.38
Storeworker Grade D
Level 1 23,124.92 444.71
Level 2 23,650.09 454.81
Storeworker Grade C
Level 1 23,900.76 459.63
Level 2 24,276.20 466.85
Storeworker Grade B
Level 1 25,026.55 481.28
Level 2 26,278.20 505.35
Storeworker Grade A
Level 1 26,903.76 517.38
Level 2 27,529.26 529.41

(b) From the first pay period on or after 1 July 1997:
ANNUAL BASE WEEKLY BASE

SALARY SALARY
$ $

Storeworker Grade E
Level 1 23,199.56 446.15
Level 2 23,586.68 453.59
Storeworker Grade D
Level 1 23,818.60 458.05
Level 2 24,359.59 468.45
Storeworker Grade C
Level 1 24,617.84 473.42
Level 2 25,004.18 480.85
Storeworker Grade B
Level 1 25,777.34 495.72
Level 2 27,066.52 520.51
Storeworker Grade A
Level 1 27,710.55 532.90
Level 2 28,355.14 545.29

(2) Junior employees shall be paid the following percentage
of the rate applicable to the Storeworker Grade E Level 1:

%
At 17 years of age or under 70
At 18 years of age 80
At 19 years of age 90
At 20 years of age 100

18.�TRAINING
(1) The parties to this Agreement recognise that, in order to

increase the efficiency of the Wool Store�s operation, a com-
mitment to training and skills development is required. Ac-
cordingly the parties commit themselves to:

(a) Developing a more highly skilled and flexible
workforce.

(b) Providing employees with career opportunities
through appropriate training to acquire additional
skills.
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(c) Ensuring better paid and more satisfying jobs for
employees.

(2) (a) The parties agree to the formation of a training com-
mittee which, in consultation with individual employees to be
affected, will develop training programs to ensure the upgrad-
ing of employees� skills.

(b) Through an agreed training period developed in consul-
tation with the Union, an employee undertaking training may
perform tasks at a higher classification but not receive pay-
ment at the rate appropriate to that classification.

(c) Upon the successful completion of the training
program(s), the employee shall receive payment for all work
performed at a higher classification.

(3) Following consultation between the employer, the Un-
ion and the training committee, training programs may be de-
veloped consistent with:

(a) The current and future skill needs of the workforce.
(b) The size, structure and nature of the operation of the

enterprise.
(c) The need to develop vocational skills relevant to the

enterprise through courses conducted by accredited
training institutions and providers.

(4) The employer will pay all costs associated with an ap-
proved training course which is only available externally. All
time spent undertaking training will be paid as time worked.

19.�COUNSELLING PROCEDURE
If the employer has reason to counsel an employee with re-

gard to work performance or conduct, the following proce-
dure should generally be followed:

(1) The employees shall be verbally warned with regard
to the performance or conduct and advised of the
employer�s expectations and how they can be met.
The employee will also be advised that the verbal
warning will be recorded.

(2) In the event that the employee�s conduct or perform-
ance does not improve following the verbal warning
the employee shall be further counselled and issued
with a letter outlining the areas required to be im-
proved and stating if there is no improvement the
employer may terminate the employee�s services. The
employee will be offered the opportunity of having
a union delegate or other employee of his/her choice
present at this counselling as a witness. The letter
will provide a probationary period during which the
employee�s conduct or performance will be reviewed.

(3) If after the letter, there is no improvement in the em-
ployee�s conduct or performance, the employee may
be dismissed.

(4) Nothing in this clause prevents the employer from
instantly terminating an employee for misconduct
justifying instant dismissal.

20.�ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) (a) All employees, other than casual employees, shall be

entitled to 152 hours of annual leave per year.
(b) Annual leave will accrue at the rate of 12.67 hours for

each completed month of service.
(c) Where an employee�s employment is terminated, pay-

ment of annual leave shall be calculated on the basis that the
number of hours leave will be the same proportion of 152
hours as the number of ordinary hours worked is to 1976.

(2) Each hour taken as annual leave will attract a loading of
17½% of the employee�s ordinary hourly rate of pay as deter-
mined by Clause 17.�Wages of this Agreement.

(3) (a) At the request of the employee and by agreement
with the Employer, leave may be taken in more than one pe-
riod provided that, except in extraordinary circumstances, all
leave shall be taken within six months of the employee�s anni-
versary date.

(b) By agreement between the Employer and the employee
annual leave may be taken in advance or deferred provided
that in no circumstances may annual leave be deferred for more
than twelve months.

21.�SICK LEAVE
(1) Employees shall accrue sick leave at the rate of 6.34

hours for each completed month of service. Sick leave entitle-
ments shall continue to accrue from year to year.

(2) All employees shall be granted leave with full pay for
the ordinary hours which would normally have been worked
during illness or injury to the extent of their accumulated en-
titlement as determined by the application of subclause (1)
hereof, provided that the employee advises the employer prior
to 8.00 am on the day of absence on sick leave of his/her
absence and the expected duration of the absence. However
the supervisor may, if he/she deems it necessary request a
medical certificate.

(3) If while on annual leave an employee is incapacitated by
illness or injury for a period of more than one week so that the
employee is unable to enjoy the benefits of annual leave then,
subject to the provision of proof of incapacity by the employee
to the employer prior to the employee�s return to work, the
employee�s period of incapacitation shall be paid as sick leave
and the annual leave for such time re-credited to the employee.

(4) In the case of� absences of greater than ten weeks, the
payment of sick leave shall be at the discretion of the em-
ployer.

22.�BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee shall, on the death of a spouse, parent, parent-

in-law, foster parent, step parent, child, step child, foster child,
sibling, grandparent, grandparent in-law or grandchild be al-
lowed 15.2 hours paid leave. When an employee has to travel
to attend the funeral an additional 7.6 hours paid leave may be
granted. The employee may be required to furnish proof to
support an application for bereavement leave.

23.�PAYMENT OF WAGES
Wages shall be paid weekly by electronic funds transfer on

any set day Monday to Friday.

24.�SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES AND CLAIMS
(1) Any questions, disputes, or difficulties arising from this

agreement shall be dealt with in accordance with the follow-
ing procedure:

(a) The matter shall first be discussed between the em-
ployee affected and the appropriate supervisor.

(b) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
the accredited Union representative and the manager
or other appropriate representative of the employer.

(c) If not settled the matter may be referred to the Con-
sultative Committee for discussion.

(d) If not settled the matter shall be discussed between
the Branch Secretary of the Union or other appro-
priate official of the Union and the appropriate rep-
resentative of the employer.

(2) A time limit of two working days should apply to each
step of the above procedure.

(3) While the matter in dispute is being discussed in accord-
ance with the dispute settlement procedure work shall con-
tinue and the status quo as applying before the dispute shall
be maintained. No party shall be prejudiced in relation to the
final settlement by the continuance of work in accordance with
this clause.

(4) It shall be open to either party at any time to seek the
assistance of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Com-
mission in resolving any dispute.

25.�CLOTHING
If an employee is supplied with clothing by the employer

the employee shall wear that clothing at all times when per-
forming relevant duties. Current issues of protective clothing
will continue.

26.�PRODUCTIVITY BONUS SYSTEM
The parties agree to negotiate a productivity based bonus

system as part of the next enterprise agreement recognising
that a fair bonus system can improve workforce motivation
and contribute towards profitability, competitiveness, job se-
curity and safety.
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Relevant measures of productivity may include:
� Bales processed by the receivals section per man hour
� Bales processed by the sampling section per man

hour
� Bales processed by the re-handling/showfloor sec-

tion per man hour
� Bales processed by the shipping section per man hour
� Housekeeping

In any bonus arrangements, the base productivity levels will
be set by the parties only after extensive consultation with the
employees affected.

The bases upon which any bonus is paid may need to be
varied by agreement between the parties as a result of the op-
eration of factors beyond the control of employees such as
significant market changes or capital investment.

For the purpose of calculating any bonus payments, the pro-
ductivity of the workforce may be measured and paid over
periods determined in advance by the parties. Non full time
employees will participate in any bonus system on a pro rata
basis proportionate to hours worked.

In the event of a bonus system being implemented, the par-
ties will review the operation of the system in consultation
with employees after six full months of operation. This re-
view will implement any agreed changes to the system. Fail-
ure to reach agreement as to the manner of the continued
operation of the system will necessitate the abandonment of
the system. Notwithstanding this review, the parties are com-
mitted to resolving any problems which may arise with re-
spect to any bonus system as they arise.

The method of calculation of any bonus payments and the
performance levels on which they are based will be negoti-
ated between the parties and will not be discussed by the par-
ties with persons not employed by the parties.

APPENDIX A�SIGNATORIES
This Agreement known as the Wesfarmers Wool Store Op-

eration Employees Enterprise Agreement 1996 and is an agree-
ment between the following parties:

............Signed and Common Seal..................
For and on behalf of the Shop, Distributive and Allied Em-

ployees� Association of Western Australia
..............................Signed..............................
For and on behalf of Wesfarmers Dalgety Limited

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEPARTMENT OF
TRAINING PUBLIC SERVICE AND GOVERNMENT

OFFICERS ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996
No. PSA AG 150 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Inc
and

Western Australian Department of Training.
No. PSA AG 150 of 1996.

Western Australian Department of Training Public Service
and Government Officers Enterprise Agreement 1996.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

27 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms J. Gaines on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr J. Kelly on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Western Australian Department of Training
Public Service and Government Officers Enterprise

Agreement 1996 attached hereto be and is hereby regis-
tered as an industrial agreement and shall operate on or
after 17 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be called the Western Australian De-

partment of Training Public Service and Government Offic-
ers Enterprise Agreement 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope
4. Parties Bound
5. Number of Employees
6. No Further Claims
7. Term of the Agreement
8. Relationship to Awards
9. Interpretation

10. Objectives of the Agreement
11. Past Productivity
12. Single Bargaining Unit
13. Definitions
14. Salaries
15. Payment Arrangements
16. Leave:

(1) Public Holidays
(2) Sick Leave
(3) Parental Leave
(4) Compassionate Leave
(5) Family Carer�s Leave
(6) Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
(7) Long Service Leave

17. Annual Leave Loading
18. Higher Duties
19. Self Funded Work Breaks
20. Consultation
21. Dispute Resolution

Schedule A�Productivity Improvements
Schedule B�Salaries
Schedule C�Signatories

3.�SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to Officers employed in the

Department of Training. This Agreement shall also apply to
Officers, on secondment to or in the Department and/or Col-
lege.

4.�PARTIES BOUND
The parties to this Agreement shall be the Chief Executive,

Department of Training and the Civil Service Association of
Western Australia (Inc)

5.�NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
It is estimated that, the Agreement shall apply to up to 1900

employees on its registration.

6.�NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(1) There shall be no extra claims for salary adjustments

other than that which is provided by this Agreement for the
duration of its term.

(2) There shall be no further claims on matters contained in
this Agreement for the duration of its term.

7.�TERM OF AGREEMENT
(1) This Agreement shall operate on and from 16 July 1996

and shall remain in force until 1 July, 1997.
(2) Three (3) months prior to the date of expiration of this

Agreement, the parties shall commence negotiation for its re-
newal or replacement.
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8.�RELATIONSHIP TO AWARDS/AGREEMENTS
This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in con-

junction with the Public Service Award 1992, the Govern-
ment Officers, Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award
1989 and the Facilities Agreement. This Agreement shall have
precedence to the extent of any inconsistency.

9.�INTERPRETATION
Where a dispute or potential dispute arises concerning the

interpretation of this Agreement, it shall be considered by the
Department�s Director, Labour Relations or nominee and an
officer of the Union who shall attempt to resolve the issue.

10.�OBJECTIVES OF THE AGREEMENT
(1) It is recognised that:

(a) Colleges are required to deliver a wide range of serv-
ices and carry out many functions outside of the pre-
scribed ordinary hours provided for in the Public
Service and GOSAC Awards. Increasingly Colleges
are providing a service at weekends and will even-
tually extend operations to a 24 hours per day, seven
days per week vocational education and training
(VET) provider.

(b) As a consequence of the changing environment of
the VET sector, it is essential to reorganise the work
of administrative staff to ensure maximum flexibil-
ity, especially as the college business is cyclical and
has peaks and troughs coinciding with enrolments,
examinations, etc.

(2) Consequently, it is the shared objective of the parties to:
(a) Meet the requirements of clients and students through

the provision of reliable, efficient and competitive
services

(b) Achieve the Department�s mission and improve pro-
ductivity and efficiency through identified improve-
ments

(c) Achieve improvement and greater flexibility of work-
ing patterns and arrangements

(d) Promote and facilitate enhanced employee relations
and increased job satisfaction

(e) To facilitate a continued co-operative approach to
the introduction of change

(f) This Agreement shall operate as a contributive
mechanism to deliver a cost efficient VET service.

(3) Productivity Improvement
(a) This Agreement provides for the implementation of

more flexible working arrangements to better meet
the needs of College students, clients and providing
employees with increased options in the way they
balance their work and personal responsibilities.

(b) To provide employees with opportunities to develop
further work skills and provide flexible self funded
leave options in the form of planned work breaks
for the purposes of study and/or family responsibili-
ties or other forms of leave.

(c) The parties are committed to the development and
implementation of a broad agenda of initiatives de-
signed to achieve increased efficiency and effective-
ness of program and service delivery of the
Department and Colleges, as identified in Schedule
A of this Agreement.

These initiatives shall include, but are not limited to:
� Customer focus
� Review and modification of work practices
� Commitment to quality improvement and continu-

ous improvement

11.�PAST PRODUCTIVITY
This Agreement incorporates past productivity to the date

of registration.

12.�SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(1) This agreement has been negotiated through a Single

Bargaining Unit (SBU).
(2) The SBU comprises representatives from the Depart-

ment and the Union.

13.�DEFINITIONS
�Agreement�: the Western Australian Department of Training

Public Service and Government Officers� Enterprise Agree-
ment 1996.

�Chief Executive�: means the person responsible for the gen-
eral administration of the Department of Training and to the
Minister of the Crown administering the Department.

�College� shall mean a TAFE College and where, during the
term of this Agreement the Vocational Education and Train-
ing Act is proclaimed, Colleges as defined by the Act.

�Department�: Shall mean the Western Australian Department
of Training

�Employee�: for the purpose of this agreement, someone who
is referred to at Clause 3�Scope

�Employer�: Shall mean the Chief Executive of the Western
Australian Department of Training and where during the
term of this Agreement, the Vocational Education and Train-
ing Act is proclaimed, the governing College Councils as
defined by the Act.

�Fixed Term�: A fixed term officer is a person employed ei-
ther full time or part time for a fixed or specified period of
time.

�Full-Time�: A full time officer is employed to work 37½ or-
dinary hours per week.

�GOSAC Award�: shall mean the Government Officers� Sala-
ries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989.

�Officer�: means a Public Service Officer as defined in the
Public Sector Management Act 1994 or Government Of-
ficer as defined in the Industrial Relations Act 1979.

�Part-Time�: Part time employment is regular and continuing
employment for less than the ordinary hours stated in the
�Full-Time� definition above.

�Public Service Award�: shall mean the Public Service Award
1992.

�Union�: shall mean the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia (Inc).

�WAIRC�: the Western Australian Industrial Relations Com-
mission.

14.�SALARIES
(1) Salaries shall be paid in accordance with Schedule B of

this Agreement. Which includes the following salary increases:
(a) From 16 July 1996 5%-which includes 1% for on-

going productivity increases in accordance with
Schedule A.

(b) From 1 January 1997 2%-for ongoing productivity
in accordance with Schedule A.

(c) From 1 July 1997 2% -for ongoing productivity in
accordance with Schedule A.

(2) A once off payment of $1000 shall be payable to all
employees covered by the Agreement who have been employed
by the Department from a date prior to the date of registration
of this Agreement.

Provided that employees who have been employed by the
Department after 1 January 1996 and prior to the registration
of this Agreement, shall receive a pro-rata amount of the $1000
calculated upon completed weeks of service.

(3) The calculations for part time employees shall be based
upon the average weekly hours worked in the relevant period.

15.�PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS
Salaries will be paid directly into an approved bank, build-

ing society or credit union nominated by the officer on a fort-
nightly basis.

16.�LEAVE
(1) Public Holidays

(a) Officers shall be entitled to the following holidays
without loss of pay:

New Year�s Day, Australia day, Labour Day,
Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day,
Foundation Day, Sovereign�s Birthday,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
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(b) With the exception of Australia Day and Anzac Day,
when any of the public holidays falls on a Saturday
or on a Sunday, the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Monday. When Boxing Day falls
on a Sunday or a Monday, the holiday shall be ob-
served on the next succeeding Tuesday.

(2) Sick Leave
The sick leave provisions of the Public Service and GOSAC

awards shall continue to apply, except that the Chief Execu-
tive may approve further paid leave in exceptional circum-
stances should an officer have exhausted all sick leave
entitlements.

(3) Parental Leave
In addition to the Maternity Leave provisions contained in

the Public Service and GOSAC Awards, parents are entitled
to unpaid parental leave. Full time and part time employees
will receive up to 52 weeks as unpaid parental leave. This
leave is to be taken in the first 52 weeks after the birth of a
child or the placement of an adopted child.

(4) Compassionate Leave
(a) Subject to paragraph (b) hereof, an officer shall be

entitled to paid compassionate leave of up to 2 days
on the death of a family member.

(b) The Chief Executive may grant compassionate leave
on the death of a person other than a family member
in personal and compassionate circumstances.

(c) Compassionate leave shall not be granted during a
period of any other leave.

(d) Payment for compassionate leave is to be made only
where the officer otherwise would have been on duty.

(e) This clause shall operate in lieu of Clause 26�Short
Leave of the Public Service and GOSAC Awards.

(5) Family Carers Leave
(a) An employee with responsibilities in relation to ei-

ther members of their family or members of the
household who need their care and support, shall be
entitled to use, in accordance with this subclause,
up to 5 days per annum without loss of pay to pro-
vide care and support for such persons when they
are ill.

(b) The five days per annum shall be deducted from the
employees sick leave entitlements and are not cu-
mulative from year to year.

(c) A family member or a member of the employee�s
household is a person who is wholly or mainly de-
pendent upon the employee.

(6) Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
(a) Ceremonial/Cultural Leave may be granted, to em-

ployees who have a ritual obligation to participate
in ceremonial activity which requires absence from
work. Such leave shall also include leave to meet
the employee�s custom and traditional laws and
should not be limited to Aborigines and Torres Strait
Islanders.

(b) An employee granted leave to participate in ceremo-
nial, cultural or traditional law activities shall have
such leave deducted from accrued annual leave or
long service leave of a minimum of one week or 7
consecutive days.

(c) Leave without pay to participate in ceremonial, cul-
tural or traditional law activities may be granted by
the employer.

(7) Long Service Leave
The existing long service leave award provisions shall con-

tinue to apply with the exception that accrued long service
leave may be take in periods of less than the periods accrued
provided that the minimum period of long service leave that
may be taken is seven consecutive days.

17.�ANNUAL LEAVE LOADING
(1) For all annual leave accrued subsequent to 1 January

1997, leave loading shall be paid in one amount on the pay
day immediately before Christmas in each year. This provi-
sion shall have effect on and from 1 January 1997.

(2) Leave loading on annual leave accrued prior to 1 Janu-
ary 1997 shall be paid in accordance with the relevant award.

18.�HIGHER DUTIES
(1) An officer who undertakes duties of a higher classifica-

tion for a period of 10 consecutive working days or more,
inclusive of public holidays, shall be paid at the salary appli-
cable to the higher level proportionate to the level of duties
and responsibilities assigned.

(2) The higher rate of payment will apply to an officer who
proceeds on normal annual leave or any other approved leave
of absence of not more than four weeks provided that the of-
ficer was in receipt of the additional payment for a continuous
period of 12 months or more.

19.�SELF FUNDED WORK BREAKS
(1) The Department proposes a concept of a self funded

work break enabling employees to receive 4 years� salary over
a period of 5 years, with no attendance being required at work
in the 5th year.

(2) The details of this arrangement are to be examined and
agreed upon by the parties. This provision shall commence on
1 January 1997.

20.�CONSULTATION AND CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEES

(1) There is a need for a satisfactory consultative procedure.
(2) Consultative Committees shall be established within the

Department and at Colleges. Employee participation and con-
sultation at Departmental and College level is encouraged.
The form of participation and consultation may vary at each
College depending on the circumstances. Each College shall
establish its own structures and processes. Employees shall
be involved in broadly based representative consultative com-
mittees with structures and functions determined by the em-
ployer.

(3) The parties to this Agreement acknowledge that deci-
sion making continues to rest with the Department and/or
College which is accountable to Government through legisla-
tion, for the operation of its business.

(4) Representatives from the Union and other Unions who
have members at the workplace shall also be invited to par-
ticipate on consultative committees.

21.�DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
Subject to the provisions of the Public Sector Management

Act 1994, the following procedures are to be followed in con-
nection with question, dispute or difficulty arising under this
Agreement.

(1) The Union representative and/or the employee/s con-
cerned shall discuss the matters with the immediate supervi-
sor in the first instance. An employee may be accompanied by
a CSA Representative.

(2) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days fol-
lowing the discussion in accordance with sub-clause (a) hereof
the matter shall be referred by the CSA Representative to the
Director Labour Relations or his/her nominee for resolution.

(3) If the matter is not resolved within a further 5 working
days of the CSA Representative�s notification of the dispute
to the employer it may be referred by either party to the West-
ern Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

SCHEDULE A�ONGOING PRODUCTIVITY
INITIATIVES

The parties agree to implement the following productivity
improvements during the term of this Agreement.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Departmental and College staff and management are com-

mitted to striving for continuous improvement in all areas of
College/Departmental operations.

MILESTONES:
The parties agree that by the 1 January 1997 the following

continuous improvements shall be achieved:
The business re-engineering of college processes, includ-
ing reviews of current functions and implementation of
any required restructuring and/or rationalisation of
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administration areas at individual campuses or college
clusters has commenced in the Department/Colleges; and
A clear commitment has been demonstrated by employ-
ees to college values as listed in the strategic plan.

TARGETS:
The parties agree that by 1 July 1997 the following shall be

achieved:
 The business re-engineering of college processes, includ-
ing reviews of current functions and implementation of
any required restructuring and/or rationalisation of ad-
ministration areas at individual campuses or college clus-
ters has been complete; and
All changes that have been recommended by the work
teams and consultative committees, which have been
agreed by management, have been successfully imple-
mented; and
Has resulted in an overall increase in the efficiency and
effectiveness of services provided by the Department/Col-
leges; and;
The commitment by employees to Department/ College
values as listed in the strategic plan have also contrib-
uted to improved quality of services.

BENEFITS:
Increased flexibility at the workplace.
Development of a more productive workplace culture
based upon a demonstrated commitment to Department/
College values and strategic plan.
Increased efficiency and effectiveness of services provided
by the Department/Colleges.

QUALITY SYSTEMS
The parties agree that the most efficient and effective way

to facilitate the successful implementation of quality systems
is through cooperation between the employer and employees
through both the consultative committees and work teams.

MILESTONES:
The parties agree that by 1 January 1997 the following shall

be achieved:
Each workplace has agreed to implement quality systems
such as QETO or ISO 9000 (or similar) to obtain quality
accredited status to the required level; and
Each workplace has agreed to the establishment and im-
plementation of quality assurance programmes that meets
or exceeds the Department�s/College�s requirement to
maintain competitiveness; and
All College Consultative Committees and work teams
shall have determined what and how this must be achieved
in order for the College/Department to attain the agreed
quality accredited status; and
All Consultative Committees and Work Teams have be-
gun to implement change to enable their College and the
Department to receive the agreed accredited quality sta-
tus; and
All Colleges/Department shall have made reasonable
progress towards the attainment of -the agreed accred-
ited quality status.

TARGETS:
The parties agree that by 1 July 1997 the following shall be

achieved:
All eligible areas of the Department/Colleges shall have
obtained the agreed accredited status or;
The only reason that a college has not achieved this sta-
tus is due to factor/s beyond the control of the Depart-
ment/College.

BENEFITS:
Attainment of recognised and accredited status as a train-
ing provider based upon individual Department/College
requirements.
Enhanced attractiveness of WADOT training courses to
students and clients.
Improved quality of education for all WADOT clients
and students.

CUSTOMER FOCUS
The parties agree to implement customer focus strategies

and programmes to ensure continuous improvement of serv-
ices which meets the needs of clients and students. It is recog-
nised by the parties that they now work in a competitive
environment where a high standard of customer service is
paramount.

MILESTONES:
 The parties agree that by 1 January the following shall be

achieved:
All staff and teams can clearly identify their key custom-
ers and are aware of their importance to the ongoing ex-
istence of the organisation; and
There are formal process in place for staff and managers
to liaise with customers on a regular basis for the pur-
pose of assessing levels of satisfaction and identifying
areas of improvement for the delivery of services; and
Information obtained through this process is communi-
cated to all staff via the consultative committees; and
Performance targets are in place relating to customer sat-
isfaction and all staff and teams are committed to achiev-
ing those targets.

TARGETS:
The parties agree that by 1 July 1997 the following shall be

achieved:
As a result of ongoing liaison with customers, new and
improved services are provided; and
There is a planned approach to customer/student needs
including the analysis of information which ensures the
integration of the considerations of customer needs into
operational planning and processes; and
There are process in place to ensure workplaces improve
the quality of customer service.

BENEFITS:
Empowerment of individual staff to respond immediately
to customer needs.
Direct accountability of staff members providing service
to the customer/student.
Greater understanding by staff of all levels of specific
and localised customer/student needs.
Higher levels of customer/student satisfaction.

DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING:
The parties agree to implement strategies for the develop-

ment of the Department, Colleges and staff. These strategies
may include, but are not limited to:

a commitment to and involvement of employees to the
strategic planning processes
a commitment by management to provide employees with
opportunities for career development
the development of a training needs analysis for the re-
quirement of the Department and Colleges and a training
plan for employees
approved and accredited training packages/courses iden-
tified to meet the professional development of employ-
ees
training packages/courses should recognise the profes-
sional development of and skill enhancement for employ-
ees which link with the career path for employees.
the use of performance management to identify training
needs of employees.

MILESTONES:
The parties agree that by 1 January 1997 the following shall

have been achieved:
Each College and the Department shall have begun a train-
ing needs analysis of the requirements of the College or
the Department.

TARGETS:
The parties agree that by 1 July 1997 the following shall be

achieved:
The training needs analysis has been completed; and
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 Approved and accredited training packages/courses have
been identified that meet the needs of the Department/
College students and clients; and
Training is in the process of being provided to employ-
ees in the identified areas.

BENEFITS:
Employees will be better equipped to meet the needs of
students and clients in a competitive vocational training
environment.
Improved quality of services provided by the Department/
College to clients and students.

CONSULTATIVE MECHANISMS
The parties agree to establish consultative mechanisms at

the workplace to facilitate consultation between the parties at
individual work sites and as a mechanism for attaining the
milestones and targets contained in this Agreement.

WORK TEAMS:

MILESTONES:
The parties agree that by 1 January 1997 the following shall

be achieved:
The parties agree to examine and, where feasible, imple-
ment a team based approach at the workplace; and
Each work team shall, where ever feasible, assist in at-
taining all ongoing productivity initiatives; and
It is the recognised objective of each team to critically
examine and review existing working pattern and arrange-
ments within the area of operation of each team.
Each team shall determine what working patterns and ar-
rangement need to be changed, maintained and/or adopted
to achieve the stated ongoing productivity initiatives.
Once determined and agreed with management, each team
shall work co-operatively with
management to implement the change process.

TARGETS:
The parties agree that by 1 July 1997 the following shall be

achieved:
Each team shall have successfully implemented all agreed
changes to working patterns and arrangements
The changes in working patterns and arrangements have
resulted in an overall improvement of the overall effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the Colleges/Department.

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEES

MILESTONES:
The parties agree that by 1 January 1997 the following shall

be achieved:
Implementation of Departmental/College based consulta-
tive committees; and
Each committee shall, where ever feasible, assist in at-
taining all ongoing productivity initiatives; and

TARGETS:
The parties agree that by 1 July 1997 the following shall be

achieved:
Each committee shall provide a written report and rec-
ommendations to the Managing Director of its College/
Department as to the extent to which the committee be-
lieves the College/Department has made progress towards
or attained each milestones/targets.

BENEFIT:
All levels of staff working towards a common
goal(Milestones/Targets).
Improved communication across the workforce.
All staff assume responsibility for the attainment of com-
mon goals.
Milestones adapted to the specific needs and requirements
of the individual workplace, providing greater potential
for more efficient, effective and productive outcomes.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONAL
SYSTEMS

The parties agree to establish and implement appropriate
information technology programmes and operational systems
designed to increase the efficiency of processes and informa-
tion at individual work sites.

The parties agree that this process shall be achieved through
the consultative mechanisms established in this Agreement.

MILESTONES:

The parties agree that by 1 January 1997 the following shall
be achieved:

The CMIS, where applicable, and REMUS automated
systems has been successfully implemented in the De-
partment and in all Colleges to a level of at least 80%
coverage of possible services; and

Each committee/ work team shall have completed a re-
view of the existing information technology programs and
systems in their respective work areas; and

Each committee shall have provided a written report to
the employer based upon the review providing sugges-
tions as to how information technology programs and
systems may be improved.

TARGETS:

The parties agree that by 1 July 1997 the following shall be
achieved:

The CMIS, where applicable, and REMUS automated
systems have been successfully implemented in the De-
partment and in all Colleges to a level of 100% coverage
of possible services; and

All suggestions contained in the written report, which
have been agreed by the employer have been imple-
mented; and

The implemented changes to information technology pro-
grams and systems have provided a benefit to the em-
ployer in the form of the improved efficiency and
effectiveness of technology based services.

BENEFITS:

Improved efficiency and effectiveness of management
practices.

Improved efficiency and effectiveness of record keeping.

More efficient and effective reporting to Government.

The parties agree to implement the following productivity
improvements during the term of this Agreement.

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT AND RECOGNITION:

In recognition of a commitment of staff at all levels within
the Western Australian Department of Training to the
process of ongoing productivity initiatives, a productiv-
ity based salary increase will be paid on the following
basis:

a) On registration of Agreement �1%

b) 1 January 1997�2%

c) 1 July 1997   2%

The 1% payable on registration of this Agreement is in-
cluded in the 5% in column 2 of Schedule B to this Agree-
ment.

The salary increases prescribed in items (b) and (c) will
be dependent on:

(1) the continued commitment of the parties to the ob-
jects of the agreement and the implementation of the
initiatives and reforms included within it;

(2) whether the reforms agreed have been implemented
or whether they are in the process of being imple-
mented; and

(3) whether defined milestones/ targets included in this
agreement as a measure of increase productivity, ef-
ficiency or effectiveness, have been met.
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SCHEDULE B
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column7

Level Current As at 16 July, New Annual New Annual New
Annual 1996 Fortnightly Salary as at Fortnightly Salary as at Fortnightly

Salary Rates New Annual Rate Jan 1, 1997 Rate July 1, 1997 Rate
Salary Rates (2%) (2%)

(5%)
Level 1
Age 16 10,873 11,417 437.70 11,645 446.45 11,878 455.38
Age 17 12,707 13,342 511.53 13,609 521.76 13,881 532.19
Age 18 14,822 15,563 596.67 15,874 608.60 16,192 620.77
Age 19 17,157 18,015 690.67 18,375 704.48 18,743 718.57
Age 20 19,267 20,230 775.60 20,635 791.12 21,048 806.94
Year 1 21,165 22,223 852.01 22,668 869.05 23,121 886.43
Year 2 21,817 22,908 876.26 23,366 895.82 23,833 913.74
Year 3 22,468 23,591 904.46 24,063 922.55 24,544 941.00
Year 4 23,115 24,271 930.51 24,756 949.12 25,251 968.10
Year 5 23,766 24,954 956.71 25,453 975.85 25,962 995.37
Year 6 24,417 25,638 982.92 26,151 1002.58 26,674 1022.63
Year 7 25,166 26,424 1013.07 26,953 1033.33 27,492 1054.00
Year 8 25,684 26,968 1033.92 27,508 1054.60 28,058 1075.70
Year 9 26,450 27,773 1064.76 28,328 1086.06 28,895 1107.78
Level 2
Year 1 27,367 28,735 1101.67 29,310 1123.71 29,896 1146.18
Year 2 28,070 29,474 1129.97 30,063 1152.57 30,664 1175.63
Year 3 28,809 30,249 1159.72 30,854 1182.92 31,472 1206.58
Year 4 29,590 31,070 1191.16 31,691 1214.99 32,325 1239.29
Year 5 30,407 31,927 1224.05 32,566 1248.53 33,217 1273.50
Level 3
Year 1 31,530 33,107 1269.26 33,769 1294.64 34,444 1320.54
Year 2 32,405 34,025 1304.48 34,706 1330.57 35,400 1357.18
Year 3 33,307 34,972 1340.79 35,672 1367.61 36,385 1394.96
Year 4 34,233 35,945 1378.07 36,664 1405.63 37,397 1433.74
Level 4
Year 1 35,503 37,278 1429.19 38,024 1457.78 38,784 1486.93
Year 2 36,498 38,323 1469.25 39,089 1498.63 39,871 1528.61
Year 3 37,522 39,398 1510.47 40,186 1540.68 40,990 1571.49
Level 5
Year 1 39,494 41,469 1589.85 42,298 1621.65 43,144 1654.08
Year 2 40,827 42,868 1643.52 43,726 1676.39 44,600 1709.91
Year 3 42,212 44,323 1699.27 45,209 1733.25 46,113 1767.92
Year 4 434,649 45,831 1757.12 46,748 1792.26 47,683 1828.10
Level 6
Year 1 45,960 48,258 1850.15 49,223 1887.15 50,208 1924.89
Year 2 47,531 49,908 1913.39 50,906 1951.66 51,924 1990.69
Year 3 49,157 51,615 1978.84 52,647 2018.42 53,700 2058.79
Year 4 50,893 53,438 2048.73 54,506 2089.70 55,597 2131.50
Level 7
Year 1 53,555 56,233 2155.89 57,357 2199.01 58,505 2242.99
Year 2 55,397 58,167 2230.04 59,330 2274.64 60,517 2320.13
Year 3 57,401 60,271 2310.71 61,476 2356.93 62,706 2404.06
Level 8
Year 1 60,658 63,691 2441.82 64,965 2490.66 66,264 2540.47
Year 2 62,991 66,141 2535.74 67,463 2586.45 68,813 2638.18
Year 3 65,884 69,178 2652.20 70,562 2705.24 71,973 2759.35
Level 9
Year 1 69,497 72,972 2797.64 74,431 2853.60 75,920 2910.67
Year 2 71,938 75,535 2895.91 77,046 2953.82 78,587 3012.90
Year 3 74,722 78,458 3007.98 80,027 3068.14 81,628 3129.50
Class 1
Year 1 78,932 82,879 3177.45 84,536 3241.00 86,227 3305.82
Level 2/4
Year 1 (2.1) 27,367 28,735 1101.67 29,310 1123.71 29,896 1146.18
Year 2 (2.3) 28,809 30,249 1159.72 30,854 1182.92 31,472 1206.58
Year 3 (2.5) 30,407 31,927 1224.05 32,566 1248.53 33,217 1273.50
Year 4 (3.2) 32,405 34,025 1304.48 34,706 1330.57 35,400 1357.18
Year 5 (4.1) 35,503 37,278 1429.19 38,024 1457.78 38,784 1486.93
Year 6 (4.3) 37,522 39,398 1510.47 40,186 1540.68 40,990 1571.49

Other
Job Skills 16,542 17,369 665.91 17,716 679.23 18,071 692.81
Trainees 16,542 17,369 665.91 17,716 679.23 18,071 692.81
Under 21 13,986 14,685 563.01 14,979 574.27 15,279 585.76
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SCHEDULE C
Signatories to the Agreement

The following signatories are authorised to sign this Agree-
ment on behalf of the respective organisations party to this
Agreement.

Signed for and on behalf of the Western Australian Depart-
ment of Training by�
________________  in the presence of  __________________
name and date name and date

Signed for and on behalf of the Civil Service Association of
Western Australia (Inc.) by�
________________  in the presence of  __________________
name and date name and date

WESTERN POTATOES ENTERPRISE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT 1996

No. PSA AG 156 of 1996.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia

Incorporated
and

Western Potatoes.
No. PSA AG 156 of 1996.

Western Potatoes Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996.
COMMISSIONER P. E. SCOTT.

25 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr R Tidmarsh on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr P Connell and with him Mr P Pillay on behalf of the
Respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders:

THAT the Western Potatoes Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement 1996 be registered on the 12th day of Sep-
tember 1996.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
WESTERN POTATOES ENTERPRISE BARGAINING

AGREEMENT
Between

THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA (INC)

and
WESTERN POTATOES

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the �Western Potatoes

Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996�.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope of the Agreement

3A. Number of Employees
4. Parties to the Agreement
5. Definitions
6. Date and Period of Operation of the Agreement
7. No Further Claims

8. Relationship to Parent Awards and Agreements
9. Single Bargaining Unit

10. Audit of 4% Second Tier and 1989 SEP
11. Shared Mission for Western Potatoes
12. Productivity Improvement
13. Leave
14. Bereavement Leave
15. Public Holidays
16. Higher Duties Allowance
17. Ceremonial/Cultural Leave
18. Carer�s Leave
19. Parental Leave
20. Productivity Measurement
21. Salary Increases
22. Dispute Settlement Procedure
23. Signatures of Parties to the Agreement

Attachments
A. Salary Schedule

3.�SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall apply to all employees of WESTERN

POTATOES, who are members of or eligible to be members
of the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incor-
porated.

3A.�NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
At the time of registration there were 16 employees covered

by the agreement.

4.�PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between WESTERN POTATOES

and the Civil Service Association of Western Australia.

5.�DEFINITIONS
�Agreement�: The Western Potatoes Enterprise Bargaining

Agreement 1996.
�Employee�: For the purpose of this Agreement, someone

who is referred to at Clause 3.�Scope and includes full time,
part time, permanent and fixed term contract employees.

�Employer�: CEO of the Potato Marketing Corporation of
Western Australia trading as WESTERN POTATOES.

�Government�: The State Government of Western Australia.
�Minister�: The Minister for Primary Industry.
�Union�: The Civil Service Association of Western Aus-

tralia Incorporated.
�WAIRC�: The Western Australian Industrial Relations

Commission.

6.�DATE AND PERIOD OF OPERATION OF THE
AGREEMENT

(a) This Agreement shall operate from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after the date on which this
agreement is registered in the WAIRC and shall remain in
operation until 30 September 1997.

(b) The parties will review this Agreement three months prior
to the expiration of this Agreement to commence negotiations
for a new Agreement.

(c) The parties agree that the review of this Agreement shall
assist in assessing the achievements in performance, produc-
tivity and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.

(d) The pay quantum achieved as a result of this Agreement
will remain and form the new base pay rates for future Agree-
ments, or continue to apply in the absence of a further Agree-
ment, except where the Award rate is higher in which case the
Award shall apply.

(e) The Agreement will continue in force after the expiry of
its term until such time as any of the parties withdraws from
the Agreement by notification in writing to the other party
and to the WAIRC.

7.�NO FURTHER CLAIMS
(a) The parties to this Agreement undertake that for the du-

ration of the Agreement there shall be no further salary or
wage increases sought or granted, except for those provided
under the terms of this Agreement.

(b) This Agreement shall not operate so as to cause an em-
ployee to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings.
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8.�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS AND
AGREEMENTS

This agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Gov-
ernment Officers� Salaries, Allowances and Condition Award
No. PSA A3 of 1989 which apply to the parties bound to this
agreement. In the case of any inconsistencies, this agreement
shall have precedence to the extent of the inconsistencies.

9.�SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
(a) This agreement has been negotiated through a Single

Bargaining Unit (SBU).
(b) The SBU comprises representatives from WESTERN

POTATOES and the Civil Service Association of Western
Australia.

10.�AUDIT OF 4% SECOND TIER AND 1989 SEP
The parties agree that matters arising from previous indus-

trial agreements or award changes emanating from the �Re-
structuring and Efficiency Principle� of 1987, and the
Structural Efficiency Principles of the 1988 and 1989 National
and State Wage Cases shall not be counted when considering
the productivity benefits and salary improvements arising from
this Agreement.

A complete audit of structural efficiency initiatives since
the advent of the Restructuring and Efficiency Principles of
1987 has been completed and all parties confirm that none of
the previous initiatives form part of this Agreement.

11.�SHARED MISSION FOR WESTERN POTATOES
The parties of this agreement are committed to the mission

of WESTERN POTATOES which is�
To provide leadership to all shareholders in the Western

Australian market in order to build and maintain a viable po-
tato industry.

To achieve our mission and improve the quality of service
to all shareholders we are focusing on�

(a) Providing customer satisfaction.
(b) Operating in a commercial manner using best man-

agement practices.
(c) Promoting the development of trust and motivation

and to continue to foster enhanced employee rela-
tions.

(d) Facilitating greater flexibility in decision making and
allocation of human and other resources.

(e) Developing and pursuing changes in the industry on
a co-operative continuing basis by using participative
practices.

(f) Achieving a satisfactory economic return to efficient
growers.

(g) Fulfilling all regulatory obligations.

12.�PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
1. Past Productivity Improvements
WESTERN POTATOES and the Civil Service Association

of Western Australia (Inc) agree that between the period
1992�1995 the following range of measures were introduced
by WESTERN POTATOES to improve productivity and effi-
ciency�

(i) Organisational restructure with the emphasis on op-
timum sizing and right skills in order to maximise
productivity, improve effectiveness and achieve cost
efficiencies.

In June 1994, Western Potatoes aimed at revitalising the
industry through a more relevant marketing system.

A key objective to meeting these commitments was for
Western Potatoes to introduce a new organisational structure
so that the ownership of corporate objectives and strategies
would be assumed by those responsible and accountable.

In July 1994 a restructure and reorganisation was carried
out in which 11 (eleven) FTEs were abolished and 3 (three)
new FTEs appointed in order to achieve the optimum size for
the organisation and obtain the right skills to improve pro-
ductivity, effectiveness and cost efficiencies.

2. Planned for 1996 to 1997
A number of initiatives were implemented over the last 3

years directed towards changing the corporate culture of
WESTERN POTATOES to focus on customer satisfaction and
continuous quality improvement at the commencement of
1996.

The following initiatives are planned for 1996 and 1997�
(i) As a result of the anticipated reduction in surplus

(achieved through licence cuts) the volume of ex-
ports is expected to be insufficient to cover the ex-
port shed operation overheads, resulting in cost
inefficiencies in this area.
Western Potatoes will use a tender process to con-
tract out the export operations which should result
in significant savings.

(ii) The duties carried out by the Foreman would be re-
distributed to the Weighbridge Attendant, Inspec-
tor, Operating Manager and Finance and
Administration Officer in order to maintain control,
coordination, and timely shipment of all export or-
ders.

(iii) Evaluate the role of agents and their benefits to the
Corporation and the feasibility of giving growers the
choice of using the services of the Corporation at a
fee or appointing and paying directly for using agents.

(iv) Western Potatoes will deal directly with growers and
their representatives to issue quotas and consignment
dockets in order to coordinate the delivery of pota-
toes from growers to merchants.

With the closure of the Export Shed Operations the Store
Foreman�s duties have been redistributed to; The Operations
Manager�scheduling of exports, liaising and negotiating with
the contractor; Inspector�completes assessments on potatoes
for exports and those surplus to domestic requirements and
oversees the quality of product packed by the contractor;
Weighbridge attendant�responsible for liaising with the co-
ordinating deliveries to local processors and merchants, stock
control (potatoes and packing materials), loading and unload-
ing of trucks and shed security; The Operations Manager and
Finance and Administration Officer�coordination of shed
maintenance.

A result of the restructure included a review of the func-
tions undertaken by the Agents was carried out with a view to
incorporating this role within the existing resources to carry it
out more effectively and efficiently.

The Licensing and Quota system was modified accordingly
and the service of the agents were terminated on January 1
1996 resulting in significant savings to Western Potatoes.

The Operations & Quality Manager and the Licensing &
Quota Officer now deal directly with the growers and their
representatives to issue quotas based on delivery intents given
to growers at the start of each pool adjusted to weekly market
demand as indicated by the merchants.

The Industry Security Manager then monitors the delivery
of potatoes from growers to merchants through consignment
dockets.

The Parties are committed to a philosophy of continuous
improvement in quality throughout every area of Western
Potatoes as a long term competitive business strategy.

The Corporation will be commencing a quality assurance
program on July 1, 1996 through the introduction of Code of
Practice throughout the industry which would include seed
growers, ware growers, transporters, merchants, retailers and
exporters. It is envisaged that the Code of Practice will take
12 to 18 months to implement and the benefits would be vis-
ible only after this period. The benefits that may arise will be
realised during the term of any agreement that may replace
this agreement.

13.�LEAVE
1. Annual Leave Loading

(i) The provisions of Clause 19 of the Government Of-
ficer�s Salaries, Allowances & Conditions Award
shall apply to this Agreement except Clause 19(15)
of the award which relates to leave loading.
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(ii) Annual leave loading shall be paid on the first pay
period in December for each years leave entitlement
of twenty (20) days.

(iii) Where annual leave accrued prior to January 1 1996
is taken payment of leave loading applicable to the
accrued leave will be made at the time the leave is
taken.

2. Conversion of Leave
Employees may make application for payment in lieu of

accrued annual or long service leave. Such application may
be approved subject to the following.

(i) The application is received prior to the end of Feb-
ruary in respect of the following financial year.

(ii) A minimum of 10 days annual and/or long service
leave shall be taken in the calendar year for any ap-
plication approved.

(iii) Payment in lieu of leave shall not exceed the equiva-
lent of four (4) weeks annual leave and thirteen (13)
weeks long service leave in any one calendar year.
However, application to have greater amounts of
leave paid out will be considered where special cir-
cumstances exist.

14.�BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
a) This clause replaces the provisions of Short Leave

in the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and
Conditions Award.

b) The Employee will be entitled to paid bereavement
leave for up to 2 days on the death of a spouse, de
facto spouse, child, step child, parent, step parent or
any other person who immediately before that per-
sons death lived with the Employee as a member of
the Employee�s family.

c) The 2 days need not be consecutive.
d) An Employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave

under sub clause (b) of this clause is to provide to
the employer, if requested by the employer, evidence
that would satisfy a reasonable person as to:

(i) the death that is the subject of the leave sought;
and

(ii) the relationship to the Employee of the de-
ceased person.

15.�PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
a) The followings days shall be allowed as holidays

with pay:
b) New Year�s Day, Australia Day, Labor Day, Good

Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day,
Sovereign�s Birthday, Christmas Day, Boxing Day
provided that another day may be taken as a day in
lieu of any of the above mentioned days by an Em-
ployee required to work on the above days.

c) When any of the days mentioned in sub clause (b) of
this clause falls on a Saturday or Sunday, the holi-
day shall be observed on the next succeeding Mon-
day. When Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or Monday,
the holiday shall be observed on the next succeed-
ing Tuesday.

d) In each case the substituted day shall be a holiday
without deduction of pay and the day for which it is
substituted shall not be a holiday.

e) The public service holidays prescribed in paragraph
(b) of subclause (1) of Clause 20 Public Holidays of
the award shall not apply.

f) Public Holidays accrued prior to registration of the
Agreement shall be paid or taken.

16.�HIGHER DUTIES ALLOWANCES
Employees acting at a higher level for a continuous period

of twenty (20) or more consecutive working days shall be paid
a Higher Duties Allowance, except that for support staff the
Public Sector Award in force at the commencement of this
Agreement shall apply.

17.�CEREMONIAL/CULTURAL LEAVE
An employee who is legitimately required to be absent from

work for their tribal/ceremonial/cultural purposes shall be
entitled to take accrued annual leave entitlements or leave
without pay.

Such ceremonial/cultural leave shall include leave to meet
the employees� customs, traditional law and to participate in
ceremonial/cultural activities.

Ceremonial leave shall be available but not limited to Abo-
riginals and Torres Strait Islanders.

18.�CARER�S LEAVE
An employee may utilise up to five (5) days of his or her

annual sick leave entitlements to care for spouse, de facto
spouse, child, step child, parent, step parent, parent-in-law or
any other person who lives with the employee as a member of
the employee�s family in the event of illness or other debilitat-
ing circumstances. In such cases, an application for sick leave
exceeding two (2) consecutive days or five (5) single days,
must be supported by a certificate from a registered medical
practitioner or registered dentist. Sick leave used for family
care purposes is not cumulative from year to year but if un-
used continues to be cumulative as personal sick leave.

19.�PARENTAL LEAVE
(a) Definition

(i) �Employee� includes full time, part time, permanent
and fixed term contract employees

(ii) �Replacement Employee� is an employee specifically
engaged to replace an employee proceeding on pa-
rental leave

(b) Eligibility for Parental Leave
(i) An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 con-

secutive weeks unpaid parental leave in respect of
the birth of a child to the employee or the employ-
ee�s spouse/partner.

(ii) Where the employee applying for the leave is the
partner of a pregnant spouse one week leave may be
taken at the birth of the child concurrently with pa-
rental leave taken by the pregnant employee.

(iii) An employee seeking to adopt a child under the age
of five years shall be entitled to three weeks unpaid
parental leave at the placement of the child and a
further period of parental leave up to a maximum of
52 weeks unpaid.

(iv) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be enti-
tled to two days unpaid leave for the employee to
attend interviews or examination required for the
adoption procedure. Employees working or resid-
ing outside the Perth metropolitan area are entitled
to an additional days leave. The employee may take
any paid leave entitlement in lieu of this leave.

(v) Subject to sub-clause (ii) of this clause where both
partners are employed by Western Potatoes the leave
shall not be taken concurrently except under special
circumstances and with the approval of the Chief
Executive Officer.

(c) Other Leave Entitlements
(i) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect

to utilise any accrued annual leave or accrued long
service leave for the whole or part of the period of
parental leave or extend the period of parental leave
with such leave.

(ii) An employee may extend the maximum period of
parental leave with a period of leave without pay
subject to the Chief Executive Officer�s approval.

(iii) An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid
sick leave and other paid award absences.

(iv) Where the pregnancy of an employee terminates other
than by the birth of a living child then the employee
shall be entitled to such period of paid sick leave or
unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary by a
registered medical practitioner.

(v) Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave
suffers illness related to the employee�s pregnancy
or is required to undergo a pregnancy related
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medical procedure the employee may take any paid
sick leave to which the employee is entitled or such
further unpaid leave for a period certified as neces-
sary by a registered medical practitioner.

(d) Notice and Variation
(i) The employee shall give not less than four week�s

notice in writing to Western Potatoes of the date the
employee proposes to commence maternity leave
stating the period of leave to be taken.

(ii) An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect
to take a shorter period of maternity leave and may
at any time during that period of leave elect to re-
duce or extend the period stated in the original ap-
plication provided four weeks written notice is
provided.

(e) Transfer to Safe Job
(i) Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or

hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue in her present duties, the duties shall be
modified or the employee may be transferred to a
safe position of the same classification until the com-
mencement of maternity leave

(ii) If the transfer to a safe position is not practicable,
the employee may take leave for such period as is
certified necessary be a registered medical practi-
tioner.

(f) Replacement Employee
Prior to engaging a replacement employee Western Pota-

toes shall inform the person of the temporary nature of the
employment and the entitlements relating to return to work of
the employee on parental leave.

(g) Return to Work
(i) An employee shall confirm the intention to return to

work by notice in writing to Western Potatoes not
less than four weeks prior to the expiration of the
period of parental leave.

(ii) An employee on return from parental leave shall be
entitled to the position which the employee occu-
pied immediately prior to proceeding on parental
leave. Where an employee was transferred to a safe
job pursuant to subclause (e) hereof the employee is
entitled to return to the position occupied immedi-
ately prior to the transfer.

(iii) An employee may return on a part-time basis to the
same position occupied prior to the commencement
of leave or to a different position at the same classi-
fication level on a part-time basis in accordance with
the Part-Time provisions of the relevant award.

(iv) Where the position occupied by the employee no
longer exists the employee shall be entitled to the
position of the same classification level with duties
similar to that of the abolished position.

(h) Effect of Leave on Employment Contract
(i) Fixed Term Contract

An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall
have the same entitlement to parental leave, how-
ever the period of leave granted shall not extend
beyond the term of that contract.

(ii) Continuous Service
Absence on parental leave shall not break the conti-
nuity of service of an employee but shall not be taken
into account in calculating the period of service for
any purpose under the relevant award or this agree-
ment.

(iii) Termination of Employment
An employee on parental leave may terminate em-
ployment at any time during the period of level by
written notice in accordance with the relevant award.

20.�PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
(a) The parties agree that the measurement and monitoring

of productivity improvements provides critical feedback on
the performance of Western Potatoes to management, employ-
ees and other relevant shareholders.

(b) The parties agree to assess organisational performance
according to the extent to which the objectives of Western
Potatoes are achieved. The parties agree that performance in-
dicators have a primary role to assist in the attainment of cor-
porate goals in the interests of shareholders, Western Potatoes
and the government on behalf of the community.

(c) By agreement of the parties the criteria to be used to
assess the progress in the performance of key elements of the
agreement are described in Section 21�Salary Increases.

(d) It is agreed that the employees� understanding of pro-
ductivity measurement concepts is vital for performance moni-
toring arrangements to be successful on an ongoing basis.

21.�SALARY INCREASES
The following salary increases are payable on the basis of

implementation and continued co-operation of those improve-
ments in productivity and/or work practice changes outlined
in Clause 12�Productivity Improvements. Refer to Attach-
ment A.

The following increases will be payable during the life of
this Agreement:

(i) A first increase of 4% payable from date of registra-
tion.

(ii) A second increase of 3% payable from 1 October
1996 subject to the achievement of the following
milestones:

a) Completion of the Export Shed Operations re-
structure

b) Achievement of the target of 30,500 tonnes
of the licensing and quota system performed
in house.

(iii) A third increase of 2% payable from 1 April 1997
subject to the achievement of the following mile-
stones:

(a) Achievement of the target of 51,200 tonnes
of the licensing and quota system performed
in house.

22.�DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In the event of any question, dispute or difficulty arising

between the parties as to the interpretation and implementa-
tion of this Agreement the following procedures shall apply:

(a) The employee concerned shall discuss the matters
with the immediate supervisor in the first instance.
An employee may be accompanied by a CSA repre-
sentative.

(b) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
following the discussion in accordance with sub-
clause (a) hereof the matter shall be referred by the
CSA Representative to Western Potatoes Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer or his/her nominee for resolution.

(c) If the matter is not resolved within 5 working days
of the CSA Representative�s notification of the dis-
pute to Western Potatoes it may be referred by either
party to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.

23.�SIGNATURES OF PARTIES TO THE
AGREEMENT

Signatures
Signed for and on behalf of the COMMUNITY AND PUB-
LIC SECTOR UNION/CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA BRANCH by:

Common Seal
..........(signed)......................
Date: 30/8/96

Signed for by WESTERN POTATOES
..........(signed)......................
Date: 30/8/96

This Agreement, on behalf of the Civil Service Association,
is subject to endorsement by the Community and Public Sec-
tor Union/Civil Service Association WA Branch Council.

If the Branch Council does not endorse the Agreement, both
parties agree to withdraw the application.
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ATTACHMENT A
Level Salary 4% Increase 3% Increase 2% Increase

Per Annum At Registration 1/10/96 1/04/97
Level 1
Under 17 years 10,873 11,308 11,647 11,880
17 years 12,707 13,215 13,612 13,884
18 years 14,822 15,415 15,877 16,195
19 years 17,157 17,843 18,379 18,746
20 years 19,267 20,038 20,639 21,052
21 years or
1st year of adult service 21,165 22,012 22,672 23,125
22 years or
2nd year of adult service 21,817 22,690 23,370 23,838
23 years or
3rd year of adult service 22,468 23,367 24,068 24,549
24 years or
4th year of adult service 23,115 24,040 24,761 25,256
25 years or
5th year of adult service 23,766 24,717 25,458 25,967
26 years or
6th year of adult service 24,417 25,394 26,155 26,679
27 years or
7th year of adult service 25,166 26,173 26,958 27,497
28 years or
8th year of adult service 25,684 26,711 27,513 28,063
29 years or
9th year of adult service 26,450 27,508 28,333 28,900
Level 2
1st Year 27,367 28,462 29,316 29,902
2nd Year 28,070 29,193 30,069 30,670
3rd Year 28,809 29,961 30,860 31,477
4th Year 29,590 30,774 31,697 32,331
5th Year 30,407 31,623 32,572 33,223
Level 3
1st Year 31,530 32,791 33,775 34,450
2nd Year 32,405 33,701 34,712 35,406
3rd Year 33,307 34,639 35,678 36,392
4th Year 34,233 35,602 36,670 37,404
Level 4
1st Year 35,503 36,932 38,031 38,791
2nd Year 36,498 37,958 39,097 39,879
3rd Year 37,522 39,023 40,194 40,997
Level 5
1st Year 39,494 41,074 42,306 43,152
2nd Year 40,827 42,460 43,734 44,609
3rd Year 42,212 43,900 45,217 46,122
4th Year 43,649 45,395 46,757 47,692
Level 6
1st Year 45,960 47,798 49,232 50,217
2nd Year 47,531 49,432 50,915 51,934
3rd Year 49,157 51,123 52,657 53,710
4th Year 50,893 52,929 54,517 55,607
Level 7
1st Year 53,555 55,697 57,368 58,515
2nd Year 55,397 57,613 59,341 60,528
3rd Year 57,401 59,697 61,488 62,718
Level 8
1st Year 60,658 63,084 64,977 66,276
2nd Year 62,991 65,511 67,476 68,825
3rd Year 65,884 68,519 70,575 71,986
Level 9
1st Year 69,497 72,277 74,445 75,934
2nd Year 71,938 74,816 77,060 78,601
3rd Year 74,722 77,711 80,042 81,643
Class 1 78,932 82,089 84,552 86,243
Class 2 83,142 86,468 89,062 90,843
Class 3 87,350 90,844 93,569 95,441
Class 4 91,560 95,222 98,079 100,041

WOOLWORTHS (W.A.) PTY LTD CLERICAL
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1996.

No. AG 155 of 1996.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative

Branch
and

Woolworths Supermarket (WA) Pty Ltd.
No. AG 155 of 1996.

Woolworths (W.A.) Pty Ltd Clerical Enterprise
Agreement 1996.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
2 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Dhue on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr B Morrissey on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Woolworths (W.A.) Pty Ltd Clerical Enter-
prise Agreement 1996 be registered on the 18th day of
September 1996.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���
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3�INCIDENCE AND PARTIES BOUND
1. This Agreement shall be binding on the parties to the

Agreement individually and collectively and shall apply to all
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persons employed at Woolworths who are members, of or who
are eligible to be members of the Union party to this Agree-
ment and who are covered by the Award detailed in subclause
(3) of this clause and employed in Woolworths State Office,
Bunbury Meat Centre, Produce Buying Office and Informa-
tion Centre.

2. The Parties to this Agreement are:
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Serv-
ices Union of Employees, Western Australian Clerical
and Administrative Branch and Woolworths (W.A.) Pty
Ltd.

3. The Award:
Clerks� (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) Award No.
38 of 1947.

4�OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement shall operate from the commencement

of the first pay period commencing on or after the date of
registration and shall remain in operation for a period of 2
years.

5�RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD
This Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Clerks�

(Wholesale and Retail Establishments) Award No. 38 of 1947,
and where there are any inconsistencies this Agreement shall
prevail to the extent of any such inconsistency.

6�SINGLE BARGAINING UNIT
The Union party to this Agreement, with the employees cov-

ered by the relevant award, has formed a single bargaining
unit in accordance with the requirements of the West Austral-
ian State Wage Decision of 3 January 1992 (State Wage Case�
Volume 72, Western Australian Gazette, page 191).

7�COMMITMENTS
1. All parties undertake that the terms of this Agreement

will not be used to progress or obtain similar arrangements or
benefits in any other enterprise.

2. This Agreement shall not operate to cause any employee
to suffer a reduction in ordinary time earnings, or to depart
from the standards of the Western Australian Industrial Rela-
tions Commission in regard to hours of work, annual leave
with pay and leave loading, or long service with pay.

3. The parties undertake that the increases referred to in
Clause 31 Enterprise Bargaining Payment of this Agreement
will be the only increase to apply during the life of the Agree-
ment.

4. The parties will review the terms of this Agreement 18
months after the operative date and this review will conclude
no later than thirteen weeks prior to its expiry.

5. The parties will assess the achievement in productivity
and efficiency during the term of this Agreement.

6. The parties agree that following the process of reviewing
the Agreement it will be renewed or replaced prior to its ex-
piry.

7. The parties commit to opposing any attempt by any other
person, employees or Organisation to become a party to this
Agreement.

8�DISPUTES PROCEDURE
1. The objective of the dispute settlement procedure is as

follows:
(a) to promote resolution of disputes by measures based

on consultation, cooperation and discussion;
(b) to reduce the level of industrial confrontation; and
(c) to avoid interruption to the performance of work and

the consequential loss of production and wages.
2. Where a grievance, complaint, claim or any matter which

is likely to result in a dispute arises between the employer and
an employee or group of employees the following procedure
will apply:

(a) the employee or group of employees will discuss the
matter with their immediate supervisor(s);

(b) where the matter is not resolved within 48 hours time
the matter will be referred to the union representa-
tive for discussion with the employer representative;

(c) where a negotiated settlement cannot be reached
within 14 days the parties shall apply to the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission for reso-
lution. The parties shall abide by the decision of the
W.A.I.R.C.

3. The parties are committed to avoiding stoppages of work
or the placing of bans, or any other limitation on the perform-
ance of work prior to the completion of the dispute settlement
procedure.

9�CONSULTATION
1. An agreed consultative mechanism to assist the decision

making process will be established immediately, in order to
meet the objectives and principles of the Agreement.

2. The employer will establish a Consultative Committee
which will examine and determine specific initiatives relating
to the enterprise.

The objective of the Consultative Committee shall be to:
(a) Develop and co-ordinate proposals for improving

the efficiency, effectiveness, career prospects, pro-
ductivity, training opportunities, and quality of work-
ing life of employees.

(b) Ensure that wide consultation occurs so that em-
ployee knowledge, experience and aspirations are
reflected in proposals being developed which affect
customers, employees and the enterprise.

10�DEFINITIONS
Award/Parent Award shall mean the Clerks� (Wholesale and

Retail Establishments) Award of No. 38 of 1947.
Employer shall mean Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
Union shall mean the Australia Municipal Administrative

Clerical and Services Union of Employees, Western Austral-
ian Clerical and Administrative Branch.

11�CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
1. An employee may be engaged as:

(a) (i) a full-time employee engaged to work 38 hours
per week (excluding overtime);

(ii) by mutual agreement an employee may work
38 ordinary hours over 4 consecutive days.

(b) a part-time employee, engaged to work regular
weekly hours subject to:

(i) the maximum weekly ordinary hours (exclu-
sive of overtime) shall be less than 38;

(ii) the minimum weekly number of hours shall
be 8;

(iii) where a part-time employee agrees to work
additional hours beyond their normal rostered
hours within the span of ordinary hours as
prescribed in Clause 17 �Hours of Duty�, the
additional hours as worked shall be paid at a
rate equivalent to ten percent above the em-
ployee�s ordinary hourly rate of pay.

(c) Woolworths may engage full-time and part-time em-
ployees on a probationary basis for a period not ex-
ceeding 3 months. Probationary employment can be
terminated with 1 days notice by either party during
the abovementioned period.

(d) a casual employee, engaged by the hour subject to:
(i) the maximum weekly ordinary hours shall be

less than 38. Such employment shall be for a
period of up to ten weeks or for a period ex-
ceeding ten weeks provided there is agreement
with the Union;

(ii) a loading of twenty percent shall be paid to all
casual employees whilst employed as such in
lieu of sick leave, annual leave and special
leave.

(e) Limited Tenure Employees
(i) Woolworths have the right to engage employ-

ees on a Limited Tenure basis for a specific
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task as either full-time or part-time employ-
ees provided that such periods of Limited Ten-
ure shall:

(1) not be less than one month provided
that the minimum engagement may be
2 weeks where the sole purpose is the
replacement of an employee on annual
leave;

(2) not be more than 12 months duration.
Where there is a change in circum-
stances whereby a limited tenure posi-
tion is expected to exceed 12 months
duration approval must first be sought
from the Union before any extension
is made;

(3) not run consecutively.
(ii) Prior to commencement of a period of Lim-

ited Tenure, the employee shall be advised in
writing of the nature of the work, the hours to
be worked, the proposed weekly earnings and
the commencing and ceasing dates of their
Limited Tenure employment.

2. Rosters:
(a) An employee shall be provided with a regular roster

which will not be subject to frequent variations.
(b) Any proposed variations to a roster shall be the sub-

ject of consultation between the employer and em-
ployee. Change to the Roster shall be by at least one
weeks notice or where there is mutual consent be-
tween the parties a lesser period of notice may be
given.

3. Termination of Employment:
(a) The notice required to be given by the employer or

the employee to terminate employment will be:
(i) for casual and limited tenure employees�one

hour�s notice.
(ii) for all other employees�in accordance with

the provision below:
Period of continuous service Period of Notice
Not more than 1 year 1 week
More than I year but not more 2 weeks
than 3 years
More than 3 years but not 3 weeks
more than 5 years
More than 5 years 4 weeks

Provided that employees with two or more years con-
tinuous service who are 45 years of age or older at
the date of termination will be entitled to one addi-
tional week�s notice.

(b) Payment or forfeiture of wages in lieu of notice will
be calculated on the basis of the wages the employee
would have received for the ordinary time the em-
ployee would have worked during the period of no-
tice had the employee�s employment not been
terminated.

(c) Nothing in this clause prevents the company and the
employee agreeing to a lesser period of notice than
that otherwise required by this clause.

4. Abandonment of Employment
The absence of an employee from work for a continuous

period exceeding 5 working days, without just cause and with-
out the consent of Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd and without no-
tification to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd, shall be taken that the
employee has abandoned employment and Woolworths (WA)
Pty Ltd will be entitled to treat the employment as having
been terminated.

Confidential Information
Any trade secret whether documented or not of a confiden-

tial nature gained by the employee during the course of em-
ployment, shall not, without the specific authority of the
company, be passed on to any person who would be in a posi-
tion to use such information to the detriment of Woolworths
(WA) Pty Ltd. Nor shall such information be used for the

personal benefit of the employee. A breach of such confidence
may result in the employee�s termination.

Continuous Service
Shall for the purpose of annual and long service leave ac-

cruals include all service with Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd from
the date of engagement, but shall not include in any anniver-
sary year of accrual:

Any authorised unpaid absence of three weeks or
more due to sickness or accident.

4.1 Loadings for certain ordinary hours and Over-
time
A casual employee shall not receive a penalty upon
a penalty. This shall mean that casual employees shall
be entitled to the loadings and penalty rates pre-
scribed by Clauses 17 and 18, in addition to the casual
loading for the actual hours worked, calculated on
the appropriate base weekly hourly rate.

12�INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE / REDUNDANCY
1. (a) Where the employer has made a definite decision that

the Company no longer wishes the job the employee has been
doing to be done by anyone and that decision may lead to
termination of employment, the Company shall hold discus-
sions with the employees directly affected and with the Un-
ion.

(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as practicable
and shall cover, amongst other matters the reasons for the pro-
posed terminations are required, measure to avoid or mini-
mise the terminations and measures to migrate any diverse
effects of any termination on the employees concerned.

2. In addition to the period of notice provided in Clause 11,
a permanent employee whose employment is terminated for
reasons set out above shall be entitled to the following amount
of severance pay in respect of a continuous period of service:

Period of Continuous Service Severance Pay
Less than l year Nil
1 year but less than 2 years 4 weeks pay
2 years but less than 3 years 6 weeks pay
3 years but less than 4 years 7 weeks pay
4 years and over 8 weeks pay

�Weeks Pay� means the ordinary time rate of pay for the
employee concerned.

3. Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for
reasons set out in 12.1 (a) above, the employee shall be enti-
tled to the same period of notice of transfer as they would
have been entitled to if they had been terminated and Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd may make payment in lieu thereof of an
amount equal to the difference between the former ordinary
time rate of pay and the new lower ordinary time rates for the
number of weeks still owing.

13�CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE
1. Classification Structure and Skill Descriptors
(a) The skills required in the workplace are broadly grouped

in levels as detailed below. Employees working under these
classifications may be required to work in any or all range of
jobs within a level to the extent of their training, skills and
qualifications. This may involve an employee working in a
number of sections or departments. Any disputes over the
operation of this Clause shall be dealt with in accordance with
Clause 8�Dispute Procedures.

(b) Utilisation of Skills
Employees shall be employed to carry out such duties as

may be directed by the employer from time to time subject to
the limits of their skills, competence and training.

Any employee may at any time carry out such duties and
use such tools and equipment as may be directed by the em-
ployer provided that the employee has been properly trained
in the use of such tools and equipment.

Any direction given by the employer in accordance with
any of the above shall be consistent with the employer�s obli-
gations under the West Australian �Occupational Health, Safety
and Welfare Act 1984�.
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CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE�SKILL
DESCRIPTORS

This Classification Structure encompasses three grades.
Employees shall be allocated a particular classification grade
when the principal function of their employment, as deter-
mined by the employer, requires the exercise of any one or
more of the skill levels set out in the Grade descriptors. Any
dispute as to the proper classification to be allocated to an
employee shall be referred for determination by a Board of
Reference established pursuant to S.48 of the Industrial Rela-
tions Act, 1979.

This classification structure will not be used to assess the
award wage rate of any person who is a proprietor, director, or
manager of a company, business or undertaking, or a person
to whom has been delegated the right to engage and terminate
the employment of other employees.

GRADE 1�CLERICAL ASSISTANT
Employees in this grade perform and are accountable for

clerical and office tasks as directed within the skill levels set
out. They work within established routines, methods and pro-
cedures. Supervision is routine or direct dependent on the level
of work experience of the employee.

1. TECHNICAL SKILLS
(i) MACHINE OPERATION�Skill Level 1
Operate telephone/intercom systems (eg Commander type),

telephone answering machines, facsimile machines, photocopi-
ers, franking machines, guillotines, calculator and adding
machines, paging system, typewriter and telex machines.

(ii) COMPUTER�Skill Level 1
Use knowledge of keyboard and basic menu-driven options

and function keys to enter, retrieve and print data; use printer.
Use of safe and correct opening and closing down proce-

dures.
2. INFORMATION HANDLING�Skill Level 1
Receive, sort, open, distribute incoming mail, process out-

going mail, receive incoming and dispatch outgoing courier
mail, deliver messages and documents to appropriate persons
locations:

Work with established filing/records system in accordance
with set procedures including creating and indexing new files,
distributing files/publications within the Organisation as re-
quested; monitoring file locations.

Prepare and collate documents, take telephone messages;
Transcribe information into records, sort and file documents/

records accurately in correct locations/sequence using an es-
tablished filing system.

3. ENTERPRISE/INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE�Skill
Level 1

Acquire and apply a limited knowledge of office procedures
and requirements.

Relay internal information.
4. BUSINESS FINANCIAL SKILLS�Level 1
Sort, process and record original source financial documents

(e.g. invoices, cheques, correspondence) on a daily basis.
GRADE 2�CLERICAL ASSISTANT
Employees in this grade perform clerical and office tasks

using a more extensive range of skills and knowledge at a
level higher than required in Grade 1. They are responsible
and accountable for their own work which is performed within
established routines, methods and procedures. Supervision is
general.

1. TECHNICAL SKILLS
(i) MACHINE OPERATION�Skill Level 2 Operate switch-

board (PABX system)
(ii) KEYBOARD TYPING�Skill Level 1
Produce documents using standard formats at 25 wpm with

98% accuracy.
(iii) COMPUTER�Skill Level 2
Manipulate previously created data bases, spreadsheets/

worksheets; calculate alpha-numerical and related informa-
tion to perform routine tasks and generate simple reports.

(iv) WORD PROCESSING�Skill Level 1
Produce simple and routine documents using keyboard skills

within designated time-frames.
2. INFORMATION HANDLING�Skill Level 2
Maintain mail register and records;
Use and maintain established filing/records systems in ac-

cordance with set procedures including creating and indexing
new files, distributing files within the Organisation as re-
quested, monitoring file locations;

3. ENTERPRISES/INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE�Skill
Level 2

Acquire and apply a working knowledge of office or sec-
tional operating procedures and requirements.

Interpret and action information supplied.
Acquire and apply a working knowledge of the organisa-

tion�s structure and personnel in order to deal with inquiries
at first instance, locate appropriate staff in different sections,
relay internal information, respond to or direct inquiries, greet
visitors.

4. BUSINESS/FINANCIAL SKILLS�Level 2
Assist in the maintenance of financial records and journals,

including checks and authorisation. Maintain and record petty
cash, prepare bank deposits and withdrawals banking. Check
time and wage-records.

GRADE 3�CLERICAL OFFICER
Employees in this grade perform clerical and office tasks

using a more extensive range of skills and knowledge at a
level higher than required in Grade 2.

They are responsible and accountable for their own work,
which is performed within established guidelines, they exer-
cise limited discretion within the range of their skill and knowl-
edge. Supervision is limited.

Employees holding a Certificate of Office and Secretarial
Studies (TAFE) or accredited equivalent who are required to
exercise any one or more of the skill levels described in this
grade shall be classified Grade 3 or above.

1. TECHNICAL SKILLS
(i) MACHINE OPERATION�Skill Level 3
Operate computerised radio telephone equipment,

dictaphone equipment or other equipment of equal complex-
ity.

(ii) COMPUTER�Skill Level 3
Use one or more software application package(s) to operate

and populate a database, spreadsheet/worksheet to achieve a
desired result; graph previously prepared spreadsheet; use sim-
ple menu utilities.

Following standard procedures to template for the preced-
ing functions using existing models/fields of information.

Create, maintain and generate simple reports.
(iii) KEYBOARD TYPING�Skill Level 2
Accurately produce documents and correspondence using

knowledge of standard formats, touch type, audio type within
established procedures.

Copy type at 40 wpm with 98% accuracy.
(iv) WORD PROCESSING�Skill Level 2
Use one or more software packages to create format, edit,

proof read, spell check, print and save text documents, e.g.
standard correspondence and business documents.

Apply additional functions such as search and replace, vari-
able fonts, moving and merging across documents and simple
maths.

2. INFORMATION HANDLING�Skill Level 3
Oversee record management systems including review and

analysis.
3. ENTERPRISE/INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE�Skill

Level 3
Apply a working knowledge of the organisation�s products/

services, functions, locations and clients.
Respond to and act upon most internal/external inquiries in

own function area.
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4. BUSINESS/FINANCIAL SKILLS�Level 3
Maintain financial records and journals, maintain payroll

records, prepare accounts payable for payment.
5. SECRETARIAL�Skill Level 1
Take shorthand notes at 80 wpm and transcribe with 98%

accuracy. Arrange travel bookings and itineraries, make ap-
pointments.

SUPERVISION
Employees are subject to five defined levels of supervision

which can be generally categorised as follows:
DIRECT
The employee receives detailed instructions on work to
be performed and is subject to frequent personal progress
checks.
ROUTINE
The employee receives broad instructions on work to be
performed except when new or unusual features require
more specific instructions. Work in progress is checked
intermittently while all work is checked on completion.
GENERAL
The employee receives specific instructions only when
new procedures or tasks are involved. Work is checked
on completion.
LIMITED
The employee is subject to work checks which are gener-
ally confined to establishing that satisfactory progress is
being made. Work is reviewed on completion.
MINIMAL
The employee is subject to final review/report back on
work and may receive assistance with specific problems.
NB: Supervision is not a criteria for determining clas-
sification levels but should be used as a guide in deter-
mining the overall level of responsibility and autonomy
expected of the principal functions of the job.
TRAINING
Employees may be required to assist with the training
and induction of other employees by demonstration of
skills required in their own grade and/or by informal per-
sonal instruction and demonstration of the skills required
in grades below their own.

(c) Personnel Selection and Career Path
The objective of the Company�s Personnel Selection Policy

will be to choose the best person for the job.
Appointments shall be on merit. Criteria for selection will

be based upon objective job related competencies.
The Company�s policy shall, at all times, embrace the prin-

ciples of equal opportunity and fair treatment. In particular,
the Company will recruit, train, and promote persons in all
job titles without regard to sex, race, political or religious be-
liefs, or any other discriminatory basis.

Where practical vacancies will be advertised internally. All
employees, including Casual and Temporaries will, subject to
the job criteria, be eligible to apply.

CLAUSE 14�SALARIES
1. No worker shall, as a result of the operation of this agree-

ment, suffer any loss of salary which he or she may have en-
joyed to the date of this agreement.

2. (a) The weekly rate of pay for ordinary hours worked by
a Full-time employee shall be the following:

Enterprise Payment
Effective First pay period
commencing on or after

Grade/Level Current Rate Date of 12 months
Agreement after dated

being registered  of registra-
tion

GRADE 1 392.80 400.20 416.20
406.60 414.50 431.10
418.20 426.60 443.70

GRADE 2 428.70 437.50 455.00
432.80 441.80 459.50
438.70 447.90 465.80

Enterprise Payment
Effective First pay period
commencing on or after

Grade/Level Current Rate Date of 12 months
Agreement after dated

being registered  of registra-
tion

GRADE 3 446.20 455.70 473.90
451.20 460.90 479.40

(b) Junior Employees
Base rate (per week) expressed as a percentage of the base

rate prescribed for the relevant year of experience at the Grade
in paragraph (a) hereof appropriate to the work performed by
the junior employee:

At 15 years of age 40
At 16 years of age 50
At 17 years of age 60
At 18 years of age 70
At 19 years of age 80
At 20 years of age 90

3. Casual Loading
Casual employees shall be paid an hourly rate determined

by adding a loading of 20% to the ordinary hour of pay for the
grade of work performed.

The casual loading is in lieu of public holidays, annual leave,
sick leave, and bereavement leave.

4. Traineeships
The weekly wages payable to a trainee employed in accord-

ance with Clause 30 shall be determined by multiplying the
appropriate rate of pay prescribed by this Agreement by 39,
which represents actual weeks spent on the job and dividing
that sum by 52 to provide a weekly wage.

5. Overtime and Shift Work
Overtime and Shift Work shall not be worked by trainees

except to enable the requirements of the training scheme to be
effected. When overtime and shift work are worked the rel-
evant penalties and allowance of the award based on the trainee
wage will apply. No trainee shall work overtime or shift work
alone.

15�TRADE UNION TRAINING LEAVE
1. A union delegate nominated by the Union shall be al-

lowed leave without loss of pay to attend Trade Union Train-
ing Courses conducted by the Australian Services Union,
subject to the following conditions:

(a) A delegate shall, upon application in writing from
the Union, be granted up to five days leave with pay
each calender year, non-cumulative to attend Trade
Union Training Courses, subject to the operational
and seasonal requirements of the employer.

(b) The application for leave should contain the follow-
ing details:

(i) Period of time for which leave is sought;
(ii) The description and content of the course (if

available) to be attended and whether the train-
ers are accredited.

(iii) Where application is made for leave to attend
a course not accredited by the Trade Union
Training Authority, the employer shall be no-
tified of the description and content of the
course.

(c) The granting of such leave shall be subject to the
Union giving not less than six weeks notice or such
lesser period as may be agreed upon between the
employer and the Union.

(d) (i) The time of taking such leave shall be arranged
so as to minimise any adverse effects on the
employer�s operations.

(ii) The employer shall not use this sub-clause to
avoid its obligation under this clause.

(e) The employer shall not be liable for any additional
expenses associated with an employee�s attendance
at a course other than the payment of ordinary time
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earnings for such absence. For the purpose of this
Clause ordinary time earnings shall be defined as
the relevant Award classification rate.

(f) Leave rights granted in accordance with this Clause
will not result in an additional payment or alterna-
tive time off to the extent that the course attended
coincides with an employee�s day off in the 19 day
month work cycle.

(g) The employer may require an employee to provide
proof of attendance at the course before payment is
made for the period of leave. Where an employee is
sick during a period when leave pursuant to this
Clause has been granted proof of attendance at the
course is not required for that period and the em-
ployee shall receive payment where entitled under
the Sick Leave Clause of this Award.

(h) Leave of absence granted pursuant to this Clause
shall count as service for all purposes.

16�PAYMENT OF SALARIES
1. (i) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash, by

cheque or by means of a credit transfer to a bank, building
society or credit union account in the name of the employee.
The day that the credit transfer is credited to the employee�s
account shall be deemed to be the date of payment.

(ii) Payment shall be made within three trading days from
the last day of the pay period and if in cash or by cheque shall
be paid during the employee�s ordinary working hours.

(iii) The employer shall not change its method of payment
to employees without first giving them at least four weeks�
notice of such change.

(iv) No employee shall be required to accept a change in the
method of payment if such change causes hardship. Any dis-
pute concerning hardship in a particular case shall be referred
to a Board of Reference for determination.

2. (i) The employer may elect to pay employees weekly or
fortnightly in accordance with paragraph (b) of this Clause.

(ii) The employer shall not change the frequency of pay-
ment to employees without first giving them and the Union at
least four weeks� notice of such change.

(iii) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system shall
be by payment of an additional weeks wages in the last weekly
pay before the change to fortnight pays to be repaid by equal
fortnightly deductions made from the next and subsequent pays
provided the period for repayment shall not be less than 20
weeks, or some other method agreed upon by the Union and
the employer.

3. For the purpose of affecting the Rostering off of workers
as provided by this award, ordinary wages may be paid either
for the actual hours worked each pay period or by an amount
being calculated on the basis of the average of 38 hours per
week.

4. On the pay day each worker shall be endorsed on the pay
envelope the amount of ordinary salary or wages due, details
of the overtime due for that pay period, details of all deduc-
tions made from the gross earnings, and the net amount pay-
able shall be shown.

17�HOURS OF DUTY
1. The ordinary hours of duty shall not exceed 38 hours per

week and shall be worked in five shifts Monday to Saturday
inclusive, between the hours of 6.00am and 6.00pm.

2. The lunch break of not less than 30 minutes and not more
than one hour shall be taken at a time mutually agreed be-
tween the employer and the employee between the hours of
11.30am and 2.30pm provided that the maximum period to be
worked without a lunch break is five hours.

3. Any work performed as part of the ordinary weekly hours
of duty on a Saturday shall be paid at the rate of time and
25%.

4. Work rostered on Saturday shall be voluntary for existing
employees employed by Woolworths at the time of commence-
ment of the Agreement.

5. Notwithstanding the other provisions of this clause the
employer and the union may agree that ordinary hours may be

worked over 19 days of a 4 week cycle or such other basis as
may be agreed. Such agreement shall be in writing.

6. (a) An employee may be engaged on shift work.
(b) A loading of fifteen percent on ordinary rates shall be

paid for time worked on afternoon or night shift as defined
hereunder:

(i) Afternoon shift�commencing from 12 noon and up
to and including 5.59pm

(ii) Night Shift�commencing from 6.00pm and up to
and including 4.00am

(c) Shift penalties shall not apply to any work performed on
Saturday, Sundays or Public Holidays.

A continuous shift worker who is rostered to work regularly
on Sundays and Public Holidays shall be allowed one weeks
additional annual leave. Where an employee�s services have
terminated prior to taking leave, pro-rata payment calculated
at 1/12th of a week shall be paid for each completed month
accrued.

During a period of annual leave a worker shall be paid ei-
ther 17½% leave loading or shift loading calculated on the
basis that that employee remained on the roster, whichever is
the greater.

18�OVERTIME
1. Except as hereinafter provided in this clause, all time

worked on any one day outside the ordinary hours of duty
shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half for the first
two hours and double time thereafter.

2. All time worked on Sundays shall be paid for at the rate
of double time.

3. All time worked on any of the holidays prescribed by this
agreement shall be paid for at the rate of double time and a
half.

4. Notwithstanding any other provision of this clause any
recall to work on any day of the week shall be paid for with a
minimum payment as for three hours at overtime rates and
time reasonably spent in travelling shall be counted as time
worked.

5. In the computation of overtime each day shall stand by
itself.

6. (a) The employer may require any worker to work rea-
sonable overtime at overtime rates, and such worker shall work
overtime in accordance with such requirements.

(b) No Organisation, party to this agreement, or worker or
workers covered by this award shall in any way, whether di-
rectly or indirectly be a party to or concerned in any ban, limi-
tation or restriction upon the working of overtime in
accordance with the requirements of the subclause.

7. Where there is mutual agreement between the employer
and the employee time worked as overtime may be converted
to time off in lieu of payment. Time in lieu shall be calculated
at the same rate of which the overtime rate would have ap-
plied.

19�MEAL ALLOWANCE
1. In addition to the overtime prescribed in Clause 19�

Overtime a meal allowance of $7.00 be paid on the following
basis:

(a) To an employee who, at the requirement of the em-
ployer, works two hours or more overtime after the
completion of the ordinary hours.

2. Meal money may be paid prior to the meal period on the
day upon which the allowance is payable or paid together with
the normal weekly or fortnightly pay as appropriate.

3. Provided that in lieu of the payment prescribed by this
clause an employer may supply the employee with a suitable
meal.

20�PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
1. The following days or the days observed in lieu shall

subject to Clause 19 Overtime and subject as hereinafter pro-
vided, be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay,
namely�New Year�s Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sover-
eign�s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. Provided
that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement
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between the parties, in lieu of any of the days named in the
subclause.

2. When any of the days mentioned in subclause (1) hereof
falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday shall be observed
on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing Day falls
on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday shall be observed on the
next succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day shall
be a holiday without deduction of pay, and the day for which
it is submitted shall not be a holiday.

3. Where�
(a) A day is proclaimed as a whole public holiday or a

half public holiday under section 7 of the Public and
Bank Holidays Act, 1972;

(b) that proclamation does not apply throughout the State
or to the metropolitan area of the State.

That day shall be a whole public holiday or, as the case may
be, a half public holiday for the purposed of this Agreement
within the district or locality specified in the proclamation.

4. When any of the holidays prescribed in this clause fall on
a day which for a full time employee is a day of the week upon
which he or she is usually required to work less than one fifth
of his or her ordinary weekly hours of duty, such employee
shall be allowed time off without deduction of pay equivalent
to the difference between the time usually worked (on that
day) and one fifth of the ordinary weekly hours of duty.

5. A worker absent without leave on the day before or the
day after any of the holidays referred to in subclause 20.1
shall be liable to forfeit wages for the holiday as well as for
the day of absence. Where Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd is satis-
fied that the worker�s absence was caused through illness in
which case wages shall not be forfeited for the holiday. A
worker absent on one day only, either before or after a group
of holidays, shall forfeit wages only for one holiday as well as
for the period of absence.

6. The provision of this clause shall not apply to casual
employees.

21�ANNUAL LEAVE
1. Except as hereinafter provided a period of four consecu-

tive weeks leave with payment of ordinary wage shall be al-
lowed annually to a worker by his/her employer after a period
of twelve months continuous service with such employer.

2. (a) During a period of annual leave a worker shall be paid
a loading of l7.5 percent calculated on his/her ordinary rate of
wage.

(b) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not apply
to proportionate leave on termination.

3. If any award holiday falls within a workers period of an-
nual leave and is observed on a day which in the case of that
worker would have been an ordinary working day, there shall
be added to that period one day, being on an ordinary working
day, for each such holiday observed as aftersaid.

4. (a) If after one month�s continuous service in any quali-
fying twelve monthly period a worker lawfully leaves his/her
employment, or his/her employment is terminated by the em-
ployer through no fault of the worker, the worker shall be paid
one thirteenth of a weeks pay at his/her ordinary rate of pay in
respect of each completed week of continuous service.

(b) In addition to any payment of which he/she may be enti-
tled under paragraph (a) hereof, a worker whose employment
terminates after he has completed a twelve monthly qualify-
ing period and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed
under this award in respect of that qualifying period shall be
given payment in lieu of that leave or, in a case to which
subclause (10) of this clause applies, in lieu of so much of that
leave as has not been allowed, unless:

(i) he/she has been justifiably dismissed for misconduct;
and

(ii) the misconduct for which he/she has been dismissed
occurred prior to the completion of that qualifying
period.

5. Any time in respect of which a worker is absent from
work, except time for which he/she is entitled to claim sick
pay, or time spent on holidays or annual leave as prescribed
by this Agreement shall not count for the purpose of deter-
mining his/her right to annual leave.

6. With the mutual consent of the employer and the em-
ployee, annual leave may be taken in more than one period.

7. Every worker shall be given and shall take annual leave
within six months after the date it falls due.

8. No worker shall be required to proceed on annual leave
unless at least four weeks prior notice is given.

9. With the approval of the company, an employee may be
permitted to take pro rata annual leave, provided that:

a) it is the employee�s request; and
b) they have a pro rata entitlement to annual leave which

at least equals the period of intended absence.
Payment during pro rata annual leave shall be at ordinary

rates.
Where an employee takes pro rata annual leave, the annual

leave loading referred to in subclause 21.2 (a) which would
have been payable for that annual leave shall be paid at the
next occasion that employee takes accrued annual leave.

10. The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual
workers.

22�LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Long Service Leave provision in volume 59 of the

Western Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 6 inclu-
sive are hereby incorporated in and shall be deemed to be part
of this award.

23�COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
1. A worker shall, on the death of the spouse, father, mother,

brother, sister, child, step-child, or guardian of dependent chil-
dren of the worker be entitled to leave up to and including the
day of the funeral of such relation; such leave, for the period
not exceeding two days in respect of any such death, shall be
without loss of any ordinary pay which the worker would have
received if he had not been on such leave.

2. The right to such paid leave shall be dependent on com-
pliance with the following conditions:

(a) The worker shall give the employer notice of his in-
tention to take such leave as soon as reasonably prac-
ticable after the death of such relation, and in respect
of a death overseas of a prescribed relative, the
worker shall provide to his employer such evidence
that he/she is attending the funeral.

(b) Satisfactory evidence of such death shall be furnished
by the worker to his employer.

(c) The worker shall not be entitled to leave under this
clause in respect of any period which coincides with
any other period of leave entitlement under this award
or otherwise.

24�SPECIAL LEAVE
Employees may access a maximum of five days sick leave

per year for the purposes of attending to unforeseen urgent
family circumstances provided that the Special Leave is to
attend to members of the employee�s immediate family.

25�PARENTAL LEAVE
The following provision shall apply to employees under this

Agreement. References to award shall mean references to this
Agreement.

Subject to the terms of this clause employees are entitled to
maternity, paternity and adoption leave and to work part-time
in connection with the birth or adoption of a child.

A. MATERNITY LEAVE
(a) Nature of Leave

Maternity leave is unpaid leave.
(b) Definitions

For the purposes of this Section:
(i) �Employee� includes a part-time employee but

does not include an employee engaged in
casual or seasonal work.

(ii) �Paternity leave� means leave of the type pro-
vided for in sub-clause (B) whether prescribed
in an award or otherwise.

(iii) �Child� means a child of the employee under
the age of one year.
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(iv) �Spouse� includes a de facto or a former
spouse.

(v) �Continuous service� means service under an
unbroken contract of employment, and in-
cludes:

(1) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this clause,

(2) any period of part-time employment
worked in accordance with this clause,
or

(3) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd or
by the award.

(c) Eligibility for Maternity Leave
An employee who becomes pregnant, upon produc-
tion to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd of the certificate
required by sub-clause (d) hereof, shall be entitled
to a period of up to 52 weeks maternity leave pro-
vided that such leave shall not extend beyond the
child�s first birthday. This entitlement shall be re-
duced by any period of paternity leave taken by the
employee�s spouse in relation to the same child and
apart from paternity leave of up to one week at the
time of confinement shall not be taken concurrently
with paternity leave.
Subject to sub-clauses (f) and (i) hereof the period
of maternity leave shall be unbroken and shall, im-
mediately following confinement, include a period
of six weeks compulsory leave.
The employee must have had at least 12 months con-
tinuous service with the Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
immediately preceding the date upon which she pro-
ceeds upon such leave.

(d) Certification
At the time specified in sub-clause (e) the employee
must produce to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd:

(i) A certificate from a registered medical practi-
tioner stating that she is pregnant and the ex-
pected date of confinement;

(ii) A statutory declaration stating particulars of
any period of paternity leave sought or taken
by her spouse and that for the period of ma-
ternity leave she will not engage in any con-
duct inconsistent with her contract of
employment.

(e) Notice Requirements
(i) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks

prior to the presumed date of confinement,
produce to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd the cer-
tificate referred to in paragraph (d)(i).

(ii) An employee shall, give not less than four
weeks notice in writing to Woolworths (WA)
Pty Ltd of the date upon which she proposes
to commence maternity leave stating the pe-
riod of leave to be taken and shall, at the same
time, produce to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
the statutory declaration referred to in para-
graph (d)(ii).

(iii) Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd by not less than 14
days notice in writing to the employee may
require her to commence maternity leave at
any time within the six weeks immediately
prior to her presumed date of confinement.

(iv) An employee shall not be in breach of this
clause as a consequence of failure to give the
stipulated period of notice in accordance with
paragraph (ii) hereof if such failure is occa-
sioned by the confinement occurring earlier
than the presumed date.

(f) Transfer to a Safe Job
Where, in the opinion of a registered medical practi-
tioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy
or hazards connected with the work assigned to the
employee make it inadvisable for the employee to
continue at her present work, the employee shall, if

Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd deems it practicable, be
transferred to a safe job at the rate and on the condi-
tions attaching to that job until the commencement
of maternity leave.
If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the
employee may, or Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd may
require the employee to, take leave for such period
as is certified necessary by a registered medical prac-
titioner. Such leave shall be treated as maternity leave
for the purposes of sub-clauses (i), (j), (k) and (1)
hereof.

(g) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave
(i) Provided the maximum period of maternity

leave does not exceed the period to which the
employee is entitled under sub-clause (c)
hereof:

(1) the period of maternity leave may be
lengthened once only by the employee
giving not less than 14 days notice in
writing stating the period by which the
leave is to be lengthened;

(2) the period may be further lengthened
by agreement between Woolworths
(WA) Pty Ltd and the employee.

(ii) The period of maternity leave may, with the
consent of the employer, be shortened by the
employee giving not less than 14 days notice
in writing state the period by which the leave
is to be shortened.

(h) Cancellation of Maternity Leave
(i) Maternity leave, applied for but not com-

menced, shall be cancelled when the preg-
nancy of an employee terminates other than
by the birth of a living child.

(ii) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on
maternity leave terminates other than by the
birth of a living child, it shall be the right of
the employee to resume work at a time nomi-
nated by Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd which
shall not exceed four weeks from the date of
notice in writing by the employee to Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd that she desires to resume
work.

(i) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave
(i) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then

on maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks
other than by the birth of a living child then:

(1) she shall be entitled to such period of
unpaid leave (to be known as special
maternity leave) as a registered medi-
cal practitioner certifies as necessary
before her return to work; or

(2) for illness other than the normal con-
sequences of confinement she shall be
entitled, either in lieu of or in addition
to special maternity leave, to such paid
sick leave as to which she is then enti-
tled and which a registered medical
practitioner certifies as necessary be-
fore her return to work.

(ii) Where an employee not then on maternity
leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy,
she may take such paid sick leave as to which
she is then entitled and such further unpaid
leave (to be known as special maternity leave)
as a registered practitioner certifies as neces-
sary before her return to work, provided that
the aggregate of paid sick leave, special ma-
ternity leave and maternity leave shall not ex-
ceed the period to which the employee is
entitled under sub-clause (c) hereof.

(iii) For the purposes of sub-clauses (j), (k) and
(1) hereof, maternity leave shall include spe-
cial maternity leave.

(iv) An employee returning to work after the com-
pletion of a period of leave taken pursuant to
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this sub-clause shall be entitled to the posi-
tion which she held immediately before pro-
ceeding on such leave, or, in the case of an
employee who was transferred to a safe job
pursuant to sub-clause (f) hereof, to the posi-
tion she held immediately before such trans-
fer.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the em-
ployee is qualified for and is capable of per-
forming she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and pay to that of
her former position.

(j) Maternity Leave and other Leave Entitlements
(i) Provided the aggregate of any leave, includ-

ing leave taken under Section A hereof, does
not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under subclause (c) hereof, an em-
ployee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long
service leave of any part thereof to which she
is entitled.

(ii) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long serv-
ice leave) shall not be available to an employee
during her absence on maternity leave.

(k) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment
Subject to Section A hereof, notwithstanding any
award or other provision to the contrary, absence on
maternity leave shall not break the continuity of serv-
ice of an employee but shall not be taken into ac-
count in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of any relevant award or agreement.

(1) Termination of Employment
(i) An employee on maternity leave may termi-

nate her employment at any time during the
period of leave by notice given in accordance
with this award.

(ii) Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall not terminate
the employment of an employee on the ground
of her pregnancy or of her absence on mater-
nity leave, but otherwise the rights of Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd in relation to termination
of employment are not hereby affected.

(m) Return to Work after Maternity Leave
(i) An employee shall confirm her intention of

returning to work by notice in writing to Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd given not less than four
weeks prior to the expiration of her period of
maternity leave.

(ii) An employee, upon returning to work after ma-
ternity leave or the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (i) hereof, shall be en-
titled to the position which she held immedi-
ately before proceeding on maternity leave or,
in the case of an employee who was transferred
to a safe job pursuant to sub-clause (f) hereof,
to the position which she held immediately
before such transfer or in relation to an em-
ployee who has worked part-time during the
pregnancy the position she held immediately
before commencing such part-time work.
Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the em-
ployee is qualified for and is capable of per-
forming, she shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and pay to that of
her former position.

(n) Replacement Employees
(i) A replacement employee is an employee spe-

cifically engaged as a result of an employee
proceeding on maternity leave.

(ii) Before Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd engages a
replacement employee Woolworths (WA) Pty
Ltd shall inform that person of the temporary

nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.

(iii) Nothing in Section A hereof, shall be con-
strued as requiring Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
to engage a replacement employee.

(iv) A replacement employee shall not be entitled
to any of the rights conferred by this Section
except where the employment continues be-
yond the 12 months qualifying period.

B. PATERNITY LEAVE
(a) Nature of Leave

Paternity leave is unpaid leave.
(b) Definitions

For the purposes of this Section:
(i) �Employee� includes a part-time employee but

does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.

(ii) �Maternity leave� means leave of the type pro-
vided for in Section A hereof, (and includes
special maternity leave) whether prescribed in
an award or otherwise.

(iii) �Child� means a child of the employee or the
employee�s spouse under the age of one year.

(iv) �Spouse� includes a de facto or a former
spouse.

(v) �Primary care-giver� means a person who as-
sumes the principle role of providing care and
attention to a child.

(vi) �Continuous service� means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and in-
cludes:

(1) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this clause,

(2) any period of part-time employment
worked in accordance with this clause,
or

(3) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd or
by the award.

(c) Eligibility for Paternity Leave
A male employee, upon production to Woolworths
(WA) Pty Ltd of the certificate required by sub-clause
(d), shall be entitled to one or two periods of pater-
nity leave, the total of which shall not exceed 52
weeks, in the following circumstances:

(i) an unbroken period of up to one week at the
time of confinement of his spouse;

(ii) a further unbroken period of up to 51 weeks
in order to be the primary care-giver of a child
provided that such leave shall not extend be-
yond the child�s first birthday. This entitlement
shall be reduced by any period of maternity
leave taken by the employee�s spouse and shall
not be taken concurrently with that maternity
leave.

The employee must have had at least 12 months con-
tinuous service with the Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
immediately preceding the date upon which he pro-
ceeds upon either period of leave.

(d) Certification
At the time specified in sub-clause (e) the employee
must produce to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd:

(i) a certificate from a registered medical practi-
tioner which names his spouse, states that she
is pregnant and the expected date of confine-
ment or states the date on which the birth took
place;

(ii) in relation to any period to be taken under
paragraph (c)(ii) hereof, a statutory declara-
tion stating:

(1) he will take that period of paternity
leave to become the primary care-giver
of a child;
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(2) particulars of any period of maternity
leave sought or taken by his spouse;
and

(3) for the period of paternity leave he will
not engage in any conduct inconsist-
ent with his contract of employment.

(e) Notice Requirements
(i) The employee shall, not less than 10 weeks

prior to each proposed period of leave, give
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd notice in writing
stating the dates on which he proposes to start
and finish the period or periods of leave and
produce the certificate and statutory declara-
tion required in sub-clause (d) hereof.

(ii) The employee shall not be in breach of this
sub-clause as a consequence of failure to give
the notice required in paragraph (i) hereof if
such failure is due to:

(1) the birth occurring earlier than the ex-
pected date; or

(2) the death of the mother of the child; or
(3) other compelling circumstances.

(iii) The employee shall immediately notify Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd of any change in the in-
formation provided pursuant to sub-clause (d)
hereof.

(f) Variation of Period of Paternity Leave
(i) Provided the maximum period of paternity

leave does not exceed the period to which the
employee is entitled under sub-clause (c)
hereof:

(1) the period of paternity leave provided
by paragraph (c)(ii) may be lengthened
once only by the employee giving not
less than 14 days notice in writing stat-
ing the period by which the leave is to
be lengthened;

(2) the period may be further lengthened
by agreement between Woolworths
(WA) Pty Ltd and the employee.

(ii) The period of paternity leave taken under para-
graph (c)(iii) hereof may, with the consent of
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd, be shortened by
the employee giving not less than 14 days
notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be shortened.

(g) Cancellation of Paternity Leave
Paternity leave, applied for under paragraph (c)(ii)
hereof but not commenced, shall be cancelled when
the pregnancy of the employee�s spouse terminates
other than by the birth of a living child.

(h) Paternity Leave and other Leave Entitlements
(i) Provided the aggregate of any leave, includ-

ing leave taken under Section B hereof, does
not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under sub-clause (c) hereof, an
employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
paternity leave, take any annual leave or long
service leave or any part thereof to which he
is entitled.

(ii) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long serv-
ice leave) shall not be available to an employee
during his absence on paternity leave.

(i) Effect of Paternity Leave on Employment
Subject to Section B hereof, notwithstanding any
award or other provision to the contrary absence on
paternity leave shall not break the continuity of serv-
ice of an employee but shall not be taken into ac-
count in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of any relevant award or agreement.

(j) Termination of Employment
(i) An employee on paternity leave may termi-

nate his employment at any time during the

period of leave by notice given in accordance
with this award.

(ii) Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall not terminate
the employment of an employee on the ground
of his absence on paternity leave, but other-
wise the rights of Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
in relation to termination of employment are
not hereby affected.

(k) Return to Work after Paternity Leave
(i) An employee shall confirm his intention of

returning to work by notice in writing to Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd given not less than four
weeks prior to the expiration of the period of
paternity leave provided by paragraph (c)(ii)
hereof.

(ii) An employee, upon returning to work after
paternity leave or the expiration of the notice
required by paragraph (i) hereof, shall be en-
titled to the position which he held immedi-
ately before proceeding on paternity leave, or
in relation to an employee who has worked
part-time under this clause to the position he
held immediately before commencing such
part-time work.

(iii) Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the em-
ployee is qualified for and is capable of per-
forming, he shall be entitled to a position as
nearly comparable in status and pay to that of
his former position.

(1) Replacement Employees
(i) A replacement employee is an employee spe-

cifically engaged as a result of an employee
proceeding on paternity leave.

(ii) Before Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd engages a
replacement employee Woolworths (WA) Pty
Ltd shall inform that person of the temporary
nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.

(iii) Before Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd engages a
person to replace an employee temporarily
promoted or transferred in order to replace an
employee exercising his rights under Section
B hereof, Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall in-
form that person of the temporary nature of
the promotion or transfer and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.

(iv) Nothing in Section B hereof shall be construed
as requiring Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd to en-
gage a replacement employee.

C. ADOPTION LEAVE
(a) Nature of Leave

Adoption leave is unpaid leave.
(b) Definition

For the purposes of the Section:
(i) �Employee� includes a part-time employee but

does not include an employee engaged upon
casual or seasonal work.

(ii) �Child� means a person under the age of five
years who is placed with the employee for the
purposes of adoption, other than a child or
step-child of the employee or of the spouse of
the employee or a child who has previously
lived continuously with the employee for a
period of six months or more.

(iii) �Relative adoption occurs where a child, as
defined, is adopted by a grandparent, brother,
sister, aunt or uncle (whether of the whole
blood or half blood or by marriage).

(iv) �Primary care-giver� means a person who as-
sumes the principal role of providing care and
attention to a child.

(v) �Spouse� includes a de facto spouse.
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(vi) �Continuous service� means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and include:

(1) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this clause,

(2) any period of part-time employment
worked in accordance with this clause,
or

(3) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd or
by the award.

(c) Eligibility
An employee, upon production to Woolworths (WA)
Pty Ltd of the documentation required by sub-clause
(d) hereof, shall be entitled to one or two periods of
adoption leave, the total of which shall not exceed
52 weeks, in the following circumstances:

(i) an unbroken period of up to three weeks at
the time of the placement of the child;

(ii) an unbroken period of up to 52 weeks from
the time of its placement in order to be the
primary care-giver of the child. This leave shall
not extend beyond one year after the place-
ment of the child and shall not be taken con-
currently with adoption leave taken by the
employee�s spouse in relation to the same
child. This entitlement of up to 52 weeks shall
be reduced by:

(1) any period of leave taken pursuant to
paragraph (i) hereof, and

(2) the aggregate of any periods of adop-
tion leave taken or to be taken by the
employee�s spouse.

The employee must have had at least 12 months con-
tinuous service with the Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
immediately preceding the date upon which he or
she proceeds upon such leave in either case.

(d) Certification
Before taking adoption leave the employee must pro-
duce to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd:

(i) (1) a statement from an adoption agency
or other appropriate body of the pre-
sumed date of placement of the child
with the employee for adoption pur-
poses; or

(2) a statement from the appropriate gov-
ernment authority confirming that the
employee is to have custody of the
child pending application for an adop-
tion order.

(ii) In relation to any period to be taken under
paragraph (c)(ii) hereof, a statutory declara-
tion stating:

(1) the employee is seeking adoption leave
to become the primary care-giver of the
child;

(2) particulars of any period of adoption
leave sought or taken by the employ-
ee�s spouse and;

(3) for the period of adoption leave the
employee will not engage in any con-
duct inconsistent with his or her con-
tract of employment.

(e) Notice Requirements
(i) Upon receiving notice of approval for adop-

tion purposes, an employee shall notify Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd of such approval and
within two months of such approval shall fur-
ther notify Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd of the
period or periods of adoption leave the em-
ployee proposes to take. In the case of a rela-
tive adoption the employee shall notify as
aforesaid upon deciding to take a child into
custody pending an application for an adop-
tion order.

(ii) An employee who commences employment
with Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd after the date
of approval for adoption purposes shall no-
tify Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd thereof upon
commencing employment and of the period
or periods of adoption leave which the em-
ployee proposes to take. Provided that such
employee shall not be entitled to adoption
leave unless the employee has not less than
12 months continuous service with Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd immediately preceding
the date upon which he or she proceeds upon
such leave.

(iii) An employee shall, as soon as the employee
is aware of the presumed date of placement of
a child for adoption purposes but no later than
14 days before such placement, give notice in
writing to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd of such
date, and of the date of the commencement of
any period of leave to be taken under para-
graph (c)(i) hereof.

(iv) An employee shall, 10 weeks before the pro-
posed date of commencing any leave to be
taken under paragraph (c)(ii) hereof give no-
tice in writing to Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
of the date of commencing leave and the pe-
riod of leave to be taken.

(v) An employee shall not be in breach of Sec-
tion C hereof, as a consequence of failure to
give the stipulated period of notice in accord-
ance with paragraphs (iii) and (iv) hereof if
such failure is occasioned by the requirement
of an adoption agency to accept earlier or later
placement of a child, the death of the spouse
or other compelling circumstances.

(f) Variation of Period of Adoption Leave
(i) Provided the maximum period of adoption

leave does not exceed the period to which the
employee is entitled under sub-clause (c)
hereof:

(1) the period of leave taken under para-
graph (c)(ii) hereof may be lengthened
once only by the employee giving not
less that 14 days notice in writing stat-
ing the period by which the leave is to
be lengthened;

(2) the period may be further lengthened
by agreement between Woolworths
(WA) Pty Ltd and the employee.

(ii) The period of adoption leave taken under para-
graph (c)(ii) hereof may, with the consent of
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd, be shortened by
the employee giving not less than 14 days
notice in writing stating the period by which
the leave is to be shortened.

(g) Cancellation of Adoption Leave
(i) Adoption leave, applied for but not com-

menced, shall be cancelled should the place-
ment of the child not proceed.

(ii) Where the placement of a child for adoption
purposes with an employee then on adoption
leave does not proceed or continue, the em-
ployee shall notify Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
forthwith and Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall
nominate a time not exceeding four weeks
from receipt of notification for the employees
resumption of work.

(h) Special Leave
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall grant to any em-
ployee who is seeking to adopt a child, such unpaid
leave not exceeding two days, as is required by the
employee to attend any compulsory interviews or
examinations as are necessary as part of the adop-
tion procedure. Where paid leave is available to the
employee, Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd may require
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the employee to take such leave in lieu of special
leave.

(i) Adoption Leave and other Entitlements
(i) Provided the aggregate of any leave, includ-

ing leave taken under Section C hereof, does
not exceed the period to which the employee
is entitled under subclause (C) hereof, an em-
ployee may, in lieu of or in conjunction with
adoption leave, take any annual leave or long
service leave or any part thereof to which he
or she is entitled.

(ii) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award
absences (excluding annual leave or long serv-
ice leave), shall not be available to an em-
ployee during the employee�s absence on
adoption leave.

(j) Effect of adoption leave on employment
Subject to Section C hereof, notwithstanding any
award or other provision to the contrary, absence on
adoption leave shall not break the continuity of serv-
ice of an employee but shall not be taken into ac-
count in calculating the period of service for any
purpose of any relevant award or agreement.

(k) Termination of Employment
(i) An employee on adoption leave may termi-

nate the employment at any time during the
period of leave by notice given in accordance
with this award.

(ii) Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall not terminate
the employment of an employee on the ground
of the employee�s application to adopt a child
or absence on adoption leave, but otherwise
the rights of Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd in re-
lation to termination of employment are not
hereby affected.

(l) Return to Work after Adoption Leave
(i) An employee shall confirm the intention of

returning to work by notice in writing to Wool-
worths (WA) Pty Ltd given not less than four
weeks prior to the expiration of the period of
adoption leave provided by paragraph (c)(ii)
hereof.

(ii) An employee, upon returning to work after
adoption leave shall be entitled to the posi-
tion held immediately before proceeding on
such leave or in relation to an employee who
has worked part-time under this clause the
position held immediately before commenc-
ing such part-time work.

(iii) Where such position no longer exists but there
are other positions available which the em-
ployee is qualified for and is capable of per-
forming, the employee shall be entitled to a
position as nearly comparable in status and
pay to that of the employee�s former position.

(m) Replacement Employees
(i) A replacement employee is an employee spe-

cifically engaged as a result of an employee
proceeding on adoption leave.

(ii) Before Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd engages a
replacement employee Woolworths (WA) Pty
Ltd shall inform that person of the temporary
nature of the employment and of the rights of
the employee who is being replaced.

(iii) Before Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd engages a
person to replace an employee temporarily
promoted or transferred in order to replace an
employee exercising rights under Section C
hereof, Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall inform
that person of the temporary nature of the pro-
motion or transfer and of the rights of the em-
ployee who is being replaced.

(iv) Nothing in Section C hereof, shall be con-
strued as requiring Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd
to engage a replacement employee.

D. PART-TIME WORK
(a) Definitions

For the purposes of this Section:
(i) �male employee� means an employed male

who is caring for a child born of his spouse or
a child placed with the employee for adoption
purposes.

(ii) �Female employee� means an employed female
who is pregnant or is caring for a child she
has borne or a child who has been placed with
her for adoption purposes.

(iii) �Spouse� includes a de facto spouse.
(iv) �Former position� means the position held by

a female or male employee immediately be-
fore proceeding on leave or part-time employ-
ment under Section D hereof whichever first
occurs or, if such position no longer exists but
there are other positions available for which
the employee is qualified and the duties of
which he or she is capable of performing, a
position as nearly comparable in status and
pay to that of the position first mentioned in
this definition.

(v) �Continuous service� means service under an
unbroken contract of employment and in-
cludes:

(1) any period of leave taken in accord-
ance with this clause;

(2) any period of part-time employment
worked in accordance with this clause;
or

(3) any period of leave or absence author-
ised by Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd or
by the award.

(b) Entitlement
With the agreement of Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd:

(i) A male employee may work part-time in one
or more periods at any time from the date of
birth of the child until its second birthday or,
in relation to adoption, from the date of place-
ment of the child until the second anniversary
of the placement.

(ii) A female employee may work part-time in one
or more periods while she is pregnant where
part-time employment is, because of the preg-
nancy, necessary or desirable.

(iii) A female employee may work part-time in one
or more periods at any time from the seventh
week after the date of birth of the child until
its second birthday.

(iv) In relation to adoption a female employee may
work part-time in one or more periods at any
time from the date of the placement of the child
until the second anniversary of that date.

(c) Return to Former Position
(i) An employee who has had at least 12 months

continuous service with Woolworths (WA) Pty
Ltd immediately before commencing part-time
employment after the birth or placement of a
child has, at the expiration of the period of
such part-time employment or the first period,
if there is more than one, the right to return to
his or her former position.

(ii) Nothing in paragraph (i) hereof shall prevent
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd from permitting the
employee to return to his or her former posi-
tion after a second or subsequent period of
part-time employment.

(d) Effect of Part-time Employment on Continuous Serv-
ice
Commencement on part-time work under this clause,
and return from part-time work to full-time work
under this clause, shall not break the continuity of
service or employment.
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(e) Pro-rata Entitlements
Subject to the provisions of Section D hereof and
the matters agreed to in accordance with sub-clause
(h) hereof, part-time employment shall be in accord-
ance with the provisions of this award which shall
apply pro-rata.

(f) Part-time Work Agreement
(i) Before commencing a period of part-time em-

ployment under Section D hereof, the em-
ployee and Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall
agree:

(1)  that the employee may work part-time;
(2) upon the hours to be worked by the em-

ployee, the days upon which they will
be worked and commencing times for
the work;

(3) upon the classification applying to the
work to be performed; and

(4) upon the period of part-time employ-
ment.

(ii) The terms of this agreement may be varied by
consent.

(iii) The terms of this agreement or any variation
to it shall be reduced to writing and retained
by Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd. A copy of the
agreement and any variation to it shall be pro-
vided to the employee by Woolworths (WA)
Pty Ltd.

(iv) The terms of this agreement shall apply to the
part-time employment.

(h) Termination of Employment
(i) The employment of a part-time employee un-

der this clause, may be terminated in accord-
ance with the provisions of this award but may
not be terminated by Woolworths (WA) Pty
Ltd because the employee has exercised or
proposes to exercise any rights arising under
this clause or has enjoyed or proposes to en-
joy any benefits arising under this clause.

(ii) Any termination entitlements payable to an
employee whose employment is terminated
while working part-time under this clause, or
while working full-time after transferring from
part-time work under this clause, shall be cal-
culated by reference to the full-time rate of
pay at the time of termination and by regard-
ing all service as a full-time employee as quali-
fying for a termination entitlement basis on
the period of full-time employment and all
service as a part-time employee on a pro-rata
basis.

(i) Extension of Hours of Work
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd may request, but not re-
quire, an employee working part-time under this
clause to work outside or in excess of the employ-
ee�s ordinary hours of duty provided for in accord-
ance with sub-clause (e).

(j) Nature of Part-time Work
The work to be performed part-time need not be the
work performed by the employee in his or her former
position but shall be work otherwise performed un-
der this award.

(k) Inconsistent Award Provisions
An employee may work part-time under this clause
notwithstanding any other provision of this award
which limits or restricts the circumstances in which
part-time employment may be worked or the terms
upon which it may be worked including provisions:

(i) Limiting the number of employees who may
work part-time;

(ii) Establishing quotas as to the ratio of part-time
to full-time employees;

(iii) Prescribing a minimum or maximum number
of hours a part-time employee may work; or

(iv) Requiring consultation with, consent of or
monitoring by a union;

and such provisions do not apply to part-time work
under this clause.

(1) Replacement Employees
(i) A replacement employee is an employee spe-

cifically engaged as a result of an employee
working part-time under Section D hereof.

(ii) A replacement employee may be employed
part-time. Subject to this sub-clause, sub-
clauses (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) and (l) of this Sec-
tion apply to the part-time employment of
replacement employees.

(iii) Before Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd engages a
replacement employee under this sub-clause,
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd shall inform the
person of the temporary nature of the employ-
ment and of the rights of the employee who is
being replaced.

(iv) Unbroken service as a replacement employee
shall be treated as continuous service for the
purposes of paragraph (a)(v) hereof.

(v) Nothing in this Section shall be construed as
requiring Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd to engage
a replacement employee.

26.�SICK LEAVE
1. (a) A worker who is unable to attend or remain at his/her

place of employment during the ordinary hours of work by
reason of personal ill health or injury shall be entitled to pay-
ment during such absence in accordance with the following
provisions.

(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at a rate of one sixth
of a week for each completed month of service with the em-
ployer.

(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the em-
ployer a worker is absent on the ground of personal ill health
or injury for a period longer than his/her entitlement to paid
sick leave, payment may be adjusted at the end of that year of
service, or at the time the worker�s services terminate, if be-
fore the end of that year of service, to the extent that the worker
has become entitled to further paid sick leave during that year
of service.

2. The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave
in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject
to this clause may be claimed by the worker if the absence by
reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period for
which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time of
the absence. Provided that a worker shall not be entitled to
claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any one
year of service.

3. To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause
the worker shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise the
employer of his/her inability to attend for work, the nature of
his illness or injury and the estimated duration of the absence.
Provided that such advice, other than in extraordinary circum-
stances shall be given to the employer within 24 hours of the
commencement of the absence.

4. The provisions of this clause do not apply to a worker
who fails to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner
dated at the time of the absence or who fails to supply such
other proof of the illness or injury as the employer may rea-
sonably require provided that the worker shall not be required
to produce a certificate from a medical practitioner with re-
spect to absence of two days or less unless after two such
absences in any year of service the employer requests that the
next and subsequent absences in that year if any, shall be ac-
companied by such certificate.

5. (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provi-
sions of this clause apply to a worker who suffers personal ill
health or injury during the time when his/her absent on an-
nual leave and a worker may apply for and the employer shall
grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave.

(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven
days of resuming work and then only if the worker was con-
fined to his/her place of residence or a hospital as a result of
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his/her personal ill health or injury for a period of seven con-
secutive days or more and he/she produces a certificate from a
registered medical practitioner that he/she was so confined.
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve
the worker of the obligation to advise the employer in accord-
ance with subclause (3) of this clause if he/she is unable to
attend for work on the working day next following his/her
annual leave.

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave
shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the
worker is entitled at the time he/she proceeded on annual leave
and shall not be made with respect to fractions of a day.

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer
in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this subclause,
that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick
leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick leave and the re-
placed annual leave may be taken at another time mutually
agreed to by the employer and the worker or, failing agree-
ment, shall be added to the worker�s next period of annual
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Clause 21 -Annual Leave.

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of
wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently taken
provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause
21�Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been paid with
respect to the replaced annual leave.

6. Where a business has been transmitted from one employer
to another and the worker�s service has been deemed continu-
ous in accordance with subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long
Service Leave provisions published in volume 59 of the West-
ern Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1-6, the paid sick
leave standing to the credit of the worker at the date of trans-
mission from service with the transmittor shall stand to the
credit of the worker at the commencement of service with the
transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with the provi-
sions of this clause.

7. The provisions of this clause with respect to payment do
not apply to workers who are entitled to payment under the
Workers� Compensation Act nor to workers whose injury or
illness is the result of the worker�s own misconduct.

8. The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual work-
ers.

27.�RELIEVING AND HIGHER DUTIES
1. (a) An employee who is directed to perform the duties

applicable to a higher graded position for a continuous period
of not less than 4 working days, shall be paid the minimum
salary of the higher graded position during the whole time of
performing such duties.

(b) If an employee is directed to perform the duties applica-
ble to the higher graded position on any subsequent occasion
within 12 months the employee shall only have to perform
those duties for one working day or more in order to become
entitled to the minimum salary of the higher graded position.

(c) An employee who is required to carry out part only of
the duties of the higher graded position shall be paid at a rate
agreed between the employee and the employer. Any dispute
arising out of this subclause shall be dealt with in accordance
with the Dispute Settlement Procedures of this Agreement.

2. When an employee is in receipt of any higher classifica-
tion pay pursuant to this clause, perform such work outside
his/her ordinary working hour he/she shall receive any over-
time pursuant to this agreement, based on the higher classifi-
cation rate.

28.�RIGHT OF ENTRY
1. For the purpose of interviewing employees on legitimate

union business, a duly accredited union representative shall,
subject to the permission of the employer be allowed to enter
such premises during working hours or meal periods. Permis-
sion by the employer shall not be unreasonably withheld.

2. Such representative shall not unduly interfere with an
employee�s work, or create dissatisfaction amongst employ-
ees or be offensive in his/her methods.

3. In the event of any refusal of right of entry by an em-
ployer, such representative shall have the right to bring such
refusal before a member of the Commission.

29.�STAND DOWN PROVISIONS
1. Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd may stand down without pay

any employee who cannot be usefully employed because of
any strike, ban, limitation or restriction on the performance of
work by employees or any union, association or Organisation
or because of any breakdown or failure of Woolworths (WA)
Pty Ltd machinery which the employer could not reasonably
have prevented.

2. The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause shall not be
applied unless and until the ordinary hours in which the em-
ployee cannot be usefully employed because of a strike, ban,
limitation or restriction on the performance of work or a break-
down or failure of Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd machinery ex-
ceeds four.

30.�NATIONAL TRAINING WAGE
1. APPLICATION

(a) Subject to subclause (b) this clause shall apply to
persons:

(i) who are undertaking a Traineeship (as de-
fined); and

(ii) who are employed and who are bound by this
agreement or employed by a member of the
Woolworths (WA) Pty Ltd bound by this agree-
ment; and

(iii) whose employment is, or otherwise would be,
covered by an award which also:

a) binds the employer or an Organisation
of which the employer is a member;
and

b) binds the ASU which is a party to this
agreement and in respect of which the
person is a member or is eligible for
membership.

(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, this clause shall not
apply to employees who were bound by this agree-
ment prior to the date of approval of a traineeship
scheme relevant to the employer, except where agreed
between the employer and the ASU.

(c) This clause does not apply to the Apprenticeship sys-
tem.

(d) At the conclusion of the Traineeship, this clause
ceases to apply to the employment of the Trainee.
Provided that if the trainee becomes an employee
he/she shall be entitled to the benefits of this agree-
ment and the relevant awards.

2. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this clause is to assist in the establishment

of a system of traineeships which provides approved training
in conjunction with employment in order to enhance the skill
levels and future employment prospects of Trainees, particu-
larly young people, and the long term unemployed. The sys-
tem is neither designed nor intended for those who are already
trained and job ready. It is not intended that existing employ-
ees shall be displaced from employment by Trainees. Except
as provided for in clause 3, nothing shall be taken to replace
the prescription of training requirements in the relevant award.

3. SUPERSESSION
Any existing award provisions for the Australian Traineeship

System (ATS) or the Career Start Traineeship (CST) shall not
apply to the employer bound by this clause, except in relation
to ATS or CST trainees who commenced a traineeship with
the employer before the employer was bound by this agree-
ment.

4. DEFINITIONS
�Approved Training� means training undertaken (both on

or off the job) in a Traineeship and shall involve instruction,
both theoretical and practical, and supervised practice in ac-
cordance with a Traineeship Scheme approved by the relevant
State or Territory Training Authority or NETTFORCE. The
training will be accredited and lead to qualifications as set out
in subclause 5(e).

�Relevant Award� means an award that applies to a Trainee,
or that would have applied, but for the operation of this award.
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�Relevant Union� means the Australian Municipal, Ad-
ministrative, Clerical and Services Union of Employees, West-
ern Australian Clerical and Administrative Branch party to
this agreement and which is entitled to enrol the Trainee as a
member.

�Trainee� means an employee who is bound by a
Traineeship Agreement made in accordance with this agree-
ment.

�Traineeship� means a system of training which has been
approved by the relevant State or Territory Training Author-
ity, or which has been approved on an interim basis by the
National Employment and Training Taskforce (NETTFORCE),
until final approval is granted by the relevant State or Terri-
tory Training Authority.

�Traineeship Agreement� means an agreement made sub-
ject to the terms of this clause between the Employer and the
Trainee for a Traineeship and which is registered with the rel-
evant State or Territory legislation. A Traineeship Agreement
shall be made in accordance with the relevant approved
Traineeship Scheme and shall not operate unless this condi-
tion is met.

�Traineeship Scheme� means an approved Traineeship
applicable to a group or class of employees or to an industry
or sector of an industry or an enterprise. A Traineeship Scheme
shall not be given approval unless consultation and negotia-
tion with the Australian Services Union upon the terms of the
proposed Traineeship Scheme and the Traineeship have oc-
curred. An application for approval of a Traineeship Scheme
shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the approving author-
ity that the abovementioned consultation and negotiation have
occurred. A Traineeship Scheme shall include a standard for-
mat which may be used for a Traineeship Agreement.

�Parties to a Traineeship Scheme� means the Woolworths
(WA) Pty Ltd and the Australian Services Union involved in
the consultation and negotiation required for the approval of
a Traineeship Scheme.

References in this clause to �the relevant State or Terri-
tory Training Authority or NETTFORCE� shall be taken
to be a reference to NETTFORCE in respect of a Traineeship
that is the subject of an interim approval but not a final ap-
proval by the relevant State or Territory Training Authority.
NETTFORCE powers and functions stipulated in this award
may be circumscribed and/or delegated by the terms of an
agreement between NETTFORCE and the State Employment
and Skills Development Authority Act 1990 made in accord-
ance with subclause 7.

5. TRAINING CONDITIONS
(a) The Trainee shall attend an approved training course

or training program prescribed in the Traineeship
Agreement or as notified to the trainee by the rel-
evant State or Territory Training Authority in accred-
ited and relevant Traineeship Schemes; or
NETTFORCE if the Traineeship Scheme remains
subject to interim approval.

(b) A Traineeship shall not commence until the relevant
Traineeship Agreement, made in accordance with a
Traineeship Scheme, has been signed by the em-
ployer and the trainee and lodged for registration
with the relevant State or Territory Training Author-
ity or NETTFORCE, provided that if the Traineeship
Agreement is not in a standard format a Traineeship
shall not commence until the Traineeship Agreement
has been registered with the relevant State or Terri-
tory Training Authority or NETTFORCE. The em-
ployer shall ensure that the Trainee is permitted to
attend the training course or program provided for
in the Traineeship Agreement and shall ensure that
the Trainee receives the appropriate on-the-job train-
ing.

(c) The employer shall provide a level of supervision in
accordance with the Traineeship Agreement during
the traineeship period.

(d) The employer that the overall training program will
be monitored by employees of the relevant State Em-
ployment and Skills Development Authority or
NETTFORCE and that training records or work

books may be utilised as part of this monitoring proc-
ess.

(e) Training shall be directed at:
(i) the achievement of key competencies required

for successful participation in the workplace
(where these have not been achieved) (e.g. lit-
eracy, numerary, problem solving, team work,
using technology), and as are proposed to be
included in the Australian Vocational Certifi-
cate Level 1 qualification. This could be
achieved through foundation competencies
which are part of endorsed competencies for
an industry or enterprise; and/or

(ii) the achievement of competencies required for
successful participation in an industry or en-
terprise (where there are endorsed national
standards these will define these competen-
cies), as are proposed to be included in the
Australian Vocational Certificate Level 2
qualification or above.

6. EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
(a) A Trainee shall be engaged as a full-time employee

for a maximum of one year�s duration provided that
a Trainee shall be subject to a satisfactory probation
period of up to one month which may be reduced at
the discretion of the employer. By agreement in writ-
ing, and with the consent of the State Employment
and Skill Development Authority or NETTFORCE,
the employer and the Trainee may vary the duration
of the Traineeship and the extent of approved train-
ing provided that any agreement to vary is in ac-
cordance with the relevant Traineeship Scheme.

(b) The employer shall not terminate the employment
of a Trainee without firstly having provided written
notice of termination to the Trainee concerned in ac-
cordance with the Traineeship Agreement and sub-
sequently to the State Employment and Skills
Development Authority or NETTFORCE. The writ-
ten notice to be provided to the State Employment
and Skills Development Authority or NETTFORCE
shall be provided within 5 working days of the ter-
mination.
If the employer chooses not to continue the employ-
ment of a trainee upon the completion of the
traineeship shall notify, in writing, the State Employ-
ment and Skills Development Authority OR
NETTFORCE of their decision.

(c) The Trainee shall be permitted to be absent from work
without loss of continuity of employment and/or
wages to attend the training in accordance with the
Traineeship Agreement.

(d) Where the employment of a Trainee by an employer
is continued after the completion of the traineeship
period, such traineeship period shall be counted as
service for the purposes of any relevant Award or
agreement or any other legislative entitlements.

(e) (i) The Traineeship Agreement may restrict the
circumstances under which the Trainee may
work overtime and shiftwork in order to en-
sure the training program is successfully com-
pleted.

(ii) No Trainee shall work overtime or shiftwork
on their own unless consistent with the provi-
sions of the relevant award.

(iii) No Trainee shall work shiftwork unless the
parties to a Traineeship Scheme agree that such
shiftwork make satisfactory provision for ap-
proved training. Such training may be applied
over a cycle in excess of a week, but must
average over the relevant period no less than
the amount of training required for non-
shiftwork Trainees.

(iv) The Trainee wage shall be the basis for the
calculation of overtime and/or shift penalty
rates prescribed by this agreement, unless oth-
erwise agreed by the parties to a Traineeship
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Scheme, or unless the relevant award or agree-
ment makes specific provision for a Trainee
to be paid at a higher rate, in which case the
higher rate shall apply.

(f) All other terms and conditions of the relevant award
or agreement that are applicable to the Trainee or
would be applicable to the Trainee but for this clause
shall apply unless specifically varied by this clause.

(g) A Trainee who fails to either complete the
Traineeship or who cannot for any reason be placed
in full-time employment with the employer on suc-
cessful completion of the Traineeship shall not be
entitled to any severance payments payable pursu-
ant to termination, change and redundancy provi-
sions or provisions similar thereto.

(h) The right of entry provisions contained in this agree-
ment shall apply to the parties bound by this agree-
ment.

7. WAGES
The wage rates shall be as set by and subject to the forego-

ing, the Australian Industrial Relations Commission or the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission shall be
requested to determine the appropriate wage rates for any
Traineeship not regarded by the parties or any of them as ap-
propriately covered by this clause.

8. RESTRICTIONS ON NETTFORCE FUNCTIONS
(a) The powers and functions of NETTFORCE con-

tained in this clause shall not be restricted.
(b) No restriction shall be placed on NETTFORCE un-

less an agreement between NETTFORCE and the
relevant State Employment and Skills Development
Authority is in place. Such agreement must stipulate
within its terms the agreed restrictions upon
NETTFORCE�s powers and functions.

31.�SUPERANNUATION
(1) Definitions:
In this clause:

(a) �Approved Occupational Superannuation Fund�
means a superannuation fund which complies with
the Occupational Superannuation Standards Act,
1987.

(b) �Fund� means:
(i) the Clerical, Administrative and Retail Em-

ployees� Superannuation Plan; or
(ii) R.E.S.T. scheme; or

(iii) any other approved occupational superannua-
tion fund; or

(iv) any other approved occupational superannua-
tion fund to which an employer or employee
who is a member of the religious fellowship
known as Brethren elects to contribute.

(c) �Ordinary Time Earnings� means the base classifi-
cation rate, including supplementary payments where
appropriate, in charge rates, shift penalties and any
over award payments, together with any other all pur-
pose allowance or penalty payment for work in or-
dinary time and shall include in respect to casual
employees the appropriate casual loadings prescribed
by this award, but shall exclude any payment for
overtime worked, vehicle allowances, fares or trav-
elling time allowances (including payments made for
travelling relating to distant work), commission or
bonus.

(d) �Eligible Employee� means an employee whose em-
ployment is regulated by this Award, who has com-
pleted one month�s continuous service with the
employer, who becomes a member of the fund, and
for whom 3% of ordinary time earnings equals $2.00
per week or more. The sum of $2.00 shall be in-
creased to correspond to increases in administrative
charges in Westscheme from time to time.

(e) �Trustee� means the trustee of the relevant fund.

(2) Contributions:
(a) An employer shall, subject to subclauses (11) and

(12), contribute to a fund referred to in subclause
(1)(b) in respect of all eligible employees an amount
equal to 3% of each employee�s ordinary time earn-
ings each week with effect from the first pay period
on or after 1 July, 1989, or the employee�s com-
mencement date, whichever is the later.

(b) Employer contributions together with any employee
deductions shall be paid monthly for pay periods
completed in each month. Provided that payments
may be made at such other times and in such other
manner as may be agreed in writing between the Trus-
tee of the Fund and the employer from time to time.

(c) No contributions shall be made for:
(i) periods of unpaid leave or unauthorised ab-

sences; or
(ii) annual leave or any other payments paid out

on termination.
(3) Alternative Calculation of Payments:
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause the payment

required to be made to a fund may be calculated on a basis
agreed in writing between the Union and the employer.

(4) Employer to Continue Participation:
An employer who participates in the fund shall not cease

participation in the fund whilst employing any eligible em-
ployee.

(5) Cessation of Contributions:
The obligation of the employer to contribute to the fund in

respect of an eligible employee shall cease on the last day of
an eligible employee�s employment with the employer.

(6) Employees� Additional Voluntary Contributions:
(a) Where the rules of the fund allow an eligible em-

ployee to make additional contributions an eligible
employee may elect to make additional contributions
to the fund and the employer shall, where an elec-
tion is made upon the direction of the employee de-
duct contributions from the employee�s wages and
pay them to the fund in accordance with the direc-
tion of the employee and the rules of the fund.

(b) If 3% of an employee�s ordinary time earnings are
less than $2.00 and the employee elects:

(i) to make voluntary contributions to the fund;
or

(ii) to have death and/or disability cover,
then the employer contribution shall be payable to
the fund.

(7) Existing Superannuation Arrangements:
No employer shall be excluded from this clause on the basis

of existing voluntary superannuation arrangements.
(8) Supersession by Other Award or Agreement:
Nothing contained in this clause shall prevent any or all of

the parties to this award from entering into other awards or
agreements which have the effect of superseding the superan-
nuation provisions contained in this clause.

(9) Employee Entry into Fund:
(a) The employer must provide an employee with an ap-

plication to join a fund within 14 days of the opera-
tive date of this clause or within 14 days of an
employee commencing employment, whichever is
the later.

(b) The employer is not obliged to make contributions
to a fund:

(i) where an employee has completed a letter of
denial; or

(ii) where an employee has not completed and
returned the application referred to in para-
graph (a) within 28 days of the operative date
of this clause or within 28 days of an employee
commencing employment whichever is the
later.

provided that an employer shall make contributions
to a fund from the date on which the employee sub-
sequently completes an application form.
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(c) If the employer fails to provide the employee with
the application form referred to in paragraph (a)
within the time prescribed in that paragraph the em-
ployer shall be obliged to make contributions as if
the application had been provided within the pre-
scribed time, provided that the employee returns the
application within 14 days of being provided with
the application by the employer.

(d) The letter of denial shall be in the following form:
�To (employer)
I have received an application for membership of
the non-contributory Superannuation Fund and un-
derstand:

(1) that should I sign such form you will make
contributions on by behalf; and

(2) that I am not required to make contributions
of my own; and

(3) that no deductions will be made from my
wages for superannuation without my consent.

However, I do not wish to be a member of the fund
or have contributions made on my behalf.

(Signature)
___________________

(Name)
___________________

(Address)
___________________

(Classification)
___________________

(Date)�
___________________

(e) A copy of the letter of denial shall be forwarded to
the Union.

(13) Preservation:
The provisions of this clause shall not apply to any employer

who has entered into an arrangement to pay superannuation
contributions into any other approved occupational superan-
nuation fund and such arrangement has been ratified by either
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission or
the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

32.�SIGNATORIES
Signed for and on behalf ofWoolworths (WA) Pty Ltd

(signed) Date   11/9/96
_______________________
BRIAN MORRESSEY
Signed for and on behalf of Australian Municipal, Admin-

istrative, Clerical and Services Union of Employees, Western
Aust and Administrative Branch

(signed) Date   9/9/96
_______________________
COMMON SEAL

SCHEDULE A
This Agreement will have application to approximately 102

employees.

PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—

Awards/Agreements—
Variation of—

THE ABORIGINAL POLICE AIDES AWARD.
No. R 31 of 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Police Union of Workers

and
Hon Minister for Police.

No. 1027 of 1996.
The Aboriginal Police Aides Award.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

16 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr S. Smith on behalf of the Applicant and
Sergeant G. Hadwiger on behalf of the Respondent and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT The Aboriginal Police Aides Award be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after 1 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R. N. GEORGE,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
Clause 15.�Overtime: Delete subclause (5)(c) and (d) of

this clause and insert in lieu the following�
(c) (i) Where an employee has not been notified the

previous day or earlier that the employee is
required to work overtime, the employer shall
provide the employee with a meal for each
meal break the employee is entitled to, pursu-
ant to paragraph (a) of this subclause.

(ii) Where the Commissioner fails to provide a
meal and the employee certifies that a meal
was purchased by the employee then six dol-
lars and forty cents ($6.40) shall be paid to
the employee in lieu of each such meal.

(iii) Provided that where any meal break prescribed
by paragraph (a) of this subclause is unable to
be taken by the employee due to operational
requirements and the employee forgoes such
meal break in accordance with paragraph (b)
of this subclause a meal shall be provided by
the Commissioner at the completion of the
overtime or where no meal is supplied by the
Commissioner and the employee certifies that
a meal was purchased, the employee shall be
paid six dollars and forty cents ($6.40) in lieu
of such meal.

(d) When an employee who has been notified the previ-
ous day or earlier that the employee is required to
work overtime and such employee supplies him/her-
self with a meal which is then unable to be partaken
due to either:

(i) the overtime being cancelled on that day; or
(ii) the overtime being necessary to be continu-

ous to such an extent that the employee can-
not partake of the meal;

such employee shall be paid an allowance of six
dollars and forty cents ($6.40) in lieu.
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THE ABORIGINAL POLICE AIDES AWARD.
No. R 31 of 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Police Union of Workers

and
Hon Minister for Police.

No. 1030 of 1996.
The Aboriginal Police Aides Award.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

16 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr S. Smith on behalf of the Applicant and
Sergeant G. Hadwiger on behalf of the Respondent and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT The Aboriginal Police Aides Award be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first
pay period commencing on or after 2 August 1996.

(Sgd.) R. N. GEORGE,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
Clause 6.�Salaries: Delete the preamble and subclause (1)

of this clause and insert in lieu the following�
The rates of pay in this award include three safety net
adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant
to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the
December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996
State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment may be offset
to the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements, or con-
sent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has
not previously been used to offset an arbitrated safety net
adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement of Princi-
ples, excepting those resulting from enterprise agree-
ments, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(1) The rates payable in respect of the ordinary hours of

duty shall be as prescribed hereunder:
1st, 2nd & 3rd

Arbitrated Total
Existing Safety Net Salary
Salary Adjustment P/A

$ $ $
Police Aide 26,884 1251 28,135
First Class Aide 27,946 1251 29,197
Senior Aide 30,487 1251 31,738
Hours worked in excess of forty (40) in a week on a
voluntary basis at sporting or other public events shall
be considered ordinary hours of duty and paid in
accordance with the hourly rate prescribed in
subclause (3) of this clause.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES (SALARIED
OFFICERS) AWARD 1989

No. A 14 of 1983.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Kalgoorlie College and Others.

No. P 22 of 1996.

Community Colleges (Salaried Officers) Award 1989
A 14/1983.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

19 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C. Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondents and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Community Colleges (Salaried Officers)
Award 1989 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the first pay period commencing on or after 31 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule D�Overtime and Shift Allowances: Delete clause

(3) Meal Allowances of this schedule and insert in lieu thereof
the following�

(3) Meal Allowances
(Operative from 1st pay period commencing on or
after 31 July 1996)
Breakfast $6.25 per meal
Lunch $7.70 per meal
Evening Meal $9.25 per meal

GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES,
ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1989

No. PSA A 3 of 1989.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Agriculture Protection Board and Others.

No. P 14 of 1996.

Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989

No. PSA A 3 of 1989.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
P E SCOTT.

16 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P Brunner on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989 be varied in accordance with
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the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after the 26th day of July 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 39�Removal Allowance:

A. Subclause 1, paragraph (c): Delete the amounts of
$479.00 and $2,867.00 and insert $493.00 and
$2,946 in lieu thereof.

B. Subclause (1), paragraph (d): Delete the amount of
$124.00 and insert $134.00 in lieu thereof.

C. Subclause (6): Delete the amount of $890.00 and
insert $915.00 in lieu thereof.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Agriculture Protection Board and Others.

No. P 20 of 1996.

Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and
Conditions Award 1989

No. PSA A3/1989.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

19 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C. Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondents and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the first pay period commencing on or after
31 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule I.�Clause 18.�Overtime: Delete Part II�Meals

of this schedule and insert in lieu thereof the following�
Part II�Meals
(Operative from 1st pay period commencing on or after
31 July 1996)

Breakfast $6.25 per meal
Lunch $7.70 per meal
Evening Meal $9.25 per meal

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia

Incorporated
and

Agriculture Protection Board and Others.
No. P 29 of 1996.

Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989.

PSA A3/1989.
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

16 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms F. Bajrovic on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect with respect to Schedule I from the beginning of
the first pay period commencing on or after 10 July 1996
and with respect to Schedule K from the beginning of the
first pay period commencing on or after 26 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R. N. GEORGE,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
1. Schedule 1 Clause 18.�Overtime: Delete Part I�Out

of Hours Contact and insert the following in lieu�
PART I�OUT OF HOURS CONTACT
(Operative from 1st pay period on or after 10/7/96)
Standby $5.33 per hour
On Call $2.66 per hour
Availability $1.33 per hour

2. Schedule K�Shift Work Allowances: Delete the
amount $11.66 and replace with the amount of $12.26.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Agriculture Protection Board and Others.

No. P 34 of 1996.

Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions
Award 1989.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
9 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms F. Bajrovic on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr W. Milward on behalf of the Respondent and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances
and Conditions Award 1989 be varied in accordance with
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the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after 20 September 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Schedule L�Other Allowances: Delete this Schedule and

insert in lieu the following�
SCHEDULE L.�OTHER ALLOWANCES

(1) Diving�(Clause 33)
$4.15 per hour or part thereof.

(2) Flying�(Clause 34)
(a) Observation and photographic duties in fixed

wing aircraft�$7.65 per hour or part thereof.
(b) Cloud seeding and fire bombing duties, ob-

servation and photographic duties involving
operations in which fixed wing aircraft are
used at heights less than 304 metres or in
unpressurised aircraft at heights more than
3048 metres�$10.50 per hour or part thereof.

(c) When required to fly in a helicopter on fire
bombing duties, observation and photographic
duties or stock surveillance�$14.50 per hour
or part thereof.

(3) Sea Going Allowances (Clause 40).
(a) Victualling

(i) Government Vessel�meals on board
not prepared by cook �$19.55 per day.

(ii) Government Vessel�meals on board
are prepared by a cook�$14.70 per
day.

(iii) Non Government Vessel�$17.80 each
overnight period.

(b) Hard Lying Allowance�41 cents per hour.

GOVERNMENT OFFICERS (SOCIAL
TRAINERS) AWARD 1988

No. PSA A 20 of 1985.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Disability Services Commission.

No. P 16 of 1996.

Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988
No. PSA A 20 of 1985.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
P E SCOTT.

16 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P Brunner on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award
1988 be varied in accordance with the following Sched-
ule and that such variation shall have effect from the

beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 26th day of July 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 25.�Miscellaneous Allowances: Subclause 5

A. Paragraph (a), placitum (iii): Delete the amounts of
$479.00 and $2,867.00 and insert $493.00 and
$2,946 in lieu thereof.

B. Paragraph (a), placitum (iv): Delete the amount of
$124.00 and insert $134.00 in lieu thereof.

C. Paragraph (f): Delete the amount of $890.00 and
insert $915.00 in lieu thereof.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Disability Services Commission.

No. P 18 of 1996.

Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988
PSA A20/1985.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

19 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C. Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award
1988 be varied in accordance with the following Sched-
ule and that such variation shall have effect from the first
pay period commencing on or after 31 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule B.�Clause 22.�Overtime: Delete Part II�Meals

of this schedule and insert in lieu thereof the following�
Part II�Meals
(Operative from 1st pay period commencing on or after
31 July 1996)

Breakfast $6.25 per meal
Lunch $7.70 per meal
Evening Meal $9.25 per meal
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Disability Services Commission.

No. P 30 of 1996.

Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988
PSA A20/1985.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

16 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms F. Bajrovic on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondent and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award
1988 be varied in accordance with the following Sched-
ule and that such variation shall have effect with respect
to Schedule B from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after 10 July 1996 and with respect to
Schedule G from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after 26 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Schedule B�Clause 22.�Overtime: Delete Part I�Out

of Hours Contact and insert the following in lieu�
PART I�OUT OF HOURS CONTACT
(Operative from 1st pay period on or after 10/7/96)
Standby $5.33 per hour
On Call $2.66 per hour
Availability $1.33 per hour

2. Schedule G�Shift Work Allowances: Delete the amount
$11.66 and replace with the amount of $12.26.

PARLIAMENTARY EMPLOYEES AWARD 1989
No. A15 of 1987, A4 of 1988, A7 of 1988 & A7 of 1989.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous

Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western
Australian Branch

and
The Governor of Western Australia and Others.

No. 366 of 1996.
Parliamentary Employees Award 1989.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
19 August 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Ellery on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr B. Appleby on behalf of the Respondents and by consent,

the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Parliamentary Employees Award 1989 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after the 20
July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 25.�Parliamentary Support Services Employees

Wages: Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof�

(1) The weekly wage applicable to PSSE�s covered by
this award shall be as follows:

(a) Classification Base Rate Arbitrated Total Rate
Per Week Safety Net Per Weeek

Adjustment
1, 2 and 3

$ $ $

Kitchen Hands and
Gardeners

1st year of service 372.08 24.00 396.08
2nd year of service 376.68 24.00 400.68
3rd year of service 380.58 24.00 404.58
Steward/Cleaner
1st year of service 391.45 24.00 415.45
2nd year of service 395.96 24.00 419.96
3rd year of service 399.65 24.00 423.65
Steward/Cleaner and

Relieving Bar
Attendant

1st year of service 401.69 24.00 425.69
2nd year of service 406.41 24.00 430.41
3rd year of service 410.82 24.00 434.82
Cook (Cakes and Second)
1st year of service 414.51 24.00 438.51
2nd year of service 419.32 24.00 443.32
3rd year of service 423.53 24.00 447.53
Assistant Chief Steward
1st year of service 425.17 24.00 449.17
2nd year of service 431.53 24.00 455.53
3rd year of service 437.27 24.00 461.27
Horticulturist (Certificate)
1st year of service 433.27 24.00 457.27
2nd year of service 438.60 24.00 462.60
3rd year of service 442.95 24.00 466.95
Tradesperson Cook
1st year of service 454.79 24.00 478.79
2nd year of service 459.10 24.00 483.10
3rd year of service 462.89 24.00 486.89
Chef, Chief Steward

and Bar Attendant
1st year of service 491.90 24.00 515.90
2nd year of service 498.15 24.00 522.15
3rd year of service 504.61 24.00 528.61
Foreperson of Horticulture
1st year of service 478.27 24.00 502.27
2nd year of service 483.19 24.00 507.19
3rd year of service 487.39 24.00 511.39

(b) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1994 State Wage Deci-
sion and the March 1996 State Wage Deci-
sion. The first, second and third $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be
offset to the extent of any wage increase pay-
able since 1 November 1991 pursuant to
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enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage in-
crease or part of it has not previously been
used to offset an arbitrated safety net adjust-
ment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current
Statement of Principles, excepting those re-
sulting from enterprise agreements, are not to
be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjust-
ments.

PARLIAMENTARY EMPLOYEES AWARD 1989
No. A15 of 1987, A4 of 1988, A7 of 1988 and A7 of 1989.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
The Governor of Western Australia in Council and Others.

No. P 27 of 1996.

Parliamentary Employees Award 1989
A15/1987, A4/1988, A7/1988 & A7/1989.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

19 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C. Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondents and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Parliamentary Employees Award 1989 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the first pay
period commencing on or after 31 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 9.�Meal Allowance: In subclause (1) of this clause

delete the amount of $6.95 and insert in lieu thereof $9.25.

THE POLICE AWARD 1965
No. 2 of 1966.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Western Australian Police Union of Workers
and

Hon Minister for Police.
No. 1026 of 1996.

The Police Award 1965.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
16 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr S. Smith on behalf of the Applicant and
Sergeant G. Hadwiger on behalf of the Respondent and by

consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT The Police Award 1965 be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after 1 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 14.�Additional Allowances: Delete subclause

(1)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu the following�
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of Clause 7.�Higher

Duties of this award, there shall be paid to an
employee while occupying a position or per-
forming any of the duties specified in Column
1 hereunder the appropriate annual allowance
prescribed in Column 2.

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2
per annum

$
Detectives, including Probationary Detectives
and Members attached to Internal Affairs Unit,
Internal Investigations Branch or Bureau of
Criminal Intelligence Field Surveillance 1,350
Members of the Gold Stealing Detection Staff
who are not Detectives 1,350
Members of the Protective Services and
Counter Terrorist Intelligence Unit 1,350
Members of the Liquor and Gaming Branch 1,105
Sergeant in Charge, Mounted Police Section 480
Playing members, Police Pipe Band 350

2. Clause 16.�Prisoners Rations: Delete subclause (1) of
this clause and insert in lieu the following�

(1) Where employees are called upon to issue rations to
prisoners, the employee shall be allowed five dol-
lars and twenty eight cents ($5.28) per meal at sta-
tions in the North West and Eucla and four dollars
and seventy nine cents ($4.79) per meal at other sta-
tions.

3. Clause 18.�Overtime: Delete subclause (4)(c) and (d)
of this clause and insert in lieu the following�

(c) (i) Where an employee has not been notified the
previous day or earlier of a requirement to
work overtime, the employer shall provide the
employee with a meal for each meal break the
employee is entitled to pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this subclause.

(ii) Where the Commissioner fails to provide a
meal and the employee certifies that he/she
purchased a meal, six dollars and forty cents
($6.40) shall be paid to the employee in lieu
of each such meal.

(iii) Provided that where any meal break prescribed
by paragraph (a) of this subclause is unable to
be taken by the employee due to operational
requirements and the employee forgoes such
meal break in accordance with paragraph (b)
of this subclause a meal shall be provided by
the
Commissioner at the completion of the over-
time or where no meal is supplied by the Com-
missioner and the employee certifies that a
meal was purchased, the employee shall be
paid six dollars and forty cents ($6.40) in lieu
of such meal.

(d) When an employee who has been notified the previ-
ous day or earlier that the employee is required to
work overtime and such employee supplies him/her-
self with a meal which is not partaken due to either:

(i) the overtime being cancelled on that day; or
(ii) the overtime being continuous to such an extent

that the employee cannot partake of the meal;
such employee shall be paid an allowance of six
dollars and forty cents ($6.40) in lieu.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Western Australian Police Union of Workers
and

Hon Minister for Police.
No. 1031 of 1996.

The Police Award 1965.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
16 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr S. Smith on behalf of the Applicant and
Sergeant G. Hadwiger on behalf of the Respondent and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT The Police Award 1965 be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after 2 August 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 6.�Salaries: Delete the preamble and subclause

(1)(a), (b) and (c) of this clause and insert in lieu the follow-
ing�

The rates of pay in this award include three safety net
adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant
to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the
December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996
State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment may be offset
to the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements, or con-
sent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has
not previously been used to offset an arbitrated safety net
adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement of Princi-
ples, excepting those resulting from enterprise agree-
ments, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.

1st, 2nd & 3rd
Arbitrated Total

Existing Safety Net Salary
Salary Adjustment P/A

  $     $   $
(a) Commissioned Officer Ranks

Commander 73,307 1,251 74,558
Chief Superintendent 71,551 1,251 72,802
Superintendent 64,688 1,251 65,939
Inspector�Base Rate 57,047 1,251 58,298

(b) Sergeant Ranks
Senior Sergeant (Country
Resident OIC) Base Rate 48,192 1,251 49,443
Senior Sergeant 46,192 1,251 47,443
Sergeant (Country Resident
OIC) Base Rate 42,500 1,251 43,751
Sergeant 40,500 1,251 41,751

(c) Other Ranks
Senior Constable (Country
Resident OIC) Base Rate 38,500 1,251 39,751
Senior Constable 36,500 1,251 37,751
First Class Constable 34,000 1,251 35,251
Constable
 5th year of service
 & thereafter 31,900 1,251 33,151
 4th year of service 31,000 1,251 32,251
 3rd year of service 30,100 1,251 31,351
 2nd year of service 29,000 1,251 30,251
 1st year of service 29,000 1,251 30,251
 Recruit in Training 25,000 1,251 26,251

POLICE CADETS� AWARD
R7 of 1976.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Police Union of Workers

and
Hon Minister for Police.

No. 1029 of 1996.
Police Cadets� Award.

R7 of 1976.
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

16 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr S. Smith on behalf of the Applicant and
Sergeant G. Hadwiger on behalf of the Respondent and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT The Police Cadets� Award be varied in accord-
ance with the following Schedule and that such variation
shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay pe-
riod commencing on or after 2 August 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 9.�Rates of Pay: Delete the preamble and subclause

(1) of this clause and insert in lieu the following�
The rates of pay in this award include three safety net

adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant
to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the
December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996
State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment may be offset
to the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements, or con-
sent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has
not previously been used to offset an arbitrated safety net
adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement of Princi-
ples, excepting those resulting from enterprise agree-
ments, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.
(1) The rates payable in respect of the ordinary hours of

duty for Cadets shall be as described hereunder:
1st, 2nd & 3rd

Arbitrated Total
Existing Safety Net Salary
Salary Adjustment P/A

  $   $   $
Under 17 years 10,445 642 11,087
17 years 12,207 751 12,958
18 years 14,238 876 15,114
19 years 16,481 1014 17,495
20 years 18,507 1139 19,646
21 years 20,331 1251 21,582
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PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992
No. PSA A 4 of 1989.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority and Others.

No. P 15 of 1996.

Public Service Award 1992
PSA A 4 of 1989.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
P E SCOTT.

16 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P Brunner on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 be varied in ac-
cordance with the following Schedule and that such vari-
ation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after the 26th day of July 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 39.�Removal Allowance:

A. Subclause 1, paragraph (c): Delete the amounts of
$479 and $2,867 and insert $493 and $2,946 in lieu
thereof.

B. Subclause 1, paragraph (d): Delete the amount of
$124.00 and insert $134.00 in lieu thereof.

C. Subclause 6: Delete the amount of $890.00 and in-
sert $915.00 in lieu thereof.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Aboriginal Affairs Department of WA and Others.

No. P 19 of 1996.

Public Service Award 1992
PSA A4/1989.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

19 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr C. Gleeson on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondents and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 be varied in ac-
cordance with the following Schedule and that such vari-
ation shall have effect from the first pay period
commencing on or after 31 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule H.�Overtime: Delete Part II�Meals of this

schedule and insert in lieu thereof the following�
Part II�Meals
(Operative from 1st pay period commencing on or after
31 July 1996)

Breakfast $6.25
Lunch $7.70
Evening Meal $9.25
Supper $6.25

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Civil Service Association of Western Australia

Incorporated
and

Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority and Others.
No. P 31 of 1996.

Public Service Award 1992.
PSA A4/1989.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

16 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms F. Bajrovic on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr P. Brunner on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 be varied in ac-
cordance with the following Schedule and that such vari-
ation shall have effect with respect to Schedule H from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 10 July 1996 and with respect to Schedule J from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 26 July 1996.

(Sgd.) R. N. GEORGE,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
1. Schedule H�Overtime: Delete Part I�Out of Hours

Contact and insert the following in lieu�
PART I�OUT OF HOURS CONTACT
(Operative from 1st pay period on or after 10/7/96)
Standby $5.33 per hour
On Call $2.66 per hour
Availability $1.33 per hour

2. Schedule J�Shift Work Allowances: Delete the
amount $11.66 and replace with the amount of $12.26.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated

and
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority and Others.

No. P 33 of 1996.

Public Service Award 1992.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
9 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms F. Bajrovic on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr W. Milward on behalf of the Respondent and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 be varied in ac-
cordance with the following Schedule and that such vari-
ation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay
period commencing on or after 20 September 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule K�Diving, Flying and Seagoing Allowances:

Delete this Schedule and insert in lieu the following�
SCHEDULE K�DIVING, FLYING AND

SEAGOING ALLOWANCES
(1) Diving�(Clause 33)

$4.15 per hour or part thereof.
(2) Flying�(Clause 34)

(a) Observation and photographic duties in fixed
wing aircraft�$7.65 per hour or part thereof.

(b) Cloud seeding and fire bombing duties, ob-
servation and photographic duties involving
operations in which fixed wing aircraft are
used at heights less than 304 metres or in
unpressurised aircraft at heights more than
3048 metres�$10.50 per hour or part thereof.

(c) When required to fly in a helicopter on fire
bombing duties, observation and photographic
duties or stock surveillance�$14.50 per hour
or part thereof.

(3) Sea Going Allowances (Clause 40)
(a) Victualling

(i) Government Vessel�meals on board
not prepared by cook�$19.55 per day.

(ii) Government Vessel�meals on board
are prepared by a cook�$14.70 per
day.

(iii) Non Government Vessel�$17.80 each
overnight period.

(b) Hard Living Allowance�41 cents per hour
or part thereof.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Variation of—

AMBULANCE SERVICE EMPLOYEES�
AWARD, 1969
No. 50 of 1968.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous

Workers� Union, Miscellaneous Workers� Division, Western
Australian Branch

and
St John Ambulance Australia.

No. 1025 of 1996.
Ambulance Service Employees� Award, 1969.

No. 50 of 1968.
COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.

27 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr D. Kelly and with him Mr J. Walker on
behalf of the Applicant and Mr M. O�Connor on behalf of the
Respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders:

THAT the Ambulance Service Employees� Award,
1969, be varied in accordance with the following Sched-
ule and that such variation shall have effect from the be-
ginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 20th day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 8.�Overtime. Delete subclause (3) of this clause

and insert in lieu thereof the following:
(3) (a) Subject to the Provisions of this clause an of-

ficer who is required to continue working af-
ter the usual ceasing time for more than one
hour shall be supplied with a meal by his em-
ployer or be paid $6.77 for a meal.

(b) Where the amount of overtime worked neces-
sitates more than one meal, the employer shall
supply each such additional meal or pay to
the officer $6.77 for each such additional meal.
The officer shall be entitled to the additional
meal or meal allowance after each four hours.

(c) For the purpose of paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this subclause, the continuity of work shall not
be deemed to have been interrupted by any
meal break allowed.

2. Clause 15.�Location Allowance. Delete subclause (1)
of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:

(1) In addition to any other allowance prescribed in this
award, an Officer working in any of the undermen-
tioned towns shall be paid the allowances specified:

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Zone Country Total

Allowance Allowance
$ $ $

Albany 3.71 14.89 18.60
Bunbury 3.71 14.89 18.60
Collie 3.71 14.89 18.60
Geraldton 5.59 29.77 35.36
Kalgoorlie 5.59 18.61 24.20
Kambalda 5.59 18.61 24.20
Mandurah 1.62 6.46 8.08
Norseman 5.59 18.61 24.20
Port Hedland 37.21 81.90 119.11
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3. Clause 28.�Country Conditions.
A. Delete subclause (5) of this clause and insert in lieu

thereof the following:
(5) Where the employer requires an Officer to at-

tend an area or town other than that sub-cen-
tre to which the Officer is stationed (for the
purpose of training or any other work-related
matter), the employer shall pay the Officer an
allowance of $89.47 for each night the Of-
ficer is away from home.

B. Delete paragraphs (a) and (c) of subclause (7) of this
clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:

(a) The Officer shall, in addition to any other al-
lowances or benefits prescribed under this
award, be entitled to an allowance of $232.00
per week and will be accommodated in a ho-
tel/motel, or such other accommodations as
agreed, and the employer will be responsible
for the payment of bed and breakfast.

(c) Where an Officer so chooses to find accom-
modation, the employer shall pay such Officer
$394.28 per week in addition to that amount
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause.
The Officer shall then be responsible for find-
ing and funding his/her own accommodation,
and any other expenses incurred whilst on
country relief duties.

C. Delete paragraph (f) of subclause (8) of this clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

(f) The maximum amount of rent that any Officer
posted to a country sub-centre shall pay for
the accommodation referred to in paragraph
(e) of this subclause shall be $38.09 per week.

BP FREMANTLE LTD OIL BUNKERING
AWARD 1992

No. A20 of 1981.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch

and
BP Australia Ltd.
No. 508 of 1995.

BP Fremantle Ltd Oil Bunkering Award 1992.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr C. Young on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms V. Sheridan on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the BP Fremantle Ltd Oil Bunkering Award 1992
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after 2 Septem-
ber 1996.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
Clause 21.�Wage Rates: Delete this clause and insert in

lieu the following�
(1) The following shall be the actual wage per week to

employees covered by this Award.
Rate 1st Arbitrated Total Rate

Per Week Safety Net Per Week
Adjustment

$ $ $
Bunkering Attendant 3 595.00 8.00 603.00
Bunkering Attendant 2 565.00 8.00 573.00
Bunkering Attendant 1 535.00 8.00 543.00
Bunkering Attendant Base 505.00 8.00 513.00

(2) The rates of pay in this Award include the first $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable
under the December, 1994 State Wage Decision. The
first $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
may be offset to the extent of any wage increase as a
result of agreements reached at enterprise level since
1 November, 1991. Increases made under previous
State Wage Case Principles or under the current State-
ment of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset
arbitrated safety net adjustments.

BUILDING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1968
No. 31A of 1966.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
And Woodworkers Union Of Australia�Western Australian

Branch
and

Minister for Works and Others.
No. 567 of 1996.

Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
No. 31A of 1966.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
2 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms D MacTiernan on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr B Appleby on behalf of the Minister for Works and
Others and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders:

THAT the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect on and from the 23rd
day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1.  Clause 3.�Scope: Delete subclause (1) of this clause

and insert the following in lieu thereof:
(1) Subject to subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause this

Award shall apply to all building trades employees
classified in Clause 9.�Wages or Appendix D and
apprentices who are employed by a public sector
employing authority as defined by the Public Sector
Management Act 1994.
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BURSWOOD HOTEL (MAINTENANCE
EMPLOYEES�) AWARD 1990

No. A 6 of 1989(R).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers� Union
of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western

Australian Branch and Others
and

Burswood Pty Ltd.
No. 575 of 1996.

Burswood Hotel (Maintenance Employees�) Award 1990
No. A 6 of 1989(R).

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
11 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr C. Young on behalf of the Applicants and
Mr G. Blyth on behalf of the Respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Burswood Hotel (Maintenance Employees�)
Award 1990, be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after 2 September 1996.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.�Arrangement. Immediately following the

number and title �27. Training�, insert the following new
number and title:

28. Enterprise Flexibility Provisions
2. Clause 14.�Wage Rates. Delete subclause (1) of this

clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:
(1) (a) The adult weekly wage rates payable to em-

ployees covered by this award shall be as fol-
lows:

Classification Rate 1st & 2nd Arbitrated Total Rate
Per Week Safety Net Per Week

Adjustments
$ $ $

Electrical Fitter 485.40 16.00 501.40
Electrical Mechanic 485.40 16.00 501.40
Refrigeration Fitter 485.40 16.00 501.40
Building Tradesperson 485.40 16.00 501.40
General Trades Assistant 420.70 16.00 436.70

(b) The rates of pay in this Award include the first
and second $8.00 per week arbitrated safety
net adjustment payable under the December,
1994 State Wage Decision. The first and sec-
ond $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net ad-
justment may be offset to the extent of any
wage increase as a result of agreements
reached at enterprise level since 1 November,
1991. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current
Statement of Principles, excepting those re-
sulting from enterprise agreements, are not to
be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjust-
ments.

3. Clause 27.�Training. Immediately following this clause,
insert the following new clause:

28.�ENTERPRISE FLEXIBILITY PROVISIONS
This clause establishes a process to enable subsequent
agreements to be negotiated at the enterprise level about
how the award, as it relates to the enterprise or workplace
concerned, could be varied to enable the enterprise or

workplace to operate more efficiently, according to its
particular needs. The process will be as follows:
(1) At each enterprise or workplace, consultative mecha-

nisms and procedures may be established compris-
ing representatives of the Company, employees and
the relevant Union.

(2) In this clause a �relevant Union� means an organi-
sation of employees that:

(a) Is party to this Award.
(b) Has one or more members employed by the

Company to perform work in the relevant en-
terprise or workplace.

(Note: The failure by a Company to give each rel-
evant Union an opportunity to be involved in the
consultative process leading to the making of an
agreement may result in the Commission adjourn-
ing or refusing the application to vary the Award).

(3) The particular mechanism and procedures estab-
lished shall be appropriate to the size, structure and
needs of the enterprise or workplace.

(4) Before the agreement is finalised the parties must
take reasonable steps to:

(a) Explain the likely effect of the proposed agree-
ment to the employees affected.

(b) Explain its likely consequences if approved
by the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.

(5) When agreement is reached at an enterprise or
workplace through such consultative mechanism and
procedures, and where giving effect to such agree-
ment requires this award, as it applies at the enter-
prise or workplace, to be varied, an application to
vary shall be made to the Commission. The agree-
ment shall be made available in writing to all em-
ployees at the enterprise or workplace and to the
relevant Union, prior to the application being made
to the Commission.

(6) The application to vary the award or register the
agreement shall be filed with the Western Austral-
ian Industrial Relations Commission by the Com-
pany or union at which time a copy shall be served
on the relevant parties. A relevant union may not
unreasonably object to the application if the major-
ity of employees affected have agreed to the changes.

(7) Where this award is varied to give effect to an agree-
ment made pursuant to this clause, the variation shall
become a schedule to the award and the variation
shall take precedence over any provisions of this
award to the extent of any expressly identified in-
consistency.

(8) The agreement must meet the following requirements
to enable the Commission to vary this award to give
effect:

(a) That the purpose of the agreement is to make
the enterprise or workplace operate more effi-
ciently according to its particular needs.

(b) That the majority of employees covered by the
agreement genuinely agree to it.
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CATERING EMPLOYEES AND TEA ATTENDANTS
(GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1982

No. A 34 of 1981.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees� Union
of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union of Workers

and
Hon Minister for Primary Industry and Others.

No. 1010 of 1996.
Catering Employees and Tea Attendants (Government)

Award 1982.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.

26 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr E.L. Fry on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr P.G. Brunner on behalf of the Respondents, and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Catering Employees and Tea Attendants
(Government) Award 1982 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.�Arrangement: After the number and title �43.

Paid Leave for English Training� add in the following number
and title�

44. Enterprise Flexibility
2. Clause 22.�Wages: Delete subclause (1) of this clause

and insert in lieu thereof the following�
(1) (a) Classifications:

Base Rate Arbitrated Total Award
(per week) Safety Net Rate

Adjustments  (per week)
(per week)

$ $ $

(1) Chef 351.20 16.00 367.20
(2) Qualified Cook 325.40 16.00 341.40
(3) Cook Employed Alone 307.90 16.00 323.90
(4) Other Cooks 304.60 16.00 320.60
(5) Bar Attendant 307.40 16.00 323.40
(6 /Waitress 300.20 16.00 316.20
(7) Steward/Stewardess 300.20 16.00 316.20
(8) Cashier 307.40 16.00 323.40
(9) Counterhand 300.20 16.00 316.20
(10) Tea Attendant 297.20 16.00 313.20
(11) Kitchenhand 297.20 16.00 313.20
(12) General Hand 297.20 16.00 313.20

(b) Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments
The rates of pay in this award include two arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $16.00 per week
available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment
Principle pursuant to the December 1993 State Wage
Decision and the December 1994 State Wage Deci-
sion. The first and second $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of
any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991
pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards
or award variations to give effect to enterprise agree-
ments, insofar as that wage increase or part of it has
not previously been used to offset an arbitrated safety
net adjustment. Increases made under previous State
Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from enter-
prise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbi-
trated safety net adjustments.

3. Clause 43.�Paid Leave for English Training: After this
clause insert the following new clause�

44.�ENTERPRISE FLEXIBILITY
(1) Employers and employees covered by this award may

establish/negotiate and reach agreement to apply to
vary any provision of this award so as to make the
enterprise or workplace operate more efficiently ac-
cording to its particular needs.

(2) To facilitate this process, each enterprise or
workplace shall establish consultative mechanisms
and procedures appropriate to the organisation com-
prising representatives of the employer and the em-
ployees.

(3) Employees may seek advice from, or request to be
represented by, the union party to this award during
the negotiations.

(4) Where agreement is reached at an enterprise or
workplace and where giving effect to such agree-
ment requires this award, as it applies at the enter-
prise or workplace, to be varied, an application to
vary the award shall be made to the Commission.

(5) A copy of the agreement shall be made available in
writing to all employees at the enterprise or
workplace and to the union party to this award.

(6) The union shall not unreasonably oppose the appli-
cation to vary the award to give effect to the terms of
the agreement.

(7) When this award is varied to give effect to an agree-
ment made pursuant to this clause the variation shall
become a schedule to this award and the variation
shall take precedence over any provision of this
award to the extent of any expressly identified in-
consistency.

(8) The agreement must meet the following requirements
to enable the Commission to vary this award to give
effect to it�

(a) that the purpose of the agreement is to make
the enterprise or workplace operate more effi-
ciently according to its particular needs;

(b) that the majority of employees covered by the
agreement genuinely agree to it;

(c) that the award variation necessitated by the
agreement meets the requirements of the In-
dustrial Relations Act, 1979 and relevant Wage
Fixing Principles.

(9) Nothing in this clause shall be taken as limiting the
right of any party to apply to give effect to an enter-
prise agreement under any other provisions of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979.
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CLERKS (COMMERCIAL, SOCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES) AWARD

No. 14 of 1972.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service, Western

Australia
and

Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative

Branch
No. 1123 of 1996

Clerks (Commercial, Social and Professional Services)
Award No. 14 of 1972.

No. 14 of 1972.
COMMISSIONER P. E. SCOTT.

2 October 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr P Robertson on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr R Dhue on behalf of the Australian Municipal, Ad-
ministrative, Clerical and Services Union of Employees, WA
Clerical and Administrative Branch, and by consent, the Com-
mission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the In-
dustrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Clerks (Commercial, Social and Professional
Services) Award No. 14 of 1972 be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall
have effect from the beginning of the first pay period
commencing on or after the 11th day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.�Arrangement: After Schedule �C��Named

Union Party of this clause insert the following in lieu thereof:
Schedule �D��Australian Red Cross Blood Transfu-

sion Service, Western Australia Agreement 1996
2. After Schedule �C��Named Union Party, insert new

Schedule �D��Australian Red Cross Blood Transfusion Serv-
ice, Western Australia Agreement 1996.

SCHEDULE �D��AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD
TRANSFUSION SERVICE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

AGREEMENT 1996

1.�TITLE
This Agreement shall be known as the Australian Red Cross

Blood Transfusion Service, Western Australia Enterprise
Agreement 1996 (�the Agreement�).

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
2. Arrangement
3. Scope and Parties Bound to Agreement
4. Date and Term
5. Relationship to Award
6. Purpose of Agreement
7. Public Holidays
8. Compassionate Leave
9. Special Leave

10. Family Leave
11. Dispute Settlement Procedure
12. Wages

3.�SCOPE AND PARTIES BOUND TO AGREEMENT
This is an agreement between the Australian Red Cross

Blood Transfusion Service, Western Australia (�BTS�) and
the Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Serv-
ices Union of Employees, Western Australian Clerical and
Administration Branch (�AMACSU�) in relation to workers
employed in clerical callings employed by the BTS covered

by the Award detailed in Subclause (1) of Clause 5.�Rela-
tionship to Award, and eligible to be members of the
AMACSU.

4.�DATE AND TERM
(1) This Agreement shall operate from 1 April 1996 and

remain in force for a period of 21 months to 31 December
1997.

(2) The parties undertake to commence negotiations to re-
new the terms of the Agreement three months prior to the
expiration of the Agreement.

5.�RELATIONSHIP TO AWARD
(1) This Agreement shall be read and interpreted in con-

junction with the Clerks (Commercial, Social and Professional
Services) Award No. 14 of 1972 (�the Award�) provided that
where there is inconsistency between this Agreement and the
Award, this Agreement shall take precedence to the extent of
any inconsistency.

6.�PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
(1) The purpose of this Agreement is to enable the parties to

develop and implement workplace arrangements that increase
flexibility in the organisation and further improve productiv-
ity and efficiency at the enterprise through enhanced access to
services and facilities by donors.

(2) The Agreement provides salary increases that recognise
and reward the contribution of staff in the achievement of past
productivity improvements. It also provides for the adoption
of different work practices as well as recognising future
efficiencies to be delivered through the implementation of the
Agreement.

(3) The parties to this Agreement are committed to ensuring
that the organisation and staff are best placed to meet present
and future operational demands. This includes the require-
ments of the new Australian Red Cross Blood Transfusion
Service planned to come into effect from 1 July 1997.

7.�PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) This clause operates in lieu of Subclause (1) of Clause

10.�Holidays, of the Award from 1 January 1997.
(2) The following days or days observed in lieu thereof shall,

subject to Clause 8.�Overtime of the Award and subject as
hereinafter provided, be allowed as holidays without reduc-
tion from pay, namely New Year�s Day, Australia Day, Good
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, State Foun-
dation Day, Queen�s Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.

8.�COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
(1) This clause operates in conjunction with Clause 31.�

Compassionate Leave, of the Award.
(2) Employees may access entitlements under this Clause

upon the death of a spouse or defacto spouse, child or step-
child, parent or parent in-law, brother, sister, grandparent or
any other person who immediately before that person�s death
lived with the employee as a member of the employee�s im-
mediate family as defined in Clause 10.�Family Leave. The
employee is entitled to bereavement leave of up to two days
for each occasion required.

(3) Employees may access annual leave and accrued long
service leave for the purpose of bereavement in addition to
the entitlement under Subclause (2) above.

9.�SPECIAL LEAVE
Leave without pay and/or single days of annual leave may

be granted by the employer where an employee requests such
special leave for urgent personal business.

10.�FAMILY LEAVE
(1) This clause operates in conjunction with Clause 13.�

Sick Leave, of the Award.
(2) Use of Sick Leave

(a) An employee with responsibilities in relation to ei-
ther members of their immediate family or members
of their household who need their care and support
shall be entitled to use, in accordance with this
subclause, any sick leave entitlement which accrues
after the date of this order for absences to provide
care and support for such persons when they are ill.
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(b) The employee shall, if required, establish by pro-
duction of a medical certificate, statutory declara-
tion, the illness of the person concerned.

(c) The entitlement to use sick leave in accordance with
this subclause is subject to:

(i) the employee being responsible for the care
of the person concerned; and

(ii) the person concerned being either:
(aa) a member of the employee�s immedi-

ate family; or
(bb) a member of the employee�s household.

(iii) the term �immediate family� includes:
(aa) a spouse (including a former spouse, a

de facto spouse and a former de facto
spouse) of the employee. A de facto
spouse, in relation to an employee,
means a person of the opposite sex to
the employee who lives with the em-
ployee as the husband or wife of that
person on a bona fide domestic basis
although not legally married to that em-
ployee; and

(bb) a child or an adult child (including an
adopted child, a step child or an ex
nuptial child), parent, grandparent,
grandchild or sibling of an employee
or the spouse of the employee.

(d) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the
employer notice prior to the absence of the intention
to take leave, the name of the person requiring care
and their relationship to the employee, the reasons
to taking such leave and the estimated length of ab-
sence. If it is not practicable for the employee to give
prior notice of absence, the employee shall notify
the employer by telephone of such absence at the
first opportunity on the day of absence.

(3) Unpaid Leave for Family Purpose
An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer,

to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.

(4) Annual Leave
(a) Not withstanding the provision of this clause, an

employee may elect, with the consent of the em-
ployer, to take annual leave in single day periods
proceeding five days in any calendar year at a time
or times agreed between them.

(b) An employer may agree to defer payment of the an-
nual leave loading in respect of such leave, until at
least 5 consecutive annual leave days are taken.

(5) Make-up Time
An employee may elect, with the consent of their employer,

to work �make-up time� under which the employee takes time
off during ordinary hours, and works those hours at a later
time, during the spread of ordinary hours provided in the
Award.

(6) Grievance Procedures
In the event of a dispute arising in connection with any part

of this clause, such a dispute shall be processed in accordance
with the dispute settling provisions of this agreement.

11.�DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
Where a dispute concerning the operation of this Agree-

ment arises, the following steps shall be taken:
(1) Step I
As soon as practicable after the issue or claim has arisen, it

shall be considered jointly by the appropriate supervisor, the
employee or employees concerned and where the employee(s)
so request(s), the Australian Municipal, Administrative, Cleri-
cal and Services Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Ad-
ministrative Branch workplace representative.

(2) Step 2
If the dispute is not resolved the issue or claim shall be con-

sidered jointly by the appropriate senior representative of the
employer, the employee or employees concerned and where
the employee(s) so request(s), the union workplace representa-
tive who shall attempt to settle the dispute.

(3) Step 3
If the dispute is not resolved the issue or claim shall be con-

sidered jointly by the employer, the employee or employees
concerned and where the employee(s) so request(s), an offi-
cial of the union who shall attempt to settle the dispute.

(4) Step 4
If the dispute is not resolved it may then be referred to the

Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for as-
sistance in resolving the dispute.

12.�WAGES
(1) The following shall be the minimum rates of wages per

week payable to employees covered by this award who, for
the purposes of this clause, shall be graded pursuant to the
provisions of Clause 11A.�Classification Structure�Skill
Descriptors of the Award.

(2) (a) ADULT EMPLOYEES: Total
Rate Per

Week
Grade 1 $
1st year of experience at this grade 404.80
2nd year of experience at this grade 419.70
3rd year of such experience and thereafter 432.20
Grade 2
1st year of experience at this grade 443.60
2nd year of experience at this grade 448.00
3rd year of such experience and thereafter 454.40
Grade 3
1st year of experience at this grade 462.50
2nd year of such experience and thereafter 467.90

(3) A further targeted minimum increase of 2% is available
from October 1996, subject to successful conclusion of nego-
tiations on further productivity and efficiency improvements.
These negotiations may include but not be limited to:

(a) provision of a 10 hour working day; and
(b) provision of a 38 hours per week averaged over 28

days.
Any agreement covered under this sub-clause will be proc-

essed through the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission as an enterprise agreement pursuant to Clause
35.�Award Modernisation (Enterprise Agreements) of the
Award.

(4) The third $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment shall be absorbed
into the above wage rates.

(5) The wage rates prescribed in this clause have resulted
from enterprise bargaining and may be used to offset future
award safety net adjustments in accordance with the relevant
State Wage Principles.
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CLERKS� (GRAIN HANDLING) AWARD, 1977.
No. R 34 of 1977.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services

Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative
Branch

and
Co-Operative Bulk Handling Limited.

No. 543 of 1996.
Clerks� (Grain Handling) Award, 1977.

No. R 34 of 1977.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

25 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr R Dhue on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms T Vlachou on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Clerks� (Grain Handling) Award, 1977 be
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after the 5th
day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
1. Clause 8.�Wages: Delete this clause and insert in lieu

thereof:
(1) The rates of pay of adult employees shall be as pre-

scribed by this clause and the rates of pay of junior
employees shall be the following percentages of the
prescribed adult rate for the work upon which the
junior employee is engaged:

Under 18 years of age 60%
At 18 years of age 70%
At 19 years of age 80%
At 20 years of age 90%

(2) The weekly rate of pay for adult employees shall be
as follows:

Arbitrated Total
Safety Net

$ $ $
Level 7:
Base 519.90 24.00 543.90
Increment 1 532.20 24.00 556.20
Increment 2 544.50 24.00 568.50
Increment 3 556.80 24.00 580.80
Increment 4 569.10 24.00 593.10
Level 6:
Base 479.10 24.00 503.10
Increment 1 487.20 24.00 511.20
Increment 2 495.30 24.00 519.30
Increment 3 503.50 24.00 527.50
Increment 4 511.70 24.00 535.70
Level 5:
Base 422.90 24.00 446.90
Increment 1 434.10 24.00 458.10
Increment 2 445.30 24.00 469.30
Increment 3 456.50 24.00 480.50
Increment 4 467.80 24.00 491.80
Level 4:
Base 392.00 24.00 416.00
Increment 1 402.30 24.00 426.30
Increment 2 412.60 24.00 436.60
Level 3:
Base 369.50 24.00 393.50
Increment 1 377.00 24.00 401.00
Increment 2 384.50 24.00 408.50

Arbitrated Total
Safety Net

$ $ $
Level 2:
Base 359.50 24.00 383.50
Increment 1 364.50 24.00 388.50
Level 1:
Base 350.40 24.00 374.40
(3) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated

safety net adjustments totaling $24.00 per week available under
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the December
1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week arbitrated
safety net adjustments may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase payable since 1 November 1991 pursuant to enterprise
agreements or consent awards or award variations to give effect
to enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase or part
of it has not previously been used to offset an arbitrated safety
net adjustment. Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not
to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

(4) No employee shall, as a result of the implementation of
this classification structure, suffer any reduction in wages or
conditions which the employee was receiving as at 11 October,
1991.

(5) (a) Promotion to an employee�s next and subsequent
increments shall be based on a combination of performance,
qualifications and experience.

(b) Reclassification to another level shall be subject, but not
limited to, the employee satisfying the relevant criteria, training
requirements and competency standards for that level.

(c) Application for progression to the employee�s next
increment or for reclassification may be made by the employee
or by the employee�s Section and/or Department Head.

(6) The employer may direct an employee to carry out such
duties as are within the limits of the employee�s skill,
competence and training.

DENTAL TECHNICIANS� AND ATTENDANT/
RECEPTIONISTS� AWARD, 1982.

No. 29 of 1982.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The W.A. Dental Technicians and Employees� Union of

Workers
and

Devenish Dental Laboratories and Others
(No. 897 of 1996)

Dental Technicians� and Attendant/Receptionists�
Award, 1982.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms M.A. Marchese on behalf of the Respondents, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Dental Technicians� and Attendant/Recep-
tionists� Award, 1982 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

���
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Schedule.
Clause 7.�Wages: Delete this clause and insert in lieu

thereof the following�

7.�WAGES
The following shall be the minimum fortnightly rates of wage

payable to employees covered by this award.
Rate Per Arbitrated Salary Per
Fortnight Safety Net Fortnight

Adjustments Total
Per Fortnight Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

(1) Dental Technicians
(a) Dental Technician 827.70 48.00 875.70
(b) Senior Dental

Technician 844.70 48.00 892.70
(c) Advanced Dental

Technician 906.30 48.00 954.30
(d) Senior Advanced

Dental Technician 923.30 48.00 971.30
(2) Laboratory Assistants

(a) Laboratory
Assistants 652.80 48.00 700.80

(b) Junior Laboratory
Assistants�
percent of adult rate

Under 16 year of age 48%
16 to 17 years of age 58%
17 to 18 years of age 69%
18 to 19 years of age 82%
19 to 20 years of age 93%
20 to 21 years of age 99%

(3) Apprentices�percent of Dental Technicians ((1)(a)) rate
(a) Four year term�

1st year 42%
2nd year 55%
3rd year 75%
4th year 88%

(b) Three and a half year term�
1st six months 42%
Next year 55%
Next following year 75%
Final year 88%

(c) Three year term�
1st year 55%
2nd year 75%
3rd year 88%

Rate Per Arbitrated Salary Per
Fortnight Safety Net Fortnight

Adjustments Total
Per Fortnight Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

(4) Assistants Attendants and
Attendant/Receptionists

(a) Dental Attendants
and/or Receptionist 652.80 48.00 700.80

(b) Dental Assistants 667.20 48.00 715.20
(c) Senior Dental

Attendant and/or
Receptionist 669.80 48.00 717.80

(d) Senior Dental
Assistant 684.20 48.00 732.20

(e) Junior Dental
Assistants, Attendants
and Attendant/
Receptionist percent
of relevant adult rate

Under 16 years of age 48%
16 to 17 years of age 58%
17 to 18 years of age 69%
18 to 19 years of age 82%
19 to 20 years of age 93%
20 to 21 years of age 99%

(5) Casual employees shall receive twenty percent in addition
to the rates prescribed in this clause for the work performed.

(6) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available

under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant
to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the
December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996
State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to the
extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991
pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award
variations to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as
that wage increase or part of it has not previously been used to
offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current
Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated
safety net adjustments.

ENGINE DRIVERS� (GOLD MINING)
CONSOLIDATED AWARD, 1979

No. 37 of 1947.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western Australian

Branch
and

Western Mining Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 595A of 1996.

Engine Drivers� (Gold Mining) Consolidated Award, 1979
No. 37 of 1947.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
26 August 1996.

Order.
WHEREAS the Commission has before it an application to
vary the Engine Drivers� (Gold Mining) Consolidated Award
1979;

AND WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference
of the parties and subsequently heard and determined the
matter;

AND HAVING heard Ms D. MacTiernan on behalf of the
Applicant and Ms G. Kristianopoulos on behalf of the Re-
spondents and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders:

(1) THAT application 595 of 1996 be divided into two
parts to be numbered 595A of 1996 and 595B of
1996.

(2) THAT the Engine Drivers� (Gold Mining) Consoli-
dated Award, 1979 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after the 14th day of August 1996.

(3) THAT application 595B of 1996 be adjourned sine
die.

(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S] Commissioner.
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Schedule.
1. Schedule 1.�Wages: Delete the paragraph immediately

preceding subclause (1) and delete subclause (1) of this Sched-
ule and insert in lieu the following:

(1) The minimum rate of wages payable to workers cov-
ered by this award shall be�

Classification and Rate Per Week: 1st Arbitrated
Award Base Safety Net

Rate $ Adjustment $ Total $
(a) Winding Engine Driver 356.70 8.00 364.70
(b) Locomotive Engine Drivers on Mines 327.10 8.00 335.10
(c) Excavators driven by electricity or

internal combustion�
(i) up to 3/4 cubic yards 330.40 8.00 338.40
(ii) over 3/4 cubic yards 335.20 8.00 343.20

(d) Drivers of suction gas and other
internal combustion engines�

(i) if under 50 bhp 320.60 8.00 328.60
(ii) if 50 bhp or over 329.20 8.00 337.20

(e) Drivers of suction gas and other
internal combustion engines in power
houses including electric generating
engines and/or air compressors�

(i) Exceeding 500 bhp�
(aa) Shift Engine Driver in charge 334.10 8.00 342.10
(bb) Other Engine Drivers on shift 332.30 8.00 340.30

(ii) Exceeding 2,000 bhp�
(aa) Shift Engine Driver in charge 338.30 8.00 346.30
(bb) Other Engine Drivers on shift 332.30 8.00 340.30

(iii) Exceeding 5,000 bhp�
(aa) Shift Engine Driver in charge 340.30 8.00 348.30
(bb) Other Engine Drivers on shift 332.30 8.00 340.30

(iv) Exceeding 8,000 bhp�
(aa) Shift Engine Driver in charge 342.70 8.00 350.70
(bb) Other Engine Drivers on shift 332.30 8.00 340.30

(v) Exceeding 14,000 bhp�
(aa) Shift Engine Driver in charge 344.80 8.00 352.80
(bb) Other Engine Drivers on shift 332.30 8.00 340.30

(f) If an engine driver also attends to an electric generator or dynamo exceeding
10 kilowatt capacity he/she shall be paid an additional sum of $14.20 per week.

(g) If an engine driver also attends to a switchboard he/she shall be paid an addi-
tional sum of $4.10 per week.

(h) If an engine driver also attends to a refrigerating and/or air compressor or
compressors, he/she shall be paid an additional $14.20 per week.

(i) Engine Greasers or Cleaners
(Powerhouse) 310.80 8.00 318.80

(j) Lube Oil�Fuel Oil Attendant 310.80 8.00 318.80
(k) Electric Air Compressor Drivers 315.90 8.00 323.90
(l) Electric Locomotive of Tractor Drivers 318.70 8.00 326.70

(m) Drivers of Mobile Cranes�
(i) Lifting capacity up to and including

five tons 327.00 8.00 335.00

(ii) Lifting capacity over five tons 331.00 8.00 339.00

The above wages are payable under a contract of weekly service.

(2) The rates of pay in this Award include the first $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable
under the December 1994 State Wage Case Deci-
sion. This first $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net
adjustment may be offset to the extent of any wage
increase as a result of agreements reached at enter-
prise level since 1 November 1991. Increases made
under previous State Wage Case Principles, or un-
der the current Statement of Principles, except those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

2. Schedule 1�Wages: Renumber subclauses (2) and (3) as
(3) and (4) respectively.

GRAIN HANDLING SALARIED OFFICERS�
CONSOLIDATED AWARD 1989

No. 37 of 1965.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited
and

Western Australian Grain Handling Salaried Officers
Association (Union of Workers).

No. 826 of 1996.

Grain Handling Salaried Officers�
Consolidated Award 1989

No. 37 of 1965.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
26 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms T. Vlachou on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr S. Nunan on behalf of the Respondent and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Grain Handling Salaried Officers� Consoli-
dated Award 1989 be varied in accordance with the fol-
lowing Schedule and that such variation shall have effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 25th day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 13.�Transfer Allowance: Delete paragraphs (b)

to (g) inclusive of subclause (1) of this clause and insert in
lieu the following:

(b) Be paid for a period of three months the difference
in the rental actually incurred at the accommodation
vacated and the rental value of the new accommoda-
tion. Provided that where, in the employer�s opin-
ion, the rental value for the new accommodation is
not reasonable the employer shall pay the lesser sum
as deemed reasonable.

(c) Be entitled to claim an amount of up to $1,200 for
reimbursement of things due to the transfer such as:

(i) replacement of window treatments
(ii) replacement of school uniforms

(iii) country based club memberships that foster
local community involvement

(iv) power and gas meter reading
(v) redirection of personal mail

(vi) reasonable costs of alterations of electrical
appliances and adaptors

(vii) telephone re-connection fees
(viii) letting fee

(ix) pre-paid fees/expenses that cannot be re-
deemed (eg child care enrolment, school
books).

(d) Be eligible to transfer one private family vehicle at
the company agreed kilometreage rate.
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HEALTH WORKERS�COMMUNITY AND CHILD
HEALTH SERVICES AWARD, 1980

R21 of 1979.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers Division, Western

Australian Branch
and

Commissioner for Public Health.
No. 347 of 1996.

Health Workers�Community and Child Health Services
Award, 1980

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
8 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Ellery on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms J. Keenan on behalf of the Respondent and by consent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Health Workers�Community and Child
Health Services Award, 1980 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after the 21st day of November 1996.

(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S] Chief Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 19.�Wages:

A. Delete subclause (1) and (2) of this clause and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

(1) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Deci-
sion, the December 1994 State Wage Deci-
sion and the March 1996 State Wage Decision.
The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be off-
set to the extent of any wage increases pay-
able since 1 November 1991 pursuant to
enterprise agreements or consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements, insofar as that wage increase or
part of it has not previously been used to off-
set an arbitrated safety net adjustment. In-
creases made under previous State Wage Case
Principles or under the current Statement of
Principles, excepting those resulting from en-
terprise agreements, are not to be used to off-
set arbitrated safety adjustments.

B. Renumber subclause (3) as (2).
C. Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in lieu

thereof the following:
(2) The weekly rate of wage payable to employ-

ees covered by this award shall include the
base rate plus the arbitrated safety net adjust-
ment expressed hereunder.

First, Second
and Third
Arbitrated

Base Rate Safety Net Total Rate
Classification Per Week Adjustment Per Week

$ $ $
Level 1 Currently Practising Conditional Aboriginal

Health Worker:
1st year of employment 398.30 24.00 422.30
2nd year of employment 409.80 24.00 433.80
3rd year of employment 423.40 24.00 447.40

First, Second
and Third
Arbitrated

Base Rate Safety Net Total Rate
Classification Per Week Adjustment Per Week

$ $ $
Level 2 Qualified Aboriginal Health Worker:
1st year of employment 437.06 24.00 461.06
2nd year of employment 447.42 24.00 471.42
3rd year of employment 457.77 24.00 481.77
4th year of employment 468.04 24.00 492.04
Level 3 Senior Aboriginal Health Worker:
1st year of employment 483.50 24.00 507.50
2nd year of employment 512.90 24.00 536.90
3rd year of employment 542.70 24.00 566.70
4th year of employment 565.50 24.00 589.50
Level 4 Manager of Aboriginal Health Work:
1st year of employment 603.84 24.00 627.84
2nd year of employment 632.59 24.00 656.59
3rd year of employment 661.35 24.00 685.35
4th year of employment 699.69 24.00 723.69
Level 5 State Co-ordinator Aboriginal Health Work:
1st year of employment 709.27 24.00 733.27
2nd year of employment 738.03 24.00 762.03
3rd year of employment 766.78 24.00 790.78
4th year of employment 805.12 24.00 829.12
Level 1 Ethnic Health Worker:
1st year of employment 398.30 24.00 422.30
2nd year of employment 409.80 24.00 433.80
3rd year of employment 423.40 24.00 447.40
4th year of employment 436.11 24.00 460.11
Level 2 Ethnic Health Worker:
1st year of employment

and thereafter 455.27 24.00 479.27
The classification prescribed in the relevant minimum rates

award on which the rate prescribed for the key classifications*
in this award is based, is the wage group C10 in the Metal
Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1965.

* Level 2 Aboriginal Health Worker and
Level 2 Ethnic Health Worker

Incremental progression for all Aboriginal and Ethnic Health
Workers is subject to satisfactory performance.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (CEREBRAL
PALSY) AWARD 1978

No. R 37 of 1976.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)

and
Cerebral Palsy Association of WA Inc.

No. 903 of 1996.

Hospital Salaried Officers (Cerebral Palsy) Award 1978.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms M.A. Marchese on behalf of the Respondent, the Com-
mission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the In-
dustrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers (Cerebral Palsy)
Award 1978 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
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the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule B�Minimum Salaries: Delete this schedule and

insert in lieu thereof the following�
SCHEDULE B

MINIMUM SALARIES
(1) The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employ-

ees covered by this award shall be set out hereunder.
(2) Minimum Salaries:

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 1 1st year of service 19,232 1,252 20,484
2nd year of service 19,622 1,252 20,874
3rd year of service 20,021 1,252 21,273

Level 2 1st year of service 20,343 1,252 21,595
2nd year of service 20,997 1,252 22,249
3rd year of service 21,647 1,252 22,899
4th year of service 22,295 1,252 23,547

Level 3 22,946 1,252 24,198
23,597 1,252 24,849
24,346 1,252 25,598

Level 4 24,864 1,252 26,116
25,629 1,252 26,881

Level 5 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,236 1,252 28,488

Level 6 27,975 1,252 29,227
29,154 1,252 30,406

Level 7 29,771 1,252 31,023
30,696 1,252 31,948

Level 8 31,647 1,252 32,899
32,998 1,252 34,250

Level 9 33,702 1,252 34,954
34,669 1,252 35,921

Level 10 35,664 1,252 36,916
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376

Level 12 42,204 1,252 43,456
Level 13 43,317 1,252 44,569

44,727 1,252 45,979
Level 14 46,188 1,252 47,440
Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575

50,073 1,252 51,325
A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older
on appointment to a classification equivalent
to Level 1, may be appointed to the minimum
rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.

(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.

(d) Employees who are appointed to Level 1,
Level 2, or Level 3, and are under 21 years of
age, salaries shall be calculated using the fol-
lowing percentages of the first year of service
rate for the Level the employee is appointed
to:
Under 17 years of age 54%
17 years of age 64%

18 years of age 74%
19 years of age 86%
20 years of age 97%

Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can ap-
point an employee to the first year of service rate or
higher.

(3) Salaries�Specified Callings and Other Profession-
als

(a) Employees who are employed in the calling
of Medical Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dieti-
tian, Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist,
Social Worker, Speech Pathologist, or any
other professional calling as agreed between
the Union and employers, shall be entitled to
Annual Salaries as follows:

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 5/10 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,975 1,252 29,227
29,771 1,252 31,023
31,647 1,252 32,899
34,669 1,252 35,921
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11/12 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376
42,204 1,252 43,456

Level 13/14 43,317 1,252 44,569
44,727 1,252 45,979
46,188 1,252 47,440

Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575
50,073 1,252 51,325

A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on
appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10
under this clause:

(i) Employees, who have completed an
approved three academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the first year incre-
ment.

(ii) Employees, who have completed an
approved four academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the second year in-
crement.

(iii) Employees, who have completed an
approved Masters or PhD Degree, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence
on the third year increment.

Provided that employees who attain a higher
tertiary level qualification after appointment
shall not be entitled to any advanced progres-
sion through the range.

(c) The employer and union shall be responsible
for determining the relevant acceptable quali-
fications for appointment for the callings cov-
ered by this clause and shall maintain a manual
setting out such qualifications.

(d) The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to
subclause (2) of this clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 5/10 for a
particular calling/s.

(e) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(f) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.
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(4) The rates of pay in this award include three arbi-
trated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Ad-
justment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made un-
der previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (DENTAL
THERAPISTS) AWARD, 1980.

No. R 27 of 1977.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia

(Union of Workers)
and

J. Arnold and Others.
No. 899 of 1996.

Hospital Salaried Officers (Dental Therapists) Award, 1980.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.

6 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms M.A. Marchese on behalf of the Respondents, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers (Dental Thera-
pists) Award, 1980 be varied in accordance with the fol-
lowing Schedule and that such variation shall have effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
Clause 8.�Salaries: Delete this clause and insert in lieu

thereof the following�

8.�SALARIES
(1) The following shall be the minimum rates of salary

payable to Dental Therapists covered by this Award:�
Salary Arbitrated Salary

Per Safety Net Per Annum
Annum Adjustment Total

Per Annum Minimum
Rate

$ $ $
1st six months of employment
 after qualification 21,400 1,252 22,652
2nd six months of employment
 after qualification 22,518 1,252 23,770
2nd year of employment after
 qualification 23,232 1,252 24,484
3rd year of employment after
 qualification 23,980 1,252 25,232

Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Safety Net Per Annum

Annum Adjustment Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

4th year of employment after
 qualification 24,723 1,252 25,975
5th year of employment after
 qualification 25,490 1,252 26,742
6th year of employment after
 qualification 26,287 1,252 27,539
7th year of employment after
 qualification 27,089 1,252 28,341

(2) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available
under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant
to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the
December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996
State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to the
extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991
pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award
variations to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as
that wage increase or part of it has not previously been used to
offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current
Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated
safety net adjustments.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (GOOD
SAMARITAN INDUSTRIES) AWARD 1990.

No. A 8 of 1989.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia

(Union of Workers)
and

Good Samaritan Industries.
No. 901 of 1996.

Hospital Salaried Officers (Good Samaritan Industries)
Award 1990.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms M.A. Marchese on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers (Good Samaritan
Industries) Award 1990 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
Schedule C�Minimum Salaries: Delete this schedule and

insert in lieu thereof the following�

SCHEDULE C

MINIMUM SALARIES
Subject to the provisions of Clause 31.�Salaries and

Classifications, and of Clause 26.�Aged and Infirm
Employees and to the provisions of this Schedule, the minimum
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annual salaries for employees bound by this Award are set out
herein after:

Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Safety Net Per Annum

Annum Adjustment Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

(1) CLERICAL
OFFICER (CLASS 1):
Under 17 years 10,614   680 11,294
17 years 12,036   771 12,807
18 years 13,906   891 14,797
19 years 15,814 1,013 16,827
20 years 17,776 1,139 18,915
Adult Rates
1st year 19,542 1,252 20,794
2nd year 20,098 1,252 21,350
3rd year 20,842 1,252 22,094
4th year 21,491 1,252 22,743

(2) CLERICAL
OFFICER (CLASS 2):
Under 17 years 10,845   667 11,512
17 years 12,540   771 13,311
18 years 14,504   892 15,396
19 years 16,660 1,024 17,684
20 years 18,610 1,144 19,754
Adult Rates
1st year 20,365 1,252 21,617
2nd year 21,018 1,252 22,270
3rd year 21,669 1,252 22,921
4th year 22,316 1,252 23,568
5th year 22,967 1,252 24,219
6th year 23,618 1,252 24,870
7th year 24,367 1,252 25,619

(3) CLASSIFIED OFFICERS:
Grade 1�1st year 24,886 1,252 26,138
        Thereafter 25,651 1,252 26,903
Grade 2�1st year 26,400 1,252 27,652
        Thereafter 27,151 1,252 28,403
Grade 3�1st year 27,981 1,252 29,233
        Thereafter 28,852 1,252 30,104
Grade 4�1st year 29,770 1,252 31,022
        Thereafter 30,714 1,252 31,966
Grade 5�1st year 31,645 1,252 32,897
        Thereafter 32,586 1,252 33,838
Grade 6�1st year 33,572 1,252 34,824
        Thereafter 34,577 1,252 35,829
Grade 7�1st year 35,537 1,252 36,789
        2nd year 36,576 1,252 37,828
        Thereafter 37,563 1,252 38,815
Grade 8�1st year 38,752 1,252 39,824
        Thereafter 39,562 1,252 40,814
Grade 9�1st year 40,625 1,252 41,877
        Thereafter 41,683 1,252 42,935

(4)  TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS:
Grade 1
16 years 10,177   636 10,813
17 years 12,228   764 12,992
18 years 14,169   886 15,055
19 years 16,337 1,021 17,358
20 years 18,343 1,146 19,489
Adult Rates
1st year 20,032 1,252 21,284
2nd year 20,687 1,252 21,939
3rd year 21,363 1,252 22,615
4th year 21,999 1,252 23,251
Grade 2
1st year 21,999 1,252 23,251
2nd year 22,409 1,252 23,661
3rd year 22,802 1,252 24,054
Grade 3
1st year 22,802 1,252 24,054
2nd year 23,255 1,252 24,507
3rd year 23,905 1,252 25,157
1st year 26,533 1,252 27,785
2nd year 27,975 1,252 29,227
3rd year 29,771 1,252 31,023

Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Safety Net Per Annum

Annum Adjustment Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

4th year 31,647 1,252 32,899
5th year 34,669 1,252 35,921
6th year 36,688 1,252 37,940

(5) PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS:
(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary level

qualification, or equivalent as agreed between the
Association and the employer, and who are employed
in the calling of Occupational Therapist, or any other
professional calling as agreed between the Associa-
tion and employer, shall be entitled to minimum an-
nual salaries as follows:

Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Safety Net Per Annum

Annum Adjustment Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 3/5 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,975 1,252 29,227
29,771 1,252 31,023
31,647 1,252 32,899
34,669 1,252 35,921
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 6 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376
42,204 1,252 43,456

(b) The following shall apply to employees appointed
in accordance with this subclause:

(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment.

(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment.

(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree, relevant to their call-
ing, shall commence on the third year incre-
ment.

Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be
entitled to any advanced progression through the
range.

(c) The employer shall be responsible for determining
the relevant acceptable qualifications for appoint-
ment in the callings covered by this clause. In the
event of dispute the matter may be referred to a Board
of Reference, as constituted under section 48 of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

(6) Proceeding through the classification by annual
increments shall be subject to the employee�s satisfactory
performance over the preceding 12 months.

(7) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available
under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant
to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the
December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996
State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to the
extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991
pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award
variations to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as
that wage increase or part of it has not previously been used to
offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current
Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated
safety net adjustments.
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HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (NURSING
HOMES) AWARD 1976

No. R 18 of 1974 and R 19 of 1974.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)

and
Bassendean Nursing Home and Others.

No. 909 of 1996.

Hospital Salaried Officers (Nursing Homes) Award 1976.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant; Mr
L.H. Pilgrim on behalf of Craigcare, Carlisle Nursing Home,
St Michaels Nursing Home and Swan Cottage Homes; Ms
M.R. Haynes on behalf of the National Association of Nurs-
ing Homes and Private Hospitals Inc.; and Ms M.A. Marchese
on behalf of the remaining Respondents, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers (Nursing Homes)
Award 1976 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule C�Minimum Salaries: Delete this schedule and

insert in lieu thereof the following�
SCHEDULE C

MINIMUM SALARIES
(1) The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employ-

ees covered by this award shall be set out hereunder.
(2) Minimum Salaries:

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 1 1st year of service 19,232 1,252 20,484
2nd year of service 19,622 1,252 20,874
3rd year of service 20,021 1,252 21,273

Level 2 1st year of service 20,343 1,252 21,595
2nd year of service 20,997 1,252 22,249
3rd year of service 21,647 1,252 22,899
4th year of service 22,295 1,252 23,547

Level 3 22,946 1,252 24,198
23,597 1,252 24,849
24,346 1,252 25,598

Level 4 24,864 1,252 26,116
25,629 1,252 26,881

Level 5 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,236 1,252 28,488

Level 6 27,975 1,252 29,227
29,154 1,252 30,406

Level 7 29,771 1,252 31,023
30,696 1,252 31,948

Level 8 31,647 1,252 32,899
32,998 1,252 34,250

Level 9 33,702 1,252 34,954
34,669 1,252 35,921

Level 10 35,664 1,252 36,916
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376

Level 12 42,204 1,252 43,456
Level 13 43,317 1,252 44,569

44,727 1,252 45,979

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 14 46,188 1,252 47,440
Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575

50,073 1,252 51,325
A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older
on appointment to a classification equivalent
to Level 1, may be appointed to the minimum
rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.

(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.

(d) Employees who are appointed to Level 1,
Level 2, or Level 3, and are under 21 years of
age, salaries shall be calculated using the fol-
lowing percentages of the first year of service
rate for the Level the employee is appointed
to:
Under 17 years of age 54%
17 years of age 64%
18 years of age 74%
19 years of age 86%
20 years of age 97%

Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can ap-
point an employee to the first year of service rate or
higher.

(3) Salaries�Specified Callings and Other Profession-
als
Employees who are employed in the calling of Medi-
cal Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dietitian, Occupa-
tional Therapist, Physiotherapist, Social Worker,
Speech Pathologist, or any other professional call-
ing as agreed between the Union and employer, shall
be entitled to Annual Salaries as follows:

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 5/10 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,975 1,252 29,227
29,771 1,252 31,023
31,647 1,252 32,899
34,669 1,252 35,921
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11/12 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376
42,204 1,252 43,456

Level 13/14 43,317 1,252 44,569
44,727 1,252 45,979
46,188 1,252 47,440

Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575
50,073 1,252 51,325

A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(a) Subject to paragraph (c) of this subclause, on
appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10
under this clause:

(i) Employees, who have completed an
approved three academic year tertiary
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qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the first year incre-
ment.

(ii) Employees, who have completed an
approved four academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the second year in-
crement.

(iii) Employees, who have completed an
approved Masters or PhD Degree, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence
on the third year increment.

Provided that employees who attain a higher
tertiary level qualification after appointment
shall not be entitled to any advanced progres-
sion through the range.

(b) The employer and union shall be responsible
for determining the relevant acceptable quali-
fications for appointment for the callings cov-
ered by this clause and shall maintain a manual
setting out such qualifications.

(c) The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to
subclause (2) of this clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 5/10 for a
particular calling/s.

(d) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(e) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.

(4) The rates of pay in this award include three arbi-
trated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Ad-
justment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made un-
der previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (PRIVATE
HOSPITALS) AWARD, 1980

No. R 28 of 1977.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)

and
Attadale Hospital and Others.

No. 910 of 1996.

Hospital Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals) Award, 1980.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant; Mr
L.H. Pilgrim on behalf of the Undercliffe Hospital Complex
and the Mt Lawley Private Hospital; and Ms M.A. Marchese
on behalf of the remaining Respondents, the Commission,

pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers (Private Hospi-
tals) Award, 1980 be varied in accordance with the fol-
lowing Schedule and that such variation shall have effect
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Schedule B�Minimum Salaries: Delete this schedule and

insert in lieu thereof the following�
SCHEDULE B

MINIMUM SALARIES
(1) The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employ-

ees covered by this award shall be set out hereunder.
(2) Minimum Salaries:

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 1 1st year of service 19,232 1,252 20,484
2nd year of service 19,622 1,252 20,874
3rd year of service 20,021 1,252 21,273

Level 2 1st year of service 20,343 1,252 21,595
2nd year of service 20,997 1,252 22,249
3rd year of service 21,647 1,252 22,899
4th year of service 22,295 1,252 23,547

Level 3 22,946 1,252 24,198
23,597 1,252 24,849
24,346 1,252 25,598

Level 4 24,864 1,252 26,116
25,629 1,252 26,881

Level 5 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,236 1,252 28,488

Level 6 27,975 1,252 29,227
29,154 1,252 30,406

Level 7 29,771 1,252 31,023
30,696 1,252 31,948

Level 8 31,647 1,252 32,899
32,998 1,252 34,250

Level 9 33,702 1,252 34,954
34,669 1,252 35,921

Level 10 35,664 1,252 36,916
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376

Level 12 42,204 1,252 43,456
Level 13 43,317 1,252 44,569

44,727 1,252 45,979
Level 14 46,188 1,252 47,440
Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575

50,073 1,252 51,325
A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older
on appointment to a classification equivalent
to Level 1, may be appointed to the minimum
rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.

(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.

(d) Employees who are appointed to Level 1,
Level 2, or Level 3, and are under 21 years of
age, salaries shall be calculated using the
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following percentages of the first year of serv-
ice rate for the Level the employee is appointed
to:
Under 17 years of age 54%
17 years of age 64%
18 years of age 74%
19 years of age 86%
20 years of age 97%

Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can ap-
point an employee to the first year of service rate or
higher.

(3) Salaries�Specified Callings and Other Profession-
als

(a) Employees who are employed in the calling
of Medical Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dieti-
tian, Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist,
Social Worker, Speech Pathologist, or any
other professional calling as agreed between
the Union and employer, shall be entitled to
Annual Salaries as follows:

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 5/10 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,975 1,252 29,227
29,771 1,252 31,023
31,647 1,252 32,899
34,669 1,252 35,921
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11/12 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376
42,204 1,252 43,456

Level 13/14 43,317 1,252 44,569
44,727 1,252 45,979
46,188 1,252 47,440

Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575
50,073 1,252 51,325

A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on
appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10
under this clause:

(i) Employees, who have completed an ap-
proved three academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the first year incre-
ment.

(ii) Employees, who have completed an
approved four academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the second year in-
crement.

(iii) Employees, who have completed an
approved Masters or PhD Degree, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence
on the third year increment.

Provided that employees who attain a higher
tertiary level qualification after appointment
shall not be entitled to any advanced progres-
sion through the range.

(c) The employer and union shall be responsible
for determining the relevant acceptable quali-
fications for appointment for the callings cov-
ered by this clause and shall maintain a manual
setting out such qualifications.

(d) The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to
subclause (2) of this clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 5/10 for a
particular calling/s.

(e) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(f) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.

(4) The rates of pay in this award include three arbi-
trated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Ad-
justment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made un-
der previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

2. Schedule D�Respondents: Delete from this schedule the
following�

St. John of God Hospital
Great Eastern Highway
BELMONT W.A. 6104
St. John of God Hospital
Dugan Street
KALGOORLIE W.A. 6430

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (SILVER
CHAIN) AWARD, 1980

No. R 38 of 1978.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)

and
Silver Chain Nursing Association Inc.

No. 902 of 1996.

Hospital Salaried Officers (Silver Chain) Award, 1980.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms M.A. Marchese on behalf of the Respondent, the Com-
mission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the In-
dustrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers (Silver Chain)
Award, 1980 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.
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Schedule.
Schedule B�Minimum Salaries: Delete this schedule and

insert in lieu thereof the following�

SCHEDULE B
MINIMUM SALARIES

(1) The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employ-
ees covered by this award shall be set out hereunder.

(2) Minimum Salaries:
Level Salary Arbitrated Salary

Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum
Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 1 1st year of service 19,232 1,252 20,484
2nd year of service 19,622 1,252 20,874
3rd year of service 20,021 1,252 21,273

Level 2 1st year of service 20,343 1,252 21,595
2nd year of service 20,997 1,252 22,249
3rd year of service 21,647 1,252 22,899
4th year of service 22,295 1,252 23,547

Level 3 22,946 1,252 24,198
23,597 1,252 24,849
24,346 1,252 25,598

Level 4 24,864 1,252 26,116
25,629 1,252 26,881

Level 5 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,236 1,252 28,488

Level 6 27,975 1,252 29,227
29,154 1,252 30,406

Level 7 29,771 1,252 31,023
30,696 1,252 31,948

Level 8 31,647 1,252 32,899
32,998 1,252 34,250

Level 9 33,702 1,252 34,954
34,669 1,252 35,921

Level 10 35,664 1,252 36,916
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376

Level 12 42,204 1,252 43,456
Level 13 43,317 1,252 44,569

44,727 1,252 45,979
Level 14 46,188 1,252 47,440
Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575

50,073 1,252 51,325
A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older
on appointment to a classification equivalent
to Level 1, may be appointed to the minimum
rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.

(b) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(c) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.

(d) Employees who are appointed to Level 1,
Level 2, or Level 3, and are under 21 years of
age, salaries shall be calculated using the fol-
lowing percentages of the first year of service
rate for the Level the employee is appointed
to:
Under 17 years of age 54%
17 years of age 64%
18 years of age 74%
19 years of age 86%
20 years of age 97%

Notwithstanding this provision, the employer can ap-
point an employee to the first year of service rate or
higher.

(3) Salaries�Specified Callings and Other Profession-
als

(a) Employees who are employed in the calling
of Medical Scientist, Scientific Officer, Dieti-
tian, Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist,
Social Worker, Speech Pathologist, or any
other professional calling as agreed between
the Union and employers, shall be entitled to
Annual Salaries as follows:

Level Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

Level 5/10 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,975 1,252 29,227
29,771 1,252 31,023
31,647 1,252 32,899
34,669 1,252 35,921
36,688 1,252 37,940

Level 11/12 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376
42,204 1,252 43,456

Level 13/14 43,317 1,252 44,569
44,727 1,252 45,979
46,188 1,252 47,440

Level 15 48,323 1,252 49,575
50,073 1,252 51,325

A1 52,253 1,252 53,505
  2 54,428 1,252 55,680
  3 56,580 1,252 57,832
  4 58,756 1,252 60,008
  5 62,415 1,252 63,667
  6 65,065 1,252 66,317
  7 67,720 1,252 68,972
  8 70,719 1,252 71,971
  9 73,901 1,252 75,153

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on
appointment or promotion to the Level 5/10
under this clause:

(i) Employees, who have completed an
approved three academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the first year incre-
ment.

(ii) Employees, who have completed an
approved four academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the second year in-
crement.

(iii) Employees, who have completed an
approved Masters or PhD Degree, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence
on the third year increment.

Provided that employees who attain a higher
tertiary level qualification after appointment
shall not be entitled to any advanced progres-
sion through the range.

(c) The employer and union shall be responsible
for determining the relevant acceptable quali-
fications for appointment for the callings cov-
ered by this clause and shall maintain a manual
setting out such qualifications.

(d) The employer, in allocating levels pursuant to
subclause (2) of this clause may determine a
commencing salary above Level 5/10 for a
particular calling/s.

(e) Annual increments shall be subject to the
employee�s satisfactory performance over the
preceding twelve months.

(f) Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the W.A.
Industrial Relations Commission for determi-
nation.

(4) The rates of pay in this award include three arbi-
trated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Ad-
justment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
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arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made un-
der previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

INDUSTRIAL SPRAYPAINTING AND
SANDBLASTING AWARD 1991.

No. A 33 of 1987.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders� Labourers, Painters and

Plasterers Union of Workers
and

Blastcoaters Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 1051 of 1996.

Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting Award 1991.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.

6 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr G. Giffard on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms S. Laferla on behalf of the Respondents, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting
Award 1991 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
1. Clause 8.�Rates of Pay:

A: Delete subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause and in-
sert the following in lieu thereof�
(1) The weekly rate of pay is as follows:

Painter, Spraypainter, Shotblaster, Sandblaster or
employee performing two or more of those functions:

$
Base Rate 458.66
First Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment 8.00
Second Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment 8.00
Third Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment 8.00
Weekly Rate 482.66
The rates of pay in this award include three arbi-
trated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Ad-
justment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an

arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made un-
der previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

B. Delete subparagraph (i) of paragraph (a) of
subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in
lieu thereof�

(a) (i) Subject to paragraph (b) hereof, an employee
required to work underground shall be paid
an allowance of $8.10 per week in addition to
the allowance prescribed in subclause (3) of
this clause and any other amount prescribed
for such employee elsewhere in this award.

C. Delete subclause (5) of this clause and insert the
following in lieu thereof�
(5) Leading Hands

(a) A person specifically appointed to be a lead-
ing hand shall be paid at the rate of the under-
mentioned additional amounts above the rate
of the highest classification supervised, or his/
her own rate, whichever is the highest, in ac-
cordance with the number of persons in his/
her charge�

Weekly Rate
Base Per
Only Hour

$ $
(i) In charge of not more

than one person 10.50 0.29
(ii) In charge of two and

not more than five
persons 23.40 0.64

(iii) In charge of six and
not more than ten
persons 29.80 0.81

(iv) In charge of more
than ten persons 39.60 1.08

(b) The hourly rate prescribed in paragraph (a)
hereof is calculated to the nearest cent (less
than half a cent to be disregarded) by multi-
plying the weekly base amount by 52 and di-
viding the result by 50.4 and by dividing the
amount by 38.

2. Clause 9.�Special Rates and Provisions: Delete this
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�

9.�SPECIAL RATES AND PROVISIONS
(1) In addition to the rates otherwise prescribed in this Award,

the following rates shall be payable to employees covered by
the said Award:

(a) Insulation
An employee handling charcoal, pumice, granulated
cork, silicate of cotton, insulwool, slag wool, limpet
fibre, vermiculite or other recognised insulating
material of a like nature or working in the immedi-
ate vicinity so as to be affected by the use thereof 46
cents per hour or part thereof.

(b) Hot Work
An employee who works in a place where the tem-
perature has been raised by artificial means to be-
tween 46 degrees and 54 degrees Celsius�38 cents
per hour or part thereof, exceeding 54 degrees Cel-
sius�46 cents per hour or part thereof.
Where such work continues for more than two hours,
the employee shall be entitled to 20 minutes rest af-
ter every two hours work without loss of pay, not
including the special rate provided by this paragraph.

(c) Cold Work
An employee who works in a place where the tem-
perature is lowered by artificial means to less than
zero degrees Celsius shall be paid 38 cents per hour.
Where such work continues for more than two hours,
the employee shall be entitled to 20 minutes rest af-
ter every two hours work without loss of pay, not
including the special rate provided by this paragraph.
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(d) Confined Space
An employee required to work in a confined space
shall be paid 46 cents per hour or part thereof.
(�Confined Space� means a place the dimensions or
nature of which necessitate working in a cramped
position or without sufficient ventilation.)

(e) Swing Scaffold
(i) An employee required to work from any type

of swing or any scaffold suspended by rope or
cable, bosun�s chair, or suspended scaffold
requiring use of steel or iron hooks or angle
irons shall be paid the appropriate allowance
set out below corresponding to the storey level
at which the anchors or bracing, from which
the stage is suspended, has been erected.
Such allowance shall be paid for minimum of
four hours� work or part thereof until construc-
tion work (as defined) has been completed.
Height of Bracing First Each

Four Additional
Hours Hour

 0-15 storeys 2.71 0.56
16-30 storeys 3.48 0.73
31-45 storeys 4.11 0.84
46-60 storeys 6.75 1.40
Greater than 60 storeys 8.60 1.78
Provided that an apprentice with less than two
years� experience shall not use a swing scaf-
fold or bosun�s chair, and further provided that
solid plasterers when working off a swing scaf-
fold shall receive an additional 12 cents per
hour.

 (ii) Payments contained in this subclause are in
recognition of the disabilities associated with
the use of swing scaffolds.

(iii) For the purpose of Clause 9(1)(e)(i) hereof:
�Completed� means the building is fully func-
tioning and all work which was part of the
principle contract is complete.
�Storeys� shall be given the same meaning as
the storey level in Clause 10(2) of this Award.

(f) Wet Work
An employee working in any place where water is
continually dripping on him/her so that clothing and
boots become wet, or where there is water under-
foot, shall be paid 38 cents per hour whilst so en-
gaged.

(g) Dirty Work
An employee engaged on unusually dirty work shall
be paid 38 cents per hour.

(h) Towers Allowance
An employee working on a chimney stack, spire,
tower, radio or television mast or tower, air shaft
(other than above ground in a multi-storey build-
ing), cooling tower or silo, where the construction
exceeds fifteen metres in height shall be paid 38 cents
per hour for all work above fifteen metres, and 38
cents per hour for work above each further fifteen
metres.
Provided that any similarly constructed building, or
a building not covered by Clause 10.�Multi-Sto-
rey Allowance, which exceeds 15 metres in height
may be covered by this subclause, or by that clause
by agreement or where agreement is not reached, by
determination of the Commission.

(i) Toxic Substances
(i) An employee required to use toxic substances

shall be informed by the employer of the health
hazards involved and instructed in the correct
and necessary safeguards which must be ob-
served in the use of such materials.

(ii) Employees using such materials will be pro-
vided with and shall use all safeguards as are
required by Clause 27.�Protection of Em-
ployees and the appropriate Government

authority or in the absence of such require-
ment such safeguards as are defined by a com-
petent authority or person chosen by the union
and the employer.

(iii) Employees using toxic substances or materi-
als of a like nature shall be paid 46 cents per
hour. Employees working in close proximity
to employees so engaged shall be paid 38 cents
per hour.

(iv) For the purpose of this paragraph toxic sub-
stances shall include epoxy based materials
and all materials which include or require the
addition of a catalyst hardener and reactive
additives or two pack catalyst system shall be
deemed to be materials of a like nature.

(j) Fumes
An employee required to work in a place where fumes
of sulphur or other acid or other offensive fumes are
present shall be paid such rates as are agreed upon
between him/her and the employer; provided that,
in default of agreement, the matter may be referred
to a Board of Reference for the fixation of a special
rate.
Any special rate so fixed shall apply from the date
the employer is advised of the claim and thereafter
shall be paid as and when the fume condition oc-
curs.

(k) Asbestos
Employees required to use materials containing as-
bestos or to work in close proximity to employees
using such materials shall be provided with and shall
use all necessary safeguards as required by the ap-
propriate occupational health authority and where
such safeguards include the mandatory wearing of
protective equipment (i.e. combination overalls and
breathing equipment or similar apparatus) shall be
paid 46 cents per hour extra whilst so engaged.

(l) Furnace Work
An employee required to work on the construction
or alteration or repairs to boilers, flues, furnaces,
retorts, kilns, ovens, ladles and similar refractory
work shall be paid $1.00 per hour. This additional
rate shall be regarded as part of the wage rate for all
purposes.

(m) Acid Work
An employee required to work on the construction
or repairs to acid furnaces, acid stills, acid towers
and all other acid resisting brickwork shall be paid
$1.00 per hour. This additional rate shall be regarded
as part of the wage rate for all purposes.

(n) Roof Repairs
Employees engaged on repairs to roofs shall be paid
46 cents per hour.

(o) Underground Allowance
(i) An employee required to work underground

for no more than four days or shifts in an or-
dinary week shall be paid $1.62 a day or shift
in addition to any other amount prescribed for
such employees elsewhere in this award.
Provided that an employee required to work
underground for more than four days or shifts
in an ordinary week shall be paid an under-
ground allowance in accordance with the pro-
visions of subclause (3) of Clause 8.�Rates
of Pay.

(ii) Where a shaft is to be sunk to a depth greater
than six metres the payment of the under-
ground allowance shall commence from the
surface.

(iii) This allowance shall not be payable to em-
ployees engaged upon �pot and drive� work
at a depth of 3.5 metres or less.

(p) First Aid
An employee who is qualified to provide first aid
and who is appointed by his/her employer to carry
out first aid duties shall be paid $1.60 per day.
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(q) Fireproofing Spray: An employee using a fireproof
or composition spray shall be paid an additional 38
cents per hour whilst so engaged.

(r) Height Work: An employee working on any struc-
ture at a height of more than nine metres where an
adequate fixed support not less than 0.75 metres wide
is not provided, shall be paid 35 cents per hour in
addition to ordinary rates. This subclause shall not
apply to an employee working on a bosun�s chair or
swinging stage.
This provision shall not apply in addition to the Tow-
ers Allowance prescribed in paragraph (h) of this
subclause.

(s) Brewery Cylinders�Painters
A painter in brewery cylinders or stout tuns shall be
allowed 15 minutes� spell in the fresh air at the end
of each hour worked by him/her.
Such 15 minutes shall be counted as working time
and shall be paid for as such. The rate for working in
brewery cylinders or stout tuns shall be at the rate of
time and one-half. When an employee is working
overtime and is required to work in brewery cylin-
ders and stout tuns he/she shall, in addition to the
overtime rates payable, be paid one half of the ordi-
nary rate payable as provided by Clause 8.�Rates
of Pay of this award.

(t) Certificate Allowance
A tradesman who is the holder of a scaffolding cer-
tificate or rigging certificate issued by the Depart-
ment of Industrial Affairs and is required to act on
that Certificate whilst engaged on work requiring a
certificated person shall be paid an additional 38
cents per hour.
Provided that this allowance shall not be payable
cumulative on the allowance for swing scaffolds.

(u) Spray Application�Painters
An employee engaged on all spray applications car-
ried out in other than a properly constructed booth
approved by the Department of Industrial Affairs
shall be paid 38 cents per hour extra.

(v) Spray Painting:
(i) Lead paint shall not be applied by a spray to

the interior of any building and no surface
painted with lead paint shall be rubbed down
or scraped by a dry process.

(ii) All employees (including apprentices) apply-
ing paint by spraying shall be provided with
full overalls and head covering and respira-
tors by the employer.

(iii) Where from the nature of the paint or sub-
stance used in spraying a respirator would be
of little or no practical use in preventing the
absorption of fumes or materials from sub-
stances used by an employee in spray paint-
ing, the employee shall be paid a special
allowance of $1.06 per day.

(2) Conditions Respecting Special Rates
(a) The special rates prescribed in this award shall be

paid irrespective of the time at which work is per-
formed and shall not be subject to any premium or
penalty conditions.
This limitation does not apply to the �All Purpose�
special rates prescribed in paragraphs (l) and (m) of
subclause (1) of this clause.

(b) Where more than one of the above rates provides
payments for disabilities of substantially the same
nature then only the highest of such rates shall be
payable.

(3) (a) The employer shall supply a safety helmet for each
of his/her employees requesting one on any job
where, pursuant to the regulations made under the
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984, an em-
ployee is required to wear such helmet.

(b) Any helmet so supplied shall remain the property of
the employer and during the time it is on issue the

employees shall be responsible for any loss or dam-
age thereto, fair wear and tear attributable to ordi-
nary use excepted.

(4) Attendants on Ladders
No employee shall work on a ladder at a height of over six

metres from the ground when such ladder is standing in any
street, way or lane where traffic is passing to and fro, without
an assistant on the ground.

(5) Electrical Sanding Equipment
The use of electrical sanding machines for sanding down

paint work shall be governed by the following provisions�
(a) The weight of each such machine shall not exceed

six kilograms.
(b) Every employer operating any such machine shall

endeavour to ensure that each such machine, together
with all electrical leads and associated equipment, is
kept in a safe condition and shall, if requested so to
do by any employee, but not more often than once in
any four weeks, cause the same to be inspected un-
der the provisions of the Electricity Act and the regu-
lations made thereunder.

(c) Employers shall provide and supply respirators of a
suitable type, to each employee and shall maintain
same in an effective and clean state at all times.
Where respirators are used by more than one em-
ployee, each such respirator shall be sterilised or a
new pad inserted after use by each such employee.

(d) Employers shall also provide and supply goggles of
a suitable type. Provided that goggles with celluloid
lenses shall not be regarded as suitable.

(e) All employees shall use the protective equipment
supplied when using electrical sanding machines of
any type.

(6) Adequate precautions shall be taken by all employers
for the safety of employees employed on the retaining walls
of dams. Any dispute as to the adequacy of precautions taken
shall be referred to the Board of Reference.

(7) The Secretary or any authorised officer of the union shall
have the right to visit any job for the purpose of ascertaining
whether work is being performed in accordance with the
provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984,
and any regulations made thereunder.

Should he/she be of the opinion that the work being carried
out is not in accord with those provisions the Secretary or any
authorised officer of the union shall inform the employer and
the employees concerned accordingly and may report any
alleged breach of the Act or the regulations to the Chief
Inspector of the Department of Occupational Health, Safety
and Welfare.

(8) Where the employer provides transport to and from the
job the conveyance used for such transport shall be provided
with suitable and weatherproof covering.

(9) Any dispute which may arise between the parties in
relation to the application of any of the foregoing special rates
and provisions may be determined by the Board of Reference.

3. Clause 10.�Multi-Storey Allowance: In subclause (3)
of this clause delete the amounts of �29 cents�, �36 cents�,
54 cents�, 69 cents� and �85 cents� and insert in lieu thereof
the amounts of �29 cents�, �37 cents�, 56 cents�, 71 cents�
and �89 cents� respectively.

4. Appendix B�Asbestos Eradication: Delete the amount
of �$1.21� in Clause 5.�Rate of Pay of this Appendix and
insert the amount of �$1.23� in lieu thereof.
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MONUMENTAL MASONRY INDUSTRY
AWARD 1989

No. A 36 of 1987.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western Australian

Branch
and

Bellevue Monumental Works Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 498 of 1996.

Monumental Masonry Industry Award 1989
A 36 of 1987.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
5 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this application, the applicant
seeks to increase the rates of pay within this award for the
second arbitrated safety net adjustment in accordance with
the State Wage Case Decision, No. 1164 of 1995 ( 76 WAIG
911). That matter has been dealt with and such an increase
awarded by consent.

It also seeks to increase work and conditions related to al-
lowances for both the first and second arbitrated safety net
adjustments. This is opposed by the respondents, who say that
the appropriate time for adjustment of such allowances is in
conjunction with the third arbitrated safety net adjustment.
The applicant says that such an arrangement would be a year
away and it would be unfair for the employees to wait for that
period of time.

Both parties relied on the decision of the Full Bench of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission of 21 March 1996
(Print M9675), which dealt with applications to vary such al-
lowances in four awards to reflect the first arbitrated safety
net adjustment, to support their respective views. The awards
concerned in that matter had previously been amended by
consent to increase the allowances on account of the second
arbitrated safety net adjustment.  The decision of the Full Bench
commences at page 7 and the relevant parts note:

�1. Under the Industrial Relations Act 1988 the Com-
mission, while having proper regard to the interests
of the parties and the wider community, is now re-
quired to ensure, so far as possible, that the award
system provides for �secure, relevant and consistent
wages and conditions of employment� [s.90AA(2)]
so that it is an effective safety net �underpinning di-
rect bargaining� [s.88A(b)]. [ref: August 1994 Re-
view decision, Print L4700 at p.4] Existing wages
and conditions in the awards of the Commission form
the safety net underpinning enterprise bargaining.
[ref: September 1994 Review decision, Print L5300
at p.61] Accordingly, work or condition related al-
lowances form part of the award safety net. If flat
dollar safety net increases are not applied to such
allowances then their real value would erode over
time such that they may no longer be �maintained at
a relevant level� as required by s.88A(a).

2. The Commission has already determined that work
or condition related allowances may be increased for
the second and third arbitrated safety net adjustments.
There appears to be no substantial economic or other
reason for determining a different outcome with re-
spect to the first safety net adjustment.

3. We are satisfied that the economic impact of apply-
ing the first safety net adjustment in the manner pro-
posed by the CFMEU will not be significant. The
allowances in question are largely related to work-
ing under specified conditions or the exercise of
particular responsibilities. The adjustment of the dis-
ability related allowances will only result in increases
of one or two cents per hour that the disability is
encountered. The increases in the allowances which
relate to the exercise of particular responsibilities,

such as the leading hand or first aid allowances, is
more substantial but these allowances generally only
apply to a limited number of employees.
The minimal cost of impact of granting the union�s
applications is also acknowledged by the Furnish-
ing Industry Association of Australia (Victoria/Tas-
mania division) an is implicit in the submissions of
other employer organisations in relation to adminis-
trative convenience.�

At page 9 the decision sets out the formula to be applied
when increasing the rates for all three safety net adjustments,
then goes on to state:

�2. Increases in work or conditions related allowances
from safety net adjustments should operate prospec-
tively. When the aggregate formula set out above is
used the increases should operate from no earlier
than the time at which the award is varied for the
third safety net adjustment. We note that this is con-
sistent with the course proposed by ACCI in its al-
ternative submission.

In our view the course we have adopted provides an ap-
propriate balance between equity and administrative sim-
plicity�.

It should be noted that whilst this decision is dealing with
the question of increasing work and condition related allow-
ances for the first arbitrated safety net adjustment, it has set
down guidance in respect of a formula to be applied and the
timing of such increases in respect of all three safety net ad-
justments for such allowances.

Neither party argued that this decision arises in different
circumstances to those currently before this Commission how-
ever, it should be noted that the parties before the Australian
Commission had agreed to amendments to the allowances for
the second arbitrated safety net adjustment but disagreed about
the first arbitrated safety net adjustment whereas in this mat-
ter the respondent does not oppose increases for either the
first or second safety net adjustment but says that the appro-
priate timing is with the third safety net adjustment to wages.

This award was amended for the first arbitrated safety net
adjustment on 22 September 1995 (75 WAIG 2835) but was
not amended for the allowances. The question of the adjust-
ment of allowances for work and conditions for the safety net
adjustments was not determined until the September 1994
Safety Net Adjustments and Review decision (Print L5300)
of the Australian Commission, and subsequently by the State
Wage Case decision of this Commission of 30 December 1994
(75 WAIG 23) ie there was no adjustment to allowances on
account of the first arbitrated safety net adjustment at that time.
The Australian Commission decision was that allowances ex-
pressed as flat dollar amounts were to be adjusted for the sec-
ond arbitrated safety net adjustment (page 43 Print L5300).
The Commission in Court Session in the State Wage Case
decision stated �in giving effect to the National Wage Deci-
sion in this instance, the only increase that is applicable gen-
erally is that which is tied to the second arbitrated safety net
adjustment. The �Statement of Principles� issued by this Com-
mission should reflect that position� (75 WAIG 23 at page
30). Adjustment for the third arbitrated safety net adjustment
was approved subsequently.

It is clear that:
1.  This award has not been amended to increase al-

lowances on the basis of the first arbitrated safety
net adjustment, as is appropriate up to this point.

2. Alternatives exist for allowances to now be adjusted;
(a) to take account of either the second adjust-

ment only; or
(b) for the first and second adjustments; or
(c) to be amended at the time of the third adjust-

ment to take account of all three adjustments.
The Union urged the Commission to take guidance from

the Full Bench decision of 21 March 1996. To do so would be
to support the Union�s claim for the first arbitrated safety net
adjustment to be reflected in these allowances, but would mean
that there would be no movement in these allowances until
the award is amended for the third arbitrated safety net adjust-
ment, although the union sought a different outcome in that
regard.
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In all of the circumstances it appears appropriate to adjust
the allowances for all three arbitrated safety net adjustments
at the time of the third such adjustment to wages, as recog-
nised by that Full Bench decision particularly as that decision
provides a package of:

(1) recognition of the increase for the first arbitrated
safety net adjustment; and

(2) a formula for applying the increase; and
(3) consideration of the operative date; and, importantly,
(4) consideration of issues of equity and administrative

requirements.
On this basis the application in so far as it relates to in-

creases in work and conditions related allowances is dismissed.
Minutes of Proposed Order will issue reflecting the amend-
ment of the award for the second arbitrated safety net adjust-
ment to be applied to the rates of pay with effect from the
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 2
August 1996.

APPEARANCES: Ms D MacTiernan on behalf of the Ap-
plicant

Mr S Foy on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western Australian

Branch
and

Bellevue Monumental Works Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 498 of 1996.

Monumental Masonry Industry Award 1989
No. A 36 of 1987.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms D MacTiernan on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr S Foy on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Monumental Masonry Industry Award 1989
be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning
of the first pay period commencing on or after the 2nd
day of August 1996.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 7.�Wages:

A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof:

(1) (a) The rates of wages payable to the employees
covered by this Award (other than duly regis-
tered apprentices and junior employees) shall
be as follows:

Total Rate
Classification Minimum Supple- Arbitrated (Exclusive

Weekly mentary Safety Net of Industry
Base Rate Payment Adjustment Allowance)

$ $ $ $
Monumental Mason 365.20 52.00 16.00 433.20
Monumental Fixer 345.20 49.30 16.00 410.50
Monumental Employee Grade 4 318.90 45.50 16.00 380.40
A Grade 3 employee who has
attained a high level of skill in
at least one function or who is
regularly required to perform
more than two of the functions
contained in Grade 3

Total Rate
Classification Minimum Supple- Arbitrated (Exclusive

Weekly mentary Safety Net of Industry
Base Rate Payment Adjustment Allowance)

$ $ $ $
Monumental Employee Grade 3 301.40 43.00 16.00 360.40
Employee who has been performing
work at Grade 2 level for more than
six months
Monumental Employee Grade 2 283.70 40.50 16.00 340.20
Employee who is performing one
or more of the following functions
and who has been performing
such work for less than six months�
   �Primary Saw Operator
   �Secondary Saw Operator
   �Polishing Machine Operator
   �Stone Engraving Operator
   �Assistant Monumental Fixer
   �Monumental Concrete Moulder
Monumental Employee Grade 1 263.80 37.70 16.00 317.50
Employee who is engaged to
perform work not covered by
any of the above classifications.

(b) The rates of pay in this award include the first
$8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjust-
ment payable under the December, 1994 State
Wage Decision. This first $8.00 per week ar-
bitrated safety net adjustment may be offset
to the extent of any wage increase as a result
of agreements reached at enterprise level since
1 November, 1991.

(c) The rates of pay in this award include the sec-
ond $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net ad-
justment payable under the December, 1994
State Wage Decision. This second $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustment may be
offset to the extent of any wage increase pay-
able since 1 November, 1991, pursuant to en-
terprise agreements, consent awards or award
variations to give effect to enterprise agree-
ments, insofar as that wage increase has not
previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment.

(d) Increases made under previous State Wage
Case Principles or under the current Statement
of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

RETAIL FOOD SERVICES EMPLOYEES�
AGREEMENT 1991
No. AG 10 of 1991.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association
of Western Australia

and
Coles Fossey and Others.

No. 477 of 1996.

Retail Food Services Employees� Agreement 1991
No. AG 10 of 1991.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
7 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr W. Johnston on behalf of the Applicant
and there being no appearance (by prior arrangement) on be-
half of the Respondents, and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Retail Food Services Employees� Agreement
1991, be varied in accordance with the following
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Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 25th day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 2.�Arrangement. Immediately following the

number and title �45. Additional Loading for Late Night Trad-
ing Establisments�, insert the following new number and ti-
tle:

46. Enterprise Level Award Change Procedure
2. Clause 28.�Wages. In Part I, delete subclause (1) of this

clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:
(1) From the beginning of the first pay period commenc-

ing on or after 25 September 1996:
ADULTS (Classifications and Wage per week)

(i) (ii) (iii)
Who works Who works Who works

ordinary hours ordinary hours ordinary hours
Monday to between Monday between Monday

Friday and 1.00 pm and Saturday
Saturday with the

completion of
ordinary hours

1.00 pm Saturday
$ $ $

Grade V
Base Rate 458.89 473.53 489.03
Arbitrated Safety Net
 Adjustment 16.00 16.00 16.00
Award Rate 474.89 489.53 505.03

Grade IV
Base Rate 417.18 430.49 444.57
Arbitrated Safety Net
 Adjustment 16.00 16.00 16.00
Award Rate 433.18 446.49 460.57

Grade III
Base Rate 400.47 413.49 426.77
Arbitrated Safety Net
 Adjustment 16.00 16.00 16.00
Award Rate 416.47 429.49 442.77

Grade II
Base Rate 385.00 397.30 410.30
Arbitrated Safety Net
 Adjustment 16.00 16.00 16.00

Award Rate 401.00 413.30 426.30

Grade I
Base Rate 367.16 378.87 391.26
Arbitrated Safety Net
 Adjustment 16.00 16.00 16.00
Award Rate 383.16 394.87 407.26

(2) The rates of pay in this award include the first $8.00
per week arbitrated safety net adjustment payable
under the December, 1994 State Wage Decision. This
first $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment
may be offset to the extent of any wage increase as a
result of agreements reached at enterprise level since
1 November, 1991. Increases made under previous
State Wage Case Principles, or under the current
Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting
from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to
offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.
The rates of pay in this award include the second
$8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjustment pay-
able under the December, 1994 State Wage Deci-
sion. This second $8.00 per week arbitrated safety
net adjustment may be offset to the extent of any
wage increase as a result of agreements reached at
enterprise level since 1 November, 1991, pursuant
to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award
variations to give effect to enterprise agreements,
insofar as that wage increase has not previously been
used to offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment.
Increases made under previous State Wage Case Prin-
ciples, or under the current Statement of Principles,
excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements,
are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net ad-
justments.

3. Clause 45.�Additional Loading for Late Night Trading
Establishments. Immediately after this clause, insert the fol-
lowing new clause:

46.�ENTERPRISE LEVEL AWARD CHANGE
PROCEDURE

(1) The Union and the employers to whom this clause
applies recognise that because of the variety of em-
ployers and types of enterprises covered by this
award, circumstances may exist within the industry
which are appropriately regulated by single enter-
prise agreements or by workplace agreements or,
where more than one union has coverage of employ-
ees within a workplace, a part-workplace agreement
binding only on all employees eligible for member-
ship of The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employ-
ees� Association of Western Australia.

(2) Such single employer agreements, to the extent that
they are inconsistent with the provisions of this
award, shall prevail over the provisions of this award,
upon ratification by the Western Australian Indus-
trial Relations Commission.

(3) Where either an employer or its employees propose
a change in award conditions in relation to an enter-
prise, those parties shall contact the union for the
purpose of negotiating such an agreement. Where
the union proposes a change in award conditions in
relation to an enterprise, the union shall contact the
employer for the purpose of negotiating such an
agreement.

(4) The employer and the union shall genuinely attempt
to negotiate proposals for an agreement.

(5) It shall be open to the employer and its employees to
have had prior informal discussions about the possi-
bility of an agreement of the character contemplated
in this clause. However the final agreement negotia-
tions are to be handled by the union.

(6) By arrangement between the employer and the un-
ion, employees of the enterprise may participate in
the negotiation of an agreement and, in any event,
there shall be consultation with employees by the
union and the employer. The union and the employer
shall each have equal time to put alternative propos-
als to the employees during working hours.

(7) Following negotiations between the employer and
the union, but before an agreement can be achieved,
a majority of employees shall have agreed to it.

(8) The union and the employer may agree to adopt ap-
propriate methods of ascertaining the views of the
employees affected, such as a secret ballot, to en-
sure that the agreement is genuine.

(9) Any agreement must be in writing and it shall specify
the employees affected, the name and address of the
enterprise affected, the terms of the agreement (in-
cluding any award provisions from which the said
enterprise is exempt) the alternate provisions which
are to apply in lieu of such award provisions, the
period of operation and the method of termination
of the agreement prior to its expiration.

(10) When an agreement is finalised, the parties to it shall
make application to the Western Australian Indus-
trial Relations Commission for its terms to be rati-
fied in the appropriate manner.

(11) Where the parties are unable to reach agreement, it
shall be open for the matter to be referred to the West-
ern Australian Industrial Relations Commission for
resolution.

(12) Nothing in this clause shall prevent an employer or
the union from having any matter arising from this
clause referred to the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission for the purposes of concilia-
tion and/or arbitration.
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SALARIED OFFICERS (ASSOCIATION FOR THE
BLIND OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA) AWARD, 1995

No. A 5 of 1995.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)

and
Association for the Blind of Western Australia

(Incorporated).
No. 904 of 1996.

Salaried Officers (Association for the Blind of Western
Australia) Award, 1995.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms M.A. Marchese on behalf of the Respondent, the Com-
mission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the In-
dustrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Salaried Officers (Association for the Blind
of Western Australia) Award, 1995 be varied in accord-
ance with the following Schedule and that such variation
shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay pe-
riod commencing on or after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

Schedule.
Schedule C�Minimum Salaries: Delete this schedule and

insert in lieu thereof the following�
SCHEDULE C�MINIMUM SALARIES

(1) Subject to the provisions of Clause 7.�Classifica-
tion/Salary Rates, Schedule D�Classification and
Grading of Employees and to the provisions of this
Schedule, the minimum annual salaries for employ-
ees bound by the award are set hereinafter.

(2) Minimum Salaries.
Salary Arbitrated Salary

LEVELS Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum
Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

LEVEL 1
UNDER 17 YEARS OF AGE 10,452   643 11,095
17 YEARS OF AGE 12,206   751 12,957
18 YEARS OF AGE 14,248   877 15,125
19 YEARS OF AGE 16,491 1,015 17,506
20 YEARS OF AGE 18,520 1,141 19,660
21 YEARS OF AGE
  1ST YEAR OF SERVICE 20,343 1,252 21,595
22 YEARS OF AGE
  2ND YEAR OF SERVICE 20,997 1,252 22,249
23 YEARS OF AGE
  3RD YEAR OF SERVICE 21,647 1,252 22,899
24 YEARS OF AGE
  4TH YEAR OF SERVICE 22,295 1,252 23,547
LEVEL 2 22,946 1,252 24,198

23,597 1,252 24,849
24,346 1,252 25,598
24,864 1,252 26,116
25,629 1,252 26,881

LEVEL 3 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,236 1,252 28,488
27,975 1,252 29,227
29,154 1,252 30,406

LEVEL 4 29,771 1,252 31,023
30,696 1,252 31,948
31,647 1,252 32,899
32,998 1,252 34,250

LEVEL 5 33,702 1,252 34,954
34,669 1,252 35,921
35,664 1,252 36,916
36,688 1,252 37,940

Salary Arbitrated Salary
LEVELS Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

LEVEL 6 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376
42,204 1,252 43,456

LEVEL 7 43,317 1,252 44,569
44,727 1,252 45,979
46,188 1,252 47,440

LEVEL 8 48,323 1,252 49,575
50,073 1,252 51,325

LEVEL 9 52,721 1,252 53,973
54,563 1,252 55,815

LEVEL 10 56,580 1,252 57,832
59,824 1,252 61,076

LEVEL 11 62,415 1,252 63,667
65,050 1,252 66,302

LEVEL 12 68,663 1,252 69,915
71,104 1,252 72,356
73,888 1,252 75,140

(a) An employee, who is 21 years of age or older
on appointment to a classification equivalent
to Level 1, may be appointed to the minimum
rate of pay based on years of service, not on
age.

(b) A Medical Typist or Medical Secretary shall
be paid a medical terminology allowance of
$1000 per annum.
For the purposes of this subclause �Medical
Typist� and �Medical Secretary� shall mean
those workers classified on a classification
equivalent to Level 1, 2, or 3 who spend at
least 50% of their time typing from tapes,
shorthand, and/or Doctor�s notes of case his-
tories, summaries, reports or similar material
involving a broad range of medical terminol-
ogy.

(3)  Salaries�Specified Callings and Other Profession-
als

(a) Employees, who possess a relevant tertiary
level qualification, or equivalent as agreed
between the union and the employers, and who
are employed in the callings of Architect,
Audiologist, Bio Engineer, Chemist, Dietitian,
Engineer, Medical Scientist, Librarian, Occu-
pational Therapist, Orthoptist, Physiothera-
pist, Physicist, Pharmacist, Clinical
Psychologist, Psychologist, Research Officer,
Scientific Officer, Social Worker, Speech Pa-
thologist, Podiatrist, Medical Imaging Tech-
nologist, Nuclear Medicine Technologist,
Radiation Therapist, or any other professional
calling as agreed between the Union and em-
ployers, shall be entitled to Annual Salaries
as follows:

Salary Arbitrated Salary
LEVELS Per Annum Safety Net Per Annum

Adjustments Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

LEVEL 3/5 26,533 1,252 27,785
27,975 1,252 29,227
29,771 1,252 31,023
31,647 1,252 32,899
34,669 1,252 35,921
36,688 1,252 37,940

LEVEL 6 38,660 1,252 39,912
40,124 1,252 41,376
42,204 1,252 43,456

LEVEL 7 43,317 1,252 44,569
44,727 1,252 45,979
46,188 1,252 47,440

LEVEL 8 48,323 1,252 49,575
50,073 1,252 51,325

LEVEL 9 52,721 1,252 53,973
54,563 1,252 55,815

LEVEL 10 56,580 1,252 57,832
59,824 1,252 61,076

LEVEL 11 62,415 1,252 63,667
65,050 1,252 66,302

LEVEL 12 68,663 1,252 69,915
71,104 1,252 72,356
73,888 1,252 75,140
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(b) Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause, on
appointment or promotion to the Level 3/5
under this subclause:

(i) Employees, who have completed an ap-
proved three academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the first year incre-
ment.

(ii) Employees, who have completed an ap-
proved four academic year tertiary
qualification, relevant to their calling,
shall commence at the second year in-
crement.

(iii) Employees, who have completed an ap-
proved Masters or PhD Degree rel-
evant to their calling shall commence
on the third year increment.

Provided that employees who attain a higher
tertiary level qualification after appointment
shall not be entitled to any advanced progres-
sion through the range.

(c) The employer and union shall be responsible
for determining the relevant acceptable quali-
fications for appointment for the callings cov-
ered by this subclause and shall maintain a
manual setting out such qualifications.

(d) The employer in allocating levels pursuant to
paragraph (b) of this subclause may determine
a commencing salary above Level 3/5 for a
particular calling/s.

(4) Annual salary increments shall be subject to the em-
ployee�s satisfactory performance over the preced-
ing twelve months which shall be assessed according
to an agreed form of performance appraisal.

(5) The rates of pay in this award include three arbi-
trated safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per
week available under the Arbitrated Safety Net Ad-
justment Principle pursuant to either the December
1993 State Wage Decision, the December 1994 State
Wage Decision and the March 1996 State Wage
Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to
the extent of any wage increase payable since 1 No-
vember 1991 pursuant to enterprise agreements or
consent awards or award variations to give effect to
enterprise agreements, insofar as that wage increase
or part of it has not previously been used to offset an
arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made un-
der previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreement, are not to be
used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments.

SALARIED OFFICERS (PARAPLEGIC-
QUADRAPLEGIC ASSOCIATION) AWARD, 1988.

No. A 17 of 1986.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union of Workers)

and

Paraplegic-Quadriplegic Association of WA (Inc).

No. 906 of 1996.

Salaried Officers (Paraplegic-Quadraplegic Association)
Award, 1988.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.

6 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms C.P. Drew on behalf of the Applicant and
Ms M.A. Marchese on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Salaried Officers (Paraplegic-Quadraplegic
Association) Award, 1988 be varied in accordance with
the following Schedule and that such variation shall have
effect from the beginning of the first pay period com-
mencing on or after the date hereof.

(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
Clause 23.�Salaries: Delete this clause and insert in lieu

thereof the following�

23.�SALARIES
The minimum rates of salaries to be paid to employees

covered by this Award shall be set out hereunder. The
conversation of classifications existing prior to the operation
of this clause shall be in accordance with Schedule B attached
to this Award.

Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Safety Net Per Annum

Annum Adjustment Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

(1) CLERICAL
OFFICER (CLASS 1):
Under 17 years 10,614   680 11,294
17 years 12,036   771 12,807
18 years 13,906   891 14,797
19 years 15,814 1,013 16,827
20 years 17,776 1,139 18,915
Adult Rates
1st year 19,542 1,252 20,794
2nd year 20,098 1,252 21,350
3rd year 20,842 1,252 22,094
4th year 21,491 1,252 22,743

(2) CLERICAL
OFFICER (CLASS 2):
Under 17 years 10,845   667 11,512
17 years 12,540   771 13,311
18 years 14,504   892 15,396
19 years 16,660 1,024 17,684
20 years 18,610 1,144 19,754
Adult Rates
1st year 20,365 1,252 21,617
2nd year 21,018 1,252 22,270
3rd year 21,669 1,252 22,921
4th year 22,316 1,252 23,568
5th year 22,967 1,252 24,219
6th year 23,618 1,252 24,870
7th year 24,367 1,252 25,619
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Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Safety Net Per Annum

Annum Adjustment Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

(3) CLASSIFIED OFFICERS:
Grade 1�1st year 24,886 1,252 26,138
        Thereafter 25,651 1,252 26,903
Grade 2�1st year 26,400 1,252 27,652
        Thereafter 27,151 1,252 28,403
Grade 3�1st year 27,981 1,252 29,233
        Thereafter 28,852 1,252 30,104
Grade 4�1st year 29,770 1,252 31,022
        Thereafter 30,714 1,252 31,966
Grade 5�1st year 31,645 1,252 32,897
        Thereafter 32,586 1,252 33,838
Grade 6�1st year 33,572 1,252 34,824
        Thereafter 34,577 1,252 35,829
Grade 7�1st year 35,537 1,252 36,789
        2nd year 36,576 1,252 37,828
        Thereafter 37,563 1,252 38,815
Grade 8�1st year 38,752 1,252 39,824
        Thereafter 39,562 1,252 40,814
Grade 9�1st year 40,625 1,252 41,877
        Thereafter 41,683 1,252 42,935

(4)  TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS:
Grade 1
16 years 10,177   636 10,813
17 years 12,228   764 12,992
18 years 14,169   886 15,055
19 years 16,337 1,021 17,358
20 years 18,343 1,146 19,489

Adult Rates
1st year 20,032 1,252 21,284
2nd year 20,687 1,252 21,939
3rd year 21,363 1,252 22,615
4th year 21,999 1,252 23,251
Grade 2
1st year 21,999 1,252 23,251
2nd year 22,409 1,252 23,661
3rd year 22,802 1,252 24,054
Grade 3
1st year 22,802 1,252 24,054
2nd year 23,255 1,252 24,507
3rd year 23,905 1,252 25,157

(5) PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS:
(a) Medical Social Workers, Physiotherapists, Occupa-

tional Therapists, Psychologists or any other pro-
fessional calling as agreed between the Union and
the Association.

Salary Arbitrated Salary
Per Safety Net Per Annum

Annum Adjustment Total
Per Annum Minimum

Rate
$ $ $

1st year 26,533 1,252 27,785
2nd year 27,975 1,252 29,227
3rd year 29,771 1,252 31,023
4th year 31,647 1,252 32,899
5th year 34,669 1,252 35,921
6th year 36,688 1,252 37,940

(b) The following shall apply to employees appointed
in accordance with this subclause:

(i) Employees, who have completed an approved
three academic year tertiary qualification, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence at the
first year increment.

(ii) Employees, who have completed an approved
four academic year tertiary qualification, rel-
evant to their calling, shall commence at the
second year increment.

(iii) Employees, who have completed an approved
Masters or PhD Degree, relevant to their call-
ing, shall commence on the third year incre-
ment.

Provided that employees who attain a higher tertiary
level qualification after appointment shall not be
entitled to any advanced progression through the
range.

(6) In the event of a dispute between the parties concerning
the classification or grading of an employee, the dispute shall
be referred to a Board of Reference, as constituted under
Section 48 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979.

(7) ANNUAL INCREMENTS:
Annual increments shall not be automatic and shall be subject

to the employee�s efficient performance over the preceding
twelve months. Any dispute in relation to the payment of an
annual increment shall be referred to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission.

(8) The rates of pay in this award include three arbitrated
safety net adjustments totalling $24.00 per week available
under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant
to either the December 1993 State Wage Decision, the
December 1994 State Wage Decision and the March 1996
State Wage Decision. The first, second and third $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset to the
extent of any wage increase payable since 1 November 1991
pursuant to enterprise agreements or consent awards or award
variations to give effect to enterprise agreements, insofar as
that wage increase or part of it has not previously been used to
offset an arbitrated safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current
Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from
enterprise agreement, are not to be used to offset arbitrated
safety net adjustments.

SHOP AND WAREHOUSE (WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS) STATE AWARD 1977.

No. R 32 of 1976.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association

of Western Australia
and

Myer Stores Limited and Others.
No. 607 of 1996.

The Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) State Award 1977.

No. R 32 of 1976.
COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.

7 October 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr W. Johnston on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms C. Brown on behalf of the Respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail
Establishments) State Award 1977, be varied in accord-
ance with the following Schedule and that such variation
shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay pe-
riod commencing on or after the 26th day of September
1996.

(Sgd.) R. H. GIFFORD,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

���

Schedule.
1. Clause 7A.�Nightfill Duty:

A. In placitum (aa) and (bb) of subparagraph (i) of para-
graph (a) of subclause (9) delete the amount �$1.92�
where appearing and insert in lieu thereof the amount
�$2.04�
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B. In placitum (aa) of subparagraph (ii) of paragraph
(a) of subclause (9) delete the amount �$2.72� and
insert in lieu thereof the amount �$2.89�

C. In placitum (bb) of subparagraph (ii) of paragraph
(a) of subclause (9) delete the amount �$5.91� and
insert in lieu thereof the amount �$6.28�

D. In placitum (cc) of subparagraph (ii) of paragraph
(a) of subclause (9) delete the amount �$7.09� and
insert in lieu thereof the amount �$7.53�.

2. Clause 12.�Meal Money:
A. In subclause (1) delete the amount �$6.50� and in-

sert in lieu thereof the amount �$7.00�
B. In subclause (2) delete the amount �$6.50� and in-

sert in lieu thereof the amount �$7.00�.
3. Clause 48.�Additional Loading for Late Night Trading

Establishments:
A. In subclause (1) delete the amount �$2.40� and in-

sert in lieu thereof the amount �$2.55�.
B. In subclause (2) delete the amount �$2.40� and in-

sert in lieu thereof the amount �$2.55�.

STOREMEN (GOVERNMENT) CONSOLIDATED
AWARD 1979
No. 20 of 1969.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Fremantle Port Authority

and
The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association

of Western Australia and Others.
No. 622 of 1996.

Storemen (Government) Consolidated Award 1979
No. 20 of 1969.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
13 September 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application by the Fre-
mantle Port Authority to have its name deleted from the re-
spondents to the award.

The Commission was informed that the industrial regula-
tion of the employment of storemen by the Fremantle Port
Authority has been by reference to a clerical award, then to
the Fremantle Port Authority Administrative Agreement 1993
(74 WAIG 227) and latterly by an Order pursuant to s.118A of
the Industrial Relations Act 1988. On that basis there are now
no employees of the Fremantle Port Authority employed pur-
suant to the award and it is quite appropriate that the Author-
ity be deleted from the Schedule of Respondents.

In doing so the Commission has taken the opportunity to re-
state the Schedule of Respondents to reflect any further name
changes which have occurred since the Schedule of Respond-
ents was last before the Commission.

Appearances:  Mr B. Patterson for the Fremantle Port Au-
thority.

Mr W. Johnston for The Shop, Distributive and Allied Em-
ployees� Association of Western Australia.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Fremantle Port Authority

and

The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association
of Western Australia and Others.

No. 622 of 1996.

Storemen (Government) Consolidated Award 1979
No. 20 of 1969.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.

24 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr B. Patterson on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr B. Johnston on behalf of the Respondents and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Storemen (Government) Consolidated Award
1979 be varied in accordance with the following Sched-
ule and that such variation shall have effect from the be-
ginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 22nd day of July 1996.

(Sgd.) A.R BEECH,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 7.�Hours: Delete subclause (4) of this clause.
2. Schedule A�Respondents: Delete this Schedule and in-

sert in lieu the following:

SCHEDULE A�RESPONDENTS
The Premier of the State of Western Australia
The Treasurer of the State of Western Australia
The Minister for Primary Industry
The Minister for Mines
The Minister for Environment
The Minister for Works
The West Australian Meat Commission
The Library Board of Western Australia
The Agricultural Protection Board
The State Shipping Service
Curtin University of Technology
The University of Western Australia
The Minister for Education
The Minister for Housing
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees� Association
of Western Australia

and
The Premier of the State of Western Australia and Others.

No. 1335 of 1995.

Storemen (Government) Consolidated Award 1979
No. 20 of 1969.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
7 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr W. Johnston on behalf of the Applicant
and Ms L. Halligan on behalf of the Respondents, and by con-
sent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the Storeman (Government) Consolidated Award
1979, be varied in accordance with the following Sched-
ule and that such variation shall have effect from the be-
ginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 25th day of September 1996.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.
1. Clause 20.�Wages.
A.  Delete the preamble and paragraph (a) of subclause (2)

of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:
(2) The rates of wages payable to employees under this

award shall be as follows:
(a) Adults (Classification and Wage per week):

Base Arbitrated Award
Rate Safety Net Rate

Adjustments
$ $ $

Storeperson Level 4
Grade 1 440.75 16.00 456.75
Grade 2 451.00 16.00 467.00
Grade 3 461.25 16.00 477.25
Storeperson Level 3
Grade 1 421.28 16.00 437.28
Grade 2 427.43 16.00 443.43
Grade 3 433.58 16.00 449.58
Storeperson Level 2
Grade 1 408.46 16.00 424.46
Grade 2 414.61 16.00 430.61
Grade 3 421.07 16.00 437.07
Storeperson Level 1
Grade 1 397.70 16.00 413.70
Grade 2 402.83 16.00 418.83
Grade 3 407.95 16.00 423.95

B.  Insert a new paragraph (b) in subclause (4) of this clause
as follows:

(b) Employees required to work in temperatures less than
-18.9 degrees Celsius shall be medically examined
at the employer�s expense.

C.  Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert in lieu
thereof the following:

(6) (a) The rates of pay in this award include the first
$8.00 per week arbitrated safety net adjust-
ment payable under the December 1994 State
Wage Decision. This first $8.00 per week ar-
bitrated safety net adjustment may be offset
to the extent of any wage increase as a result
of agreements reached at enterprise level since
1 November 1991. Increases made under pre-
vious State Wage Case Principles or under the
current Statement of Principles, excepting

those resulting from enterprise agreements, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.

(b) The rates of pay in this award include the sec-
ond $8.00 per week arbitrated safety net ad-
justment payable under the December 1994
State Wage Decision. This second $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustment may be
offset to the extent of any wage increase pay-
able since 1 November 1991, pursuant to en-
terprise agreements or consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements, insofar as that wage increase has
not previously been used to offset an arbitrated
safety net adjustment. Increases made under
previous State Wage Case Principles or under
the current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreements, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—
Application for variation of—

No variation resulting—
ARGYLE DIAMOND MINES PRODUCTION

AWARD 1985
No. A28 & A32 of 1984.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Metals and Engineering Workers� Union�Western
Australian Branch

and
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd and Others.

No. 32 of 1995.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
14 August 1996.

Order.
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission on
10 January 1995; and

WHEREAS the Applicant was requested by way of facsimile
dated the 5th day of August 1996 to notify the Commission of
the status of the application to which no reply was received;

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on in under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders;

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Metals and Engineering Workers� Union�Western

Australian Branch
and

Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd and Others.
No. 674 of 1995.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.

14 August 1996.
Order.

WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission on
16 June 1995; and

WHEREAS the Applicant was requested by way of facsimile
dated the 5th day of August 1996 to notify the Commission of
the status of the application to which no reply was received;

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on in under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders;

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

ELECTRICAL TRADES (SECURITY ALARMS
INDUSTRY) AWARD 1980

No. R27 of 1979.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Wormald Security & Others

and
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,

Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western

Australian Branch.
No. 1071 of 1995.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.

14 August 1996.
Order.

WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission on
19 September 1995; and

WHEREAS the Applicant was requested by way of facsimile
dated the 5th day of August 1996 to notify the Commission of
the status of the application to which no reply was received;

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on in under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders;

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING EMPLOYEES
(BUILDING MANAGEMENT AWARD) 1984

No. A 40 of 1982.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Metals and Engineering Workers� Union�Western
Australian Branch

and
Building Managing Authority and Other.

No. 597 of 1995.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
13 August 1996.

Order.
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission on
31 May 1995; and

WHEREAS the Applicant was requested by way of letter
dated the 25th day of July 1996 to notify the Commission of
the status of the application to which no reply was received;

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on in under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders;

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

EMAIL LIMITED (MAJOR APPLICANCE
CONSUMER SERVICE DIVISION�WA)

ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 1992
No. AG 9 of 1992.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Email Limited (Major Applicance Consumer Service

Division�WA)
and

Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative

Branch and Another.
No. 1078 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

12 September 1996.
Order.

WHEREAS this is an application for the registration of an
enterprise agreement pursuant to section 41 of the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979; and

WHEREAS the matter was set down for hearing on Tues-
day, the 3rd day of September 1996; and

WHEREAS at that hearing the Applicant sought leave to
withdraw the application;

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders�

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,

[L.S] Commissioner.
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METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 1966
No. 13 of 1965.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Metals and Engineering Workers� Union�Western

Australian Branch
and

Dardanup Butchering Co. and Others.
No. 10 of 1995.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.

14 August 1996.
Order.

WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission on
6 January 1995; and

WHEREAS the Applicant was requested by way of facsimile
dated the 5th day of August 1996 to notify the Commission of
the status of the application to which no reply was received;

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the pow-
ers conferred on in under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders;

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed for
want of prosecution.

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

AGREEMENTS—
Industrial—Retirement from—

PATHCENTRE ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
No. PSA AG 2 of 1995.

IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

No. P 37 of 1996.

IN THE MATTER of the Industrial Relation Act 1979
and

IN THE MATTER of the filing in the office of the Registrar
of the Notice of Retirement from Industrial Agreement in

accordance with section 41(7) of the said Act.
THE Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical
Research will cease to be a party to the Pathcentre Enterprise
Agreement No. PSA AG 2 of 1995 on and from the 4th day of
November 1996.

DATED at Perth this 4th day of October 1996.
J.G. CARRIGG,

Registrar.

NOTICES—
Award/Agreement matters—

Application No. P 36 of 1996.
APPLICATION FOR VARIATION OF AWARD

ENTITLED �GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES
ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1989

No. PSA A3 of 1989�.
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the
Commission by The Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Incorporated under the Industrial Relations Act 1979
for a variation of the above Award.

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed variation which
relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.

Schedule A�List of Respondents: Add to this Schedule
the following:

Building and Construction Industry Training Fund.
A copy of the proposed variation may be inspected at my

office at National Mutual Centre, 111 St George�s Terrace,
Perth.

J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.

27 September, 1996

Application No. A 8 of 1996.
APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD ENTITLED

�HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (WORKPOWER)
AWARD�.

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the
Commission by Workpower Incorporated under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 for the above Award.

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed Award which
relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.

3.�SCOPE
This Award shall apply to all Professional, Administra-
tive, Clerical, Technical and Supervisory employees em-
ployed by Workpower Incorporated.

A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my of-
fice at National Mutual Centre, 111 St George�s Terrace, Perth.

J. CARRIGG,
Registrar.

27 September, 1996
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PUBLIC SERVICE
ARBITRATOR—

Matters Dealt With—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia
(Union Workers)

and
Royal Perth Hospital and Others.

No. P 62 of 1994.

Hospital Salaried Officers Award
No. 39 of 1968.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR
COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.

24 September 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE COMMISSIONER : The issue to be determined in these
proceedings as a preliminary matter is the question of whether
the Commission has jurisdiction to vary the Hospital Salaried
Officers Award No. 39 of 1968 (hereinafter referred to as the
award) to insert a new Clause 43.�Salary Packaging, which
provides by its terms a mechanism whereby 30% of the pre-
scribed salary under the award may be substituted by the pro-
vision of goods and/or services valued at their cost. The clause
as set out in schedule B to the Application filed by the Appli-
cant, is in the following terms�

�Schedule B
Award Amendment Sought

The Union seeks an order that the Hospital Salaried Of-
ficers Award No. 39 of 1968, as amended be further
amended in accordance with the following:
A. In clause 2.�Arrangement, immediately below the

words: �42. Job Skills Trainees,� insert the follow-
ing words:
�43. Salary Packaging.�

B. Immediately following Clause 42.�Job Skills Train-
ees, insert the following new clause:

43.�Salary Packaging
(1) Objective.

The purpose of this clause is to facilitate sal-
ary packaging within the framework of the
award.

(2) Definitions.
(a) �Salary Packaging� means the substi-

tution of goods and/or services (�Ben-
efits�), valued at their cost, for salary
payable under this Award.

(b) �Salary Packaging Menu� means a list
of goods and/or services (�Benefits�)
agreed in writing between the union
and the employer from which an em-
ployee may choose as items to be paid
for by the employer.

(c) �Menu� shall mean Salary Packaging
Menu.

(d) �State Government Superannuation
Arrangement� means the scheme for
accrued or accruing benefits under the
Superannuation and Family Benefits
Act 1938, the Government Employees
Superannuation Act 1987, or any other
approved superannuation scheme.

(e) �Commonwealth Superannuation Leg-
islation� shall mean the Superannua-
tion Guarantee Charge Act 1992, the
Superannuation Guarantee (Adminis-
tration) Act 1992, The Occupational
Superannuation Standards Act 1987,
as amended, updated or replaced.

(3) Nothing in this Clause shall prevent an em-
ployer from agreeing to provide an employee
with goods and/or services in addition to the
salary payable under this Award.

(4) Salary packaging may be introduced by agree-
ment in writing between the union and the
employer.

(5) Subject to the provisions of this Award, the
full terms and conditions of the salary pack-
age shall be agreed in writing between the
employer and the employee.

(6) Where an employer agrees to introduce salary
packaging it shall be made available to all
employees employed by the employer who are
covered by this Award.

(7) An employee shall not be required to enter
into salary packaging or to package any of his/
her salary.

(8) Eligibility for Salary Packaging
(a) All full-time and part-time employees

whose contract of service is by the
month shall be eligible to request to
enter into Salary Packaging provided
that an employer may offer salary pack-
aging to an employee on a fortnightly
contract of service.

(b) Casual employees shall not be eligible.
(9) Not more than thirty percent (30%) of an em-

ployees salary may be subject to salary pack-
aging.

(10) Employer superannuation contributions pay-
able in accordance with any State Government
Superannuation Arrangement and/or in ac-
cordance with the provisions of any Superan-
nuation Scheme implemented under
Commonwealth Superannuation Legislation,
and any employee contributions required to
be made in accordance with the above Super-
annuation Schemes or arrangements, are to be
paid at a rate calculated by reference to a rate
not less than the gross rate of salary payable
under the award prior to any salary packag-
ing.

(11) Subject to paragraphs (a) and (b) of this
subclause, the goods and/or services which
may be salary packaged shall be contained in
a salary packaging menu agreed in writing
between the employer and the union.

(a) Prior to agreeing on the menu the par-
ties shall obtain the agreement of the
majority of employees as to the items
which may be contained on the menu.

(b) The contents of the Menu may be var-
ied from time to time in accordance
with the provisions of this subclause.

(c) Where the parties cannot reach agree-
ment as to the items to be included on
the Menu either or both may refer the
question the Commission for resolu-
tion.

(12) Format of Employer/Employee Salary Pack-
aging Agreement

(a) The format of the salary packaging
agreement and requirements for its con-
tents shall be agreed between the un-
ion and the employer.

(b) The Salary Packaging agreement shall
include a declaration by the employee
that financial advice has been obtained.

(13) Administrative Fee
(a) The employer may charge an employee

entering into salary packaging an ad-
ministrative fee which shall be based
on the reasonable costs of administer-
ing such salary packaging.
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(b) Where an administrative fee is to be
charged it shall be agreed as part of the
salary packaging agreement required
under subclause (12) of this clause.

(14) Financial Counsellors

(a) The employer and the Union shall
agree on a list of at least three accred-
ited financial counsellors qualified to
advise employees on their best options
in regard to the questions of whether
or not to enter into salary packaging
and of which items on the menu will
provide the employee with the most
beneficial package.

(b) An employee shall not be required to
use any of the counsellors in the list
agreed in accordance with paragraph
(a) of this subclause and may seek the
advice of a financial counsellor of their
own choosing.

(15) Entry into Salary Packaging

(a) Employees wishing to enter into Sal-
ary Packaging shall notify their em-
ployer in writing of their desire to do
so.

(b) Notification of an intention to enter into
salary packaging does not bind an em-
ployee to do so.

(c) Upon receiving notice of an employ-
ee�s desire to enter into salary packag-
ing the employer shall:

(i) provide the employee with a
copy of the Menu of items
which may be included in the
Package;

(ii) notify the employee to seek ad-
vice from an accredited finan-
cial counsellor qualified to
advise the employee on the best
salary packaging arrangement
for them; and

(iii) advise the employee of the
names of approved financial
counsellors agreed in accord-
ance with subclause (14) of this
clause.

(d) Where an employee decides to enter
into salary packaging, the contents of
the Salary Package shall be set out in a
written agreement which shall be in a
form agreed in accordance with
subclause (12) of this clause.

(i) The employee shall be provided
with two copies of the agree-
ment which shall have been
signed and dated by the em-
ployer.

(ii) Provided the employee agrees
with the proposed agreement
he/she shall sign and date each
copy, retain one for his/her own
records and return the other to
the employer.

(iii) The employer�s copy shall form
part of the employees salary
record as shall the record of any
deductions required to be made
in accordance with the salary
packaging agreement. Such
records shall be open to inspec-
tion by a duly accredited union
representative during normal
business hours.

(e) Variation of Salary Packaging Agree-
ment

(i) An employee may vary their
salary package by giving four
week�s notice.

(ii) Any variation of the salary
package shall be executed in the
form of a new agreement.

(iii) Where at the time of the varia-
tion of the salary the full amount
allocated to any benefit deleted
by the variation has not been
utilised, by agreement between
the employee and the employer,
any unused amount may be car-
ried forward to be applied to
other benefits or paid as salary
which will be subject to the
usual taxation requirements.

(16) Withdrawal from Salary Packaging Arrange-
ment

(a) Subject to paragraph (c) and (e) of this
subclause, an employee may withdraw
from salary packaging arrangements,
either in full or in part, by giving four
weeks notice of intention to do so.

(b) Subject to paragraph (c) and (e) of this
subclause, an employer may withdraw
from salary packaging arrangements,
either in full or in part, by giving three
months notice of intention to do so.

(c) Should the laws of taxation as they
apply to salary packaging or any rul-
ings on the application of those laws
be changed so as to either materially
reduce the benefits to the employee or
to materially increase the costs to the
employer, and should the date of ef-
fect of such changes be such as to:

(i) provide less than three months�
notice, the employer may give
a lesser period of notice of with-
drawal than three months pro-
vided that the period of notice
shall be not less than either the
date of effect of the changes to
the taxation laws or four weeks
which ever is the longer, and

(ii) provide less than four weeks�
notice, the employee may give
a lesser period of notice of with-
drawal than four weeks pro-
vided that the period of notice
shall be not less than the date
of effect of the changes to the
taxation laws.

(d) Where at the time of withdrawal, ei-
ther in part of in full, from salary pack-
aging the full amount allocated to a
specific benefit has not been utilised,
by agreement between the employee
and the employer, any unused amount
may be carried forward to be applied
to other benefits or paid as salary which
will be subject to the usual taxation
requirements.

(e) Where an employee�s contract of serv-
ice is terminated by either side the usual
notice periods for termination of serv-
ice shall apply.

(f) On the termination of an employee,
where the full amount allocated to a
specific benefit has not been utilised it
shall be paid as salary which will be
subject to the usual taxation require-
ments.
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(17) Notwithstanding the provisions of subclauses
(3) and (4) of this clause, where an employer
offers salary packaging, however defined, to
any employee covered by this award under
some other law governing employment the em-
ployer shall offer salary packaging to all of its
employees covered by this award in accord-
ance with the provisions of this clause.

(18) Subject to the provisions of this clause, any
dispute arising out of its application shall be
dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of Clause 27.�Disputes Settlement Proce-
dure.�

In operation the clause is dependent upon a number of agree-
ments being entered into within its terms. As a first step the
clause provides that salary packaging may be introduced by
agreement in writing between the union and the employer
(subclause (4)). By virtue of subclause (6) salary packaging
under any agreement entered into pursuant to subclause (4)
is, subject to subclause (8), to be made available to all em-
ployees of the employer covered by the award. As a second
step the clause provides that a �salary packaging menu� be
agreed in writing between the union and the employer which
identifies, subject to the prior agreement of the majority of
employees affected, the goods and/or services which may be
salary packaged (subclause (11)). Subclause (11) further pro-
vides that the contents of the menu may be varied from time
to time and where the parties are unable to reach agreement as
to the items to be included in the menu, that matter may be
referred to the Commission by either or both of the parties for
resolution. As a third step the format of the salary packaging
agreement and the �requirements for its contents�, including
the administrative fee which may be charged by the employer,
are to be agreed between the union and the employer
(subclauses (12) and (13)). It is also a requirement that the
union and the employer agree on a list of at least three accred-
ited financial counsellors qualified to advise employees con-
cerning salary packaging subclause (14).

Once the agreements between the union and the employer
referred to in the three step process described above are in
place, employees may notify their employer in writing of their
wish to enter into salary packaging. Where an employee de-
cides to enter into salary packaging, the contents of the salary
package are to be agreed between the employee and the em-
ployer, in writing, utilising the menu and format agreed be-
tween the union and the employer (subclause (15)). After a
salary packaging agreement is entered into it may be varied
by the execution of a new agreement (subclause (15)) or be
withdrawn from by either the employer or the employee
(subclause (16)), subject to prescribed notice periods.

The argument of Ms Smith for the Respondent employers is
characterised in three objections to the proposed claim.

The first is that subclauses (4), (11), (12)(a) and (14)(a) do
not raise an industrial matter as defined by S.7 of the Indus-
trial Relations Act 1979 as amended (hereinafter referred to
as the Act).

The second is that subclause (10) is void on the grounds of
public policy because�

(i) such a provision would be contrary to the provisions
of the Government Employees Superannuation Act
1987 and of the Superannuation Guarantee Admin-
istration Act 1992; and

(ii) it would be contrary to the spirit and intent of the
Workplace Agreements Act 1994 to require under
the award that salary packaging be offered to all
employees if salary packaging is offered to any em-
ployee by way of a Workplace Agreement.

The third objection is that the clause in its entirety infringes
S.114 of the Act in that it provides that employees and their
employers may enter into contracts which purport to vary the
award.

In relation to the first objection it is argued by Ms Smith
that the various agreements required to be entered into be-
tween the union and the employer pursuant to subclauses (4),
(11) and (12)(a) of the proposed new clause before an em-
ployee may enter into a salary packaging agreement do not
fall within the definition of �industrial matter� under the Act.

This is said for the reason that they are not matters affecting
or relating to the work privileges, rights, or duties of employ-
ers or employees in any industry or of any employer or em-
ployees therein relating to, inter alia, the wages, salaries,
allowances or other remuneration of employees or the prices
to be paid in respect of their employment (see S.7(1) of the
Act).

It is submitted by Ms Smith that for a matter to be an �in-
dustrial matter� within the meaning of the Act the first test is
to make an initial identification of whether it falls within the
description of �work, privileges, rights and duties of employ-
ers or employees�. It is acknowledged that this would include
the right of the employee to payment of salary and the duty of
the employer to pay salary. The second test, which is said by
Ms Smith to have not been met, is the test of establishing
whether the matter in issue does, as a question of fact, affect
or relate to work, privileges, rights or duties (See The Minis-
ter for Police and The Commissioner of Police and Western
Australian Police Union of Workers�75 WAIG 1504 at 1508).
In the matter now under consideration it is argued that the
agreements referred to in subclauses (4), (11) and (12)(a) can-
not, as a matter of fact, affect or relate to the work, privileges,
rights or duties of the employer or the employee until the
employee actually enters into a salary packaging agreement
pursuant to subclause (5). Until that time, it is submitted, the
agreements that are to be entered into are between the union
and the employer (as opposed to the employee and the em-
ployer) and relate to the �employer�s relationship of deter-
mining what are cash benefits or benefits which will be taken
other than (by) cash with the Union.� (Transcript p.8). Conse-
quently it is said that no industrial matter is raised by subclauses
(4), (11) or (12)(a) and as they are intrinsic to the whole scheme
of the proposed new clause 43 and can�t be severed, the whole
clause should be set aside. A similar argument is put in re-
spect of subclause (14)(a). In addition it is said that subclause
(14)(a) is not about any relationship between an employer and
an employee, but rather about a relationship between a finan-
cial adviser and client.

In support of the arguments on the first objection Ms Smith
cited the authorities in The Queen against Porter and Another
(1992) (127 CLR 353), Re Alcoa Australia Limited and Oth-
ers; Ex Parte Federation of Industrial Manufacturing, and
Engineering Employees (1994) (181 CLR 96) and The Min-
ister for Police and The Commissioner of Police and Western
Australian Police Union of Workers (Supra).

The second objection to the claim raises the question of
public policy and is based upon the contention that subclause
(10), which provides that the rate of salary for the purposes of
superannuation contributions shall be deemed to include the
value of goods and/or services taken in lieu, would be void if
accepted in that it would be contrary to the provisions of the
relevant State and Federal superannuation legislation. Under
S.22 of the Government Employees Superannuation Act 1987
a contributor may elect to contribute to the superannuation
scheme an amount equal to 3, 4 or 5% of salary and subject to
subsections (6) and (7) of that section, may not contribute at
any other rate. S.26 provides that if the salary of a contributor
is reduced the contributor shall, notwithstanding S.22(3), but
subject to S.26(2), contribute to the scheme at the elected per-
centage rate applied to the amount of the reduced salary.
S.26(2) provides the Board with a discretion, except in ex-
cluded circumstances, to permit a contributor to contribute at
the elected rate applied to�

(a) the former salary, so long as that salary exceeds the
actual salary of the contributor;

(b) a notional salary from time to time attributable to
the post occupied by the contributor immediately be-
fore the reduction; or

(c) some other notional salary that the Board considers
appropriate.

No similar discretion exists, however, in relation to an em-
ployer and S.27 of the Government Employees Superannua-
tion Act 1987 provides that an employer listed in Part B of
Schedule 1 to that Act, must pay to the Board contributions at
the rate of 12% of the salaries of members who have elected
to contribute at 5% of their salaries and proportionately more
or less in respect of members who have elected to contribute
at a higher or lower rate pursuant to S.22.
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�Salary� for the purposes of the Government Employees
Superannuation Act 1987 is defined in S.4 in the following
terms:

�(1) Subject to this section, for the purposes of this Act
�salary� in relation to a member�

(a) includes any remuneration or benefit by way
of salary, wages or allowance that is payable
in money to the member in the member�s ca-
pacity as an employee and is certified by the
member�s employer, or by a person duly au-
thorized to do so on behalf of the employer,
to be so payable, and to be likely to continue
to be so payable, while the employee contin-
ues to occupy the position he or she occupies
at the time of the certification;

(b) includes�
(i) an expense of office allowance of a

kind that is subject to income tax;
(ii) a shift allowance or an allowance in-

stead of overtime;
(iii) in relation to a member of the non-con-

tributory scheme, a higher duties allow-
ance or an amount paid as annual leave
loading or as compensation in lieu of
the opportunity for private practice;

(iv) any other allowance except to the ex-
tent that this section otherwise pro-
vides;

(c) does not include�
(i) an amount paid for overtime or as a

bonus;
(ii) an amount paid in lieu of recreation

leave, long service leave or any other
period of leave, or paid as a conse-
quence of terminating a member�s em-
ployment;

(iii) an allowance for travelling, subsistence
or other expenses;

(iv) an amount paid for rent or as a resi-
dence, housing or quarters allowance;

(v) a climatic allowance or an allowance
for equipment;

(vi) in relation to a member of the contribu-
tory scheme, a higher duties allowance
or an amount paid as annual leave load-
ing or as compensation in lieu of the
opportunity for private practice;

(vii) an allowance or part of an allowance
that the Board determines, having re-
gard to and consistently with
subparagraphs (i) to (vi), is not to be
treated as salary for the purposes of this
Act.�

[Exhibit S1] (my emphasis)
Ms Smith referred to Halsbury�s Laws of England Vol 32:

1. MONEY AND INTEREST ON MONEY, paragraph 101
and 102, page 50, to establish the meaning of money. That
meaning, when applied to the definition of salary under the
Government Employees Superannuation Act 1987, it is sub-
mitted, means cash or other legal tender.

In the light of these provisions it is argued that it is quite
clear that for the purposes of the Government Employees Su-
perannuation Act salary means a benefit payable by cash or
other legal tender and that while a contributor may be permit-
ted to make contributions based on a higher figure if their
salary has been reduced, that is a matter for the Government
Employees Superannuation Board to determine pursuant to
the Government Employees Superannuation Act. An award
of the Commission cannot purport to bind the Government
Employees Superannuation Board in that regard. A similar
argument is said by Ms Smith to be applicable in respect of
the Federal Superannuation Guarantee Administration Act.
Under that Act �salary or wages�, as defined in S.11, excludes
benefits within the meaning of the Fringe Benefits Tax As-
sessment Act 1986 which, it is submitted, would encompass

any goods and/or services provided under the proposed Clause
43.�Salary Packaging. It is trite to say that an award of this
Commission cannot override Commonwealth legislation.

A further public policy argument is put on behalf of the
Respondent concerning subclause (17) of the proposed clause
which seeks to impose on the employer an obligation to offer
all its employees covered by the award salary packaging when
the employer �offers salary packaging, however defined, to
any employee covered by this award under some other law
governing employment.� This subclause, it is submitted, would
require the same salary packaging offered under Workplace
Agreements to be offered to employees who elected not to
enter into a workplace agreement and bring the award into
conflict with the spirit and intent of the Workplace Agree-
ments Act 1995, without consideration for the procedures set
out in the proposed Clause 43. It is argued that Sections 7A
through to 7E of the Act not only limit the Commission�s ju-
risdiction in respect of workplace agreements but can also be
taken to imply that employees can only contract out of an award
if they enter into a workplace agreement.

The third objection on behalf of the Respondent raises the
implications of S.114 of the Act, which is in the following
terms.

�114. (1) Subject to this Act, a person shall not be freed
or discharged from any liability or penalty or
from the obligation of any award, industrial
agreement or order of the Commission by rea-
son of any contract made or entered into by
him or on his behalf, and every contract, in so
far as it purports to annul or vary such award,
industrial agreement or order of the Commis-
sion, shall, to that extent, be null and void
without prejudice to the other provisions of
the contract which shall be deemed to be sev-
erable from any provisions hereby annulled.

(2) Each employee shall be entitled to be paid by
his employer in accordance with any award,
industrial agreement or order of the Commis-
sion binding on his employer and applicable
to him and to the work performed, notwith-
standing any contract or pretended contract
to the contrary, and the employee may recover
as wages the amount to which he is hereby
declared entitled in any court of competent ju-
risdiction, but every action for the recovery
of any such amount shall be commenced
within 6 years from the time when the cause
of action arose, and the employee is not enti-
tled to recovery of wages under this subsec-
tion and otherwise, in respect of the same
period.

(3) This section has effect subject to section 7E.�
It is submitted that this section of the Act prohibits con-

tracting out generally and in particular, it prohibits any con-
tract which would vary the terms and conditions of employment
under an award without supervision of the Commission and
further, that the Commission is given no power under the Act
to delegate its authority.

It is contended for the Respondent that the whole intention
of S.114 of the Act is to require the Commission to supervise
the making of awards and in so doing the Commission is
obliged at all times to ensure that any amendments to awards
comply with the Wage Principles as they are made from time
to time. In particular, it is said that the proposed Clause 43 in
its present form is open to be applied in a way which could
allow for discrimination between employees and in that re-
spect, it would be inconsistent with the Structural Efficiency
Principle.

Finally, it is said that the inclusion of such a clause in the
award would be against the concept of an award safety net
and that the matters it seeks to address are properly matters to
be dealt with through the enterprise bargaining process which
would enable agreements incorporating specific arrangements
to be registered in the Commission. As the proposed clause
currently stands there is no requirement that salary packaging
arrangements agreed in accordance with its provisions be reg-
istered in the Commission.
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In response, Mr Panizza for the Applicant spent some time
taking the Commission through the objectives of the proposed
Clause 43 and its provisions. The clause is necessary, it is
submitted, because employers had stated that salary packag-
ing would not be available to employees other than by way of
workplace agreements.

The fundamental issues to be addressed are acknowledged
by Mr Panizza to be whether the matter the subject of the
claim constitutes an industrial matter for the purposes of S.7
of the Act and whether the proposed clause is in breach of
S.114 of the Act.

As to the issue of whether the matter addressed by the pro-
posed clause is an industrial matter for the purposes of the
Act, Mr Panizza submitted that this question should be deter-
mined by reference to what was said by the Industrial Appeal
Court in the Hon Minister for Police and the Commissioner
of Police and the Western Australian Police Union of Work-
ers (Supra). That decision, it is submitted, rejected a narrow-
ing of the definition of industrial matter in earlier decisions
through reliance on authorities concerning the definition of
�industrial matter� under the Commonwealth Act which dis-
tract from the true question of whether the matter in issue
affects or relates to the �work, privileges, rights and duties of
employers and employees or an employer or employee in an
industry�. Mr Panizza then referred to the definition of �in-
dustrial matter� under S.7 of the Act and in particular to para-
graph (a) of that definition, which includes within its meaning
�the wages, salaries, allowances, and other remuneration of
employees or the prices to be paid in respect of their employ-
ment� and contended that salary packaging fits within that
description. He acknowledged that the definition of �indus-
trial matter� is subject to S.7(c) of the Act but submitted that
the claim is unaffected by that provision as it relates only to
employees who are not parties to workplace agreements. He
also submitted that subclause (17) of the proposed clause,
which requires that employers who offer salary packaging to
any employee (including by way of a workplace agreement)
to also offer salary packaging to all employees under the award,
is not precluded by Part IA�Effect of Workplace Agreements
Act 1993, of the Act, from being an industrial matter. The
claim does not require that salary packaging offered under the
award contain the same elements offered by alternative means.
Its purpose is said by Mr Panizza to ensure that if salary pack-
aging is to be offered then it is to be done so on a basis that
does not discriminate against award covered employees by
denying them the same option.

Mr Panizza referred to the authorities of the Industrial Ap-
peal Court in Robe River Iron Associates and Amalgamated
Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western Australia
and Others (67 WAIG 723) and the Full Bench of the Com-
mission in Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd and Amalgamated Metal
Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western Australia and
Others (70 WAIG 2545) and to the various authorities referred
to therein (in particular Bleby�s case (9 SASR 320)), to sup-
port his contention that the matter before the Commission in
these proceedings, concerning as it does a question of the re-
ward to be earned by the employees for their work, clearly
constitutes an industrial matter as defined. These authorities
and in particular Robe River Iron Associates and Amalga-
mated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western Aus-
tralia (69 WAIG 2629), are also relied upon to also establish
that superannuation is an industrial matter. It is conceded by
Mr Panizza, however, that subclause (10) of the proposed
clause, which purports to establish the basis for the calcula-
tion of employer and employee contributions to superannua-
tion, had been written without any real consideration for state
and federal superannuation legislation and that on what had
been put by Ms Smith for the Respondent, difficulties might
arise in relation to that provision. This could be rectified, it
was submitted, by the deletion of the subclause or by an ap-
propriate amendment.

In conclusion Mr Panizza submitted that the proposed Clause
43 is intended to provide, through the award, a comprehen-
sive code covering the method of remuneration of employees
to whom it applies. In this sense he submitted that it is no
different to other award provisions which are not totally pre-
scriptive but rather provide a framework within which em-
ployers and employees can arrange their affairs. This, in his
submission, distinguishes the matter now under consideration

from the matter the subject of The Western Australian Timber
Industry Industrial Union of Workers, South West Land Divi-
sion and Bunnings Limited and Others (70 WAIG 3316 and
the Appeal to the Full Bench of the Commission which fol-
lowed (71 WAIG 15) (the Timber Workers Case) which dealt
with a proposed award variation which was found to be against
the provisions of the Act, including S.114. It is said by Mr
Panizza that if there are specific concerns in relation to the
matters raised by Ms Smith, which he contended are essen-
tially matters of detail, they could be referred back to the par-
ties, if necessary, for attention.

The proposed clause does not change existing award enti-
tlements and is therefore also said by Mr Panizza not to be in
breach of the Wage Principles.

Conclusion
The fundamental question to be answered in this matter is

whether salary packaging by way of the substitution of goods
and/or services valued at their cost for salary payable under
the award constitutes an �industrial matter� as defined under
the Act. �Industrial matter� under the Act is defined in the
following terms.

�`industrial matter�� means, subject to section 7C, any
matter affecting or relating to the work, privileges, rights,
or duties of employers or employees in any industry or of
any employer or employee therein and, without limiting
the generality of that meaning, includes any matter relat-
ing to�

(a) the wages, salaries, allowances, or other re-
muneration of employees or the prices to be
paid in respect of their employment;

(b) the hours of employment, leave of absence,
sex, age, qualification, or status of employees
and the mode, terms, and conditions of em-
ployment including conditions which are to
take effect after the termination of employ-
ment;

(c) the employment of children or young persons,
or of any person or class of persons, in any
industry, or the dismissal of or refusal to em-
ploy any person or class of persons therein;

(d) any established custom or usage of any indus-
try, either generally or in the particular local-
ity affected;

(e) the privileges, rights, or duties of any organi-
zation or association or any officer or mem-
ber thereof in or in respect of any industry;

(f) in respect of apprentices or industrial train-
ees�

(i) their wage rates; and
(ii) subject to the Industrial Training Act

1975�
(I) their other conditions of em-

ployment; and
(II) the rights, duties, and liabilities

of the parties to any agreement
of apprenticeship or industrial
training agreement;

(g) the implementation of an agreement between
an organization of employees and an employer
under which the employer agrees to collect
subscriptions to the organization;

[(h) deleted]
(i) any matter, whether falling within the preced-

ing part of this interpretation or not, where�
(i) an organization of employees and an

employer agree that it is desirable for
the matter to be dealt with as if it were
an industrial matter; and

(ii) the Commission is of the opinion that
the objects of this Act would be fur-
thered if the matter were dealt with as
an industrial matter;

but does not include�
(j) compulsion to join an organization of employ-

ees to obtain or hold employment;
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(k) preference of employment at the time of, or
during, employment by reason of being or not
being a member of an organization of employ-
ees;

(l) non-employment by reason of being or not
being a member of an organization of employ-
ees; or

(m) any matter relating to the matters described in
paragraph (j), (k) or (l);�

The approach to be adopted in relation to this question is
that expressed by Franklyn J in The Minister for Police and
The Commissioner of Police and WA Police Union of Work-
ers where he said�

�In my opinion, the general words of the definition �in-
dustrial matter� in S.7 of the Act provide a definition
considerably wider in its coverage than that of �indus-
trial matters� in the Commonwealth Act. Unlike the Com-
monwealth definition, its terms are not directed initially
to the question whether the matter in issue �pertains� (ie
belongs to or is within the sphere of) the relations of
employers and employees as such. Rather, it is directed
to the question whether the matter in issue affects or re-
lates to the work, privileges, rights or duties of employ-
ers or employees or an employer or employee in any
industry. It seems to me that this requires initial identifi-
cation of what it is, within the description of �work, privi-
lege, rights or duties� of the employer or employee or
employers or employees (as the case may require), that is
said to be affected by or related to the claimed industrial
matter. If that cannot be identified, then the issue does
not concern an industrial matter. If, however, it can be
identified, then the inquiry is next directed to establish-
ing whether the matter in issue does, as a matter of fact,
affect or relate to the identified �work, privilege, right or
duty�. Only if it can be found so to do can it be an �in-
dustrial matter� within the meaning of the Act.�
[Supra at 1508]

In so finding, Franklyn J considered earlier authorities in R
v Portus and Anor (1972) 127 CLR 353; Alcan Australia Ltd;
ex parte Federation of Industrial Manufacturing and Engineer-
ing Employees (1994) 68 ALJR 626; and Manufacturing Gro-
cers Employees Federation of Australia; ex parte Australian
Chamber of Manufacturers (1986) 160 CLR 341 which relied
upon the definition of �industrial matter� in S.4 of the Com-
monwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1909 (as
amended) and said of that approach�

�In my opinion, to approach the question in reliance on
authorities based on the definition in the Commonwealth
Act is to distract from the true question. Whilst it is im-
plicit in the wording of the definition in s7 that the �mat-
ter� must be connected with the relationship between the
employer and employee in their respective capacities as
such, to determine the issue on the further requirement
expressed in the Manufacturing Grocers Employees case
that the matter must not only be so connected, but must
also be �direct and not merely consequential�, diverts from
the necessity of determining whether the matter in fact
affects or relates to the identified work, privilege, right
or duty. The test in the Manufacturing Grocers Employ-
ees case concentrates on the nature and degree of the �con-
nection� between the �matter� and the employer and
employee relationship rather than the test provided for
by the definition in s7.�
[Supra at 1508]

On this authority the question to be answered in the matter
now under consideration is whether the matter in issue �af-
fects or relates to the work, privileges, rights and duties of
employers or employees or an employer or employee in an
industry�. It is not disputed that the matter concerns employ-
ers and employees in an industry. The first test then is to iden-
tify what it is within the description of �work, privileges, rights
or duties� that it is said to be affected by or related to the
claimed industrial matter. In this regard it is conceded that the
right of the employee to the payment of salary and the duty of
the employer to pay salary fits within that description, although
the Act in its terms takes the matter further under paragraph
(a) of the definition of industrial matter in identifying.

�The wages, salaries, allowances or other remuneration
of employees or the prices to be paid in respect of their
employment.�

The second test is to establish whether the matter in issue
(ie salary packaging), as a matter of fact, affects or relates to
�the wages, salaries, allowances or other remuneration of
employees or the prices to be paid in respect of their employ-
ment�. In my view, salary packaging clearly fits within this
description. I am reinforced in this view by the decision of the
Full Bench of the Commission in Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd and
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of West-
ern Australia and Others in which the Full Bench observed.

�In Chalmers v. The Commonwealth of Australia 73 CLR
19 at 37 per McTiernan J. the ordinary meaning of �re-
muneration� was held to be payment for services ren-
dered. However, payment can, particularly in this day and
age, take on a different form from the handing over of
money. That was recognised in R. v. Postmaster-General
(1876) 1 QBD 658 at 663-664 per Blackburn J. where he
said�

I think the word �remuneration�...means a quid pro
quo.

If a man gives his services, whatever consideration he
gets for giving his services seems to me to be a remu-
neration for them. Consequently, I think if a person was
in or in receipt of a percentage or any kind of payment
which would not be an actual money payment, the amount
he would receive annually in respect of this would be
�remuneration�.�
[70 WAIG 2545 at 2552]

On this analysis the provision of goods and or services val-
ued at their cost in substitution for salary would fall within
the description of remuneration.

In my view it makes no difference that the proposed Clause
43 requires a number of matters to be first determined be-
tween the union and the employer to establish the options
available to an employee who wishes to take advantage of
salary packaging as an alternative to remuneration solely by
way of cash payment. I do not accept the argument that be-
cause the proposed clause requires that the union and the
employer (as opposed to the employee and the employer) are
to agree that salary packaging is to be introduced and what the
salary packaging �menu� and the format of the salary packag-
ing agreement and requirements for its contents are to be, that
these matters do not constitute industrial matters. As elements
of the salary packaging process they fall within the scope of
matters encompassed under �work, privileges, rights and du-
ties of employers and employees� relating to �remuneration�
for the purposes of the Act. The union and the employer are
parties to the award and nothing was put in the course of pro-
ceedings to indicate a restriction on their rights and obliga-
tions to deal with any matter affecting the relationship between
employees and employers, so long as such matters are identi-
fiable as �industrial matters� as defined under the Act.

It may well be the case that some provisions within the pro-
posed clause, such as those relating to the superannuation
contributions (subclause (10)) and the role of financial coun-
sellors (subclause (14)(a)) are matters beyond jurisdiction and/
or void on the grounds of public policy as submitted by Ms
Smith. I do not accept, however, that this should cause the
clause as a whole to be set aside as these are matters which are
capable of being rectified individually in the normal course of
events through conciliation and/or arbitration.

The public policy argument is conceded by the Applicant in
respect of subclause (10) of the proposed Clause 43 which
purports to regulate the way in which superannuation contri-
butions are to be calculated. This does not of itself, however,
render the whole clause void and as indicated by the Appli-
cant, this concern can be addressed by moving to amend or
delete that subclause. As to the argument that public policy is
also affected because subclause (17) of the proposed Clause
43 requires that award employees be offered the same salary
package contained �under some other law governing employ-
ment� (which it is conceded includes by way of workplace
agreements), I do not read the subclause in that way. Cer-
tainly, and it is conceded, the intention is that should any em-
ployee be offered a salary packaging agreement by way of a
workplace agreement or otherwise, then award employees
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should not be discriminated against by being denied that same
option. It is not intended, however, that the process under the
proposed Clause 43 would be circumvented. In fact subclause
(17) provides that an offer of salary packaging in these cir-
cumstances be �in accordance with this clause�. It is the case
that the confidentiality provisions under the Workplace Agree-
ments Act 1993 prevents disclosure of the terms of a workplace
agreement for the purposes of proceedings before this Com-
mission (S.39(2)(c)). The Applicant makes it clear, however,
that the application is not intended to conflict with this provi-
sion and indeed I do not interpret it to do so. Again, if the
wording of this subclause in its present form is unclear on this
point it is a matter which can be rectified and does not provide
a basis for setting aside the whole clause.

Having determined the arguments on the questions of
whether or not the proposed clause should be set aside on the
basis that it does not constitute an industrial matter for the
purposes of the Act or on the basis of public policy, it remains
to consider whether the proposed clause in its entirety infringes
S.114 of the Act.

In her argument in support of this objection, Ms Smith for
the Respondent relied upon the authorities in the Timber
Workers Case (Supra) and a decision of the Tasmanian Indus-
trial Relations Commission in an application by the Tasma-
nian Confederation of Industry to vary the Marine Boards
Award (1991 AILR 214).

In the Timber Workers case, the matter concerned an appli-
cation for an industrial agreement which by its terms purported
to confer upon employees the right to enter into an agreement
for working arrangements which could involve a departure
from the award and to provide that to the extent of any incon-
sistency between the award and the agreement, the agreement
would prevail. The application in that matter therefore sought
to empower persons not entitled to vary an award (ie persons
other than the parties) to vary it outside the terms of the Act
and to usurp the Commission�s jurisdiction. Further, it related
to an open ended agenda, other than in respect of the rates of
wages payable which could not be reduced below the mini-
mum. In this respect, the Timber Workers case is distinguish-
able from the matter now under consideration.

In the matter before the Tasmanian Industrial Relations
Commission the parties applied for the insertion into an award
of a clause permitting the making of enterprise agreements to
regulate industrial relations at local ports. Each agreement was
to be forwarded to the Industrial Commission where a mem-
ber would have to, if satisfied that the agreement was not con-
trary to the public interest and was consistent with the Wage
Fixation Principles, accept it as an agreement arising out of
an award under S.55(4) of the Industrial Relations Act 1984.
S.55(4) provides as follows:

�Except in the case of an agreement made as required by
an award, an agreement relating to an industrial matter
made between an employee organisation and an employer
organisation or any employer or employers that is not
approved and registered under this part has no force or
effect under this Act.�

In that case, which it was submitted by Ms Smith was deter-
mined in the light of provisions similar to those contained in
S.114 of the Act, Robinson DP refused the application. In so
doing he made a number of observations which are in my
view of assistance in deciding the matter now under consid-
eration. Those observations, as taken from the report of the
Australian Industrial Law Review (Supra) are as follows.

1. �Robinson DP was prepared to accept that sec 55(4)
gives the Commission discretion to provide in an
award for agreements to be reached in appropriate
circumstances. Evidence was given of clauses in
other awards which permit parties to vary award pro-
visions by mutual consent. However, these clauses
all referred to specific subject matters within a lim-
ited range, while the present claim relation to an
�open ended agenda� of matters other than �State
standards�.�

[Supra at p255]

2. �Robinson DP concluded that the proposed clause
was deficient, not because it may not be allowable

under sec 55(4), but because it lacked proper merit.
He said that:
�I do not agree with the all-embracing, arbitrary type
of provision presently submitted in these proceed-
ings because it removes more of the Commission�s
exercise of discretion than can be shown to be justi-
fied.� �
[Supra at p256]

3. �He was not opposed to parties opting out of the
system nor did he discourage the making of regis-
tered agreements in lieu of being bound by an award.
He went on:
�And similarly I acknowledge that there is an im-
portant role for consenting parties to have flexibility
within designated award provisions of an appropri-
ate type, provided the Commission is aware of and
accepts such procedures in advance. This is a vastly
different scenario to that now being proposed where
the agenda of items is unknown and the parties will
be able to diminish the exercise of discretion by the
statutory body appointed to be responsible for the
content of all awards and agreements within its ju-
risdiction.� �
[Supra at p256]

It would seem to me that the matter now under considera-
tion is of the type described by Robinson DP in 3. above. As
indicated there and as submitted by Mr Panizza for the Appli-
cant, it is not unusual for there to be flexibility within desig-
nated award provisions. In this respect Mr Panizza points to
hours clauses in awards of the Commission which commonly
have within them the scope for hours, meal times, etc to be
varied within prescribed parameters under that award. What
is now sought is little different in that the designated award
provision (ie the level of salary as a form of remuneration)
can not be interfered with but a proportion of it can be taken
in a form other than money, subject to procedures which it is
intended would be known in advance and accepted by the
Commission. Those procedures are to be established between
the parties with the assistance of the Commission where ap-
propriate and permit the employee and employer to enter into
salary packaging only within the terms so established.

I do not accept that the Application in its terms is discrimi-
natory or inconsistent with the concept of an award safety net
and therefore contrary to the State of Principles enunciated by
the Commission in Court Session in its State Wage Case De-
cisions. I do agree with the submission of Ms Smith that sal-
ary packaging is a matter that is best dealt with through the
enterprise bargaining process. If, however, there is anything
in what Mr Panizza has said about the refusal of the employer
to entertain salary packaging other than by way of workplace
agreements (and the Commission is yet to hear direct evidence
on that) then it would seem to me that that action in itself
could be seen to be discriminatory and thus it would be well
within the Principles to deal with the matter through an ap-
propriate award variation.

Having found that this matter is within jurisdiction it is to
be re-listed at a mutually convenient date for hearing as to
merit. If, as Mr Panizza has submitted, there has been no dis-
cussions about the terms of the proposed clause because of
the stance taken by the employer, it would seem to me that the
parties ought make use of the intervening period to hold dis-
cussions and clarify their respective positions in order that the
further proceedings before the Commission might be assisted.

Appearances: Mr C. Panizza appeared on behalf of the Ap-
plicant Union.

Ms J. Smith (of Counsel) appeared on behalf of the Re-
spondent.
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INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE—
Complaints before—

IN THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES COURT
HELD AT PERTH

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

Complaint Nos 11 of 1995, 142 of 1995
143 of 1995, 37 of 1996 and 38 of 1996.

Delivered 5 September 1996.

BEFORE: DENIS REYNOLDS SM

COMPLAINANT�EDITH FISHER

and

DEFENDANT�THE TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD.

Mr Kenner instructed by Mallesons Stephen Jaques appeared
for the Complainant

Mr Lucev instructed by Freehill, Hollingdale and Page ap-
peared for the Defendant

Reasons for Decision.
THERE are five complaints before me that can be summa-
rised as follows:

11/1995�Failure to keep a time and salaries record in
breach of clause 46 of PSA A3 of 1989 (�the Award�).
142/1995�Failure to allocate a salary range in breach of
clause 10 of the Award.
143/1995�Failure to pay overtime in breach of clause
18 of the Award.
37/1996�Failure to pay annual leave, pro-rate leave and
annual leave loading in breach of clause 19 of the Award.
38/1996�Failure to pay accumulated long service leave
in breach of clause 21 of the Award.

At the close of the complainant�s case, counsel for the de-
fendant has submitted that the defendant has no case to an-
swer. Before the merits of the submission can be considered it
is necessary to first consider whether or not in proceedings
such as these it is open to submit that there is no case to an-
swer and further if such a submission is open, is it necessary
for the defendant to first elect whether or not it intends to give
evidence or call evidence.

Section 81CA(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA)
(�the Act�) deals with the general jurisdiction of the Indus-
trial Magistrates court which is what is exercised in respect of
claims for breaches of awards. That subsection provides as
follows:

�Except as otherwise prescribed by or under this Act or
another law�
(a) the powers of an Industrial Magistrates court: and
(b) the practice and procedure to be observed by an In-

dustrial Magistrates Court,
when exercising general jurisdiction are those provided
for by the Local Courts Act 1904 as if the proceedings
were an action within the meaning of that Act.�

The introduction of section 81CA of the Act coincided with
the repeal of subsection (8) of section 83 of the Act which
previously provided:

�Unless otherwise prescribed, the practice and procedure
to be observed before an Industrial Magistrates court shall
be those observed in civil proceedings.�

Although the Act now prescribes that the practice and pro-
cedure is to be that governed by the Local Courts Act ,rather
than the general requirement that the practice and procedure
is to be that observed in civil proceedings, both the old sub-
section (8) of sub-section 83 and section 81CA(2) provide for
that procedure to be observed �unless otherwise prescribed�
and �except as otherwise prescribed� respectively. The Indus-
trial Arbitration (Industrial Magistrates) Regulations 1980 are
made under the Act. The Full Bench of the Commission has
previously expressed the view that section 83(8) was subject
to these regulations. It seems clear to me that section 81CA(2)
is also subject to these regulations.

In the Full Bench decision of Registrar v Amalgamated
Metal Works and Shipwrights Union of Western Australia
(1989) 70 WAIG 29 at 31 the Full Bench said as follows:

�The standard of proof in these proceedings by virtue of
section 83(7) is a civil standard.
In addition, unless otherwise prescribed, the procedure
and practice to be observed before an Industrial Magis-
trate is prescribed to be �those observed in civil proceed-
ings�.
The Industrial Arbitration (Industrial Magistrates) Regu-
lations 1980 prescribed that the Justices Act procedure
apply. This constitutes practice and procedure �otherwise
prescribed�. Thus, the �no case ot answer� procedure
would be that which is governed by the practice in crimi-
nal matters.
Section 141 of the Justice Act prescribes as follows:

The practice before Justices upon the hearing of a
complaint of a simple offence or other matter shall,
in respect of the examination and cross examination
of witnesses be in accordance as nearly as may be
with the practice for the time being of the Supreme
Court upon the trial of an issue of fact in an action at
law. But the complainant, his Counsel, or solicitor
shall not, without the leave of the Justices, be enti-
tled to make any observations in reply upon the evi-
dence given by the defendant, nor shall the defendant,
his Counsel, or solicitor without such leave, be able
to make any observations in reply upon the evidence
given by the complainant in reply.

What that means is that the party making the submis-
sions is not put to his election. A finding that there is a
case to answer is not a decision on the whole case against
the party making the submissions.
In criminal cases, the accused is not put to his election
before calling the evidence (see Evgeniou v R (1964) 37
ALJR 508).
The basis of the submission is that there is no evidence
upon which the Court could convict (see May v O�Sullivan
(1958) 92 CLR 654). In this case, of course, a conviction
is not involved (see Mount Newman Mining Co Pty Ltd v
AWU (1974) 54 WAIG 1542).
The proceedings, therefore, are civil by statutory prescrip-
tion and criminal by regulatory prescription, in practice
and procedure.
In May v O�Sullivan (op cit) at p 658 the Full High Court,
in a unanimous judgment, said:
�When, at the close of the case for the prosecution, a
submission is made that there is �no case to answer� the
evidence to be decided is not whether on the evidence as
it stands the defendant ought to be convicted, but whether
on the evidence, as it stands, he could lawfully be con-
victed. This is really a question of law.� (see also R v
Briggs (op cit) at 104-105).
After the prosecution has adduced evidence sufficient to
support proof of the issue, the defendant may or may not
call evidence. Whether he does or not, the question to be
decided in the end by the Tribunal is whether, on the whole
of the evidence before it, it is satisfied beyond reason-
able doubt that the defendant is guilty, which is a ques-
tion of fact.
By the application of the criminal practice of the Supreme
Court of this State, criminal practice as to the no case to
answer submissions exist in enforcement proceedings
against the presence of the standard of proof.�

The question of law to be decided in determining whether
there is a case to answer is not whether on the evidence the
defendant ought to be convicted but whether the defendant
could lawfully be convicted (see May v O�Sullivan (1955)
92CLR 655,658.

In Zanetti v Hill (1961) 108 CLR 433 Kitto J said at 442:
�Of course this does not mean that the case for the pros-
ecution must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt be-
fore there is a case for the defendant to answer. The
question whether there is a case to answer, arising as it
does at the end of the prosecution�s evidence�in-chief,
is simply the question of law whether the defendant could
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lawfully be convicted on the evidence as it stands�
whether, that is to say, there is with respect to every ele-
ment of the offence some evidence which, if accepted,
would either prove the element directly or enable it�s ex-
istence to be inferred. That is a question to be carefully
distinguished from the question of fact for ultimate deci-
sion, namely whether every element of the offence is es-
tablished to the satisfaction of the Tribunal of fact beyond
a reasonable doubt.�

In determining whether there is a case to answer the pros-
ecution�s evidence is to be taken at its highest (see Doney v R
(1990) 171 CLR 207). Where at the close of the prosecution
case the Magistrate thinks that inferences of fact could be prop-
erly drawn equally consistent with guilt or innocence he should
not rule there is no case to answer (see Torrance v Cornish
(1985) 79 FLR 87 at 89). Whether the evidence is sufficient
to raise a case to answer is to be judged on a consideration
only of the evidence which militates for the prosecution and
not evidence favouring the defence (see the Queen v Towers
(1984) 75 FLR 77 at 80).

The standard of proof in the Industrial Magistrates court in
proceedings such as these is on the balance of probabilities
and not beyond reasonable doubt. However, the relevant prin-
ciples on a no case to answer submission otherwise still apply.

In summary, in proceedings such as these it is open for a
defendant to make a submission of no case to answer and be-
fore doing so the defendant is not put to an election. It is nec-
essary for the Magistrate to consider the evidence on every
element and decide on the evidence whether it could lead to
the defendant being found guilty of the alleged breach of the
relevant award.

The five complaints all allege breach of the Government
Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989
(PSA A3 of 1989) (�the Award�). The scope clause of the
Award is clause 4 and it provides as follows:

�This Award shall apply to all Government Officers eli-
gible for membership of the Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated, employed by the Public
Authorities listed in Schedule A, except for those offic-
ers specified in Schedule B, or officers whose salaries or
salary ranges, conditions or allowances are determined
or recommended pursuant to the Salaries and Allowances
Act 1975 or any other Act or are determined or to be
determined by the Government pursuant to the provisions
of any Act of Parliament.�

During the course of the complainant�s case, counsel for the
defendant raised an objection in respect of evidence sought to
be lead on the salary of other employees of the defendant.
When I ruled on the objection I did not comment upon or
determine whether or not the complainant was a Government
Officer. This was a deliberate omission on my part at the time
because I considered that whether or not the complainant was
a Government Officer was a matter that the complainant should
have the opportunity of leading evidence on, in the course of
the presentation of her case. Until such time as the complain-
ant had been afforded the opportunity of presenting evidence
and closing her case, it would have been premature to com-
ment on whether or not there was evidence upon which it could
be concluded that the complainant was a Government Officer.
It is now necessary to consider this issue in the context of a
submission of no case to answer.

The term �Government Officer� is not defined in the defini-
tions clause, clause 6, of the Award. �Officer� is defined in
clause 6 to mean:

�a Government Officer within the meaning of the Indus-
trial Relations Act 1979.�

The relevant part of section 80C of the Act contains defini-
tions of what constitutes a Government Officer. The only part
of the definition that could apply in favour of the complainant
in this particular case is that set out in section 80C (1)(b) of
the Act which defines a �Government Officer� to include
�every other person employed on the salaried staff of a public
authority�.

I therefore turn to consider the evidence relevant to the is-
sue whether the complainant was paid a salary.

The complainant entered into an agreement with the defend-
ant on 12 June 1970. The complainant continued her

employment with the defendant until 2 March 1992 when the
defendant dismissed the complainant from her employment
as the Manageress of the defendant�s Agency in Beverley.

The agreement by and between the parties and made on 12
June 1970 referred to the complainant as �the Authorised Agent
� and the defendant as �the Board�.

The agreement contains a number of important provisions,
in my opinion, relevant on the issue of �salary�. Relevant pro-
visions include the following:

�2. The Authorised Agent shall at all times during the
said term use his best endeavours to carry on the
said Agency and to conduct the same in a proper,
orderly and efficient manner in accordance with the
general policy laid down by the Board and without
limiting the generality of the foregoing:

(e) employ such number of persons as shall be
necessary for the proper and efficient conduct
of the said Agency and furnish to the Board
such particulars regarding the person so em-
ployed as the Board may from time to time
require.

(g) effect a public risk insurance policy in an
amount not less than $20,000 as occupier of
the said premises with an insurance company
approved by the Board and also effect and
maintain a cash in transit burglary and theft
insurance in respect of all cash in his control
and a fire burglary and theft insurance on all
furniture, fixtures, fittings, machines, plant and
equipment in the said premises belonging to
the Board in such sums as the Board may from
time to time determine.

5. The Authorised Agent shall not be required and need
not be in personal attendance at the said premises
during the times the same shall be open for busi-
ness.

7. The Board shall pay to the Authorised Agent during
the term hereof a commission set forth in the second
Schedule hereto.

THE SECOND SCHEDULE HEREIN BEFORE RE-
FERRED TO:
Commission: (a) Opening fee of $2.25 per hour to be

paid on a weekly basis according to the
hours that the agency is open to the pub-
lic as authorised by the Board;
plus
(b) An amount of one cent (1c) per bet on
the net investments; plus
(c) Commission on weekly turnover�

Up to $6,000 : 2 1/2%
From $6,001 to $10,000 : 1 1/2%
Over $10,000 : 1%.�

The fact that the parties describe the payment as a �Com-
mission� does not necessarily mean that the payments could
not be properly regarded as �salary�. It is necessary to exam-
ine the whole of the evidence in connection with the payments
by the defendant to the complainant in order to consider how
they should be properly categorised.

In Nette v Horwarth (1935) 53 CLR 55 Rich J said at 60:
�Salary, I think must mean a definite payment for per-
sonal services arising under some contract, and (to bor-
row and expression of my brother Fry) computed by time
(In Re Shine; ex parte Shine (1892) 1 QB 529).
In Re Shine, Fry LJ said as follows:

�Whenever a sum of money has these four charac-
teristics�irst, that it is paid for services rendered;
secondly, that it is paid under some contract or ap-
pointment; thirdly, that it is computed by time, and
fourthly, that it is payable at a fixed time�I am in-
clined to think that it is a salary and not the lesser so
because it is liable to determination of the will of the
payer or that it is liable to deductions. I do not mean
to say that it is a complete definition of a �salary� or
that it includes every kind of salary, but I think that;
whenever these four circumstances occur, the pay-
ment is a salary.�
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The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (Third Edition)
defines �salary� as �a fixed payment made periodically
to a person as compensation for regular work; now usu-
ally for non-manual or non-mechanical work (as opposed
to wages).� The Macquarie Dictionary defines �salary �
as �a fixed periodical payment, usually monthly, paid to
a person for regular work or services, especially work
other than that of a manual, mechanical or menial kind�.

The evidence given by the complainant is consistent with
the agreement entered into by and between the complainant
and the defendant on 12 June 1970 and in particular with those
provisions that I have earlier mentioned herein. The complain-
ant gave evidence that she received commission from the de-
fendant. She said that she was at the Agency for about 85% to
90% of the time. When she was not at the Agency and on
some occasions when she was at the Agency she employed
some other person to ensure the proper operation of the
Agency. She used the commission paid to her by the defend-
ant to fund her payment to the person employed by her. The
complainant�s evidence was that the commission she received
consisted of an opening fee which was based on the hours that
the Agency was opened to the public and investments and
commission which depended upon the number of betting tick-
ets sold and the amount of turnover of the Agency. There was
a guaranteed turnover of the Agency so that she received a
minimum amount of commission.

The complainant gave evidence on the way she was paid
her commission. She would regularly deduct the whole of the
commission from the takings of the Agency. She said that she
was able to either write a cheque for herself or pay herself in
cash if she wished at the end of the week however she chose.
At the end of each week there was just the one payment equiva-
lent to the whole of the base fee, the ticket fee and the com-
mission on turnover. In other words there was no separate
payment in respect of each of the three components constitut-
ing the commission as a whole.

From November 1989 to March 1992 inclusive various
amounts of commission were paid on various dates as fol-
lows:

Date Commission ($) Date Commission ($)
02.11.89 288.49 11.01.90 230.83
09.11.89 533.21 18.01.90 279.81
16.11.89 277.22 25.01.90 282.66
23.11.89 282.30 01.02.90 412.47
30.11/89 276.97 08.02.90 298.74
07.12.89 289.17 15.02.90 284.96
14.12.89 278.49 22.02.90 292.64
21.12.89 284.54 01.03.90 293.44
28.12.89 474.63 08.03.90 423.94
04.01.90 421.47 15.03.90 277.25
22.03.90 282.86 01.11.90 291.62
29.03.90 298.63 08.11.90 581.24
05.04.90 277.10 15.11.90 300.49
12.04.90 372.47 06.12.90 302.06
19.04.90 377.45 13.12.90 296.79
26.04.96 376.11 20.12.90 303.88
03.05.90 275.79 27.12.90 561.19
10.05.90 272.77 03.01.91 536.76
17.05.90 272.77 10.01.91 302.35
24.05.96 277.92 17.01.91 304.93
31.05.90 276.99 24.01.91 296.33
07.06.90 405.21 31.01.91 436.44
14.06.90 273.01 07.02.91 302.87
21.06.90 276.92 14.02.91 302.23
28.06.90 278.69 21.02.91 299.57
05.07.90 276.81 28.02.91 294.58
12.07.90 271.76 07.03.91 457.92
19.07.90 273.52 14.03.91 296.61
26.07.90 276.24 21.03.91 302.94
02.08.90 275.05 28.03.91 354.23
09.08.90 281.96 04.04.91 450.53
16.08.90 302.39 11.04.91 301.17
23.08.90 280.05 18.04.91 295.22
30.08.90 280.69 25.04.91 406.17
06.09.90 291.56 02.05.91 291.73
13.09.90 287.61 09.05.91 236.35
20.09.90 287.59 16.05.91 345.79
27.09.90 284.23 23.05.91 287.04
04.10.90 415.17 06.06.91 407.98
11.10.90 287.96 13.06.91 291.69
18.10.90 315.08 20.06.91 286.61
25.10.90 289.07 27.06.91 279.38
04.07.91 294.09 24.10.91 296.09
11.07.91 282.99 31.10.91 296.09

Date Commission ($) Date Commission ($)
18.07.91 284.58 07.11.91 588.52
25.07.91 284.58 14.11.91 320.80
01.08.91 283.53 21.11.91 313.42
22.08.91 284.80 28.11.91 298.79
29.09.91 284.80 05.12.91 305.66
05.09.91 282.04 12.12.91 301.35
12.09.91 286.66 19.12.91 293.34
19.09.91 282.90 26.12.91 436.98
26.09.91 280.09 02.01.92 505.94
03.10.91 433.06 09.01.92 308.48
10.10.91 287.28 16.01.92 298.03
17.10.91 285.82 23.01.92 299.31

05.03.92 436.51
It is clear from the amounts of the commission paid that,

while the manner of calculation was regular, the actual amounts
paid were not.

Counsel for the complainant has submitted that the opening
fee or base fee was a set �weekly� fee and the ticket fee and
the commission were also based on �weekly� turnover. Coun-
sel has also referred to the fact that one lump sum payment
was made covering all three components of commission and
that this was done at the end of each �week� on a regular
basis. Counsel therefore submits that on the basis of Shines
case it is clear that (1) the complainant was paid for services
rendered in managing the Beverley Agency, (2) the complain-
ant was paid as an employee under a contract of employment,
(3) a proportion of her payment was computed by time (open-
ing or base fee) and (4) the payments were regular.

While labelled as �commission�, the proper nature of the
payment to the complainant must be considered having re-
gard to each and all of its component parts as a whole. In
other words the proper nature of the payment cannot be ar-
rived at by regard to any one of its component parts without
reference to the others. It is therefore not open to conclude
that the payment was a salary based on a narrow considera-
tion that only took into account the fact that the complainant
was paid an opening fee that was calculated by reference to
time and payable at fixed times. Clearly the ticket fee and the
commission on turnover derogate from the proposition that
the opening fee or base fee and the payment as a whole was a
salary.

In my opinion the payment as a whole was not �computed
by time� using the words of Fry LJ in Shine�s case. The pay-
ment varied from week to week depending upon the amount
for the ticket fee and commission on turnover for that particu-
lar week. Although the payments were made on a weekly ba-
sis and so �at a fixed time� that is quite a different thing to
them being �computed by time�.

One of the four characteristics of �salary� per Fry LJ in
Shine�s case is that it is paid for services rendered. I have
previously pointed out the provision in the agreement whereby
the complainant need not be in personal attendance at the
Agency during the times that it shall be open for business. I
have also referred to the evidence of the complainant that she
was at the Agency for about 85% to 90% of the time. The
point is that the payment was made whether or not the com-
plainant personally rendered any services for the defendant. If
the complainant employed some other person to work in the
Agency in her absence to ensure that it operated within the
terms of her agreement with the defendant, then the defendant
still paid her a commission in respect of that time calculated
by reference to the opening fee, the number of tickets and the
turnover. The complainant could then pay the other person�s
wages from the commission payment she received from the
defendant.

Counsel for the complainant has referred to the case of In
Re Klein ex parte Goodwin (1906) 22TLR 664 which held
that �salary� also includes payments by way of commission.
Reference to this case shows that the proceedings concerned
the Bankruptcy Act 1888 (UK) and commission payments were
held to be �salary� within the meaning of that Act. In my opin-
ion In Re Klein has a limited application and this case can be
clearly distinguished from it on the facts. In Mutual Accept-
ance Co Ltd., the Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1944)
69CLR 389 at 403 Dixon J in discussing the meaning of the
term �wages� said:

�In the definition of �wages� the first two words �wages�
and �salary� refer to ordinary forms of remuneration for
work done. �Commission� covers percentage rewards and
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�bonuses� occasional or periodical additions whether con-
tracted or voluntary�.

In my opinion the concepts of commission and bonus have
a different meaning in general usage, and that meaning is not
encompassed in the ordinary meaning of the terms �wages�
and �salary�.

Finally I refer to the agreement between the parties whereby
the complainant was to effect insurance. While it is not pro-
vided that payment of the insurance premiums should be de-
ducted from commission, in the absence of any other income
being received by the complainant she would necessarily have
to meet such payments out of the commission. One would not
ordinarily consider a salary payment to be the source of pay-
ment of insurance premiums by an employee to at least indi-
rectly benefit the employer.

Counsel for the complainant has also submitted that I could
conclude that the complainant was on the �salaried staff� of
the defendant because she was employed as an Agency Man-
ager and on the evidence other Agency Managers of the de-
fendant were members of its �salaried staff�.

In the context of a no case to answer submission it is impor-
tant to appreciate that there is no direct evidence that the com-
plainant was at all material times a member of the �salaried
staff� of the defendant. Indeed the direct evidence is to the
contrary. It seems that both the complainant and the defend-
ant did not regard the complainant as a member of the defend-
ant�s �salaried staff�. In one of the exhibits before the court
when asked �what was the gross amount of the wages/sal-
ary?� the complainant wrote �$commissions�. Further, the
complainant distinguished between salary and other income
in her tax returns and the payments received by her from the
defendant were not claimed by her as salary.

It is submitted on behalf of the complainant that it is open
for me to conclude that the complainant was a salaried officer
by reason of the evidence before the court and status of the
complainant as an employee at the relevant time. There is evi-
dence that other Agency managers of the defendant who car-
ried out duties similar to those of the complainant were on
salaried staff.

If there is direct evidence that the complainant was a mem-
ber of the �salaried staff� of the defendant then notwithstand-
ing all of the other evidence I should reject the no case
submission. However as I have mentioned, there is no direct
evidence that the complainant was a member of the �salaried
staff� of the defendant. This is a conclusion that is said to be
open by way of inference.

Whether any such inference is open, whether any compet-
ing inference is open and weighing all inferences against one
another needs to be considered having regard to the evidence
as a whole. It does not necessarily follow that because other
Agency Managers of the defendant were members of its �sala-
ried staff� that therefore the complainant should be regarded
as one. The similarity of the duties between the complainant
and other Managers is but one aspect to be taken into account.
It needs to be considered together with the rest of the evi-
dence as a whole which includes the evidence on and in con-
nection with the agreement between the parties and the nature
of the payment as I have previously discussed.

In my opinion, having regard to the whole of the evidence,
if it is open to infer that the complainant was a member of the
�salaried staff� of the defendant then such an inference is far
and away outweighed by the inference that she was not.

Conclusions
In my opinion it could not be concluded on the evidence

that the complainant was at all material times on the �salaried
staff� of a Public Authority. Further, in my opinion it could
not be concluded on the evidence that at all or any material
time the complainant was paid a salary and was therefore a
member of the �salaried staff� of a Public Authority, namely
the defendant. Therefore it could not be concluded on the evi-
dence that the complainant was a Government Officer. On
this ground the no case to answer submission is upheld. It is
not necessary to consider any other issues raised during the
course of the submissions.

D J Reynolds SM.

SECTION 23—
Miscellaneous matters—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian

Branch
and

Transfield Construction Pty Ltd and ABB Engineering Pty
Ltd and Others.

Nos. 300 and 301 of 1996.

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch

and
O�Donnell Griffin Pty Ltd and Others.

Nos. 728 and 729 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
6 September 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: These are all applications to increase
the site allowances payable to contractors working at the Alcoa
refineries at Kwinana , Pinjarra and Wagerup. Contractors
perform work continuously at the three sites, although the iden-
tity of the various contractors and the specific work which is
performed might vary over time. Site allowances are already
paid pursuant to Orders of this Commission. It is sufficient
for present purposes to note that the current site allowances
payable at Kwinana and Pinjarra resulted from a decision of
the Commission in Court Session in 1988 (68 WAIG 784)
and followed inspections of Kwinana and Pinjarra and a hear-
ing before Halliwell SC in 1987. The allowance currently pay-
able at Wagerup was set by a decision of the Commission in
1990 (71 WAIG 474). The allowances granted on those occa-
sions have been indexed over time and are currently as fol-
lows:

Kwinana site: $1.44 per hour
Pinjarra site: $1.23 per hour
Wagerup site: $1.19 per hour

A history of the allowances from 1980 is contained in ex-
hibit MEWU 1.

The unions claim that the various site allowances should be
increased to a uniform $3.50 per hour. The claim is opposed
by the respondents.

The applications also seek to restate the Schedule of Re-
spondents to the various orders to reflect the current contrac-
tors. This part of the application is consented to.

The Commission inspected all three sites and heard the
matter over a number of sitting days. The Commission heard
evidence from nine witnesses called by the unions and three
witnesses called by the respondents.

The task of the Commission in these matters is not to decide
whether a site allowance should issue. That has already been
decided and is not, in substance, challenged. The position of
the respondents is that the current site allowances prescribed
are adequate and should not be increased. It is common ground
that the Commission is to consider the applications in the con-
text of the Statement of Principles. Relevantly, Clause 5.�
Adjustment of Allowances and Service Increments provides
as follows:

Existing allowances for which an increase is claimed be-
cause of changes in the work or conditions will be deter-
mined in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
work value changes provision of this Statement of Prin-
ciples.

Clause 6.�Work Value Changes of the Statement of Prin-
ciples relevantly provides as follows:

(1) Changes in work value may arise from changes in
the nature of the work, skill and responsibility
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required or the conditions under which the work is
performed. Changes in work by themselves may not
lead to a change in wage rates. The strict test for an
alteration in wages rates is that the change in the
nature of the work should constitute such a signifi-
cant net addition to work requirements as to warrant
the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a
higher classification.

...
(6) The expression �the conditions under which the work

is performed� relates to the environment in which
the work is done.

((1996) 76 WAIG 911 at 924, 925)
The existing site allowances awarded by the Commission

have been awarded for the nature of the work and the condi-
tions under which the work has been performed on the three
sites. In relation to Kwinana and Pinjarra the decision of
Halliwell SC ((1988) 68 WAIG 256), upon which the Com-
mission in Court Session decision mentioned above was based,
referred to the following:

1. that the sites are both fully operational and in pro-
duction;

2. that the employees are exposed to caustic;
3. that there is compulsory wearing of mono-goggles

in various areas of the refinery;
4. that the employees are subjected to considerable at-

mospheric heat generated by the operating process;
5. there is dust from bauxite in the particular areas de-

scribed;
6. the employees work in very confined and cramped

areas;
7. that these disabilities described are not an exhaus-

tive list.
As far as Wagerup is concerned, the attention of the Com-

mission was not drawn to any previous arbitrated decision
which established the site allowance. Wagerup was not in-
spected by the Commission in 1987 and the site allowances
prescribed in 1981 (61 WAIG 1787) and in 1990 (71 WAIG
474) were not arbitrated.

In relation to Kwinana and Pinjarra it is apparent that the
unions will need to show that the nature of the work, or the
conditions under which it is performed, has changed from that
considered by the Commission and already taken into account
in setting the existing site allowances. In relation to Wagerup,
the task of the unions is substantially the same, but it is a little
more difficult to ascertain the extent to which factors such as
those currently before the Commission were taken into ac-
count in the setting of the site allowance following the agree-
ment of the parties.

The starting point also is that each of the three sites has a
different allowance. The Commission will therefore consider
the evidence before it regarding the claim that the existing
allowances be increased. The Commission will also be alert
to the evidence which also points to any new allowance being
paid across all three sites. I state at the outset that I generally
accept the evidence of the unions� witnesses. It was tested by
cross-examination and withstood that test. The evidence re-
garding the three sites is as follows:

KWINANA
The evidence before me establishes that the nature of the
work has increased in scope as there has been a propor-
tionate decrease in the scope of work performed by per-
manent Alcoa employees. This includes renewing
pipework, repairing bursting pipes and involves working
longer hours. Because of the age of the plant it now has
to be repaired more often and increased time is spent in
noisy and otherwise dirty areas. Work on cable ladders is
more difficult because of the effect over the years of caus-
tic falling into cable trays and the effect of UV exposure.
I do not lose sight of the evidence that caustic has been
an ever present feature of work at Kwinana, but I also
find that the �stalactites and stalagmites� of caustic, which
have been formed as the plant has aged, are an indication
of the effect of caustic in the plant over time as distinct
from its effect on a daily basis. When work is performed
on tanks they are now not emptied nor covered whereas

previously they were. The number of shutdowns has in-
creased.

PINJARRA
The age of plant means that it is becoming bigger, noisier
and dirtier. The evidence reveals that there are more shut-
downs and refurbishments being undertaken here also.
Shutdown work can be quite intensive. When shutdown
work occurs there are a large number of employees in a
confined space.  Indeed Mr Booth described it as �utter
chaos� with all different trades in the shutdown area at
once and adjacent units are still live and hot. Shutdowns
occur on a far greater and �almost continuous basis�.
Shutdowns have occurred on all furnaces.  In the evi-
dence of one witness the breakdown in material follow-
ing the presence of caustic has been �phenomenal�. When
working on tanks in 1987, the tanks used to be emptied.
Now, tanks can remain full. Continual high production
of product means that sometimes contract employees have
to stay in an area that is otherwise evacuated due to
spillages. On one estimate, contractors are now working
on a greater scope of work than previously because the
plant is older and if the work is dirty, or is scheduled to
last longer than three days, then it is done by contractors
whereas previously it would have been done by Alcoa�s
own employees. This applies particularly in relation to
valve changes where contractors now change some valves.
The use of harnesses if an employee is working more
than 300mm off the ground and the use of overalls is a
change which has occurred since 1987. Mr O�Connor,
who attended the Commission and gave evidence wear-
ing mono-goggles, full body harness, mask, helmet and
overalls described them as �bulky and uncomfortable�
and that mono-goggles gave double vision. His evidence
is that the age of the plant means more insulation work
needs replacing and scaffolding is required to be erected
prior to the maintenance work being done. At such times
the scaffolders are working on tanks which are still run-
ning and they are dirty and hot. Repairs to lagging are
now done by contractors when previously it would have
been done by members of the Alcoa work force. Scaf-
folding, which is necessary for shut down work, is erected
whilst the plant, the subject of the shut down, is still run-
ning. Even if one vessel is shut down its neighbour is
still running with the consequent disability of heat and
noise. More work is being done removing roofing over
live tanks. Tanks used to be emptied but now contractors
have to work above them while the tanks are operating.

WAGERUP
The evidence here reveals that there is more construction
work being undertaken at Wagerup than may have been
featured previously. The evidence of one witness who
had been at Wagerup for five years was that the use of
mono-goggles led to a loss of peripheral vision and some
�fogging� of the lens. His evidence is that policy changes
in relation to the wearing of full safety gear has made it
�a lot harder to get the job done�. There has been a change
in the level of plant modification and an increase in shut-
down work. Work is being done that used to be done by
Alcoa�s employees. Indeed, the evidence of Mr Cure is
important in this regard as he had worked for Alcoa at
Pinjarra between 1981 and 1989 before working for con-
tractors. His evidence, which I accept, is that more work
is placed on the contractors in relation to shutdowns,
upgrades and the nature of the work that is now performed.
Alcoa has increased its production which has meant that
plant now runs continuously. Overflows are a regular
occurrence and a high degree of caustic mud drops from
the flukes. There is now work in renewing lines and
valves. New walkways are being constructed to allow
easier access to valves. Shutdown work is quite inten-
sive. Previously, perhaps four and a half years previously,
there used to be more notice of shutdowns. Mr Wakeford
gave evidence of working 83 hours in one week on a
shutdown for which he had been given notice only the
night before. The shutdown work lasted on a 24 hour�
round the clock basis for the week. Spillages are occur-
ring more frequently, and apparently �always and without
warning� from precipitators in Building 45. Mr Wakeford
gave evidence that his safety boots used to last for the
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whole year. The exposure to caustic spillages is such that
he now requires three pairs per year. There is now a re-
quirement that mono-goggles be worn in all areas whereas
previously the use of mono-goggles had been required in
only certain areas. This is seen as necessary because of
the increased exposure to caustic.

After considering the evidence of the unions� witnesses and
the cross-examination of them I do conclude that the condi-
tions under which work is performed has changed significantly
since Kwinana and Pinjarra were last inspected by the Com-
mission. The age of both plants has made the conditions un-
der which the work is performed more onerous in the manner
described by the witnesses and I refer particularly to the effect
over time on the plant of the ever-present caustic. The evi-
dence is that work is now more regularly carried out on tanks
which are not emptied. Shutdown work is now more inten-
sive. I also find that the scope of the work has changed. There
is more work removing roofing over tanks and more replac-
ing of old insulation. As the volume of work previously un-
dertaken by members of the Alcoa workforce prior to the
introduction of their annualised salaries has decreased the work
of contractors has increased. This is in areas such as renewing
pipework, repairing burst pipes and changing valves.

I am reinforced in some of my conclusions by evidence
brought by the contractors themselves. I find that general
maintenance work now undertaken is greater than that in 1988.
The evidence is that the manner in which Alcoa allocates work
to contractors has been simplified and somewhat less central-
ised which has made it simpler to give more work to contrac-
tors. The work going to contractors has increased following
the move to annualised salaries, especially if the work will
run after 3.30pm and if unsavoury. The evidence also is that,
particularly in Kwinana, the plant is now pushed �very hard�.
At Pinjarra the majority of the work is new construction and
improvements with 30% of contractors� work being mainte-
nance.

But there is also evidence, which I accept, that the safety
performance of all three sites has increased dramatically since
1988. Standards regarding the physical environment of the
refineries has also improved. An effort has been made to im-
prove standards for contractors as well as for Alcoa�s own
employees. Surveys are done of environmental issues, par-
ticularly dust. There has been emphasis at Pinjarra on improv-
ing dust control, vegetation, roads and toilet facilities. The
contractors� compound has been re-defined and drained. At
Wagerup emphasis has also been placed on the containment
of spillages. This is to be commended and is taken into ac-
count is assessing the level of disability overall.

In this regard I make special comment regarding the wear-
ing and use of safety gear. The evidence before the Commis-
sion is that the increased use of some personal protective
equipment has increased the difficulty in performing certain
maintenance tasks. However, it is preferable for employees to
work with safety equipment than to work without that equip-
ment. The Commission should be careful to ensure that any
recognition of an increased disability in performing the work
because of wearing personal protective equipment does not
act as a disincentive on the employer for its introduction and
use.

I think it is important to note that I fail to understand why
there is a need for separate toilet and lunch facilities for con-
tractors than for Alcoa�s own workforce. The evidence before
me to justify the separation, such as it is, relates to the con-
tractors� clothes being dirty, or perhaps too dirty, for the lunch
facilities. However the evidence before me is that the work
done by contractors and the work done by Alcoa�s own main-
tenance employees quite often is the same or similar. I find it
difficult to see why the distinction is maintained. This cer-
tainly applies to the toilet facilities. The evidence is that the
practice is if a contractor is discovered on two occasions us-
ing toilets designated for use by Alcoa�s own employees the
contractor can be removed from the site. I find that incredible.
Contractors� employees have as legitimate a use of ablution
facilities at the Refineries as do direct-employed labour. In-
deed, on the evidence before me I can conclude that on occa-
sions Alcoa�s own workforce has a say on whether work to be
done by them is to go to contractors. Contractors are continu-
ally on the sites. While it is not a matter within the control of
the contractors, I take the opportunity of stating on the record

that the practice, or policy if it is a policy, should be discon-
tinued.  It is an issue that is relevant because there is some
evidence that toilet facilities for contractors are inferior in
standard and are also a longer distance away from the work
site.

I have concluded from the evidence before me that the un-
ions have made out a claim for the increase in the site allow-
ances for all three sites. In regard to the claim of the unions
that the one allowance should be payable for all three sites,
the position is not so clear. There is certainly evidence that the
only difference between Pinjarra and Wagerup is the use of a
lanyard system (evidence of Mr Donovan), although Mr
Wakeford is of the opinion that he would not go through safety
boots as rapidly at Pinjarra as he does at Wagerup! Whilst I
am prepared to conclude on the evidence that there is little
difference between the work performed and the conditions
under which it is performed at both Wagerup and Pinjarra, the
evidence reveals that the age of the Kwinana plant and the
effect of the relatively smaller size of the site is a factor which
is not present at the other two sites. Accordingly the Commis-
sion will prescribe a separate allowance for Kwinana but the
same allowance for Pinjarra and Wagerup.

It remains to consider the amount of the increase which is
shown by the evidence. I have had regard to the submissions
of the parties in this regard but I observe that whilst some
time was spent by both parties on the relative merits or disad-
vantages associated with the concept of �market rates�, I am
not sure that that concept is particularly helpful to me. It is
quite clear that the setting of site allowance rates is not an
exact science and the same applies when the Commission is
attempting to put a value on the changes which have occurred
here. The amount of any increase is to be decided according
to the evidence of what has occurred at the three sites since
the allowances were last properly before the Commission. In
that regard I am not greatly assisted by information placed
before me of �selected� allowances awarded for other sites in
other parts of the state. Having regard to the current level of
the allowance and the extent of the changes shown in these
proceedings, I am persuaded that an allowance of $1.70 should
be prescribed for Pinjarra and Wagerup and $1.90 for Kwinana.

The issue of operative date was not raised before the Com-
mission and the Commission requests that the parties confer
in an endeavour to reach an agreement on this.

Appearances: Mr F. Logan on behalf of The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers Western Australian Branch

Mr L. McLaughlin on behalf of the Communications, Elec-
trical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electri-
cal Division, WA Branch

Mr P. Cooke and with him Mr D. Sproule on behalf of the
respondents.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian
Branch; Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,

Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch

and
ABB Engineering Pty Ltd and O�Donnell Griffin Pty Ltd

and Others.
Nos. 301 and 729 of 1996.

Metal, Electrical and Building Trades (Pinjarra and
Kwinana Alumina Refineries and the Huntley, Del Park and
Jarrahdale Mine Sites) Construction Order Nos 301 and 729

of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
19 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr F. Logan on behalf of The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers Western Australian Branch and Mr L.
McLaughlin on behalf of the Communications, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Divi-
sion, WA Branch and Mr P. Cooke and with him Mr D. Sproule
on behalf of the respondents, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 hereby issues the following order�

(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Order shall be known as the Metal, Electrical and Build-

ing Trades (Pinjarra and Kwinana Alumina Refineries and the
Huntley, Del Park and Jarrahdale Mine Sites) Construction
Order Nos 301 and 729 of 1996 and, subject to its terms, shall
supplement the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 (No. 13
of 1965), the Electrical Contracting Industry Award R 22 of
1978 and the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 (No.
R 14 of 1978) and the Engine Drivers� (Building and Steel
Construction) Award No. 20 of 1973 and shall replace Order
No. 1240 of 1995.

1A.�STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES�AUGUST 1996
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that any

variation to its terms on or from the 7th day of August, 1996
including the $8.00 per week Arbitrated Safety Net Adjust-
ments, shall not be made except in compliance with the State-
ment of Principles set down by the Commission in the Reasons
for Decision in matters No. 1164 of 1995 and No. 915 of 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title

1A Statement of Principles�August 1996
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Scope
4. General Conditions of Employment
5. Travelling Allowance
6. Site Allowance
7. Job Stewards
8. Date of Operation
9. Dispute Settlement Procedure

Schedule of Respondents

3.�AREA AND SCOPE
This Order shall apply to those employees who, except for

the terms of this Order, would be bound by either the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 (No. 13 of 1965), the Electrical
Contracting Industry Award R 22 of 1978 or the Building
Trades (Construction) Award 1987 (No. R 14 of 1978) and

the Engine Drivers� (Building and Steel Construction) Award
No. 20 of 1973 and who are employed by any of the employ-
ers named in the schedule attached to this Order on construc-
tion work at the Pinjarra and Kwinana Alumina Refineries
and the Huntley, Del Park and Jarrahdale Mines Sites, oper-
ated by Alcoa of Australia Ltd.

4.�GENERAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Except as provided in Clause 5.�Travelling Allowance,

Clause 6.�Site Allowance and Clause 7.�Job Stewards of
this Order, the terms and conditions of each employee cov-
ered by this Order shall be as prescribed in the award by which
the employee would be bound if not for this Order.

5.�TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE
Each employee who is not provided with transport by his/

her employer to travel to and from the job shall be paid as
follows�

Per Day $
(a) Employees residing in the Pinjarra

township shall be paid as provided in
the award 11.30

(b) Employees other than those provided
for in paragraph (a) and who travel
from a point�

(i) Up to 32 km radius from the job
site  22.70

(ii) 32 km�50 km radius from the
job site  30.30

(iii) Over 50 km radius from the job
site  37.50

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, an employee who is
not provided with transport by his/her employer and
who is required to travel, by the shortest possible
route, a distance of more than 60 km from his/her
home to the job, shall be paid an allowance of not
less than $37.50 per day and such an employee who
is required to travel, by the shortest possible route, a
distance of more than 80 km from his/her home to
the job, shall be paid an allowance of $52.70 per
day.

(d) (i) An employee shall not be entitled to the al-
lowance prescribed in paragraph (c) hereof
unless and until he/she submits a written state-
ment to his/her employer setting out his/her
place of residence and the number of kilome-
tres he/she is required to travel from his/her
home to the job by the shortest possible route.

(ii) An employee who wilfully sets out an incor-
rect distance to his/her written statement shall
be deemed guilty of wilful misconduct.

(e) Employees engaged on the Kwinana Alumina Re-
finery or the Jarrahdale Mine Site, shall not be sub-
ject to the provisions of this clause but shall be
entitled to the provisions of Clause 6.�Allowance
for Travelling and Employment in Construction
Work of Part II�Construction Work, of the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 (No. 13 of 1965) or
Clause 20.�Allowance for Travelling and Employ-
ment in Construction Work of the Electrical Con-
tracting Industry Award R 22 of 1978 or Clause
12A.�Fares and Travelling (Except Plumbers) of
the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 (No.
R 14 of 1978) or Clause 22.�Allowances for Trav-
elling and Employment in Construction Work of the
Engine Drivers� (Building and Steel Construction)
Award No. 20 of 1973.

6.�SITE ALLOWANCE
(1) An additional allowance of $1.90 per hour shall be paid for

each hour worked on the Alcoa Kwinana Alumina Refinery.
(2) An additional allowance of $1.70 per hour shall be paid

for each hour worked on the Alcoa Pinjarra Alumina Refinery
and the Huntley, Del Park and Jarrahdale Mine Sites.

(3) Such allowance is specifically prescribed to cover all
disabilities associated with construction work at the Pinjarra
and Kwinana Alumina Refineries or the Huntley, Del Park
and Jarrahdale Mine Sites.
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7.�JOB STEWARDS
Prior to the termination or transfer of a job steward, two

days� notice shall be given by the employer to the union for
the purpose of discussing the reasons for such termination or
transfer.

In the event of a dispute arising in relation to such termina-
tion or transfer, the matter shall be referred within seven (7)
days to a Board of Reference.

8.�DATE OF OPERATION
This Order shall operate from the first pay period commenc-

ing on or after the 25th day of June 1996.

9.�DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In the event that a question, dispute or difficulty arises un-

der this Order the dispute settlement procedures contained in
the award specified in Clause 3.�Area and Scope of this Or-
der which otherwise applies to the employee or employees in
question shall be followed.

SCHEDULE OF RESPONDENTS
ABB Engineering Pty Ltd
Amec Services Pty Ltd
Bains Harding Industries Pty Ltd
G & S Industries Pty Ltd
Jadsco Pty Ltd
O�Donnell Griffin Pty Ltd
Ralph M. Lee Pty Ltd
Total Corrosion Control Pty Ltd
Transfield Construction Pty Ltd
United Construction Pty Ltd
Western Construction Co
The Electrical Contractors� Association of Western Australia

(Union of Employers)

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian
Branch; Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,

Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch

and
Transfield Construction Pty Ltd and O�Donnell Griffin Pty

Ltd and Others.
Nos. 300 and 728 of 1996.

Metal, Electrical and Building Trades (Wagerup Alumina
Refinery and Willowdale Mine Site) Construction Order

Nos 300 and 728 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
19 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr F. Logan on behalf of The Automotive,
Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries
Union of Workers Western Australian Branch and Mr L.
McLaughlin on behalf of the Communications, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Divi-
sion, WA Branch and Mr P. Cooke and with him Mr D. Sproule
on behalf of the respondents, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 hereby issues the following order�

(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S] Commissioner.

Schedule.

1.�TITLE
This Order shall be known as the Metal, Electrical and Build-

ing Trades (Wagerup Alumina Refinery and Willowdale Mine
Site) Construction Order Nos 300 and 728 of 1996 and, sub-
ject to its terms, shall supplement the Metal Trades (General)
Award 1966 (No. 13 of 1965), the Electrical Contracting In-
dustry Award R 22 of 1978, the Building Trades (Construc-
tion) Award 1987 (No. R 14 of 1978) and the Engine Drivers�
(Building and Steel Construction) Award No. 20 of 1973 and
shall replace Order No. 1241 of 1995.

1A.�STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES�AUGUST 1996
It is a condition of this award/industrial agreement that any

variation to its terms on or from the 7th day of August, 1996
including the $8.00 per week Arbitrated Safety Net Adjust-
ments, shall not be made except in compliance with the State-
ment of Principles set down by the Commission in the Reasons
for Decision in matters No. 1164 of 1995 and No. 915 of 1996.

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title

1A Statement of Principles�August 1996
2. Arrangement
3. Area and Scope
4. General Conditions of Employment
5. Travelling Allowance
6. Site Allowance
7. Job Stewards
8. Date of Operation
9. Dispute Settlement Procedure

Schedule of Respondents

3.�AREA AND SCOPE
This Order shall apply to those employees who, except for

the terms of this Order, would be bound by either the Metal
Trades (General) Award 1966 (No. 13 of 1965), the Electrical
Contracting Industry Award R 22 of 1978, the Building Trades
(Construction) Award 1987 (No. R 14 of 1978) and the En-
gine Drivers� (Building and Steel Construction) Award No.
20 of 1973 and who are employed by any of the employers
named in the schedule attached to the Order on construction
work at the Wagerup Alumina Refinery and the Willowdale
Mine Site, operated by Alcoa of Australia Ltd.

4.�GENERAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Except as provided in Clause 5.�Travelling Allowance,

Clause 6.�Site Allowance and Clause 7.�Job Stewards of
this Order, the terms and conditions of each employee cov-
ered by this Order shall be as prescribed in the award by which
the employee would be bound if not for this Order.

5.�TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE
Each employee who is not provided with transport by his/

her employer to travel to and from the job shall be paid as
follows�

Per Day
$

(1) Employees residing in the Pinjarra
township shall be paid as provided
in the award  11.30

(2) Employees other than those provided
for in paragraph (1) and who travel
from a point�

(a) Up to 32km radius from the job
site  22.70

(b) 32km-50km radius from the job
site  30.30

(c) Over 50km-68km radius from the
job site  37.50

(d) Over 68km radius from the job
site  52.70

(3) Notwithstanding the foregoing, an employee who is
not provided with transport by his/her employer and
who is required to travel, by the shortest possible
route, a distance of more than 60km from his/her
home to the job, shall be paid an allowance of not
less than $37.50 per day and such an employee who
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is required to travel, by the shortest possible route, a
distance of more than 80km from his/her home to
the job, shall be paid an allowance of $52.70 per
day.

(4) (a) An employee shall not be entitled to the al-
lowance prescribed in paragraph (3) hereof
unless and until he/she submits a written state-
ment to his/her employer setting out his/her
place of residence and the number of kilome-
tres he/she is required to travel from his/her
home to the job by the shortest possible route.

(b) An employee who wilfully sets out an incor-
rect distance to his/her written statement shall
be deemed guilty of wilful misconduct.

6.�SITE ALLOWANCE
(1) An additional allowance of $1.70 per hour shall be paid

for each hour worked.
(2) Such allowance is specifically prescribed to cover all

disabilities associated with construction work at the Wagerup
Alumina Refinery and the Willowdale Mine Site.

7.�JOB STEWARDS
Prior to the termination or transfer of a job steward, two

days� notice shall be given by the employer to the union for
the purpose of discussing the reasons for such termination or
transfer.

In the event of a dispute arising in relation to such termina-
tion or transfer, the matter shall be referred within seven (7)
days to a Board of Reference.

8.�DATE OF OPERATION
This Order shall operate from the first pay period commenc-

ing on or after the 25th day of June 1996.

9.�DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE
In the event that a question, dispute or difficulty arises un-

der this Order the dispute settlement procedures contained in
the award specified in Clause 3.�Area and Scope of this Or-
der which otherwise applies to the employee or employees in
question shall be followed.

SCHEDULE OF RESPONDENTS
ABB Engineering Pty Ltd
Amec Services Pty Ltd
Bains Harding Industries Pty Ltd
G & S Industries Pty Ltd
Jadsco Pty Ltd
O�Donnell Griffin Pty Ltd
Ralph M. Lee Pty Ltd
Total Corrosion Control Pty Ltd
Transfield Construction Pty Ltd
United Construction Pty Ltd
Western Construction Co
The Electrical Contractors� Association of Western Australia

(Union of Employers)

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/
CONTRACTUAL

ENTITLEMENTS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Mr Timothy Atkins
and

Vanguard Video Group Pty Limited trading as Videolink,
Mirrabooka.

No. 652 of 1996.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
15 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
CHIEF COMMISSIONER: The Applicant, Mr Atkins, was
employed in a full-time position as �store consultant/rental
movie controller� at the Respondent�s operation, �Videolink,
Mirrabooka�.

At approximately 7.50pm on Wednesday, 27 March, he took
money from the front counter area of the store to another lo-
cation for counting and safe-keeping. This was part of his
duties. His shift was to finish at 8.00pm.

The Manager was not in attendance at the time. Mr Atkins
sat at the Manager�s desk and scanned the video surveillance
monitor. The system had been recently installed and the Ap-
plicant had been told that it had a �zoom� facility. In attempt-
ing to access this aspect of the system, he says, he locked onto
a secret surveillance mechanism.

Mr Atkins realised that his �fiddling� had exposed a sensi-
tive aspect of the system. He sought assistance from another
member of staff on duty at that time but that person could not
help restore the normal surveillance pattern. The Applicant
then telephoned the Bedford store in the knowledge that that
operation had the same surveillance system. He subsequently
spoke to the Manager of that store and was referred to the
operating manual but that could not be located. He then put
the surveillance camera �on hold� so that the screen did not
show the sensitive area being viewed and went home. When
he arrived at his residence he rang the Mirrabooka Store Man-
ager at her home. She was in bed. However, her husband, who
is also employed by the Respondent, took the call. The Appli-
cant explained what had happened.

Next morning Mr Atkins received a telephone call from Mr
Hill, a Director of the Respondent Company. The Applicant
explained how he had been trying to access the zoom function
and had accidentally exposed a secret surveillance camera.
He recalls that Mr Hill was angry and told him that he was
�either very clever or very stupid�. The Applicant apologised
for what for his actions. He understood that he was to have a
further discussion with Mr Hill to explain what he had done
the following Monday after his days� off. However, Mr Atkins
went to the store on Thursday, 28 March, to see Mr Hill. Al-
though Mr Hill was busy they met for a short time. Mr Atkins
says he again apologised for what had happened.

Next day, Friday, 29 March, the Store Manager rang Mr
Atkins at home and requested that he come to see her. When
he arrived she gave him a letter terminating his employment
for �gross misconduct�.

Mr Atkins claims that the termination of his employment
was unfair. He asserts that his use of the video surveillance
equipment was part of his job. He had been told about the
�zoom� facility and believed he should know how it worked.
The disclosure of the secret surveillance camera had not been
malicious. It was accessed by mistake. It was not done with a
sophisticated knowledge of the computer system but by �just
pressing several buttons�. When the secret surveillance cam-
era had been disclosed he claims to have acted to minimise
the damage. He apologised for his actions and wanted to show
how he accessed it so that Management could take appropri-
ate action to ensure that others did not do it.

Mr Atkins submits that the unfairness arising from being
denied �a genuine opportunity� to provide an explanation.
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The Respondent denies that Mr Atkins was unfairly dis-
missed. Through Mr Hill it submits that there was ample op-
portunity given to the Applicant to explain his actions but that
these had not been accepted. Mr Atkins had tampered with
the surveillance system in circumstances when there was no
reason to be using it. There was only one customer in the
store at the time. He was a regular patron and known to the
staff. Also at the time there were two employees in the store.
It is claimed that Mr Atkins had been instructed in the use of
the equipment. He had been shown all he needed to know, ie
how to start the equipment and to �freeze� the picture on one
camera. He had no authority to sit at the Manager�s desk and
tamper with it.

All members of staff including Mr Atkins were aware of the
situation at that time. Money had been stolen from the store in
circumstances that gave Management reason to believe that it
could have been done by an employee. For Mr Atkins to �scan�
the surveillance system at that time was, in the Respondent�s
view, gross misconduct. He had failed to ring the Store Man-
ager in the first instance. Furthermore, when in a telephone
conversation the morning after the incident, Mr Hill requested
Mr Atkins to keep the matter confidential, the Applicant had
failed to inform him that the other employee at the Mirrabooka
Store on the shift at the time of the incident and two at the
Bedford Store were already aware of the existence of the se-
cret camera.

The Respondent contests the assertion by Mr Atkins that he
stumbled onto the secret camera by accident. A letter was ten-
dered under the signature of Mr Cuenca, Technical Sales, that
the �alteration to the video surveillance system could not have
been by accident ... a reasonable amount of time and effort
must have been employed.� (Exhibit B). The Respondent sub-
mits that in the conversation with the repair technician, Mr
Stuart Bryce, Mr Atkins was informed that the �zoom� func-
tion only applied to the tape of the video surveillance system
and not to the monitoring operation itself. It was submitted
that on other occasions Mr Atkins had been warned not to
involve himself in matters which were outside his area of re-
sponsibility. A copy of a letter of warning over the unauthor-
ised removal of a Sony Playstation and games from the library
was tendered (Exhibit C).

The only witnesses that presented were Mr Atkins and Mr
Hill. I found both of them to be credible. However, the issue
which brings their respective testimonies directly into con-
tention is that which relates to the discussions that took place
between them on the telephone early on the morning follow-
ing the incident and at Mr Hill�s office later that day. Putting
aside for the moment the question as to whether it was neces-
sary for Mr Atkins to be given the opportunity to explain his
actions, the issue is whether the discussions that took place
afforded Mr Hill sufficient information about the way in which
Mr Atkins had accessed the hidden camera. In the telephone
conversation the arrangement was made for Mr Atkins to meet
with Mr Hill the following Monday. Mr Hill was angry at the
time and needed details of the way his security system had
been breached. In my view, on the evidence, the exchange
that took place later that morning in Mr Hill�s office, would
have done little to progress his understanding of what had
happened. I do not accept the statement submitted by Mr
Cuenca that the alteration to the video surveillance system
could not have been caused by accident (Exhibit B). That state-
ment is said to be based on his discussion with Mrs McAlpine,
the Manager of the Mirrabooka Store and Mr Hill. It does not
reflect any information received directly from the Applicant.
On Mrs McAlpine�s admission she knows very little about
the system (Exhibit A). Mr Cuenca�s claim was not subjected
to cross examination.

I accept Mr Atkins� explanation as to why he did not ring
the Manager in the first instance when the secret security cam-
era was accessed. Her involvement in training when she in-
formed members of staff that they would work out how to
operate the system for themselves is consistent with her ac-
knowledgment that she does not have much knowledge about
the system. In his anxiety to rectify the situation Mr Atkins
went to a person from whom he thought he could obtain as-
sistance.

On the matter of whether or not Mr Atkins had been told
that the �zoom� function was limited to the video tape and did

not apply the surveillance mechanism, there is the evidence
of Mr Atkins and the Statutory Declaration by Mrs McAlpine.
Mr Bryce , the video repair technician, was not called as a
witness. I take it from Mrs McAlpine�s statement that a con-
versation concerning the �zoom� function did take place. I
accept Mr Atkins� evidence that there was no qualification
expressed to him by the repair technician that the �zoom� func-
tion was limited to monitoring tapes.

Now I turn to the question as to whether in the circumstances
it was necessary for Mr Atkins to be given the opportunity to
explain his actions. The Respondent cited the letter of warn-
ing over the unauthorised removal of the Sony Playstation
and games (Exhibit C) and referred to verbal warnings to the
Applicant not to involve himself in matters outside his area of
responsibility. No details were presented on either matter.
Exhibit C was not put to Mr Atkins in cross-examination. The
Applicant had already acknowledged that he had been given a
letter of warning but referred to it being associated with a
failure to return one of the products taken home over night. I
am not sure that the two incidents relate to the same event. In
all the circumstances I cannot conclude that Mr Atkins� be-
haviour prior to the incident which resulted in his termination
was such that his actions on 27 March were the �last straw�.

If an employee�s action warrants summarily dismissal there
is no necessity for a requirement to afford that person an op-
portunity for an explanation before termination of service can
be effected. However, I do not find that the circumstances of
this incident warrants that conclusion. Mr Atkins� access to
the surveillance camera system was authorised to the extent
that he was allowed to operate it. There was the implied re-
quirement that he should be familiar with its function. I do
not consider that he had any reason to believe that its func-
tions extended beyond what he had been informed about by
the Manager. Nor do I consider that he set about manipulating
its functions to access something to which he was not entitled
to know about. It was simply a case of tampering with the
system to find out how the �zoom� function works. While the
consequences of that were significant, from the Respondent�s
point of view, it was an accidental consequence of his activity.
Mr Atkins� behaviour was not malicious nor were his actions
undertaken in wanton disregard of the consequences. I do not
consider that the circumstances associated with theft of money
from the store should have made Mr Atkins more sensitive to
the use of the equipment. It was, as Mr Hill put to the Appli-
cant, �silly� to fiddle with the video surveillance mechanism.
However, I do not accept that in all the circumstances his ac-
tions amounted to gross misconduct.

The Applicant does not seek reinstatement in employment
but compensation based on what he understands to be the
unexpired period of the contract. This is a period of five (5)
months. His gross wage was $456.00 per week. This was not
contested. Mr Atkins� secured temporary part-time employ-
ment one week after the Respondent terminated his services.
In pursuing this course Mr Atkins accepts that reinstatement
is impracticable. The Respondent does not see how the rela-
tionship could be re-established. I am satisfied that it would
be impracticable to order re-employment.

The Applicant is mistaken in his belief that the contract of
employment was for a finite period.

On what was presented to me I consider that compensation
arising from the dismissal should take into account the week
during which Mr Atkins was unemployed and an amount cal-
culated on the basis of the difference between his rate of pay
when he was employed by the Respondent ($456.00 gross per
week) and that which he can expect to earn from his present
employment. This comprehends that his net earnings when he
is able to work a maximum number of hours is approximately
$340.00 per week. This it is the temporary employment. The
amount accords with the provisions of Section 23A(4) of the
Act. On this basis the Applicant is to receive $2,856.00.

Appearances: Mr T. Atkins appeared on his own behalf.
Mr W. Hill appeared on behalf of the Respondent Com-

pany.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Mr Timothy Atkins
and

Vanguard Video Group Pty Limited trading as Videolink,
Mirrabooka.

No. 652 of 1996.

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W.S. COLEMAN.
28 August 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr T. Atkins on his own behalf and Mr W.
Hill on before the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, hereby orders:

1. THAT monies representing an amount calculated on
the basis of the difference between the rate the Ap-
plicant received when he was employed by the Re-
spondent and that which he receives from present
employment which commenced one week after the
termination of his employment with the Respond-
ent, be paid to the Applicant within 21 days of the
date of this Order; and

2. IN accordance with (1) above the amount of com-
pensation shall be $2,760.00 being $366.00 (net
wage) for one week and the balance ascertained by
reference to the difference between his wage with
the Respondent and that which could be reasonably
expected from his present employment.

(Sgd.) W.S. COLEMAN,
[L.S] Chief Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Matthew Axell
and

West State Seafoods (W.A.) Pty Ltd.
No. 493 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
6 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this application, Matthew Axell
claims, pursuant to S.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, (�the Act�), that he was dismissed by his former
employer, West State Seafoods (W.A.) Pty Ltd (�the Com-
pany�), in a harsh, or unfair manner. He also claims, pursuant
to S.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, that he was denied a contractual
benefit, namely a bonus payment.

In the case of the claim arising from his dismissal, which
occurred on 8 March 1996, Mr Axell does not seek re-
instatement or re-employment; instead he seeks compensa-
tion, of the order of $400.

In the case of the contractual benefit claim, Mr Axell seeks
the payment of a bonus payment equivalent to overtime he
claims was denied him under the Transport Workers� (Gen-
eral) Award, No. 10 of 1961 (�the Award�). The relevant claim
is for an amount of $616.57. Mr Axell recognises that it is not
open for him to make a claim for the enforcement of the over-
time provision of the Award, by these proceedings. The bo-
nus, he claims, was agreed to be paid in lieu of the overtime
payable under the Award.

The evidence led in these proceedings reveals that Mr Axell
was engaged by the Company on 10 January 1996, on a Com-
monwealth Government Jobstart Programme, as a delivery

driver, to deliver seafood product to the Company�s custom-
ers, from the Company�s processing operations at Bibra Lake.

His actual engagement occurred at an interview conducted
by two of the Directors of the Company, namely Mr Geotano
Oteri and Mr Santo Oteri, together with the Company�s Buyer,
Mr Shayne King. Mr Axell says that in the course of the inter-
view, Mr Gaetano Oteri promised him that, in consideration
of him not finishing work at a set time, and provided he did a
good job, he would be receiving a bonus, like the other driver
employed by the Company. The only evidence from the Com-
pany relating to the interview, was led from Mr King. He has
no recollection of a bonus being referred to by Mr Oteri but
he does recall outlining to Mr Axell his rate of pay and the
hours he was required to work, including breaks, and indicat-
ing that after a qualifying period of 3 to 6 months, the Com-
pany would review his rate of pay.

Mr Axell then says that, on Friday 1 March 1996, after eight
weeks in the job, he approached Mr Santo Oteri, who was
also the Company�s Dispatch Manager, and asked him about
whether his bonus payment would be forthcoming. The re-
sponse from Mr Oteri was simply that he (Mr Axell), from
then on, should work the normal 38 hours and finish work at
3.30pm each day.

His evidence then is that near the finish of the next working
day, on Tuesday 5 March 1996 (Monday being a public holi-
day), namely at 3.20pm, he was requested by the other driver,
to take a machine to Belmont. Because such a trip would have
caused his finishing time to be much later than that arranged
with Mr Santo Oteri the previous Friday, he declined to do so.
Shortly afterwards, Mr David Oteri, the Managing Director,
requested to see him at his office.

It is Mr Axell�s recollection that Mr David Oteri then gave
him a week�s notice, terminating his employment. He says
that Mr Oteri provided him with the reason that the Company
did not need two drivers anymore, as they were intending to
use a courier service, to supplement the work of the first driver.

Mr David Oteri, in his evidence, confirmed that he gave Mr
Axell notice to terminate and that he provided Mr Axell with
the reason relating to the courier service. He says though, that
he gave Mr Axell other reasons, namely that he (Mr Axell)
had sworn at him in an abusive manner, that he would not
follow instructions and that he handled stock in a rough man-
ner.

Mr Axell then says that on the following Friday, 8 March
1996, Mr David Oteri advised him of his intention to �pay
him out� that day. He was accordingly paid a full week�s pay,
together with his holiday pay. Mr Axell says that he asked for
payment of money in consideration of the overtime he claims
he worked. The Company agreed to pay him $250.

It is Mr Axell�s position that his termination was directly
connected with his initial inquiry about payment of the bonus
he understood would apply in lieu of the overtime work he
performed. The Company denies such a connection.

With respect to the contractual benefit claim, that is the claim
for the bonus payment, in consideration of the overtime work
he performed, it is necessary at the outset, to assess the evi-
dence led as to the interview that was conducted at Mr Axell�s
engagement. The only evidence in fact led in these proceed-
ings was from Mr Axell himself and from Mr Shayne King,
the Company�s Buyer. Mr Geotano Oteri, the person who Mr
Axell claims actually made the statement about the bonus,
chose not to give evidence in these proceedings. Similarly,
Mr Santo Oteri chose not to give evidence. It was Mr David
Oteri�s understanding simply that there was no discussion re-
lating to �cash payments�.

The conflict in the evidence relating to the bonus, is thus
between Mr Axell and Mr King. Mr Axell says that the state-
ment about the bonus was made to him by Mr Geotano Oteri.
Mr King says that he heard no such statement being made. In
a circumstance such as this, where a statement was made di-
rectly to Mr Axell, the Commission is obliged to prefer his
evidence, unless there are grounds for doubting his truthful-
ness or accuracy of recollection.

As to this question the Commission can find no such grounds.
Whilst it was the case that there was no detailed recounting
from Mr Axell of the terms of the interview, he was very clear
in his mind that the bonus was referred to, and didn�t alter his
position at all during cross-examination.
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The Commission accordingly finds that Mr Geotano Oteri
did make reference to the bonus, in the manner recollected by
Mr Axell, namely that he (Mr Axell), in consideration of him
not finishing work at a set time (and, impliedly not making
any claim for overtime so incurred), and provided he did a
good job, he would receive a bonus.

That having been found to be the case, the question arises
however as to whether the reference made to the bonus con-
stituted a contractual benefit. Mr Axell, in his evidence actu-
ally described Mr Geotano Oteri�s statement relating to the
bonus as a �promise�. There is a reasonable implication that
can be drawn from this namely that if Mr Axell understood it
as a promise, Mr Geotano Oteri would have not viewed it as
anything more than that. Does however, an offer of a promise
constitute a contractual benefit?

As to what constitutes a contractual benefit, the Full Bench
of the Commission has expressed a clear view. In Perth Fin-
ishing College v. S. Watts (69 WAIG 2307) the Full Bench (at
P.2313) stated as follows:

�A benefit is therefore what is the employee�s right un-
der a contract.�

This authority makes it clear, in the Commission�s view,
that a distinction can be drawn between the promise of a con-
tractual benefit and the creation of a legal relationship to pro-
vide a contractual benefit. The circumstances of the instant
matter, lead to the inescapable conclusion that Mr Axell was
not offered a contractual benefit by Mr Geotano Oteri; rather,
it was merely a promise of one.

It follows that the Commission does not find that a contrac-
tual benefit, in the form of a bonus in consideration of over-
time worked, existed as a term of Mr Axell�s employment with
the Company. There can therefore be then no denial of it, and
the application in this respect, is required to be dismissed.

As to whether Mr Axell has a valid claim for overtime, in
accordance with the overtime provisions of the Award, is not
a matter, as indicated, that can be addressed by the Commis-
sion. Rather, it is a matter for the Industrial Magistrate, pursu-
ant to s.83 of the Act, subject to an appropriate complaint
being made to the Court. Nothing further ought to be said
therefore on this matter.

With respect to Mr Axell�s claim for harsh or unfair dis-
missal, it is necessary for the Commission to assess the rel-
evant evidence, determining, in the first place whether a valid
reason was provided for the dismissal. This assessment is in
the context of s.23AA(3), which requires the valid reason to
be connected with the employee�s �...capacity or conduct or
based on the operational requirements of the undertaking...�.

As to the reasons given for the dismissal, the Commission
has before it, the evidence of Mr Axell and Mr David Oteri,
the Managing Director. From Mr Axell�s evidence it is clear
that he believes there to be a clear connection between his
request, of Mr Santo Oteri, on Friday 1 March 1996, as to
whether the bonus payment in lieu of overtime would be forth-
coming, and his dismissal on the next working day, on Tues-
day, 5 March 1996. Mr David Oteri�s evidence is that no such
connection existed. He goes on to say that he did not under-
stand that he (Mr Axell) worked overtime and that in the wages
book, there was no entry relating to overtime. As to whether
such a connection did or did not exist, it is not necessary to
determine this matter at the outset, but rather to first consider
the reasons relied upon by the Company.

It is Mr David Oteri�s evidence that his decision to termi-
nate Mr Axell, and the reasons given to Mr Axell for that
decision, are such that the dismissal arose from a number of
reasons. Mr Axell, on the other hand denies that a number of
reasons were given.

The only common recollection between the two, was that a
reason was given by Mr Oteri that the Company no longer
needed two drivers, and that his (Mr Axell�s) role would be
taken over by a courier service. Mr Axell says in his evidence
that at the time it was said he expressed the view that he did
not believe it.

The evidence of Mr David Oteri, is that following Mr Axell
leaving the Company, he employed another person in the role
carried out by Mr Axell. In terms of the present circumstances
however, that person has since left the Company and the role
was now being shared by the Directors themselves, pending
the engagement of a courier service.

It seems then, that the ultimate aim of the Company is to
engage a courier service, which of course is their right to so
determine. The Commission however, is not satisfied, on the
evidence, that such was the motivating factor, in Mr David
Oteri choosing to dismiss Mr Axell at the relevant time. The
Commission therefore does not view this as a valid reason for
his dismissal.

Were there other reasons; and were they valid? The fact that
the Commission has reached the conclusion that the reason
that was clearly given to Mr Axell, was not a valid reason,
casts some doubt upon the accuracy of Mr Oteri�s evidence
compared with that of Mr Axell. Mr Oteri says that the other
reasons were that he (Mr Axell) had sworn at him in an abu-
sive manner, that he would not follow instructions and that he
handled stock in a rough manner. Mr Axell denied that these
reasons were referred to at the time of the dismissal being
effected.

In the circumstances, the Commission prefers the evidence
of Mr Axell to that of Mr David Oteri and accordingly reaches
the conclusion that these other reasons were not given to Mr
Axell by Mr Oteri, at the time of Mr Axell�s dismissal.

This is not to say that there is still not a capacity for these
reasons to be held as valid, since the Act does not solely refer
to or rely upon reasons actually given, as distinct from rea-
sons which existed as bona fide reasons, but which were not
communicated.

The incident relating to abuse apparently arose from a phone
call made by Mr David Oteri to Mr Axell, while Mr Axell was
at a customer�s premises, where he asked Mr Axell to return
to the plant and pick up other stock. Mr Oteri claims that Mr
Axell told him to �f... off�. Mr Axell whilst admitting to not
being happy to return to pick up the stock, denies that he swore.
For reasons addressed above, the Commission prefers the evi-
dence of Mr Axell, and concludes that the abuse, as alleged,
did not take place. It therefore did not constitute a valid rea-
son for dismissal.

In the case of the handling of stock in a rough manner, the
evidence of both reveals that there were two occasions upon
which this occurred; once in the presence of Mr Santo Oteri,
and the other time in the presence of Mr David Oteri. Accord-
ing to Mr David Oteri�s evidence, on both occasions, Mr Axell
was given a warning for the action that he had taken. On the
other hand, Mr Axell�s evidence was that he was told, in both
cases, to be careful. For the reasons stated above, the Com-
mission prefers Mr Axell�s version of events. As a conse-
quence, the Commission finds that warnings in this respect
were not given. Whilst the Commission doesn�t underestimate
the importance of the careful handling of delicate products
such as crayfish, the Commission still concludes that the is-
sues were not of such significance as to constitute a valid rea-
son for dismissal.

With respect to the matter concerning Mr Axell�s failure to
follow instructions, one would assume at the outset, that this
related solely to the incident on Tuesday, 5 March 1996, when
Mr Axell refused, ten minutes before the prescribed finishing
time, to deliver a machine to Belmont. In the event that this is
the case, was it reasonable for Mr Axell to refuse duty? It
certainly was the case that Mr Axell had been told, only the
previous working day on Friday, 1 March, by Mr Santo Oteri,
that he was to work according to specified hours and a speci-
fied finishing time. This had been the response to Mr Axell
questioning with Mr Oteri as to whether he would be receiv-
ing a bonus, in consideration of overtime, to which he felt
entitled, but in respect of which, in these proceedings, it was
concluded that he was not so entitled.

It was in fact the other delivery driver who requested Mr
Axell to transport the machine that afternoon. It is assumed
that he had authority to make such a request, since as soon as
the refusal occurred, he reported to Mr Santo Oteri, to that
effect. Mr Axell may have assumed that the other driver knew
of Mr Santo Oteri�s decision relating to his (Mr Axell�s) hours
of work from the previous working day, but there is no evi-
dence before the Commission to indicate that he did. Indeed,
there is the implication that he did not.

The reasonable response from Mr Axell, however, in the
circumstances, ought to have been, to explain to the other
driver, the altered arrangement relating to his finishing time,
as had been directed by Mr Santo Oteri. It could then have
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been resolved between the two without Mr Oteri, having to be
involved. Alternatively, Mr Axell could have taken the matter
directly to Mr Oteri. In light of this option being open for Mr
Axell to have taken, it causes the Commission to form the
view that it was not reasonable for Mr Axell to have refused
duty in the manner in which he did.

There is no suggestion that it was refusal of duty in the mis-
conduct sense. The background to the matter demonstrates
that there were extenuating circumstances. These were not
sufficient however, to cause the Commission to treat Mr Axell�s
actions as reasonable.

So far as these proceedings are concerned however and not-
withstanding the above analysis, it must be acknowledged that
Mr David Oteri does not seek to rely, and did not rely at the
time, upon this refusal of duty, as constituting a reason for the
dismissal. He actually relied in this respect upon the incident
relating to the alleged abuse by Mr Axell of him, in relation to
which the Commission has already reached a conclusion. Thus,
the Commission, faced with the position of Mr Oteri not seek-
ing to rely upon the refusal of duty incident as a reason for Mr
Axell�s dismissal, has to confront the question as whether it
should rely on this as constituting a valid reason. Especially
so when Mr Axell claims that it was not referred to at all.
Upon consideration, the Commission believes it is not so
obliged.

It therefore follows that in respect of all of the reasons re-
lied upon by the Company, in effecting the dismissal of Mr
Axell, none have been found by the Commission to be valid.

Having regard to the terms of s.23AA(2) of the Act, the
Commission is inevitably led to the conclusion that the dis-
missal was harsh or unfair. This is without having to deter-
mine whether the connection between Mr Axell�s request
relating to the bonus, and his dismissal, existed.

Although having reached such a conclusion, the Commis-
sion cannot ignore its own assessment that the refusal of duty
which occurred immediately prior to Mr Axell�s dismissal,
was not reasonable conduct. Such would have to be taken
into account, in considering the relief, if any, that ought to be
available to Mr Axell.

In these proceedings, it is compensation that is sought. In
this respect, the Commission, having heard the evidence of
Mr Axell, and Mr David Oteri, has no difficulty in forming
the conclusion that compensation would be a preferred op-
tion, as reinstatement would be impracticable.

Is any compensation able to be justified however, in light of
the Commission�s assessment relating to refusal of duty? Es-
pecially so, in light of the short period of Mr Axell�s employ-
ment?

The Commission concludes that only a nominal compensa-
tion payment, in consideration of loss or injury caused by the
dismissal, is due, in the circumstances of this case. In other
words, the absence of a valid reason by the Company is largely
balanced out against Mr Axell�s action in refusing duty, not-
withstanding that there were extenuating circumstances ex-
plaining his conduct. The Commission considers that a
compensation payment of $100 is sufficient in this case.

An Order will issue to that effect.
Appearances: Mr M. Axell on his own behalf
Mr D. Oteri on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Matthew Axell
and

West State Seafoods (W.A.) Pty Ltd.
No. 493 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
13 August 1996.

Declaration and Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. Axell on his own behalf and Mr D.
Oteri on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act hereby�

(1) DECLARES that, Matthew Axell was dismissed on
8 March 1996, by the Respondent Company in a
harsh and unfair manner; and

(2) ORDERS
(a) THAT, the Respondent Company pay to Mat-

thew Axell the sum of $100.00, in considera-
tion of his dismissal having been effected in a
harsh and unfair manner.

(b) THAT payment of the compensation be made
within 7 days of the date hereof.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Mr P. Bastow
and

Evenstorm Pty Ltd T/A Tensingh�s Restaurant.
No. 625 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
7 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: On the 19th April 1996 Mr Bastow
lodged a claim pursuant to s.29(1)(b) of the Act alleging that
he was unfairly dismissed by the respondent on the 30th March
1996.

The respondent however states that the Commission does
not have jurisdiction in the matter. The Commission listed the
matter in order to determine the issue of jurisdiction.

The company advances two arguments. The first is that there
was no dismissal of Mr Bastow. Rather, the company argues
that Mr Bastow was employed for a probationary period of
two months and in substance, if not in form, the notification
by the company that it did not �wish to confirm your perma-
nency as restaurant manager� meant that Mr Bastow�s con-
tract of employment ended due to effluxion of time. The second
argument is that Mr Bastow was employed, at the time, on a
workplace agreement under the Workplace Agreements Act
1993 and that therefore the Commission does not have juris-
diction over his claim.

As to the first argument I am not persuaded that Mr Bastow�s
employment ended due to effluxion of time. On the facts of
this matter the act which brought an end to the employment
relationship was an act of the employer in accordance with
the contract albeit done at the end of the probationary period.
The fact that the employment effectively ended at the conclu-
sion of the probationary period may condition the Commis-
sion�s finding regarding the claim that it was unfair but I do
not need to consider that here. In my view the company has
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made out the second of the two arguments and that is suffi-
cient to decide this matter. The facts are as follows. On the
25th January 1996 the respondent company wrote to Mr
Bastow confirming his appointment and requesting that he
sign the letter as comprising his contract of employment and
workplace agreement. On the 31st January 1996 Mr Bastow
signed the document as �having read and understood the above
I agree to enter into this contract of employment and workplace
agreement�. By s.19(2) of that Act, the workplace agreement
came into effect from the date Mr Bastow signed it. That docu-
ment was then submitted to the Commissioner of Workplace
Agreements for registration as a workplace agreement. I there-
fore find that Mr Bastow�s employment was subject to a
workplace agreement from the 31st January 1996 and indeed
Mr Bastow did not seek to persuade me otherwise.

I also find that the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements
refused to register the workplace agreement. According to the
notification of that to the parties, the refusal of registration
occurred on the 16th April 1996. By s.33 of that Act, the
workplace agreement ceased to have effect as from that date.
The termination of Mr Bastow took place on the 30th March
1996 during the period when the workplace agreement was in
effect, although it was not registered. It might be thought, and
it may have been thought here, that the refusal to register the
workplace agreement meant that the parties to it are free to act
as though it had never come into effect. However that is not
the case. Specific provision is made for the payment or recov-
ery of monies which would be due if the workplace agree-
ment had not come into effect but the manner of challenging a
dismissal which occurs while an individual workplace agree-
ment is in effect remains unaffected by the refusal to register
the workplace agreement.

There is implied in every workplace agreement a provision
that the employer must not unfairly, harshly or oppressively
dismiss from employment any employee who is a party to the
agreement (s.18 of that Act). Mr Bastow alleges that he has
been unfairly, harshly or oppressively dismissed. Under the
Workplace Agreements Act 1993 he must take his claim be-
fore an Industrial Magistrate unless the workplace agreement
provides for the referral of such claims to the Industrial Rela-
tions Commission. The Commission understands that there is
no such provision. Accordingly, Mr Bastow�s claim that he
has been unfairly, harshly or oppressively dismissed may only
be made before an Industrial Magistrate. As he has made his
claim to the Commission it must be struck out because the
Commission does not have the jurisdiction to deal with it.

Accordingly the application will be struck out for want of
jurisdiction.

Appearances: The applicant on his own behalf.
Mr T. Caspersz on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Mr P. Bastow
and

Evenstorm Pty Ltd T/A Tensingh�s Restaurant.
No. 625 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
7 August 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr T.
Caspersz on behalf of the respondent, now therefore, I the
undersigned Commissioner of the Western Australian Indus-
trial Relations Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby order:

THAT the application be struck out for want of juris-
diction.

(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Eric John Calder
and

The Australian Commercial Centre Pty Ltd.
No. 1185 of 1995.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
27 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By an application filed in the Com-
mission on 25 October 1995 the Applicant Mr Eric John
Calder, makes claim for unpaid benefits under his employ-
ment contract with the Respondent, The Australian Commer-
cial Centre Pty Ltd, which was terminated on 20 September
1995. Service of the claim on the Respondent was effected on
26 October 1995 and a Declaration to that effect was filed in
the Commission on 24 November 1995, together with a re-
quest that the matter be brought on for hearing and determi-
nation.

On 12 December 1995 a meeting between the parties took
place before the Acting Deputy Registrar (Industrial) (herein-
after referred to as the Deputy Registrar) acting pursuant to a
direction issued in accordance with S.93(8) of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979.

The record shows that on 22 January 1996 the Deputy Reg-
istrar wrote to the Applicant, formal parts omitted, in the fol-
lowing terms.

�On 12 December 1995 you attended a meeting of the
parties in the above matter before me where as I under-
stand it you reached an agreement with the Respondent
to settle the matter. Please complete the attached form
23�Notice of Discontinuance and return it to my office
to finalise the matter or advise me otherwise within 21
days of receipt of this letter.�

On 5 February 1996 the Commission received a facsimile
response from Mr Calder to the Deputy Registrar�s letter of
22 January 1996 advising that despite having reached an agree-
ment in settlement of the application with Mr Timothy Robin
Thies in his capacity as a Director of the Respondent com-
pany, the agreement had not been honoured. Accordingly the
Applicant indicated his wish to further pursue his claim.

On 26 March 1996 a Notice of Hearing was forwarded to
the Applicant at his home address and to Mr Thies in his ca-
pacity as Director, Australian Commercial Centre Pty Ltd, at
14 Edward Street, Nedlands WA 6009, advising that the mat-
ter had been set down for hearing and determination on 3 May
1996. The record shows that prior to 3 May 1996, the Appli-
cant requested an adjournment on the basis that a settlement
had been negotiated and he was then just waiting for pay-
ment. On 8 July 1996, however, the Commission received a
facsimile advice from the Applicant which, formal parts omit-
ted, is in the following terms.

�Further to previous correspondence and telephone calls
in the above matter I now request that the matter be
brought on for hearing.
Mr T. Thies of the Australian Commercial Centre wrote
to me on 29 April 1996 offering to pay me an amount of
$1800 by instalments. He enclosed the first instalment of
$200 and despite a reminder has not paid any further
amounts to me. Accordingly I now require the matter to
be determined by the Commission.�

On 9 July 1996 a further Notice of Hearing was forwarded
to the Applicant and to Mr Thies on behalf of the Respondent
advising that the Commission would sit at the National Mu-
tual Centre, 111 St Georges Terrace, Perth, in Court No. 1
(floor 18) on Monday, 12 August 1996 at 10.30am. At the
appointed time of hearing there was no attendance at the Com-
mission on behalf of the Respondent. Nor was there any con-
tact with the Commission in relation to the absence. In the
context of this background the Commission determined that
the matter should proceed, despite the absence of the Respond-
ent.
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In the hearing before the Commission the Applicant gave
sworn oral evidence as to the circumstances of his employ-
ment and the basis of his claim. Having heard the Applicant
and having had the opportunity to observe his demeanour in
the giving of his evidence, I found no cause to doubt the truth-
fulness of what was put in support of his application. I there-
fore accept the Applicant�s evidence as an accurate account of
the facts. I turn now to consider those facts.

In May 1995 the Applicant responded to an advertisement
for a position of Consultant in the Life Insurance Industry
with the Respondent, then known as Eldiston Pty Ltd. Part of
the duties of the position were to establish and manage a team
of insurance consultants, this being work in which the Appli-
cant has a particular background. As a result of his applica-
tion the Applicant had a number of meetings with Mr Thies
and was offered the position.

The Applicant commenced paid work with the Respondent
on 1 August 1995 under a Commonwealth Department of
Employment, Education and Training Job Start Program by
which the Respondent, as the employer party to an agreement
with the Department of Employment, Education and Train-
ing, was to receive a weekly subsidy of $100 for 13 weeks.
The Schedule to the Job Start Umbrella Agreement (Exhibit
1) identifies Eldiston Pty Ltd of 14 Edwards Street, Nedlands
as the employer and the Applicant as the trainee/employee.
The Schedule also identifies that conditions of service were
to be determined by reference to the Commercial Travellers
and Sales Representatives Award, 1978, and that the hours of
work and weekly rate of pay were to be 38 and $711 respec-
tively. The Schedule is signed by the Applicant and by Mr
Thies as the �Employer or Authorised Representative� and as
the Applicant�s supervisor. The name of Eldiston Pty Ltd was
changed sometime in August 1995, after the Applicant com-
menced employment, to The Australian Commercial Centre
Pty Ltd, the named Respondent for the purposes of these pro-
ceedings.

It is the Applicant�s evidence that during June and July 1995,
prior to his commencement in paid work under the Job Start
Umbrella Agreement, he worked for the Respondent without
pay assisting Mr Thies set up what he described as a �new
venture on behalf of Mr Thies�. The work carried out by the
Applicant during this period involved re-establishing his con-
tacts in the insurance industry and carrying out research into
such matters as policies, products, insurance companies and
rates of return. The Applicant performed his work from his
own home because the business address of the Respondent
was the residence of Mr Thies and Mr Thies did not wish to
make available his residence as office accommodation. Nev-
ertheless, it is clear from the Applicant�s evidence, the Sched-
ule to the Job Start Umbrella Agreement (Exhibit 1) and the
Job Start Umbrella Agreement itself (Exhibit 3), that the rela-
tionship between the Applicant and the Respondent was that
of employee and employer. Subclause 3.2 of the Agreement
provides as follows.

�The relationship between the Employer and the Em-
ployee shall be an employment relationship subject to all
the customary, industrial Award, Enterprise Agreement
and statutory rights and obligations subsisting between
Employer and Employee.�

[Exhibit 3]

At the end of August 1996 a discussion took place between
Mr Thies and the Applicant about a lack of funds in the com-
pany and an agreement was reached that from 4 September
1995 the Applicant would work on a different basis until there
were sufficient funds to recommence payment of a �fulltime
wage� (transcript p.5). The new agreement was that the Ap-
plicant would receive $100 each week plus $25 for each hour
worked and would meet his own expenses relating to motor
vehicle use, telephone, etc. There was no evidence that the
change in arrangement was notified to the Department of
Employment, Education and Training as required under the
terms of the Job Start Umbrella Agreement. The Applicant
continued his work with the Respondent under the new ar-
rangement until 20 September 1995 and during the period 1
September 1995 to 20 September 1995 worked a total of 14.75
hours. For part of that time, the Applicant said that he had a
severe head cold.

The only payment received by the Applicant between 1
August 1995 and 20 September 1995 was an amount of $1,000
which he received on 15 August 1995. On 20 September 1995
Mr Thies asked to see the Applicant as the Applicant had been
pressing him for payment of outstanding salary entitlements.
At the meeting the Applicant said Mr Thies terminated his
services for the reason that the company had no money and
could not pay him. His termination was confirmed in a letter
from Mr Thies dated 24 September 1995, which, formal parts
omitted, is in the following terms.

�I refer to our meeting on Wednesday afternoon and con-
firm that your service with Australian Commercial Cen-
tre Pty Ltd was terminated on 20 September 1995.�
[See Exhibit 2 and Transcript p.7]

Subsequent to his termination, the Applicant was paid a fur-
ther $300. This amount was received on 2 May 1996 in cir-
cumstances which were not explained by the Applicant.

The Applicant now claims unpaid benefits under his con-
tract of employment in the amount of $3,654.75 made up as
follows.

Salary  1/8/95 to 1/9/95  4.8 weeks  @  $711 3412.00
Salary  4/9/95 to 15/9/95   2 weeks  @  $100  200.00
Salary 14.75 hours  @   $25 per hour  368.75
1 weeks pay in lieu of notice @ $711 711.00
Pro rata holiday pay 1.85 days @ $711  263.00

TOTAL 4954.75
Less payments received
15/8/95 $1000
2/5/96 $ 300 1300.00

Amount of claim 3654.75
There is no doubt that the Applicant was an employee of the

Respondent for the period 1 August 1995 to 20 September
1995. That is clear from the evidence of the Applicant and
from the Job Start Umbrella Agreement (Exhibit 3). Having
accepted that the Applicant�s evidence represents a true ac-
count of the facts, it remains only to consider whether the
amount claimed in the way of unpaid benefits is an accurate
reflection of his entitlements under the contract of employ-
ment.

The Applicant�s contract of employment with the Respond-
ent between 1 August 1995 and 1 September 1995 was as set
out in the Schedule to the Job Start Umbrella Agreement (Ex-
hibit 1). That provided for a 38 hour week at a salary of $711.00
per week. Other conditions were to be derived from the Com-
mercial Travellers and Sales Representatives Award 1978
(hereinafter referred to as the award). Relevantly, the award
by virtue of Clause 13.�Contract of Service, provides that
�The employment of any worker shall be terminable by two
weeks notice on either side.� or, alternatively, two weeks pay
in lieu of notice. Clause 15.�Annual Leave provides that if,
after one months continuous service in any qualifying period
an employee leaves his employment or the employment is ter-
minated by the employer for reasons other than misconduct,
the employee shall be paid 12 2/3 hours at the ordinary rate of
wage in respect of each completed month of service. Annual
leave loading does not apply to proportionate leave on termi-
nation.

On 4 September 1995 the Applicant agreed to a new em-
ployment arrangement which provided that he would receive
payment at the rate of $100 per week plus a further amount of
$25 for each hour worked. While the new arrangement agreed
upon between the Applicant and the Respondent is different
from the one recognised in the Schedule to the Job Start Um-
brella Agreement between the Respondent and the Depart-
ment of Employment, Education and Training, it established
a new basis for the employment relationship to apply from 4
September 1996. Nothing in the evidence indicates that there
was any change to other conditions derived from the award
and I am satisfied that those conditions continued to have ef-
fect.

The Applicant�s calculation of salary entitlements for the
period 1 August 1995 to 15 September 1995 is a correct re-
flection of his employment contract with the Respondent. It
would seem, however, that for the purpose of calculating ter-
mination pay the Applicant�s claim relies upon the Schedule
to the Job Start Umbrella Agreement. If the Job Start Um-
brella Agreement between the Respondent and the Depart-
ment of Employment, Education and Training continued
unaltered beyond 4 September 1995 it may be the case that
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the Agreement had been breached, but that does not alter what
was agreed between the Applicant and the Respondent on 4
September 1995. Termination and holiday pay should there-
fore be calculated on the basis of the 4 September agreement
between the Applicant and the Respondent and by applying
the provisions of the award. When this is done the following
outcome results.

Salary  1/8/95 to 1/9/95   4.8 weeks  @  $711 3412.00
Salary  4/9/95 to 15/9/95   2 weeks  @  $100  200.00
Salary  4/9/95 to 15/9/95 4.75 hours  @   $25 per hour  368.75
2 weeks pay in lieu of notice @ $100 200.00
Pro rata holiday pay 12 2/3 hours @ $100   33.32

TOTAL 4214.07
Less payments received
15/8/95 $1000
2/5/96 $ 300 1300.00

Amount of unpaid benefit 2914.07
I would therefore determine the Application by an Order

that the Applicant be paid an amount of $2914.07, that being
the unpaid benefit to which he is entitled under his contract of
employment, within 14 days from the date of issuance of the
Order.

Appearances: Mr E.J. Calder appeared on his own behalf
No appearance on behalf of the Respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Eric John Calder
and

The Australian Commercial Centre Pty Ltd.
No. 1185 of 1995.

COMMISSIONER R.N. GEORGE.
17 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard the Applicant on his own behalf and there
initially being no appearance but later having heard Mr T.
Thies on behalf of the Respondent in Speaking to the Min-
utes, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Respondent, The Australian Commercial
Centre Pty Ltd, pay to the Applicant, Eric John Calder,
an amount of $2914.07, within 14 days from the date of
this Order.

(Sgd.) R.N. GEORGE,
[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Steven Warren Cooke

and
Omex Petroleum Pty Ltd.

No. 494 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.

3 September 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE COMMISSIONER : The Commission as presently con-
stituted dealt with the substantive matters involved with ap-
plication No. 494 of 1996, in its Reasons for Decision of 14
June 1996. That decision records that two remaining matters
were stood over, namely those concerning contractual benefit
claims dealing with �holiday pay� and �pay in lieu of notice�,
for further proceedings.

These further proceedings, at which the Commission heard
further argument on behalf of the parties, were conducted on
16 July 1996.

With respect to the claim for �holiday pay�, after part of the
argument on behalf of Mr Cooke was presented to the Com-
mission, Mr Cooke reviewed his position, and determined that
it would be preferable after all to proceed with this claim be-
fore the Industrial Magistrate in accordance with the provi-
sions of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act. He
sought leave to withdraw his claim for �holiday pay�, and leave
was allowed for that to occur.

In relation to the claim for �pay in lieu of notice�, it was
argued on Mr Cooke�s behalf that no notice of termination
was given to Mr Cooke by the company, when he was re-
trenched from his position as Service Station Manager, on 10
November 1995. It was submitted that although he had been
advised, in the course of October 1995, that the service sta-
tion would be closing down and that this would be when the
fuel supply ran out, he was not formally told that he would no
longer be working for the company. As a consequence, it was
submitted, Mr Cooke was retrenched. An appropriate entitle-
ment was seen to be 3 months pay in lieu of notice, less the 2
weeks pay that he had already received, and an Order for that
amount was sought.

On behalf of Omex Petroleum Pty Ltd, Mr Kenner (of Coun-
sel) argued that there was no basis in the evidence, and nor
was there any basis in law, for the payment of 3 months pay in
lieu of notice. He submitted that notice of termination of em-
ployment was an express term of the contract between Mr
Cooke and the company, by virtue of the Commission�s ear-
lier finding that the terms set out in Exhibit Q3, formed the
basis of that contract. Reference in this respect was made to
the term, under the heading of �Termination�, which states as
follows:

�1. This agreement may be terminated by either party
giving one month�s notice or by Omex at any time if
the Agent is in default of Agent clause five.�

Mr Kenner submitted that this term of the contract did not
provide for payment to be made in lieu of the provision of
notice. Further, he stated, that there was no evidence to sup-
port the proposition that payment in lieu of notice was an im-
plied term, or that there was any custom and practice which
required payment in lieu of notice to be provided.

He then reviewed the evidence of Mr Cooke and Mr
Quackenbush and concluded that the notification provided by
Mr Quackenbush to Mr Cooke in the course of October 1995,
as to the closure of the station at an unspecified date in No-
vember 1995, did constitute notice to terminate the contract.
The statement by Mr Quackenbush provided a clear indica-
tion that the engagement would be coming to an end.

Finally, it was put that in the event of the Commission find-
ing that there was no express term in the contract relating to
notice of termination, then a period of reasonable notice could
be implied. To ascertain what was reasonable in the circum-
stances, a range of factors would need to be considered. In the
end, a period of one month was seen as reasonable.

In assessing the question as to whether payment in lieu of
notice was a contractual term of the employment contract be-
tween Mr Cooke and Mr Quackenbush, the first matter to ad-
dress is as to whether the �Termination� provision, set out in
Exhibit Q3, constituted a term of that contract. That question
can be simply answered. In the original proceedings, the Com-
mission, after weighing the evidence of Mr Cooke and Mr
Quackenbush, made a finding that all of the terms of the so-
called �agency agreement�, that is, Exhibit Q3, did form the
terms of the contract of employment. This was notwithstand-
ing that it was not confirmed in a documentary form.

The �Termination� clause, was therefore a term of this con-
tract. The term, as set out above, is very clear. It provides that
the contract may be terminated by either party giving the other
one month�s notice. The exception to that relates to a circum-
stance of default by Mr Cooke as to the completion of daily
sales analyses, and other matters in clause 5 of the contract.
This exception had no bearing upon the circumstances of the
instant case however, and can be disregarded.

On this basis, there was a contractual obligation upon the
company, in this case, to provide Mr Cooke with a month�s
notice of his termination.
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This being the case, there is no need for the Commission to
address whether a term of reasonable notice was implied into
the contract. This alternative position, simply does not arise.

As to the month�s notice, the question is as to whether it
was provided. Certain of the evidence of Mr Cooke and Mr
Quackenbush, as to the circumstances leading to the notifica-
tion of the closure of the service station, has already been set
out in the decision relating to the original proceedings, albeit
that it was set out under the heading of �Unfair Dismissal�.
There is no need to repeat it here. What is clear from the evi-
dence is that Mr Cooke did receive notification from Mr
Quackenbush in the course of October 1995, that the station
would be closing. The actual date was confirmed on the day
itself by the Site Supervisor, namely on 10 November 1995.
There are differences in the evidence as to the date upon which
the notification was given and as to the date of closure.

The actual words used by Mr Quackenbush in the October
1995 discussion, which was by telephone, referred to the clo-
sure of the station. They did not expressly refer to the im-
pending termination of Mr Cooke�s employment. The question
is as to whether they implied this. It is clear to the Commis-
sion that, by Mr Quackenbush�s understanding, they must have
implied this, bearing in mind that he engaged Mr Cooke spe-
cifically for the Kelmscott site and did not, as the Commis-
sion earlier found, commit the company to a specific operating
term, although it was known that the tenancy period was that
of three years.

Against this, Mr Cooke says that although he was aware of
the impending closure of the station, he was not clear as to
what would be happening with him. Specifically, he asked the
Site Supervisor on 10 November 1995, to this effect and was
told by him, after he (the Site Supervisor) consulted Mr
Quackenbush, that his (Mr Cooke�s) employment at Kelmscott
was finished and that he would need to seek employment else-
where.

Initially the Site Supervisor had requested that the final read-
ings, paper work, stocktake and the like, be done on the fol-
lowing Monday, but as it transpired, Mr Cooke was requested
to return later that day. Mr Cooke did this and the task was
completed.

Was the statement made by the Site Supervisor concerning
Mr Cooke being finished, reasonably implied in the initial
October 1995 advice from Mr Quackenbush?

The difficulty in assessing this particular question is that
Mr Cooke�s perception at the time was one of feeling unsure
as to the effect of the closure upon him. He made the point in
the original proceedings, that he believed there was an obliga-
tion upon the company to endeavour to transfer him elsewhere
within their operations. Whether he harboured that view at
the time of his termination, is not clear from the evidence. At
the very least however, because of his unsureness, it appears
that he did not view the original notification by Mr
Quackenbush, as implying that he would be terminated in
conjunction with the closure of the service station.

In assessing Mr Quackenbush�s position, account has to be
taken of the fact that he never viewed Mr Cooke at the time as
being engaged in the status of an employee. There is no denial
however, on his part that he was bound by the requirements of
the �Termination� clause, irrespective of whether the contract
was found to be an agency agreement or an employment agree-
ment. Certainly, when he did notify Mr Cooke of the closure
in the course of October 1995, he did not make any reference
at all to the consequence of the closure upon Mr Cooke. It
remained unsaid. Perhaps that is typical of an arrangement
with an �agent�, as was believed at the time to be the case.

This notwithstanding, the Commission is dealing with a situ-
ation of where Mr Cooke was engaged to operate the newly
opened Kelmscott Service Station. No reference, at engage-
ment, or subsequently, at least so far as the evidence reveals,
was made as to the prospect of Mr Cooke operating at any
other of the company�s service stations. In addition to this,
the Commission has already found Mr Cooke was not engaged
for a specified term. All that was known, in the context of the
ongoing operation of the station, was that the lease on the site
was for a three year period. There do not appear to have been
any undertakings given of ongoing engagement on this site or
of transfer to other sites, in the event of the lease not continu-
ing.

The Commission is led to the inevitable conclusion that Mr
Cooke was engaged solely for the Kelmscott Service Station
site. The clear inference that arises from this, is that upon the
closure of that site, his engagement, in this case as an em-
ployed Service Station Manager, would terminate.

It thus follows that Mr Quackenbush�s notification to Mr
Cooke in the course of October 1995, as to the closure of the
station, necessarily implied that Mr Cook�s employment would
be terminated. Such notification, in the Commission�s view,
thus constituted �notice�, as required by the �Termination� pro-
vision of the contract.

As to whether the full month�s notice was given, is depend-
ant upon an assessment as to the actual date upon which the
notification was given and upon which the closure was to oc-
cur. Mr Quackenbush in his evidence, was not able to pin-
point the date in October, when he notified Mr Cooke as to
the closure. He did recall saying though that it would occur in
�about a month�s time�. Against this is the evidence of Mr
Cooke, which is that he was notified of the closure of the
station by Mr Quackenbush �around 26 October� and was
advised that it would occur �on 15 November or thereabouts�.
His evidence then is, that a few days later, the Site Supervisor
confirmed the closure would be on 15 November 1995 or
thereabouts, or when the fuel ran out.

In terms of determining which evidence to prefer, the Com-
mission recognises the position it took in relation to the for-
mation of the contract, in the acceptance of Mr Quackenbush�s
recollection over that of Mr Cooke. The difference in this case
however, is that it is Mr Cooke�s evidence that not only was
he initially told of the date of 15 November 1995 (by Mr
Quackenbush), but that the same date was confirmed a short
period later (by the Site Supervisor). By virtue of this, and the
fact that Mr Cooke�s recall in this circumstance could well
have been assisted by the fact that he was at the time receiving
an important piece of information, affecting his very future,
the Commission is prepared to accept his evidence, in prefer-
ence to that of Mr Quackenbush. That having been concluded,
there is still the doubt, as to the accuracy of the 26 October
date; it could just as easily have been say, 20 October.

In the end, and having regard to the actual termination date
being 5 days earlier than the date projected, the Commission
concludes that there was a deficiency of notice given, to the
extent of 1½ weeks.

The question now becomes whether the contract provides
for pay in lieu of notice to be provided. It certainly is the case
that there is no express provision to this effect in the clause.
As to whether such provision is implied, is dependant upon
whether the evidence refers to anything discussed between
the parties on the matter or whether any expectations devel-
oped on the basis of practices that were followed within the
company. As to the Commission assessing the evidence, no
indication of any kind, in these respects, arises from that evi-
dence.

Accordingly, the Commission concludes that pay in lieu of
notice was not a term of the contract. With respect to the 1½
weeks deficiency found above, there is simply no action that
the Commission can take, in the context of its authority to
deal with contractual benefit matters. In terms of industrial
equity, there may be grounds for saying that a payment of
salary equivalent to that period, should be forthcoming, but
this is not the basis upon which the Commission can deal with
the matter. It could only be dealt with as an ex-gratia consid-
eration by the company.

The Commission accordingly is obliged to formally con-
clude that there is therefore no basis to the claim for pay in
lieu of notice.

This would be still the case, it needs to be said, even if the
termination was deemed to constitute a redundancy, which
description can reasonably be attributed to the company�s ac-
tion in the circumstances of this case. There are simply no
redundancy provisions that are separately provided for in the
contract. Nor are there any such provisions which are legisla-
tively provided for.

In light of this determination, and the other determinations
relating to the fixed term employment, and the unfair dismissal,
in the original proceedings, the Commission is left with no
alternative but to dismiss the application. An Order to that
effect will now issue.
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Appearances:Mr S. W. Cooke on his own behalf and later
Mr B. Trengove on his behalf
Mr S. J. Kenner (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Steven Warren Cooke

and
Omex Petroleum Pty Ltd.

No. 494 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.

3 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr S.W. Cooke on his own behalf and later
Mr B. Trengove on his behalf and Mr S.J. Kenner (of Coun-
sel) on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 hereby Orders�

THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,

[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lisa Marie Foley

and
G & J Reely School of Dancing Pty Ltd trading as Arthur

Murray School of Dancing.
No. 233 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
13 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision (extempore)
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant was, as is common
ground, employed by the Respondent as a student dance in-
structor from September 1995 until on or about 7 February
1996. She was to be paid a wage in the order of $319.00 per
week. In addition, I think there was to be a Jobstart allow-
ance, but nothing turns on that. It was a term of her contract of
employment that she undergo studies towards, and indeed at-
tain, the Intermediate Bronze Standard. This required her to
pass examinations conducted, as I understand it, by the Re-
spondent, which carries on business as a school of dancing.

It was also a condition of her employment that if she was
dismissed by the employer for any cause whatsoever, she was
obliged to pay the sum of money stipulated in her contract to
recompense the Respondent for the training which the Appli-
cant had received to that time.

It seems that all went well with the Applicant�s employment
until around about Christmas or in the early part of this year,
at which time, it seems, the Respondent�s agents started to
express concern that the Applicant had not passed the Inter-
mediate Bronze Standard examination. One of the Respond-
ent�s directors, Mrs Reely, was of the view that the Applicant
needed to undergo further training and that she was concerned,
so she says, that the Applicant was not undergoing that train-
ing. At about this time, Mrs Reely had to go overseas for rea-
sons which are not material to these proceedings. While she
was away, the Applicant had differences with Mr Reely, an-
other director of the Respondent company. There were allega-
tions that the Applicant had been rude in the face of a customer.

At all events, as it understand it, Mr Reely suggested to the
Applicant that she might like to resign. The Applicant, it seems,
was not unhappy with that proposition, except that she was
concerned that she would have to pay the costs of her train-
ing, as provided in her contract of employment. Mr Reely says
that he told her that that was something that he was prepared
to waive.

I should say, too, that soon after her return from overseas,
late in January, Mrs Reely had had another meeting with the
Applicant to express her concern that the Applicant had not
attained the Intermediate and Bronze Standard, and indeed
had not undergone the necessary examinations as previously
arranged. At this meeting Mrs Reely offered, so she says, to
give the Applicant special training in order that she might
qualify for that standard. Again, there was some discussion
regarding the Applicant�s attitude to her work. Mrs Reely was
concerned that she was less than enthusiastic insofar as her
own training was concerned.

There were subsequent meetings between the parties at which
the Respondent�s officers expressed similar, or the same, con-
cerns to the Applicant with, in the Respondent�s view, little or
no adequate response. In the result, on about 5 February 1996
the Applicant was given two written warnings complaining of
her attitude to work and also drawing attention to the fact, as
it is not disputed by the Applicant, that she had threatened to
walk out, and on another occasion had said that she was going
to hand in her resignation.

The situation appears to have deteriorated somewhat to the
point where on 7 February 1996 the Applicant�s employment
was terminated by the Respondent. The Respondent�s agents
had, to use their words, �become extremely concerned at her
attitude towards us and her employment�. They say that her
attitude and the resultant deleterious atmosphere in the danc-
ing school was such that it could not be allowed to continue.

The Applicant was told that she could collect her outstand-
ing pay and pay in lieu of notice on the following day, or, at
all events, on Friday, 9 February 1996. When she went to do
that she was given a statement of the moneys owing to her,
but told that instead of being given the money, it would be
retained as an offset against the debt which was said to be due
under the contract for her training.

Following the failure to pay the money, the Applicant insti-
tuted these proceedings, by which she seeks relief for what
she claims to have been an unfair dismissal and for denied
contractual benefits. That led to a number of conferences be-
tween the parties as a result of which, it is common ground,
an agreement was reached that the Respondent should pay to
the Applicant the moneys said to be due and owing to her for
work that she had performed. That amounts to the moneys
that were withheld against the debt said to be due under the
contract. In addition, the Respondent was to give the Appli-
cant, to use the parties� words, �a satisfactory statement of
employment�.

It is common ground that the moneys were paid in accord-
ance with the agreement and it is common ground that the
Applicant was given a statement of employment, although she
now says it was not to her liking and not what she anticipated.
Thus she has proceeded with her claim for relief under these
proceedings. She now no longer claims the moneys said to be
due and outstanding, but simply seeks compensation in lieu
of reinstatement. She does not seek reinstatement. She con-
tends that the working relationship between her and the Re-
spondent has completely broken down.

In short, the Applicant says that the Respondent�s agents
were non-communicative with her. They did not help her in
the way in which they should have, they were rude to her, and,
as a general comment, they really did nothing to help her.
Insofar as her work was concerned, she says that she did sat-
isfactorily all that was required of her. She draws particular
attention to the fact that she taught others quite adequately
and without complaint and that she was never, she says, told
that her work was unsatisfactory. She says that, insofar as the
Respondent�s agents had complaints about her, they related to
personal matters and not to her work.

The Respondent, on the other hand, complains that the Ap-
plicant showed a less than satisfactory attitude to her own
personal training, which was a necessary ingredient of the
work; was rude to its directors; and, furthermore, made life
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difficult for others in and around the dance studio. In addi-
tion, the Respondent placed much emphasis on the fact that
the Applicant repeatedly either offered to resign, threatened
to resign, or to walk out.

To a large degree, these proceedings turn on an assessment
of the conflicting evidence. As to that, having heard and ob-
served the parties over much of the day, I am left in no doubt
whatsoever that where there is a conflict between the evidence
of the Applicant and that of the Respondent�s directors, Mr
and Mrs Reely, the testimony of Mr and Mrs Reely is the more
reliable. The Applicant presented as being vague, and on a
number of occasions quite evasive, whereas Mr and Mrs Reely
impressed me with their spontaneity. I cannot think their tes-
timony, as detailed as it was, was concocted for the purpose of
these proceedings. In the circumstances, where there is a con-
flict in the evidence, I prefer their evidence. I do not think
much turns on the evidence of Mr Doherty, whose evidence I
see no reason to doubt.

The Respondent raised, as a preliminary point, the fact that
an agreement was reached and thus there is really no jurisdic-
tion left in the Commission to deal with this matter. In my
view, there is much to be said for that proposition.

Certainly, on the evidence, the agreement designed to settle
these proceedings appears at least to have been complied with
by the Respondent in spirit and in letter. As I have said to the
Applicant, I find it strange that if she did not consider that the
statement of employment was satisfactory to her, she did noth-
ing about it for some considerable time and took the monetary
payment all without comment.

The Commission constituted by the Full Bench has said, on
at least one occasion, that where parties reach an agreement in
a conference they ought not, upon reflection, be allowed to
undo that agreement and relitigate the original matter. There
is obviously a good reason for that; that is, that one of the
principal tenets upon which the Commission is erected is that
it should endeavour to resolve matters by conciliation. If the
parties do reach agreement by conciliation, then the Commis-
sion should do all in its power to see that those agreements are
upheld and honoured.

Thus I am inclined to the view that these proceedings should
be dismissed on the grounds that the agreement has already
been reached by way of a compromise and it would not be just
and equitable that the Applicant be allowed to proceed with
these proceedings.

Even if it is not the case that there was such an agreement,
on the facts as I find them to be I am satisfied that the Re-
spondent had grounds on which it could terminate the Appli-
cant�s employment with some justification. The Applicant, on
a number of occasions, either threatened to resign or invited
the Respondent to dismiss her.

Furthermore, I am far from convinced, on the evidence, that
the dismissal was harsh or oppressive, or otherwise unfair, as
the Act requires. On the evidence I find to be the most cred-
ible, I am satisfied that the Respondent�s agents, at least from
early in January, spoke to the Applicant about her inability or
failure to qualify for the Immediate Bronze Standard, and,
moreover, that at least Mrs Reely made every effort to encour-
age the Applicant to be trained and reach the necessary quali-
fications.

I accept Mrs Reely�s evidence that she offered to make spe-
cial arrangements to train the Applicant and made appoint-
ments for her to be examined. I also accept her evidence, and
indeed it is not really denied by the Applicant, that the Appli-
cant asked for time off work at a time when she was to un-
dergo examination in order to get better motivated. In addition,
I accept Mrs Reely�s evidence that she told the Applicant that
it would be better for the Applicant if she got motivated at the
workplace. That was not something which the Applicant
wanted. I accept, too, Mrs Reely�s evidence that the Appli-
cant indicated that she was reluctant to be told what to do by
the Respondent. Also I accept Mrs Reely�s evidence that, apart
from complaints that one of the instructors teaching the Ap-
plicant was too young, at no stage during the numerous meet-
ings between the parties did the Applicant complain to the
Respondent�s agents of any deficiencies in her working envi-
ronment.

I accept the evidence of the Respondent�s agents, which
again, in essence, is not disputed by the Applicant, that the

Applicant from time to time threatened to resign or walk out.
Furthermore, I accept the evidence of both Mr and Mrs Reely
that towards the end the Applicant virtually demanded that
the Respondent dismiss her. I have no doubt, having heard
Mr Reely�s evidence, that she did say to him, as he asserts,
that she really wanted to be dismissed in order to protect what-
ever rights she had under the CES arrangements for the pay-
ment of the dole and the like.

For these reasons, in my view the Applicant simply has not
made out her case. I propose to order that it be dismissed.

Appearances: Ms L.M. Foley in person
Ms A.V. Payne (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Lisa Marie Foley

and
G & J Reely School of Dancing Pty Ltd trading as Arthur

Murray School of Dancing.
No. 233 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.
13 August 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms L.M. Foley on her own behalf and Ms
A.V. Payne (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING,

[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Graham Alexander Furey

and
MTE Publications

Cornelis and Carol Tromp.
No. 36 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
29 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: By this application, Graham Alex-
ander Furey, claims that he was denied contractual benefits,
in accordance with s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 (�the Act�), which arose out of his employment
with the respondent firm, as a �Sales Agent� (or �Area Man-
ager�) and later as a �State Sales Manager�, over the period 5
October 1995 to 9 January 1996.

Specifically, the claim relates to the following:
Commission $1,037.30
Photocopying Expenses $55.20
Postage and Stationery Expenses $157.85
Business Telephone Calls Costs $309.17

The proceedings in this matter were held on 11 July 1996.
There was no representation on behalf of the respondent firm
in those proceedings, without any explanation for that being
the case. Originally, the application was set down for hearing
on 3 April 1996, but the date was vacated when the Commis-
sion became aware that the respondent firm�s proprietors, who
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live in Esperance, had planned to travel overseas over that
date and for six weeks hence. A further hearing date of 12
June 1996, was set. Those proceedings were adjourned how-
ever, as there was no representation on behalf of the firm,
without any explanation of that being the case.

The same had been the case with the earlier s.32 Confer-
ence proceedings, and as a result they had been unavailing.

The only relevant communication which the Commission
received from the firm was a letter to the Commission dated
14 February 1996, in which the claims were responded to. No
�Answer and Counter Proposal�, as required by the Industrial
Relations Commission Regulations, was filed. Although the
Commission is not obliged to attribute any weight to the let-
ter, its contents will be noted in passing.

The evidence led by Mr Furey revealed that he was initially
engaged on a probationary basis on 27 September 1995, by
one of the proprietors of the firm, Mr Cornelis Tromp, as a
�Unit Manager� responsible for selling listings in a telephone
guide, to be published covering the Avon Valley region.

So far as the guide was concerned, there were two types of
listings; one being a listing according to the category of busi-
ness and an alphabetical listing, in bold type, valued at $75.00;
the other being solely an alphabetical listing, in bold type,
valued at $30.00. Its format was to be based upon a guide
which the proprietors had already published in the Esperance
region. Mr Furey sold the listings on the basis that the guide
would be published by the end of January 1996.

A letter confirming the probationary engagement, on the
basis of the payment of a weekly amount of $500.00, was
provided to Mr Furey, on 22 September 1995 (Exhibit F1).

The formal contract between the parties was confirmed in a
letter from Mr Tromp to Mr Furey, dated 27 September 1995,
together with an attached �Duty Statement� (Exhibit F2). It
formally came into effect on 5 October 1995, the day after Mr
Furey signed the �Duty Statement�, thereby accepting its terms.

The relevant terms of the Duty Statement are as follows:
�Cornelis Tromp undertakes to pay Graham Furey a com-
mission on sales made by Graham Furey on his behalf
equal to $35 per sale effected at $75 and $15.00 per sale
effected at $30. Cornelis Tromp undertakes to pay such
commissions in the following manner. Each Thursday he
shall pay into the nominated bank account of Graham
Furey the sum of five hundred dollars. The balance be-
tween this and the actual commission accrued by Graham
Furey shall be paid on the 7th day of the month follow-
ing the period in which these accruals were earned.
Cornelis Tromp further undertakes to provide Graham
Furey with all stationery and promotional material nec-
essary at no cost to Graham Furey.
Graham Furey undertakes to provide his best efforts.
Graham Furey further undertakes to keep accurate records
of his endeavours and will supply reports to Cornelis
Tromp when required either verbally or by written re-
quest. Graham Furey undertakes to deposit into the MTE
Publication bank account all monies received from MTE
Publications clients on a daily basis. For the purpose of
record the referred to bank account is a bank account
nominated.
Graham Furey understands that Cornelis Tromp has made
all undertakings with him subject to a specific perform-
ance requirement and that is that a minimum sales result
of five sales at $75 per sale must be reached per day.�

The letter also set out certain of these terms, but was more
directed to confirming certain future benefits, such as an over-
riding commission, private medical insurance, sickness and
accident insurance and a quarterly bonus.

The letter, further, refers to Mr Furey�s appointment as a
�Sales Agent�. Such is not repeated in the Duty Statement.

Mr Furey�s evidence is that he commenced his work in and
around Northam and immediately encountered opposition to
the telephone guide. He recognised that he faced considerable
competition from a variety of locally based directories, in ad-
dition to Telecom�s white and yellow pages directories. As a
consequence, the minimum sales requirements of five per day
were not achieved most of the time.

Mr Furey was never, it seems, challenged by Mr Tromp over
the fact that he (Mr Furey) had not achieved the minimum
requirements. At the same time, however, the $500.00 weekly
payment ceased to continue to be paid. Instead, some com-
missions were paid, but these payments were made on an in-
termittent basis. This was the case notwithstanding that Mr
Furey methodically furnished Mr Tromp with a copy of each
contract he completed, together with bank deposit slips relat-
ing to monies banked on behalf of the firm.

For his own purposes, Mr Furey kept a record, in an exer-
cise book (Exhibit F4) of the details of the contract (signed
application forms), the payment due and paid, the commis-
sion due and paid and other relevant information.

Mr Furey then explained that on 24 October 1995, Mr
Tromp, issued a Sales Bulletin (Exhibit F6), directed to both
he and the representative in Kalgoorlie, in which he advised
that the commission would only be paid on sales for which
payment had been received. Mr Furey says in this respect,
that this had always been the practice with him in any event.

The letter also refers to a change in the commission struc-
ture, namely a reduction, but Mr Furey says this was never
put into effect; it was merely a statement which was made as a
threat.

Then, by letter to Mr Furey, from Mr Tromp, of 20 Decem-
ber 1995 (Exhibit F7), a further �revision� of the commission
was proposed, effective from 1 January 1996. Mr Tromp also
requested that Mr Furey transfer to Kalgoorlie.

Mr Furey replied to that letter on 4 January 1996 (Exhibit
F9) advising that he was unable to go to Kalgoorlie until the
end of January. In addition, he requested that he be paid his
outstanding commissions, which were set out in a list which
was attached. The list referred to 39 outstanding commissions,
the earliest of which dated back to 10 October 1995. He also
sought reimbursement of expenses relating to photocopying,
postage and stationery and business telephone calls.

Coinciding with this, there was a cheque in the mail from
Mr Tromp for one of the outstanding commissions. As if to
serve as a demonstration of the difficulties Mr Furey was fac-
ing, Mr Furey then chose to resign his position. On 9 January
1996, he wrote to Mr Tromp (Exhibit F10), advising that �due
mainly to the fact that payment of commissions due to me is
too slow, as well as the method of payment, which is very
unsatisfactory�, he intended, as at that date to �withdraw my
services�.

Mr Tromp replied to that letter on 11 January 1996 (Exhibit
F11) and enclosed a cheque for $285.00, advising that such
�is the last you will receive until the book (viz. the telephone
guide) is out or until all monies outstanding have been re-
ceived�. He denied in the letter that he had ever undertaken to
reimburse Mr Furey for the telephone calls. He made no ex-
press reference to the other matters.

Mr Furey then proceeded to file the instant application with
the Commission. No �Answer� to the claims was filed by Mr
Tromp, although ultimately he wrote to the Commission ad-
vising that Mr Furey �failed to reach minimum sales levels
consistent with the commission rates negotiated; such sales
levels being 5 per day�. Mr Tromp accused Mr Furey, in the
letter, of being lazy and failing to complete his task in the
Avon Valley.

In relation to this accusation and the denial of liability on
Mr Tromp�s part relating to the claims themselves, the Com-
mission of course has heard no evidence from Mr Tromp. The
Commission therefore has no ability to assess the credibility
of Mr Tromp�s position or have it subject to challenge by the
applicant.

The applicant, Mr Furey, on the other hand, has been will-
ing to give evidence, and although his evidence has not been
subject to challenge from the respondent, the Commission had
had the opportunity to clarify any matters that were not ad-
equately canvassed. In this process, the Commission is obliged
to accept the evidence of Mr Furey, above the statements of
Mr Tromp, unless the Commission harbours doubts over the
truthfulness or accuracy of Mr Furey�s evidence.

The Commission has no hesitation in saying that it has no
such doubts; it therefore has no difficulty in accepting the
evidence of Mr Furey, given in these proceedings. He put his
position in an objective manner and presented detailed
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documentary evidence relating to the claims. He tendered a
copy of each contract entered into (as a signed application
form) (Exhibit F3), a statement of commissions due and paid,
and of photocopying, postage and stationery expenses incurred
(Exhibit F4), together with relevant telephone accounts.

Before the Commission can consider awarding the claims
however, it has to be satisfied that a genuine employer/em-
ployee relationship existed between Mr Furey and the firm of
which Mr Tromp was a proprietor, consistent with s.23 of the
Act. In this respect, the evidence shows that Mr Furey, at the
initial offer of a position, on a probationary basis, was for a
position titled �Unit Manager�. When however, his appoint-
ment was confirmed, shortly after the initial offer, it was for
the position of �Sales Agent�. Then, the following month, Mr
Furey became the �State Sales Manager�, although there is no
confirmation of this change in any document.

Mr Furey maintains that at all times his status was that of an
employee. He explained that every evening he reported to Mr
Tromp, in Esperance, by telephone, as to his daily activities in
the Avon Valley district. In addition, Mr Tromp would, from
time to time, issue instructions relating to administrative pro-
cedures and other matters relating to his work. Also, as State
Sales Manager, whenever Mr Tromp was seeking to engage
sales staff in Perth, he (Mr Furey) had to make arrangements
for the interviews and to attend them.

The role described by Mr Furey, although not claimed to be
capable of being bound by the terms of the Award applying to
sales representatives generally, appears, in the Commission�s
view, to be reasonably similar to that of an employed sales
representative. The Commission is therefore satisfied that Mr
Furey was, at all relevant times, an employee, and therefore
capable of pursuing a claim in accordance with s.29 (1) (b)
(ii) of the Act.

In terms of the claim for the commissions, the Commission
cannot overlook the fact that one of the terms of the �Duty
Statement� which formed the basis of the contract, was that
the payment of the commission was subject to a minimum of
5 sales of a particular type per day. From the way in which the
provision is expressed, it has all the appearances of a condi-
tion precedent to the entitlement to the commissions.

Mr Furey however, admits that he virtually never achieved
that target, despite what he says were his best efforts, because
of the resistance to the concept of a telephone guide and of the
competition for other organisations providing a similar serv-
ice. He says however, that Mr Tromp never held him to this
term of the Duty Statement. On the other hand Mr Tromp, in
his statement, seeks to rely upon it.

Although the only evidence led was by Mr Furey himself,
the Commission is satisfied that Mr Furey used his best en-
deavours, in carrying out his task, and not as Mr Tromp de-
scribed him.

In the end, the Commission forms the view that Mr Tromp,
by his actions in not requiring the observance of that term of
the Duty Statement, and by his being prepared to pay a com-
mission on a majority of the contracts, has tacitly waived this
provision as a condition precedent to the entitlement to the
commissions. In so concluding, the Commission is mindful
that contractual terms ought not readily be treated as having
been waived, and in this respect account has been taken of
authoritative opinion on this question, such as the observa-
tions of Wilson J. of the High Court in Sandra Investments
Pty Ltd v. Booth 50 ALR 385 at p. 395.

The Commission notes in passing, that this was not the only
contractual term waived, in that Mr Tromp himself saw no
obligation upon his firm to make the $500.00 per week pay-
ment to Mr Furey, as an advance upon his commissions, as he
had contracted to do. Significantly, Mr Furey did not seek the
enforcement of this part of the contract.

The only other basis upon which the entitlement to the com-
missions can be questioned, in the Commission�s view, re-
lates simply to the fact as to whether they have actually been
paid or not. In this respect, Mr Furey has kept a detailed per-
sonal record, as indicated above, which sets out, amongst other
information, what commission is applicable to each contract,
and whether it has been paid or not. Against this, the state-
ment from Mr Tromp, simply does not address the question,
other than saying, that no more payments will be made until
the telephone guide is published.

Weighing all of these matters, the Commission has no hesi-
tation in accepting that Mr Furey�s personal record which de-
tails the commissions which are due but unpaid, is a truthful
and correct statement of the position. The Commission there-
fore, is prepared to order that the commissions as claimed, be
awarded.

With respect to the reimbursement of the costs of photo-
copying, postage and stationery, the Commission is satisfied
that these costs were legitimately incurred and that they are
due and payable in accordance with the term of the �Duty
Statement�, which forms the basis of the contract, and which
provides that �all stationery and promotional material neces-
sary�, will be provided at no cost by Mr Tromp.

In the case of the business telephone calls, whilst it is the
case that there was no express reference in the �Duty State-
ment�, or elsewhere, to the reimbursement of business tel-
ephone calls, Mr Furey maintains that this was accepted by
Mr Tromp at his engagement. Mr Tromp, in his statement,
merely says it was a perquisite.

Once again, the Commission has no hesitation in accepting
Mr Furey�s evidence in this respect. In addition, the Commis-
sion has no reason to believe that the telephone calls claimed
did not relate to other than business circumstances.

It thus follows that each of the claims made by Mr Furey,
have been substantiated as being due as a contractual benefit.
The Commission will therefore Order that they be accord-
ingly paid by the firm, of which Mr Tromp is a proprietor.

Order accordingly.
Appearances:Mr G. Furey on his own behalf
No appearance on behalf of the Respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Graham Alexander Furey

and
MTE Publications

(Cornelis and Carol Tromp).
No. 36 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
29 August 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr G. Furey on his own behalf and there be-
ing no appearance on behalf of the Respondent, the Commis-
sion, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979, hereby Orders�

(1) THAT the respondent firm pay to Graham Alexan-
der Furey, the sum of $1,559.52, in consideration of
the following payments, namely:
Commission $1,037.30
Photocopying Expenses $55.20
Postage and Stationery Expenses $157.85
Business Telephone Calls Costs $309.17

(2) THAT such payment be made within 14 days of the
date hereof.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Teresa Gibson

and
David Evans Real Estate.

No. 722 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.

9 September 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the
proceedings, as edited by the Commission.)

THE COMMISSIONER: Ms Gibson was employed by David
Evans Real Estate on the 27th of February 1996. On the 6th
of March 1996 Ms Gibson handed in a written resignation
giving one week�s notice as required under her contract. Dur-
ing the proceedings Ms Gibson argued that effectively her date
of termination was at the expiry of the one week�s notice: the
13th of March 1996. However, in fact on the evidence of Mr
Price, Ms Gibson�s employment came to an end on the same
day as the resignation letter: the 6th of March 1996. Mr Price�s
evidence is that when Ms Gibson gave in her resignation, he
stated to her that it was usual for employment to end on that
day, that Ms Gibson agreed and thereupon returned her keys
and advertising signs and left the premises. Ms Gibson agrees
that she left the premises, but says that her contract did not
end until the notice expired. Although nothing in the end turns
upon this particular issue, it seems to me inescapable that Ms
Gibson�s employment ended on the 6th of March 1996. I sus-
pect that it is most likely that notwithstanding the requirement
that a week�s notice be given, it is to be understoodthat Ms
Gibson and her employer jointly agreed that her employment
would end on that day. In my view that conclusion is also
supported by the date set out in Ms Gibson�s own application
to this Commission together with the date set out on her group
certificate.

Ms Gibson claims that she should have been paid a higher
rate of commission on a property which was sold by her, in
conjunction with another agent, which had not been concluded
at her termination. The contract of employment between the
parties was in writing and furthermore the contract covers this
particular issue. Clause 12(b) states:

�All transactions not settled prior to termination�the
following negotiated percentage amounts calculated on
the amount of the gross commission as defined in the
First Schedule of this Agreement, shall be paid:

(i) Sales awaiting settlement where no follow up
service is required, an amount at the rate of
47 per cent.

(ii) Unconditional sales where a reasonable fol-
low up service is required, an amount at the
rate of 23.50 per cent.

(iii) Conditional sales, an amount at the rate of
23.50 per cent.

The provisions of this clause shall apply to both listing and
selling representatives.�

The property in question is 7 Bayou Court. The evidence,
which I accept, is that Ms Gibson was the selling agent and
Mr Price was the listing agent. It is also the case that settle-
ment of this sale had not occurred prior to the termination of
Ms Gibson�s employment whether that date be the 6th of March
1996 or, as Ms Gibson argued, the 13th of March 1996. Upon
termination, Ms Gibson was paid 50 per cent of 23.5 per cent.
She claims it should have been 50 per cent of 47 per cent.
Under the contract, an amount of 47 per cent is payable only
where no follow up service is required regarding a sale await-
ing settlement. In this case, Mr Price gave evidence, which I
also accept, that follow up service was required for the fol-
lowing items:

(a) ensuring written finance approval was received
within the allowed time;

(b) meeting the purchasers at the property on the 20th
of March 1996 to allow measuring of the property
for carpets;

(c) meeting the purchasers at the property on the 1st of
May 1996 for a pre-settlement inspection;

(d) other telephone conversations with the purchasers
as required.

Ms Gibson did not cast any doubt upon this evidence and
indeed, she gave evidence herself that after her termination
the purchasers did contact her because they wanted to inspect
the property prior to settlement. On the evidence before the
Commission therefore it is clear that some follow up service
was required in relation to this sale. Although subclause (b)(ii)
refers to �reasonable� follow up service, in order to attract the
47 per cent there must be no follow up service at all required.
Thus, there is no need to determine whether the four items
given in evidence by Mr Price were reasonable or not. The
fact that they were required at all means that the 47 per cent
rate is not to be paid.

Further it seems to me that as long as the follow up service
is service which would otherwise have been done by Ms
Gibson then it is fair that as the employer now has to incur the
cost of providing the follow up service, the lower rate of com-
mission be applicable. That is the case here at least as far as
the pre-settlement inspection is concerned.

Accordingly, even if Ms Gibson�s employment did not end
until the 13th of March 1996 she would still not be eligible to
receive a commission at the 47 per cent rate because follow
up service was required even after that date. Accordingly Ms
Gibson has not showed that she has been denied a benefit
under her contract of employment and her claim will be dis-
missed. I can find nothing in the evidence to suggest that David
Evans Real Estate has done anything other than pay Ms Gibson
in accordance with her contract of employment.

During the course of the proceedings I raised with Mr Evans
why the contract of employment provided for termination by
the week if custom and practice was that employment ended
on the same day that notice was given. As I understand his
answer, much will depend upon the reason for notice being
given and whether the employee will or will not be continu-
ing in the real estate industry. If that is the case, perhaps con-
sideration could be given in future contracts of employment
to adding to the notice period provision a further provision
which states that �the parties to this contract of employment
may agree on a lesser period of notice�. This would then ad-
dress the situation which occurred in Ms Gibson�s case and
perhaps remove a point of dispute on some future occasion
coming before the Commission.

Appearances:The applicant on her own behalf.
Mr D. Evans on behalf of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Ms Teresa Gibson

and
David Evans Real Estate.

No. 722 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.

9 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Ms T. Gibson on her own behalf and Mr D.
Evans on behalf of the Respondent the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,

[L.S] Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Vincent McGuinn

and
Curtin Hotels Pty Ltd (Curtin Tavern).

No. 669 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.

7 August 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

THE COMMISSIONER: The applicant in this matter had been
employed by the respondent in a junior manager capacity. He
asserts that this employment relationship ended with his un-
fair summary dismissal on 30 April 1996. That dismissal, Mr
McGuinn says, was effected by Mr Kevin Lawless, the com-
pany secretary for the respondent, during a telephone call that
Mr Lawless made to him at home, from the Tavern. It is de-
nied on behalf of the respondent that the applicant was sum-
marily dismissed on 30 April 1996 and it is said that his
employment was subsequently terminated because of his re-
fusal to report for duty according to his roster after that date.

Not long prior to 30 April 1996 Mr McGuinn had been al-
located the additional task of calculating the wages to be paid
to subordinate employees. That task involved the extraction
of information from the time sheets submitted by the employ-
ees and the making of related calculations via a computer fa-
cility. Mr McGuinn had been given training on this task by a
senior manager Mr Gary Pyke who had previously done that
task. Mr Pyke was thereafter usually responsible for the check-
ing of the wages results produced by the applicant. Before
finishing his shift in the evening of 30 April 1996 Mr McGuinn
had completed the wages calculation task for the current week.
On that occasion Mr Pyke had been rostered off duty and, as a
consequence, the calculations were checked by Mr Lawless
who found discrepancies where one employee would be un-
derpaid two hours and another overpaid for eight hours of
work not done. These discrepancies caused Mr Lawless to
telephone Mr McGuinn as his home on the evening of 30 April
1996.

It is not in dispute that on the evening of 30 April 1996 Mr
McGuinn received a telephone call from Mr Lawless, he then
made a telephone call to the respondent�s premises which was
answered by Mr Lawless, and he then made a further telephone
call to the respondent�s premises when he conversed with Mr
Derek French, a senior manager, all of which occurred over a
time span of a few minutes.

According to Mr McGuinn, in the initial telephone call from
Mr Lawless he, Mr Lawless, complained only regarding the
calculations Mr McGuinn had made that would have lead to
one employee being underpaid for two hours. Mr McGuinn
says that he tried to give an explanation to Mr Lawless who
repeated on several occasions that he could not hear him and
who then said he, Mr McGuinn, was sacked and ended the
telephone call. Mr McGuinn says he heard Mr Lawless quite
clearly. After conveying to his wife what had occurred, she
having already heard what he had said, Mr McGuinn immedi-
ately telephoned the Tavern and his call was answered by Mr
Lawless who responded with the statement that he could not
hear, a statement which was repeated and although Mr
McGuinn had attempted to question Mr Lawless about his
sacking the call was ended by Mr Lawless. Mr McGuinn tel-
ephoned the Tavern again and on this occasion the telephone
was answered by Mr French. The two of them conversed with-
out difficulty and Mr McGuinn told Mr French that he had
been sacked and Mr French responded to the effect that he
had no knowledge of that and Mr McGuinn should therefore
address that situation with Mr Lawless. Mr McGuinn ques-
tioned Mr French as to whether Mr Lawless was nearby and
he responded in the affirmative. Their telephone conversation
ended without Mr McGuinn requesting to speak to Mr Law-
less and without Mr French attempting to arrange that he do
so. I am satisfied that the lastmentioned telephone call was
answered and completed from the bottle shop telephone.

Mr Lawless says on the evening of 30 April 1996 he tel-
ephoned Mr McGuinn at his home for the purpose of discuss-
ing with him discrepancies of two hours and eight hours in

the wages results he had produced in relation to two separate
employees. He says he stated the reason for calling Mr
McGuinn and sought his response but because of interference
on the office telephone he could not hear Mr McGuinn. On
several occasions he stated that he could not hear Mr McGuinn
and then ended the call. Mr Lawless says that at no time did
he say that Mr McGuinn was sacked. It is his testimony that
within minutes the office telephone rang and he answered it
but there was interference again and he could not hear the
caller, he stated several times he could not hear and ended the
call. Mr Lawless says he then left the office and proceeded to
the bottle shop where the telephone rang and was answered
by Mr French however he did not know the identity of the
caller at that time. Mr French, he says, told him later that
evening that he had had a telephone conversation with an an-
gry Mr McGuinn who said he had been sacked and he, Mr
Lawless, responded and told Mr French that Mr McGuinn
had not been sacked. There is evidence from Mr French that
Mr Lawless told him that Mr McGuinn had not been sacked
but no indication of when that occurred.

Mr McGuinn was not rostered for duty on 1 May 1996. On
that day he commenced his action before the Commission al-
leging that he had been unfairly dismissed and then, in the
afternoon, he personally served a copy of the application upon
Mr Pyke. During the act of service Mr Lawless arrived in the
parking area of the Tavern. Mr Lawless met with Mr Pyke,
who was by then alone, and was handed the application Mr
McGuinn had served upon Mr Pyke. Mr McGuinn had in the
meantime proceeded to his motor vehicle parked nearby where
he remained to observe Mr Pyke hand his notice of applica-
tion to Mr Lawless and then he departed in his vehicle with-
out any direct contact between him and Mr Lawless.

On the evening of 1 May 1996, and on the next two days,
Messrs French and Lawless made several telephone calls to
Mr McGuinn between them. The first of these telephone calls,
and a subsequent telephone call, were made by Mr French at
the instigation of Mr Lawless. In the first call Mr French re-
layed to Mr McGuinn that he had not been sacked and that he
should report for duty on his next rostered day for duty. The
evidence shows that Mr McGuinn was next rostered for duty
on the following day, 2 May 1996. Mr McGuinn maintained
to Mr French that he had been sacked and, according to Mr
McGuinn, he also indicated his preparedness to resume em-
ployment but on the condition that Mr Lawless personally
arrange that with him and he also apologise for the treatment
he had received. The detail of what Mr French conveyed to
Mr Lawless from this telephone conversation with Mr
McGuinn is not before the Commission. Mr Lawless, in a
passing reference to what Mr French had conveyed to him,
said he was given to understand that Mr McGuinn had main-
tained he had been sacked and would not be persuaded other-
wise unless Mr McGuinn heard it directly from him. The
telephone conversations which followed between Messrs
French and McGuinn and Messrs Lawless and McGuinn were
approached by both Messrs French and Lawless on the basis
that Mr McGuinn had not been sacked, he remained employed,
and therefore he should report for duty. Mr Lawless went to
the extent of ordering Mr McGuinn to report for duty accord-
ing to his established roster. At some stage there was mention
to Mr McGuinn to the effect that if he did not report for duty
his employment would thereafter terminate at the expiration
of seven days notice. The respondent asserts that it was at the
expiration of this notice that the employment of Mr McGuinn
justly terminated.

I am satisfied from the evidence that there is a telephone in
each of the Tavern restaurant, office, and bottle shop. Mr
McGuinn says that whilst employed at the Tavern he never
experienced any interference on a telephone and never heard
that anyone else had such an experience. Messrs French and
Lawless indicated that the performance of a telephone may be
adversely affected when an open line existed at another tel-
ephone because it was �off the hook�. According to Mr Law-
less the operation of an EFTPOS machine installed in the bottle
shop recently prior to 30 April 1996 had also caused interfer-
ence with the telephone reception. Mr French says he had not
experienced an telephone interference from the EFTPOS ma-
chine and none had been previously mentioned to him by Mr
Lawless.
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Mr McGuinn genuinely believes that on the evening of 30
April 1996 he was dismissed by Mr Lawless. It has been put
to the Commission that notwithstanding such has been de-
nied, the events which then followed point to his having been
so dismissed. The essential events which have been portrayed
as significant are; that on 30 April 1996 when Mr McGuinn
telephoned the Tavern, and told Mr French he had been dis-
missed, they did not experience any telephone interference;
that on 1 May 1996 Mr Lawless was handed the notice of
application from Mr McGuinn, and although Mr McGuinn
remained nearby in the parking area, Mr Lawless ignored him
though he was provided with the obvious and timely opportu-
nity to resolve the employment status of Mr McGuinn; that on
30 April 1996, notwithstanding Mr McGuinn had told Mr
French he had been dismissed, there had been no prompt at-
tempt to contact him and address the matter; and that when
contacts were made with Mr McGuinn, from the evening of 1
May 1996 onward, they were not made for the purpose clari-
fying the status of the employment relationship, but were staged
in response to the service of the notice of application in the
knowledge that the matter of dismissal was to be called into
question before the Commission, and hence those contacts
were for the purpose of creating the appearance there had been
no dismissal and thereby manufacture a line of defence.

Mr Lawless is adamant that, he did not tell Mr McGuinn
that he was sacked, and that he could not hear Mr McGuinn
on 30 April 1996 because of interference on the telephone.
There is evidence that interference does occur when one tel-
ephone is �off the hook� and there is no reason to doubt the
claim that the EFTPOS machine also has caused interference.
The material telephone contact between Messrs Lawless and
McGuinn occurred on the office telephone whereas the clear
conversation Mr McGuinn had with Mr French that same
evening occurred on the bottle shop telephone, hence this last
conversation does not cast doubt on the claim of Mr Lawless
that he experienced interference on the office telephone.

On 30 April 1996 Mr McGuinn attempted to question
whether he was dismissed and in his view Mr Lawless ended
the call so that he did not have to respond. Yet, on 1 May
1996, he saw Mr Lawless arrive but he chose not to contact
Mr Lawless and waited to see if Mr Lawless sought to contact
him. I believe that Mr McGuinn adopted this course because
he felt his notice of application fully stated his position and he
viewed it as obligating Mr Lawless to approach him. And,
having heard and observed Mr McGuinn I am also satisfied
that, from the evening of 30 April 1996 onward, his state of
mind has been conditioned by the view that Mr Lawless did
him an injustice, he harbours a related anger, and so through-
out Mr McGuinn has felt it was incumbent upon Mr Lawless
to pursue atonement, and not him.

Mr McGuinn served his notice of application upon Mr Pyke,
he then walked to where his motor vehicle was parked and
there waited to see whether Mr Lawless sought to make con-
tact with him, when Mr Lawless did not he departed in his
motor vehicle. The version of that event given by Mr Lawless
is that having sighted Mr McGuinn standing with Mr Pyke he
promptly parked his motor vehicle with the intention of talk-
ing to Mr McGuinn but saw him walk away from Mr Pyke
and concluded, quite reasonably in my view, that Mr McGuinn
sought to avoid him. Mr Pyke recollects Mr McGuinn stand-
ing by his motor vehicle after he had been served with the
application and therefore Mr Lawless could have met with Mr
McGuinn. However, there is no evidence to indicate that Mr
Lawless also knew Mr McGuinn had remained nearby and
thus he could have addressed the allegation of unfair dismissal
with Mr McGuinn.

There is no evidence contrary to that of Mr Lawless that
when, on the night of 30 April 1996, he became aware that Mr
McGuinn had said he had been sacked he then told Mr French
that Mr McGuinn had not been sacked. Mr Lawless is there-
fore to be believed. And, that means, either that Mr Lawless
did not say Mr McGuinn was sacked, or that Mr Lawless had
changed his mind in a very short space of time. There is not
apparent reason for a change of mind by Mr Lawless, and
there being no other reason to doubt the testimony of Mr Law-
less, I conclude that he did not tell Mr McGuinn that he was
sacked on 30 April 1996.

It would have been prudent for the respondent to have con-
tacted Mr McGuinn expeditiously and allay his concern after

Mr Lawless became aware of his purported dismissal on the
evening of 30 April 1996. However the purported dismissal
had no practical consequence for the operation of the Tavern
before 2 May 1996 when Mr McGuinn was next rostered to
attend for duty, hence from a purely operational view point
the matter was open to be addressed with Mr McGuinn during
1 May 1996. That occurred, however because of the belated
contact with Mr McGuinn he can be forgiven for believing
such was prompted by the commencement of his action be-
fore the Commission.

Having concluded that the respondent did not sack, and
therefore dismiss Mr McGuinn on 30 April 1996 as alleged,
the application fails and will be dismissed. Had the result been
otherwise, and such also held to have been unfair, the claim of
the applicant is that he be granted monetary compensation for
the period he did not earn between 30 April 1996 and 21 June
1996. Commencing on 1 May 1996 Mr McGuinn was pre-
sented with opportunities to work for the respondent, whether
that had been on the basis of continuing employment or rein-
statement is not material. He steadfastly refused that work and
he made no attempt to resolve the matter and therefore Mr
McGuinn has contributed greatly to his own misfortune. There
existed the potential for Mr McGuinn to continue earning at
the rate he says he lost weekly during the period claimed and
consequently no justification for compensation exists.

Appearances:Mr T.C. Crossley appeared on behalf of the
applicant.

Mr K. Lawless, and later Mr D. Jones, appeared on behalf
of the respondent.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Vincent McGuinn

and
Curtin Hotels Pty Ltd (Curtin Tavern).

No. 669 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.

7 August 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr T.C. Crossley on behalf of the Applicant
and Mr K. Lawless, and later Mr D. Jones, on behalf of the
Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers con-
ferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders:

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,

[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Sara Muir
and

John Lawrie trading as Kelmscott Real Estate.
No. 1380 of 1995.

COMMISSIONER C.B. PARKS.
29 July 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Ms S. Muir on her own behalf and Mr J.
Lawrie on his own behalf the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979,
hereby orders:

THAT Mr John Lawrie pay to Ms Sara Muir the sum of
$3619.38, less income tax at the rate of 30% which the
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parties are agreed shall be deducted and paid on her be-
half to the Deputy Commissioner of Taxation, within 21
days from the date of this order.

(Sgd.) C.B. PARKS,
[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Ken Truslove
and

Charles Spiccia.
No. 989 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER S A CAWLEY.
2 September 1996.

Order.
WHEREAS this matter between the parties was the subject of
a settlement of issues meeting convened by Commission Of-
ficer B Wakefield followed by a conference pursuant to sec-
tion 32 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 before me; and

WHEREAS present at that conference was the applicant and
with him Ms J Johns; Mr M Tedeschi (of Counsel) was present
on behalf of the respondent and with him Ms J Spiccia and
Mr C Spiccia; and

WHEREAS the parties settled the terms of a resolution of
the matter in that conference; and

WHEREAS the parties agreed to the issue of an order out of
the conference to finalise the matter; and

NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 and
by consent, do hereby order �

1. THAT the respondent withdraw in writing to the
Commonwealth Employment Service Midland all of
the statements under the heading on page 1 �Give
reason for voluntary termination of employment or
for unsatisfactory performance� in the Employment
Separation Certificate; with Counsel for the respond-
ent to copy the same to the applicant within seven
(7) days of the 27th day of August 1996.

2. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant an ex gratia
payment of $950.00 within seven (7) days of the 27th
day of August 1996 in full and final settlement of
the matter;

3. THAT subject to the above, the applicant withdraw
his claim on the 27th day of August 1996.

4. THAT this order shall replace the order which is-
sued on 29 August 1996 in this matter.

(Sgd.) S.A. CAWLEY,
[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Paul Willie
and

Quadrang Pty Ltd, trading as The Oyster Beds Restaurant.
No. 653 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.
1 October 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER : By this application, Paul Willie
claims, pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 (�the Act�), that he was dismissed from his em-
ployment as a Sous Chef with The Oyster Beds Restaurant, in
a harsh and unfair manner, on 19 April 1996.

He claims compensation equivalent to six months wages,
rather than re-instatement into his former position. Such is
justified, he claims, according to the �burden and stress�, which
dismissal has placed upon him and his family, together with
the imposition on him of the difficulty in finding further em-
ployment during the winter season.

Mr Beedham, acting on behalf of the company, in denying
that any compensation was due, argued that a threshold ques-
tion needed to be determined in these proceedings, namely
whether Mr Willie was dismissed at all. Mr Beedham claimed
that he resigned from his position, implying that there was no
jurisdiction available to the Commission to deal with the mat-
ter at all, pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act.

The background to the claim is that Mr Willie was engaged,
in the position of Sous Chef on 23 November 1995, by the
then Executive Chef of the restaurant Mr Harry Carmiggelt,
whose responsibilities extended to both the restaurant and the
cafe areas of the operation. Mr Willie was engaged on a salary
of $30,000 per annum on a three month probationary period,
at the end of which period, an adjustment to the salary was
foreshadowed as a possibility. Beyond the probationary pe-
riod, termination of employment could be effected by either
party giving to the other, one month�s notice.

Mr Willie�s permanent employment was confirmed after the
probationary period, and his salary was increased by $3,000
per annum, following a review being conducted by the Ex-
ecutive Chef.

The evidence reveals that from the date when the company
commenced operating the restaurant and cafe in October 1995,
up to the onset of the winter off season, it was not operating
viably. In addition, it seems, there was a significant amount of
conflict between the Executive Chef and some of the staff.

In response to those circumstances, the company�s Man-
ager, Mr Ong, decided to replace the Executive Chef, with a
person who had formerly been Executive Sous Chef, Mr Luke
Gleeson, and who for most of the period of Mr Willie�s em-
ployment, had worked with him in the kitchen. This change
was effected immediately prior to the date of Mr Willie�s de-
parture from the restaurant.

It is Mr Willie�s evidence that on 17 and 18 April 1996, he
was not at work, due to him taking two rostered days off. He
reported for work on the morning of Friday, 19 April 1996, to
find the Executive Chef no longer at the restaurant, but in-
stead came across Mr Gleeson. Immediately, Mr Gleeson in-
dicated to Mr Willie that he wanted to talk with him. Mr
Gleeson initially told Mr Willie that Mr Carmiggelt had been
dismissed. It is Mr Willie�s evidence that he then gained the
understanding that Mr Gleeson was the new Executive Chef.
Mr Willie then recollects that Mr Gleeson stated to him that:
�I never really liked you as a person; and I don�t like the way
you work�. This was then followed by a further statement that:
�I no longer want you here�. Mr Gleeson then asked him to
see Mr Ong. He also stated that: �Your gear (ie. knife case and
work boots) is in the office and already packed for you�.

Mr Willie says that he believed he was dismissed by Mr
Gleeson.

It is Mr Gleeson�s recollection, on the other hand, that he
stated to Mr Willie that: �I found it difficult to work with you�;
and that he (Mr Willie) should go and see Mr Ong and find
out what to do.
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Mr Gleeson denies that he dismissed Mr Willie. His posi-
tion in any event, is that he did not have authority to dismiss
Mr Willie.

It is then Mr Willie�s evidence that he went and saw Mr Ong
and told him that Mr Gleeson had dismissed him. He then
said that he wanted to sort out his pay, requesting one months�
pay (in lieu of notice), pay for four days worked and holiday
pay. He then received his cheque and left.

Mr Ong, in his evidence, recalls Mr Willie coming to see
him indicating that Mr Gleeson had asked Mr Willie to go and
see him, and simply asking for one months� pay (in lieu of
notice) together with holiday pay and pay for four days worked.
Mr Ong gained the impression that Mr Willie was happy to
leave. He recalled that on a number of occasions previously,
Mr Willie had indicated that he wanted to resign. As to paying
one months� pay in lieu of notice, Mr Ong was content to
make the payment, in the knowledge that he was happy to
resolve the issue of Mr Willie�s ongoing employment.

Mr Ong viewed Mr Willie�s actions as that of resignation.
In the discussion, there was also reference made by Mr Willie
to the possibility of an unfair dismissal application being in-
stituted, but that he did not intend pursuing it. In this respect,
the Commission confirms that this is not a matter which it
takes into account. The fact that Mr Willie, after finding diffi-
culty in securing alternative employment, changed his mind,
is not a matter that the Commission ought give any particular
weight to, as it did not constitute a term of any agreement
reached, when the parties parted company.

In terms of the Commission determining the question as to
whether the events on Friday, 19 April 1996 at the restaurant,
constituted a termination of Mr Willie�s employment effected
by the company, or a resignation by Mr Willie, it is necessary
to assess the statements made by the parties, to each other, in
the context of the new role assumed by Mr Gleeson.

On behalf of the company, Mr Beedham argued that, even if
the Commission were disposed to conclude that on the basis
of the statements made between the parties, Mr Willie was
dismissed, it would not be a valid dismissal as Mr Gleeson
had no authority to effect such a dismissal. The ultimate au-
thority, it was put, rested with Mr Ong.

To begin with, there is no doubt from the evidence that Mr
Gleeson did not act solely on his own volition and requested
Mr Willie to proceed and see Mr Ong. It is open to argue what
the true purpose of that request was, but it is clear that it took
place.

What is significant about the meeting between Mr Willie
and Mr Ong however, is that Mr Ong didn�t seek to clarify the
basis upon which Mr Gleeson had sent Mr Willie to him. Fur-
ther, Mr Ong had the opportunity to challenge Mr Willie as to
whether he (Mr Willie) had properly understood what had been
put to him. He did not do so however. He accepted the fact
that Mr Willie was ending his employment. There is a differ-
ence of recollection in the evidence as to whether Mr Willie
said anything at all of his conversation with Mr Gleeson. Mr
Willie says he told Mr Ong that Mr Gleeson had dismissed
him. Mr Ong says that he was told nothing. His only observa-
tion was that Mr Willie seemed happy to leave. His only con-
clusion was that he (Mr Ong) was happy to have a resolution
to the question of Mr Willie�s ongoing employment. The Com-
mission gains the clear impression that Mr Ong did not seek
to exercise any authority other than to pay what he under-
stood Mr Willie�s entitlements to be.

What was the extent of Mr Gleeson�s authority, however?
Mr Gleeson�s evidence is that he saw himself only in a �care-
taker� position at the relevant time, and therefore without au-
thority to dismiss; and that was why he referred Mr Willie on
to Mr Ong. The evidence of Mr Ong, on the other hand, is
somewhat equivocal. To begin with, he stated that at the rel-
evant time Mr Gleeson was appointed as Executive Chef and
later, following questioning from the Commission, referred to
his appointment as a �caretaker� for a four week period. Such
�caretaker� status was not, it seems, made known to Mr Willie.

Accepting though that this was the case, although the Com-
mission has some reservations as to this, there is still the ques-
tion as to whether, even as �caretaker�, Mr Gleeson had the
authority to dismiss. To begin with, if it was the case that Mr
Gleeson did not have the authority to dismiss, why did he say
anything at all to Mr Willie. Without indicating at this point,

which statements the Commission finds as having been said,
even on Mr Gleeson�s evidence, more was said than simply
referring Mr Willie on to Mr Ong. Because Mr Willie knew
nothing of the �caretaker� status and was therefore only aware
of Mr Gleeson having assumed the role of the former Execu-
tive Chef, there is a clear implication from Mr Willie�s evi-
dence, that he viewed Mr Gleeson as being able to exercise
the full authority attributable to that role. In that respect, it is
clear from the evidence of the former Executive Chef that such
authority extended to the right to discipline and dismiss em-
ployees, subject however, to prior consultation with Mr Ong.

Having considered the evidence in respect of the authority
of Mr Gleeson, the Commission is far from convinced that Mr
Gleeson had no authority to dismiss, and that such authority
rested only with Mr Ong. The Commission believes that if
this were the case, there would have been some indication to
this effect given to Mr Willie by either Mr Gleeson or Mr
Ong. Certainly, Mr Willie himself didn�t question it, but in
the Commission�s view, there was no onus upon him to do so;
it was reasonable for him to accept that Mr Gleeson had the
authority to act to dismiss him (if that is what he did).

The Commission forms the view therefore that Mr Gleeson,
at the time he conducted the interview with Mr Willie on 19
April 1996, did hold the authority to dismiss, but subject to
consultation with Mr Ong.

Did the statements of Mr Gleeson reasonably indicate an
intention to dismiss? In determining this question, it is neces-
sary first to appreciate that Mr Willie and Mr Gleeson have
different recollections as to the conversation between them
on the morning of 19 April 1996. To begin with, their respec-
tive recollections of the initial statement made by Mr Gleeson
to Mr Willie differ to a degree; Mr Gleeson refers to the diffi-
culty of working with Mr Willie, whereas Mr Willie refers to
Mr Gleeson not liking the way he worked. This is where any
semblance of a common recollection ends, except as to the
referral on to Mr Ong. Mr Willie recalls two further state-
ments; one concerned with Mr Gleeson saying that he no longer
wanted Mr Willie there; the other indicating that his kitchen
gear having been already packed up for him.

In considering this evidence, and the manner in which it
was given, together with taking into account that Mr Willie�s
evidence of the conversation, when subject to cross examina-
tion, did not falter in any respect, the Commission prefers the
evidence of Mr Willie over that of Mr Gleeson. The Commis-
sion accordingly finds that the statements recalled by Mr Willie
to have been made in the conversation between he and Mr
Gleeson, on 19 April 1996, were in fact made.

As to whether the statements made by Mr Gleeson were
reasonably indicative of an intention to dismiss, it is neces-
sary to consider each one. The initial statement concerning
Mr Gleeson not liking the way Mr Willie worked, whilst a
clear expression of dissatisfaction with him, is not, in the
Commission�s view, by itself, indicative of an intention to dis-
miss. It may suggest an intention to effect a substantial change
in the work relationship, but that is all.

The next statement by Mr Gleeson that he no longer wanted
Mr Willie there, is clear cut; it evinces an intention to sever
the work relationship. The only way, by implication, that such
could come about is by resignation or dismissal. Then, the
statement by Mr Gleeson, that Mr Willie�s kitchen gear had
been already packed up for him, evinces exactly the same in-
tention as with the previous statement. In other words, the
implication is clear, namely that resignation was required or
dismissal was to be effected.

Mr Willie denies that he resigned. It may have been that Mr
Ong gained the impression that this was what was happening.
He however, chose not to confront the question; preferring, as
was his privilege, to leave the question unclarified, in the be-
lief, it seems, that the relationship could come to an end and
that he could put the matter behind him.

The Commission can detect nothing in Mr Willie�s state-
ments or actions that suggest or imply that he resigned. Ac-
cordingly, the Commission concludes that he did not resign.

It follows that in the Commission�s view, he was dismissed
by Mr Gleeson. In so deciding the Commission is satisfied
that the form of the statements made by Mr Gleeson, except-
ing the initial statement, are entirely indicative of dismissal
being effected. Indeed, the Commission is hard pressed to
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accept that they could convey any different meaning than that.
With the question of the dismissal now having been deter-

mined, the next step is for the Commission to assess whether
the dismissal was effected for a �valid reason�, in accordance
with the requirements of s.23AA(3) of the Act. Having regard
to the manner of the dismissal and the company�s belief that it
constituted a resignation, it is obvious that no reason, in a
formal sense, was given to Mr Willie. The matter does not
however, rest there; it is a case of the Commission assessing
the evidence led as to the matters contained in s.23AA(3),
namely those connected with Mr Willie�s �capacity or con-
duct�, or based upon the �operational requirements� of the res-
taurant.

Mr Gleeson�s observation that he did not like the way Mr
Willie worked, as being cause enough for no longer wanting
him employed, is to be seen as the reason for effecting the
dismissal. There was no real detail provided in evidence as to
the actual circumstances relating to Mr Willie�s work habits
that caused Mr Gleeson to form the view he did, except con-
cerning the fact that he disliked the way in which Mr Willie
worked with the radio on, presumably in a loud fashion.

There was a further observation made in evidence, namely
one by Mr Ong, that he had been concerned over the fact that
Mr Willie had been abusive towards staff. Such conduct on
Mr Ong�s evidence, characterised that of the former Execu-
tive Chef. The implication was that Mr Willie, in some way,
modelled his conduct in this respect, upon the Executive Chef.

In Mr Willie�s evidence there was no acknowledgment of
abusive behaviour, but he did admit that sometimes circum-
stances became stressful and that there had been a couple of
occasions upon which the former Executive Chef had in-
structed him to calm down.

This was confirmed in evidence by the former Executive
Chef himself, although he spoke in terms of this occurring on
a number of occasions. Significantly though, the former Ex-
ecutive Chef also spoke in terms of Mr Willie having gener-
ally performed well.

On all of this evidence, can it be said that the reason relied
upon by Mr Gleeson to dismiss Mr Willie, was a valid one?
To begin with, it has to be acknowledged that Mr Gleeson,
having worked in the same kitchen as Mr Willie over virtually
the whole period that Mr Willie was employed there. The im-
plication that can be drawn from this is that Mr Gleeson gained
a reasonable appreciation of his work style and work habits.
Whilst he did not like these, he only spoke in a very general
sense, relying upon one example. He made no reference to the
circumstance of abusive behaviour, it having been raised by
Mr Ong, so it can only be implied that he was influenced, in
his observation, by that.

There is no acknowledgment though, by the former Execu-
tive Chef, that the behaviour in question, was actually abu-
sive, but there is the clear implication that it was inappropriate
behaviour.

The Commission is therefore prepared to find that there had
been instances, of which Mr Gleeson was aware, of inappro-
priate behaviour by Mr Willie towards other members of staff.
They were not sufficient to cause the former Executive Chef
to warn Mr Willie about them, let alone dismiss him on ac-
count of them.

Mr Gleeson, who was Mr Ong�s choice as a replacement for
the former Executive Chef, and who Mr Ong considered to be
more professional in his management of the kitchen, obvi-
ously felt differently on the matter. His observation to Mr Willie
that he did not like the way he worked, is a somewhat cursory
reason, but it can be seen, on closer analysis, mostly from the
evidence of others, that there was some substance to the ob-
servation.

In the Commission�s view there was sufficient substance
for the reason to constitute a valid one.

That having been found, there is still the question as to
whether any unfairness is otherwise evident in the whole proc-
ess of the dismissal. Mr Willie submits that there was unfair-
ness in the process by virtue, particularly, of the fact that there
had not been any warning or ultimatum of any kind given to
him prior to the dismissal.

Certainly, in terms of his employment under the former Ex-
ecutive Chef, the evidence of Mr Carmiggelt confirms that as

being the case. With respect to Mr Ong, whilst there is evi-
dence that he had cause to express concerns to Mr Carmiggelt
over Mr Willie�s attitude, he (Mr Ong) left the matter entirely
in Mr Carmiggelt�s hands. How this may have been conveyed
is not entirely clear from the evidence, but what is certain is
that it was not conveyed in the form of a warning or ultima-
tum.

The Commission finds therefore that there had been no prior
warning or ultimatum directed to Mr Willie from the former
Executive Chef.

This leads then to Mr Gleeson�s concluded view that he did
not like the way Mr Willie worked. In this respect, it necessar-
ily has to be seen, in the Commission�s opinion, that Mr
Gleeson acted in a peremptory manner toward Mr Willie by
dismissing him then and there. There was no consideration
given to confronting Mr Willie with that view or actually warn-
ing him of consequences that could impact upon him as a
result of such view.

The question that is begged in the circumstances of this case,
is whether Mr Willie, if confronted or warned by Mr Gleeson
as to his (Mr Gleeson�s) view of Mr Willie and of the conse-
quence that could arise, would have responded such that the
inappropriate behaviour which had been evident, would not
occur again. This may well have been the case. It may have
been the case that Mr Willie�s conduct was in some respects
modelled upon the former Executive Chef, and that with that
person�s departure from the kitchen, any further occurrence
may have been unlikely. The Commission notes that Mr Willie,
as still a relatively young man, may not have necessarily been
set in his ways and may well have adapted quickly to the new
management style of Mr Gleeson. Furthermore, there is no
implication from Mr Willie�s evidence that he had experienced
difficulties in working with Mr Gleeson, or that he felt resent-
ful of Mr Gleeson securing the Executive Chef position.

The Commission forms the view therefore that, in the cir-
cumstance with which Mr Gleeson was faced, namely a con-
cern over an employee�s conduct, (in this case, Mr Willie�s),
the fair approach would have been to confront or warn that
employee as to the nature of and implication of that concern.
Such ought to have occurred with Mr Willie.

It follows that the fact that it did not, causes the Commis-
sion to conclude that the dismissal was harsh or unfair.

With respect to the relief sought, Mr Willie sought compen-
sation only, thereby implying that he had no wish to return to
his former position or any position, with the restaurant. Al-
though there was no direct submission in the alternative, by
the respondent, as to their position in relation to the question
of compensation, it is reasonable to imply, having regard to
the evidence above relating to the position taken by both Mr
Gleeson and Mr Ong, that reinstatement or re-employment,
as an option to compensation, would not be open in any cir-
cumstance.

The Commission concludes therefore that relief, in the form
of the reinstatement or re-employment would be impractica-
ble, in the manner in which that term is referred to in s.23A(1a)
of the Act. It follows therefore that �compensation for loss or
injury caused by the dismissal� is the only option open.

In this respect, Mr Willie claims compensation equivalent
to 6 months wages. He claims that he had been seeking other
employment and had been for a number of interviews but had
been unsuccessful. The difficulties that he experienced relate
to the fact that there was a downturn in restaurant trade over
winter, which therefore effects employment opportunities and
that he found a reluctance by employers to employ whenever
reference was made to the instant application.

During the period since his dismissal he has received a So-
cial Security unemployment benefit of $285.00 per fortnight.

The assessment of �loss or injury� is not a matter that is to
be determined in any definitive way; but rather upon an as-
sessment on all matters arising from the unfairness found. Of
primary consideration though in the Commission�s mind is
the likely prospect of ongoing employment, had the dismissal
not been effected.

Against this needs to be balanced the assessment already
reached by Mr Gleeson, based particularly upon the inappro-
priate behaviour which the Commission found had occurred,
including the likely potential prospect of any re-occurrence,
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leading to a review of Mr Willie�s position. In other words,
even if Mr Willie had been given a warning, for instance, would
he have tempered his behaviour, in a manner reasonably re-
quired?

The Commission has already indicated that such would likely
have occurred. It can be put no higher than that however.

As to the Social Security payment, the Commission believes
that such should be offset against any amount deemed to be
appropriate to be ordered by the Commission.

Account also needs to be taken of the fact that Mr Willie�s
employment extended for only a period of 5 months, which in
his case was only two months beyond his probationary period
of employment. In addition to this, it was acknowledged by
Mr Willie, that in the latter stages of his employment, he had
made it known that he was in the process of looking for a day
job (as distinct from one involving night work), in order that
he could spend more time with his family. Although there was
no indication as to how long Mr Willie would have had to
wait for such an opportunity to arise, the Commission feels
disposed to take this intention into account. Indeed, this would
have to significantly undermine any prospect of there being
an expectation of ongoing employment.

With respect to the action taken by Mr Willie to minimise
the effect of the loss of his position, the Commission is satis-
fied that a genuine attempt was made by him to secure alter-
native employment.

Taking all of these factors into account, the Commission
considers that compensation of $2,800 is an appropriate rec-
ognition of the unfairness which the Commission has found
to arise from his dismissal. An Order prescribing such pay-
ment will issue.

Order accordingly.
Appearances: Mr P. Willie on his own behalf
Mr J. Beedham on behalf of the respondent

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Paul Willie
and

Quadrang Pty Ltd, trading as The Oyster Beds Restaurant.
No. 653 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R. H. GIFFORD.
7 October 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr P. Willie on his own behalf and Mr J.
Beedham on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pur-
suant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Rela-
tions Act, 1979 hereby�

(1) DECLARES that the applicant, Paul Willie, was dis-
missed in a harsh and unfair manner on 19 April
1996, by the respondent company; and

(2) ORDERS�
(a) THAT the respondent company pay to the ap-

plicant, Paul Willie, the sum of $2,800 as com-
pensation, in consideration of the harsh and
unfair dismissal; and

(b) THAT payment of such compensation be made
within 14 days of the date hereof.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

SECTION 29 (b)—Notation of—
 APPLICANT  RESPONDENT NUMBER COMMISSIONER RESULT

Boaro E. Dominion Mining Limited 466/1996 Halliwell S.C. Dismissed
Copas P. Western Australian Shooting 1224/1996 Fielding S.C. Discontinued

Association (Inc.)
Carli S. W.A. Italian Club Incorporated 236/1996 Beech C. Discontinued
Casey C.W. Kalumburu Aboriginal Corporation 424/1996 Beech C. Discontinued
Casey H. Kalumburu Aboriginal Corporation 425/1996 Beech C. Discontinued

Connolly A. Graffiti Coatings WA 143/1996 Coleman C.C. Dismissed
Deniese M.J. Stephen Rodrigues (Studio Rodrigues) 709/1996 Scott C. Dismissed
Derham S. Liberty Liquors (Dileum Pty Ltd) 1196/95 Coleman C.C. Dismissed

and (Austie Nominees Pty Ltd)
Dickson G.K. WA Gravel and Paving Ltd 804/1996 Beech C. Discontinued
Dunn K. Jaylon Industries Pty Ltd 1307/1995 Coleman C.C. Dismissed
Elliott M. Mining World Pty Ltd 443/1996 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued
Fenn S.P. Nardel Pty Ltd 430/1996 Coleman C.C. Dismissed
Filipponi N. Lariko Pty Ltd t/a Caffee Sport 777/1996 Fielding S.C. Discontinued
Gurran N.E. Tarbrook Pty Ltd t/a Captain 637/1996 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued

Black Beard
Hoefer D. Midland City Hyundai 632/1996 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued
Hutson P.K. Robert McGavin PIP Mather 1005/1996 Scott C. Discontinued

Family Trust & McGavin Family
Trust t/a Progressive Audio

Jaggard M. Tranby Pty Ltd t/a The Court Hotel 1003/1996 Fielding C. Dismissed
Jujnovich C. Police & Nurses Credit Society Ltd 735/1996 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued
Jujnovich C. Police & Nurses Credit Society Ltd 736/1996 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued
Knight P.J. J & G Carpentry (George Belczowski) 1064/1995 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued
Lopez D.R. Vinidex Tubemakers Pty Ltd 921/1996 Cawley C. Dismissed
Maes R.W. Armacrete WA Pty Ltd 657/1995 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued
Maldonado M.O. Comgroup (WA) Chilled Foods 1439/1995 Parks C. Concluded
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 APPLICANT  RESPONDENT NUMBER COMMISSIONER RESULT

McGuinn V. Curtin Hotels Pty Ltd (Curtin Tavern) 669/1996 Parks C. Dismissed
Moot P.J. Creative Colours (K W Saxon) 760/1996 Scott C. Withdrawn
Morrison A. Surety Group Unit Trust 720/1996 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued

t/a Surety Group
Mutton A.J. Mandurah Offshore Fishing Club Inc. 503/1995 Parks C. Discontinued
Palmer A.F. Radiators Australia Pty Ltd 1283/1995 Beech C. Discontinued
Paust M. Carlisle Nursing Home Pty Ltd 1443/1995 Parks C. Discontinued
Pedro P. VIP Courier Services 761/1996 Halliwell S.C. Dismissed
Rambaugh R. Clarklift WA Pty Ltd 791/1996 Cawley C. Discontinued
Reed S.A. Mits Limited 569/1996 Parks C. Discontinued
Smith D. Night Silk Pty Ltd t/a Boatshed 926/1996 Beech C. Discontinued

Restaurant
Smith H. Westralian Cleaning Service 16/1996 Halliwell S.C. Discontinued
Smith R.A. Egyptian Holdings t/a 560/1996 Coleman C.C. Dismissed

Sandrino’s Cafe
Templar G. Kevin Avis and Kelli Bryan 1159/1995 Fielding S.C. Dismissed

t/a Deluxe Trading
Thompson D.W. Canon Foods Pty Ltd 701/1996 Beech C. Dismissed
Waller C. Richard Hadley C/- Canal 782/1996 Cawley C. Withdrawn

Rocks Beach Resort
Wheeler K.G. Wesfarmers CSBP Limited 924/1996 Cawley C. Discontinued
Windahl P. Mountway Holiday Units 666/1996 Beech C. Withdrawn
Zappala R. DPH Nominees and Westside 970/1996 Cawley C. Discontinued

Developments Pty Ltd t/a
Ausmic Pest Control Mandurah

(b) the company shall pay Mr Rawlings any back
wages from the period of time that Mr
Rawlings was suspended without pay;

(c) Mr Rawlings� service with the company shall
be deemed continuous for all purposes of his
entitlements;

(d) Mr Rawlings will provide a statutory declara-
tion pertaining to any earnings he has made
from the date of his initital suspension on 30
April 1996 to the date of his recommencement
of duties in order that they can be deducted
from any back payment the company is re-
quired to make in accordance with this order.

(4) Alternatively, if Mr Rawlings is found guilty of the
criminal charges laid against him then his services
with the company shall be officially terminated and
the two weeks� wages paid pursuant to (1) above
shall be deemed to be Mr Rawlings� entitlement to
any notice period which he may be entitled under
any award, contract of employment or legislative re-
quirements.

(5) Upon Mr Rawlings� suspension without pay the com-
pany will provide a letter to the Department of So-
cial Security detailing that Mr Rawlings has been
suspended without pay, that his entitlement to a job
is indeterminate and that the company has no objec-
tions to Mr Rawlings seeking full time employment
within the intervening period.

(6) This Order shall come into effect from the 30th day
of August 1996.

(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,
[L.S] Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—
Matters arising out of—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

BOC Gases Australia Ltd
and

Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,
Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers� Union
of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western

Australian Branch.
No. C 258 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
16 September 1996.

Order.
WHEREAS a conference of the parties was convened pursu-
ant to s.44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979;

AND WHEREAS the parties reached agreement at that con-
ference and have requested that an order issue pursuant to
s.44(8) of the Act reflecting their agreement;

AND HAVING heard Mr M. Borlase on behalf of the Ap-
plicant and Mr J. Fiala on behalf of the Respondent and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred
on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

(1) THAT BOC Gases Australia Ltd shall pay to Mr
Rawlings an amount equivalent to two weeks� wages.

(2) Mr Rawlings shall then be suspended from duties
with the company without further payment, pend-
ing the outcome of criminal proceedings against Mr
Rawlings being determined.

(3) Upon the termination of those criminal proceedings
the following shall apply in the event that Mr
Rawlings is found not guilty of the criminal charges
laid against him:

(a) Mr Rawlings shall be provided with the opportu-
nity to return to work in his former position;
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,

Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch
and The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing

and Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western
Australian Branch

and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.

No. C 276 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

3 October 1996.
Order.

WHEREAS pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, an industrial dispute was referred to the
Commission; and

WHEREAS on Friday 6 September 1996 and Thursday 26
September 1996 the Commission convened conferences
pursuant to Section 44 of the Act; and

WHEREAS the parties are in dispute as to whether the
respondent is unreasonably withholding consent for its
employees at the Forrestfield Wagon Depot to accumulate
annual leave for two years, in accordance with Clause 35.�
Annual Leave and Holidays, subclause (1)(a)(i) of the Railways
Employees Award; and

WHEREAS in the opinion of the Commission it is now
necessary to prevent the deterioration of industrial relations
and to prevent an alleged potential inequity arising;

THE Commission hereby orders;
THAT notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 35.�

Annual Leave and Holidays, subclause (1)(a)(i) employ-
ees of the Respondent located at the Forrestfield Wagon
Depot shall be permitted by the Respondent to retain an
accumulation of eight (8) weeks� annual leave and may
only be directed to take the balance of leave in excess of
eight (8) weeks, until the dispute between the parties had
been resolved by arbitration.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Honourable Minister for Education
and

The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers� Union, Miscellaneous Workers� Division, Western

Australian Branch.
No. C 231 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
9 September 1996.

Order.
FOLLOWING an application being filed with the Commis-
sion by the Honourable Minister for Education, relating to a
dispute between the Education Department of Western Aus-
tralia (�the Department�) and the Australian Liquor, Hospi-
tality and Miscellaneous Workers� Union, Miscellaneous
Workers� Division, Western Australian Branch (�the Union�),
a Conference pursuant to s.44 of the Industrial Relations Act,
1979, was convened before the Commission, on 1 August
1996.

The dispute concerned the imposition of work bans by mem-
bers of the Union, employed by the Department as Teachers

Aides�, Home Economic Assistants, Child Care Workers and
Aboriginal Education Workers, in response to matters associ-
ated with the negotiation of an enterprise bargaining agree-
ment.

In the course of the Conference the Union advised that its
counterpart Federally registered Union, the Australian Liq-
uor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers� Union, Western
Australian Branch, had previously notified of the initiation of
a bargaining period, pursuant to s.170 PD of the Common-
wealth Industrial Relations Act, 1988, and that it considered
that the work bans constituted �protected action�, pursuant to
s.170 PG of that Act.

Notwithstanding this advice, and arising out of the Confer-
ence, the Commission issued a Recommendation, dated 2
August 1996, requesting, amongst other matters, that the Un-
ion convey to the employees concerned that bans imposed
upon the physical assistance of students, be lifted.

The Recommendation was complied with by the Parties.
A further Conference was held before the Commission on 9

August 1996. Such Conference was concerned with the iden-
tification of productivity initiatives proposed to be included
in the enterprise bargaining agreement.

A further Conference was held before the Commission on
13 August 1996, at which the Department and the Union pro-
vided the Commission with an outline of the basis upon which
each considered the productivity initiatives proposed for Teach-
ers Aides, Home Economic Assistants, Child Care Workers
and Aboriginal Education Workers, could be compared with
or distinguished from those applicable to Teachers, under their
enterprise bargaining agreement.

On 22 August 1996, the Commission issued a further Rec-
ommendation dealing with an assessment of the arguments
put by the parties on 13 August 1996. That assessment con-
cluded, that a comparison of productivity initiatives of the
two groups, revealed a degree of difference between the two.
The Commission then recommended that the parties adopt that
conclusion, in their pursuing the enterprise bargaining nego-
tiations.

The parties then proceeded with these enterprise bargaining
negotiations.

On 4 September 1996, the Education Department advised
the Commission of a revised offer which it had put to the
Union, which offer had been rejected. They further advised
that industrial action by employees concerned had escalated,
and had involved lightning strikes. They sought an urgent re-
convening of the Conference.

On 5 September 1996, the Conference was re-convened.
The Commission endeavoured to assist the parties and made
certain observations for the parties to consider.

The Conference was re-convened on 6 September 1996. The
Commission further endeavoured to assist the parties by mak-
ing further observations for the parties to consider. It became
clear that the parties needed individually to review certain
matters, prior to progressing negotiations further.

With respect to industrial action, the Commission noted that
on 5 September, industrial action, in the form of a stop work
meeting at short notice involving Teachers Aides and others
in certain northern suburbs Schools, occurred over a three hour
period; and that on 6 September, a similar meeting was con-
ducted in certain southern suburbs Schools.

With respect to the future, the Union, subject to reinforcing
with the Commission that such action constituted �protected
action� pursuant to the Commonwealth Industrial Relations
Act, 1988, was unable to undertake that there would be no
further industrial action, in their pursuit of a settlement of the
enterprise bargaining negotiations.

The Commission considers that continued industrial action
to be detrimental to the prospect of a successful outcome to
the enterprise bargaining negotiations. The Commission fur-
ther considers that continued industrial action to be detrimen-
tal to the provision of effective assistance to teachers employed
by the Department. In the case of the Educational Support
Schools, the Commission considers that continued industrial
action will seriously interfere with the proper provision of
physical assistance to students, to their disadvantage and to
that of their parents.
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The Commission finally considers that action is required to
be taken in respect of such industrial action, to prevent any
further deterioration in the relations between the parties.

NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Commissioner of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, pur-
suant to the powers conferred on me under s.44(6)(ba) of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, do hereby Order�

(1) THAT the Education Department, convey by fac-
simile message to all of its Schools at which Teach-
ers Aides, Home Economics Assistants, Child Care
Workers and Aboriginal Education Workers are
employed, a copy of this Order;

(2) THAT such Teachers Aides, Home Economics As-
sistants, Child Care Workers and Aboriginal Educa-
tion Workers, being members of or eligible to be
members of the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers� Union, Miscellaneous
Workers� Division, Western Australian Branch (�the
Union�), forthwith cease taking industrial action, in
any form, namely strike action, bans, limitations, stop
work meetings, or the like, for the term of this Or-
der;

(3) THAT the Union act in such a manner as to endeav-
our to achieve the continued cessation of such in-
dustrial action;

(4) THAT the Union and the Education Department, re-
view their respective positions in relation to the en-
terprise bargaining negotiations, as maintained at the
Conference held before the Commission on 6 Sep-
tember 1996, in light of the issues canvassed at that
Conference;

(5) THAT the Union and the Education Department re-
port back to the Commission, at a further Confer-
ence to be re-convened at 4.30 pm on 9 September
1996, as to the outcome of their respective reviews.
The Commission will, at the conclusion of the Con-
ference, or any subsequent Conference, determine
whether further conciliation may be required, or
whether, in turn, any arbitration will be required, to
resolve the matters in dispute;

(6) THAT in the event of any question, dispute or diffi-
culty arising in respect of the operation of the Order,
the parties are required to raise such matter with the
Commission at the Conference, or a subsequent
Conference, or by other reasonable means; and

(7) THAT the Commission reserves the right to vary or
cancel the Order at any time, subject to first hearing
from the parties.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Honourable Minister for Education
and

The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers� Union, Miscellaneous Workers� Division, Western

Australian Branch.
No. C 231 (A) of 1996.

COMMISSIONER R.H. GIFFORD.
18 September 1996.

Order.
ON 9 September 1996, the Commission as presently consti-
tuted, issued an Order, No. C 231 of 1996, pursuant to
s.44(6)(ba) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (�the Act�),
dealing with industrial action taken by Teachers Aides�, Home
Economic Assistants, Child Care Workers and Aboriginal
Education Workers employed by the Education Department,
and other related matters.

Order (5) of that Order referred to a further Conference be-
ing reconvened at 4.30 pm on 9 September 1996, for the par-
ties to report back upon further enterprise bargaining
negotiations to be held that day.

Order (7) of the Order reserved the right for the Commis-
sion to vary or cancel the Order at any time, subject to first
hearing from the parties.

Following the issuance of the Order, the scheduled Confer-
ence was adjourned, by agreement of the parties, until 4.00
pm 10 September 1996. At that Conference, the parties re-
ported that further negotiations had occurred but that no agree-
ment had been reached. The parties advised that bans and other
industrial action were still taking place. The Conference was
adjourned to enable the Commission to consider whether any
further action in respect of its Order, be taken.

On 11 September 1996, the Commission requested the Reg-
istrar, pursuant to s.93(8) of the Act, to carry out an investiga-
tion as to whether there had been compliance with the Order,
and to report on such matter.

On 17 September 1996, a further Conference involving the
parties was held before the Commission. The parties advised
the Commission that agreement had been reached over the
terms of the enterprise bargaining agreement and that indus-
trial action had ceased as at 9.00 am that morning. The Union
party advised that it would be conducting a meeting of mem-
bers on 19 September 1996, to seek confirmation of the agree-
ment.

The Commission, being satisfied that all industrial action
relating to the negotiation of the enterprise bargaining agree-
ment, has ceased, and, notwithstanding that the meeting of
Union members is yet to be conducted, being further satisfied
that there is no further prospect of the industrial action being
reinstituted, considers that the continuation of the Order of 9
September 1996, serves no further purpose.

NOW THEREFORE, I, the undersigned Commissioner of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, pur-
suant to the powers conferred on me under s.44(6)(ba) of the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, do hereby Order�

THAT Order No. C 231 of 1996 issued on 9 September
1996, be and is hereby cancelled.

(Sgd.) R.H. GIFFORD,
[L.S] Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—
Matters referred—

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian
Branch

and
Western Australian Government Railways Commission.

No. CR 187 of 1996.
No. CR 200 of 1996.

Railway Employees� Award No. 18 of 1969
No 18 of 1969.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
11 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr R Wells and with him Ms J Kaur on be-
half of the Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Aus-
tralian Branch and Mr A Hassell on behalf of the Western
Australian Government Railways Commission;

WHEREAS the Commission, having heard the parties on
the 5th day of August 1996 and issued Reasons for Decision
on the 29th day of July 1996; and
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WHEREAS the parties have, in accordance with the Rea-
sons for Decision and objectives of the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979 reached agreement which settles the matter in dis-
pute; and

WHEREAS the Applicant no longer seeks the issuance of
an Order in these proceedings;

NOW THEREFORE I, the undersigned Commissioner of
the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, pur-
suant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Re-
lations Act, 1979, by consent hereby orders:

THAT the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,

[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,

Industrial Union of Workers and Others
and

Dampier Salt Pty Ltd.
No. CR 150 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
23 September 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The issue which requires the
decision of the Commission is whether Dampier Salt Pty Ltd
is able to absorb the $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments
into over-award payments made by it to its employees who
are employed pursuant to the Dampier Salt Award 1990. In
the period prior to June 1993 Dampier Salt and the unions
party to the award attempted to negotiate an enterprise
bargaining agreement. They were unsuccessful. Following the
collapse of the negotiations Dampier Salt decided that it would
nevertheless pay wage increases to its employees. On the 30th
of June 1993 it wrote to its employees announcing this decision
(exhibit AWU 1). The letter noted:

(1) Employees had not received a general pay increase
for over two years;

(2) Dampier Salt considered that the award offered a
degree of flexibility sufficient to implement improve-
ments provided all parties adhered to the structural
efficiency principles and existing grievance proce-
dures;

(3) Dampier Salt intended to continue to pursue
workplace change in accordance with the structural
efficiency principle and expected all employees to
co-operate in making Dampier Salt a more efficient,
safe and profitable operation;

(4) Dampier Salt recognised that substantial change in
the use of skills and attitudes to work as part of a
Dampier Salt team have occurred since 1990 and
Dampier Salt is appreciative of the employees� ef-
forts in this regard.

(5) Instead of pursuing an enterprise agreement Dampier
Salt will:

(a) increase pay by 2.5% of the classification base,
effective from the 7th of July 1993;

(b) pay a second increase of up to 3.5% of classi-
fication base in March 1994, the amount of
the increase depending upon the sites� progress
in meeting defined improvement targets. The
number of targets that are achieved would
determine on a pro rata basis the amount of
the increase and this may differ between sites;

(c) pay a third increase to be made in December
1994, the size of which will be influenced by
the individual�s contribution to workplace

improvements, safe working practices, effec-
tive use of skills and the effective use of time
as measured by a performance effectiveness
review to be conducted.

I shall refer to these as �the wage increases�. The
Commission understands from the evidence that the wage
increases were in fact made to the employees on the dates,
and for the reasons, set out. There was a suggestion from the
evidence that in one instance payments were made even though
improvement targets may not have been met.

The award has now been amended for the first and second
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments: see (1995) 75 WAIG 929,
2810. The adjustments have been inserted in accordance with
the Commission�s Statements of Principles and contain
respectively the following clauses:

(1) In relation to the first Arbitrated Safety Net Adjust-
ment subclause 34(1)(b) is as follows:

The rates of pay in this award include the first
$8.00 per week Arbitrated Safety Net Adjust-
ment payable under the December, 1994 State
Wage Decision. This first $8.00 per week Ar-
bitrated Safety Net Adjustment may be offset
to the extent of any wage increase as a result
agreements reached at enterprise level since 1
November, 1991. Increases made under pre-
vious State Wage Case Principles or under the
current Statement of Principles excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreements are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.

(2) In the case of the second Arbitrated Safety Net Ad-
justment subclause 34(1)(c) is as follows:

The rates of pay in this award include the sec-
ond $8.00 per week Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustment payable under the December 1994
State Wage Decision. This second $8.00 per
week arbitrated safety net adjustment may be
offset to the extent of any wage increase pay-
able since 1 November 1991, pursuant to en-
terprise agreements, enterprise flexibility
agreements or consent awards or award varia-
tions to give effect to enterprise agreements,
insofar as that wage increase has not previ-
ously been used to offset an arbitrated safety
net adjustment. Increases made under previ-
ous State Wage Case Principles or under the
current Statement of Principles, excepting
those resulting from enterprise agreements, are
not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net
adjustments.

The argument of the unions is quite straightforward: the wage
increases made by Dampier Salt were made by it unilaterally
and without any agreement on behalf of the employees or their
unions. The wage increases made were not in accordance with
any �agreement reached at enterprise level�, nor pursuant to
�an enterprise agreement, an enterprise flexibility agreement
or consent awards or award variations�. The Statement of
Principles permits offsetting only in the circumstances set out
in the above clauses and therefore Dampier Salt has been
incorrect in absorbing the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments
into the wage increases.

I have given the matter much thought and have concluded
that the unions� argument fails for these reasons. The first
reason is that both the unions and Dampier Salt agree on this
much: that the 2.5% and 3.5% wage increases are part of the
contracts of employment between the individual employees
and Dampier Salt. They are enforceable by the employees
under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 either by each of them
or by their unions. This was expressly conceded by Dampier
Salt on an earlier occasion when the wage increases were the
subject of an application before the Commission to vary the
award when the Commission noted Dampier Salt�s concession
that:

there was, in effect, a defacto agreement, albeit not nego-
tiated, which had effect upon the contracts of employ-
ment of the individuals employed by DSO and that the
two amounts of wage increases of 2.5 per cent and 3.5
per cent are now part of the contract of employment of
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each DSO employee. Because they are, they are benefits
that those individuals are entitled to under their contract
of service.

(re Dampier Salt Award (1994) 74 WAIG at 2764)
This was repeated in these proceedings. They form part of

the contract of employment of each employee and cannot now
be unilaterally withdrawn or changed. The award and the wage
increases themselves establish a �safety net�. The words
�agreements reached at enterprise level� or �enterprise
agreements� include �unregistered contractual arrangements
at the enterprise level� following the decision of the
Commission in Court Session in the OPSM case which both
the unions and Dampier Salt drew to the Commission�s
attention and relied upon to support their arguments (re Optical
Mechanics Award (1995) 75 WAIG 872, 1527). It is clear
therefore that the 2.5% and 3.5% wage increases are
�unregistered contractual arrangements at the enterprise level�.
That being so, absorption of the Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustments into the wage increases is permitted by subclauses
34(1)(b) and (c) of the award. This conclusion is not
inconsistent with the conclusion of the Full Bench of the
Australian Commission that �across the board� wage increases,
rather than, for example, �work value� increases� can be
categorised in the matter before it as �a result of enterprise
bargaining� (re Oil and Gas Industry Print L8626 at p6).

The second reason why the unions� argument fails goes to
the particular character of the wage increases. The sole purpose
of the first Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment is to provide a
general wage increase to anyone covered by an award or
industrial agreement which is the subject of a minimum rates
adjustment �to restore the value of wage rates and it was
unrelated to any efficiency or productivity factors� (see the
comments made by the Commission in the award matter
previously referred to: (1994) 74 WAIG at 2763).  The 2.5%
was paid for the same reason as the first Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustment. The second and third wage increases are applied
to every employee subject to efficiency or productivity factors
(although on at least one occasion the second wage increase
was paid even though the target had not been met), in the
same way as increases which form part of enterprise bargaining
agreements. However, the employees have received wage
increases of at least 6% which are between approximately $10
and $18 greater that the first and second Arbitrated Safety Net
Adjustments without having to negotiate or concede any
conditions of employment or changes to work practices, issues
which elsewhere have caused disputes which have come to
the Commission and, at times led to industrial action and some
bitterness, and also they are relatively better off than employees
elsewhere who have not received any pay increases at all when
enterprise bargaining has been tried and failed and who are
left with only the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments. The wage
increases will be greater than 6% depending on the outcome
of the performance effectiveness review. It is the case that,
consistent with the emphasis in the Principles, Dampier Salt
considers that the flexibility of the award and the structural
efficiency principles, together with its recognition that there
has been substantial change in the use of skills and attitudes
to work as part of a Dampier Salt team, allow the wage
increases to be paid. There is in that context difficult to see
any merit in the claim that Dampier Salt should be made to
pay the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments in addition to the
wage increases.

For the above reasons the application will be dismissed.
Appearances: Mr M. Llewellyn on behalf of The Australian

Workers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of
Workers and The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills, and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western
Australian Branch.

Mr R. Baron on behalf of The Communications, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical
Division, WA Branch.

Mr G. Sturman on behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch.

Mr A. Lucev (of counsel) on behalf of Dampier Salt
Operations Pty Ltd.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch,

Industrial Union of Workers and Others
and

Dampier Salt Pty Ltd.
No. CR 150 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER A.R. BEECH.
23 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr M. Llewellyn on behalf of The Australian
Workers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of
Workers and The Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills, and Woodworkers Union of Australia�Western
Australian Branch, Mr R. Baron on behalf of The
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch, Mr G.
Sturman on behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of
Workers, Western Australian Branch and Mr A. Lucev (of
Counsel) on behalf of Dampier Salt Operations Pty Ltd, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT this application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,    

[L.S.] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Western Australian Builders� Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers

and
MGR Bricklaying and Others.

No. CR 172 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
20 August 1996.

Reasons for Decision.
THE COMMISSIONER: The matter referred for hearing and
determination is a claim by the Union for a site allowance of
$1.15 per hour for employees of the respondents working on
extensions to Santa Maria College.

The site consists of a number of aspects:
1. Two new buildings, the larger being a Science and

Design Technology building, the smaller being
boarding house common room facilities. They are
separately located.

2. Some demolition, extension and refurbishment of
existing buildings. The demolition work is done
during school holidays.

The total cost is over $2 million.
The site could best be described as a number of sites. There

are a number of access points and lay down areas. The board-
ing house common room is built on an incline. There is some
lesser incline to the side of the Science and Design Technol-
ogy building. The work commenced on 15 January 1996 and
is due for completion on 15 January 1997. The average
workforce on site is 12-15, with a maximum of about 20.

The Commission undertook inspections so as to see first
hand the nature of the work, the site and the disabilities which
the Union says warrant the payment claimed. In addition, sub-
missions and evidence were presented.
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The claim is made on the basis of the provisions of Clause
8.�Rates of Pay, subclause (16) of the Building Trades (Con-
struction) Award 1987, No. R 14 of 1978 (�the award�). This
provides that where the parties are not in agreement as to a
site allowance claim the Commission shall determine the claim
in accordance with criteria set out in what is known as the
Sapri Decision (Print F1957). The Union says that the first
question to be answered of whether such a site at 23 Decem-
ber 1982 would have attracted an allowance is partly answered
by the Sapri Decision noting that the practice in the industry
for some time prior to that decision was to apply site allow-
ances on major building sites and various metropolitan build-
ing sites. It says that this is such a site. The second criteria sets
out considerations for determining the quantum of the allow-
ance. The Commission was referred to various other decisions
which dealt with particular sites, whether they qualify for con-
sideration, and if so, the quantum determined.

The disabilities which the Union says exist on this site are:
1. Limited access, space and lay down areas which lead

to increased manual handling, obstruction of walk-
ways and accessways, and difficulty in keeping the
site tidy. These limitations are also said to result from
the site being within an operational school.

2. That some aspects of the site include steep terrain
and sandy soil.

This was the nature of the evidence given by Mark Allen, an
organiser employed by the Union, who said that he had never
dealt with a site allowance claim before but the people on the
site had approached him on the basis that they believed a site
allowance was warranted. His own observations on the site
included that materials had to be manually handled off the
truck and carried about the site. Due to the confined nature of
the site, and the inability to use mechanical means for carry-
ing, this involved manual handling over greater distance than
the other sites within his knowledge.

Mr Richardson, on behalf of two of the respondents referred
the Commission to submissions he had recently made in CR
170 and CR 171 of 1996 regarding the history of site allow-
ances and custom and practice within the industry, and to the
Code of Practice for the WA Building and Construction In-
dustry. The respondents noted that a number of decisions of
the Commission clarify that site allowances are to compen-
sate for the particular disabilities on a given site which are not
provided for in the award. The Commission was referred to
the allowances already provided in the award to compensate
for certain aspects of work.

Evidence was called from Howard Paul Marson, a Com-
pany Director of DBM Contractors Pty Ltd, who works in the
capacity of Construction Director for the company. His evi-
dence conflicted with that of Mr Allen in that in all of his
observations of deliveries, they were brought on to the site by
mechanical means. �Some larger, long loads have to park in
the car park and be brought down by a forklift, such as bricks
and roof tiles, roof timber, all of the structural steel, was
brought across the school oval and then erected by crane�.
There had been bobcats used to clean up, and the bricklayer
had a motorised wheelbarrow. This wheelbarrow operated on
both flat and sloping terrain. Mr Marson acknowledged that
during times of large deliveries there was limited space how-
ever, these were soon cleared allowing normal access.

In dealing with a claim for a site allowance, a number of
criteria need to be addressed. As noted in the reasons for deci-
sion in CR 170 and CR 171 of 1996, the issue of whether the
site would have attracted an allowance at 23 December 1982
has not been dealt with. As with those matters, I am prepared
to deal with this matter on the basis of decisions relating to
similar sites, such decisions being subsequent to December
1982. However, I note that notwithstanding that I have previ-
ously raised this issue, it was raised in reasons in CR 170 and
CR 171 of 1996 which had not issued at the time of hearing
this matter. This is a matter which requires attention, either at
the award level or in the individual site allowance matters. On
the basis noted above, I am satisfied that this is a site which
warrants consideration for a site allowance.

As to the disabilities which may justify a site allowance,
this is complicated by the different aspects of the site. Either
separate allowances could be determined for the three indi-
vidual parts of the projects, which would be administratively
cumbersome, or an averaging approach could be taken. This

latter approach, whilst not recognising the actual disabilities
experienced by the employees as they undertake work on the
respective parts of the project, (a matter which may on its face
seem inequitable in light of the decisions of the Commission
which require a direct relationship between the work environ-
ment and disabilities for which the allowance is to be paid)
this would seem to be the most practical approach in this par-
ticular circumstance.

In dealing with the claim that there is substantial manual
handling, as noted above, there was a conflict in the evidence
in this regard. The applicant bears the onus of demonstrating
on the balance of probabilities, that this disability arises. In
weighing the evidence of the two witnesses, there was not
clear, unequivocal evidence, one way or the other of substan-
tial manual handling so this is not a matter which I am satis-
fied justifies compensation.

In respect of the other disabilities, I am satisfied that the
common room building contains more such disabilities than
the other aspect of the site in terms of the limited areas around
at least two sides of the site. It is on a slope of sandy soil. This
must be weighed against the fact that it is a smaller job than
the other building, which, whilst it has some relative restric-
tions, is not nearly so restricted. This is also the case when
comparing this site with other sites previously dealt with by
the Commission in CR 170 and CR 171 of 1996, and CR 154
of 1996. The allowances in those matters were $0.80, $0.70
and $1.10 respectively. In these circumstances an amount of
$0.40 per hour for each hour worked is appropriate.

The operative date for such payment shall be from the date
on which the application for conference was filed, being the
10th day of June 1996. This is in line with previous decisions
of the Commission which recognise a special circumstance
arising and that such allowances should be averaged over the
life of the project, and yet takes account of the limitation placed
on an order of retrospectively by Section 32 of the Act.

APPEARANCES: Mr G Giffard on behalf of the Applicant.
Mr K Richardson on behalf of Combined Roofing Indus-

tries and MGR Bricklaying Contractors.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
The Western Australian Builders� Labourers, Painters and

Plasterers Union of Workers
and

MGR Bricklaying and Others.
No. CR 172 of 1996.

Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987
No. R 14 of 1978.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
6 September 1996.

Order.
HAVING heard Mr G Giffard on behalf of the Applicant and
Mr K Richardson on behalf of MGR Bricklaying Contractors
and Combined Roofing Industries, the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations
Act, 1979, hereby orders:

1. That notwithstanding the provisions of the Building
Trades (Construction) Award 1987 (No. R 14 of
1978) employees employed by MGR Bricklaying
Contractors, John Van Dongen, Professional Ceil-
ing Services and Combined Roofing Industries, to
carry out work at Santa Maria College site shall be
paid $0.40 per hour worked in lieu of and in substi-
tution for all special rates and conditions described
in Clause 9 Subclause (1) of the Building Trades
(Construction) Award 1987.

2. The abovementioned rate shall apply on and from
the 10th day of June 1996 until the conclusion of
the project.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Western Australian Builders� Labourers, Painters and
Plasterers Union of Workers

and
Southside Scaffolding and Others.

No. CR 184 of 1996.

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.
12 September 1996.

Order.
THERE being no appearance on behalf of the applicant, and
having heard Mr K Dwyer on behalf of Southdown Construc-
tion and Ms H Dowdell, and with her Mr L Scibilia on behalf
of Southside Scaffolding, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979
hereby orders�

THAT this matter be, and is dismissed for want of pros-
ecution.

(Sgd.) P.E. SCOTT,
[L.S] Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,

Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch

and
O�Donnell Griffin.

No. CR 260 of 1996.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.

6 September 1996.
Reasons for Decision.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The Shell Company of Australia
Limited (�the Company�) owns and operates a bitumen plant
in North Fremantle. The plant is situated adjacent to the
Company�s fuel storage terminal, not far from the Indian Ocean
coastline. The Company is in the process of refurbishing and
modernising the plant. Amongst other things, this requires
removing existing electrical cabling and controls and replacing
them with more modern substitutes.

The Company has contracted with the Respondent to carry
out much of this work. The work is estimated to take
approximately three weeks, during which period the bitumen
plant has been shut down. The Respondent in turn employs
approximately 20 to 25 employees to do the work. These
employees are employed under the terms and conditions of
the O�Donnell Griffin/Wormald Fire Systems Western
Australia Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1996,
supplemented by the Electrical Contracting Industry Award
No. R 22 of 1978. The Agreement provides, amongst other
things, that for the life of the Agreement the employees and
the Union shall not pursue any extra claims �in relation to the
Award� with the exception of entitlements consequent upon
future State and national wage decisions (Clause 7). The
Agreement provides further that where the parties to the
Agreement are also parties to an agreement which applies to a
specific project, the specific project agreement is paramount
(Clause 6). The Agreement also makes provision for rates of
pay in substitution for those prescribed by the Award (Clause
13). The Award, however, provides that in addition to the
appropriate rates of pay, employees are entitled to be paid a
weekly construction allowance, the magnitude of which
depends upon whether the employees are engaged on a large
industrial undertaking or civil engineering project, on a

multi-storey building, or on other construction work (Schedule
1). The employees in question are paid a construction
allowance as if they were engaged on a large industrial
undertaking or a large civil engineering project. The Award
also makes provision for the payment of special allowances
as compensation for employees called to work under certain
difficult or disabling circumstances (Clause 18). Thus the
Award makes special provision for height money, dirt money,
and for the payment of allowances for working in confined
space, for boiler work, for hot work, and for the use of
percussion tools.

It is fair to say that it is not uncommon for employees engaged
in the construction industry to be paid a site allowance to
compensate for disabilities peculiar to a particular construction
site. Usually such allowance is payable in lieu of most of the
special rates provided in the Award for disabling work
conditions. Consistent with that practice, the Applicant now
seeks a site allowance of $3.50 per hour for the employees
employed by the Respondent on the project in question at North
Fremantle. In justification of the allowance, the Applicant
contends that the employees are required to work adjacent to
a �live plant� with the consequence that they are unable to
smoke at the workplace, they are unable to bring electrical
equipment on to the site, and they have to undertake extensive
induction in order to deal satisfactorily with emergencies at or
near the worksite. In addition, daily checks are made in the
workplace for gas leaks. It is said, too, that the employees are
required to work in an exposed area on the coastline which
has been made worse by reason of the fact that most of the
work was carried out in the winter months. In addition, it is
said that the workplace was frequently wet, either by reason
of rain or by reason of having to wash down dirt created by
the removal of old cables and the like. The removal of old
equipment, much of which was either oily or rusty, was said
to be a debilitating feature, as was the fact that a number of
pipes insulated with synthetic fibres had become uncovered.
The employees were said to have to walk to work through
sand, which was made worse by the fact that during the course
of the electrical works a bobcat was utilised to make space for
a large new tank to store bitumen. The Applicant claims, too,
that the employees are required to work in a confined space
due mainly to extensive scaffolding and the various structures
comprising the plant. In addition, employees were often
required to wear a full body harness by reason of the
Company�s rule that employees who worked more than a metre
above the ground wear such a harness. As well, the employees
were required to wear safety glasses all the time. The Applicant
also refers to and relies on the fact that electrical work
performed during shutdowns at a number of sites in or near
the Kwinana area, including at the BP Oil Refinery, typically
attracted a site allowance which in previous years was in the
order of $1.50 an hour, but which now is in the order of $2.25
per hour.

The Applicant also claims a special project payment of
$50.00 per week for each employee. Again, it argues, a payment
of that nature is now a feature of many construction jobs, for
example, for the work at the BP Refinery in Kwinana.
Furthermore, the Applicant argues that the payment is
necessary to compensate the employees for having to complete
the work in question on the basis of a timetable which is
arduous. It is said that the employees are required to work 11
hours a day, seven days a week, and without the benefit of a
rostered day off.

The Respondent opposes each aspect of the current claim.
It asserts that the disabling conditions experienced by the
workforce have been exaggerated and are insufficient to justify
the payment of a site allowance. In general, the Respondent
says that the employees do not have to work under conditions
of work which are not already contemplated by the Award,
particularly having regard to the construction allowance. The
Respondent asserts that to qualify for the payment of a site
allowance, the Applicant must establish that the conditions in
question meet the strict test currently provided under the State
Wage Fixing Principles for the adjustment of allowances; that
is, the circumstances must be such as to �constitute such a
significant nett addition to work requirements as to warrant
the creation of a new classification� or payment of the
allowance. In this respect, the Respondent draws attention to
the fact that the Award already makes provision for an
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additional payment, in the form of the construction allowance,
for those engaged in construction work. The Respondent
contends that it is not sufficient that at different workplaces
employees are paid site allowances for performing somewhat
similar work, particularly if the site allowances are paid by
agreement. Insofar as the claim relates to a special project
payment, the Respondent contends that it is not competent for
the Commission to deal with such a claim other than by way
of a special case. That procedure has not been adopted on this
occasion.

The Company was given leave to intervene on the grounds
that under its contract with the Respondent it is responsible to
pay for any site allowance or special project payment awarded
by the Commission. The Company opposes the claim on a
number of grounds. It contends that both aspects of the claim
are in breach of the no claims provision of the Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement, a view, incidentally, not shared by
either the Applicant or the Respondent. The Company contends
that the claim is a matter which relates to the Award, having
regard to the history and nature of the construction allowance.
The Company contends that the allowance had its genesis in a
site allowance. Moreover, even if the claim is not in breach of
the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement, it is a claim which, as
the Company contends, is not comprehended by the State Wage
Fixing Principles and therefore beyond the authority of the
Commission to entertain. In short, the Company argues that
the provisions of the Principles relating to the adjustment of
allowances is concerned only with changes to award
provisions, a condition which the present claim does not meet.
It contends, relying on the decision of the Commission in The
Australian Electrical, Electronics, Foundry and Engineering
Union, Western Australian Branch v. ABB Installations and
Services Pty Ltd (1995) 75 WAIG 2633, that �the only avenue
to determine a wage outcome outside a claim which would
vary the award safety net is through the application of
provisions regulating enterprise bargaining� (page 2637). In
its view, the enterprise bargaining provisions have no
application on this occasion because the parties have already
struck their bargain, albeit without provision for disputed site
allowances. Furthermore, the Company contends that the
proceedings are flawed because they purport to amend either
the Award or the enterprise bargaining agreement without
following the process provided in the Act. In particular, the
Commission is not empowered to make an order amending an
industrial agreement on the motion of only one party to the
agreement. Apart from the jurisdictional difficulties, the
Company argues that, in any event, there is nothing on the
merits of the claim to show that the Commission should award
either a site allowance or the special project payment. The
Company contends that the work is being performed under
conditions which are already contemplated by the Award and
which are normal for construction work of this kind.

For the purposes of the present proceedings, I am prepared
to give effect to the interpretation placed on the Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement by the parties, that is, that the no claims
provision was not intended to exclude claims of this nature. It
should be said, however, that the Agreement, in its terms, is
far from clear in this respect. Whilst, as Mr Bull for the
Respondent submits, the Agreement only purports to outlaw
extra claims �in relation to the Award�, it is arguable that at
least the claim for a site allowance is a claim which relates to
the Award because of the impact it has on the construction
allowance. Nonetheless, the parties to the Agreement appear
to be ad idem as to the interpretation to be placed on it and it
is open to the parties at any time to seek to amend the
Agreement to better reflect their intention in this regard. In
these circumstances, it seems not to be inappropriate to
approach this matter on the basis of the intention of the parties,
particularly as the purpose of industrial agreements is to reflect
the intention of the parties thereto. Likewise, I am prepared,
following the decision of the Commission in Electrical Trades
Union of Workers of Australia (Western Australian Branch),
Perth; Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union
of Western Australia v. G. & G. Electrical and EPL Kone
(1989) 69 WAIG 1189, to accept, for the purposes of these
proceedings, that the construction allowance in the Award does
not compensate disabilities which are special or peculiar to a
specific site, reserving for another occasion an examination
of the veracity of the conclusion expressed in that case.

Equally, I am prepared to assume on this occasion, without
deciding it, that the State Wage Fixing Principles do admit of
a claim for a site allowance in the present circumstances. The
Commission in Court Session, in its review of the State Wage
Fixing Principles earlier this year, appears to have accepted
that the Principles as they stand �are comprehensive enough
to accommodate the range of issues that may be argued under
claims for site allowances� (see: State Wage Case (1996) 76
WAIG 911, 922). However, if the Principles do indeed allow
for such a claim, it is beyond question that the claim must
satisfy the strictures of the Allowances Principle and, more
particularly, the strict work value test referred to in the
Principles. As the Principles make clear, changes in the
conditions under which the work is performed will not in every
case lead to a new or increased allowance. The perceived site
disabilities must be of such a nature as to constitute a significant
nett addition to the work so as to warrant additional
remuneration for the work in question. Thus to qualify for a
site allowance in the absence of such a provision, the work
needs to be performed under circumstances which are not
contemplated by the wages or special allowances contained
in the Award, as varied by an industrial agreement, and which,
either separately or together, constitute a significant nett
addition to the work or the responsibilities associated with it.
It follows that site allowances cannot be founded on what is
in effect �comparative allowance justice�, as indeed the
Commission in Court Session pointed out as long ago as 1988
(see: State Wage Case (1988) 68 WAIG 2411, 2415). Claims
based on those grounds are, in essence, claims for industry
market rates and are properly dealt with under the Enterprise
Bargaining Principle, not under the Allowances Principle.

Having inspected the site in question recently and having
had the benefit of hearing from two employees engaged in
work at that site, I remain unconvinced that the circumstances
under which the work is required to be performed are such as
to be outside the contemplation of the Award and still less am
I convinced that they constitute a significant nett addition to
the value of the work contemplated by the Award. In my
considered assessment, there is little or nothing atypical or
special about the work on the worksite. The agent for the
Applicant, and in turn the two employees who gave evidence
in the course of these proceedings, made much of the fact that
the work was attended with more difficulties than if it was
being performed on a new construction site. They contend
that removing and replacing electrical cables and equipment
in and around old existing structures is less attractive than
simply installing new cables and equipment. I am prepared to
accept that assessment of the work, but I am far from convinced
that the Award was erected on the basis that the rates of pay
were designed only for new construction work. For the
purposes of the Award, �construction work� is defined,
amongst other things, to include �the construction, erection
or alteration of any other building, structure or civil engineering
project�. In the circumstances it is suggesting too much to
suggest that the inconveniences associated with removing old
electrical components and replacing them with new
components is not a normal feature of construction work for
the purposes of the Award and is deserving of additional
remuneration.

Concern was expressed by the Applicant that the work was
required to be performed alongside a �live� plant. In fact, the
plant was shut down. Whilst the existence of the fuel terminal
nearby apparently resulted in the imposition of strict safety
rules and the need for extensive induction, these factors are
not so burdensome as to meet the strict requirements of the
Principles. Similarly, I do not consider that the other physical
features of the worksite, to which the Applicant referred,
resulted in a significant change to its value of the work.
Although I must admit to having found the workplace
somewhat congested because of scaffolding and existing plant,
I am unable to accept that it was so congested as to be out of
the ordinary for work of that nature, and certainly not so
congested, whether taken by itself or with the other matters to
which the Applicant refers, as to constitute a significant change
to the value of the work contemplated by the Award. Likewise,
the fact that the employees from time to time had to work
above ground level is not a factor which, in my view, warrants
any additional payment beyond that provided in the Award by
way of height money. The fact that the Company had a rule
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that employees were required to wear a body harness when
working more than a metre above the ground did not appear,
in my assessment, to impose any undue hardship on the
employees. Moreover, I was left with the impression that it
was a burden, if indeed it was a burden, which was borne by
very few of the employees at any one time. Parts of the worksite
were, as the Applicant claims, sandy, but I formed the
impression that it was not a significant debilitating factor. Much
of the work was carried out either inside a sub-station, on a
concrete slab, or above ground level with the result that the
sand appeared to have little impact on the work. Although I
accept that for some of the period in question a bobcat was
working in close vicinity of the employees affected by this
application, I find it difficult to accept that that is not a normal
feature of construction work. In any event, the evidence
suggests that the bobcat was on site for, at most, four or five
days. Whilst it is also undoubtedly the case that the site is
close to the beach, nothing I saw or heard during the course of
the inspection, or which I heard during the course of these
proceedings leads me to conclude that, as a consequence, the
conditions under which the work was required to be performed
was so unusual or special as to warrant additional recompense.
I have no doubt that from time to time the wintry winds were
strong, but to some extent the site is protected by the existing
structures around which the employees were required to work.

Equally, I remain unconvinced that the climatic conditions
under which the work was performed were such as to justify
additional recompense. The information put before me does
not lead me to conclude that the weather was outside that which
could be expected in North Fremantle in the winter months. I
have no doubt that working outside in the winter months can
be unpleasant. However, that is not site specific. It is a normal
feature of construction work, at least in the southern parts of
this State, and one is entitled to assume that it was a factor
taken into account in fixing the quantum of the construction
allowance which is specifically directed to construction work
and to such work throughout the State (see: Ermani
Constructions Pty Ltd v. Australian Workers� Union, NSW
Branch and Another (1988) 23 IR 346, 355).

The two employees from the site, Messrs MacFarlane and
Cooper, who gave evidence in these proceedings, left me with
the distinct impression that they were motivated in their desire
for a site allowance more by the fact that wherever they have
worked in the construction industry they have received a site
allowance than by the fact that the site now in question had
peculiar debilitating features. However, as previously
indicated, a site allowance cannot, on this occasion, be justified
on that basis but, if at all, only on the basis of conditions
genuinely specific to the site now in question. In any event,
the great bulk of the site allowances to which reference was
made by the Applicant resulted from agreement between other
people rather than from arbitration, and it is a well settled
principle of industrial relations that agreements of others should
not be imposed on non-consenting parties. That is all the more
so in an era of enterprise bargaining. Moreover, if comparisons
are to be made, perhaps the most relevant is the unsuccessful
claim for a site allowance by electrical construction workers
at the CSR Plant at McCabe Street in North Fremantle (see:
Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Australia (Western
Australian Branch), Perth v. O�Donnell Griffin (1988) 68
WAIG 1314).

In summary, I am not convinced that the circumstances under
which the work in question has been performed is so special
or unusual as to constitute a significant nett addition to the
value of work as contemplated by the Award and the Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement.

The claim for a special project payment, if it is to be dealt
with at all, must be dealt with by way of a special case. In the
circumstances, it is not a matter which is able to be dealt with
by the Commission in the current proceedings. In any event,
it too seems to be based more on the fact that allowances of
this kind are currently being paid on construction sites
elsewhere in the State. To the extent that the claim is based on
long hours of work, it seems to me that there is a large element
of double counting in that the employees are, as the Applicant
admits, entitled to and paid at overtime rates as the Award
prescribes.

It follows that, in my assessment, the claim should be
dismissed and I so order.

Appearances: Mr L. McLaughlan on behalf of the Applicant
Mr G.E. Bull on behalf of the Respondent
Mr A. Lucev (of Counsel) on behalf of The Shell Company

Australia Limited as Intervenor

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy,

Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch

and
O�Donnell Griffin.

No. CR 260 of 1996.
SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.L. FIELDING.

6 September 1996.
Order.

HAVING heard Mr L. McLaughlan on behalf of the Applicant;
Mr G.E. Bull on behalf of the Respondent; and Mr A. Lucev
(of Counsel) on behalf of The Shell Company Australia Limited
as Intervenor, the Commission, pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
orders:

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) G. L. FIELDING,    

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.

Industrial Relations Act 1979.
Western Australian Fire Brigades Board

and
United Firefighters Union of Western Australia.

No. CR 248 of 1996.
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT.

24 September 1996.
Recommendation.

WHEREAS the Commission convened conferences to deal
with a claim by the employer that bans are being applied to
the commissioning and operation of the Metz Turntable
Ladder; and

WHEREAS the parties are in dispute as set out in the Draft
Memorandum of Matters for Hearing and Determination;

NOW THEREFORE the Commission makes the following
recommendations as to the process to be applied in respect of
that hearing:

The issue of the appropriate classification of the Officer
to be placed in charge of the Metz Turntable Ladder re-
quires definitive determination which will allow the com-
missioning and operation of this appliance without
ongoing dispute.
As a means of expediting the resolution of the dispute
between the parties, the following is to apply to the hear-
ing of the matter:
1. The procedure to be applied during the hearing of

the matter shall be in accordance with the Regula-
tions. The party presenting its case first shall have a
right of reply, however, the fact that a particular party
presents its case first is not to be seen as an indica-
tion that it bears a greater onus than the other party.
Unless the parties are able to reach agreement be-
tween them as which of them shall proceed first, the
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Commission shall determine this at the commence-
ment of the hearing.

2. Each party shall present a case aimed at demonstrat-
ing its position being:

(a) The employer claims that the classification of
Senior Firefighter has the appropriate qualifi-
cations and competencies to be placed in
charge the appliance, and in all of the circum-
stances is the appropriate classification;

(b) The Union claims that the Station Officer has
the appropriate qualifications and competen-
cies to be placed in charge of the appliance
and in all of the circumstances is the appro-
priate classification;

notwithstanding the previous agreement between the
parties that new aerial appliances be under the con-
trol of a Leading Firefighter classification, which
classification has not been introduced into the met-
ropolitan area, contrary to the intentions of the par-
ties at the time they reached such agreement.

3. The determination of this matter will include issues
of:

(a) the appropriate qualification and competen-
cies;

(b) the appropriate classification and if no exist-
ing implemented classification is appropriate,
the appropriate recognition by way of rate of
pay or allowance;

(c) the Wage Fixation Principles;
(d) previous agreements between the parties;
(e) any relevant changed circumstances.

4. The parties are to prepare outlines of submissions,
lists of authorities and witness statements for ex-
change no later than the close of business on Friday
4 October 1996.
Where a party intends to raise any issues not con-
tained within its outline of submissions, it shall ad-
vise the Commission and the other party of its
intention to do so and of the issue to be raised no
later than two full working days prior to the date of
hearing.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,    
[L.S.] Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—Notation of—
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Parties Number - Date Matter Result
Commissioner

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Australian College Edith Cowan University Beech C. N/A Breach of Contract Withdrawn
Academics C131/1996
Australian Workers� Union Western Mining Corporation Halliwell S.C. 13/05/96 Numerous Issues in Concluded

- St Ives Gold Mine C96/1996 Disputes
Australian Workers� Union Western Mining Corporation Halliwell S.C. 13/05/96 Dismissal Concluded

- St Ives Gold Mine C132/1996
Australian Workers� Union St Barbara Mines Ltd Fielding S.C. 16/09/96 Victimisation Concluded

C242/1996
Australian Workers� Union Sons of Gwalia and Others Fielding S.C. 23/08/96 Termination and Concluded

C252/1996 Contract of
Employment

Australian Workers� Union St Barbara Mines Ltd Fielding S.C. 16/09/96 Transfer Concluded
C284/1996

Australian Workers� Union Central Norseman Gold Beech C. 05/03/96 Log of claims Withdrawn
Corporation Ltd. C57/1996

Australian Workers� Union Dampier Salt Pty Ltd Beech C. 31/07/96 Absorption of Safety Dismissed
and Others C150/1996 Net increases
Australian Workers� Union Ampol Thornlie Beech C. N/A Termination of Withdrawn

C201/1996 employment
Australian Workers� Union Cockburn Bowling and Gifford C. 30/01/96 Apprentices Concluded

Recreation Club (Inc) C6/1996 23/04/96
13/05/96

Australian Workers� Union BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd Beech C. N/A Transfer & Redundancy Withdrawn
C247/1996

Automotive, Food, Metals, Newcrest Mining Group Halliwell S.C. 24/10/96 Messing facilities Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and and Others C299/1995
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Wier Engineering Pty Halliwell S.C. 05/12/95 Dispute re employ- Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and Limited C341/1995 ment of a member
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Newcrest Mining Group Halliwell S.C. 14/12/95 Arrangement for Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and and Others C355/1995 mid shift meal
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, United Construction Halliwell S.C. 05/02/96 Payment of wages Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and Pty Ltd C32/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Transfield Construction Halliwell S.C. 28/02/96 Safety issues Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and and Another C70/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, United Construction Halliwell S.C. 25/03/96 Enterprise agreement Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and Pty Ltd C78/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Gemco and Another Halliwell S.C. 18/03/96 Terms and conditions Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and C81/1996 of employment
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Prok Group Limited Halliwell S.C. 09/04/96 E.B.A. Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and C85/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Esperance Group Halliwell S.C. 09/04/96 Refusal re payment Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and Training C90/1996 of expenses
Kindred Industries Union
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Commissioner

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Automotive, Food, Metals, B.P. Refinery Halliwell S.C. 10/04/96 Renewal of Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and (Kwinana) Pty Ltd and C91/1996 agreement
Kindred Industries Union Another
Automotive, Food, Metals, Newcrest Mining Halliwell S.C. 15/06/96 Random drug and Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and Limited C98/1996 alcohol testing
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, United Construction Halliwell S.C. 18/04/96 Meal allowance Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and Pty Ltd C116/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Nagel & Nagel Pty Ltd Halliwell S.C. 30/05/96 Contractual Benefits Discontinued
Engineering, Printing and C135/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Midalia Steel Pty Ltd Halliwell S.C. 17/06/96 Constitutional and Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C156/1996 Award Coverage
Kindred Industries Union of Employees
Automotive, Food, Metals, Nuroof Pty Ltd Halliwell S.C. 17/06/96 Inspection of time Discontinued
Engineering, Printing and C159/1996 and wages books
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Vetter Writing Boards Halliwell S.C. N/A Unwarranted issuing Discontinued
Engineering, Printing and C160/1996 of warnings
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, ANI Wear Products�A Halliwell S.C. N/A Work bans Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and Division of ANI C179/1996
Kindred Industries Union Corporation Ltd
Automotive, Food, Metals, E.G. Green & Sons Pty Ltd Halliwell S.C. 25/06/96 Dispute�Picket Line Referred
Engineering, Printing and C183/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Du Feu Metal Halliwell S.C. N/A Rate of Pay Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and C204/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Mundulas P/L Fielding C. 14/08/96 Contractual and Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C236/1996 LSL Entitlements
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, WTK Custom Engineers Fielding S.C. 03/09/96 Warning Letters Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C254/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd Fielding S.C. N/A Strike Action Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C261/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Filmarc Australia Pty Ltd Fielding S.C. 20/09/96 Meal and Tool Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C262/1996 Allowances
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Sons of Gwalia Ltd Fielding S.C. 18/09/96 Retrenchment Package Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C282/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Community Newspapers (1985) Fielding S.C. 03/10/96 Rates of payment for Concluded
Engineering, Printing and Ltd t/a Community Newspaper C296/1996 shift and overtime work
Kindred Industries Union Group
Automotive, Food, Metals, West Australian Newspapers Fielding S.C. 03/10/96 Allowances and shift Concluded
Engineering, Printing and Ltd C297/1996 loadings
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Henry Walker Contracting P/L Fielding S.C. N/A Payment for shift work Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and C300/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Clyde Carruthers Gifford C. 05/10/95 Site Allowance Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C235/1995
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Steggles (WA) Ltd Gifford C. 26/03/96 Industrial Action Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C93/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Skilled Engineering Pty Ltd Gifford C. 17/04/96 Travel Allowance Concluded
Engineering, Printing and and Another C107/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, ANI�WAME, A Division of Gifford C. 30/05/96 Work bans and Concluded
Engineering, Printing and ANI Hoskins C155/1996 overtime limitations
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Orbital Engine Co. Aust. P/L Gifford C. N/A Redundancy Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and C169/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, United Construction Pty Ltd Gifford C. 13/06/96 Employee Status Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C175/1995
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Eltin Ltd Gifford C. 09/07/96 Negotiations Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and C181/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Kerman Contracting Gifford C. N/A Industrial Action Concluded
Engineering, Printing and & OS C191/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Autos America Corp. Gifford C. 05/07/96 Union Access Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C193/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, ANI Engineering Gifford C. 29/07/96 Provisions of EBA Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C208/1996
Kindred Industries Union
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Automotive, Food, Metals, Skilled Engineering Ltd Gifford C. 15/07/96 Picket Lines Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C210/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Monadelphous Engineering Gifford C. N/A Contractual Concluded
Engineering, Printing and Associates Pty Ltd C216/1996 Arrangements
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Gemco Limited Gifford C. 02/09/96 Redundancy Packages Referred
Engineering, Printing and C221/1996
Kindred Industries Union
and Another
Automotive, Food, Metals, Webforge (WA) Gifford C. 08/08/96 EBA Negotiations Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C230/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, SDR Construction Gifford C. 19/08/96 Contractual Benefits Concluded
Engineering, Printing and C233/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Drake Industrial Contracting Gifford C. N/A Contractual Entitlements Withdrawn
Engineering, Printing and C235/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Australian Pacific Aircon- Gifford C. 01/10/96 Demotion of employee Concluded
Engineering, Printing and ditioning Manufacturing C298/1996
Kindred Industries Union
Automotive, Food, Metals, Newcrest Mining Beech C. 22/04/96 Leading Hand Referred
Engineering, Printing and C11/1996 Allowance
Kindred Industries Union
and Another
Builders, Labourers, Painters Total Corrosion Control Pty Ltd Halliwell S.C. 17/04/96 Site Allowance Discontinued
and Plasterers Union C105/1996 06/05/96
Builders, Labourers, Painters Graylands Hospital Scott C. N/A Classification to Concluded
and Plasterers Union C79/1996 Level 6
Builders, Labourers, Painters Hamilton Hill Painting Scott C. N/A Access to time & Concluded
and Plasterers Union Contractors C100/1996 wages records &

wage rates
Builders, Labourers, Painters Pindan Constructions & Scott C. 20/06/96 Site Allowance Concluded
and Plasterers Union Others C170/1996
Builders, Labourers, Painters Princess Margaret Hospital Scott C. N/A Award Restructuring Concluded
and Plasterers Union for Children C205/1996 Assessment
Builders, Labourers, Painters McDonald & Mavric Brick- Scott C. 12/08/96 Site Allowance Concluded
and Plasterers Union laying & Others C224/1996
Builders, Labourers, Painters Andreco Hurll Refractory Scott C. 03/10/96 Withdrawal of Labour Discontinued
and Plasterers Union C307/1996
Builders, Labourers, Painters Osborne Park Hospital Scott C. 17/01/96 Reclassification Concluded
and Plasterers Union C368/1995
Builders, Labourers, Painters Zincos Scott C. N/A Enterprise Bargaining Concluded
and Plasterers Union C369/1995 Discussions
Builders, Labourers, Painters Total Corrosion Control P/L Gifford C. 09/05/96 Information about Concluded
and Plasterers Union C124/1996 exposure to asbestos
Builders, Labourers, Painters Lesley Concrete Gifford C. 04/06/96 Site Allowance Discontinued
and Plasterers Union C149/1996
Builders, Labourers, Painters Bindoon Tiling Beech C. N/A Time and wages Withdrawn
and Plasterers Union C115/1996 records
Builders, Labourers, Painters Onega Pty Ltd & Randwick Beech C. N/A Conditions of Withdrawn
and Plasterers Union Holdings Pty Ltd t/a C119/1996 employment

Shern-Deca Industries
Builders, Labourers, Painters Capitol Ceilings Beech C. 30/05/96 Refusal to negotiate Concluded
and Plasterers Union C125/1996 various Award

Entitlements
Builders, Labourers, Painters Total Corrosion Control Beech C. 01/08/96 Delay of pay date Concluded
and Plasterers Union Pty Ltd C137/1996
Builders, Labourers, Painters Quality Paving Beech C. N/A Outstanding award Withdrawn
and Plasterers Union C143/1996 entitlements
Builders, Labourers, Painters Ceiling & Associated Beech C. 26/09/96 Failure to negotiate Concluded
and Plasterers Union Contracting C144/1996 award and Other

entitlements
Builders, Labourers, Painters Barretts Pty Ltd Beech C. 12/06/96 Time and Wages Withdrawn
and Plasterers Union C153/1996 08/07/96 Records
Builders, Labourers, Painters Flexi Staff Pty Ltd Scott C. N/A Award Entitlements Discontinued
and Plasterers Union C246/1996
Builders, Labourers, Painters Musgrave Contracting Scott C. 23/07/96 Conditions of Discontinued
and Plasterers Union C1941996 Employment
Builders, Labourers, Painters Flexi Staff Pty Ltd Scott C. N/A Award Entitlements Discontinued
and Plasterers Union C246/1996
Civil Service Association Treasury Department Beech C. 13/06/96 E.B.A. Negotiations Concluded

PSA C16/1996
Civil Service Association Department of Resources Beech C. 24/06/96 E.B.A. Negotiations Concluded

Development PSA C25/1996
Civil Service Association Karratha College Council Beech C. 24/06/96 Disagreement over Concluded

PSA C29/1996 pay increase
Civil Service Association Karratha College Beech C. 24/06/96 Charges against Concluded

PSA C31/1996 employee
Civil Service Association Rottnest Island Authority Beech C. 19/08/96 Commuted Allowance Withdrawn

PSA C37/1996 Dispute
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Civil Service Association Homeswest Gifford C. 29/03/96 Enterprise Bargaining Referred
PSAC17/1996 03/04/96

16/04/96
01/05/96
10/06/96
24/06/96
29/07/96
14/08/96

Civil Service Association Ministry of Premier Gifford C. 19/04/96 E.B.A. Negotiations Concluded
and Cabinet PSA C21/1996

Civil Service Association Ministry of Premier Gifford C. 16/05/96 Retrospectivity Withdrawn
& Cabinet PSAC23/1996 24/07/96

08/08/96
Civil Service Association Office of Racing, Gaming Gifford C. 01/08/96 Retrospectivity�shift Concluded

& Liquor PSA C24/1996 allowance
Civil Service Association Disability Services Commission Scott C. 01/10/96 Suspension of an Concluded

PSA C501/96 employee
Commission�s Own Motion Kalgoorlie Consolidated Halliwell S.C. 04/07/96 Dispute re underground Withdrawn

Gold Mines Pty Ltd, C195/1996 workers
& Others

Communications, Electrical, Henry Walker Engineering Halliwell S.C 04/06/96 Right of entry Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, Pty Ltd C141/1995
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Interior Electrics Halliwell S.C 02/02/96 Allowance Concluded
Electronics, Energy, C21/1996
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, T. McAlister Pty Ltd t/a Halliwell S.C 13/02/96 Redundancy Concluded
Electronics, Energy, West Alloy C26/1996 18/06/96
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, National Castings Halliwell S.C 23/02/96 Award Wages Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, Pty Ltd C58/1996
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Professional Cabling Halliwell S.C 29/02/96 Inspection Time and Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, Services C63/1996 Wages Records
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Austec Electrical Halliwell S.C 04/04/96 Travel allowance Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, Services C84/1996
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, United Aoc Halliwell S.C 28/05/96 Clarification of Discontinued
Electronics, Energy, C122/1996 agreement
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Ralph M. Lee Halliwell S.C 09/05/96 Termination Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, C123/1996 entitlements
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Vaughan Castings Halliwell S.C 16/07/96 Reinstatement of Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, C139/1996 shift arrangements
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Bestway Electrics Halliwell S.C 06/06/96 Award wages Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, C142/1996
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Vaughan Castings Halliwell S.C 16/07/96 Union access to Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, C186/1996 employees
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Westoz Floreat Halliwell S.C 15/07/96 Time and wages Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, Services C202/1996 records
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Centurion Powdercoaters Fielding S.C N/A Outstanding Amounts Concluded
Electronics, Energy, Pty Ltd C277/1996
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
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Communications, Electrical, O�Donnell Griffin Beech C. 27/08/96 Strike Action Referred
Electronics, Energy, C260/1996
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Integrated Workforce Beech C. 08/07/96 Coverage of Discontinued
Electronics, Energy, C163/1996 employees
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Communications, Electrical, BOC Gases Australia Limited Beech C. 30/08/96 Suspension of pay Concluded
Electronics, Energy, C258/1996 of an employee
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Construction, Mining, Masters Dairy Gifford C. 29/06/95 Shift Roster Discontinued
Energy ,Timberyards, C184/1995
Sawmills and Wood-
workers Union
Communications, Electrical, Peters (WA) Ltd Gifford C. 28/02/96 Shift Arrangements Withdrawn
Electronics, Energy, C67/1996
Information, Postal,
Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union
Construction, Mining, Commissioner of Main Roads Gifford C. 04/07/96 Handling of disciplinary Concluded
Energy ,Timberyards, C185/1996 process
Sawmills and Wood-
workers Union
Construction, Mining, Christchurch Grammar School Scott C. 12/04/96 Enterprise Agreements Discontinued
Energy ,Timberyards, C102/1996 Negotiations
Sawmills and Wood-
workers Union
Construction, Mining, Building Management Beech C. 12/12/94 Lease Payment for Withdrawn
Energy ,Timberyards, Authority C482/1994 Allowance
Sawmills and Wood-
workers Union
Construction, Mining, Hamersley Iron Pty Limited Beech C. 08/02/96 Rates of Pay Concluded
Energy ,Timberyards, and Others C9/1996
Sawmills and Wood-
workers Union
Electrical, Electronics, Building Management Beech C. 16/12/94 Underpayment of Withdrawn
Foundry and Engineering Authority C487/1996 Wages
Union
Food Preservers� Union The Smiths Snackfood Gifford C. 01/02/96 Shift Work Concluded

Company C386/1995
John Neil Harrison Jobation Pty Ltd Beech C. N/A LSL Entitlements Withdrawn

C95/1995
Plumbers and Gasfitters Minister for Works Halliwell S.C. 29/6/95 Voluntary Separation Withdrawn
Employees Union C188/1995 Package
Plumbers and Gasfitters Minister for Works Halliwell S.C. 01/03/96 Conditions of Withdrawn
Employees Union C72/1996 Employment
Plumbers and Gasfitters Burswood Resort Casino Gifford C. 14/08/96 Contracts of Concluded
Employees Union C243/1996 Employment
Liquor, Hospitality and Pacific World Packaging Halliwell S.C. N/A Industrial action Withdrawn
Miscellaneous Workers� (Aust) Pty Ltd C234/1996
Union and Another
Liquor, Hospitality and Frankton Holdings P/L t/a Fielding S.C. 24/09/96 Dismissal Concluded
Miscellaneous Workers� East Victoria Park Child C289/1996
Union and Another Care Centre
Liquor, Hospitality and Salvation Army Beech C. N/A Dismissal Withdrawn
Miscellaneous Workers� C203/1996
Union and Another
Liquor, Hospitality and Mango Hill Pty Ltd t/a Beech C. N/A Working Hours Withdrawn
Miscellaneous Workers� Arrix Cleaning Services C268/1996
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and Quick Corporate Cleaning Beech C. 15/08/96 Industrial Action Discontinued
Miscellaneous Workers� Australia Pty Ltd C245/1996 16/08/96
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and High Road Medical Centre Beech C. 19/09/96 N/A Concluded
Miscellaneous Workers� C281/1996
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and Mango Hill Pty Ltd t/a Beech C. N/A Change of Shift Withdrawn
Miscellaneous Workers� Arrix Cleaning Services C285/1996
Union
Liquor, Hospitality and Quirk Corporate Cleaning Gifford C. 15/04/96 Back-payment of Concluded
Miscellaneous Workers� Aust P/L C103/1996 wages
Union
Meat Industry Employees� Metro Meat International Ltd Halliwell S.C. 22/12/95 Boning and slicing Withdrawn
Union C377/1995 30/01/96
Meat Industry Employees� Metro Meat International Ltd Halliwell S.C. 29/02/96 Award Coverage of Withdrawn
Union & Another C64/1996 Cleaners
Meat Industry Employees� Metro Meat International Ltd Halliwell S.C. 22/03/96 Hours of work Referred
Union C92/1996 10/04/96

04/06/96
03/07/96
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Meat Industry Employees� Bar Park Pty Ltd t/a Halliwell S.C. 07/05/96 Alleged harassment Withdrawn
Union Mingin Grazing C130/1996 of an employee
Meat Industry Employees� Gep�s Wholesale Meats Halliwell S.C. 10/06/96 Harassment of Concluded
Union C165/1996 workers for pursuing

back pay claims and
refusing to sign
workplace agree-
ments

Meat Industry Employees� Metro Meat International Ltd Halliwell S.C. N/A Speed of the chain Referred
Union C375/1996
Meat Industry Employees� Bi-Lo Armadale Beech C. 14/06/96 Warning notices of Concluded
Union C174/1996 possible dismissal
Metals and Engineering E.G. Green & Sons Gifford C. 31/08/95 Reclassifications Concluded
Workers Union C246/1995 10/10/95

27/03/96
Municipal, Administrative, Malaysia Tourism Promotion Fielding S.C. 06/09/96 Under award payments Concluded
Clerical & Services Union Board C253/1996
Municipal, Administrative, Action Food Barns (WA) Scott C. N/A Redundancy Withdrawn
Clerical & Services Union Pty Ltd C244/1996
Sales Representatives and Rothmans of Pall Mall Gifford C. 19/07/96 Conditions of Discontinued
Commercial Travellers Australia C196/1996 Employment
Salaried Pharmacists� William Chemist Fielding S.C. 24/09/96 Dispute of Interpretation Concluded
Association
Shop, Distributive and Orchard Holdings P/L t/a Gifford C. 07/08/95 Time and Wages Concluded
Allied Employees Union Supa Valu Marmion C206/1995 28/08/95 Records
Shop, Distributive and Harvey Fresh (1984) Ltd Gifford C. 19/12/95 Status of member Concluded
Allied Employees Union C352/1995 01/05/95
State School Teachers Minister for Education Beech C. 21/02/95 Educational Referred
Union TC35/1994 Qualifications
United Firefighters Union Western Australian Fire Scott C. 13/02/96 Promotion Procedures Concluded

Brigades Board C383/1995
Wormald Security George Papa Beech C. 25/01/95 Long Service Leave Referred

C9/1996 15/03/95
10/05/96

CORRECTIONS—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and
Kindred Industries Union of Workers�Western Australian

Branch,
and

Truline Smash Repairs and Others.
No. 410 of 1996.

Vehicle Builders� Award 1971
No. 9 of 1971.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
12 August 1996.

Correction Order.
WHEREAS an error occurred in the issuance of an order in
application No. 410 of 1996 on 13 June 1996, the Commis-
sion, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Indus-
trial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders the following
Correction:

1. Delete instruction No. 2 of the above order which issued
on the 13th June 1996 and insert in lieu thereof the following:

2. Clause 9.�Wages: Delete this clause and insert in
lieu thereof the following:

9.�WAGES AND SUPPLEMENTARY
PAYMENTS

 (1) The minimum award rate payable weekly to
adult employees (other than apprentices) clas-
sified under a defined level as specified in
Clause 6.�Definitions of this Award, shall be
made up of a base rate, plus a supplementary

payment and safety net adjustment, giving a
total weekly award rate as follows:

 1st, 2nd Vehicle
CLASSIFICATION  Base  Supple-   & 3rd   Total building

 Rate mentary Safety Net   Rate trades-
Adult Employees (expressed as a Per Week Per Week  Adjustment Per person
percentage of the Vehicle Building Week Level 1
Tradesperson Level I rate):

$ $ $ $ %
Advanced Tradesperson/Production
Technician Vehicle Building 471.70 70.60 24.00 566.30 130.0

Vehicle Building Tradesperson�
Level IV 417.30 62.50 24.00 503.80 115.0

Vehicle Building Tradesperson�
Level III 399.10 59.80 24.00 482.90 110.0

Vehicle Building Tradesperson�
Level II 381.00 57.10 24.00 462.10 105.0

Vehicle Building Tradesperson�
Level I 362.90 54.30 24.00 441.20 100.0

Vehicle Builder�Level IV 335.30 50.20 24.00 409.50 92.4
Vehicle Builder�Level III 317.10 47.50 24.00 388.60 87.4
Vehicle Builder�Level II 297.60 44.50 24.00 366.10 82.0
Vehicle Builder�Level I 283.00 42.40 24.00 349.40 78.0

(2) Supplementary Payments
(a) Where an employee is in receipt of a

rate of pay which exceeds the Award
Rate Per Week prescribed in sub-clause
(1) above, whether such payment is
being made by virtue of any order, in-
dustrial agreement or other agreement
or arrangement, then such rate will be
deemed to be inclusive of the Supple-
mentary Payment.

(b) Overtime, shift allowances, penalty
rates, disability allowances, special
rates, fare and travelling time allow-
ances and any other work related al-
lowances prescribed by this award shall
not be offset against Supplementary
Payments.

(3) The rates of pay in this award include three
arbitrated safety net adjustments totalling
$24.00 per week available under the Arbitrated
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Safety Net Adjustment Principle pursuant to
either the December 1993 State Wage Deci-
sion, the December 1994 State Wage Deci-
sion and the March 1996 State Wage Decision.
The first, second and third $8.00 per week
arbitrated safety net adjustments may be off-
set to the extent of any wage increases pay-
able since 1 November 1991 pursuant to
enterprise agreements or consent awards or
award variations to give effect to enterprise
agreements, insofar as that wage increase or
part of it has not previously been used to off-
set an arbitrated safety net adjustment. In-
creases made under previous State Wage Case
Principles or under the current Statement of
Principles, excepting those resulting from en-
terprise agreements, are not to be used to off-
set arbitrated safety adjustments.

(4) Apprentices�(Wage per week expressed as a
percentage of the Vehicle Building
Tradesperson�
Level I rate)�
Four Year Term %
First Year 42
Second Year 55
Third year 75
Fourth Year 88
Three and a Half Year Term
First six Months 42
Next Year 55
Next Year 75
Final Year 88
Three Year Term
First Year 55
Second Year 75
Third Year 88

(5) Leading Hand�An employee placed in charge
of�

$
(a) Not less than three and not

more than 10 other
employees shall be paid
per week extra 16.60

(b) More than 10 and not more
than 20 other employees
shall be paid per week
extra 25.40

(c) More than 20 other
employees shall be paid
per week extra 32.70

(6) Tool Allowance:
(a) Where an employer does not provide a

tradesperson or an apprentice with the
tools ordinarily required by that
tradesperson or apprentice in the per-
formance of work as a tradesperson or
as an apprentice the employer shall pay
a tool allowance of�

(i) $9.20 per week to such
tradesperson, or

(ii) in the case of an apprentice a
percentage of $9.20, being the
percentage which appears
against his/her year of appren-
ticeship in subclause (3) of this
clause,

for the purpose of such tradesperson
or apprentice supplying and maintain-
ing tools ordinarily required in the per-
formance of work as a tradesperson or
as an apprentice.

(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be
included in, and form part of, the ordi-
nary weekly wage prescribed in this
clause.

(c) An employer shall provide for the use
of tradespersons or apprentices all nec-
essary power tools, special purpose
tools and precision measuring instru-
ments.

(d) A tradesperson or apprentice shall re-
place or pay for any tools supplied by
his/her employer if lost through his/her
negligence.

(7) A casual employee shall be paid twenty per
cent of the ordinary rate in addition to the or-
dinary rate for the calling in which he/she is
employed.

(8) Junior Employees (Wage per week expressed
as a percentage of the Vehicle Builder Level 1
rate)�

 %
Under 16 years of age 35
16 years of age 45
17 years of age 55
18 years of age 65
19 years of age 78.5
20 years of age 93

 (9) Minimum Wage for Adult Males and Females:
Notwithstanding the provisions of this award,
no employee (including an apprentice), 21
years of age or over, shall be paid less than
$317.10 per week as his/her ordinary rate of
pay in respect of the ordinary hours of work
prescribed by this Award, but that minimum
rate of pay does not apply where the ordinary
rate of pay (including any part thereof pay-
able in addition to the award rate) is not less
than $317.10.
Where the said minimum rate of pay is appli-
cable the same rate shall be payable on holi-
days, during annual leave, sick leave, long
service leave and any other leave prescribed
by this Award.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, where in this
Award an additional rate is prescribed for any
work as a percentage, fraction or multiple of
the ordinary rate of pay it shall be calculated
upon the rate prescribed in this Award for the
classification in which the employee is em-
ployed.

(10) Structural Efficiency
(a) Arising out of the decision of the State

Wage Case on 8 September 1989 and
in consideration of the wage increases
resulting from the structural efficiency
adjustments to this Award, employees
are to perform a wider range of duties,
including work which is incidental or
peripheral to their main tasks or func-
tions.

(b) The parties to this Award are commit-
ted to co-operating positively to in-
crease the efficiency, productivity and
international competitiveness of the
vehicle building industry and to en-
hance the career opportunities and job
security of employees in the industry.

(c) At each plant or enterprise a consulta-
tive mechanism may be established by
the employer, or shall be established
upon request by the employees or the
union. The consultative mechanism
and procedure shall be appropriate to
the size, structure and needs of the
workplace or enterprise. Measures
raised by the employer, employees or
union or unions for consideration con-
sistent with the objectives of paragraph
(a) hereof shall be processed through
that consultative mechanism and pro-
cedures.
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(d) Measures raised for consideration con-
sistent with paragraph (c) hereof shall
be related to implementation of a new
classification structure, the facilitative
provisions contained in this Award and,
subject to Clause 37.�Training, mat-
ters concerning training and subject to
paragraph (e) hereof, any other meas-
ures consistent with the objectives of
paragraph (b) of this subclause.

(e) Without limiting the rights of either the
employer or a union to arbitration, any
other measure designed to increase
flexibility at the plant or enterprise and
sought by any party shall be notified
to the Commission if the initiative var-
ies and Award provision and by agree-
ment of the parties involved shall be
subject to the following require-
ments�

(i) the changes sought shall not
affect provisions reflecting na-
tional standards recognised by
the Western Australian Indus-
trial Relations Commission;

(ii) the majority of employees af-
fected by the change at the plant
or enterprise must genuinely
agree to such change;

(iii) no employee shall lose income
as a result of the change;

(iv) the union must be a party to the
agreement;

(v) the union shall not unreason-
ably oppose any agreement;

 (vi) any agreement shall be subject
to the approval by the Western
Australian Industrial Relations
Commission and, if approved,
shall operate as a schedule to
this Award and take precedence
over any provision of this
Award to the extent of any in-
consistency.

(f) Any disputes arising in relation to the
implementation of paragraphs (c) and
(d) hereof shall be subject to the pro-
visions of Clause 29.�Avoidance of
Industrial Disputes of this award.

2. The Award be further varied as follows with effect from
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after
the 15th May 1996.

2.1. Clause 2.�Arrangement: Delete this clause and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

2.�ARRANGEMENT
1. Title

1A. Statement of Principles�March 1996
2. Arrangement
3. Scope
4. Area
5. Term
6. Definitions
7. Hours
8. Overtime
9. Wages and Supplementary Payments

10. Special Rates and Provisions
11. Higher Duties
12. Contract of Service
13. Breakdowns
14. Shift Work
15. Holidays and Annual Leave
16. Absence Through Sickness
17. Tools
18. Junior Employees
19. Junior Employees� Certificate
20. Apprentices
21. Time and Wages Record

22. Payment of Wages
23. Right of Entry
24. Under-Rate Employees
25. Board of Reference
26. Piecework and Subletting
27. Posting of Award
28. Maximum Rate
29. Avoidance of Industrial Disputes
30. No Reduction
31. Long Service Leave
32. Bereavement Leave
33. Supplementary Payments
34. Maternity Leave
35. Part-Time Employment
36. Superannuation
37. Training
38. Traineeships

First Schedule �Schedule of Respondents
Second Schedule�Named Parties to the Award

2.2 Clause 6.�Definitions: Delete subparagraphs (2)(a)(ii)
and (iii)of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:

(ii) By the first pay period commencing on or after 18
December 1990 an employee�s new classification
group shall be determined in accordance with
subclause (1) of Clause 9.�. Wages and Supple-
mentary Payments of this award.

(iii) Each plant or enterprise shall undertake appropriate
consultation in accordance with subclause (8) in
Clause 9.�Wages and Supplementary Payments of
this award.

2.3. Clause 15.�Holidays and Annual Leave: Delete
placitum (4)(b)(ii)(aa) of this clause insert in lieu thereof the
following:

(aa) The rate applicable to him/her as prescribed in Clause
9.�Wages and Supplementary Payments of this
award;

2.4. Clause 18.�Junior Workers: Delete this clause and in-
sert in lieu thereof the following:

18.�JUNIOR EMPLOYEES
Unapprenticed male/female juniors may be employed in
all occupations for which apprenticeship is not provided,
at the rates of wages as set out in Clause 9.�Wages and
Supplementary Payments of this award.

2.5. Clause 22.�Payment of Wages:
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu

thereof the following:
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate

rate shown in Clause 9.�Wages and Supple-
mentary Payments of this award. Subject to
subclause (2) of this clause payment shall be
pro rata where less than the full week is
worked.

B. Delete the placitum (iii) of subclause (2), paragraph
(b) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the fol-
lowing:
(iii) In such a case the averaging system applies

and the weekly wage rates for ordinary hours
of work applicable to the employee shall be
the average weekly wage rates set out for the
employee�s classification in Clause 9.�Wages
and Supplementary Payments of this award,
and shall be paid each week even though more
or less than 38 ordinary hours are worked that
week.
In effect, under the averaging system, the em-
ployee accrues a �credit� each day the em-
ployee works actual ordinary hours in excess
of the daily average which would otherwise
be 7 hours 36 minutes. This �credit� is car-
ried forward so that in the week of the cycle
that the employee works on only four days,
the actual pay would be for an average of 38
ordinary hours even though, that week, the
employee works a total of 32 ordinary hours.
Consequently, for each day an employee works
8 ordinary hours the employee accrues a
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�credit� of 24 minutes (0.4 hours). The maxi-
mum �credit� the employee may accrue under
this system is 0.4 hours on 19 days; that is, a
total of 7 hours 36 minutes.

2.6. Clause 33.�Supplementary Payments: Delete this
clause and renumber clauses 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38 as 33, 34,
35, 36 and 37 respectively:

2.7. Clause 37.�Traineeships: Delete paragraphs (d) and
(e) of subclause (7) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

(d) Traineeships (AST and CST only)
Wages for the Australian Traineeship System and
Career Start trainees shall be calculated as follows�

(i) Australian Traineeship System:
(a) The weekly wage payable to a trainee

shall be not less than that determined
by applying the appropriate junior
wage per week, calculated in accord-
ance with subclause (b), of Clause 9.�
Wages and Supplementary Payments,
of this Award and multiplying by 39,
which represents actual weeks spent on
the job, then dividing that sum by 52
to provide a weekly wage.

(b) In any case, the rate determined shall
not be less than the minimum rate pre-
scribed in the Australian Traineeship
guidelines as amended for time to time.

(ii) Career Start Traineeship:
(a) Determining the hourly rate applicable

to a Vehicle Builder, Level II level adult
employee, if 21 years of age or older,
or the appropriate junior wage per week
as prescribed in subclause (b), of
Clause 9.�Wages and Supplementary
Payments, of this Award;

(b) Multiplying that hourly rate by the
number of weekly ordinary hours, less
the average training as specified in the
registered agreement.

(e) Completed Traineeship�Continued Junior Employ-
ment
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in
this Award, where a Trainee successfully completes
a Traineeship and is a junior person who is then
employed by the same employer performing work
appropriate to the training received pursuant to�

(i) The Traineeship Scheme (excluding the Aus-
tralian Traineeship System and a Career Start
Traineeship), the qualification outcome deter-
mined by the training programme shall be
equated to an appropriate level within the clas-
sification structure described in Clause 6.�
Definitions, of this Award, and the wage rate

relevant thereto as prescribed in Clause 9.�
Wages and Supplementary Payments, of this
Award, shall be the level of wage to which the
prescribed age related percentage appropriate
to the junior employee concerned, will be ap-
plied to calculate the weekly rate of wage for
such junior employee; or

(ii) The Australian Traineeship System, or the
Career Start Traineeship, the rate of wage pre-
scribed for the classification Vehicle Builder�
Level III by Clause 9.�Wages and
Supplementary Payments, of this Award, shall
be the level of wage to which the prescribed
age related percentage appropriate to the jun-
ior employee concerned, will be applied to
calculate the weekly rate of wage for such jun-
ior employee.

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,
[L.S] Senior Commissioner.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH,
SAFETY AND WELFARE ACT—

Matters dealt with—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION.
Industrial Relations Act 1979.

Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union, Industral
Union Of Workers�Western Australian Branch

and
Metro Meat International Ltd.

No. OHSW1 of 1995.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER G.G. HALLIWELL.
15 August 1996.

Order.
THE Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders;

That the application be and is hereby discontinued.
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL,

[L.S] Senior Commissioner.


